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Studies in English Language and Literature 
The international line-up of contributors to this volume shares a common interest both in how language works and in 
how language has been seen to work through the centuries. 
This collection of twenty-nine papers is in honour of E.G.Stanley, Rawlinson and Bosworth Emeritus Professor of Anglo-
Saxon at the University of Oxford and Emeritus Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxford. Written by scholars he has 
supervised, examined, or otherwise served as mentor for within the last twenty years, the contributions illustrate the 
advantages of following John Donne’s axiom to ‘doubt wisely’. Professor Stanley’s own published work has shown the 
utility of wise scepticism as a critical stance; these papers presented to him apply similar approaches to a wide variety of 
texts, most of them in the field of Old or Middle English literature. The primary focus of the collection is on the close 
reading of words in their immediate context, which commonly entails a reconsideration of accepted assumptions. 
Consequently, new links are created here among the disciplines in medieval studies, based on various combinations of 
these scholarly applications. 
Contributors provide new analyses of such difficult but rewarding fields as Old English metre and syntax, Beowulf, the 
origins and development of Standard English, the definitions of Old English words and their connotations, the styles and 
themes of Old English poems, Middle English poetry and prose, the post-medieval reception of medieval works, and the 
styles, themes, and sources of Old English poetry and prose. 
M.J.Toswell is Associate Professor of English at the University of Western Ontario. E.M.Tyler is Lecturer in the 
Department of English and Related Literature and the Centre for Medieval Studies, University of York. 
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Preface and acknowledgments 
Our intent to honour E.G.Stanley as teacher, supervisor, and mentor led in the first place to those students who had fallen 
under his aegis as Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon at the University of Oxford; in the second place, 
to the graduate students he taught while Professor at Yale University; and in the third place, to scholars who have come 
into contact with him all over the world and who have reaped the benefit of his counsel and his care for young 
academics. Our greatest difficulty in the organisation of this volume was narrowing down the list of those invited to 
contribute, but following closely behind that was the co-ordination of so many papers on such a wide variety of topics—
each of them one of the areas of expertise of the honorand. We did, fortuitously, have a central theme which permitted 
the necessary wide range of interests, and we can only hope that we have in our editing, ordering, and presentation of 
these contributions not unduly strait-jacketed the argument of any one. These are chapters whose authors, like Eric 
Stanley himself, are always sceptical, always questioning assumptions. 
In the early stages of this project we sought for and received advice from a number of senior scholars, including Helmut 
Gneuss, Professor at the Institut für Englische Philologie, Universität München; Douglas Gray, J.R.R.Tolkien Professor 
at the University of Oxford; Malcolm Godden, Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon at the University of 
Oxford; and Fred Robinson, Douglas Tracy Smith Professor of English at Yale University. Roberta Frank, Professor of 
English and Director of the Centre for Medieval Studies in the University of Toronto, and Terry Hoad, St Peter’s 
College, Oxford, have also watched benevolently over the project. We are grateful as well for comments made at the 
organisational stages by Toni Healey, and to Joyce Hill both for allowing us to present five sessions in honour of E.G.
Stanley at the International Conference on Medieval Studies at the University of Leeds in July 1995, and for helping us 
with the arrangements for those sessions. 
A number of scholars, regretfully, were unable to meet our timetable for contributions to this volume or were unable to 
contribute for other 
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reasons; we are sorry to have lost the wisdom and intelligent scepticism of Mary Blockley, Mary Clayton, Mechthild 
Gneuss-Gretsch, Joan Holland, Nicholas Howe, Michael Korhammer, Lucia Kornexl, Carolyne Larrington, Peter J.
Lucas, Angelika Lutz, David MacDougall, Ian MacDougall, Eamonn O’Carragáin, Hilary Reynolds, Hans Sauer, Nancy 
Speirs, Roland Torkar, and C.Patrick Wormald. 
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final stages while one of us was on sabbatical at Pembroke College, Oxford and the other had moved to a new post at the 
University of York. We are additionally grateful to Pembroke College, which has also granted permission for the 
photograph of E.G.Stanley, taken by Savile Bradbury, which faces the title page. Thanks also to the Council of the Early 
English Text Society for permission to quote the passage on pages 247–8. 
The contributors translate passages relevant for the meaning from Old English and early Middle English, as well as from 
Latin, Greek, and modern languages. Where a passage is quoted solely to demonstrate a metrical or syntactic point, it is 
not translated. Most of the translations appear in the text after the quotation, but occasionally, when the meaning is not 
critical for the argument, they will be found in the notes. 
The production process was made easy for us by Julia Hall, our commissioning editor at Routledge, her assistant Alison 
Foyle, the desk editor Claire Chandler, and the copy-editor Jenny Potts. 
The greatest debt owed by a Festschrift is inevitably, and wonderfully, to the person who has provided the occasion for 
the volume. Because this collection acknowledges Eric’s contribution as teacher and mentor over the past two decades, 
we have without scruple taken advantage of our status as former students to consult with him, though he has himself 
scrupulously avoided comment on any of our decisions. We hope that he will enjoy this collection, though we cannot 
hope that it will provide him with even a tenth of the intellectual and personal benefit that has come to those of us lucky 
enough to have worked with him. 
Feast of St Giles, 1995      M.J.T. and E.M.T. 
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Introduction 
M.J.Toswell and E.M.Tyler 
…though truth and falsehood bee  
Neare twins, yet truth a little elder is;  
Be busie to seeke her, beleeve mee this,  
Hee’s not of none, nor worst, that seekes the best.  
To adore, or scorne an image, or protest,  
May all be bad; doubt wisely; in strange way  
To stand inquiring right, is not to stray;  
To sleepe, or runne wrong, is. 
(John Donne, ‘Satyre III: Kinde Pitty Chokes My Spleene’, lines 72–
9) 
Eric Stanley’s career, both as scholar and teacher, illustrates the intellectual fruitfulness of following John Donne’s 
injunction to ‘doubt wisely’.1 Throughout his career, Professor Stanley has stood ‘inquiring right’ and inspired several 
generations of younger scholars to attempt to do the same. Doubt need not be resigned nay-saying, but can foster the 
stimulating and rigorous examination of a range of possibilities. The ability to doubt constructively is typified, for 
example, by Professor Stanley’s paper, ‘The Date of Beowulf: Some Doubts and No Conclusions’.2 This article, in 
which the evidence of language is connected to its cultural and intellectual contexts, demonstrates the potential of 
productive doubt. Stanley moves out from specific linguistic points, always indicating what can and cannot be known, to 
ask fundamental questions in an approach which marks much of his work. Precisely because of his concern with the 
limitations of our knowledge and with the historical conditioning and expectations which readers bring to a text, his 
scholarship is distinguished by its intellectual honesty; such an approach remains singularly enduring. His characteristic 
rigour has not been confined to the study of Old English language and literature, but has extended to the study of other 
West Germanic languages, and to Middle English language and literature as well as Modern English language. 
After taking his first degree at University College, Oxford, he went on to lecture at the University of Birmingham, where 
he also received his 
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doctorate. While at Birmingham he published his edition of the early Middle English poem The Owl and the Nightingale 
and his seminal article ‘Old English Poetic Diction and the Interpretation of The Wanderer, The Seafarer, and The 
Penitent’s Prayer’, which continues, after almost thirty years, to shape scholarly opinion.3 At Queen Mary College in 
the University of London, he was first reader and then professor. During this time he brought together and edited, as 
Continuations and Beginnings: Studies in Old English Literature, a group of essays by prominent Anglo-Saxonists. This 
volume, which includes his own chapter on Beowulf, not only has proved invaluable as an introduction to Old English 
literature for undergraduates, but also continues to be a resource for scholars in the field.4 The Search for Anglo-Saxon 
Paganism, which first appeared as a series of articles in Notes and Queries, is also the product of his years in London. 
Here, turning his sharp insight to the history of Old English scholarship, he shows how greatly nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century nationalistic concern to uncover pure Germanic paganism in Old English texts has distorted modern 
understandings of Anglo-Saxon literature and culture.5 In the field of Middle English, his refusal to indulge in 
sentimental views about the importance of English nationalism in the thirteenth century opened up new perspectives on 

 poetic art in his article ‘  Antiquarian Sentiments’.6 His time at Birmingham and London 
also saw the publication of numerous articles on Old English and Germanic philology and Old and Middle English 
prosody as well as on more recent English language. 
From London, Eric Stanley joined the Department of English at Yale University, and then returned to England to take up 
the Rawlinson and Bosworth Chair of Anglo-Saxon at the University of Oxford. In his article, ‘The Narrative Art of 
Beowulf’, he showed a rare ability to set aside the expectations of his own age in order to examine the way the Beowulf 
poet told his story.7 ‘The Germanic ‘‘Heroic Lay” of Finnesburg’ shows him confronting one of the unquestioned 
assumptions of the study not only of Old English, but of Germanic literatures more generally. By looking closely at why 
scholars have been so concerned to find evidence for the ‘heroic lay’ in Old English, he elegantly makes the case for 
such a lay as scholarly invention.8 He used an examination of the various manuscript versions of the minor Old English 
text, The Judgement of the Damned, which teeters between verse and prose, to take up the central question of what 
distinguishes these two forms of discourse in Old English.9 His contribution to the influential volume Old English 
Poetry: Essays on Style, ‘Two Old English Poetic Phrases Insufficiently Understood for Literary Criticism’, looks 
directly at the implications of the incomplete nature of our knowledge of Old English language for the way the literary 
criticism of Old English is carried out.10 The importance of these essays and much of his earlier work in Old English 
merited their re-publication in his A Collection
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of Papers with Emphasis on Old English Literature. While holding the chair of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford, he continued to 
publish in the areas of related Germanic languages and of Middle and Modern English; most notable are 
‘The Difficulty of Establishing Borrowings between Old English and the Continental West Germanic Languages’, a 
series of articles on Chaucerian metre and his piece ‘The Oxford English Dictionary and Supplement: the Integrated 
Edition of 1989’.11 His retirement has seen the publication of his book In the Foreground: Beowulf. Here he not only 
challenges scholarly assumptions and consensus about Beowulf, but also presents new ways of understanding the poem 
by illustrating the centrality of Christian prayer to its form, style, and meaning.12 
He has brought great energy and learning to his editorial and advisory roles as well as to his scholarship. For over thirty 
years, he has been co-editor of Notes and Queries, the journal in which many of his numerous reviews have appeared. As 
an editor of Notes and Queries he has been important in developing a number of fields of study by virtue of his careful 
and cogent analyses of articles, books, reference works, and dictionaries. A fellow of the British Academy, he edited 
British Academy Papers on Anglo-Saxon England.13 As an external examiner in British universities and abroad and as 
an adviser to the University Grants Committee in Britain, he has been influential in shaping higher education in English 
language and literature. He has served on the Editorial Board of The Oxford English Dictionary and on the International 
Advisory Board of the Dictionary of Old English project at the University of Toronto. In particular, this last project, 
which is of immeasurable importance to the study of Anglo-Saxon England, has benefited greatly from his scholarship 
and wisdom both in the numerous entries he has written and in the directions he has helped to lead it. His strong links 
with Anglo-Saxon studies in North America are also evident in his role as exchange fellow from the British Academy to 
the Royal Society of Canada; while holding this post he lectured across Canada. In addition to recent visits to 
universities in Japan, Australia, and New Zealand, he has continued to maintain strong contacts with Continental 
universities. He has been instrumental in encouraging the study of Old and Middle English not only in Britain but in 
many countries throughout the world. 
Eric Stanley has been a generous and challenging teacher of both undergraduates and graduates. As a supervisor of 
graduate students his standards were demanding, yet he never imposed his own views on his students, but rather granted 
them a rare degree of intellectual freedom. Such freedom could be daunting, and no doubt for some overwhelming. 
Ultimately, however, for many it was a challenge which led them to think for themselves and to work in unexpected and 
original directions. 
Some of those directions can be seen in this collection of papers in honour of Professor Stanley. Written by scholars he 
has supervised, 
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examined, or mentored within the last twenty years, since he became professor (first at Yale, then at Oxford), they are, 
we hope, a fruitful indication of how wide and how deep is the influence of E.G.Stanley. In one way, this collection 
arises directly out of each contributor’s direct connection with, and homage to, the honorand. Thus, Marie-Françoise 

Alamichel, who met Professor Stanley and was encouraged by him at a conference concerning Brut, 
makes some cautionary comments about the author, narrator, and intended reader of this surprisingly moralistic work. 
Peter Baker picks up his own concern with the editing of computus texts, and intersects those works with Professor 
Stanley’s long-standing conviction that the modern reader sees in medieval manuscripts a mistakenly modern layout and 
the pattern of a modern mind—and Baker considers the logic that develops from studying the actual layout of textual 
boundaries rather than imposing the pattern of one’s own thought. Rolf Bremmer reconsiders from a profoundly 
interdisciplinary and profoundly philological point of view a few important lines from Beowulf, the poem that has in 
many ways stood at the centre of the honorand’s scholarly career, and about which he has just published a thoroughly 
thought-provoking book. Were the alphabetical order of the contributors to march ahead, the other contributors would all 
engage in similar practices, through to Laura Wright—whose doctoral thesis was recently supervised by Professor 
Stanley—who considers the standard approaches to fourteenth-century London English as the foundation of modem 
English and postulates some new ways of considering the evidence. They reveal the truth in this context of the next few 
lines of ‘Satyre III’ by John Donne: 
On a huge hill, 
Cragged, and steep, Truth stands, and hee that 
will  
Reach her, about must, and about must goe,  
And what the hills suddennes resists, winne so;  
Yet strive so, that before age, deaths twilight,  
Thy Soule rest, for none can worke in that night.  
To will, implyes delay, therefore now doe:  
Hard deeds, the bodies paines; hard knowledge 
too  
The mindes indeavours reach, and mysteries  
Are like the Sunne, dazling, yet plaine to all eyes.  
Keepe the truth which thou hast found. 
(lines 79–89) 
One truth about this collection, then, is that Eric Stanley by example and by exhortation has insisted on a stance of 
‘inquiring right’ in order to reach a truth which is ‘cragged, and steep’, a truth which can be won and, if won, kept as 
something ‘plaine to all eyes’. His own life of scholarship has guided the lives of many, not least among them the thirty 
contributors to this volume. 
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There is another truth here as well, and one which further links the work of Eric Stanley to that of one of the greatest 
wordsmiths of the English language, which is that at every stage of his academic career Professor Stanley has been 
concerned with the proper identification of, and intelligent application of, the way in which language is used in the so-
called literary texts. And, rare among modern scholars, where he does not find sufficient linguistic evidence to support a 
literary conclusion, he says so. And, if no other evidence accrues, he declares his inability to solve the crux and the 
inability of scholars to proclaim meaning at a given point. The contributors to this volume, each and every one, have the 
same starting-point. They are interested in how language works and in how language has been seen to work through the 
centuries. The primary focus of the collection remains the close reading of words in their immediate context, which 
usually entails a reconsideration of accepted assumptions and commonplace assertions (which Professor Stanley would 
no doubt call ‘presumptions and predilections’). The first result is new links between the disciplines of medieval study—
based on various combinations of these scholarly applications of a sceptical attitude. 
The contributors to this volume reach new and unexpected conclusions about a wide variety of texts and ideas. Toni 
Healey, the editor of the Dictionary of Old English, points out some of the ways in which the entries for the letter A 
change our assumptions about meaning and interpretation in particular texts. At the same time, she makes explicit the 
difficulty that writing a dictionary entry presents for reproducing some of the uncertainty about specific meaning and 
some of the alternative interpretations that a good editor will develop while establishing the taxonomy of the entry. Hal 
Momma and Michiko Ogura consider well-known and important cruces in the fields of Old English metre and grammar 
respectively, each one evaluating scholarship to date on the question and then advancing ahead. Lynda Mugglestone 
reclaims for the modern reader the first serious researcher in England about the English language, examining the ways in 
which Alexander Ellis inaugurated the study of the history of words and grammar in English. Fran Colman’s paper 
considers onomastics and coin-epigraphy as evidence for Old English phonology and dialectology, while Andreas 
Fischer develops a method for considering the vocabulary shifts from very late Old English to early Middle English. All 
of these essays have as their focus the language itself and some details of its usage in early English texts. 
Other papers will focus more specifically on individual texts: Elizabeth Tyler on The Phoenix to develop a new and more 
precise approach to verbal repetition; Susan Irvine on Alfred’s careful interpretation of the classical legend concerning 
Ulysses and Circe in his translation of Boethius; Mark Griffith on The Wanderer and Andy Orchard on Cædmon’s 
Hymn, both of whom produce new arguments about these, 
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perhaps the two most-studied works of the Old English corpus; Elizabeth Solopova on the verse structure of The 

Ormulum; Marie-Françoise Alamichel on Brut; Karin Olsen on Gísla saga; Fiona and Richard Gameson 
on two Old English Frauenlieder, James McNelis on the vexed question of Hrothgar’s speech to the sword hilt in 
Beowulf; Rolf Bremmer on the hanging of Grendel’s arm in the same poem; Antonina Harbus on the way in which a 
proper understanding of the many meanings of OE swefn affects interpretation of Genesis B; and Melissa Furrow on 
Margery Kempe’s functional Latinity. All of these contributions reconsider standard notions about these texts, in some 
cases refining and clarifying these ideas, and in others pointing out fallacies in the accepted interpretation or arguing for 
new and more convincing ways of analysing these medieval works. 
While all of the papers discussed so far have implications for wider issues of interpretation, a third group of papers in 
this volume seems perhaps to use close reading or detailed argument primarily to lead into a consideration of larger 
questions. Pauline Thompson, for instance, returns to the question of St Æthelthryth’s virginity and argues that Bede’s 
claims are as likely to be right as notions based on modern views about marriage and sexuality. Joyce Hill uses a 
reconsideration of Ælfric’s sources to argue for a new and more carefully theorised approach to source study, while Ivan 
Herbison develops a taxonomy for the Old English Christian epic which is similarly grounded in recent genre criticism. 
In similar ways do the papers of Nicola McDonald, Peter Baker, Corinne Saunders and Jane Toswell interleave wise 
scepticism and traditional approaches with modern re-evaluations of scholarly approaches, applying this methodology 
variously to the fourteenth-century French ballade Medee fu, Middle English Breton lays involving scenes of rape and 
abduction, Old English computus manuscripts and their layout, and the use of Tacitus as a touchstone for our 
understanding of Old English heroic poetry. The three remaining essays all use detailed analyses of individual works to 
re-open questions about the reception and interpretation of medieval texts: Kathryn Walls to look at the changes made in 
a seventeenth-century revision of the fifteenth-century translation Pilgrimage of the Lyfe of the Manhode, Ruth Harvey 
to outline a group of topoi concerning the animal kingdom as having implications for the philosophy of man’s rational 
soul as superadded to his sensitive soul, and Christine Franzen to consider how the later medieval copies of two Old 
English charters show paradoxical and contradictory scribal decisions, which suggest that any conclusions about the 
knowledge of and interest in Old English in the following centuries must remain highly provisional and uncertain. 
Many ways of organising these papers into groups exist, as the foregoing discussion attests. We have chosen here to 
make use of John Donne’s 
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‘Satyres’ in order to collect the papers under relevant epigraphs. In general, the volume moves from papers considering 
details of language, including the phonology and lexicography of individual words; to considerations of words in a 
limited context of ten or fifteen lines; to consideration of single texts; to consideration of the ways in which texts are 
grouped or classified; and finally to consideration of the ways in which we make fundamental assumptions in our 
approaches to literary texts. In all these papers the touchstone remains an attitude of intelligent scepticism, a belief that 
doubt can be a challenging stance and an opportunity for new enquiry. For those who ‘doubt wisely’ it is indeed true that 
‘On a huge hill,/ Cragged, and steep, Truth stands, and hee that will/Reach her, about must, and about must goe’. We 
offer our own travellings about to Professor Stanley in the hope that some, at least, will be productive journeys. 
NOTES 
1  Donne: Poetical Works, ed. Herbert J.C.Grierson (1929; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979), ‘Satyre III’, pp. 136–

40 at 139, lines 72–9. 
2  ‘The Date of Beowulf: Some Doubts and No Conclusions’, in Colin Chase, ed., The Dating of ‘Beowulf’ (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 1981), pp. 197–211; rep. in his A Collection of Papers with Emphasis on Old English 
Literature (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), pp. 209–31. 

3  The Owl and the Nightingale (1960; Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1972); and ‘Old English Poetic 
Diction and the Interpretation of The Wanderer, The Seafarer, and The Penitent’s Prayer’, Anglia 73 (1956), pp. 413–
66; rep. in A Collection of Papers, pp. 234–80; and in J.B.Bessinger Jr and S.J.Kahrl, eds, Essential Articles for the 
Study of Old English Poetry (Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1968), pp. 458–514. 

4  Continuations and Beginnings: Studies in Old English Literature (London: Nelson, 1966). 
5  ‘The Search for Anglo-Saxon Paganism, I–V, Notes and Queries 209 (1964), pp. 204–9, 242–50, 282–7, 324–31, 455–

63; and ‘The Search for Anglo-Saxon Paganism, VI–IX’, Notes and Queries 210 (1965), pp. 9–17, 203–7, 285–93, 
322–7; rep. as The Search for Anglo-Saxon Paganism (Cambridge and Totowa, NJ: D.S.Brewer, 1975). 

6  ‘  Antiquarian Sentiments’, Medium Ævum 38 (1969), pp. 23–37. 
7  ‘The Narrative Art of Beowulf’, in Hans Bekker-Nielsen, Peter Foote, Andreas Haarder and Preben Meulengracht 

Sørensen, eds, Medieval Narrative: a Symposium (Odense: Odense University Press, 1979), pp. 58–81; rep. in A 
Collection of Papers, pp. 170–91. 

8  ‘The Germanic “Heroic Lay” of Finnesburg’, in A Collection of Papers, pp. 281–97. 
9  ‘The Judgement of the Damned (from Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 201 and Other Manuscripts), and the 

Definition of Old English Verse’, in M. Lapidge and H.Gneuss, eds, Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon 
England: Studies Presented to Peter Clemoes on the Occasion of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 
1985), pp. 363–91; rep. and corrected as ‘The Judgement of the Damned, from Corpus Christi College Cambridge 201 
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Part I  
On language and linguistics 
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This thing hath travail’d, and saith, speakes all tongues  
And only knoweth what to all States belongs.  
Made of th’Accents, and best phrase of all these,  
He speakes no language; If strange meats displease,  
Art can deceive, or hunger force my tast,  
But Pedants motley tongue, souldiers bumbast,  
Mountebankes drugtongue, nor the termes of law  
Are strong enough preparatives, to draw  
Me to beare this: yet I must be content  
With his tongue, in his tongue call’d complement:  
In which he can win widdowes, and pay scores  
Make men speake treason, cosen subtlest whores,  
Out-flatter favorites, or outlie either  
Jovius, or Surius, or both together.  
He names mee, and comes to mee; I whisper, God!  
How have I sinn’d, that thy wraths furious rod,  
This fellow chuseth me? He saith, Sir,  
I love your judgement; Whom doe you prefer,  
For the best linguist? And I seelily  
Said, that I thought Calepines Dictionarie;  
Nay, but of men, most sweet Sir. 
(John Donne, ‘Satyre IV: Well; I may now receive’, lines 35–
55) 
The ‘best linguist’ is for John Donne a dictionary, to be trusted and consulted. But dictionaries are dependent upon the 
people who make them, review them, and use them, in that the decisions made in the development of the procedures and 
practices of a dictionary are always subject to question. Here, Toni Healey, editor of the Dictionary of Old English at the 
Centre for Medieval Studies in the University of Toronto, reconsiders some recent entries, and points out some of the 
issues they raise (and some which they put to rest). She is concerned throughout with issues of meaning, and with the 
intelligent determination of what the meaning of a given Old English word is most likely to be. Among the tools she uses 
in her work are the place-name studies, numismatic analysis, and philology which are questioned and discussed by Fran 
Colman here. Her recent influential book on Old English onomastics opened a number of areas for discussion; she 
responds here to some of the questions raised, and raises more wise doubts of her own. 
Two papers written in what Donne might call the ‘Pedants motley tongue’ consider the issues of very late Old English, 
transitional Old 
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English, or very early Middle English. Opening for scholarly analysis issues which have been little considered in the 
history of the language, Andreas Fischer and Christine Franzen present some of the evidence by which to assess the 
lexical substitutions (Fischer) and the grammatical, phonological, and syntactic changes (Franzen) evident in twelfth- 
and early thirteenth-century copies of Old English manuscripts. Their conclusions suggest both that further research in 
this field is necessary, and that the evidence can be both contradictory and confusing, so that caution when interpreting 
the results will be necessary. 
Finally, two of the papers in this section consider that issue which Donne lists first: ‘th’Accents’. Lynda Mugglestone 
elucidates a shining example of a rare phenomenon, a nineteenth-century philologist unwilling to make firm and 
judgmental statements. Her analysis of Alexander Ellis and his wise caution in considering the pronunciation of English 
from early Middle English to contemporary times shows that one of the most useful ways to approach a subject is its 
historiography. Laura Wright employs a similar approach in her reconsideration of fourteenth-century London English, 
presenting the ways in which scholars of the twentieth century have moved from the early and tentative conclusions of 
Eilert Ekwall to apparently certain statements about the ways in which the modern standard of English usage is based on 
a London/East Midlands dialect of the fourteenth century. Analysing a collection of guild certificates, some of which are 
newly discovered and some of which have formed part of the evidence for earlier conclusions, she proposes a possible 
new way of interpreting this material. 
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1 Names will never hurt me 
Fran Colman 
INTRODUCTION 
What follows aims to illustrate some attempts to ‘doubt wisely’ the use of written records in reconstructing Old English. 
The discussion is based (though not exclusively) on selected and at times interconnected issues relating to interpretations 
of spelling-forms of personal names. As Coates remarks, name study is ‘an intensely satisfying discipline’: ‘its subject 
matter is central to human life, of deep anthropological and social significance, and touching all sorts of other 
disciplines’.1 As well as onomastics, I will, for instance, be invoking numismatics, philology, and linguistics, and, to 
some extent, social and political reconstruction. One of the issues addressed specifically concerns the Kentish dialect, 
and prompts a pursuit of non-onomastic material in relation to an apparent anomaly in the prevailing characterisation of 
this dialect. 
ONOMASTICS AND GENDER 
The familiar assumption that Anglo-Saxon (and cognate Germanic) personal names were formed from elements cognate 
with common words (e.g., Æthelman=æðele ‘noble’+man ‘man’) allows for a working hypothesis about the potential 
value of proper-name forms for linguistic reconstruction: just as variation in spellings of common words may be taken as 
potential evidence for diachronic and diatopic difference, so too may variation in representations of the cognate proper-
name elements. On the other hand, Colman sides with proponents of the argument that proper names have reference but 
not sense (so, Æthelman does not mean ‘noble man’);2 and correlates the purely referential function of proper names 
with phonological, morphological, and syntactic behaviour different from that of common nouns (see further below on 
analyses of putative phonological differences).3 
On the basis of personal names on late Anglo-Saxon coins, Colman proposes an ‘onomastic system’ for late Old English, 
characterised in terms of the inventory of units, common words, selected to form Old 
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Engish personal names, and of the possible patterns of combination of such units (as first and/or second elements in 
dithematic names, and/or as single items in monothematic ones: e.g. Æthelman but not *Manæthel, Manna but not 
*Æthel).4 It is also crucially characterised in terms of the function of the units: as referential. A description of an 
onomastic system therefore includes more than whatever principles of proper-name formation may be discerned, and 
aims, to borrow the words of Coates, ‘to validate the notion proper name as a linguistic category’,5 whose members, 
once ‘removed’ from the category of common nouns, may go their separate ways.6 (This removal may have been behind 
Colman’s choice of the Greek-based term, ‘onomastic system’, rather than ‘nomenclature’, which might be taken to 
include only selection and combination of elements, but exclude function, and the correlative linguistic behaviour.) 
Coates is uneasy about the concept of an onomastic system for late Old English: 
if some collection of names were systematic, one would expect in principle to be able to write a grammar to describe it. 
If such a collection were unsystematic, one would write a list. This latter enshrines the spirit of acceptance of Ziff’s Law, 
which states that strings of words of whatever constituency may function as proper names—that is, their namehood 
renders their constituent structure irrelevant.7 
Coates points out, too, (1) that not all personal name-elements theoretically able to combine actually do so in late Old 
English, e.g. *Beorhtheard; and (2) that by this period, the frequency of established names such as Godwine (noch 
einmal) suggests that ‘a degree of inertia and fashion crept into the names of Old English…. Any systematicity there 
might once have been broke down.’8 
While I would be the last to disagree with the claim that once a common word is used to form a proper name its 
‘namehood’ renders irrelevant its original categorial status, it does not seem to be the case that Old English personal 
names were formed from common words from all major classes (verbal etyma are rare, and controversial) or from all 
lexical semantic classes (in so far as these can be classified).9 The first part of Ziff’s Law would seem to be called into 
question: writing a list of late Old English personal names would suggest, contrary to available data, that any common 
word at all could be transferred to the function of proper-name element. Do Coates’s other observations undermine the 
concept of an onomastic system? 
They certainly confirm my own tentative responses to Barley’s assertion of the ‘regularity of the Anglo-Saxon naming 
system’ (the definite noun phrase here raising its own, but unaddressed, questions about the possibility of different 
systems for different periods, which I cannot detail 
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here).10 But any system can have gaps. The formation of Old English personal names is analogous to the formation of 
common words by derivational morphology. Derivational morphology is systematic, but not all potential inputs 
participate in a given rule. In English, for instance, while the suffix -ness attaches to adjectives to form abstract nouns, 
not all adjectives are inputs. So, too, while -heard is attested as an Old English personal name deuterotheme, not all 
protothemes combine with it (e.g. see *Beorhtheard). And then, the output of a derivational rule may become 
lexicalised, as in instances of compound-obscuration, and/or of reanalysis of affixes as part of roots (witness, as always, 

the classic lord, pre-OE [ ], OE hlaford; or the questionable status as a suffix of, e.g., -dom in both OE and 
present-day wisdom). Godwine seems to me a plausible instance of an Old English name relegated to the lexicalised bin. 
If Colman and references cited there are reliable, several dithematic names are new to the eleventh century: though the 
usual caveat about gaps in recorded data would apply here.11 Neither gaps in the implementation of a process, nor 
lexicalisation of an output is enough to deny systematic status to the categorisations at any level of the grammar: 
although both are observable in present-day English, I would not want to suggest that the language has no derivational 
morphological system. What I find tantalising is that the change-over in nomenclature type after the Norman Conquest 
deprived us of seeing how far the late Old English onomastic system might have survived of its own accord.12 
The concept of systematicity relates also to the question of what, if any, relation pertained between grammatical and 
natural gender in the formation of Old English personal names. I have taken it that earlier association of grammatically 
masculine and feminine elements with naturally male and female referents has been discredited (see, e.g., names of men 
with deuterotheme -mund f. ‘power’, and those with neuter cognates, e.g. cild ‘child’).13 Inflections of personal name-
forms, however, suggest some sort of association of grammatical with natural gender. For instance, grammatically 
feminine mund ‘hand, power’ has a grammatically masculine genitive suffix in Sancte Eadmundes Byrig;14 
grammatically neuter cild appears as a moneyer’s name on late Anglo-Saxon coins as <CILD>, but frequently as 
<CILDA>, with a weak nominative suffix associated with grammatically masculine nouns (cf. <e> on neuter ones).15 
While recent work on Old English nouns of more than one gender concludes that ‘gender was a dialectal variable’,16 I 
do not think that this applies to the proper name-forms. These, I suspect, suggest another instance of different 
grammatical behaviour of personal name-elements from that of their common-word cognates. The common word 
declines according to its grammatical gender, whatever the natural gender of its denotatum (even if pronominalisation 
may be according to natural gender17); e.g. did, wif, with neuter inflections despite male or female denotata; mund, with 
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feminine inflections despite neuter denotata. With personal names, the natural gender of the referent triggers the choice 
of grammatical inflection: the grammatical gender of the common word is overridden. The name-element behaves 
differently from the common word. 
If this is so, then inflectional suffixes might be a clue to the natural gender of the referent of a personal name. A case in 
point is the monothematic name cognate with gifu f. ‘gift’, on late Anglo-Saxon coins. In response to Colman, Coates 
observes: ‘Gifu is held to be a male moneyer, on the supposition that all moneyers were male; but as a second element, -
gifu is female only. Here is a point at which to test the supposition.’18 
Now, although the deuterotheme -gifu is well documented in names referring to identifiable females, the monothematic 
name is recorded only for moneyers.19 A moneyer’s name ending in a cognate with a grammatically masculine u-noun 
appears with <V> as well as <E> for the final vowel: e.g. <GODSVNV>, <GODSVNE> for sunu ‘son’, where 
replacement of etymological <V> by <E> is plausibly taken as evidence of reduction of unstressed back vowels.20 But 
for forms of the name cognate with grammatically feminine gifu, there may be another interpretation. The moneyer’s 
name never occurs with final <V>, only with <E> (<GIFE>, <GIVE>).21 Could this <E> represent a masculine ending, 
by analogy with grammatically masculine nouns such as here ‘army’, sige ‘victory’, wine ‘friend’? These, although 
belonging to a set of nouns subject to historical i-Umlaut, could, as very common bases for deuterothemes of moneyers’ 

names, set a synchronic pattern for distinguishing (with final [ ], spelled <E>/<e>) personal names referring to males 
but cognate with grammatically feminine nouns with suffix [u]. 
ONOMASTICS AND COIN EPIGRAPHY 
The issue selected for wise doubt here centres on the sequence <IE> on late Anglo-Saxon coins. The digraph <ie> in Old 
English manuscripts is variously interpreted, but in <ielf> ‘elf’, and other forms with i-Umlaut of PG [a] before /1/ plus a 
consonant, it is generally agreed to represent a West-Saxon vowel: cf., e.g., Anglian <ælf>. The (protothemic) personal 
name-element cognate with OE ælf/ielf is commonly claimed to occur only in Anglian form,22 and would therefore 
constitute further evidence of differences between proper names and common words. As Coates points out, a form such 
as <IELFWINE> at Bristol ‘cannot be summarily dismissed’ as possible counter-evidence.23 But on late Anglo-Saxon 
and Norman coins <IE> appears not only in representations of ælf/ielf, but also in forms where etymological <ie> is 
implausible (note, too that manuscript use of WS <ie> was becoming obsolete by the ninth century24). In the absence of 
a systematic account of <IE> in representations of Æthel ‘noble’, mœr ‘famous’, and Sœ ‘sea’, the sequence may be 
interpreted as 
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an epigraphic variant of <Æ>. Coates’s suggestion of <IE> as ‘simple misalignment’ of the stroke attached to <E> to 
form coin-epigraphic <Æ> would not match with the length of the <I> in <IE>,25 compared to the ‘very short diagonal 
to the left’ of <A> to represent <Æ>,26 and in any case would not suggest that <IE> is anything other than ‘an example 
of phonologically insignificant variation’. Moreover, given the centralisation of die-cutting at London and lack of 
information on transmission of moneyers’ names to the die-cutters, the mint name (Bristol) may not be as significant as 
it first appears.27 Numismatic reconstruction favours a non-phonological interpretation of <IE>. 
I am grateful to Professor Richard Coates for drawing attention to the place-name Ilfracombe (Devon) (recorded in 
Charter Rolls of 1279 Ilfridecumbe28), for which an ‘Ielf- form must be responsible’.29 Perhaps West-Saxon speakers 
tolerated a consistent non-West-Saxon spelling, while retaining their pronunciation, the reflex of which surfaces in the 
spelling of 1279. The Anglian form of OE Ælf would be purely orthographic. Alternatively, it could be phonological: 
perhaps West-Saxon speakers pronounced Ælf with [æ], a vowel in their inventory, e.g. in Æthel. Then, in Middle 
English, an etymological connection is made between the place-name element and the common word ‘elf’, the 
appropriate West-Saxon pronunciation is adopted, and accordingly recorded in a spelling form. I am not sure that 
Ilfracombe demands interpretation of <IE> in forms of late Anglo-Saxon moneyers’ names as a West-Saxon form. 
Another interpretation is possible. At the Leeds conference, after the paper was read, Eric Stanley suggested that the 
exceptional development giving <i> from an original /æ/ in spellings of the name Ilfracombe on coins as in the 
documentary evidence presented by place-name scholars30 is probably the result of late Old English (or Transitional 
English) shift of stress in polysyllabic compounds (and simplicia). The shift of stress, from the stressed first syllable to 
the next-following half-stressed syllable, led in the first syllable to an unstressed central vowel, perhaps  or  when 
the original vowel had been a front vowel, as in the case of Ilfracombe. 
PHONOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
The different function of proper names from that of common words has been claimed to have repercussions for analyses 
of the systems of phonological contrasts (specifically with respect to vowels) relevant for late Anglo-Saxon personal 
names.31 It seems that personal names show a reduced set of phonological oppositions, in comparison with 
reconstructions of common-word phonology: in other words, some of the contrasts between vowels in an overall system 
reconstructed for late Old English common words (see below) appear to be neutralised in the phonological system of 
proper names.32 For instance (and to risk justifiable accusation 
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of repetition),33 while the common-word phonology of eleventh-century English contrasted /e/ and /a/, name-forms such 
as <ÆLF>, <ALF>, <ELF>, representing the first element of the same dithematic name, suggest not only the late Old 
English merger of /æ/ and /a/ in /a/,34 but neutralisation, in the proper name, of the opposition between the short mid 
front and the short low vowel. Other neutralisations of vowels in stressed syllables may be summarised as follows. Of 
the late Old English short-vowel contrasts between /i/, /e/, /a/, /y/, /u/, /o/ (assuming monophthongisation of Old English 
diphthongs), personal names show a collapse of distinction between /e/ and /a/ and between /y/, /u/, and /o/. For the long 

monophthongs, the distinction between  and  is collapsed, leaving contrasts between the 

neutralised output of these vowels and the remaining  and . ‘In sum, in the late OE onomastic system, 
only a three-way contrast pertained for the short vowels, and a four-way one for the long.’35 Below is set out a late Old 
English vowel system, for comparison with the neutralisations claimed for personal names. 
Late Old English vowel system 

 
Some etymological comments on the vowel systems above will be relevant to the following discussion. The vowels 

 are from the i-Umlaut of PG [ ], or from some instances of late WS [ ]. Short and long  

represent diatopic variants of the monophthongisation of [ ] (from early OE [ ] and [ ]; on Kentish, see 
below). Short /a/ developed from the late Old English merger of (unlengthened) [æa] with [æ], and from that of [æ] and 

[a] in [a]. Long  is from PG [ai]. Long  is the reflex of both  (from i-Umlaut of PG [ai], pre-OE [ ]) and 

WS , as well as of the monophthongisation of OE [ ]. 
Colman’s specification of the vowel systems subject to neutralisation in personal names excludes the mid front rounded 

vowels ( ), because for late Old English, ‘the coin-spellings give no evidence of mid front rounded vowels, since 

the reflexes of OE [ ] are represented only by <EO> and <E>. (Compare the variety of ME representations which 
give clearer evidence of rounded vowels.)’36 In Colman the neutralisations of the oppositions presented in the vowel 
systems above are formulated in terms of Dependency Phonology (DP), invoking the three basic unary feature 
specifications for stressed vowels: i, u, and a, whether unique (e.g. |i|), in simple combination (e.g. i with any 
combination of u and/or a, e.g. i.a), or in a head-modifier relationship (e.g. a;i, where a predominates over i). 
These features may be regarded as expressing palatality or acuteness, roundness or gravity, and lowness or sonority, 
respectively…. 
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For the short vowel system, a segment uniquely i is distinctive; {|i|} ≠ ~{u}≠{u} (that is, for any segment not uniquely i, 
~{u} contrasts with {u}). For the long vowel system, {u.a}≠{a;i}≠{|a|}≠{ } (that is, contrasts pertain between 

 and everything else).37 
This represents the classes of vowels participating in the neutralisation process; it does not make any claim about the 
pronunciation(s) of the neutralised set. 
The possibility of neutralisation in proper-name phonology is subsequently explored by Colman, but only with respect to 
the short vowel system.38 Here it is acknowledged that ‘the nature of the neutralisation would…have to be re-stated for 
Kentish forms’. This is because of the stressed monophthongal system attested for ninth-century Kentish, after the 

‘collapse’ of all long and short monophthongs except  in ,39 Whatever the previous relative chronological 
operation of the Kentish changes, by the ninth century the system was depleted to 

 lacking the rounded front monophthongs  and  (attested with 

varying stability in other dialects), and the low front vowels /æ/ and  (the latter etymologically either  or ). 

The ‘missing’ front vowels had all merged with . So, for instance, the mid front reflex of short /y/ in the 
manuscript c. 1340 of the Ayenbite of Inwyt is given as [ε] in Magnusson: e.g. <kest>, 3 sg. pres. OK <cessan> ‘kiss’: cf. 
non-Kentish <cyssan>.40 Late Kentish /a/ is the reflex of PG [a] before a nasal consonant, and from the merger of OE 

broken [æa] with [a] (e.g. in <arn>).41 The vowel  is the reflex of [ ] from PG [ai]. Late Kentish /a/ does not 

incorporate OE [æ]; nor does come from OE [ ]. 
Coates, in response to Colman, suggests a DP formulation of the neutralisations of the short vowels in Kentish personal 
names as: ‘i≠|a| ≠u.~i’.42 This may be interpreted as follows: any vowel whose specification contains i contrasts with 
one containing uniquely a, and both contrast with any whose specification involves simple combination of u with u and/
or a (i.e., in simple combination with ‘not i’; specification of u and u is redundant). From this formulation we can 
extrapolate the implicit phonemic representations for Kentish short vowels as displayed below, where the DP values 
given horizontally represent the classes of vowels participating in the neutralisation as specified by Coates, and those 
given vertically represent the contrastive vowels of the overall input system. 
Kentish short vowels 
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Combination of u with ~i presupposes a pre-‘Kentish collapse’ system, for which the ‘not i’ specification would be 
required to exclude /y/ and /ø/ from neutralisation with /u/ and /o/. For this reason, I have included in the chart above the 
low front phoneme /æ/.43 Moreover, the formulation of the neutralisations for pre-ninth-century Kentish would need to 
specify u.\~i\ (i.e., u in simple combination with a vowel uniquely ‘not i’), in order to exclude /ø/, which, specified as i.a.
u, contains i, but not exclusively i. (It would presumably also need to take diphthongs into account: but see further below 
on late Kentish developments.) Coates’s formulation further claims neutralisation of /i/ and /e/. But /i/ and /e/ represent 
the only front-vowel contrast maintained in post-ninth-century Kentish common-word phonology, and, indeed, in the 
neutralisations of non-Kentish short non-back vowels in personal names (as above). If /i/ maintains contrast with /e/, then 
|i|≠i.a, and a new complexity is added to the system of neutralised short vowels for personal names in the Kentish 
system. Such a system would contrast /i/, /e/, /a/, and each with the neutralisation of /u/ and /o/: that is, |i|≠i. ≠|a|≠u. 
As Coates observes: ‘Kentish appears to have been messier than the other dialects, from a DP point of view—an 
unfortunate conclusion when from the historical point of view its vowel phonology has tended to show plenty of 
simplification.’44 But the formulations of neutralisations of vocalic oppositions in personal name-forms in Colman apply 
to late (eleventh-century) Old English,45 when the front rounded vowels, as well as /æ/, ought to be irrelevant for 

Kentish.46 There is no need for an input specification involving front rounded vowels or . 
If we can take an overall pattern of neutralisations for short vowels in personal names (as given above for non-Kentish), 
then /i/ will contrast with the neutralisation of /e/ and /a/ (despite the diatopic differences in historical sources of the non-
high vowels). And then, although late Kentish has a simpler system of short monophthongs compared to those late 
dialects that retain /y/, the neutralisations for personal names can be formulated in exactly the same way: {|i|}≠~{u}≠
{u}. 
The formulation should now be extended to deal with long vowels, and so with outputs of homorganic lengthening. A 
potentially pertinent example is the name-element cognate with gylde ‘golden’ with an historically short stressed vowel. 
This appears on late Anglo-Saxon coins from the Canterbury mint as <GELD>, with the appropriate Kentish reflex of 
OE /y/.47 And although forms at the same mint include spellings of the stressed vowel as <Y>, <V>, and <I>, given the 
centralised cutting of dies for the coins at London, these are plausibly attributable to those non-Kentish dialects where 
late OE /y/ either remained, or unrounded to /i/ (rather than to neutralisation of Kentish /i/ and /e/; the <V> forms have 
been interpreted as epigraphic variants of <Y>). If, however, homorganic lengthening can be invoked for the stressed 
vowel of gylde preceding /ld/,48 
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then the coin-spelling variants coincide exactly with the set of neutralised long vowels posited for late Old English 
personal names: <Y>, <V>, <I>, <E> may be alternatively interpreted as reflections of neutralisation of 

.49 
To return, however, to Coates’s concept of ‘mess’, it is not necessarily unfortunate if neutralisations are less (or no more) 
far-reaching in a simpler system (such as that reconstructed for late Kentish monophthongs). But, was the system of late 
Kentish stressed vowels really simpler than the systems of other dialects? ‘Towards the end of the OE period the 
diphthongs…became monophthongs in almost all dialects, the only exception being Kt.’50 The traditional and prevailing 
interpretation of the late Kentish situation aligns monophthongisation of short diphthongs with that attested for other 
dialects: that is, merger of short /iu/ and /eo/ in the mid diphthong, with subsequent monophthongisation to /e/,51 and 
monophthongisation of /æa/ to /æ/, with subsequent merger with /a/ (as /a/).52 Witness, for instance, the Ayenbite forms 
such as <clepie>, OK <cliopian> ‘call’, <zeue>, OE <seofon> ‘seven’, and <arn>, OE <earn> ‘eagle’, <hard>, OE 
<heard> ‘hard’, <half>, OE <healf> ‘half’.53 Instances of OE /æa/ as /e/ are interpreted as a reflex of ninth-century 
Kentish smoothing in certain contexts, notably before /x/.54 (On the reflex of OE /æa/ before /1/ plus a consonant see 
below.) As perhaps a parenthesis, we might note that /æa/ from back Umlaut should not appear in non-Mercian dialects, 
and that forms such as <ðeafie> ‘I consent’, <teapera> ‘tapers’, <earan> ‘they are’ ‘must be regarded as due to Merc 
influence, particularly predominant in eKt’.55 But even if this were genuine phonological influence, the late Kentish 
output of the short diphthong would be identical with the expected, and attested, Kentish forms with pre-Old English 
‘restoration of a’, such as <geðafie> ‘I consent’. 
But the Kentish long diphthongs remained (most typically in non-final position), as rising diphthongal reflexes of the 

merger of  and  in , and of . The resulting long diphthongs, reconstructed as /je/ and /ja/, are 
spelled in Middle Kentish as <yea>, <ya>, <yea>, <ye> and as <ie>, <ye> (e.g. <yeare> ‘ear’, <dyead> ‘dead’; <dyep> 
‘deep’, <dyevel> ‘devil’; cf. final <zi> ‘see’, <bi> ‘be’).56 It has to be recognised that my own interpretation of non-
Kentish late Old English discounts (on principled grounds) closing diphthongs in forms such as <wei>.57 Further 
research into name-forms identifiable as late to middle Kentish might be expected to take into account the (Old and?) 
Middle English developments of such diphthongs, both from vocalisation and from Middle English breaking. By this 
stage, however, the Old English methods of personal nomenclature were undergoing such change that the pursuit of any 
possible repercussions for a theory of neutralisations in the phonology of personal names could turn out to be irrelevant. 
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ON THE ‘KENTISHNESS’ OF KENTISH 
One thing that emerges from this preliminary exploration of late Old English to early Middle English Kentish diphthongs 
is an apparent anomaly with respect to early Old English Kentish, of potential interest to the study of Old English 
dialects in general: specifically, in relation to reflexes of PG [a] before /l/ plus a consonant, as exemplified by 
alternations such as <eald>, <eall> vs. <ald>, <all>. Diphthongal [æa] and monophthongal [a] in this context are 
traditionally interpreted as diagnostics for West Saxon and Anglian respectively.58 Nevertheless, in early Kentish and 
West-Saxon texts, <a> prevails in this context, but is replaced by <ea>. Hogg specifically concludes from the 
predominance of <ea> in tenth-century Kentish glosses that Kentish is not an ‘a-dialect’.59 Discussion of <a> forms in 
the relevant early texts has tended to focus on Anglian influence (whether orthographic or phonological). Luick,60 for 
instance, pretty clearly claims <a> in both Kentish and West Saxon as an Anglian spelling, ‘und zur zeit Alfreds die 
Schriftsprache noch nicht genügend geregelt war’.61 To this compare the invocation of the co-existence within one 
dialect of variant pronunciations, levels of usage, styles of speech, in Stanley, citing Dobson’s English Pronunciation: 
1500–1700;62 and presaging other post-Stammbaum interpretations of Old English dialect characteristics, notably by 
Hogg. Stanley is concerned primarily with West-Saxon <a> forms preceded by a graph representing a labial (the 
‘Waldend group’), so naturally does not offer an immediate ‘solution’ to the <a> vs. <ea> forms (of the <ald>/<eald>) 
type in Kentish texts. But significant for the present discussion is the dismissal of the replacement of <a> by <ea> as 
evidence that breaking postdated i-Umlaut. 
Generally, an alignment is assumed, or deduced, of Kentish with West Saxon in terms of what happened to PG [a] 
before /l/ plus a consonant. That is, the ‘normal’ reflex of PG [a] in this context is the diphthong [æa]: in other words, 
breaking (rather than Anglian retraction) affected the short low vowel in Kentish as well as West Saxon. This assumption 
may be borne out by Middle Kentish forms from the Ayenbite, where <a> spellings are taken as representing reflexes of 
short /æa/: e.g., in <arn>, <hard>, <half>, whereas digraphs represent the reflexes of long diphthongs.63 Forms of ‘old’ 
such as <ealde>, <yalde>, <yealde>64 suggest that Old English Kentish <ea> before /l/ plus a consonant represented a 
genuine diphthong, lengthened in the most productive context for homorganic lengthening. 
So, in this respect, Kentish looks West-Saxon-ish. But I want now to put this claim beside the most common accounts of 

the output of diphthongal [ ] inputs to i-Umlaut (chronologically ordered after breaking). Reflexes of West-Saxon 

low diphthongs ([ ]) in an (historical) i-Umlaut context are represented as (early) <ie> and (late) <y> and <i>.65 

Given a chronological sequence whereby any [ ] produced by 
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breaking should, in the given environment, be affected by i-Umlaut, we might expect of the low Kentish diphthongs the 
same outputs as in West Saxon. But every source I have checked cites for Kentish an output of i-Umlaut of these 

diphthongs akin to that for Anglian (that is, [ ]), but without any comment on the apparent disparity. It seems that 
Old English Kentish has a ‘West-Saxon’ input to i-Umlaut in the form of [æa] before /l/ plus a consonant, but then an 
‘Anglian’ output for i-Umlaut of this ‘West-Saxon’ phonological form. This is supported by the following observations: 
‘Kt. had e for the i-Umlaut of a before nasal groups and l groups.’66 Hogg cites ‘Kt eldra, geweldan’ with original [æa] 
by breaking.67 Luick states explicitly that, while Anglian lacks ea before /l/ plus a consonant, Kentish not only has ea in 
this context, but, crucially, had this diphthong as the source of e by i-Umlaut. Examples are ‘Kent. fellan ‘‘fällen” zu 
feallan “fallen”…eldra “älter”, eldu “Alter” (zu eald “alt”)’.68 

In forms such as < > and < >, <i> is interpreted as the reflex of Palatal Umlaut of OKt. [e] (rather than of i-
Umlaut of [æa], as in West Saxon).69 Campbell, on Palatal Umlaut of [e] to [i], refers to ‘Kt. forms with the mutation of 
ea, e.g. *hlehþ> he laughs’.70 The claim here is that (pandiatopic) [æa] from breaking before /x/ has the same i-Umlaut 
output as Anglian. So, too, Kentish has i-Umlaut of [æa] before /r/ plus a consonant represented as [e]: Luick cites 
<ermðu> ‘poverty’ (cf. <earm>), <cerran> ‘turn’.71 

For the long low diphthong, too, notably the ‘original’ one from PG [au], [ ] is evidenced as the output from i-Umlaut: 
e.g. <flegan>, cf. WS <fliegan>.72 Kentish shows, then, ‘Anglian’ reflexes of i-Umlaut of low diphthongs from all 
sources: not just from PG [a] before /l/ plus a consonant. And a form such as <chyest> 3 sg. pres. ‘choose’,73 further 
suggests alignment of Kentish with Anglian, lacking i-Umlaut of the reflex of PG [iu].74 
In a Stammbaum frame of mind, one might wonder whether it really could have been the case that PG [a] underwent 
sound changes (breaking and i-Umlaut) in Kentish that resulted in an output characteristic of West Saxon in the first 
instance, and an output aligned with Anglian in the second. Over seventy years ago, Serjeantson, largely on the basis of 
early Kentish charters, and of place-name material, suggested that breaking before /l/ plus a consonant was a 
‘characteristic feature of the Saxon dialects of OE’, and that fractured forms in ninth- and tenth-century Kentish ‘seem to 
have been introduced from a neighbouring dialect’.75 In sum, Serjeantson claims (contrary to Hogg)76 that Kentish was 
an a-dialect, and that ‘if these al- forms were really Mercian, we should expect to find them scattered over all the 
southern counties, not limited to two well-defined areas, Dorset in the west, Kent and Surrey in the east’. Further: 
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since this dialect [Essex] had so many features in common with Kentish in the O.E. and M.E. periods…it is natural to 
suppose that the eal- forms spread southwards across the Thames estuary, first into Kent, and thence into Surrey. 
(p. 99) 
Ekwall’s criticisms of Serjeantson aptly question the assumptions that ‘all O.E. charters can be implicitly trusted from a 
dialectal point of view’, and that forms (especially those presumably Latinised) of personal names in the early Kentish 
charters in question constitute evidence for the regional variety of the phonology of common words. Ekwall also queries 
the numerical count of <a> vs. <ea> in ninth-century Kentish charters, concluding (in agreement with Hogg and 
Serjeantson) that <a> was due to the influence of Mercian court-language.77 
I could wish Ekwall’s arguments were less convincing, because Serjeantson’s account has a certain appeal in relation to 
the disparity of the behaviour of PG [a] in Kentish with respect to breaking before /l/ plus a consonant and to i-Umlaut. 
Suppose Kentish were an a-dialect. Then, after breaking and retraction i-Umlaut would produce [æ] before /l/ plus a 
consonant, and this [æ] would become [e] either by the Kentish collapse, or via the normal Anglian development.78 I-

Umlaut would simultaneously give the [ ] output (associated with Anglian) of the original pandiatopic low diphthongal 
reflex of PG [au]. So far, so Anglian. Then, still in diachronic terms, suppose that after i-Umlaut, Kentish speakers 
replace for unumlauted [a] before /l/ plus a consonant, the Saxon diphthong [æa] (and the Middle English Kentish 
developments cited above suggest that <ea> represented a genuine diphthong). Serjeantson’s suggestions would account 
for the apparent anomaly in the behaviour of PG [a] in Kentish. Any unumlauted short low vowel before /l/ plus a 
consonant (i.e., any of [æ], [a], [æa]) will start to be pronounced, and spelled, as the diphthong. 
Ekwall, however, objects that ‘no other Saxon features have been pointed out in Kentish dialects’.79 But here the 
difference between context-free and context-conditioned may be relevant. Some West-Saxon characteristics would have 
been (synchronically) context-free. For instance, a non-West-Saxon speaker wanting to imitate the West-Saxon vowel 
spelled <ie> would not know where to substitute it. Faced with, for instance, non-West-Saxon <her> ‘here’ and <heran> 
‘hear’, but West-Saxon <her> and <hieran>, the speaker could not know which of the non-West-Saxon forms to replace 
with <ie>. This is analogous to, for instance, the distribution of contrastive vowels in present-day Scots, which a non-
native cannot imitate without learning the high-mid vs. low-mid distinction between mid vowels followed by /r/, as in 
sport vs. sort. 
But consider the description of Kentish as an a-dialect. This is a contextual description, according to which the pertinent 
difference between 
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Kentish and West-Saxon is between [a] and [æa] before /l/ plus a consonant. Therefore, the speaker of Kentish imitating 
Saxon would know which words should have the diphthong: that is, could simply replace every [a] before /l/ plus a 
consonant with [æa]. In this respect, Ekwall’s objection to influence of Saxon on Kentish loses some ground.80 I will 
leave aside the possible associations between Kentish and West Saxon with respect to Palatal Umlaut and late West-
Saxon smoothing.81 
The preceding account falls, as confessed, into a fairly traditional Stammbaum way of approaching the question of Old 
English dialects. But perhaps, as Hogg suggests, ‘we should drastically revise our concepts of Old English dialects, for 
these concepts are too inflexible and fail to take account of the complex social and political structure underlying and in 
part shaping these dialects’.82 I am in no position here to undertake or present reconstructions of the relevant social and 
political situations; but the phonological material that can be reconstructed for Old English Kentish as presented here at 
least prompts further questioning, especially in the light of Hogg: ‘eald could come either from West Saxon or from a 
subdialect of Kentish which becomes dominant because of the alignment with West Saxon’.83 More doubt about 
dialectal boundaries, both in connection with personal names and in more general terms, would be a productive exercise 
for the students of Old and Middle English linguistics.84 
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2 The vocabulary of very late Old English 
Andreas Fischer 
I 
In the recorded history of the English language the late eleventh, twelfth and early thirteenth centuries constitute 
something of a black hole. Paradoxically, this period is one in which the English language developed very rapidly, but 
also one which is exceptionally poorly documented. These two factors are interrelated. Our meagre documentation 
results from the fact that French (in addition to Latin) replaced English as the official, written language of England for a 
time. The rapid development of English, on the other hand, was also an indirect consequence of the Norman Conquest: a 
language which is only spoken is not subject to the norms of an official, written language and will thus change freely and
—often—rapidly. This process of rapid change was intensified, furthermore, by the extensive contact of English with 
two other languages: Old Norse in the late ninth and early tenth centuries, and again in the early eleventh century; and 
French from 1066 onwards. All aspects of English were affected by the rapid transition from Old English to Middle 
English, but the gap between the two stages is most clearly marked in the lexicon. As far as the vocabulary is concerned, 
Old English appears to come to an end in the late tenth and the eleventh centuries, and the Middle English which is 
documented in texts from the very late twelfth century onwards is in many ways a new language. This gap, however, 
remains due only to our ignorance, and I will suggest here that a great deal can be learnt about the transitional period in 
question through looking at what I call very late Old English, namely, the language of twelfth- and, sometimes, early 
thirteenth-century copies of Old English manuscripts and, occasionally, English glosses found in such manuscripts. In an 
examination of very late Old English from the point of view of Old English lexicography, E.G.Stanley has called this 
Transitional English’,1 while, much earlier and with different emphasis, Arnold Schröer opted for the term 
‘neuangelsächsische Periode’: 
wir haben gleichzeitig in verschiedenen Gegenden Englands und unter verschiedenen Verhältnissen auf der einen Seite 
schon in dieser 
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sogenannten ‘neuangelsächsischen Periode’ eine nationale Schriftlitteratur mit sprachlich-graphischer und stofflicher 
Tradition, auf der andera Seite noch bis in 13. Jh. und über dasselbe hinaus litterarische Producte, die wesentlich auf 
altenglischer Tradition fussen und mit bewusster Absicht eine Sprache nachahmen, von der die Gesprochene nicht 
weniger abwich als etwa Neuhochdeutsch vom Althochdeutschen. 
Für diese letztere Litteraturgattung scheint mir die Bezeichnung ‘neuangelsächsisch’ mit vollem Rechte anwendbar zu 
sein, aber auch nur für diese.2 
during this so-called ‘new Anglo-Saxon period’ [the period from the Conquest until the middle of the thirteenth century] 
two kinds of writing were produced in different regions of England and under different circumstances: on the one hand a 
national literature with a tradition of language, spelling and content, and on the other, well into the thirteenth century and 
beyond, literary works which are essentially rooted in an Old English tradition and which deliberately imitate a language 
from which the spoken idiom [of the time] deviated no less than Modern High German does from Old High German. 
It is this, and only this, latter group of works which may justly be called ‘new Anglo-Saxon’. 
What are the chronological limits of very late Old English? In the following I will concentrate on the twelfth and early 
thirteenth centuries, omitting the time from the thirteenth to the middle of the sixteenth century when Old English began 
to be studied by antiquarians. This latter period has been treated briefly, but competently, by N.R.Ker and, above all, by 
Angus F.Cameron in his paper ‘Middle English in Old English Manuscripts’; the question has also been taken up again 
recently by Christine Franzen in her detailed study of the tremulous hand of Worcester and in her paper here.3 
To begin with, it is necessary to address two basic questions which have a bearing on what I will later say about the 
lexicon: first, why should any text written in Old English be copied in the twelfth or even the thirteenth century; and 
second, by whom and how would such copying be done? Given the fact that official literacy after the Conquest was 
largely in the hands of people of Norman descent and Norman training, and given the fact that hardly any ‘new’ texts 
written in English were produced in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, one may wonder why ‘older’, that is 
‘proper’, Old English texts should be copied at all. We know regrettably little about the sociolinguistic situation in 
England after the Conquest, but the most thorough investigation of the problem concludes that speakers of French were 
found only at the very top of the social 
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hierarchy (the court, the upper nobility, high-ranking clerics), and certainly never amounted to more than 10 per cent of 
the population.4 There must have been many people, then, especially among the lower clergy, who had little Latin and 
little French, but who still depended on books. It is for such a reading public, I surmise, that many—if not most—of the 
twelfth-and early thirteenth-century copies of Old English texts were made: collections of homilies such as the Lambeth 
and Vespasian manuscripts (MS Lambeth 487 and Cotton Vespasian A. 22)5 or the homilies in MS Bodley 343,6 
integral texts of the New Testament (the Royal and Hatton manuscripts of the West-Saxon Gospels), or monastic rules 
(the Winteney Version of the Benedictine Rule). Concerning the second question (who did the copying and how was it 
done?) I refer to Michael Benskin and Margaret Laing, who postulate the following: 
Firstly, the proportion of 12th and 13th century written output comprised by texts in English was small…. There were 
probably few scribes who were employed solely in the copying of English texts, and the habits of the majority were 
formed in the writing of Anglo-Norman and Latin. Writing was during this period an essentially clerical 
accomplishment: lay literacy was uncommon, and this of itself indicated Latin as the familiar language of most people 
who were literate…. We may therefore assume that most scribes were at least trained as letter-by-letter copyists, and in 
so far as they copied vernacular texts at all, they were likely to transfer the Latin habit. Although it cannot be proven, and 
the extant corpus is so small a proportion of the whole output as to render the survival of orthographically identical 
copies unlikely in the extreme, we may suspect nevertheless that scribes of vernacular texts were predisposed towards 
literatim copying much more so, relatively speaking, than in later M.E. times.7 
Probable as this theory of literatim copying may seem, it is a fact that the surviving very late copies of Old English texts 
also show a fair number of changes. Many of these changes may be seen as the result of the scribes’ attempts to make 
their text more intelligible to their readership, whose spoken English must have differed considerably from the dialect of 
the original text, which would have been at least a hundred years older. Such modernisation would necessitate a form of 
‘aural’ transcription, which Roy Liuzza characterises as follows: 
In such a transcription a scribe may alter the spelling of his exemplar according to more recent or more local usage; aural 
transcription will produce, in effect, a partial or thorough translation into the orthography of the scribe’s own dialect, 
reflecting phonological changes or dialectal variation which rendered the spellings of the 
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exemplar ambiguous, inadequate, or simply undesirable. In more extreme cases, the scribe may replace an obsolete 
word, correct a passage which he deems faulty, or alter for better or worse a phrase which does not survive the transition 
from his mind to his page.8 
As Liuzza states, the replacement of obsolete words, that is, lexical modernisation, constitutes a ‘more extreme case’ and 
is therefore not very frequent. The fact that it is a comparatively rare phenomenon may explain why so little attention has 
been paid to it so far. I mean to redress the balance, and will concern myself in the main part of this paper with the 
vocabulary of very late Old English, and specifically with examples of lexical modernisation in these texts. 
In the following I shall look at three examples of texts containing very late Old English: two late twelfth-century copies 
of earlier (eleventh-century) texts, and the exceptional case of the Worcester scribe with the ‘tremulous hand’, who 
glossed (and in one case copied) Old English manuscripts, probably in the early thirteenth century. 
II 
My first case is constituted by three Ælfric homilies which are also found in the late twelfth-century MS Bodley 343. In 
his supplementary collection Pope prints them as nos VI, VIII, and XII, while the later Bodley 343 versions (collated by 
Pope), are available in Belfour’s edition as nos XIV, II, and I, respectively.9 As a quick glance at Pope’s collation will 
show, lexical modernisation in these three homilies is minimal, and I have, in fact, found only one set of words worth 
discussing here, namely the Old English verbs (ge)cweðan and secgan. The former went out of use in the course of the 
Middle English period and is now obsolete (see MED s.v. quethen v., OED s.v. quethe v.), while the latter, of course, is 
the ancestor of Modern English say. In hindsight, therefore, secgan can be called the more modern word, and the 
replacement of (ge)cweðan by secgan, modernisation.10 Table 2.1 presents the quantitative evidence, showing that in all 
three texts secgan is more frequent than (ge)cweðan, and that there is a slight tendency in MS B to replace the latter by 
the former (two instances in VI, none in VIII, one in XII). The tendency is, admittedly, so slight that one might be 
tempted to disregard it completely, were it not for two important facts: first, there are no other significant cases of lexical 
replacement in the Bodley 343 version of these homilies; and second, the replacement always goes from (ge)cweðan to 
secgan and never the other way round; that is, we are dealing with what I have called modernisation rather than random 
variation. It is, of course, rather difficult to draw any conclusions from such slight findings, but two may nevertheless be 
ventured at this point: first, the texts in question contain 
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Table 2.1 OE (ge)cweðan and secgan in copies of three Ælfric homilies 

 Pope edition Belfour edition 
Homily VI MS F MS B 
(ge)cweðan 3 1 
secgan 4 6 
Homily VIII MS M MS B 
(ge)cweðan 7(8) 7 
secgan 24 24 
Homily XII MS M MS B 
(ge)cweðan 15 14 
secgan 25 26 
so few modernisations that they do not seem to be the result of conscious, methodical scribal activity (although it is 
difficult to regard any act of lexical replacement as subconscious); second, however, as evidence of the diachronic and 
synchronic variation between (ge)cweðan and secgan they show that the balance in the scribe’s dialect (or idiolect?) was 
shifting towards a slightly higher frequency of secgan than in the exemplar(s). 
III 
How typical is the case of the three Ælfric homilies in Bodley 343? To assess this I would now like to adduce a second 
example, namely that of the Royal and Hatton copies of the West-Saxon Gospels (Ker nos. 245 and 325). Bodleian MS 
Hatton 38, according to Ker, dates from the twelfth or even the thirteenth century, and it is probably ‘a copy of [the late 
twelfth-century] Royal I A xiv, which is itself a copy of [the early eleventh-century] Bodley 441’.11 In this particular 
case, therefore, the conditions are well-nigh ideal: one is in a position to study possible modernisation in two stages 
(Royal from Bodley, and Hatton from Royal), and over the long and crucial period from the early eleventh to the early 
thirteenth century. 
In the following I shall discuss a few selected examples of this apparent modernisation in Royal and Hatton by 
comparing the evidence we get from the texts with that found in the dictionaries (mainly the OED and the MED).12 
Since the West-Saxon Gospels, of course, are translated from Latin, my starting point in each case is a Latin lemma, and 
I will study how it is represented in Corpus (C), Royal (R), and Hatton (H).13 
My first group concerns words not attested in the post-Conquest period, that is, words listed neither in the OED nor in 
the MED. My examples are gefea ‘joy’, ðwean ‘to wash’, and hana ‘cock, rooster’. 
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  C R H 
gaudium14 gefea 18 17 13 
 bliss 6 7 11 
As the table shows, Corpus has both gefea and bliss as translation equivalents of gaudium, but the balance of 18:6 is 
shifted slowly towards the more ‘modern’ word bliss in R (17:7) and H (13:11). This situation is typical of many other 
cases in the Gospels: C frequently has two translation equivalents for one Latin word, the more ‘modern’ of which is 
used progressively more frequently in R and H. The following is a parallel example, except that modernisation is evident 
only in H. 
  C R H 
lavare, rigare15 (a)ðwean 20 20 18 
 wascan 1 1 3 
While these may be called examples of partial modernisation, there are also some cases of complete modernisation, 
where the ‘modern’ word replaces the ‘old’ one in all the relevant passages:16 
  C R H 
gallus hana 7 7 0 
 cocc 5 5 12 
As mentioned above, neither the OED nor the MED records any examples of gefea, ðwean, or hana. Unless our records 
are defective (which is a possibility one always has to bear in mind, especially in this period) these words must have 
been nearly or even completely obsolete by the time the Hatton manuscript was produced, and we are dealing with 
obvious and—it seems—very necessary modernisations. In view of this it is rather difficult to interpret the many cases of 
partial modernisation. Did the scribes sometimes retain the ‘old’ word because they were still familiar with it,17 or are 
we dealing with cases of literatim transcription? This further raises the question, unanswerable at this point, of whether 
the modernisation we observe was fully or partly conscious.18 
A second, probably larger, group of modernisations consists of words that went out of use later, that is, in the course of 
the Middle English period. These may therefore be regarded as obsolescent at the time when the Royal and Hatton 
manuscripts were produced, and they parallel the case of (ge)cweðan versus secgan discussed above. In the following I 
only include words which according to the dictionaries are last attested in the course of the thirteenth century, although 
words that went out of use in the fourteenth and even fifteenth centuries could be quoted, too.19 In all these cases, it is 
doubtful whether the Royal and Hatton scribes felt them to be obsolescent around 1200. However, the fact is that they 
did replace them, and the post hoc explanation offered here is that they did so with 
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the intention of keeping their texts up to date. The examples that follow are arranged approximately in the order of their 
last attestation from the earliest to the latest. 
According to the OED (s.v. andwurde, -wyrde) and the MED (s.v. andwurden) Old English andwyrdan, one of the 
translation equivalents of respondere, is last attested in the Lambeth Homilies (c. 1175/a. 1225). The table below, 
illustrating another case of complete modernisation, confirms the obsolescence of andwyrdan. 
  C R H 
respondere andwyrdan 14 2 0 
 andswarian 184 196 198 
Old English œ is another word last attested in the Lambeth Homilies (MED s.v. e, not in the OED). Its more modern 
competitor is the Old Norse loanword lagu.20 
  C R H 
lex æ 42 40 8 
 lagu 0 0 32 
traditio lagu 6 6 6 
According to the dictionaries (OED s.v. glew, MED s.v. gleu) gleaw ‘wise’ is last attested c. 1290/1300 from the South 
English Legendary, its rival and eventual replacement being wis.21 
  C R H 
prudens, peritus gleaw 16 16 13 
 wis 0 0 3 
sapiens wis 5 5 5 
In the sense ‘to give’ (rather than the current sense ‘to sell’) sellan is last attested before 1300 (OED has Cursor Mundi; 
MED has Bestiary). A faint trace of this process, that is, the gradual obsolescence of sellan ‘to give’, is to be seen in the 
Hatton manuscript, where some examples of sellan are replaced by giefan: 
  C R H 
dare (ge)sellan 222 221 211 
 giefan 0 0 9 
 [others] 18 18 19 
Very occasionally the Royal and Hatton copyists even emerge as lexical innovators. Royal, for example, may provide 
some of the earliest instances of the Scandinavian loanword baðe ‘both’:22 
  C R H 
ambo butu 3 2 1 
 baðe 0 1 2 
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Hatton, on the other hand, according to the OED (s.v. eisell), may also be the first English text to contain the French 
loanword aisel, eisel ‘vinegar’ (see also MED s.v. aisel): 
  C R H 
acetum eced 6 6 2 
 aisel 0 0 4 
Like baðe in Royal, this is one of the few cases in these late Gospel versions where lexical modernisation happens not 
through a shift towards a word already found in the text, but through the introduction of a completely new word. 
The two late versions of the West-Saxon Gospels, therefore, provide a great deal more material than the three Ælfric 
homilies in MS Bodley 343, and they make it possible to establish certain categories of lexical replacement, based on the 
date of obsolescence of the ‘older’ word, on whether completely new words are introduced, and on whether lexical 
replacement is complete or not: 
1  The Old English exemplar uses two synonyms or near-synonyms, one of which does not survive the Old English 

period. The copy replaces the older term, e.g. gefea/bliss, (a)ðwean/wascan, hana/cocc. 
2  The Old English exemplar uses two synonyms or near-synonyms, one of which does not survive the Middle English 

period. The copy again replaces the older term, e.g. andwyrdan/andswarian, œ/lagu, gleaw/wis, (ge)sellan/giefan. (Ge)
cweðan and secgan, the pair from Bodley 343 discussed earlier, also belong in this category, although (ge)cweðan 
went out of use rather late in the Middle English period. 

3  The Old English exemplar uses one term, which the copy replaces with a (new) term, not found in the original, e.g. 
butu/baðe, eced/aisel. 

Replacement or modernisation, in each case, may be partial or complete. 
A comparison of the late versions of the West-Saxon Gospels with the three Ælfric homilies in Bodley 343 shows 
enormous differences. Lexical modernisation in Bodley 343 is minimal, while that in Royal and Hatton, by comparison, 
is substantial. In all the texts under consideration here it is difficult to decide how conscious modernisation was and, if 
conscious, how thorough it was intended to be. In all these texts, furthermore, modernisation was carried out cautiously: 
the usual method was to use ‘modern’ words already found in the text more frequently, while the introduction of really 
‘new’ words such as baðe or aisel was rare. 
IV 
My third set of examples comes from the work of the so-called Worcester scribe with the tremulous hand, who copied 
some and glossed many more 
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Old English manuscripts at some time in the thirteenth century. His work is not published in its entirety, and my account 
here is based entirely on the study by Christine Franzen mentioned above. When considering the question of why the 
Worcester scribe might have glossed Old English manuscripts (with some English and many more Latin glosses), 
Franzen concludes that one reason (though not the only one) may have been his attempt to clarify the sense of 
obsolescent words.23 This kind of glossing, then, has the same function as lexical modernisation, and it is appropriate to 
compare the two activities. Franzen has not yet published all the glosses, but by way of a preliminary examination she 
gives examples from the nearly seven hundred Middle English (D-layer) glosses found in Bodleian MS Hatton 115 (Ker 
no. 332, Franzen’s MS E).24 About a third of these ‘Middle English ‘‘glosses” simply give his [the Worcester scribe’s] 
early Middle English reflex of the Old English word’, while ‘in many other cases [136 Old English lemmata], he glossed 
the Old English word with another English (or Scandinavian) word’.25 Franzen, unfortunately, does not indicate whether 
all the examples of an Old English lemma are glossed (in my terminology, whether the scribe’s modernisation is 
complete or not), but the cases where one lemma is glossed not just once but several times constitute evidence that is at 
least comparable with the modernisation I have studied in Bodley 343 and in the Royal and Hatton Gospels. 
Table 2.2 compares the evidence from the Ælfric homilies in Bodley 343 and the Hatton manuscript of the West-Saxon 
Gospels with that from Hatton 115. The table demonstrates that the texts studied corroborate 
Table 2.2 Ælfric Homilies, the West-Saxon Gospels and the tremulous hand glosses in Hatton 115 
 Ælfric Homilies Hatton 115 
 MSS F/M vs. MS B OE word vs. gloss 
cweðan/secgan (25/53) vs. (22/56) cwyð/seið 2× 
  cf. also cydd-/seid- 4× 
 West-Saxon Gospels Hatton 115 
 Corpus vs. Hatton OE word vs. gloss 
gefea/bliss (18/6) vs. (13/11) [not listed] 
(a)ðwean/wascan (20/1) vs. (18/3) [not listed] 
hana/cocc (7/5) vs. (0/12) [not listed] 
andwyrdan/andswarian (14/184) vs. (0/198) andwyrd-/onswerede(n) 6× 
æ/lagu (42/0) vs. (8/32) æ/lawe 7× 
gleaw/wis (16/0) vs. (13/5) cf. snoter-/wise 5× 

(ge)sellan/giefan (222/0) vs. (211/9) sylle/  8× 
butu/baðe (3/0) vs. (1/2) [not listed] 
eced/aisel (6/0) vs. (2/4) [not listed] 
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each other to a useful extent: from the ten selected word pairs established on the basis of the Ælfric homilies and the 
West-Saxon Gospels, no fewer than five are confirmed by the evidence from the Worcester scribe with the tremulous 
hand. 
The evidence provided by the Worcester scribe’s activity is, however, much richer than this, as can be shown with the 
following table, which contains all those Old English lemmata (over and above the ones just mentioned) which the 
Worcester scribe, according to Franzen, glossed ‘with another English (or Scandinavian) word’ at least twice.26 
Limitations of space preclude a thorough discussion, but even a rapid glance shows that there are many clear cases of 
what I have called modernisation (see Table 2.3). 
V 
A tentative comparison of the three sets of very late Old English texts presented here suggests two conclusions and three 
steps for further work. The two conclusions: 
1  The amount of what I have called lexical modernisation, be it in the form of lexical replacements or of English 

glosses, varies greatly from manuscript to manuscript. It remains to be seen whether these enormous differences are 
due primarily to the date of the late copies (the later the copy, the more modernisations), to the idiosyncrasies of the 
various scribes (one would modernise more, the other less), or to other factors. 

2  Despite the differences there is a substantial amount of agreement among the various manuscripts about the lexical 
items that are being modernised. This would suggest that tracing lexical modernisation in very late Old English 
manuscripts, as I have done it here, will enable us to follow the development of the English lexicon in the twelfth and 
early thirteenth centuries with much greater precision than has been possible so far. 

I am convinced that a much clearer picture of the lexicon of very late Old English will emerge in this way, but this will 
require a lot of work involving at least three steps: 
1  Comparing as many very late copies of Old English manuscripts as possible with earlier ones along the lines 

suggested here will make possible the development of a comprehensive list of word pairs (original, ‘old’ terms vs. 
their ‘modern’ replacements). 

2  Each late copy, moreover, will have to be studied in detail to establish the scribe’s possible reasons for replacing or 
glossing words found in his exemplar. Such studies are under way for the scribes of the Royal and Hatton Gospels 
(Fischer) and for the Worcester scribe with the 
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tremulous hand (Franzen). In this way, modernisation can be separated from other reasons for replacing or glossing.27 
3  After these two steps it should be possible to trace the obsolescence of Old English words and their replacement by 

native or foreign (Scandinavian, Latin, French) words in detail and thus to obtain a much clearer picture of the English 
lexicon in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries than has been available so far. 

Table 2.3 Bodleian MS Hatton 115: Old English word vs. thirteenth-century gloss (includes only items glossed at least 
twice, and not listed above) 
Word Gloss Number of occurrences 
a euer 3 
æghwær oueral 2 
æteow- (i)scheaw- 12 
ætes metes 2 
angin(ne) biginnunge 2 
bebod- heste 6 
befran axede 4 
gebogodon, -an wuneden 2 
costnunge, -a fondunge 2 
(cyn)ryn- rede 3 
(ge)dwolan vnbileued 2 
eala welle 2 
eard(e) lond(e) 3 
edlean- mede- 10 
efne lo 20 
endemes (alle)somed 5 
forneih welneih 3 
forðearle swuðe 2 
leaht(e)r- sunne(n) 7 
manode munegude 2 
na nout 10 
gereord- (vb) ete(n), cf. vede, ivedde 3 
rodere weolcne 2 
sæl(e) time 2 
sceaða(n) ðeof, -ues 5 
scincræftum wicchecreft (-kreft) 2 
stowe stude 6 
swef(e)l- brimston 2 
swyrðr(e), -an riht (hond) 3 
sym(b)le euer(e) 8 
tihte drouh 2 
totwæmede todelede 2 
ðearle swuðe 4 
ðicg- *bidde, etc 2 
ðrow(i)að pineð 2 
win(na)ð fihteð 2 
wite, -um pine 10 
wynstre, -an luft hond 2 
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NOTES 
1  ‘The Treatment of Late, Badly Transmitted and Spurious Old English in a Dictionary of that Language’, in Alfred 

Bammesberger, ed., Problems of Old English Lexicography: Studies in Memory of Angus Cameron (Regensburg: 
Friedrich Pustet, 1985), pp. 331–67 at 332. 

2  Die Winteney-Version der Regula S.Benedicts. Nachdruck des mittelenglischen und lateinischen Textes nach der 
ersten Auflage [1888] mit einem Anhang von Mechthild Gretsch (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer, 1978), p. xv. 

3  N.R.Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), pp. xlviii–1; Angus F.
Cameron, ‘Middle English in Old English Manuscripts’, in Beryl Rowland, ed., Chaucer and Middle English Studies 
in Honour of Rossell Hope Robbins (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1974), pp. 218–29; Christine Franzen, The 
Tremulous Hand of Worcester: a Study of Old English in the Thirteenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991). 

4  Rolf Berndt, ‘The Linguistic Situation in England from the Norman Conquest to the Loss of Normandy (1066–
1204)’, Philologica Pragensia 8 (1956), pp. 145–63; rep. in Roger Lass, ed., Approaches to English Historical 
Linguistics: an Anthology (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1969), pp. 369–91. See also (in chronological 
order) R.M.Wilson, ‘English and French in England 1100–1300’, History 28 (1943), pp. 37–60; Ian Short, ‘On 
Bilingualism in Anglo-Norman England’, Romance Philology 33 (1980), pp. 467–79; Cecily Clark, ‘The Myth of 
“the Anglo-Norman Scribe”’, in Matti Rissanen, Ossi Ihalainen, Terttu Nevalainen, and Irma Taavitsainen, eds, 
History of Englishes: New Methods and Interpretations in Historical Linguistics, Topics in English Linguistics 10 
(Berlin and New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 1992), pp. 117–29. 

5  Richard Morris, ed., Old English Homilies and Homiletic Treatises…of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries, EETS 
OS 29 and 34 (1868; New York: Greenwood Press, 1969). 

6  A.O.Belfour, ed., Twelfth-Century Homilies in MS.Bodley 343, EETS OS 137 (London: Kegan Paul, 1909); see now 
Susan Irvine, ed., Old English Homilies from MS Bodley 343, EETS OS 302 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1993). 

7  ‘Translations and “Mischsprachen” in Middle English Manuscripts’, in Michael Benskin and M.L.Samuels, eds, So 
Meny People Longages and Tonges: Philological Essays in Scots and Mediaeval English presented to Angus 
McIntosh (Edinburgh: privately published, 1981), pp. 55–106 at 88–9. 

8  ‘Scribal Habit: the Evidence of the Hatton Gospels’, unpublished paper. 
9  Homilies of Ælfric: a Supplementary Collection, EETS OS 259 and 260 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967 and 

1968); for Belfour see note 6. 
10  The two verbs are used with partly different syntactic constructions, but this is irrelevant here, since the syntactic 

frame is not changed by lexical modernisation. 
11  Ker, Catalogue, p. 387. 
12  This section is an abbreviated excerpt from a fuller treatment of the topic, entitled ‘The Hatton MS of the West 

Saxon Gospels: the Preservation and Transmission of Old English’, to be published in Paul E.Szarmach and Joel 
Rosenthal, eds, The Preservation and Transmission of Anglo-Saxon Culture: Select Papers from the 1991 Meeting of 
the International Society of Anglo-Saxonists (forthcoming, 1997). 

13  The edition used is the synoptic one by Walter W.Skeat, The Four Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian, and Old 
Mercian Versions (1871–87; Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1970). Skeat’s base text is Cambridge, 
Corpus Christi College 140 (C). 
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14  At Luke 1:14, C and R render gaudium et exultatio by gefea 7 bliss, but H only retains bliss. This one example of 

exultatio: bliss in C and R is not included in the table. 
15  Rigare is found only twice (at Luke 7:38 and 7:44); in all other cases the Latin is lavare. 
16  The following table does not include galli cantus at Mark 13:35, which is rendered as hancred in C, R, and H. 
17  In this case the word would belong to the scribe’s ‘passive repertoire’ which ‘comprises those forms which are not 

part of the active repertoire, but which are nevertheless familiar in everyday usage as the forms of other writers, and 
which the scribe does not balk at reproducing’ (Michael Benskin and Margaret Laing, ‘Translations and 
‘‘Mischsprachen”’, p. 59). 

18  René Derolez discusses related problems in connection with the eleventh-century Aldhelm glosses in ‘Good and Bad 
Old English’, in Andreas Fischer, ed., The History and the Dialects of English: Festschrift for Eduard Kolb, 
Anglistische Forschungen 203 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1989), pp. 91–102. 

19  The dates given below for Middle English texts are taken from the OED and the MED. 
20  For a more detailed presentation of the replacement of œ by lagu see Andreas Fischer, ‘Lexical Change in Late Old 

English: from œ to lagu’, in Fischer, ed., History and Dialects, pp. 103–14. The total number of occurrences given 
here is somewhat higher than in the paper just mentioned, where the count does not include the compound adjective 
legisperitus (œgleaw in C and R, lagugleaw or laguwis in H). Occasional discrepancies between the counts for the 
three manuscripts (as here: forty-eight in C, forty-six in R and H) result from the fact that in the process of copying 
words are sometimes added or omitted. 

21  For a discussion of the Old English equivalents of prudens and sapiens see Elmar Seebold, ‘Die ae. Entsprechungen 
von lat. SAPIENS und PRUDENS: eine Untersuchung über die mundartliche Gliederung der ae. Literatur’, Anglia 92 
(1974), pp. 291–333. 

22  The situation here is complicated; for details see Fischer, ‘The Hatton MS’. 
23  Franzen, Tremulous Hand, pp. 166–7. 
24  According to Ker, Catalogue, p. 399, this manuscript contains ‘miscellaneous homilies and admonitions’, many of 

which are by Ælfric. See also Franzen, Tremulous Hand, pp. 38–44. 
25  Franzen, Tremulous Hand, pp. 95 and 96. 
26  For a complete list, see Franzen, Tremulous Hand, pp. 96–7. An asterisk preceding a gloss indicates that the gloss is 

incorrect. 
27  See, for example, Franzen’s chapter on ‘Some Reasons for Glossing Particular Words’, Tremulous Hand, pp. 166–

82. 
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3 Late copies of Anglo-Saxon charters 
Christine Franzen 
The fame of the martyred Anglo-Saxon king, St Edmund, brought pilgrims, kings, and prosperity to the cathedral which 
contained his shrine and the abbey which looked after it. King Canute, who founded the Benedictine abbey at Bury St 
Edmunds in 1020, endowed it with extensive gifts and privileges, and later kings, in general, confirmed and increased 
them. Canute, for example, freed the abbey from episcopal jurisdiction and decreed that the monastery, town, and the 
area immediately around the town were subject to the abbot alone.1 Edward the Confessor exempted the abbey from 
payment of the Danegeld and gave the abbot the right to collect and keep the tax within his domain.2 He also granted the 
abbot jurisdiction over the eight and a half hundreds, which amounted to approximately a third of Suffolk, and the right 
to the royal revenues which derived from that jurisdiction.3 
But the property and privileges which had been granted to Bury later became a considerable burden to administer and to 
defend and, as a result, at Bury ‘the best talent went to administration and the surveillance of estates’.4 Kings may have 
granted the abbey the right to royal revenues, but it was up to the abbot to see that they were collected. Within the area of 
his jurisdiction, he was responsible for trying pleas, executing royal writs, imprisoning and hanging criminals, and a 
myriad other worldly duties. As Davis notes, ‘No prior ever became abbot in our period [1021–1148]…. The road to 
greatness was through the administrative departments of the sacristy or cellar.’5 The abbot and the monks were 
continually forced to defend their rights and possessions against those who wished to encroach upon them. Popes, kings, 
archbishops, bishops, earls, friars, townsfolk, and tenants all tried; the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were 
particularly trouble-ridden.6 In many cases the only evidence which the abbey could produce to defend its claims were 
charters or copies of charters issued by its founder and other early supporters, especially Edward the Confessor. At Bury, 
these pre-Conquest charters had often been written, unusually, in English. For centuries afterwards, these English 
documents were copied and used as evidence, for example, 
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to appeal to King Henry II in 11877 and to the Bishop of Norwich and King Edward III in 1345.8 One must wonder 
what the later kings and petitioners made of them. Possibly, as time went on, the increasingly unintelligible language 
gave them an increasingly authentic aura. Perhaps as long as the important features, such as the name of the king and the 
name of the estate being granted, remained intelligible, the rest of the text was of little concern to them.9 
But copy them they did, regardless, and in great quantities. Some of these pre-Conquest English charters survive in more 
than twenty copies ranging from contemporary to seventeenth century. Apart from the earliest and post-Dissolution 
copies, which tend to preserve the original forms quite closely, many of the copies have been rendered nonsensical in 
places by clumsy attempts to modernise the language and by failure to recognise the letter forms, orthographical 
conventions, phonology, morphology, vocabulary, and syntax of the eleventh-century Old English of the originals. This 
is hardly surprising, however; the speed of change in the English language in East Anglia in the years after the Conquest 
is well known. What is not well known, though, is what these late copies of Old English from Bury look like. They are 
often commented on, but rarely printed. And no one, as far as I am aware, has ever attempted to show the evidence from 
all of the copies which survive for any of these charters.10 The presentation of such a record, though messy and difficult 
to interpret, has a fascination and a cautionary tale to tell. It is easy to point to errors and ridicule, but perhaps it is more 
instructive to look at the fullest record possible and realise how individual each response to copying this kind of material 
could be. Often copies apparently nearly contemporary show vastly differing levels of comprehension. Some of the 
scribes may have understood little or no English, let alone Old, English, or may have been unused to insular hands; one 
scribe seems to have been called in especially for the purpose.11 The evidence presented below suggests that the Bury 
scribes, at least, were English-speaking, but had made no special study of Old English. It is not at all surprising that 
thirteenth-, fourteenth-, and fifteenth-century scribes should have trouble with Old English, but it is perhaps surprising to 
see that some of these scribes attempted to deal with the material in some sort of logical way. Often their assumptions 
were wrong, but most made many alterations to spelling and inflections, though they never altered word order or 
replaced obsolete vocabulary, apart from forms of the definite article and pronouns. Looking at the full range of 
evidence, even for two charters, allows some patterns and some anomalies to emerge. It is clear that the most successful 
individual attempts were dealing with the forms in their context; the exercise in general confirms the danger of 
interpreting evidence in isolation. 
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THE CHARTERS 
Two charters have been chosen for this demonstration, both of which survive in a large number of late versions, giving a 
wide range of evidence.12 Together, nearly forty English copies survive of these two charters, as well as a number of 
Latin ones. 
Sawyer 98013 would have been one of the abbey’s most precious documents since it confirms the grants of privilege of 
its founder, King Canute. Thirty-two copies survive, English and Latin, more than any other Bury document. 
Sawyer 1045 is a confirmation and grant of privileges by Edward the Confessor to the abbey. It survives in twenty-three 
copies, eighteen of which are in English. 
Below, in ‘The texts’, every English copy of these two charters is presented, either as a base text or as variants under a 
base text; only those copies which do not offer any independent evidence have been eliminated.14 A list of the 
manuscripts and sigla follows which includes a note of other English charters found in the same manuscript: several, for 
instance, also contain Sawyer 1084, 1075, 1085, and 1069 in a block with 980 and 1045. The list is roughly 
chronological, earliest to latest. 
THE MANUSCRIPTS AND SIGLA 
Sawyer 980 only 
C King’s Lynn, Borough archives, Ch. Ae 34 (s.xii in.). 
M Cambridge University Library, Mm.4.19, ‘Black Register’, fols 86v–7 (s.xiii in., after 1207): 

also Sawyer 1072, 507 (bounds only), 702 (bounds only), and Douglas 3. 
Sawyer 1045 only 
D Public Record Office, C52/15, ‘Carta Antiqua Roll 15’, no. 1 (s.xii/xiii): also Sawyer 1084, 

1075, and 1085 and a writ of William the Conqueror. 
A British Library, Addit. 14847, ‘White Register’, f. 30 (s.xiii ex.): also thirty-seven other 

vernacular charters or bounds clauses. 
F British Library, Harley 743, ‘Register of John of Lakenheath’, f. 59v (s.xiv2, probably 

between 1379 and 1381): also Sawyer 1069 and 1079, Douglas 3 and a bounds clause. 
Both Sawyer 980 and 1045 
B Cambridge University Library, Ff.2.33, ‘Sacrist’s Register’, fols 20v, 22 (s.xiii ex.): also forty-

four other vernacular charters and two bounds clauses. 
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E2 Public Record Office, C53/101, ‘Charter Roll 8 Edward II’, no.11 (1314): also Sawyer 

1084, 1075, 1085, and 1069. 
E3 Public Record Office, C53/117, ‘Charter Roll 4 Edward III’, no. 58 (1330): also Sawyer 

1084, 1075, 1085, and 1069. 
J British Library, Harley 638, ‘Werketon Register’, f. 25v (s.xiv med., after 1331): also 

Sawyer 1084, 1075, 1085, 1069, and 507 (bounds only). 
P Cambridge University Library, Ee.3.60, ‘Pinchbeck Register’, fols 126r-v (begun in 1333): 

also Sawyer 1084, 1075, 1085, and 1069. 
G Bodleian, Gough Cambridge 22, fols 13r–v (s.xiv ex., after 1386): also Sawyer 1084, 1075, 

1085, 1069, and 507 (bounds only). 
K, 
L 

Cambridge University Library, Gg.4.4, ‘Cellarer’s Register, Part I’. The texts occur twice in 
the manuscript: K denotes those on fols 102r–v; L those on fols 270v´1 (s.xv1, after 1425): 
also Sawyer 1084, 1075, 1085, 1069 (all twice), 507 (bounds only), and Douglas 3. 

THE STEMMATA 
The original of neither charter has survived. For both Sawyer 980 and 1045, the surviving copies fall into groups, with 
some much more closely related than others. The stemmata given in Figure 3.1 attempt to represent these relationships 
on the simplest level, but obviously there may be many other intermediate copies, interrelationships, and complications. 
The lower-case letters w, x, and y in the stemmata represent postulated lost intermediate copies (see below, 
‘Discussion’). Because the differences between the groups are so great, each charter is presented in four base texts, with 
variants under each. For convenience, the w group manuscripts, E2 and J, have been shown as variants of C for Sawyer 
980 and of D for Sawyer 1045, but are discussed separately. In the discussions, readings from C and D are often used for 
purposes of comparison against later readings, but it must be noted that, although C and D appear to be close to the 
original documents, the later documents may not, and in some cases clearly do not, derive from C or D. 
THE TEXTS 
Sawyer 980 
C and the w group 
On ælmihtiges drihtnes naman ic cnut kyning kyþe eallum mannum  
ymbe ðone ræd ðe ic mid minum rædgyfum ge rædd hæbbe for minre  
sawle þearfe. 7 for ealles mines þeodscipas ge sundfulnysse. þ’ is þ’ ic  
ann ece freodomes ðam halgan kyninge sancte eadmunde swa forþ swa he 
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Figure 3.1 Stemmata of Sawyer 980 and 1045 
 
fyrmest hæfde into þære stowe þe he on restað . 7 swa wille ic þ’ se 5  
freedom stande on his ge wealde unawend. buton elces bisceopes  
anwealde þæra scire ecelice freo. 7 swa fela syþe swa menn gyldað  
here gyld oþþe to scip gylde. gylde se tunscipe swa swa oþre men doð  
to þære muneca neode þe þær binnan sceolon for us þeowian. 7 we  
ge curon þ’ hit næfre ne sceolde ænig mann ge wendan to oðres 10  
hades mannum. buton he wolde beon ascyred fram godes ge manan.  
7 eallum his þam halgum. 7 ic ge ann þam munecan to fodan  
ealne þone fixnoð þe ulfkytel ahte æt wyllan. 7 min gafol fisc  
þe me arist be sæ lande. 7 min cwen ælfgyfu ann fram halgum  
feower þusend æla mid heora lacon þe þær to ge byriað. æt 15  
lakynge hyþe. 7 ic ann heom ealra heora tun socne of ealle 
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heora lande. þe hi nu habbað 7 git be gitan sceolon on godes este:-
1 aelmihtiges] almihtiges J, almihtises E2      drihtnes] drichtnes J      cnut] Cnut  
J      kyning] kyning’ J, kynins E2      2 ðone] done E2      ræd] rad JE2  
ðe] de E2      rædgyfum] radgifum J, radsifum E2      ge rædd] ge radd J, se  
radd E2      hæbbe] habbe JE2      3 sawle] seaule JE2      ge sundfulnysse]  
se sundfulnysse E2      4 ðam] ðan J, ðam E2      halgan] halsan E2  
kyninge] kunige (?, 5 minims) J, kyninse E2      5 fyrmest] firmest JE2  
hæfde] hafde JE2      þære] þere JE2      restað] restad JE2      6 ge wealde]  
se wealde E2      unawend] vnawend J, vnawende E2      bisceopes] biscopes J  
7 þæra] þere JE2      ecelice] ecelior J      syþe] siþe JE2      menn] extra  
minim at end E2      gyldað] gildað J, sildad E2      8 here gyld] here gild J,  
here sild E2      oþþe] oþþer J      scip gylde] scip gilde J, scip silde E2  
gylde] gilde J, silde E2      men] menn J      doð] doð E2      9 þære] þare  
JE2      muneca] munece J      þær] þer JE2      sceolon] sceolen JE2      us] vs  
JE2      we] þe JE2      10 ge curon] se curon E2      hit] it J      næfre]  
nafre J      sceolde] scolde J      ænig] anis E2      ge wendan] se wendan E2  
11 buton] boton E2      wolde] wold E2      ascyred] ascired J, Ascired E2  
ge manan] se manan E2      12 eallum] allum J      þam] þan J      halgum]  
halsum E2      ge ann] se annn E2      munecan] munecam E2      13 þone]  
þene J      fixnoð] fixnod JE2      ulfkytel] vlfkytel J, vlfkitel E2      æt] at E2  
wyllan] willan JE2      gafol] gauol J, safol E2      14 ælfgyfu] alfayfu J,  
alfgyfu E2      halgum] halsum E2      15 feower] fower JE2      þusend]  
þousend J      æla] æle 2J      þær] þer JE2      ge byriað] birad J, byrað E2  
æt] at E2      16 lakynge hyþe] lakynge hyse J, lakynse hyþe E2      tun]  
tun E      17 be gitan] be sitan E      sceolon] sceolan JE2 
M 
On almichtiges drihtines name ic Cnut king kithe alle mannan  
ymbe ðone red ðe ic mid mine redgiuen red habbe for mine  
saule þerfe 7 alle mine þeodschipes sundfulnesse.þat is þat ic  
an eke fredomes ðan algen king seint Eadmund swa forth swa he  
firmest hauede into þere stowe þer he on restaþ. 7 swa wille ic þat se 5  
fredom stande on his welde unawend. buten aelkes bissopes  
anwelde þere scire ekelike freo. 7 swa fela sithe swa men gildeð  
heregeld oþer to schipgeald; gelde se tunschipe swa so oþere men doð  
to þere muneke nede. þe þer binnun schulen for vs þewien. 7 we  
curon þat it nefre ne schulde ani man wenden to oþeren 10  
hodes mannum buten he wolde ben aschired fram godes mannan  
7 al his halegan. 7 ic þane muneke to fode  
al þene fisnoð þ vlfketel ahte at welle. 7 min gouel fisc  
þe me arift be sæ londe. 7 mine quen ailgiue an þan halegan  
four þusand eal mid here lacon þe þer to bireiað at 15  
Lakingheith’. 7 ic an hem al here tun socne of alle  
here lande þe he nu habbeð 7 giet bigieten schulen on gotes este. 
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The x group (B) 
IN almichtin drichtines name Ic Cnut kyng kithe alle manne  
þe Red þat ic mid mine redgiuen red habbe for mine  
saule þearfe. 7 for alle mine þedschipes sendfulnesse. þat is þat ic  
an ece fredomes þan halegen kinge seint Eadmund so forth so he  
firmest hauede into þere stowe þat he on resteth. 7 so wille ic þat se 5  
fredom stonde on his welde vnawend. buten alkes bisschopes  
anwelde; þere schire ekilike fre. 7 so fele sithe so men gildith  
heregeld’. oþer to schipgeld; gelde se tunschipe so oþere men don  
to þere Moneke nede. þe þer binnen schulen for hus þewien. 7 we  
curan þat it nefre ne schulde ani man wenden to oþre 10  
godes manne. buten he wolde ben aschired from godis manne.  
7 alle hise halegen. 7 ic an þo Monekes to fode  
al þat fischoth’ þat wlfketel aichte at welle. 7 Min gouel fisch  
þe me arist be se londe. 7 Min quen aelgiue an þen halegen  
four thusend Ele mid hire looc þe þer to birið at 15  
lakingheth’. 7 ic an hem alle here tune socne of alle  
here lond þe he nu habben 7 get bigeten schulen on godes efte. 
1 IN] ON P      almichtin] almythin P      drichtines] drithines P      kyng] kyng’  
P      alle] Al P      3 sendfulnesse] soundfulnesse P      4 ece] eke P  
fredomes] fredoms P      halegen] halgen P      kinge] king P      seint] seynt  
P      5 firmest] formest P      hauede] haued P      6 vnawend]  
vnawent P      buten] bouten P      bisschopes] bishopes P      7 þere] þe  
P      ekilike] ekelike P      sithe] sith’ P      gildith] gilded P  
8 heregeld’] hergelde P      schipgeld] schippegelde P      se] þe P  
oþere] oþer P      9 þere] þer P      Moneke] moneke P      schulen]  
scullen P      10 curan] curen P      11 godes] hades P      wolde] wold  
P      godis] goddis P      12 7] and P      hise] his P      halegen] haghen  
P      Monekes] monekes P      13 fischoth’] fischnoth’ P      wlfketel]  
wlketel P      aichte] ic altered to u (?) P      welle] wille P  
14 aelgiue] Aelgiue      an] and P      halegen] haleghen P      15 thusend]  
þusand P      16 lakingheth’] lakyngheth’ P      alle] al P      here] her P  
tune] toun P      socne] sokne P      17 here] here P      bigeten] begetin  
P      schulen] schullen P      godes] goddes P      efte] este P 
The y group (E3) 
On al mighty drightes name ic knut kyng’ kythe alle men  
ymbe done red. that ic myd myne redgyuen rad habbe. for myne  
soule weorthe and for alle myne thedshipes sundfulnesse. that is that ic  
anne eke freodomes the holy kyng’ seint Edmund. swa forth’ swa he  
firmest hauede in to the Stowe. ther he on resteth’ and swa wille ic that the 5  
freodome stande on his weald vnawend bouten ilkes bisshopes  
anwelde that shire ekeliche freo. and swa fele sithe. swa men gildeth’  
here gild’ oghe to shipgilde; gilde the tunshipe swa swa othere men doth’ 
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to the muneke neode that ther inne shulen for vs theowen ant we  
curen that hit neuer ne shulde any man wenden to othre 10  
hades mannes buten he wolde beon ashired from godes manne  
and alle his halghen. And ic anne the munekes to fode;  
alle the Fisshing’. that vlfkytel aghte at willan and myn gauel fish’  
that me arist bi the lande. And myne queen Alfgif’ an that haghe  
foure thousand eles. with’ heore lacon. that there to birad at 15  
Lakynghithe. And ic anne hem alle here toun sokne of alle  
here lande that heo nou habbeth’. and yet bigeten sholen on godes este. 
1 al mighty] almyghty G      drightes] dryghtes G      ic] Ic G      kyng’] kyng  
GK      kythe] kithe GKL      2 done] dene G      red] rad G      ic] Ic G  
myne      (1)] mine G      redgyuen] redgeuen G      rad] om. G      myne  
(2)] myn K      3 weorthe] worthe G      myne] mine K      thedshipes]  
þeodshipes K      sundfulnesse] fundfulnesse G      is] es G      that(2)] þat K  
ic] Ic G      4 anne] Anne G      eke] ek K      the] þe G      kyng’] kyng  
G      seint] seynt G      Edmund] Edmond G, Edmun/d K, Edmund’ L  
forth’] forth GK      5 firmest] firnest L      hauede] haued K      the (1)]  
þe G, þe K      Stowe] stowe GK      ther] þer GK      resteth’] resteth GK  
ic] Ic G      the (2)] þe G, þe K      6 freodome] fredome G      weald]  
wealde GKL      vnawend] oi vnawend G, vnawend’ KL      bisshopes]  
bisshoppes L      7 anwelde] anweld G      shire] schire K      ekeliche]  
ekelich K      and] an L      sithe] sythe G      gildeth’] gildeth G      8 here  
gild’] heregild G, hereGild’ K, heregilt L      shipgilde] shipegilde K      the] þe  
G      tunshipe] tonne schipe K      swa swa] swa K      doth’] doth GK  
9 the] þe G      muneke] munke K      that] þat G      ther] thar G      shulen]  
om. G      ant] and GKL      wenden] wende GK      to] om. G      othre]  
othere G      11 mannes] manne GK      wolde] wolden G      beon] be G  
from] fro G      12 alle] al K      halghen] halwen G      And] and GL  
ic] Ic G      the] tho G, to K      13 alle] al K      the] þe G      Fisshing’]  
fysschyng G, fisshing’ KL      that] þat G      vlfkytel] vlfkitel G      fish’] fysche  
G, fisch K      14 that] þat G, tha L      bi] be G      the] þe G      lande]  
land GK      And] and GL      myne] my G, myn K      queen] quene GK  
Alfgif’] halfgyfe G, aelfig K, alsgif’ L      an] and GK      haghe] aghe G, hagh’  
L      15 thousand] thousand’ KL      with’] with G, wyth K      that] þat L  
there] here G      birad] berad G, byrad’ K, birad L      16 Lakynghithe]  
lakynghethe G, lakynghithe K, lakynghithe L      And] and L      here] heore  
GK      toun sokne] tounsok ne G      of’] of GL, and K      17 here] heore  
G      lande] land GKL      nou] now G, noue K      habbeth’] habbeth G,  
habbethe K      yet] þat G, þet KL      bigeten] begeten GK      sholen] shulen  
G, scholden K, sholyn L 
Sawyer 1045 
D and the w group 
Ic Eadward Cyngc cyðe on þissan ge write eallum leafullum  
mannum. hwet ic ge redd habbe wið mine ærcebiscopes 7  
biscopes 7 abbodes 7 eorles 7 wið ealle mine þegenas. þ’ is þ’ ic 20 
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wille þ’ Sancte Eadmundes mynster mines meges 7 seo tun þe  
þat mynster inne is. beo ecelice on þan ilce freodome þe  
Cnut Cyng 7 harðe Cnut Cynge min broþer þider in  
ge uðen. Ne neofre seo stede ne worðe ge loged mid oðres  
hades mannum þanne mid munecum. ne nan þere biscope 25  
þe æfre ma sceal beon on norðfolce odðe on suðfolce;  
ne habbe næfre nan insting on þat mynster. ne swa wid  
swa þes tunes mærce gæd. þe þat mynster inne stent. 7  
þa muneces cysan heom ealdor of heom silfum swa swo riht  
is. And ic wille þ’ seo socne 7 seo sace þe ic heom 30  
ge unnen habbe; stande un awend æfre swa hwer hi nu habben  
land odðer men. odðe get be geoten sculon þurh geodes  
fultum 7 godre manne. Nu bidde ic ealle godes freond  
eigðer ge þa þe nu lybbað. ge þa þe æfter us comen  
sculon. þ’ hi for godes eige næfre ne beon on stede ne on 35  
stealle; þær æfre undon worðe þ’ ure foregeng[l]es ge uðen.  
7 þ’ we nu ge unnen habben in to þ’ halige minster. And  
gyf þonne æfre ænig mann swa dysig worðe þurh þes deofles  
lare. þ’ he þis wid cweðen wylle 7 awegen; seo he amansumed  
7 on hylle susle beseínct; buten he ær his lifes ende 40  
þe deopere bete. 
18 Eadward] Edward E2      Cyngc] Cyng J, cyns’ E2      ge write] se write  
E2      leafullum] ge leafullum J, se leaffullum E2      19 ge redd] se redd  
E2      ærcebiscopes] Arcebiscopes E2      20 abbodes] Abbodes JE2  
þegenas] þesenas E2      21 Sancte] sancte JE2      Eadmundes] Edmundes J  
meges] meses E2      seo] se JE2      22 þat] þ’ JE2      mynster] minster  
JE2      ilce] ylce JE2      23 Cnut (1)] cnut E2      Cyng] Cynge J, cyns’  
E2      harðe] harðe JE2      Cnut (2)] cnut E2      Cynge] cyng E2      broþer]  
broder J, broder E2      þider] þeder JE2      in] inn JE2      24 ge uðen] ge  
uden J, se uden E2      Ne] ne JE2      neofre] næfre J, nafre E2      worðe]  
worðe JE2 ge      loged] se losed E2      oðres] oðres JE2      25 ne] Ne  
J      26 norðfolce] nordforce JE2      suðfolce] suðfolce JE2  
27 næfre] nafre E2      insting] instins E2      þat] þ’] J, þer E2      mynster]  
minster JE2      28 mærce] marce J, Marce E2      gæd] gað J, sad E2  
þat] þ’ JE2      mynster] minster E2      29 muneces] munecas JE2  
silfum] sylfum J      swa swo] swa swa JE2      30 þ’] þe JE2      31 ge  
unnen] ge vnnen J, se vnnen E2      un awend] vnawend JE2      æfre] afre E2  
swa hwer] swa hwer swa JE2      32 odðer] odðe JE2      men] menn E2  
odðe] odðe E2      get] geot J, seoc E2      be geoten] begeten J, beseten E2  
geodes] godes JE2      33 fultum] fultu E2      34 eigðer] eigeder J,  
eiseder E2      ge (1)] se E2      lybbað] libbad E2      ge (2)] se E2      æfter]  
after JE2      comen] cumen JE2      35 eige] eise E2      næfre] nafre  
JE2      36 þær] þe JE2      æfre] afre E2      undon] vndon JE2      worðe]  
woðe J, worðe E2      þ’] þe JE2      foregengles] forgengles E2      ge uden] ge  
vðen J, se vðen E2      37 ge unnen] gelumen J, se vnnen E2      halige]  
halge J, halse E2      minster] mynster J, minstre E2      38 gyf] gif J, dis’  
E2 æfre] afre E2      ænig] anis E2      mann] man JE2      dysig] disig J, 
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disis’ E2      worðe] worde E2      39 he þis] his E2      wið cweðen] wid  
cweðen E2      wylle] wille JE2      awegen] awesen E2      40 hylle] hille  
JE2      beseínct] beoseimt J (? 4 minims), beo seimt E2      ær] er JE2      his]  
is J      41 deopere] deoper E2 
F 
Ich Edward’ kyng’ kithe on þissan se wrytte alle se lefful  
man þat’ ich se red habbe with mine Erchebischopis and  
bischopys and Abbotes and Erlys and with alle myne theynes þat is; þat ich 20  
wille þat seynt Edmundes Menystre myne Meys and se toun þe  
þat Menstre Inne is bee ekelike on þatt ylke fredom; þe  
Cnutt kynge and Hardecnutt kynge myne broder þider Inne  
se vðen. Ne neuere seo stede ne wrthe se loged myd oderes  
hoder Mannen þan with Monkys Ne nan þaere bischop 25  
þe auere ma schalbee on Northfolke oþer on Suffolke  
ne habbe naefre non Instyng’ on þat Menstre ne swa wyd  
swa þaer tounes marke geeth. [þe þat Menstre Inne stent. And  
þa Monekes chesen heom ealder of’ heom silfuen swa swa rith  
is. And ich wille þat seo sokne and seo sake þe ich heom 30  
se vnnen habbe; stande vn awenth aefre swa hwaer swa hy now habben  
land oder Men. oder gete besythen stullen. þoruth godes  
fultum and godre Manne Nou bidde ich alle godes frenod  
eygder se þa þe now libbeth se þa þe aefter vs comen  
stullen. þat hy for godes eyge naefre ne beon on stede ne on 35  
stalle þaer aefre vn doo wrthe þat oure for senglys se vdden.  
and þat we nou se vnnen habbeth in to þat halgene Menstre. And  
þif’ þonne aefre aenyg Man swa disid worthe. þoru þaer deofles  
lare. þat he þis wit qweden wille; and awaegen. seo he amansed  
and on helle stulle he beseynith. buten he ær hys lyues ende 40  
þe deoper bete—
31 hwaer] h missing ascender      32, 35, 40 stulle(n)]? sculle(n) 
The x group (B) 
Ic Eadw[a]rd king kithe on þise write alle lefful  
manne þat ic red habbe with mine Erchebiscopes and  
biscopes. 7 Earles 7 with alle mine theynes. þat is þat ic 20  
wille þat seynt Eadmundes minster mine meyes. 7 se tun þe  
þat minster inne is be ekelike on þat ilke fredome þat  
Cnut king and hardcnut kyng mine brother thider in  
vthen. ne neuere se stede ne wrthe loged mid othere  
hodes manne þanne mid Moneke. Ne non þere biscop 25  
the eueremor schal ben on Northfolc other on Suff’ 
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ne habbe neuere non insting on þat minster ne so wyd  
so þa tunes merkes god’. þe þat minster inne stond. And  
þo monekes chesen hem alder of hem seluen so so rith  
is. And [ic] wille þat se sokne and se sake þat ic hem 30  
vnnen habbe stonde vnawend euere so wer so he nu habben  
lond other men other iget bigeten schulen þurg godes  
fultume and godere manne. Nu bid ic alle godes frend  
either þe þat nu libben ore þe þat after hus schulen  
comen. þat he for godes eye neuere ne ben on stede no on 35  
stalle þer euere vndon wrthe þat vre fordgengles vthen  
and þat we vnnen habbeth in to þat holi minster. And  
igif [than] euere ani man so desi wrthe þurgh þese defies  
lore þat he þis withquenchen wille 7 aweygen. si he amansund  
7 on helle susle bischemt. bute he er his Hues ende 40  
the deppere bete. 
18 kithe] kythe A      on þise write] om. A      19 with] wyth A, wid P  
Erchebiscopes] Erchebishopes P      and] an A, ant P      20 biscopes]  
bishopes P      7 (1)] and AP      Earles] Erles A      21 seynt] seint A,  
seint’ P      Eadmundes] Eadmund A      minster] om. A, Minster P      meyes]  
meies A      þe] þat A, þer (?) P      22 þat (1)] þe A      minster] minister  
A, Minster P      23 Cnut] knut AP      king] kyng’ P      hardcnut]  
Hardeknut A, hardcnut P      kyng] king A, kyng’ P      brother] broþer P  
24 ne] Ne P      wrthe] worthe A loged] loked P      othere] other P  
25 þanne] þan P      Moneke] moneke A, monek’ P      þere] þer P  
26 the] tho P      eueremor] euer more P      Northfolc] Northfolk A,  
Norhtfolk’ P      Suff’] suthfolk A      27 neuere] neuere P      non] non  
P      insting] insting’ P      minster] minister A      28 merkes] markes A  
god’] goð A      minster] minister A      inne] in P      And] Ant P  
29 alder] Alder A      rith] richt A      30 se (1)] þe A      sokne] sokene  
P      31 vnnen] vnen P      vnawend] vn a wond A      euere] euere P  
wer] were P      habben] habbe P      32 other (2)] þer P      schulen]  
schullen P      þurg] þurgh P      34 þe] þei P      ore] or P      after] after P  
hus] us A      schulen] scholen A, sullen P      35 stede] sted P      no] ne  
AP      36 euere] euer P      wrthe] worthe A      fordgengles] fordengles A  
37 in] in A      minster] minister A      And] Ant P      38 igif] igf P  
than] þan P      euere] euer AP      wrthe] worthe A, wrth’ P      þese] þen  
P      defles] desles A, deueles P      39 lore] Lore A      si] se P  
amansund] amansend A, amansmíd P      40 susle] sus le A      bischemt]  
beschemt P      41 the] þe P      deppere] dippere A 
The y group (E3) 
Ic Edward kyng’ kithe on thissan se write alle leafulle  
man that Ic se rad habbe with’ myne Ercebiscopes 7  
biscopes 7 Abbodes 7 Eorles 7 with’ alle myne theynes. that is. that ic 20  
wille that seinte Edmundes Mynstre myne meghes and se toun ther  
that Mynstre inne is beo ekeliche on than ilke freodomes that 
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knut’ kyng’ 7 hardeknut kyng’ myn brother thider inne  
se outhen ne neure se stede. ne worthe se loged’ mid othre  
hades manne then myd Munekes. Ne nouthere Bisshope 25  
that eueremore shal beon on Norffolk’ outher on Suffolk’  
ne habbe neuere non Instyng’ on that Mynstre ne swa wide  
swa the tounes marke goth’. ther that Mynstre inne stent. And  
the Munekes cheosen hem alder of hem seluen swa swa right  
is. And ic wille that the sokne and se sake that ic heom 30  
se vnnen habbe; stande vnawent. cure swa where swa heo nou habben  
land outher menn’. outher yet bigeten shulen thorgh’ godes  
fultum and gode menne. Nou bidde ic alle godes freondes  
eyther tho that nou libben. and tho that efter vs comen  
shulen that heo for godes eye neuere ne beon on stede ne on 35  
stalle. ther euere vndon worthe that oure foregengles se outhen  
and that we nou se vnnen habben in to the holi Mynstre. And  
yef’ thanne euere any man swa disi worthe thorgh’ thes deueles  
lare that he this quedene wille 7 aweyen se beo he amansínned.  
and on helle susle beo seínct’ buten he er his Hues ende 40  
the deoper bete. 
18 Edward] Eadward’ KL      kyng’] kyng GK      kithe] kythe K      se write]  
write K      leafulle] leaffulle K      19 man] manne G      Ic] ic GK  
habbe] hable L      with’] with G, wyth K      myne] mine G      Ercebiscopes]  
ercebiscopes G      7] and GL      20 7 (1)] and GK      Abbodes] abbotes  

G, abbodes L      7 (2)] and G, om. L      Eorles] eorles G,  K      7 (3)]  
and GK      with’] with G, wyth K      myne] mine G      that is] om. G  
21 seinte] seynt GL, seint K      Edmundes] Edmondes G,      Edmundes KL  
Mynstre] mynstre G, Minstre K      myne] myn G, mine K      meghes] meighes  
K      and] an K, And L      ther] there K      22 that] that’ L      Mynstre]  
mynstre G, Mynstre K      inne] Inne G      is] es G      beo] be K  
ekeliche] ekelich K      23 knut’] knut GK      kyng’ (1)] kyng GK      7]  
and GK      hardeknut] hardknut G      kyng’ (2)] kyng GK      brother]  
brothere K      24 se outhen] se vthen K      neure] neuere G, neuer K  
se] so G      loged’] loged GK      mid] with G      othre] other GK  
25 then] than GL      myd] mid GL      Munekes] munekes G, iiiiiikes (one  
minim missing)      K nouthere] nouther G, nother K      Bisshope] bischop G,  
bisshope K, Bisshoppe L      26 eueremore] euer more G, eueremore K,  
euere more L      shal] schal KL      beon] bene G      Norffolk’] Northfolke G,  
Norffolc K      outher] nother G, other KL      Suffolk’] suthfolk G  
27 ne (1)] om. G      non] no G      Instyng’] insting’ K      that] than K  
Mynstre] mynstre G, Mynstre K      wide] wyde K      28 the] þe G  
goth’] goth GK      Mynstre] om. G, Mynstre K      inne] Inne G      And] and  
G      29 the] þe G      Munekes] iiiiiikes (one minim missing) G, munekes  
K      alder] ealder G      seluen] seluem L      30 ic] Ic G      sokne]  
sokene L      se] þe G, the KL      sake that ic] om. L      heom] hem K  
31 vnawent eure] vnawent euere G, vnawenture L      where] were K      nou]  
now G, om. K      habben] habbyn L      32 land] lande GL      outher (1)]  
outhere G      outher (2)] om. G, outhe K      yet] that G, þet K, þer L  
bigeten] begeten GL      shulen] om. G, schullen K      thorgh’] thurgh G 
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33 fultum] fultun G      gode] god G      Nou] Now G      godes] gode L  
freondes] frend G, freond K, frendes L      34 eyther] outher G      that]  
þat G      nou] now G      libben] habben K      efter] eftir G, affter K, after  
L      comen] cumen K, comyn L      35 that] þt G      heo] he K      eye]  
Eye K      neuere] neuere K, neure L      beon] be G      on (1)] in G  
36 ther] that G, there K      euere] euere G, cure K      vndon] vndone G  
that] þat G      oure] our G      foregengles] forgengles GK      37 vnnen]  
vnnen K habben] habbyn L      the] þe K      holi] holy GKL      Mynstre]  
Mynster G, minster K      And] and G      38 yef’] yef G, þef KL  
euere] euere G      swa] swo L      disi] disy G, dysy K      thorgh’] þurh G,  
thorgh K, throgh’ L      deueles] deuelys L      39 lare] laie L      quedene]  
with quedene G, wyth quedene K, with’ quedene L      7] and KL      aweyen]  
aweyn GL      beo] be K      he (2)] heo GK      amansínned] amansinned  
GKL      40 susle] shulen G, sulle K      beo] be heo K      seínct’] semt  
(? 3 minims) G, seimt (? 4 minims) K, seinct L      er] here G      liues] lyues  
GL 
DISCUSSION: RELATIONSHIPS AND LANGUAGE 
It is impossible to give in the space allowed here the full discussion of the language which these texts deserve. Only a 
few significant or interesting points of orthography, phonology, and morphology have been noted. The fullest 
discussions have been reserved for x and y, the most innovative manuscripts, both of which appear to derive from the 
late thirteenth or early fourteenth centuries. 
C 
C seems to be an early and close copy of Sawyer 980. The manuscripts of the w group are closely related to C in forms 
and orthography. C and w retain the ge- prefixes and the first þam of line 12 which M, x, and y drop. C could be the 
source of M, w, x, and/or y, but there is no way to prove that it is. 
D 
D, copied around 1200, is the earliest surviving copy of Sawyer 1045. It occurs in a group of nine charters of Bury, five 
of which are in English. The English charters are written in a clear, careful, and attractive insular hand. The roll may 
have been prepared at Bury for presentation to the king as evidence of the abbey’s ancient charters of privilege with the 
attempt, c. 1200, to imitate an eleventh-century insular script intended to stress the antiquity of the documents. 
Occasionally D may be deliberately archaising; for example, contrary to twelfth-century usage, he not only retains <eo> 

but extends its use as an inverse spelling for / /, e.g. (21) seo tun and (24) neofre for nœfre, showing . 
Generally, however, 
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the forms in D appear to be very close to those of the original documents and are also close to those of the w group 
manuscripts. D cannot be the source of w, e.g. (18) leafullum D, ge leafullum J, se leaffullum E2, but D and w may have 
had a common source. Some of the innovations in D, or D’s source, are more common in more southern and southeast 
midlands dialects (e.g. Vices and Virtues15 (hereafter VV) and Trinity Homilies16 (hereafter TH)) than the more northern 
ones of The Ormulum17 (hereafter Orm.) and Genesis and Exodus18 (hereafter GE). For example, in D and w, e is a 
possible reflex for OE y: (29) cysan, presumably a backspelling for cesen < ceosen, and (40) hylle, a back-spelling for 
helle; neither appears in any other manuscript and thus these spellings may belong to a common source of D and w. 
Perhaps the most interesting form occurs in another charter (Sawyer 1084), where his is substituted for hig twice, 
allowed to remain twice, and is omitted by D once. The distribution in w is the same except that his is found in the 
instance where D has omitted it. The substitution of his therefore must belong to their common source; it is not found in 
x and y. The pronoun refers back to þa socne and should be accusative plural, but feminine accusative singular may have 
been intended—the verb is singular. LALME19 shows the form was used occasionally for ‘them’ in parts of Norfolk and 
Suffolk (see dot map 50 and item map 8). TH has a few examples of hes for both forms, but in VV hes (his) is the most 
common form in both accusative plural and feminine accusative singular. The more northern, and later, GE uses is only 
for the accusative plural but not as often as hem; Havelok the Dane20 (hereafter Hav.) has a couple of examples of es 
and ys beside the much more common hem. Orm. does not use the form. 
The w group: E2 and J 
Unlike the x and y group manuscripts, E2 and J show little interest in modernising the forms of these texts. They also 
exhibit little understanding of Old English, making many errors in copying. They cannot be independent copies of the 
originals because they share a number of misreadings or idiosyncratic spellings which are not found in any other 
manuscripts, e.g. (3) seaule (sawle C), (9) þe (we C), (26) nordforce (norðfolce D). Although they agree closely, the later 
manuscript, J, is by far the better copy and cannot be derived directly from E2. E2 seems to be almost completely 
confused by the graphs <s> and <g> in his exemplar and usually represents both by round <s>, e.g. (1) almihtises 
(almihtiges J), (4) halsan (halgan J); but sometimes by long <s>, e.g. (4) kyninse and (29) cysan; and sometimes by 
Caroline <g>, especially in easily recognisable words, e.g. (11, 17) godes, (14) alfgyfu. E2 occasionally confused other 
letter forms which J did not, such as <d> with <g> (38) dise’ (gif J) and was much more likely to replace original <ð> 
with <d>, e.g. (2) done…de (ðon…ðe J). 
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The evidence suggests a common source for E2 and J which I have called w. This manuscript must have been copied 
before 1314, the date when E2 was enrolled. It must have retained much of the original orthography of these charters, e.
g. the use of œ, þ, ð, sc, hw, intervocalic f, ht, ea, eo, as well as the original inflectional system. It may well have been 
written in a cursive hand of the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century using an ‘8’-shaped two-compartment <g> and 
a short cursive <s> which E2, a chancery scribe unaccustomed to copying Old English, could easily confuse (cf. late 
thirteenth-century Bodleian MS Digby 86). J, presumably like w, was from Bury and must have been familiar with the 
script since he had no trouble distinguishing these graphs. 
Occasionally even J, derived from a fairly mechanical copy by w, can make interesting errors. In another charter (Sawyer 
1084), D has œnigan menn, E2 anisan menn, and J œniðan menn. The reading in w may be presumed to have been 
*œnigan menn. It is difficult to account for J’s <ð> on palaeographical grounds, though E2 mistook <g> for <d> 
elsewhere. A fourteenth-century scribe would certainly no longer use this inflected adjectival form. If the <g> resembled 
<d>, might he substitute <ð>, assuming œnidan menn=œni+ðan menn by analogy with similar common constructions of 
ðan+noun, for example, (12) allum his þan halgum? If so, this seems less a mechanical error than a conscious choice. It 
suggests that ðan was recognisable as an older form of the definite article and could be used, at least by a scribe who 
copied texts such as these, to ‘correct’ what was not recognisable, the Old English inflected adjective œnigan. 
M 
M, after C, is the earliest surviving copy of Sawyer 980. It cannot be the source of any of the later copies in w, x, and y 
because of two omissions, (3) for and (12) ann, which all the later manuscripts preserve. M is reasonably conservative in 
its retention of the original forms, but seems to be more closely related to x and y than the other conservative copy, w. In 
(12) M, x, and y all drop þam while C and w retain it. Likewise M, x, and y (in Sawyer 980 only) all drop the ge- 
prefixes which C and w retain (E2 as se-). Interestingly y elsewhere shares E2’s confusion of ge- for se-; only in Sawyer 
980 does y drop the prefix. 
F 
F is far less inclined to modernise than x and y and in many cases his readings are very close to those of D and w, e.g. 
(21) þe DwF, ther(e) y; (22) þe DwF, þat x, that y. F is not derived from w, e.g. (36) þœr œfre D, þaer aefre F, þe œfre J 
(afre E2); (38) þife F, gyf D, gif J , dis’ E2, yef’ E3, 
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yef G, þef KL. The reading in E2 in (38) suggests that in this word w had a cursive <g> which could be mistaken for a 
<d>. The manuscripts with <y> and <þ>, E3GKL, indicate *yef in y with a <y> which could be mistaken for <þ>. F, 
with þife, seems to be copying from an exemplar which allows a similar confusion. F’s exemplar cannot be y because F 
preserves many original forms which y does not. It is possible, however, that F and y are using the same exemplar or are 
derived from a common source. The most striking similarity between F and y in Sawyer 1045 is that both confused <g> 
for <s> only and always in the ge- prefixes (apart from F’s be sythen for be geoten in (32) and for senglys for 
foregengles (36)). If F and y had a common source, F may help shed light on the nature and date of y’s exemplar: the 
evidence of F indicates that the forms and orthography of its source were still quite close to those of the original 
document. 
The x group: B, A, and P 
B, A, and P share very many errors and readings, e.g. (2) ymbe om., (20) 7 abbodes om., (34–5) comen sculon: schulen 
comen. A and B are roughly contemporary, but A is a poor copy and cannot be the source of B, e.g. (18) on þise write 
om. A, (21) minster om. A. It is more difficult to demonstrate that B cannot be the source of A, but there are in other 
charters a few examples where A preserves a better reading than B, e.g. in Sawyer 1084 þe (om. B and P) and ihuthe 
(vthe B), possibly pointing to geuthe in the exemplar. Similarly B cannot be the source of P although the agreement 
between these two is close: (1) On (In B), (3) soundfulnesse (sendfulnesse B), (11) hades (godes B). The evidence 
suggests the existence of a common source for A, B, and P which no longer survives. I have called this source x. 
Professor McIntosh discussed this lost source, noting that the close agreement of A and B in small orthographic details 
indicated that the source had already introduced ‘a strongly late thirteenth-century flavour’.21 His discussion of the 
language of this source (my x) cites such forms as kirke, mikel, swilk, and 3 sg. pres. -et and suggests that the scribe was 
from West Norfolk, ‘at least twenty miles’ north of Bury.22 
The x scribe has quite consistently updated the language of these texts to agree with a thirteenth-century West Norfolk 
dialect, and agreement with the language of GE is striking. His phonological substitutions were generally more 
successful than his morphological ones. It seems that if he was able to recognise a word, he was able to represent it 
correctly in his dialect, but he was not always able to recognise the significance of the Old English inflections and 
pronouns. His retention of some Old English grammatical features makes his language seem more archaic than the 
earlier GE. 
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Orthography 
For OE <ht> B and A prefer <cht> and occasional <th>; P uses <th>, <ht>, and <ght>. The x scribe’s preference for <k> 
over <ch> in such forms as -like is cited by McIntosh as evidence to preclude a Bury origin (p. 42). The reflex of OE 
<sc> is almost always <sch>, a common early spelling. He did not use <s> but the Lincolnshire (Pinchbeck) P reverted 
to it once in (34) sullen. The x scribe must have been aware of this convention because he misinterpreted (40) beseinct 
‘sunk down’ as bischemt (from ?bishamen). OE <hw> became <w>: (31) wer(e), a common feature of early West 

Norfolk texts. OE  remained except in two instances in P: (6) bouten and (16) toun. The <ou> was regular after about 
1300. Other minor points of orthography include regular final -i, e.g. (10) ani vs. y with final -y and i in bi ‘by’ and bi- as 
opposed to later e, both features of early Norfolk texts (McIntosh, pp. 47 and 48). There are occasional examples of <h> 
added to words beginning with a vowel, e.g. (34) hus. 
Phonology 

OE  (once oo) with great consistency, e.g. (4, etc.) swa: so, (15) lacon :looc. He did not, however, distinguish the 
noun halgan, with short a before consonant cluster, from inflected forms of the adjective which in Middle English, with 
loss of the inflection, did not shorten and should become o; in (4, 12, and 14) all retain <a>, but the uninflected (37) 
halige correctly became holi. In (3) saule the expected reflex might be soule as in y and GE, but McIntosh notes that 
saule and soule both feature in NW Norfolk texts (p. 46). OE short a shows rounding in (13) gouel (also in M). This 
change is found only in a few east midlands texts, e.g. The Battle of Maldon, VV, GE, and Bestiary noule ‘navel’. OE y 
shows unrounding to i consistently as <i> (but note (38) dysig:desi); the <y> graph is unusual in x, even near minims. 

This is also true of M and GE, where <y> is rare except in diphthongs and proper names;23 compare (21) meyes. OE  

and consistently became e, e.g. (2) red, (15) Ele, and (10, 24, 27, 35) nefre, neuere; there are no indications of 
southeast midlands development to a. In (6) alkes (<OE œlces; y ilkes), x probably did not recognise œlc as the origin of 
ME ech and may have misconstrued it as a cross between all and ilk. The form is common in other late charters from 
various centres, e.g. Harmer, nos. 72 (alch) and 74 (alc) from Wells and Westminster respectively. In another charter 
(Sawyer 1084), x uses alkere for œlc+þœra (ic hig þider inn geuðe mid œlc þœra [þinga]:…with alkere þinga), perhaps 
parallel to Hav. ilker (2353)=ilk here ‘each of them’ which Skeat described as ‘most unusual’.24 OE eo>e consistently 
as in GE, e.g. (3) þedschipes, (4, 6, 22) fredom(es); his consistency in the updating seems remarkable, especially 
compared with y. Retention of ea in (3) þearfe when the expected reflex is 
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þarfe may confirm that the noun was not recognised; see OED tharf sb. where the citation from Arth. & Merl. should be 
under OED tharf v. 
Morphology 
(i) Definite article 
In GE, the uninflected definite article ðe replaced the Old English inflected one, with only occasional instances of ðat 
and ðo. The x scribe, however, retained much of the Old English system. Se and seo generally remain as se, e.g. (5) se 
fredom, (8) se tunschipe (þe P), (30) se sokne (þe A); interestingly A and P were each able to alter one occurrence of se 
to þe. In a few instances þe, þat, or þo was substituted for an Old English accusative, genitive, or dative form, e.g. (2) 
ðone done rœd : þe Red, (7) þœra scire: þe schire (P only), (12) þam munecan: þo Monekes, (13) þone fixnoð: þat 
fischoth’. The x scribe consistently retained OE þœra, -e as þer(e), e.g. (5) into þere stowe, (7) þere schire (þe P). But it 
is more likely that x interpreted these as ‘their’ from the Old Norse plural possessive pronoun, a form which was 
certainly in use in his lifetime near West Norfolk, than as a form of the Old English inflected definite article, which was 
by then certainly obsolete. In other instances the Old English form was retained more or less intact: (4) þan halegen 
kinge and (14) þen halegen; retention of -n is common in GE, but here the following h- may have influenced it (see 
below, ‘Adjectives’). 
(ii) Adjectives 
The x scribe was much more thorough in his removal of the Old English adjectival inflections than in his removal of the 
inflected definite article, levelling to -e or dropping almost all the inflections, e.g. (1) eallum mannum: alle manne (Al P), 
(3) for ealles mines þeodscipas: for alle mine þedschipes. No attempt was made to alter any of the constructions to 
analytical ones and it is usually not clear if x understood the significance of the inflections. But the gen. pl. godre : 
godere in (32–3) þurh geodes fultum 7 godre manne: þurg godes fultume and godere manne was probably misconstrued 
as a comparative, as in (41) deopere. The retention of inflected alkes in (6) may be related to GE and TH where -es is 
retained on a few indefinite pronouns (TH, p. xv (4)). Final -n was retained before a word beginning with h- in Sawyer 
1075 bi fulen hese, as with þan above. 
(iii) Nouns 
Compared with the y scribe, x was very conservative in his treatment of Old English noun inflections, usually either 
retaining the inflection or 
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simply levelling the vowel to e. Sometimes the result was perfectly normal, e.g. (1) drichtines, (12) fode, but often the 
usage, even compared with GE, seems archaic. In a number of instances it is clear that Old English forms have been 
misinterpreted, but in other instances, the forms, though unusual, may still have been possible and the archaic nature of 
the texts may have exerted a conservative influence on the reflexes x chose to use. The nominative and accusative plural 
inflections correspond to the Old English forms whether -es, -an, or uninflected: e.g. (29) þo monekes, (33) frend. The 
treatment of the Old English genitive plural gives the clearest indication that the scribe was at least to some extent unable 
to grasp the significance. In GE -es is standard for genitive plural, with a very few in -e; here -a became -e (9) Moneke, 
(15) Ele (y eles), or was dropped (25) biscop. In one instance -es was substituted for Old English dative plural: (12) þo 
Monekes, but elsewhere the dat. pl. -um or -an was levelled to -en or -e, e.g. (2) redgiuen, (25) Moneke. GE has a few 
uninflected and -e and -en dative plurals, usually in rhymes. But it is doubtful that x correctly interpreted all instances of -
um, -an, and -en. Lacon (15) is dative plural but must seem indistinguishable in form from (12) fodan, sg.; it became 
simply looc (see the discussion below under ‘Some words of interest’). Dat. pl. mannum became manne throughout (1, 
11, 19, 25), even in the obviously plural (1) eallum mannum (compare y alle men); gen. pl. (33) manne remains. But it 
may be possible that the manne plural was acceptable to x; compare Bestiary (19) to manne frame.25 
(iv) Personal and relative pronouns 
The personal pronouns used by x are very close to those in GE (pp. 30–1). Nominative plural is identical to masc. nom. 
sg. he; P only uses þei at line 34. Other charters (Sawyer 1084, 1085, and 1069) use ihe and ihu for the second person 
plural; compare GE ge and gu. Old English relative pronouns were sometimes altered to þat (2, 5, 13, 22, 30, 34) and 
sometimes left unchanged (9, 14, 15, 17, 28). In (21–2) seo tun þe þat minster inne is, A reversed the order to þat þe, 
perhaps intending þat as the relative and þe as the definite article. 
(v) Ge- prefix 
The x scribe apparently removed all ge- prefixes from adjectives, nouns, and verbs; none remain in these two charters in 
A, B, or P. 
(vi) Verbs 
The infinitive throughout ends in -en, e.g. (10) wenden, (11, 26) ben. The only infinitive in -ian retains the i: (9) þewien 
(y theowen) but the verb 
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may be unknown and the retention mechanical; see OED theow v., with few occurrences in Middle English. The present 
plural ends in (i) -eth or -ith in (7) gildith and (37) habbeth and (ii) -en or -n in (8) don, (17) habben, and (34) libben. 
The third person singular present is -eth in (5) resteth. Another charter (Sawyer 1075) has the interesting form habbed (A 
habbet); the <bb> was not expected in the third person singular present in Old English and did not survive long in 
Middle English in other forms. Orm., for instance, began by using the <bb> forms along with hafenn and hafe in the 
infinitive and first person singular present respectively but later dropped the <bb> forms.26 As -et is a common Norfolk 
ending for the third person singular present (McIntosh, pp. 38–9). 
Syntax 
The x scribe is the only one who makes any alterations to the original word order: (34–5) cumen sculon: schulen comen. 
In another charter (Sawyer 1084) mid œlc þœra þinga þœs þe þœr mid rihte to gebyrað becomes with alkere fringe þat 
þer to mid richte birað. His ingenuity in realising that þœr…to=‘thereto’ is all the more remarkable since it is likely that 
gebyrað, in the intended sense ‘belong’ at least, was unknown to him; see MED biren v. 
The y group: E3, G, K, and L 
E3, G, K, and L share many errors, readings, and features, e.g. (3) w(e)orthe for þearfe, (8) oghe for oþþe, (13) 
fisshing’ (fysschyng G) for fixnoð, and consistently, se- for ge- prefixes in Sawyer 1045 while in Sawyer 980 the prefixes 
are dropped. As in w, the six Old English charters (Sawyer 980, 1045, 1084, 1075, 1085, and 1069) appear in a block in 
the same order, with the shortened form of Sawyer 1084. None of the later manuscripts in the y group can be derived 
directly from an earlier one, e.g. (39) quedene E3 (with G, wyth K, with’ L, quedene GKL); (2) rad om. G, (9) shulen 
om. G; (8) swa K (swa swa E3GL), (18) write K (se write E3GL); (30) sake that ic om. L. E3, G, K, and L must all 
derive from a common source, now lost, which I have called y. The y manuscript must have been written before 1330 
and must have had extensively modernised forms in it. The consistency of the distribution of se- for ge- in the four 
manuscripts dependent on y suggests that the se- reading was already in y, and that y’s exemplar, like w, was written in a 
cursive hand in which <g> and <s> could be confused. In y the <g> of the original documents had often been replaced 
by <y> and this <y> could be mistaken for <þ> ((17) E3 yet (þat G, þet KL)). Other orthographic features of y were: 
elimination of <æ> and the runic wynn form for w; preference for <th> over <þ> and <ð>; an attempt (unique among 
these texts) to distinguish reflexes of OE g 
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with <y> sometimes used initially for the palatal, e.g. (17, 32 yet) and with <gh> used consistently medially and finally 
for the spirants, e.g. (12) halghen (G halwen), (32) thorgh’ and in OE -ht, e.g. (1) al mighty drightes. For OE c <ch> is 
regular only in -liche; reflexes for OE sc are varied but <sh> is the most common, followed by <ssh>, while K like x 

shows a preference for <sch>. For OE hw both <wh> and <w> are used (again x differs with <w> regularly). For OE  

<ou> is often used, and OE  is <u, v, or o>; there are no erroneous <ou> spellings. OE f between voiced sounds is 
regularly <u> except in two words which are probably not recognised: (14) Alfgif’ (a proper name) and in Sawyer 1069 
geðafian. 
Phonology 
OE a shows a puzzling mixture of <a> and <o> reflexes, e.g. (4, 37) holy, holi, (4, etc.) swa, (11, 25) hades, (27) non, 
(34) tho. A few of the words with <a> may not be recognised, e.g. (15) lacon, but hades and (39) lare should be familiar. 
Swa is particularly remarkable for expected east midlands so (as in x). For OE y, <i> and <y> are used interchangeably, 

with <y> preferred near minims and finally. OE  and  are consistently e, e.g. (2) red, (15) eles, (10, 24, 27, 35) neu
(e)r(e). OE eo>eo and e with the majority of cases retaining eo. L is the only y-derived scribe to show raising of e to i in 
unstressed syllables, e.g. (17) sholyn, (31) habbyn, (34) comyn. 
Morphology 
(i) Definite article 
The y scribe made a considerable and generally very successful effort to remove the Old English inflected definite 
article. He replaced more than half of se, seo, þone, þat, þam, þes, and þœre with the, e.g. (4, 5, 8, 9). There is only one 
error: (14) sœ ‘sea’: the, which is understandable in the context. He must have been operating by context to a 
considerable extent; usually the article precedes a reasonably common noun or adjective where ‘the’ would be expected 
in Middle English. Interestingly the se which arises from a misreading of the ge- prefix is never altered to the; in most 
cases this form precedes a verb (see below, ‘Ge- prefix’). Nor is the Old English relative pronoun þe ever mistaken for a 
definite article; see below. 
(ii) Personal pronouns 
The most interesting forms are in the second and third persons plural. Both G and K alter he to heo at (39) and K adds 
heo at (40). In both 
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cases these two scribes seem to have interpreted the passage in the plural; note that G has altered susle (40) to shulen, a 
plural verb form (see below, ‘Some words of interest’: susle). This would confirm that heo ‘they’ was not just the form 
used by the y scribe for the third person plural personal pronoun but was recognised and could be used at Bury at least up 
to the time of G and K, or that of a common source. It is difficult to assess how much archaising is responsible for 
unusual forms. LALME dot map 35 shows no occurrences of this form in the east midlands. In another charter (Sawyer 
1084) two occurrences of the demonstrative þœra have been replaced with their and he(o)re respectively. The second 
example confirms that the scribe believed þœra was the possessive plural personal pronoun from Old Norse and has 
substituted his preferred form, he(o)re. For the second person accusative plural, ou is found in Sawyer 1084, 1075, and 
1085, but it has probably not been interpreted correctly by some of the later y-derived scribes. It is difficult to distinguish 
minims and in a few cases on is probably written for ou. The more familiar form was likely to be you, which was used by 
G and K in Sawyer 1084. 
(iii) Relative pronouns 
Unlike x, y was completely consistent in his treatment of the Old English relative pronouns; no þe or þœs þe was allowed 
to remain. Usually the substitution was þat, but at (5), (21–2), and (28) ther was used instead where the relative was 
assumed to carry a strong indication of place. Here y was clearly attempting to deal with the Old English forms within 
their context. 
(iv) Adjectives and nouns 
Old English adjectival endings regularly became -e or were dropped by y, e.g. (1) on al mighty drightes name, (4) the 
holy king’. One exception was (6–7) ilkes bisshopes anwelde. In Middle English a preposition would sometimes be 
required in the resulting constructions but the scribe never added one. The y scribe also made the most thorough attempt 
to update the Old English noun inflections. Some Old English weak nouns lost their -n inflection: (1) name, (12) to fode, 
but (13) at willan; some weak plurals in -n were retained: (12) alle his halghen vs. singular (14) that haghe, error for 
halghe. Retention of the uninflected feminine genitive is more difficult to interpret in (2–3) for myne soule weorthe and 
(40) on helle susle. Elsewhere, particularly with gen. pl. -a and dat. pl. -um and -an, the context seemed to be the crucial 
factor, as in the following examples, where -es was correctly substituted: (12) þam munecan: the munekes; (15) feower 
þusend œla: foure thousand eles; (25) mid munecum: myd Munekes. In other instances there is no evidence that the 
grammatical significance of 
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the Old English inflections was understood, e.g. (3–4) ic ann ece freodomes (gen. sg.): ic anne eke freodomes, (9) to 
þœre muneca neode: to the muneke neode; (25) nan þere biscope: nouthere (G nouther, K nother) Bisshope. 
(v) Ge- prefix 
The ge- prefix has a curious distribution and reflex in the six Old English charters in the y group. In Sawyer 980 and 
1075 all ge- prefixes were dropped. In Sawyer 1069 they were retained only in geðafian, another indication that the word 
was not recognised. In the other three charters they were sometimes dropped but more commonly misread as se. 
Mistaking of <g> for <s> is particularly common in E2, but y’s confusion of these two graphs, unlike E2’s, was limited 
to the ge- prefix. The distribution was almost certainly already in y’s source(s). We must wonder what the scribe thought 
the se- represented. Elsewhere he was at least attempting to make sense of the texts by dropping obsolete inflections and 
updating forms of pronouns. The se- was never misinterpreted as a form of the definite article and altered to the or þe. 
Most of the words in which the ge- was misinterpreted should have been reasonably familiar: geredd, geloged, gewrite, 
and forms of the verb unnan. It is possible that he assumed that se represented so, adv. ‘thus’. In all these cases ‘thus’ 
could fit naturally into the context, e.g. (19) that Ic se red habbe ‘that I thus have advised’. Elsewhere y retained the OE 
swa. Both swa and se spellings are found in earlier east midlands texts such as TH and VV, but both must be considered 
unusual by y’s time; compare the regular use of so in x.27 But y was less interested in orthographical consistency than x 
and retained other obsolete spellings, e.g. (9) neode, (39) lare. He may have been willing to accept swa and se as variant 
spellings of his own so. 
(vi) Verbs 
Most infinitives end in -en in y, e.g. (9) theowen, (17, 32) bigeten. The third person singular present ends in -(e)th: (5) 
resteth’, (28) goth’; but (14) arist and (28) stent remain. The present plural ends in (i) -(e)th: (7) gildeth, (8) doth’; and 
(ii) -en: (34) libben (also x) and (37) habben (but F and x habbeth). 
SOME WORDS OF INTEREST 
The words discussed below are only a very few of those which are of interest across all the versions. The ones which 
were selected show the difficulty in interpreting the evidence of these late copies, especially in isolation. Often one 
particular text or group of texts shows a reading which may contradict, or explicate, the rest of the evidence. 
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lacon dat. pl. ‘gift; benefit (?)’ 
(15) CwMy lacon, x looc 
In Old English ‘sacrifice’ or ‘offering’ was the other common sense, and it seemed to survive longer in Middle English. 
See MED look n. (3). The last reference for the sense intended here is GE. The common reading, lacon, in all but x 
suggests that this spelling has been mechanically retained by all these scribes. Does this mean that none of CwMy 
recognised the word, at least in this sense in this context? The y scribe in particular might have been expected to level the 
Old English inflection as he did elsewhere in words which were familiar to him, e.g. (1) naman: name, (4) halgan: holy. 

Only the late thirteenth-century Norfolk scribe, x, gave the expected Middle English reflex for OE , as he did 
elsewhere in these texts far more consistently than the other scribes, e.g. (4, etc.) swa: so, (25) hades: hodes. The <oo> 
spelling is unique to this word in x, though it is a convention also used in GE, where this word, however, is spelled loac 
(1798). 
The x scribe was also the only scribe to alter the inflection, but less successfully than the vowel. Elsewhere x usually 
levelled dative plurals in -um or -an to -en or -e; see above, ‘The x group’, on adjectives and nouns. His dropping of the 
inflection suggests he interpreted -on as singular in this context. How he would interpret the word in this context and 
why he alone gave any evidence that he recognised the Middle English reflex is more difficult to explain. The context is 
difficult; the phrase in which it occurs min cwen œlfgyfu ann þam halgum feower þusend œla mid heora lacon þe þœr to 
gebyriað is a rather awkward rendering of…cum muneribus que pertinent ad illas.28 None of the scribes seems to have 
been tempted to associate lacon with ‘lake’ (MED lak(e) n. (1)), which would make reasonable sense in the context. One 
clue as to x’s interpretation is his alteration of heora to hire ‘her’ rather than here, his usual form for the third person 
plural possessive pronoun. Having wrongly assumed lacon to be singular, was he now trying to associate the pronoun 
with the singular queen rather than the eels? Or perhaps the association with the queen came first, leading to the 
assumption that lacon must be singular? His reading, ‘mid hire looc’, may suggest an interpretation on his part of ‘as her 
gift’. Despite the consistent failure of the other scribes to attempt to deal with this word, the x scribe’s success in 
associating OE lac with ME lok along with the evidence of the survival of the word may indicate that it was the 
ambiguous inflection and difficult context which caused the problem rather than the word itself. 
ece adj. ‘eternal’; eceliche adv. ‘eternally’ 
(4) Cw ece, M eke, B ece, P eke, y ek(e) 
(7) CE2 ecelice, J ecelior, M ekelike, B ekilike, P ekelike, y ekelich(e) 
(22) Dw ecelice, Fx ekelike, y ekelich(e) 
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Peterborough Chronicle and Orm. (eche) both use the word in this sense:  
other references are early S and W. See MED eche adj. 
The <k> in most of these texts must arouse suspicion. At least some of the scribes may have confused the not very 
common, and possibly obsolete, Middle English adjective ece, which should certainly have been spelt with <ch> by the 
y scribe (note -liche), with the common Middle English adverb ek ‘moreover, also’ from OE eac. See MED ek adv. and 
conj. In (4), likewise’ or ‘also’ makes perfectly good sense: ‘I grant also freedom to the holy king…’ In (7) and (22) with 
a -lice suffix elsewhere unattested on ME ek, it is very peculiar indeed. But B’s odd spelling ekilike at (7) may be a clue 
to the interpretation that he assumed. MED iliche adv. ‘similarly, likewise, also, etc.’ is found in many Middle English 
texts. The B scribe may have believed ecelice was equivalent to ek+ilike with the two elements meaning approximately 
the same thing. 
gecuron past pl. (OE geceosan) ‘decided, directed’ 
(10) CJ ge curon, E2 se curon, M curon, B curan, Py curen 
None of the scribes updated the spelling of this form to its expected Middle English reflex, chosen; see MED chesen v., 
where it is noted that forms with r survive longest in the past participle and mainly with reference to persons or things, e.
g. VV (119/32) Alle his ikorene. Compare GE (543) he chosen. It seems likely therefore that none of the later scribes 
associated gecuron with ME chosen. Nor did any of them attempt to alter the word to try to make sense of the passage. 
Following immediately after we, it should have been clear to them that the word was a verb. Here the somewhat unusual 
sense may have prevented the association; no other verb similar in spelling makes sense in the context either. 
The w scribe’s misreading or misrendering of the personal pronoun is interesting in this context. The presumed reading 
in the exemplar, we, has become þe; misreading of wynn (for w) as <þ>, though common elsewhere, occurs in w only 
very rarely (e.g. Sawyer 1085 ower). In (10) it may suggest w interpreted the past plural as a past participle used 
substantively ‘the chosen ones’ and ‘corrected’ we to þe. 
amansumed past participle (OE amans(um)ian) ‘excommunicated’  
(39) Dw amansumed, F amansed, B amansund, A amansend, P  
amansmíd, E3 amansínned, GKL amansinned 
Without the evidence of the late fourteenth-century scribe F, we might assume from the rest of the forms that the Old 
English verb was not recognisable. But the problem could be mainly minim confusion in x, y, and the versions derived 
from x and y. Minim strokes are not well distinguished in these hands. E3 carefully marked the first minim of the last 
five, and perhaps y did as well, misconstruing the word as ‘a man sinned’, 
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which is reasonable in the context. Only F substitutes the more common Middle English form amansed. Most references 
cited in MED are early, south, or west. See MED amansen v. and mansen v. Some early references retain the -um-. It 
seems that at least one scribe in the late fourteenth century could associate OE amansumed with ME amansed; is it more 
surprising that the rest had trouble? 
susle dat. sg. ‘torment’ 
(40) DwBPE3L susle, F stulle (?), A sus le, G shulen, K sulle 
Most of the scribes copy the word correctly, but the evidence of F, A, G, and K suggests that at least three, and probably 
most, of them were puzzled. MED susl n. cites only three occurrences, all in ante 1150 (OE) Vsp.D.Hom. F and K 
misread, or perhaps chose to read, a long <s> as <1>, and G and K interpreted initial <s> as /∫/ in an attempt to make 
some sense of the phrase on hylle susle beseint as ‘to hell shall be sent’. G even added -n to make the new verb agree 
with the plural pronoun heo which he (and K) substituted for he in the previous line. He may have thought the pronoun 
referred back to þes deofles (38); both x and y seem to have misinterpreted the genitive as plural. 
ymbe prep, ‘concerning’ 
(2) CwMy ymbe (om. x) 
None of the scribes updated the spelling. Middle English reflexes are usually umbe, e.g. Orm. ummbe, Hav. vmbe; 
compare Old Norse úmb. It was also used as a prefix, as in Hav. umbistode (1876). References under OED umbe prep, 
and adv. are mainly early or western texts. It may be that the later scribes M and y did not recognise the word. Elsewhere 
M avoided <y>; his use of the graph here may reflect mechanical copying. But the x scribe’s dropping of the word is 
interesting. It may be a simple error of omission, but it could have been deliberate. All the rest of the words in the 
opening clause should be familiar and the sense straightforward. Regardless of whether he (or his exemplar) recognised 
ymbe, he may somehow have sensed that it was now syntactically archaic and redundant. See MED kithen v.; no 
collocations with umbe are cited, and it is possible here that x made a deliberate omission from the line. 
geunnan v. ‘to grant’  
(many references in various forms: 4, 12, 14, 16, 24, 31, 36, 37) 
The verb in its various forms is one of the most common in Old English charter texts, but it seems to drop out of general 
usage in Middle English fairly quickly. OED unne v. cites only a couple of references after the thirteenth century and 
only in the sense ‘to wish or like (one) to have (something)’. In the sense ‘grant, allow‘ the last reference is thirteenth 
century. On the whole these scribes copy the forms well. The y scribe 
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perhaps gives the best indication when he changes the spelling of the vowel in the past plural to <ou> (24, 36), as he 

does commonly elsewhere for OE , but he never uses the <ou> in the past participle where the vowel is short (31, 37: 
se vnnen habbe(n)). 
The use of the verb in these legal texts was formulaic, and perhaps at a centre like Bury, where legal matters were always 
important, such formulaic phrases would keep the verb alive after it had fallen out of general usage. Compare, for 
instance, the formula ic wille and ic ann, which is characteristic of Anglo-Saxon writs from Westminster,29 with the 
very similar phrase we willen and unnen, which occurs in a charter of Henry III (1258) cited in the OED entry. 
CONCLUSION 
We would like to know much more about the transition between Old and Middle English and about the ability of Middle 
English scribes to understand written Old English. Late copies of Old English ought to be able to assist in these areas. 
But this very brief look at multiple versions of late copies of charters from Bury St Edmunds indicates that this material 
must be treated very cautiously and with many doubts as to our ability to interpret it. The various copies, which in a 
number of cases appear to be roughly contemporary and from the same region, often appear to give contradictory 
evidence. The approaches as well are highly individual and show vastly differing levels of comprehension. It is 
important to look at the full record of evidence from all the copies, but, ironically, such a study may only increase our 
confusion. 
NOTES 
1  P.H.Sawyer, Anglo-Saxon Charters: an Annotated List and Bibliography, Royal Historical Society Guides and 

Handbooks 8 (London: Royal Historical Society, 1968), no. 980. Hereafter charters are referred to by their Sawyer 
number, e.g. Sawyer 980. 

2  For example, Sawyer 1075. 
3  For example, Sawyer 1069, 1078, and 1084. 
4  Dom David Knowles, The Monastic Order in England, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1940), p. 

311. 
5  R.H.C.Davis, ‘The Monks of St. Edmund, 1021–1148’, History n.s. 40 (1955), pp. 227–39 at 231. 
6  Sir William Dugdale, Monasticon Anglicanum, vol. III, ed. John Caley, Henry Ellis, and Bulkeley Bandinel (London, 

1821; repub. Westmead: Gregg, 1970), pp. 98–179, outlines many of these encounters. 
7  H.E.Butler, trans., The Chronicle of Jocelin of Brakelond (London: Nelson, 1949), p. 51. 
8  Dugdale, Monasticon, p. 110. 
9  Cambridge University Library, Ee.3.60 has ticks in the margin against lines of vernacular charters which contain such 

key words or phrases. 
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10  There have been, however, two excellent recent discussions of this material by Kathryn A.Lowe: ‘Two Thirteenth-

Century Cartularies from Bury St Edmunds: a Study in Textual Transmission’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 93 
(1992), pp. 293–301, and ‘‘‘As Fre as Thowt” ? Some Medieval Copies and Translations of Old English Wills’, 
English Manuscript Studies 1100–1700 4 (1993), pp. 1–23. 

11  In M one scribe wrote all the Latin texts, but left a gap whenever he encountered an English one. A different scribe 
added the English documents, not completely filling the gaps. 

12  All the surviving English versions of Sawyer 1084, 1075, 1085, and 1069 were also examined, but these charters are 
not presented here for reasons of space. Occasionally in the discussion examples have been drawn from them. 

13  For details of all these copies, see Sawyer. For fuller descriptions of the Bury manuscripts, see also Rodney 
Thomson, ed., The Archives of Bury St Edmunds Abbey, Suffolk Records Society 21 (Woodbridge: Boydell & 
Brewer, 1980); G.R.C.Davis, Medieval Cartularies of Great Britain: a Short Catalogue (London: Longmans, 1958), 
and D.C.Douglas, ed., Feudal Documents from the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds (London: Oxford University Press, 
1932). The actual authenticity of Sawyer 980 and 1045, though of great concern to historians, is not relevant to this 
discussion. In fact Harmer says that Sawyer 980 in its present form is questionable and Sawyer 1045 is more than 
dubious: F.E. Harmer, ed., Anglo-Saxon Writs (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1952; 2nd edn, Stamford: 
Watkins, 1989), pp. 433–4 and 141 respectively. 

14  That is, for Sawyer 980: Junius 62 and Cotton Augustus ii 8, which are seventeenth- and fifteenth-century attempts, 
respectively, to reproduce the original, letter forms and all, with a number of predictable errors such as (15) fodan: 
podan, and Harley 76, Harley 358, and Dugdale 11, which, as far as I can tell, contain only Latin versions. For 
Sawyer 980 and 1045, none of the charter rolls after 4 Edward III (my E3) has been included because they apparently 
are derived directly from it. 

15  Ferd. Holthausen, ed., Vices and Virtues, EETS OS 89 and 159 (London: Trübner, 1888 and 1921 (for 1920)). 
16  Richard Morris, ed., Old English Homilies of the Twelfth Century. Series II, EETS OS 53 (1873; New York: Kraus, 

1973). 
17  Robert Holt, ed., The Ormulum with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R.M.White (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1878). 
18  Olof Arngart, The Middle English Genesis and Exodus, Lund Studies in English 36 (Lund: C.W.K.Gleerup, 1968). 
19  Angus McIntosh, M.L.Samuels, and Michael Benskin, A Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English, 4 vols 

(Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1986). 
20  G.V.Smithers, ed., Havelok (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987). 
21  Angus McIntosh, ‘The Language of the Extant Versions of Havelok the Dane’, Medium Ævum 45 (1976), pp. 36–49 

at 41. 
22  McIntosh, ‘Language’, p. 42. It may be possible that this lost source was the personal register of John of Northwold, 

abbot at Bury between 1279 and 1301. Thomson calls it the most important lost book of the abbey and is able to 
reconstruct much of its contents (Archives, p. 6). The two sections of charter material are of interest: fols 22–57 
contained royal charters to the time of Henry III, and fols 60–73, pre-Conquest and later private donations of manors, 
excluding royal. In B there is a similar distribution of Old English material: on fols 11–19, royal charters to Edward 
I, and on fols 45–72v, private grants. In A on fols 15–19v, pre-Conquest private grants are found, and on fols 27–
53v, royal charters to Edward I. Many of these Old English charters, especially the 
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private grants, survive only in A and B. The lost register of John of Northwold would fit nicely as the source because 
it contained the same type of material as A and B; it dated from the end of the thirteenth century; and it was quite 
possibly written by someone who spoke a West Norfolk dialect, John of Northwold himself. The register was his 
personal register, and like other such personal registers, could easily have been written in his own hand. The town of 
Northwold lies within West Norfolk, just over 20 miles north of Bury. 
A large number of cartularies and registers date from the years of Northwold’s abbacy. When the previous abbot died 
in 1279 Edward I seized the property of both the abbot and the convent, though only the abbot’s portion should have 
reverted to the crown when the abbacy was vacant. The monks were unable to rescue their possessions until the new 
abbot, Northwold, secured the restoration in 1280. In 1291 as well Northwold took charters to the king and lords at 
Westminster in defence of the abbey’s rights. It seems likely that many of the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century 
copies here discussed derive from copies, now lost, which were made in the years of Northwold’s abbacy, when the 
need for good record-keeping was demonstrated and the abbey had men capable of undertaking the task. 

23  Arngart, Middle English Genesis, p. 13. 
24  W.W.Skeat, ed., The Lay of Havelok the Dane, 2nd edn, rev. K.Sisam (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1915), p. xxxvii. 

Coalesced forms of pronouns are common in GE, and Orm. also has some. 
25  Hanneke Wirtjes, ed., The Middle English ‘Physiologus’, EETS OS 299 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), p. 

3. 
26  R.W.Burchfield, ‘The Language and Orthography of the Ormulum MS.’, Transactions of the Philological Society 

(1956), pp. 56–87 at 76. 
27  MED so adv. gives among its variant spellings se ‘chiefly early’ and swa, sua ‘chiefly early or N’. 
28  Benjamin Thorpe, ed., Diplomatarium Anglicum Ævi Saxonici (London: Macmillan, 1865), p. 306. 
29  Harmer, Anglo-Saxon Writs, p. 64. 
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4 Reasonable doubt, reasoned choice 
The letter A in the Dictionary of Old English 
Antonette diPaolo Healey 
A dictionary is a product of its age.1 The OED was delivered after a long and punishing labour of nearly five decades, 
grew robust with supplements in its middle years, and has been reborn and reconfigured for the electronic age, made 
machine-readable and tagged.2 Now at the end of the twentieth century, scholars can run directed searches on the 
electronic version of the OED and have particular research questions answered with impressive thoroughness and speed. 
One statistic that is of great interest to us at the Dictionary of Old English project is the number of Old English words 
that survived beyond 1150,3 and are therefore catalogued in the OED, but in more modern dress. It is a question that Sir 
James Murray might well have pondered, but would not have been able to answer unless he had spent many months 
going through the book which took more than his lifetime to write. Were he alive today, Murray would be able to search 
on the language tag <OE> in the etymology section of the OED entry, a search taking only a few seconds, and discover 
that there are slightly more than 8,600 headwords recorded in the OED as descended from Old English.4 In this 
reconfigured universe, we can now go to etymologies to get words where before we could only go to words to get 
etymologies. Through directed searches, such as this, on electronic databases, digital memory enhances, or perhaps 
replaces, human memory in the performance of some complex tasks and many tedious ones.5 Although the OED’s 
reputation as the finest historical dictionary of any language rests on its print version,6 its electronic format now allows 
the full release of embedded information, thus giving us new worlds to explore.7 
The DOE, still in the process of being written, has had a considerably shorter history than the venerable OED, and yet it 
too bears the mark of its times and of the minds which have shaped it. Planned by Angus Cameron, its founding editor 
(1970–83), to make use of computer processing,8 the project has incorporated this technology into nearly every aspect of 
its work.9 But equally important have been the theoretical principles which are guiding the various stages of its entry-
writing. When 
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Ashley Crandell Amos first contemplated the prospect of actually writing the Dictionary, she was attracted to the idea of 
modelling the entries on those of the OED. However, she recognised almost at once that the corpora, the degree of 
coverage, and the characteristics of the periods treated by the two dictionaries were sufficiently different that this did not 
seem a practical approach. 
The ‘Dictionary of Old English Guide to Entry-Writing’ (an in-house guide for the editors) sets out both the advantages 
and the disadvantages, as we see them, of various strategies for defining. Definitions can be deeply analytical (as in 
much of the OED), presenting classification through form (a method meant to be as scientific as the Linnaean 
classification and labelling of specimens), offering qualifying statements, and avoiding synonyms. As Tom McArthur 
reminds us, one of the dominant metaphors in nineteenth-century philological studies is botanical, with language 
analysed in terms of roots, stems, branches, and trees.10 It is that canopy of branches which forms the distinctive tree of 
meaning for a word in the OED. The strength of analytical definitions is that they make the semantic structure—the 
relationship of the various meanings of a word—very clear. Unfortunately, they require more knowledge of the meaning 
of a word than is usually available for Old English. They also explicitly impose a modern epistemology on Old English 
records, although sometimes this is unavoidable. And they are not especially useful to a reader looking for a translation. 
Another strategy for defining is contextual glossing. Here definitions describe in some detail the extended context in 

which a word is used. In the letter A11 the verb  sense A.3 offers a typical example of a contextual definition 
in the DOE. It starts off straightforwardly enough: ‘to beget; also (beon) acenned “to be begotten”’. Then the context is 
described: ‘especially of God the Father begetting God the Son; also figurative, referring to the Son as the Wisdom 
begotten of the Father’. I believe our most elaborate contextual definition in A occurs, not unexpectedly, in our attempt 

to describe what is happening in that most difficult poem Exodus, lines 80ff. The verb being defined is  in 
the sense ‘to make fast (to something else)’. The citation from Exodus appears as a sub-sense (sense 4.a.i.) where the 
pillar of cloud is presented metaphorically as a sail or tent and the poet asks how it was made fast.12 Our contextual 
definition reads: ‘figurative, likening the protective pillar of cloud to a sail or tent, and wondering by what invisible ties 
(hu) it was made fast’. Definitions such as these are cautious because they remain close to the evidence of the citations, 
and are descriptive rather than interpretative. They may, however, be misleading in suggesting a degree of precision in 

meaning which cannot be supported by the evidence. A general term such as  ‘ailment, disease, illness, sickness’ is 
no less general for being applied to specific contexts where it may refer to an ulcerous sore, dermatitis, 
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gout, haemorrhage, tetanus, mental illness (s.v.  sense 2.a) or to diseases affecting various parts of the body, e.g. the 

liver, lung, neck, spleen (s.v.  sense 2.b). Contextual definitions give a full, if sometimes too detailed, picture of the 
semantic structure of a word, but again they are not particularly helpful to the reader looking for a translation. 
A third strategy for defining is by translation, treating the Old English-Modern English dictionary as a bilingual 
dictionary. Translation equivalents make the quickest, easiest definitions and to some extent the citations can serve to 

refine them and make clear in which of its senses  ‘to arise’ or  ‘to own’ is meant. This strategy, like the 
previous one, is based on the principle that a word acquires meaning from the citations in which it occurs. James Murray 
would have agreed, although he thought it impractical to create a dictionary only of citations. In the Romanes lecture on 
22 June 1900, he stated: 
Quotations will tell the full meaning of a word, if one has enough of them; but it takes a great many to be enough, and it 
takes a reader a long time to read and weigh all the quotations, and to deduce from them the meanings which might be 
put before him in a line or two.13 
Unfortunately, there are very few genuinely equivalent translations, and a long series of translations, each item catching 
only a part of the meaning of an Old English word, does not constitute an effective definition. Nevertheless, the very 
vagueness of the Modern English equivalent may be helpful in conveying the limits of our knowledge of the exact 
meaning in Old English. 
At the Dictionary of Old English project, we consider ourselves primarily to be writing a translation dictionary, although 
we use all three strategies for defining. We differ from Clark Hall14 and the early portion of Bosworth-Toller15 by 
avoiding long strings of synonyms in definitions. We are somewhat similar to the later entries in Bosworth-Toller, which 
are partly analytical, partly contextual, and partly translation-orientated. Like OED and Toller, we use different methods 
of defining and of ordering senses for different words. The most significant difference between our dictionary and 
preceding Old English dictionaries is that the definitions we write are based on a comprehensive examination of the 
surviving evidence. 
In another context, Roberta Frank has ruefully observed that ‘Old English…texts mock our feeble taxonomies.’16 This is 
perhaps just as true of their vocabulary. In our efforts to define the vocabulary of Old English, we seem at times on the 
multiple slippery surfaces of post-modernism;17 at times, hard up against impenetrable linguistic bedrock which will not 
yield forth its meaning. The scholar to whom this piece is dedicated once cited approvingly Murray’s frank admission 
that he could not account for some variant spellings s.v. awl in the OED (where 
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mistakenly two Old English words are brought together which should have been distinguished both in spellings and 

sense: OE œl ‘awl’ and OE  ‘[flesh-]hook or fork’).18 Since frankness is a salutary lesson for all lexicographers to 
learn, I present to Professor Stanley a range of problems and what represents, I hope, a few advances in the definitions of 
the letter A of the DOE. Two of the five words I discuss have thirty-five or fewer attestations; three are hapax legomena. 
Since lexicographers are subject to the tyranny of the alphabet, I will treat the words alphabetically. 

The verb  ‘to touch’ illustrates the problem of a definition which is insufficient for its range of citations. The 

verb is recorded in both the MED and the OED under the headwords  and arine respectively. MED shows two 
main senses: ‘(a) to touch (sth.); also, to partake of (food); (b) to lay hands on (sth.), attack’.19 The latter sense is not 
attested in Old English. OED defines the four citations it cites, the last of which is dated 1230, as simply ‘to touch’. The 
standard Old English dictionaries give as their meanings ‘to touch, handle’.20 In the Old English corpus the eleven 
occurrences of the verb are restricted to prose and glosses, five appearing in a gloss to the same psalter verse (143:5) 
where the Lord is invoked: ‘touch the mountains and they will smoke’.21 The Old English Lapidary seems to employ 
the same combustion motif, for we are told that if one touches with one’s hands the stone Pyrites from the Persian 
Empire, it will burn immediately.22 Two more examples involve miraculous cures effected by touching: either by the 
sick touching relics or by the touch of a holy man upon the sick.23 There is another instance in Luke’s Gospel (11:46) 
where Christ reproaches lawyers for not touching the burdens which they load on men in order to lighten them.24 All 
citations seem adequately rendered by the plain translation ‘to touch (someone/something)’. My final two examples, 
however, are problematic, both occurring in the same text, a homily on the Nativity of Mary, a translation of chapters 1–
12 of the apocryphal Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew in Bodley 343, which Neil Ker dates to the second half of the twelfth 
century.25 Chapter 12 opens with the statement that there was a great rumour among the people that Mary was pregnant 
(lines 643–5). Then Joseph is summoned to the temple and interrogated by the high priests about why he concealed his 
marriage to so pure a woman, a woman who nolde nœfre wœre arinœn ‘wished never to be touched by a man’ (line 653). 
Joseph then exculpates himself by stating that he hire nœfre ne arine ‘he never did touch her’ (line 658).26 The 
corresponding Latin differs in the first instance, for Mary is described as having never wished ‘to see a man’ (virum…
videre).27 In the second instance the Latin corresponds: numquam tetigisset eam.28 It seems clear that in the Old 
English, although 
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this is not true for both instances of the Latin, we have a specific application of the verb ‘to touch’, and we have 
signalled this in the Dictionary of Old English by creating a sub-sense (sense a) which we have defined contextually: 

‘specifically referring to sexual relations’. This new sense for  not recorded by any of the dictionaries—Old, 
Middle, or Modern—is absolutely parallel to OED touch v. sense 2.a, ‘to have sexual contact with’. Our treatment, 
which draws attention to a specific contextual use, helps to round out more fully the sense development of this verb. 
AMBIHTMANN 
With a lengthy lexicographic history, ambihtmann presented us with the problem of an apparently unsupported 
definition. The word was recorded by Somner in 1659 in its plural form, ambihtmen, with the meaning ‘servants, 
ministers, officers, clients, bondmen, slaves, servingmen: also, hand-maids, waiting women or maids’, among others.29 
What is striking about Somner’s definition, and lacking in those of Clark Hall and Sweet, is the application of the term to 
both men and women. Bosworth-Toller continues Somner’s tradition where ambihtman (q.v.) is defined as ‘A servant-
man, servant-woman, attendant, servant, minister’, but with no obvious citation indicating that the referent is ever a 
woman. Toller’s Supplement adds further citations (s.v. ambehtmann), but none refers to a woman; Campbell’s 
Supplement does not treat the word. The problem for the DOE was either to validate Somner’s and Bosworth-Toller’s 
definitions among the approximately thirty-five occurrences or to remove the explicit mention of the female sex. None of 

the other agent compounds formed on ambiht- shows such an explicitly inclusive sweep: ambihtere, , 
ambihtmœcg, ambihtscealc, ambihtsecg, ambihtþegn, all meaning ‘servant, attendant’, and ambihtsmiþ ‘official smith’, 
have either masculine referents or referents unspecified as to sex, such as the plural ambyhtmœcgas in Paris Psalter 
101.12, referring to the servants of the Lord. Appropriately, Somner and Bosworth-Toller were vindicated when our 
corpus revealed a passage in Theodulf’s Capitula where the referents are clearly female. Bosworth-Toller, in fact, had 
quoted a snippet of it as the first citation in the entry, but it was so truncated that no context could be determined, and no 
Latin parallel had been adduced. Chapter 12 of Theodulf is an injunction against any woman living in the same house 
with a masspriest, even if she is his mother or sister, because they will have oðre ambihtmen around them who might 
lead the masspriest to sin. The Latin source, which appears in the same manuscript30 as its Old English translation, 
shows aliae feminae corresponding to our Old English phrase: ThCap 1 12.319.5: forþon gif þœr þa gesybban beoð hig 
habbað oðre ambihtmen þe mon mœg ondrœdan [þœt þone mœssepreost to synne getyhte (quia in obsequio siue in 
occasione illarum ueniunt aliae feminae).31 
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We have tried to signal the importance and uniqueness of this citation by placing it immediately after the main sense 
‘servant, attendant’ as the first sub-sense (sense 1.a) of the entry. Its definition is contextual and explicit: ‘glossing 
femina “woman”, here “a domestic servant”’. The citation is important linguistically because it furnishes additional 
evidence, this time from an ambiht-compound, of the explicit use of mann/men to depict women. This use might have 
been occasioned by the appearance of forms of wifmann twice earlier in the same chapter (lines 1 and 4) to depict the 
female sex. There may be few citations in the DOE, as versatile as this one in which ambihtmann glosses femina. It not 
only validates the work of Somner and Bosworth-Toller by furnishing clear evidence for the definition ‘servant-woman’, 
but it is also suggestive of gender issues for the late twentieth century. The evidence of this citation shows that this 
compound formed on -mann functions as it historically ought to: ‘used explicitly as a designation equally applicable to 
either sex’ (OED s.v. man sense I.1.a). From our postmodern point of view, the compound in its inclusiveness embodies 
a ‘feminist’ perspective, unlike its context, which presents women principally as ‘occasions of sin’. The DOE, in trying 
to solve the problem of an apparently unsupported definition in the entry for ambihtmann, has simultaneously provided 
useful information for historians of culture. Our entry has made the information explicit so that it is more easily 
accessible to readers. 

This word presented the problem of conflicting lexicographical opinion. Here we strongly support the definition of two 

lexicographers, Sweet and Toller, in opposition to another two, Bosworth and Clark Hall, in their treatment of , a 
hapax legomenon at Beowulf 219. The citation reads: 
Beo 217: gewat þa ofer wægholm…flota famiheals…oðþæt ymb antid oþres dogores wundenstefna gewaden hæfde þæt 
ða liðende land gesawon ‘then the foamy-necked vessel departed across the ocean…until ymb antid, on the second day, 
the ship with curved prow had gone so far that the travellers saw land’.32 
It is perhaps useful to recount some of the interpretations of this word in the past century. Grein in the 1860s tentatively 

suggests ‘hora prima’ and invites us to compare  ‘hora nona’.33 What Grein was doubtful and cautious about 

Bosworth asserts, giving definitively the meaning ‘the first hour’ (s.v. ). Cosijn in 1882 proposes a different 
etymology: he considers the first element a form of the stressed prefix and-, conveying the notion ‘against’, the 
compound meaning ‘the same or corresponding hour or time’ (on the following day), and he adduces OHG antdag in 
support of his reading.34 Clark Hall in 1894 tentatively follows him in his 
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dictionary.35 Trautmann in 1899 proposes something altogether different, emendation to , otherwise unattested, 

adducing parallels in the compounds  and , and takes the new *  in Beowulf as ‘the early 
part of the day, early hour’.36 This interpretation seems to have found little acceptance. It is Henry Sweet, once again 
ahead of his time, who first proposes in 1896 in his Student’s Dictionary what I believe to be the correct interpretation of 

the compound when he suggests with a query ‘fixed time’ (s.v. ), interpreting the first element as  ‘single’. 
Sievers in 1904 more confidently and, I assume, independently proposes the same meaning,37 which Toller then gets 
into the Supplement,38 and which Krogmann in 1935 more fully substantiates.39 Sievers, in support of his interpretation 

of the compound as a ‘fixed or predetermined time’, cites the similarly prefixed forms  ‘appointed day’, 

 ‘to appoint a day’, and their Norse cognates eindagi and eindaga.40 The ge-prefixed form of the verb, 

, could also have been adduced. We found the evidence of these related forms convincing in deducing the 

meaning of the first element of , no doubt reinforced because we were treating , (ge)  in 

close proximity. We signal their relationship by providing a cross-reference to  in the last line of the entry. 
Nevertheless, we attempt in our definition not only to give the root meaning of the compound but also its more 
contextual sense. Our definition, which is intended as a translation, reads: ‘a fixed, predetermined or expected time, due 
time’. Then some of the suggestions which I have just recounted concerning the verbal identity and meaning of the 
compound follow. The least likely interpretation, one which violates both metre and alliteration, concludes the definition 

field: the reading proposed takes ymb and an as the preposition ymban with  as its object ‘after the space (of a second 

day)’.41 Our full definition for , then, not only gives a translation for the compound—where we clearly align 
ourselves with the tradition of Sweet and Toller—but also tries to suggest some of the controversy which has surrounded 
the word. 
ASSEDUN 
The adjective assedunn is a reminder to us of what a practical craft lexicography is, for here we are confronted with the 
basic problem of where to file the word alphabetically, of determining what form the headword should take. The unique 
spelling assedun at first seems straightforward: its component elements are apparently formed on the masculine weak 
noun assa ‘ass, donkey’ and the adjective dunn ‘dark, dusky’, a colour word applied to two other quadrupeds, the horse 
and the ox.42 However, its single attestation in the Antwerp Glossary is as a gloss to two Latin adjectives, dosinus ‘dun’ 

and cinereus ‘ash-coloured’. The citation in the DOE reads: AntGI 4 1183: dosinus cinereos assedun (Jun. Transcr. 
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cinereus; perh. from ISID. Etym. 12.1.54 dosina [v.l. dosinus] autem dictus, quod sit color eius de asino: idem et 
cinereus).43 It is troublesome that the evidence pulls in two directions: dosinus may well accord with our initial 
assessment of the derivation of the first element from assa; cinereus, however, suggests that it is from axe/asce ‘ash, 
ashes’. Bosworth-Toller in its treatment of the word shows a similar ambivalence, for it offers alternative definitions ‘ass-
dun or ash-dun’, giving the two possibilities apparently equal status, and corresponding to the treatment given earlier in 
the entry in the etymological note. However, the concluding part of the definition, ‘of a dun or dark colour’, obscures the 
problem of etymology by translating only the second element of the compound and ignoring the first. Clark Hall, Sweet, 
Toller Supplement, and Campbell do not treat the word. Meritt unequivocally proposes ‘dun-coloured like an ass’. 
Advances in scholarship have allowed the DOE to be slightly more secure in filing this particular citation under the ‘ass’ 
word family. First of all, there is the evidence of the manuscript spelling asse- with double s. Although the MED and the 
Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue show double-s forms for ‘ash’,44 the ‘ash’ word family in Old English, with 
more than 150 occurrences, shows no plain -ss- spelling;45 all of its consonants are palatalised, metathesised, or 
aspirated. Moreover, Kindschi’s postulated source for the lemmas, Isidore’s Etymologies 12.1.54, if we accept it, 
suggests a clear association between the colours dosinus and cinereus, and the animal asinus.46 In fact Maltby in his 
Lexicon of Ancient Latin Etymologies quotes this citation from Isidore for the etymology of dosina47 and the Thesaurus 
Linguae Latinae gives this Isidorean reference as its supporting citation for the definition of dosina/dosinus as ‘a species 
of horse of the colour of the ass’.48 Isidore’s explanation, connecting dosinus with asinus, was undoubtedly well known. 
Our definition of assedun, therefore, reflects the strength of the evidence: ‘dun-coloured (like the hair of the ass)’. 
However, because we cannot entirely dismiss the possibility that the first element is related to ‘ash’, we add the further 
suggestion, but one which has less-equal status than in Bosworth-Toller: ‘or for asce/axe-dunn “ash-brown/-grey’’ 
glossing cinereus “ashen”’. 
A ÞOLWARE 
The last word under discussion, a poetic hapax legomenon, has produced a range of scholarly opinion, like , about 

the form and meaning of its first element. However, unlike , no scholarly consensus has yet been reached 
concerning the word. The compound is found in a passage in Maxims I. The citation reads: 
Max I 196: slog his broðor swæsne Cain, þme cwealm <serede>; cuþ wæs wide siþþan, þæt ece nið ældum scod, swa 
aþolwarum (perhaps 
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translate ‘Cain slew his own brother, he devised that death; it was known widely afterwards that everlasting violence did 
injury to men, swa aþolwarum’).49 
How should we interpret aþol- in aþolwarum? The context is the violence generated by the first murder, that of Abel by 
Cain. In the Dictionary entry we list in descending order of likelihood some of the suggestions which have been 

advanced: emendation to eþel, giving an otherwise unattested compound *  ‘inhabitants of a homeland, 
citizens’;50 error for atol adj. ‘terrible’, giving an otherwise unattested compound *atolware ‘demons’;51 and 
emendation to aþomswarian, for which we need to compare aþumswerian at Beowulf 84, taken by some scholars to be a 

form of an otherwise unattested compound *  ‘son-in-law and father-in-law’ and considered as a 
reference to contemporary internecine strife.52 None of these seemed a very satisfactory solution to us. We were 
therefore fortunate to have enlisted Professor John Pope as one of the specialist readers for the entry, and he proposed 

another solution, taking aþol as a form of  ‘sickness’, hence , the plural compound having the sense 
‘pestilence-dwellers, dwellers in a plague’. The sentence would then be translated: ‘it was known widely afterwards that 
everlasting violence did injury to men as to dwellers in a pestilence’. Two points in Professor Pope’s argument, 
published in Modern Philology in November 1995, convinced us that his solution was more probable than the others 
which so far had been advanced: first, it did not require emendation of the manuscript because aðol appears as an 

attested spelling of  ‘sickness’; and, second, the meaning Professor Pope proposed of ‘pestilence, plague’ was 

clearly illustrated both in Bede and in a gloss to pestilentia at Luke 21:11 in the Lindisfarne Gospels (see sense  1.d). 
However, because the meaning of this compound is so much disputed, we did not normalise its headword spelling to 

 and place it under the word family, interfiling it between  ‘illness’ and  ‘wearied 
with illness’. Instead, we have retained the manuscript spelling of the first element and filed the word under aþolware. 
At the start of the definition we have stated clearly that the word is a compound of disputed meaning because of the 
uncertainty about the first element. We then give Professor Pope’s solution, placing it first in the hierarchy of possible 
meanings and introducing it by an evaluative phrase ‘most probably’. This new definition is, I believe, an advance on the 
previous state of scholarship. 
Let me end where I began. Comprehensive databases will allow us to be more thorough as we write a new DOE. Our 
corpus has brought to light the two citations from the Nativity of Mary, previously untreated by the dictionaries, which 

illustrate a specific sexual application of the verb  ‘to touch’. It recovered for us a citation contextually 
obscured in Bosworth-Toller, which vindicated Somner’s seventeenth-century 
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assessment that ambihtmann can be a ‘servant-woman’. The convincing evidence of the related forms  and (ge) 

, preserved in the corpus, persuaded us that the meaning of the first element of  was ‘fixed, 
predetermined’, thus causing us to align ourselves with Sweet and Toller in the debate over meaning. Our analysis of the 
more than 150 spellings in the ‘ash’ word family, whose consonants were palatalised, metathesised, or aspirated, helped 
convince us that assedun with simple -ss- should not be considered a part of that family but is more likely to be related to 

assa ‘ass, donkey’. Finally, the spelling aðol, variant of  ‘sickness’, unrecorded in the older dictionaries but recorded 
in our corpus, furnished Professor Pope with the evidence he needed to propose an entirely new solution to the 
interpretation of a compound of disputed meaning in Maxims I. The research tools of our electronic age are helping us to 
choose from among the possible meanings of a word the one that is more probable. What begins in doubt ends, if not in 
certitude, at least in a closer approximation to the truth. For this we are thankful.53 
NOTES 
1  The writing of the letter A has been supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada; the 

National Endowment for the Humanities, Washington, an independent federal agency; the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation of New York; the Provost’s Office and the Office of the Vice-President, Research and International 
Relations, University of Toronto; the McLean Foundation of Toronto; the Marc Fitch Fund of Oxford; and the various 
contributors to the DOE Fundraising Campaign, organised by Prof. Allen Frantzen of Loyola University of Chicago 
and, in Japan, by Prof. Tadao Kubouchi of the University of Tokyo. 

2  James A.H.Murray, H.Bradley, W.A.Craigie, and C.T.Onions, eds, A New English Dictionary on Historical 
Principles, 125 fascicles (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1882–1928; printed in 10 vols, 1928; rep. in 1933 in 12 vols with 
a one-volume Supplement by C.T.Onions and retitled the Oxford English Dictionary); R.W.Burchfield, ed., A 
Supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary, 4 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972–86); J.A.Simpson and E.S.C. 
Weiner, eds, The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edn, 20 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989); The Oxford English 
Dictionary, 2nd edn, online form, accessed through PAT (TM) and LECTOR (TM) (Waterloo, Ontario: Open Text 
Corporation, 1989); John Simpson and Edmund Weiner, eds, Oxford English Dictionary Additions Series, 2 vols 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993). 

3  Murray’s introductory remarks to OED, vol. 1, 1888, p. xviii, give a clear statement concerning the scope of his 
dictionary: 
Subject to the conditions which thus encompass every attempt to construct a complete English Dictionary, the present 
work aims at exhibiting the history and signification of the English words now in use, or known to have been in use 
since the middle of the twelfth century. …Hence we exclude all words that had become obsolete by 1150. 
See also E.G.Stanley, ‘Old English in the Oxford English Dictionary’, in 
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of Old English words which have survived beyond 1150 mapped to their later English reflexes. Cross-reference to 
the OED headword appears in the last field of a DOE entry. 

5  Richard A.Lanham, The Electronic Word: Democracy, Technology, and the Arts (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1993), p. 76. 

6  For a brief assessment of the OED in relation to other historical dictionaries, see Sidney I.Landau, Dictionaries: the 
Art and Craft of Lexicography (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1984), pp. 66–72; for an overview of the OED 
in its several versions and formats, see Donna Lee Burg, A Guide to the Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993). 

7  This statement is not meant to minimise some of the problems found in the OED after the integration of the 
supplements with the original volumes (for which see Charlotte Brewer, ‘Thoughts on the Second Edition of the 
Oxford English Dictionary’, London Review of Books (31 August 1989), pp. 16–18) and after unmarked editorial 
intervention (for which see E.G.Stanley, ‘The Oxford English Dictionary and Supplement: the Integrated Edition of 
1989’, review article in Review of English Studies, n.s. 41 (1990), pp. 76–88 esp. 79–80), but is meant to suggest the 
wider range of possibilities for research now available to users of the electronic OED. 

8  Angus Cameron, ‘On the Making of the Dictionary of Old English’, Poetica 15–16 (1983), pp. 13–22. 
9  Richard Venezky, ‘Unseen Users, Unknown Systems: Computer Design for a Scholar’s Dictionary’, in Proceedings 

of the Third Annual Conference of the UW Centre for the New Oxford English Dictionary: the Uses of Large Text 
Databases (Waterloo: UW Centre for the New OED, 1987), pp. 113–21; Antonette diPaolo Healey, ‘The Corpus of 
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Conference of the UW Centre for the New Oxford English Dictionary: Dictionaries in the Electronic Age, rep. vers. 
(1989; Waterloo: UW Centre for the New OED, 1990), pp. 113–24; Antonette diPaolo Healey, ‘Wood-gatherers and 
Cottage-builders: Old Words and New Ways at the Dictionary of Old English’, Proceedings of the Sixteenth 
International Conference (1995) of the International Computer Archive of Modern English, to be published 1996; 
Nancy Speirs, ‘Lexicography and Corpus-tagging at the Dictionary of Old English: Enhancing the “Corpus of Old 
English in Machine-readable Form”’, in Proceedings of the Sixteenth International Conference (1995) of the 
International Computer Archive of Modern English, to be published 1996. 

10  Tom McArthur, Worlds of Reference: Lexicography, Learning and Language from the Clay Tablet to the Computer 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 142. 

11  Antonette diPaolo Healey, ed., with Joan Holland, David McDougall, Ian McDougall, Nancy Speirs, Pauline 
Thompson, Dictionary of Old English: A (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1994). 

12  Ex. 80: hœfde witig god sunnan siðfœt <segle> ofertolden, swa þa mœstrapas men ne cuðon, ne ða seglrode geseon 
meahton, eorðbuende ealle crœfte, hu afœstnod wœs feldhusa mœst. J.R.R.Tolkien in The Old English ‘Exodus’: 
Text, Translation and Commentary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981), p. 21.69, translates ‘God in His wisdom had 
drawn a sail as a tent over the paths of the sun, in such wise that the ropes of the mast men perceived not, and the 
sailyards 
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none could see who dwell on earth, nor with all their skill know how that great pavilion was made fast.’ 
13  James A.H.Murray, The Evolution of English Lexicography, The Romanes Lecture, 22 June 1900 (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1900), p. 44; the emphasis is Murray’s; cited in McArthur, Worlds of Reference, p. 126. 
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19  Hans Kurath and Sherman M.Kuhn, eds, Middle English Dictionary, Part A.3 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 

Press, 1956), s.v. 
20  Bosworth-Toller ‘to touch’; Clark Hall ‘to touch, handle’; Henry Sweet, The Student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon 
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21  PsGIJ 143.5 arin muntas & hi smeocaþ tange montes et fumigabunt (DG ahrin, F ahryn, E ahrine, AB forms of 

gehrinan, CI forms of œthrinan, K hrepa); see Guido Oess, ed., Der altenglische Arundel-Psalter, Anglistische 
Forschungen 30 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1910), p. 224. 

22  Joan Evans and Mary S.Serjeantson, eds, English Mediaeval Lapidaries, EETS OS 190 (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1933), p. 14.14; see also Peter Kitson, ‘Lapidary Traditions in Anglo-Saxon England: Part I, The Background; 
the Old English Lapidary’, Anglo-Saxon England 7 (1978), pp. 9–60 at 32.18. 

23  Lenore Herbst, ed., ‘Die altenglische Margaretenlegende in der HS. Cotton Tiberius A. III’ (University of Göttingen 
Ph.D. thesis, 1975), line 322, with a added to hrineþ by corrector B; Hans Hecht, ed., Bischof Wœrferths von 
Worcester Übersetzung der Dialoge Gregors des Grossen, Bibliothek der angelsächsischen Prosa 5 (Leipzig 1900 
and Hamburg 1907; rep. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1965), p. 246.27. 

24  Walter W.Skeat, ed., The Gospel According to St. Luke (Cambridge, 1874), and The Gospel According to St. John 
(Cambridge, 1878; rep. as one volume Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1970), p. 124, Luke (WSCp) 
11:46. 

25  Bruno Assmann, ed., Angelsächsische Homilien und Heiligenleben, Bibliothek der angelsächsischen Prosa 3 (Kassel, 
1889; rep. with a supplementary introduction by Peter Clemoes, Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 
1964), pp. 117–37, MS N; see N.R.Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1957), no. 310, art. 16. 

26  Hatton 114, Assmann’s MS J, a variant manuscript of the third quarter of the eleventh century (Ker, no. 331, art. 72), 
shows forms of œthr•nan at lines 654 and 660. 
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27  Constantine Tischendorf, ‘Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium’, in Evangelia Apocrypha, 2nd edn (Leipzig, 1876; rep. 

Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1966), p. 73.8. 
28  Tischendorf, ‘Pseudo-Matthaei Evangelium’, p. 73.11. 
29  W.Somner, Dictionarium Saxonico-Latino-Anglicum: Voces, Phrasesque Prœcipuas Anglo-Saxonicas (Oxford, 

1659; rep. in facsimile, Menston, England: Scolar Press, 1970), s.v. Somner is not indebted here to Nowell, who does 
not record the word; see Albert H.Marckwardt, ed., Laurence Nowell’s ‘Vocabularium Saxonicum’ (1952; rep. New 
York: Kraus, 1971). 

30  Cambridge MS Corpus Christi College 201, pp. 179–222 (Latin), 231–69 (Old English); see Ker, Catalogue, no. 50, 
arts. 1 and 3. 

31  Hans Sauer, ed., Theodulfi Capitula in England, Texte und Untersuchungen zur Englischen Philologie 8 (Munich: 
Wilhelm Fink, 1978); Sauer (p. 221) notes the application of ambihtmen to women by his translation ‘Dienerinnen’. 
The word occurs mainly in late Northumbrian and is labelled by Franz Wenisch as an Anglian word in Spezifisch 
anglisches Wortgut in den nordhumbrischen Interlinearglossierungen des Lukasevangeliums, Anglistische 
Forschungen 132 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1979), pp. 131–2, 326. 

32  Elliott Van Kirk Dobbie, ed., ‘Beowulf’ and ‘Judith’, The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 4 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1953); translation is mine. 

33  C.W.M.Grein, Sprachschatz der Angelsächsischen Dichter (Cassel 1861–4); rev. edn by J.J.Köhler with help of F.
Holthausen (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1912), s.v. 

34  P.J.Cosijn, ‘Zum Beowulf’, Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 8 (1882), p. 568. 

35  s.v.  (and-?) f. ‘similar time? (i.e. the corresponding time of a following day)’. 
36  M.Trautmann, Berichtigungen, Vermutungen und Erklärungen zum ‘Beowulf’, Erste Hälfte, Banner Beiträge zur 

Anglistik 2 (1899), p. 138. 
37  E.Sievers, ‘Zum Beowulf’, Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 29 (1904), pp. 305–31 at 

322–7; in the scholarship on the word, Sievers has received the credit for this interpretation even though Sweet 
proposed it first; see, for example, J.Hoops, Kommentar zum ‘Beowulf’ (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1932), p. 46, note 
to line 219. 

38  s.v. : ‘Add as an alternative meaning: An appointed hour, time when something is due’. 

39  Willy Krogmann, ‘Altengl.  und seine Sippe’, Englische Studien 70 (1935–6), pp. 40–5. 
40  Sievers, ‘Zum Beowulf’, p. 326. 
41  R.W.Burchfield, ‘Beowulf 219: ymb an tid’, Modern Language Review 50 (1955), pp. 485–7. 
42  A.Cameron, A.C.Amos, and A.diPaolo Healey, co-eds, with S.Butler, J.Holland, D.McDougall, and I.McDougall, 

Dictionary of Old English: D (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1986), s.v. dunn sense 1.a. 
43  L.Kindschi, “The Latin-Old English Glossaries in Plantin-Moretus MS 32 and British Museum MS Additional 

32246’ (Stanford University Ph.D. thesis, 1955), p. 178.10. 
44  Hans Kurath and Sherman M.Kuhn, eds, Middle English Dictionary, Part A.4 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 

Press, 1957), s.v. asshe n. (2); William A. Craigie, ed., A Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue from the Twelfth 
Century to the End of the Seventeenth, vol. 1: A-C (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1937), s.v. as, ais n.1

45  There is one twelfth-century spelling in -ssc-, œsscen in Rubie D.-N. Warner, 
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ed., Early English Homilies from the Twelfth Century MS. Vesp. D. XIV, EETS OS 152 (London: Kegan Paul, 
Trench, Trübner, 1917), p. 91.5. 

46  Bosworth cites another Isidorean parallel from DuCange: Dosius vel dosinus, equus asinini pili. 
47  Robert Maltby, ed., A Lexicon of Ancient Latin Etymologies (Leeds: Francis Cairns, 1991), s.v. dosina. 
48  Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, vol. 5.1, fasc. 10 donec-duco (Leipzig: Teubner, 1986), s.v. dosina sive dosinus: 

equorum genus colons asinini. 
49  George Philip Krapp and Elliott Van Kirk Dobbie, eds, The Exeter Book, The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 3 (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 1936), p. 163.196–8; this edition retains the manuscript reading aþolwarum but 
does not offer its own interpretation of the form; in line 197a I have emended MS nerede, retained by Krapp-Dobbie, 
to serede, following Grein, Mackie, and now Pope. 

50  So W.S.Mackie, ed., The Exeter Book, Part II: Poems IX–XXXII, EETS OS 194 (London: Oxford University Press, 
1934), p. 46.199, who emends both the first element and the inflectional ending from -um to -e, treating the word as a 
nominative plural form and translating the compound as ‘the peoples’; Shippey emends only the inflectional ending, 
and renders the word, like Mackie, as a nominative plural form ‘the inhabitants of earth’ (see T.A. Shippey, ed., 
Poems of Wisdom and Learning in Old English (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1976), p. 74.64 and facing translation, and 
p. 134 n. 8); Bosworth-Toller s.v. aðolware does not emend the first element, but follows Grein’s tentative 
suggestion ‘cives?’ and translates the compound ‘citizens’. 

51  J.M.Kirk Jr, ed., ‘A Critical Edition of the Old English Gnomic Poems in the Exeter Book and MS Cotton Tiberius B. 
I’ (Brown University Ph.D. thesis, 1970), p. 122, note to line 198, privately printed; Benjamin Thorpe in Codex 
Exoniensis: a Collection of Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London: Society of Antiquaries, 1842), p. 346, note to line 6, 
suggests taking aþolwarum as ‘atol werum?’ and translates the phrase as ‘dire to men’. 

52  Joseph Strobl, ‘Zur Spruchdichtung bei den Angelsachsen’, Zeitschrift für deutsches Alterthum 31 (1887), p. 61. 
53  I am grateful to Roberta Frank and to Ian McDougall for help on particular points. This essay has also benefited from 

the reading of Joan Holland and David McDougall. All four have made its wording more felicitous. 
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5 Alexander Ellis and the virtues of doubt 
L.C.Mugglestone 
Alexander Ellis (1814–90) was, as his obituary notice in The Athenaeum records, a scholar of ‘singular industry and 
fidelity’, equipped with ‘an intellect of unusual power and subtlety’.1 ‘Of the range of his acquirements it would be 
difficult to speak with exaggeration’, it continues, adding still further: ‘No German of our time could at all rival him in 
this respect. Indeed, few men here or abroad have possessed his width of knowledge or his powers of application.’ A 
mathematician as well as a philologist and phonetician, Ellis was a Fellow of the Royal Society from 1864, a member of 
the Philological Society from 1866, and served twice as president of the latter, first from 1872 to 1874 and again from 
1880 to 1882. A close associate of James Murray, he was a scholar of both past and present in the English language, 
committed to investigating the biographies of sounds just as the OED of Murray and Furnivall sought to furnish the 
biographies of words. Ellis’s major work, On Early English Pronunciation (EEP), published in five volumes from 1869 
to 1889,2 was, again like the OED, a vast scholarly enterprise, aiming to encompass a diachronic span from early Middle 
English to language in the nineteenth century itself. Collating evidence for the history and developments of English 

speech from Havelok and Horn, from Orm, , Chaucer, and Gower, from Scandinavian sources and English 
orthoepists, from pronouncing dictionaries and the emergent phoneticians of the nineteenth century such as A.M.Bell (to 
name but a few of the sources used in Ellis’s research), EEP clearly represents a formidable achievement in English 
philology; it was, as The Athenaeum averred, an ‘epoch-making work’,3 and the detail and range it provides still remain, 
in a number of ways, largely unsurpassed. 
Given such proven erudition and ability, Ellis is perhaps an unlikely candidate for doubt. However, rather than the 
confident pronouncements on language one might expect to find by virtue of this undoubted standing in terms of 
linguistic scholarship, Ellis’s comments, both on language and on his own linguistic achievements, instead often display 
a marked hesitancy. Whereas earlier writers on pronunciation had not scrupled to adopt 
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a tone of unqualified certainty in their observations on the sounds of words (‘Leisure is sometimes pronounced as 
rhyming with pleasure’, but, in my opinion, very improperly’; ‘The sound of i [in words such as fir]…ought to be the 
more carefully attended to, as letting it fall into the sound of u …has a grossness in it approaching to vulgarity’, asserted 
John Walker, for example, in his Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of 1791),4 Ellis, on the contrary, allows considerable 
latitude in both his attitudes to and observations on English speech. He ‘seems to hear’ and regularly ‘assumes’ rather 

than asserts: ‘I seem to hear [[r]] occasionally in two forms, differing nearly as (œ, E) which I represent by ( )’, he 
notes, for instance, of r in postvocalic positions (I, 196). ‘I think that the distinction is sometimes made. I think that I 
make it. But this may be pedantic habit. No one can think much of how he speaks without becoming more or less 
pedantic, I fear’, he remarks with similar tentativeness on distinctions between pairs such as principle and principal, 
radicle and radical (IV, 1162). 
The language of absolutes, frequently manifest in earlier works on the art of speech, is likewise striking only by its 
absence from Ellis’s observations on spoken English usage. ‘As, of two opinions or tastes, it was necessary to embrace 
one, the author of this dictionary takes, with Walker, the side of regularity’, states the orthoepist Benjamin Smart, for 
example, in 1836,5 prescribing the short sound of a alone in words such as fast, bath in spite of the range of concurrent 
variants attested in contemporary speech. ‘Usage differs’, states Ellis in the same context; and considerably more 
moderation, as well as an increase in detail, accompanies the comments which follow: ‘the common southern 
pronunciation is (aaf), and even (aaf) may be heard; the fine educated northern pronunciation is (æf). Ladies in the South 
and many educated gentlemen say (ahf) or at most (aahf). But (af) is also heard’ (II, 567). 
Ellis’s avoidance of the certainties so often deployed by previous writers on the language is marked. Instead, he 
expounds on the difficulties of philology and proper linguistic observation, lamenting ‘the darkness in which we have to 
grope for our results’ (I, 141). The confident pronouncements of orthoepists such as Walker and Smart are habitually met 
with reservations, if not misgivings. ‘Doubtlessly’, says Smart, ‘the extreme among the vulgar’ is ‘to omit the r altogether
—to convert far into (fah), hard into (hahd), cord into (cawd)…; an extreme which must be avoided as carefully as the 
strong trill of r in an improper place.’6 Doubts which, on the other hand, seem more than reasonable are used by Ellis to 
counter assertions of this kind: ‘[I] own myself, and almost everyone I hear speak, to belong to the extreme of the vulgar 
in saying (aa) for (aa’)’, he notes, carefully replacing prescriptive hyperbole with descriptive exactitude (IV, 1201). In 
Ellis’s own accounts of contemporary linguistic habits, the definite is displaced by observations which are both looser, 
and more open-ended. ‘Usage fluctuates’, he writes on the articulation of either and 
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neither; ‘usage differs’ (II, 571). ‘Is frequently’ (and hence, by implication, not invariably) appears again and again in 
the description of sounds: ‘In [the nineteenth century] long a is frequently pronounced (eei) in place of (ee), as (neeim) 
for (neem)’, he states on the variation between monophthongal and diphthongal realisations in words such as name (II, 
567); ‘I frequently hear (ææ), and more frequently (ah), both short and long’, he similarly observes on realisations of a 
before voiceless fricatives as in bath and fast (IV, 1148). 
Earlier writers validate their status and the authority of their opinions with little room for doubt, Smart proclaiming, for 
instance: 
My confidence on this point is thus grounded; I was born and bred at the west end of London; I appeared before the 
public five and twenty years ago, as soon as I came of age, in a ‘Practical Grammar of English Pronunciation’…from 
that time to the present I have been employed, seldom out of London, as a teacher of elocution, in the first families of the 
kingdom, not excepting the family of the highest person.7 
Ellis’s qualms in this context once more come to the fore. He urges ‘due caution’ in the context of the interpretations he 
gives of earlier accounts of language habits and ‘craves indulgence for inevitable shortcomings’ in EEP (IV, ‘Notice’, 
xx), as well as abdicating linguistic authority on more than one occasion. As he records: 
It has not unfrequently happened that the present writer has been appealed to respecting the pronunciation of a word. He 
generally replies that he is accustomed to pronounce it in such or such a way, and has often to add that he has heard 
others pronounce it differently, but that he has no means of deciding which pronunciation ought to be adopted, or even of 
saying which is the more customary. 
(II, 628–9) 
Such a position might perhaps initially smack of false modesty on the premise that, given the twenty years of work for 
EEP alone, surely Ellis must possess knowledge of this kind. His reluctance to engage in issuing categorical statements 
on English usage is, however, to be interpreted in another light altogether. ‘Modest doubt is call’d the beacon of the 
wise’, comments Hector in Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida (II.ii.16), and in Ellis’s work the presence (and priority) 
of doubt above certainty is likewise to be understood as signifying not ignorance but wisdom, not uncertainty per se but 
a fundamentally descriptive unwillingness to conceive of language in terms of a set of prescriptive absolutes which 
confidently, though erroneously, deny the realities of linguistic variation and change. 
Ellis’s views on language are, for example, liberal rather than authoritarian, receptive rather than inimical to the shifting 
patterns of usage 
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indicative of a living tongue. EEP is, for him, an attempt to grasp the ‘chameleon form’ of English and engage with the 
fluctuations which characterise developments in both past and present. As Ellis stresses, spoken language is a social and 
inherently variable possession, an entity which ‘grows, matures, assimilates, changes, developes, languishes, decays, dies 
utterly, with the societies to which it owes its being’ (I, 17). It is certainties of this kind which Ellis espouses, regularly 
endorsing the need to research ‘the real existing nature of English speech’ (II, 627) in a discipline where, as he avowed 
in his second annual address as president of the Philological Society, ‘we are still seeking the path through a shifting bog 
of ignorance’.8 ‘The present stage of phonology is that of an acknowledged and felt necessity for more enquiry, more 
observation, more experiment’, he added. Looking back at the past of language, he was repeatedly to see doubt as not 
only inevitable but also necessary, an essential adjunct to the nature of philological enquiry. As he stated of his own aims 
in volume IV of EEP, the best that can realistically be hoped for is ‘to arrive at occasionally more precise and more 
definite conclusions than before, or at any rate to assign the nature and limits of the uncertainty still left’ (‘Notice’, xv). 
From Ellis’s point of view, therefore, serious doubts must attend the easily assumed certainties of previous writers, and 
throughout EEP such confidence is increasingly depicted as misplaced. 
Ellis’s most stringent criticisms are, for example, directed at the flawed methodologies and assumptions of orthoepical 
comment on English. With its etymological value of ‘correctness of diction, speaking correctly’, orthoepy, especially in 
the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, had regularly engaged in mapping evaluative paradigms of ‘right’ and 
‘wrong’, norm and deviation, onto English usage, giving rise—in Ellis’s terms—to a series of ‘pronouncing prophets’ 
and ‘orthoepic oracles’ who provoke him on more than one occasion into abandoning the habitual moderation of his 
prose. John Walker’s own convictions that ‘altering the sound of a word, without altering the spelling, is forming an 
unwritten language’ provide a case in point, prompting a rhetorical tirade by Ellis in which notions of unwarranted 
confidence (and an equally unwarranted absence of doubt) figure significantly: 
The orthoepist the orthographer, the word-pedlar, is here shewn to the life. It is a horror to him, a monstrosity, this 
formation of an ‘unwritten language’. As if all languages were not formed unwritten, were not to the great majority of 
present speakers, unwritten…as if even the majority of those who speak, pause to consider in the rapidity of discourse, 
how the printers of the day choose to print, and the writing-masters choose to order their pupils to write! No, it is not the 
language, or the speakers that are at fault in obeying and carrying out the organic laws of speech and word formation. It 
is 
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those word-pedlars, those letter-drivers, those stiff-necked, pedantic, unphilosophical, miserably-informed, and therefore 
supremely certain, self-confident, and self-conceited orthographers. 
(I, ‘Note’, 155) 
Ellis’s condemnation of what is a clearly incompatible conjunction of confidence and ignorance, and of a certainty 
ultimately founded in basic errors of understanding about the realities of language, recurs elsewhere in EEP. He returns, 
for instance, to the subject of Walker in his second volume, commenting further on ‘the most evident marks of 
insufficient knowledge, and of that kind of pedantic self-sufficiency which is the true growth of half-enlightened 
ignorance’ (p. 625). Unfounded confidence provides the impetus too for Ellis’s critique of orthoepical methodology in its 
customary validation (and subsequent prescription) of the ipse-dixit above the empirical. ‘What is the course actually 
pursued by these orthoepical oracles?’, he demands, though he already knows the answer: ‘It appears that they have 
observed somewhat, thought out, practised and taught more, till they have confirmed a usage in themselves, and have 
then announced that usage to be the custom of the ‘‘best speakers”, allowing occasional latitude’ (II, 628). Oracles of 
this kind, as Ellis makes plain, simply possess ‘that confidence in themselves which will allow them to assert that their 
own pronunciation is correct because it is their own’. Both confidence and oracular abilities are, however, particularly 
fallible in this context. As he explains: 
Writers on phonetics are too apt to measure the pronouncing powers of others by their own, although the extreme 
difficulty with which unfamiliar combinations of familiar elements become current to their organs, and the mistakes they 
make in hearing and imitating unfamiliar sounds and slight variations of familiar sounds, should teach them to be less 
confident. 
(I, 157) 
The lesson Ellis advocates was one rarely learnt by these ‘authorities’ of the past. As a number of writers in this tradition 
acknowledge, it was the admission of doubt itself, rather than the assumption of confidence, which for them constituted 
linguistic—and orthoepical—weakness. Robert Nares, for example, another Fellow of the Royal Society (and founder of 
the Royal Society of Literature), is emphatic on this point, condemning as useless ‘the hopeless confession of uncertainty 
on all sides’.9 ‘In an enlightened and improving age’, orthoepists should, he states, instead seek to promote certainty, in 
language as in linguistic opinion, not least since ‘it is certain that the irregularities which perplex the pronunciation…are 
still more troublesome and disgraceful’ (p. x). Nares’s Elements of Orthoepy is thus expressly constituted in terms of the 
English language 
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‘to resist capricious innovation, to direct the efforts of those who would reform, and to remove the difficulties of those 
who doubt’ (pp. viii–ix). 
Walker displays beliefs of a similar kind, envisaging his own orthoepical endeavours as likewise calculated to dispel 
uncertainty. Regarding linguistic variation as ‘one of those very evils left by Providence for man to correct’ since ‘a love 
of order, and the utility of regularity, will always incline him to confine this versatility within as narrow bounds as 
possible’ (‘Note’, p. vi), he willingly expounds on the potential of his Critical Pronouncing Dictionary to counter a 
tendency in language which is, self-evidently, ‘so ridiculous and embarrassing’: 
There are few who have turned their thoughts on this subject without observing that they sometimes pronounce the same 
word or syllable in a different manner: and…they are at a loss to which they shall give the preference, but as one must 
necessarily be more agreeable to the analogy of the language than the other, a display of these analogies, in a Dictionary 
of this kind, will immediately remove this uncertainty. 
(p. vii) 
Moreover, from such a basis, ‘we shall discover a fitness in one mode of speaking, which will give a firmness and 
security to our pronunciation from a confidence that is founded on reason and the general tendency of the language’. 
The language of confidence is as transparent in such works as that of doubt is in Ellis. The difference is, however, more 
than one of language per se, and the selected terms in which perceptions of language habits are to be presented. Whereas 
certainty appears integral to prescriptive methodology, together with the confidence to prescribe (and proscribe) 
particular linguistic features, doubts that such certainties are, in any true sense, viable are equally characteristic of 
descriptivism and the resolution, as expressed by Ellis in EEP, ‘to know what men did and do habitually say,…and not 
merely catch what they think they ought to say’ (IV, 1208). Ellis’s presidential address at the Philological Society for 
1873–4 makes the same point: ‘We have to investigate what is, we have to discover, if possible, the invariable, 
conditional relations under which language, as we observe it, forms, develops, changes, or at least to construct an 
empirical statement of definite linguistic relations and ascertain how far that statement obtains in individual cases’ (p. 
251). The respective adherence to doubt above confidence (or vice versa) is thus indicative of a wider difference, based 
fundamentally in conflicting linguistic ideologies, and commitment to a set of widely differing linguistic ideals. 
Ellis’s aims in EEP are firmly, and explicitly, descriptive, located in the drive ‘to determine the real pronunciation’ and 
‘the real existing usage of English speech’. His allegiance is to the emergent ‘science’ of language 
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and to systematic investigation in which the claims of empiricism must necessarily transcend the ipse-dixit. Ellis is, for 
example, markedly sceptical of a number of the conclusions which are so confidently set forth on English speech by the 
orthoepists of the past. ‘Quis autem custodiet ipsos custodes?’, he asks; ‘What guide do the guides follow?’ (II, 624). As 
he knew all too well, prescription tends to rest on shaky foundations when seen from a descriptive, and more purely 
philological, point of view. Whereas Max Müller in his Lectures on the Science of Language (1885) and William Dwight 
Whitney in his own Language and the Study of Language: Twelve Lectures on the Principles of Linguistic Science 
(1857) had privileged the inductive, criticising its absence in earlier linguistic methodology (‘There had been no 
sufficient collection and classification of phenomena, to serve as the basis for inductive reasoning, for the establishment 
of sound methods and the elaboration of true results; and along with this, and partly in consequence of it, prejudice and 
assumption had usurped the place of induction’),10 writers within the prescriptive tradition had indeed, as Ellis realises, 
commonly ‘made up their minds à [sic] priori, upon limited induction’ (IV, 1216). Their evidence ‘labours under the 
disadvantage of being the result of deliberate thought’. They give, ‘like …all pronouncing dictionary writers and 
elocutionists…what they think ought to be rather than what they have observed to be most common’ (IV, 1208). 
Ellis’s doubts on the validity of such evidence seem more than just. The empirical is, for instance, expressly rejected by 
Nares in his considerations of proper orthoepical methodology. Though admitting that ‘it would be highly arrogant in 
any author to set up his own pronunciation as the invariable standard of perfection’, yet ‘to hunt opinion on every 
doubtful word’ is given as ‘an endless labour, and fruitless as well as tedious’ (pp. xxii–xxiii). Smart, as we have seen, 
willingly affirms his own ‘judgement’ as guide in this context, and Walker too offers countless examples of forms of 
speech which are evidently to be understood as gaining sufficient legitimisation merely by dint of his own authoritative 
opinion. ‘In my opinion’ sanctions the pronunciation of low (‘to bellow’) as [lau] alone, ‘rhyming with how, as much 
more expressive of the noise it signifies’ (section 323). Similarly turquoise is given one ‘proper’ mode of pronunciation 
among the alternatives current in ordinary usage: ‘Mr. Sheridan places the accent on the second syllable, and gives the 
diphthong the French sound, as if the word was written turkaze. In my opinion the best orthography is turquoise, and the 
best pronunciation with the accent on the last syllable, and the oi sounded like long ee, as if written turkeeze’ (section 
301). 
Ellis’s careful critique of prescriptive methodology steadfastly undermines the assumptions of confidence so often made, 
both implicitly and explicitly, within writings of this kind. Instead, in his own work, he foregrounds the real difficulty of 
conclusive knowledge on matters of English 
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usage, regularly doubting that it can be so easily attained. As he stated in his presidential address to the Philological 
Society in 1881, ‘Personally, I do not know any two people who speak every written English word they have in common 
the same way. Where there is a difference, which is “right”? and upon what principle is this “right” determined?’ 
Moreover, he added in ironic illustration: ‘when an orthoepist decides, is his judgement explicable or éxplicable?’11 
Ellis’s discussion of the nature of a ‘standard’ pronunciation provides a case in point, not least since the standardisation 
of spoken English had itself been an article of faith informing much prescriptive writing. Thomas Sheridan, for instance, 
had expressly devoted his own pronouncing dictionary to this end (‘One main Object of which, is, to establish a plain 
and permanent STANDARD of PRONUNCIATION’),12 in line with his belief that ‘if something be not done to stop 
this growing evil [of linguistic change], and fix a general standard at present, the English language is likely to become a 
mere jargon, which everyone may pronounce as he pleases.’13 Walker adopts a similar stance in his Critical 
Pronouncing Dictionary in which, as he states on the title-page, ‘Not only the Meaning of every Word is clearly 
explained, and the Sound of every Syllable distinctly shown, but where Words are subject to different Pronunciations, 
the Authorities of our best Pronouncing Dictionaries are fully exhibited, the Reasons for each are displayed, and the 
preferable Pronunciation is pointed out.’ Standardisation, from these points of view, is to promote the certainties seen as 
desirable in a developed language, remedying, at least in part, ‘our utter neglect of examining and regulating our speech’. 
Notions of a standard in speech do indeed become particularly prominent over the late eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, assimilation to its (non-localised) norms regularly being promoted as essential for social acceptability and 
standing.14 It is this which ‘distinguishes the educated gentleman from the vulgar and unpolished man’, declared 
Vandenhoff in 1855, making plain the social affiliations that such images of ‘correct’ English come to have.15 A 
‘standard’ accent was a social as well as a linguistic possession, its shibboleths determining patterns of exclusion (and 
exclusivity) in English society. Language and advantage (or disadvantage) are linked again and again. ‘Accent and 
Pronunciation must be diligently studied by the conversationalist’, the anonymous author of Talking and Debating 
(1856) admonished: ‘A person who uses vulgarisms will make but little way in good circles…. A proper accent gives 
importance to what you say, engages the respectful attention of your hearer, and is your passport to new circles of 
acquaintance.’16 As Newman wrote in the same year in which the first volume of EEP appeared: ‘The earliest business 
of the primary teacher is Elocution, not Grammar. He should teach pure correct sounds, and cultivate both ear and 
tongue. Coarse, plebian utterance, sticking to men through life, splits the nation into two castes.’17 
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Such precepts all trade on a subscription to the idea of a real, and indubitable, standard in English speech. Ellis, however, 
offers somewhat different ideas on this head. Whilst not ignoring contemporary language attitudes, rightly believing 
them alike to merit descriptive attention,18 he refuses to sanction a simple adherence to the binary paradigms of norm 
and deviation, ‘standard’ and ‘non-standard’, which constitute so marked a feature in linguistic comment of this kind. 
Ellis instead insists on descriptive truth—and prescriptive heresy. ‘At present there is no standard of pronunciation’ (II, 
630), he asserts; ‘nothing approaching to real uniformity prevails’ (II, 626). There is ‘no such thing’ as the invariable 
standard advocated so frequently, and so pressingly, over the course of the nineteenth century by orthoepists and 
elocutionists, writers on education or on social (and linguistic) etiquette. On this matter, Ellis has no doubts. ‘I have not 
even a notion of how to determine a standard pronunciation’, he affirms, an admission entirely in line with the 
descriptive realities of the language in which, as he points out, ‘There are many ways of pronouncing English correctly, 
that is according to the usage of large numbers of persons of either sex in different parts of the country, who have 
received a superior education’ (II, 630). Instead of a ‘standard’ on those more rigid models commonly delineated in 
much prescriptive writing on the norms of speech, Ellis introduces his conception of a ‘mean’ in pronunciation, a 
construct which is both more flexible and more realistic: 
There will not be any approach to uniformity of speech sounds, in any one place at one time, but there will be a kind of 
mean, the general utterance of the more thoughtful or respected persons of mature age, round which the other sounds 
seem to hover, and which, like the averages of the mathematician, not agreeing precisely with any, may for the purposes 
of science be assumed to represent all, and be called the language of the district at the epoch assigned. 
(I, 18) 
Notions of absolutes are again dispelled in favour of a more complex engagement with the actualities of English usage 
and the language attitudes which these inevitably also come to comport. Ellis carefully discriminates between belief and 
behaviour, the framing (and normative) ideologies of a ‘standard’ and the heterogeneities of language in use. ‘For at least 
a century’, he notes, 
since Buchanan published his ‘Essay towards establishing a standard for an elegant and uniform pronunciation of the 
English language throughout the British dominions, as practised by the most learned and polite speakers’,…there 
prevailed, and apparently there still prevails, a belief that it is possible to erect a standard of 
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pronunciation which should be acknowledged and followed throughout the countries where English is spoken as a native 
tongue. 
(II, 624) 
Moreover, this belief extends to the conviction ‘that in fact that standard already exists, and is the norm unconsciously 
followed by persons who, by rank or education, have most right to establish the custom of speech’. It is, however, the 
disjunction between beliefs of this order, and ‘real existing English usage’ which preoccupies Ellis. Equating the two can 
only lead to fundamental misapprehensions about the nature of speech, a realisation which underlies his own linguistic 
endeavours to present, not a fictive ‘standard’ on the model set down by Walker and Smart, but instead to detail the 
uncertainties of linguistic usage and ‘the limits within which the pronunciation may vary’. This is, he stresses, ‘a very 
difficult and very complex subject’, and, given the dominance of the easy absolutes of the past, it is one which ‘requires 
entirely new treatment’ (I, 224). 
Part of this ‘new treatment’ is the emphasis placed by Ellis on the significance of linguistic variation and its needful 
incorporation within descriptive accounts of language use. The acknowledgment that standards are themselves variable 
is, of course, an early indication not only of Ellis’s distrust of prescriptive axioms on this subject but also of the 
demonstrable inadequacies which can lie behind frequently iterated certainties on the language. Variation too was 
habitually seen within some of the same paradigms, commonly being proscribed within prescriptive accounts of 
language use, its presence conceived as linguistic ‘weakness’ and inherently inimical to the process of ‘improvement’. 
Nares, for example, comments negatively on ‘the inconveniences of a varying pronunciation’. ‘Needless irregularity is 
the worst of all deformities’, he states; ‘even in the common use of language, it is disgusting to hear continually the same 
words differently pronounced in the mouths of different speakers’ (p. vii). Smart too excludes it from linguistic 
consideration. To mark these vague and fluctuating differences accurately would be a vain pretence’, he avers, justifying 
this opinion with reference to the due proprieties which linguistic comment should provide: ‘to exhibit that pronunciation 
which belongs to familiar and consequently negligent utterance, is surely improper in a dictionary which pretends to 
furnish the standard sounds of words’ (section 99n). 
Ideologies of descriptivism and prescriptivism are again in opposition, as are their respective certainties. Ellis’s 
misgivings about excluding the inherent variabilities of language from linguistic consideration are, in this instance, 
particularly clear, evident in his commitment to empiricism as well as in his insights into the real linguistic significance 
that variation may be seen to have. His detailed and precise observations on nineteenth-century language include, for 
example, a series of transcriptions of 
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‘unstudied pronunciations’, made without the knowledge of those speaking, and noted down by Ellis ‘at the moment of 
hearing’. The evidence thus obtained is, as Ellis realises, especially valuable, first in further countering those stereotyped 
images of a monolithic rather than a pluralistic ‘standard’ uniformly employed by ‘educated’ speakers, and second, in 
advancing knowledge in specifically phonological ways. With reference to the former, Ellis therefore makes his premises 
plain: 
I name the speakers when they are well-known public men, whose speech sounds may probably be taken as a norm, as 
much as their thoughts. They will understand that they are named, not for the purpose of ‘shewing up’ peculiarities, but 
of enforcing the fact that men of undoubted education and intelligence, differ from one another, from pronouncing 
dictionaries, and from my own habits, so that the term ‘educated pronunciation’ must be taken to have a very ‘broad’ 
signification. 
(IV, 1208) 
Ellis’s understanding of the wider implications of research of this kind is, however, acute. It constitutes, he states, ‘a new 
datum in phonology’, not by dint of the fact of the transcriptions being made in themselves, but rather as a result of the 
interpretative framework in which such information can be placed: 
[the unstudied pronunciations] enable us to estimate the real amount of floating diversity of pronunciation at any time, 
out of which, though unrecorded by orthography, the pronunciation of a future generation crystallizes, only to be again 
dissolved by a fresh menstruum, and appear in still newer forms. 
(IV, ‘Notice’, xvii) 
Linguistic change, as modern sociolinguistic study stresses, is located in the variations of the present. Ellis is able to 
make the same point in 1875, seeing in the fluctuations apparent in actual speech not the ‘corruption’ beloved of the 
prescriptive tradition, but instead patterns of diachrony in synchrony by which ‘we are thus put into a position to 
understand those changes which go on among the educated, and ‘‘hear the (linguistic) grass grow”’ (IV, ‘Notice’, xvii). 
In the Darwinian terms that Ellis himself adopts, variation comprises the vital ‘missing link’ for the understanding of the 
shifts which take place in language. His insights here are profound in terms of their implications for that ‘edifice of 
philology’ to which he dedicates his work. Amply justifying the laudatory terms in which his work was afterwards to be 
recalled, he stresses the linguistic value which resides, albeit commonly unnoticed, in the minor fluctuations of speech: 
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existing diversities where there is appreciable sameness, that is, diversities which interfere so little with intelligibility of 
speech, that they have hitherto been disregarded, or ridiculed, or scouted by grammarians and linguists, instead of being 
acknowledged as the real ‘missing links’, which connect the widely separated strata of our exceedingly imperfect 
philological record. 
(IV, ‘Notice’, xvii) 
Variation should, he argues, be ‘appreciated’ in linguistic terms,19 a precept which is central to much modern thinking, 
but again one sharply at odds with many nineteenth-century tenets in which, as we have seen, it was instead more likely 
to be proscribed. 
Ellis’s refusal to subscribe to a number of the commonplaces which surround nineteenth-century language attitudes is, as 
here, frequently beneficial. Receptive to the value of change and variation, he incorporates both within the linguistic 
model he presents of language (including the ‘standard’ language) in past and present. Like modern sociolinguists, he 
stresses the complexity of language in use, and the operation of speaker variables within it: ‘The sounds of language are 
very fleeting. Each element occupies a very minute part of a second. Many elements are much hurried over, and all are 
altered by combination, expression, pitch, intonation, emotion, age, sex, national formation’ (IV, 1088). Likewise, he 
notes, ‘Every speaker has individualities, and it is only by an intimate acquaintance with the habits of many speakers that 
we can discover what were individualities in our first instructor. Not only has age and sex much influence, but the very 
feeling of the moment sways the speaker’ (IV, 1089). Given such convictions, the certainties which pertain to purely 
monolithic views on ‘proper’ language are firmly discarded as flawed, a fact pertinently illustrated in Ellis’s citation of 
an extract from Punch in which the contrastive discourse of Lord Reginald and the governess further serves to underline 
the fallacies which can, and do, surround notions of ‘standard’ and ‘non-standard’, ‘good’ and ‘bad’, on the binary 
models favoured by much prescriptive writing: 
Dialogue Between Boy Nobleman and Governess at a Restaurant 
Lord Reginald. Ain’t yer goin’ to have some puddin’, Miss Richards! It’s so Jolly! 
The Governess. There again, Reginald! ‘Puddin”—‘goin”—‘Ain’t yer’!! That’s the way Jim Bates and Dolly Maple 
speak—and Jim’s a Stable-Boy and Dolly’s a Laundry-Maid! 
Lord Reginald. Ah! but that’s the way Father and Mother speak, too—and Father’s a Duke, and Mother’s a Duchess!! So 
there!20 
In Ellis’s work, received wisdom on language and its due proprieties is thus often called into question by reasonable 
doubt while such certainties 
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as are offered are given a foundation based in more than mere supposition. Ellis offers, fundamentally, a new set of 
exhortations for the study of English speech, based not in prescriptive edicts—as he resolutely avers, for example, of his 
own methodology, ‘I have so often and so explicitly renounced all claim to dictate on English pronunciation that my 
“ought, should”, cannot be taken to mean more than emphasised suggestions’ (IV, 1217)—but instead founded on a 
sense of the need for new perspectives on pronunciation and its study. As he explains: 
We were prepared to regard the sounds of our language as something fixed and settled in point of time, at most admitting 
a dialectic difference which we perhaps attributed solely to geographical causes. This must now be given up, and we 
must now proceed to investigate pronunciation with a knowledge that it has changed, and must change chronologically, 
that at any time there must be, even at the same place, diversities of co-existent forms. 
(I, 240) 
Ellis’s comments underscore the new certainties of descriptivism, and the inevitabilities of change and variation in a 
living language. It is to these ends, he stresses, that the emergent science of language should direct its attention, and it 
was to these ends that Ellis devoted his life’s work, toiling ‘not for fortune or for fame, but from unselfish devotion to 
knowledge’, as The Athenaeum declared.21 Doubt, manifested in the rigorous questioning of past assumptions on 
language, and in the habitual reservations Ellis expresses about too easily reached orthoepical conclusions is, in a 
number of ways, integral to his conception of linguistic research in which protestations of assumed certainty must be 
displaced by scientific hypothesis—and data (and its interpretation) must necessarily exclude dicta. His own linguistic 
endeavours are constantly subject to the same process: ‘my conclusions may be frequently called into question. Nothing 
is so satisfactory to myself as to see them overhauled by competent hands and heads, and no one can be more happy than 
myself to find a guide who can put me right on doubtful points’ (IV, ‘Notice’, xvi). ‘Non ego, sed res mea!’, he added; 
‘My work, not myself.’ Ellis’s scholarship is, as here, typically unassuming, devoid of the misguided certainties which 
had led so many others in the past to proclaim opinion as truth. In real terms, he emphasised, ‘the whole science of 
phonology is very recent’, with more unknown than known. Ellis’s ambitions in this context are phrased with 
characteristic humility: ‘in the meantime we must do something, however little, vague, and unsatisfactory it may be, or 
the foundations of our science will never be laid’ (IV, 1089). 
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NOTES 
1  ‘Alexander John Ellis’, The Athenaeum Journal no. 3289 (1890), p. 627. 
2  A.J.Ellis, On Early English Pronunciation, 5 vols (London: published for the Philological Society by Asher, London 

and Berlin; and for the Early English Text Society, and the Chaucer Society, by Trübner, 1869–89). Henceforth 
referred to as EEP. All transcriptions from EEP are given in Ellis’s own phonetic notation, Palaeotype. 

3  Athenaeum (1890), p. 627. 
4  J.Walker, A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary and Expositor of the English Language (London: G.G.J. and J.

Robinson, 1791), sections 110 and 251. 
5  B.H.Smart, Walker Remodelled: a New Critical Pronouncing Dictionary (London: T.Cadell, 1836), section 11. 
6  Smart, Walker Remodelled, section 33. 
7  Smart, Walker Remodelled, section 80n. 
8  A.J.Ellis, ‘Second Annual Address of the President of the Philological Society’, Transactions of the Philological 

Society 20 (1873), pp. 201–52 at 206. 
9  R.Nares, Elements of Orthoepy: Containing a Distinct View of the Whole Analogy of the English Language; so far as 

it Relates to Pronunciation, Accent, and Quantity (London: T.Payne, 1784), p. viii. 
10  W.D.Whitney, Language and the Study of Language: Twelve Lectures on the Principles of Linguistic Science 

(London: N.Trübner, 1857), p. 2. 
11  A.J.Ellis, ‘Eleventh Annual Address of the President, to the Philological Society’, Transactions of the Philological 

Society 25 (1882), pp. 1–76 at 23. 
12  T.Sheridan, A General Dictionary of the English Language (London: J.Dodsley, 1780). 
13  Sheridan, General Dictionary, B1v. 
14  See further L.C.Mugglestone, ‘Talking Proper’: the Rise of Accent as Social Symbol (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1995). 
15  G.Vandenhoff, The Art of Elocution (London: Sampson Low, 1855), p. 43. 
16  Talking and Debating (London: Groombridge, 1856), p. 15. 
17  F.W.Newman, Orthoëpy: or, A Simple Mode of Accenting English (London: N.Trübner, 1869), pp. 22–3. 
18  See, for example, Ellis’s comments on nineteenth-century sensitivities towards [h]-dropping: ‘At the present day 

great strictness in pronouncing h is demanded as a test of education and position in society’ (EEP, I, 220). While 
acknowledging that in popular opinion ‘it would be considered social suicide’ to omit [h], the realities of linguistic 
usage are also given due prominence: ‘it must be owned that very large masses of the people, even of those tolerably 
educated and dressed in silk and broadcloth, agree with the French, Italians, Spaniards, and Greeks, in not 
pronouncing the letter H.’ 

19  ‘At any rate there has been hitherto evinced a general helplessness, both of conception and expression, that shews 
how much special education is necessary before we can hope for real success in appreciating diversities of 
utterance’ (EEP, IV, 1086). 

20  Punch 65 (1873), p. 99; cited in EEP, IV, 1243. 
21  Athenaeum (1890), p. 627. 
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6 About the evolution of Standard English 
Laura Wright 
THE STORY SO FAR 
Standard English is, at the time of writing, a controversial subject in Britain. On the one hand, the present government’s 
National Curriculum for Schools stipulates that Standard English is the dialect of English that should be taught in 
schools. It is held that schoolchildren ought to be taught this variety if they are not to be at a disadvantage when they 
leave school. Sociolinguists, on the other hand, claim that Standard English is a social dialect, with only about 12–15 per 
cent being native speakers, all of whom belong to the upper and middle classes.1 They point out that the effect of 
continuing to prescribe the use of the Standard English dialect in schools will mean that the majority of British 
schoolchildren will continue to be taught that their own variety of English is inferior, and that they cannot speak the 
English language correctly (a situation that has long prevailed in Britain). It is better, they argue, to change the long-
standing prejudice with regard to non-standard dialects, than to continue to stigmatise the speech of generations of 
speakers. This debate has been raging for several years now, with sociolinguists and teachers on the one hand opposing 
the government on the other, to the extent that ‘the noisy debate on Standard English is largely perceived as a battle 
between Right and Left’.2 
By contrast, the origins of Standard English are not held to be controversial at all. This topic is included in English 
literature and language courses in many universities and is examined at degree level, and hence there are handbooks on 
the history of the English language containing sections explaining the origins of the standard dialect. They are invariably 
based on the work of Eilert Ekwall, as elaborated by Michael Samuels and John Fisher, more of which later. Let us first 
consider what the handbooks have to say about the origins of Standard English: 
1  The London dialect in the late fourteenth century derived from a mixture of ME dialects, but was strongly influenced 

by the East Midlands dialect in particular. London naturally attracted large numbers of men and women and their 
families from other areas of 
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the country to find work, bringing their own dialectal speech with them. Historians have identified a considerable 
migration of people from the East Midlands to London from the late thirteenth century to the mid-fourteenth century, 
some of whom must have become the ‘dominant social class’ whose language carried prestige and was imitated by 
others. But because people from other parts of the country also migrated to London, there are also features of Southern 
and Kentish in the London dialect.3 
(Dennis Freeborn) 

2  the modern standard is based on a Middle English London and east midland variety.4 
(Norman Blake) 

3  It is not surprising that a type of speech—that of London—essentially East Midlandish in its characteristics, though 
showing Northern and to a less extent Southern influences, should in time have become a standard for all of England.5 
(Thomas Pyles and John Algeo) 

4  The new standard language that arose in the late Middle Ages was based on the East Midland dialect. This was 
because of the importance of the East Midland dialect area in English cultural, economic, and administrative life. One 
of the universities, Cambridge, was in this area, and the other not too remote from its borders…. Above all, an East 
Midland dialect was the basis of London speech, and London was the seat of government and the cultural centre of the 
nation. The London dialect was in fact rather a mixed one, but in the fourteenth century it seems to have been 
basically East Midland in type, with influences from the neighbouring Kentish and Southern dialects…. Gradually the 
prestige of the London language grew, and in the fifteenth century its influence was increased by the introduction of 
printing.6 
(Charles Barber) 

5  The historical circumstances attending the emergence of written Standard English are by now quite well known, at 
least in general outline. In the early decades of the fifteenth century, as French was progressively abandoned as the 
language of official business, it was replaced by a kind of English employed by those clerks who, as studies on the 
London population have suggested, continued a tradition of immigration from the East Midlands.7 
(David Burnley) 

6  The origins of the standard variety of English lie with the merchant class based in London. The dialect they spoke was 
the east midland 
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one—associated at first with Norfolk, later with Northamptonshire, Leicestershire, Bedfordshire—and already by the 
fourteenth century this was a class dialect within London. The lower class spoke another dialect, a south-eastern one, 
the antecedent of Cockney…. It took some time for the east midland speech of the London merchants to acquire 
prestige. But there is another reason why East Midland, or variants of it, may have been quite widely adopted during 
the later Middle Ages. Students from all over England mixed in the two universities of Oxford and Cambridge, both 
only about sixty miles from London. In the triangle formed by these three centres, a great deal of east midland speech 
would have been heard, and possibly used as a kind of lingua franca among a mobile social group.8 
(Dick Leith) 

7  The part of England that contributed most to the formation of this standard was the East Midland district, and it was 
the East Midland type of English that became its basis, particularly the dialect of the metropolis, London. Several 
causes contributed to the attainment of this result. In the first place, as a Midland dialect the English of this region 
occupied a middle position between the extreme divergences of the north and south. It was less conservative than the 
Southern dialect, less radical than the Northern…. In the second place, the East Midland district was the largest and 
most populous of the major dialect areas…. A third factor, more difficult to evaluate, was the presence of the 
universities, Oxford and Cambridge, in this region. …The dialect of Oxford had no apparent influence on the form of 
London English, which was ultimately adopted as standard. Such support as the East Midland type of English received 
from the universities must have been largely confined to that furnished by Cambridge…. It began as a Southern and 
ended as a Midland dialect. By the fifteenth century there had come to prevail in the East Midlands a fairly uniform 
dialect, and the language of London agrees in all important respects with it.9 
(Albert Baugh and Thomas Cable) 

8  A standardised written form of English arising out of this phase of London development corresponds to Type II in a 
classification of late medieval Standards in Samuels, 1963; it is preserved in seven manuscripts originating in the 
London area, of which the bestknown to literary students is the Auchinleck MS. But in the early 14c the pattern of 
immigration changes. While people continue to come from neighbouring counties, a fresh influx, not necessarily 
numerically larger, but extremely prosperous and much given to reaching influential positions in City affairs, sweeps 
in from the East Midlands—notably from Norfolk, but in substantial numbers from 
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Suffolk, Lincolnshire, Northampton and even Yorkshire (Ekwall, 1956). There follows, from the middle of the 14c, a 
new kind of written English, of strongly Midland character, corresponding to Professor Samuels’ Type III, and best 
known to literary students as the language of Chaucer (according to the consensus of the best Chaucerian manuscripts)
…. Official documents continue to be only exceptionally written in English until 1430, when English becomes the 
norm and documentation is abundant. It is written in a kind of Standard, Type IV or Chancery Standard, which 
thereafter reigns supreme. The difference lies in the presence of features of more Central Midland origin than those of 
Type III, but this does not indicate a fresh wave of migration. East Anglian characteristics were more peripheral and 
remote, and in particular respects both clarity of communication and a more systematic patterning could be achieved 
by the adoption of the central type.10 
(Barbara Strang) 

9  The genealogy of modern Standard English goes back to Chancery, not Chaucer. Although other varieties of English 
had achieved some degree of standardisation, they were soon overtaken by the quantity of material which emerged 
from the Chancery office. When Caxton established his press, also in Westminster (1476), ‘Chancery Standard’ 
already carried enormous prestige. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that it is this set of practices which, associated 
with the authority of the court and fostered by the power of the press, eventually exercised such influence around the 
country—though not all Chancery features were retained by the printing-houses. 
(David Crystal) 

Later in the same volume, Crystal suggests: 
By way of social considerations, we have evidence of a marked population shift in the 14th century. In the earlier part of 
that century, immigration to the London area was highest from the East Midlands counties of Norfolk, Essex, and 
Hertfordshire, but it later increased dramatically from such Central Midlands counties as Leicestershire, 
Northamptonshire, and Bedfordshire. As a result, the London dialect came to display many of the linguistic features of 
Midland writing. …These observations bring a fresh perspective to the traditional map of Middle English dialects, where 
no recognition is given to a Central Midlands area, and where special attention is paid to an East Midlands ‘triangle’ 
bounded by London, Cambridge and (on the borders with Southern) Oxford—an area of high population, containing the 
main social and political centre, and the main seats of learning. This was a wealthy agricultural region, and the centre 
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of the growing wool trade. Its role in promoting the importance of the south-east in the Middle Ages is clear.11 
(David Crystal) 
What can we distil from these accounts? I suggest the following: 
1  Standard English evolved from the speech and writing of Middle English speakers from the East Midlands (Leith, 

Blake, Pyles and Algeo, Barber, Baugh and Cable, Strang, Freeborn, Burnley) because: 
(a)  merchants spoke the East Midland dialect (Leith); 
(b)  there was an influx of immigrants from the East Midlands (Strang, Freeborn); 
(c)  because of the cultural, economic, and administrative importance of the East Midlands (Barber); 
(d)  because the East Midlands was the largest of the major dialect areas (Baugh and Cable); 
(e)  because of the influence of Cambridge University (Leith, Barber, Baugh and Cable). 
2  Standard English evolved from the speech and writing of Middle English speakers from the Central Midlands (Strang, 

Crystal (and effectively Leith)) because: 
(a)  the East Midlands dialect was too ‘peripheral and remote’ whereas the Central Midlands dialect had a ‘more 

systematic patterning’; therefore the Central Midlands dialect became adopted as a standard instead, despite there 
being no fresh wave of migration from the Central Midlands (Strang); 

(b)  there was later, massive, immigration from the Central Midlands (Crystal). 
3  Oxford, Cambridge, and London naturally influenced the developing standard, because that is where the educated 

speakers were (Leith, Barber, Crystal). 
4  But Oxford had no influence (Baugh and Cable). 
5  The Midlands dialect was the obvious dialect to base a standard upon, because it was more easily understood than the 

Northern or Southern dialects (Baugh and Cable). 
6  Standard English evolved from the usage of the clerks of the office of Chancery (Strang, Crystal). 
In fact, these handbook accounts are somewhat contradictory, and inform the reader of what apparently happened, rather 
than explain the mechanisms of it. Thus the fact that London is in neither East Anglia nor the Central Midlands is not 
treated, nor is evidence cited for the supposed immigrations from either the East or the Central Midlands, nor 
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the apparently greater influence of Cambridge over Oxford, nor why these two universities should have influenced the 
speech or writing of those who did not attend them. Where do all these versions come from? 
The answer is from the work of Eilert Ekwall of the University of Lund. Ekwall was a prolific and great scholar, and his 
pioneering Studies on the Population of Medieval London continues to be influential. Ekwall attempts to account for the 
apparently Midland nature of late fourteenth-century London English, when hitherto it had been Southern in dialect.12 
Scholars such as Morsbach and Heuser had already noted this change, which seems to have taken place during the course 
of the fourteenth century.13 They concentrated mainly on spellings for vowels in stressed syllables, and concluded that 
the dialect changed from Saxon to Anglian. The thirteenth-century evidence they considered consists of just one 
document, the Proclamation of Henry III of 1258, as it is the only continuous English-language text from this period. 
The late fourteenth-century evidence considered by Morsbach consists of the Appeal of Thomas Usk (1384–5),14 some 
of the Guild Certificates of 1388/9,15 some wills, royal writs, parliamentary papers, and similar civic documents. 
Morsbach’s conclusion was that the language found in these late fourteenth-century documents was, on the whole, 
uniform, and that it agreed with the later development of Standard English. 
What then are these changes? Ekwall and those before him were mainly concerned with changes in pronunciation, which 
I will not deal with here, but he and his followers also treated morphology. From Ekwall we can extract the following 
morphological information (pp. xvii–xx): 
In London writing, between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 
•  Verb present tense plural markers change from <-t, d> to <-en, -e>. 
•  Verb present participle markers change from <-and(e, -end(e, -ind(e> to <-ing>. 
•  The pronoun <hi> changes to <they>. 
Ekwall wondered whether this apparent change in dialect might be due to the demographic distribution of the London 
population. To test this, he looked at the surnames of Londoners. Surnames at this date were frequently derived from 
place-names. So he looked at the tax rolls of Londoners living in the city between 1270 and 1350, and noted down every 
Londoner who had a place-name as a surname, and then charted these places on a map of England to see where 
everybody came from. 
There are problems with this methodology. First, by no means everybody had a place-name as a surname, so the data are 
skewed. Second, several places in Britain might share a common name. When this happened, Ekwall counted the place 
closest to London as the most likely birthplace of the bearer of the name, but of course this might have been 
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a wrong guess. Third, it might have been the father, or the grandfather, of the bearer who came from the place indicated 
by the place-name surname. Fourth, in the fourteenth century it was not only children who inherited surnames from their 
parents, but also apprentices from their masters. A place-name as a surname might not indicate that a taxpayer had 
anything to do with that place at any remove, but it might indicate that their master had come from that place. 
Ekwall was aware of these problems and was careful to stipulate that his findings were not conclusive or comprehensive. 
None the less, his results have been misinterpreted ever since. He wrote: 
It was found that on the whole the number of people of Midland provenience was less than that of people apparently 
hailing from Southern counties, especially the Home Counties, but that the number of prominent and influential people, 
especially in the Roll of 1319, exceeded that of people of Southern origin. I came to the tentative conclusion that so far 
as can be judged from the Subsidy Rolls, the contribution to the London population from Southern counties about the 
beginning of the fourteenth century was larger than that from the Midland counties, and that the Midland character of the 
later London language could hardly be due to immigration on a larger scale from the Midlands than from the South. 
(pp. xii–xiii) 
This seems to be a categorical statement that most immigrants into London in the fourteenth century seemed, by this 
method of counting, to come from the surrounding Southern area. This is reinforced: 
If the Southern material had been included a book at least double the size of the present volume would have been the 
result, and it would have taken a couple of years more to finish it, if it had been finished at all. 
(p. xiii) 
and further: 
The aggregate figure for the Home Counties is about 3,000 persons, thus about the same as that for the Midlands and the 
North taken together…. The higher figure for the persons from the Home Counties is easily accounted for by their 
vicinity to London. Immigration on a large scale from there would begin early. 
(p. lx) 
We then find, however: ‘The Midland influence, in my opinion, is mainly due to immigration’ (p. xxx); and here lies the 
problem. Ekwall was seeking to establish, by plotting all the Londoners’ names, whether more 
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Midlanders emigrated to London in the course of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries than persons from elsewhere. 
This would then account for the apparent change in dialect. But he did not find this. Instead, he found that most incomers 
came from the surrounding area (albeit his methods cannot lead to conclusive findings). Nevertheless, he still sought to 
account for the dialect change, so he suggested that the immigrants from the Home Counties probably arrived before the 
immigrants from the Midlands, and that although the Midlanders coming to London were not numerous, they were 
important. The implication here is that they impressed the educated locals so much that these citizens changed their way 
of speech and writing in imitation of the new arrivals (p. lxi). Ekwall emphasised that this was only a theory, and that his 
data, such as it was, pointed the other way. In fact, right at the end of his introductory discussion he suggested an 
alternative theory: 
I have sometimes wondered whether, and even suggested many years ago in lectures, that the marked East Midland 
element in the London language may to some extent be bound up with the fact that this part of England was the old 
Danelaw, where an extensive infusion of Scandinavian blood took place, and where Scandinavian customs left strong 
traces. 
(p. lxviii) 
Few readers, however, it seems, have got this far, preferring to stop at the part where Ekwall propounds his wealthy, 
influential Midlanders hypothesis. Nor have subsequent enquirers performed their own investigations, preferring to rely 
on Ekwall’s survey, despite its obvious limitations. Ekwall did not present all his data (as he said, it would result in a 
book many times the size of The Population of Medieval London, if he ever got round to finishing it), and so we cannot 
check his findings. There is, however, one historical fact that has not been taken into account, and that is the population 
shift caused in London by the Black Death of the 1340s and 1350s. Whereas the supposed migration from the East or 
Central Midlands remains to be proven, the decimation of the London population by plague is not in doubt. We cannot 
know the precise figures, but one estimate is that up to half of London’s 1348 population of 40,000–50,000 died.16 
The next scholars in the field were Michael Samuels and John Fisher. In an important paper Samuels expounded the ‘fit 
technique’ of medieval dialectology.17 This involves plotting medieval spelling variation on a map of Britain. The idea 
is that scribes will learn to spell in a given way in a given location, and that the combined effect of their spelling patterns 
will act as a diagnostic for where they came from. These findings are expressed by McIntosh, Samuels, and Benskin in 
their Linguistic Atlas.18 Samuels plotted on his maps the spellings from a group of seven literary 
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manuscripts written (probably) near London in the fourteenth century, and he found that, by this procedure, the London 
dialect changed from being Southern in the thirteenth century, to East Anglian in the mid-fourteenth century, to Central 
Midlandish by the end of the fourteenth century.19 Note that his source documents for the later London language are not 
the same as those of Morsbach’s study, and note that his claims are based mainly on spellings of common words. 
Samuels’s interpretation of Ekwall was: 
In Domesday book, Norfolk and North Suffolk are the most densely populated areas, and are known from names in 
taxation-lists to have provided most of the migrants to London in the earlier ME period. But…in the mid-fourteenth 
century there was a change in proportion: the populations of Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, and Bedfordshire had 
increased, and the immigrations to London from the latter two counties now equalled those from East Anglia. 
(p. 169) 
This sounds very authoritative, but the footnote reference points to Ekwall (Studies on Population). In other words, 
Ekwall’s statement (from p. xxx), ‘the contribution to the London population from Southern counties about the 
beginning of the fourteenth century was larger than that from the Midland counties, and that the Midland character of the 
later London language could hardly be due to immigration on a larger scale from the Midlands than from the South’, has 
now become, for Samuels: ‘Norfolk and North Suffolk…are known from names in taxation-lists to have provided most 
of the migrants to London in the earlier ME period’ and immigration from the Central Midlands was as great as that from 
Norfolk and North Suffolk fifty years later. Why does Samuels claim this? 
Samuels rejected the East part of the Midlands identified by Ekwall as being the home of the influential merchant 
émigrés, in preference for the Central Midlands. He did this because he had classified fourteenth- and fifteenth-century 
texts into four ‘types’. Type 1 consisted of a body of fourteenth-century writing by the followers of the religious leader, 
Wycliffe. They were known as Lollards, and they came mainly from the Central Midlands, although they also came from 
towns in the south of England. Samuels called this Wycliffite writing (which consists entirely of religious material) a 
Central Midland standard. Type 2 consisted of the group of seven manuscripts perhaps produced near London which has 
just been mentioned. Type 3 consisted of civic documents produced in London around the turn of the century, together 
with the writings of Chaucer, Gower, and Hoccleve. And Type 4 consists of the writings produced by the royal 
secretariat, which was called the Office of Chancery (referred to by Ekwall (in Studies on Population) as ‘Westminster 
Standard’). 
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Samuels saw great differences between all these types, although internally the types varied considerably as well. He 
claimed that Types 2 and 3 were radically different from each other, and of Type 4 he said in his paper: ‘Its differences 
from the language of Chaucer are well known, and it is this type, not its predecessors in London English, that is the basis 
of modern written English’ (p. 88). 
I am not sure that these differences are well known, and, as before, this claim refers mainly to spelling practices. The 
implications of spelling variation within a single text are not fully analysed, and grammar is not treated. Despite relying 
heavily on Ekwall’s surname survey (in Studies on Population), Samuels questions Ekwall’s findings (that is, Samuels’s 
interpretation of them): 
The theory of East Midland (and particularly East Anglian) influence has been popular hitherto, but it is not borne out by 
an examination of either the Cambridgeshire or the Norfolk and Suffolk dialects of the time. The dialect of the Central 
Midlands, on the other hand, was the only one that had achieved the status of a literary standard, and this alone suggests 
that we should look to that region as the source of new influences on London English. 
(p. 89) 
The literary standard presumably refers to his Type 1 documents, the Wycliffite writings. Unfortunately, he does not 
spell out his criteria for a literary standard. He continues: 
This immigration from the Central Midlands in the fourteenth century amply explains the great difference between our 
Types II and III; and there seems no reason to doubt that the same trend must then have continued, as it will explain the 
further changes from Type III to Type IV (‘Chancery Standard’). 
(p. 91) 
So Ekwall’s pioneering study has turned into ‘fact’. It is now presented as ‘certain’ that there was a population shift, 
resulting in dialect change in London, although the homeland of this exodus is now to be regarded as the Central rather 
than the Eastern part of the Midlands. 
The next person to pick up this ‘fact’ was John Fisher. He was a Chaucer scholar, and he looked at all the letters written 
by the king’s secretariat (the office of Chancery) to see if he could spot standardisation evolving. He plotted the spellings 
of common words, in the tradition of Samuels, and claimed that this Chancery English was the forerunner of Standard 
English, thus repeating Samuels (‘Applications’). 
Once more, there are problems with this claim. Not all the spellings he finds are the same as those that later find a place 
in the standard language, and spellings do not cover everything that there is to be said about a 
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dialect. Fisher does not fully analyse spelling variation within a text. For example, in his influential Speculum article, he 
tries to show that Chancery clerks became increasingly standardised in their spellings as the fifteenth century 
progressed.20 He analysed one text produced by the office of Chancery, and found that the scribe ‘modernizes in six 
categories’ (i.e., spells words six times in the way that later became standard) but ‘in five categories regresses’ (i.e., 
whereas in previous years Chancery scribes had used a modern spelling for a given word, this scribe returned to a 
previous spelling. This refers to things like whether or not a scribe wrote a word with word-final <-e>, or replaced an <i> 
spelling with a <y> spelling—matters which did not cease to vary until centuries later). Further, what he identifies as a 
Chancery document is at the mercy of the Public Record Office classification system. In fact, the function of the office 
of Chancery evolved and changed over the decades. Many documents came to be given a different classification number, 
but have an equal justification to be included in his study. Fisher’s claim that Chancery Standard was a cohesive 
linguistic entity which influenced standardisation has been criticised by Norman Davis, writing on the fifteenth-century 
language of two of the Paston brothers (both named John).21 In a footnote Davis writes: 
Professor Fisher in his Speculum article (pp. 895–6) goes beyond the facts in attributing to me the observation that ‘John 
II and John III began to use Chancery forms after they went to London and took service in the court.’ John III was not 
much in London and never ‘took service in the court’. I did not use the term ‘Chancery forms’ at all. 
(p. 25 n. 8) 
and he concludes the article: 
even at this date well on in the fifteenth century a generally observed written standard was still far from attainment in the 
fairly reputable society represented by these brothers. Which elements would eventually be adopted into it could seldom 
be foreseen, and the part played by Chancery in its evolution can hardly have been decisive. 
(p. 28) 
Nevertheless, once more, the ‘myth’ of Chancery English has entered the handbooks authoritatively, and students are 
told that it was the undoubted precursor of Standard English, just as they are informed that there was a migration in the 
fourteenth century from the East (or Central) Midlands to London. 
Added to all this are lots of common-sense reasons—things which sound absolutely reasonable but which cannot be 
proved, such as the speech of scholars in London, Oxford, and Cambridge; or the fact that the Midland 
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dialect would be easiest to understand because it was in between the Northern and Southern dialect extremes. Polish this 
off with an appeal to the introduction of printing in the 1470s and the story of the standardisation of English has pretty 
much been covered. As you will have gathered, I find these common-sense appeals worrying precisely because they 
cannot be checked. 
THE INTERPRETATION OF VARIATION PRIOR TO STANDARDISATION 
To recapitulate: Morsbach, Heuser, and their followers had noted a shift in the dialect of London from Southern to 
Midland during the fourteenth century. This was taken up for investigation by Ekwall. They were all mainly concerned 
with pronunciation change, but included morphological change. Samuels was, in particular, concerned with 
orthographical change, not because of what it may imply for pronunciation, but as a diagnostic in itself. For Ekwall, 
then, the dialectal shift was evident in spellings for stressed vowels, and for Samuels it was evident in spellings for 
common word forms. We may observe it in the verbal paradigm: 
•  the reduction of the infinitive marker <-n>; 
•  present-tense plural markers change from <-th> to <-en, -e>; 
•  the subsequent loss of <-n> as a plural present-tense marker; 
•  present-participle markers change from <-and(e, -end(e, -ind(e> to <-ing>; 
•  past participles lose the prefix <y->; 
•  the reduction of past-participle suffixes in <-n>; 
•  the introduction of are as the plural third-person present form of the verb to be and eventual loss of ben and beth; 
•  the replacement of <-th> by <-s> in third person singular present tense. To this we can add other morphological 

observations, such as: 
•  adverbial suffixes change from <-liche> to <-ly>; 
•  the introduction of all the <th-> pronoun forms. 
These changes did not take place all at once, of course; some had not fully occurred by the end of the fifteenth century, 
and some have not fully occurred still (e.g., we still have some past participles in <-n>). All these changes are attested in 
texts written north of London, before they are attested in texts written in London. 
It should be borne in mind that dialectologists used to explain this kind of change by looking outside the dialect area. 
This is a direct result of older dialectological theory. It used to be considered that isoglosses could be drawn where one 
community used one feature, and the neighbouring community used another. A dialect boundary was formed where such 
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isoglosses bundled. Therefore, if features typical of dialect area A were found in dialect area B, the obvious explanation 
would be an exodus of speakers from area A into area B, causing the disturbance. However, modern sociolinguistic 
studies have shown that dialects are not homogeneous with regard to all features, even though they may be stable. Just as 
Standard English tolerates lexical synonyms such as guarantee and warranty, or grammatical synonyms such as I don’t 
have any and I have none, so other dialect areas tolerate several ways of saying the same thing. Such variation may well 
connote social information to the listener, but it still forms part of the dialect. Sociolinguists do not seek to explain 
variation by looking outside the dialect area, on the assumption that variation must be caused from outside. Nor do they 
assume that once variation has been caused, one or other form must be ousted, until the dialect settles down again to a 
single mode of expression. 
Ekwall and Samuels, historical dialectologists, sought to find the nearest part of the North, as it were, to London; and to 
locate an exodus from there, in order to explain forms found in the North entering London texts. The Midlands is the 
nearest place to fit these requirements. Is it, however, necessary to posit a migration of Northern speakers into London, 
to account for the new morphological forms? After all, linguistic features can move without a population movement, and 
over a period of 150 years (i.e., 1258–1400) we would expect a dialect to show change. Is it likely that a small 
proportion of wealthy, influential Midlanders could cause such a shift in the speech of the London citizens, and how 
could such a hypothesis be tested? Ekwall anticipated these questions, and his answer was to suggest that those 
immigrants from Norfolk and Suffolk who were wool merchants had great influence in the City (p. xlv). He was, 
however, also careful to report that his analysis of surnames was by no means uniform in suggesting a change from 
Southern Middle English to Midlands Middle English: ‘The early material points to a good deal of dialectal variation in 
the early London language’ (p. xxiv). He further argues: 
The material as a whole gives us a glimpse of the flux in the language of early London…. The variation in dialect types 
in early London, so far as not merely one of spelling, is no doubt due mainly to influence from various dialect areas…. 
More likely class dialects may be reckoned with, even in an early period. 
(p. xxx) 
Ekwall posited that variation was due to both class and regional origin. Whilst this must undoubtedly be true of some 
variation, at all points in history, it does not explain all variation at this particular date. For example, in one 1307 lay 
subsidy he found the word minter spelled <min(e)ter> thirteen times and <men(e)ter> thirteen times. At considerable 
length, he explains that this is probably due to different people drawing up the 
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returns for each ward (p. xxvi). This may or may not have been the case, but such explanations cannot cover the number 
of texts written prior to standardisation which show internal variation, not only of spelling, but also of morphology. 
In 1994 I performed a morphological analysis of a set of the late fourteenth-century texts originally treated by Morsbach: 
the guild certificates of 1388/9.22 There were six certificates when Morsbach analysed them, and four more were 
discovered by Caroline Barron in 1989. These certificates were all written in the City of London in the winter of 1388/9. 
Seven scribes wrote ten certificates. The following variables were amongst those noted: 
•  infinitive markers (with suffix <-n> or without, with prefix <for to> or without); 
•  past participle markers (with suffix <-n> or without, with prefix <y-> or without); 
•  present-tense third person singular markers (with <-th>, <-n>, <-e> or without); 
•  negators (appear as the sequence [ne+verb+negator] or not); 
•  adverb markers (with suffix <-lich(e> or suffix <-ly>). 
I found no overall pattern. These morphological variables were used at different rates by the seven scribes. Whilst it is of 
course possible that all seven scribes were not Londoners, they were employed by the City church guilds to plead their 
case to the king. They cannot, therefore, represent outlandish, incompetent, or informal writing; but demonstrate that 
morphological variation (and indeed, spelling variation) was an acceptable, formal norm. Knowing how to write in pre-
standardised society meant writing words in lots of different ways. 
Two of the scribes wrote more than one certificate. I therefore compared the frequency rates of the above variables in 
texts written by the same scribe. One scribe wrote four certificates (I call him scribe A). His frequency rate of the above 
variables was stable across all four texts. Another scribe wrote two certificates (I call him scribe B). Again, his frequency 
rate of the above variables was stable across the two texts. Scribes A and B differ from each other, however, in their 
frequencies. Thus, in the 1388/9 guild certificates, there is no identifiable ‘London usage’ or ‘precursor to 
standardisation’; but individual scribes do have stable writing habits. Note that this does not mean that they always chose 
the same morphological form, or spelled a word in the same way. On the contrary, they usually chose more than one 
form, but the ratios at which they chose their forms were stable. 
It is for this reason that I have chosen to concentrate on morphological variables, rather than orthographic variables (or 
their posited phonological realisations) in this paper. When Ekwall was performing his investigations, 
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his concern was, by and large, the pronunciation of vowels in stressed syllables. He sought to determine the London 
accent, and how it had changed from Saxon to Anglian. Hence a multiplicity of spellings for vowels in stressed syllables 
needed to be reduced to the ‘main’ variant, and, so far as I can make out, he mainly concerned himself with the spelling 
of a given word that preponderated. Samuels was less concerned with the spoken realisation of vowels than the overall 
visual shape of a word. He set out to determine which spellings of common words could most frequently be found in 
their modern form in his various Types of document. In this way he sought to determine which written Type was the 
predecessor of modern Standard English. Neither scholar was primarily motivated to investigate fourteenth-century 
London English for its own sake, and hence they were less interested in minority spellings than in majority ones. As the 
above investigation shows, however, the ratio of minority to majority spellings in a single text is rather important. (The 
linguist who comes closest to acknowledging this, so far as I can see, is Rusch;23 but he is concerned to investigate East 
Midlands literary language rather than London English.) It is necessary to be meticulous about counting the proportion 
of a majority feature to its minority realisations if a stable aspect of fourteenth-century London writing is not to be 
overlooked. The process of eliminating each scribe’s personal ratio of variables must have preceded and accompanied 
the standardisation of spelling, so if we wish to see the process of standardisation starting, this, then, is the place to look. 
In conclusion, there is no doubt that many of the variables found in late fourteenth-century London writing are found in 
the North before the South.24 But, as scribes used more than one variant, they often used both Northern and Southern 
forms in the same text. Eventually, we know that many of the Northern forms prevailed. Ekwall observed that the area 
immediately to the north of London had been part of the Danelaw (p. lxviii). What we see in the late fourteenth-century 
London texts, I suggest, is a percolation southwards of Northern features (a process which happened at a different rate 
for each feature) and a corresponding northwards movement of other features (e.g., the later expansion of periphrastic 
do). We do not have to seek a migration of speakers; there is already a population of Norse-influenced speakers on the 
doorstep. Most of all, we cannot claim to have identified and understood a process of standardisation until we have 
treated not only spelling, but also morphology, vocabulary, phonology, and syntax. The evolution of the written sentence 
is one of the most central developments of standardisation, along with the process of making external contexts explicit. 
Until we have understood the development of such constituents, the story of the evolution of Standard English remains to 
be told. 
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Part II  
On words and phrases 
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But when he sells or changes land, he’impaires  
His writings, and (unwatch’d) leaves out, ses heires,  
As slily as any Commenter goes by  
Hard words, or sense; or in Divinity  
As controverters, in vouch’d Texts, leave out  
Shrewd words, which might against them cleare the doubt. 
(John Donne, ‘Satyre II: Sir; though (I thanke God for it)’, lines 97–
102) 
The papers in this section are not so much about the leaving out of ‘Shrewd words’ as about the way in which specific 
Old English poets carefully inserted certain words, constructions, and usages, and about the long process by which we 
have come to recognise, as Eric Stanley would say, that only hard work and careful scepticism allow us even to approach 
the knowledge of the language and its usage possessed by any native speaker of Old English. Every tenth- and eleventh-
century scribe and poet knew the language better than we do: only diligent use of every possible tool permits us, very 
occasionally, to ‘cleare the doubt’ on a particular question. 
One such question is the issue of the alliterating finite verb which begins both a clause and a line. Whether that finite 
verb carries metrical stress or not has been much discussed: Hal Momma takes on the problem here, summarising and 
commenting extensively on the scholarship to date, and proposing a calmer acceptance of this ‘inconsistency’ in the use 
of the unusual but very flexible verb-first clause in Old English poetry. Where Momma’s work depends on metrical and 
syntactic analysis (with a leavening of linguistic theory), James McNelis turns to modern theoretical approaches to the 
question of ‘Hrothgar’s hilt’. The hilt is all that remains of the sword used by Beowulf to kill Grendel’s mother, and it 
carries, very rarely for an Anglo-Saxon sword in history or literature, writing—run-stafas which describe the ancient war 
of the giants (the kin of Cain) against heaven. McNelis points out some of the difficulties with over-interpreting this 
episode and its implications, while at the same time applauding the engagement of theory by Anglo-Saxonists. 
More specific ‘Shrewd words’ are the concern of the rest of the papers in this section. Antonina Harbus takes the line 
deaðes swefn and deofles gespon in the Old English Genesis B (line 720) as the starting point for an extended 
investigation of the word swefn in the language, concentrating on the points at which it seems clearly to mean ‘dream’ 
rather than its original sense of ‘sleep’. Rolf Bremmer investigates the question of the tacen sweotol, the clear token 
which is Grendel’s arm, hung up high after 
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Beowulf has torn both arm and shoulder from his opponent. He determines the likely place of exhibition of this tacen 
from the immediate context, from the prepositions used to describe the action, and from analogues both in Old English 
literature and history and in law-codes (in England as well as in Germany and Frisia) which refer to the exposure of 
severed body parts. 
Michiko Ogura’s paper is similarly wide-ranging, considering as it does a very common Old English verb, habban, and 
the ways in which its usage with a past participle of a verb of motion (such as gefaran, gegangan) develops from Old 
English to late Middle English. She shows that there are clear distinctions in many verbs between beon/wesan with the 
past participle and habban with the past participle and that there are also distinctions which appear to be stylistic, and 
others which may be intentional for other reasons. Finally, Mark Griffith here approaches anew one of the most famous 
phrases of Old English poetry, wyrd bið ful arœd, first casting doubt upon the standard interpretations of this verse, and 
then clearing that doubt away with a careful investigation of the immediate context of the clause, and a detailed study of 
each word and its most likely interpretation. His conclusion not only re-interprets this verse, but has implications for our 
consideration of The Wanderer as a whole. 
The papers in this section are therefore concerned with the immediate context of the words of Old and Middle English, 
and, while they avoid any of Donne’s sly conclusions, they do produce ‘Hard words, or sense’. 
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7 Grendel’s arm and the law 
Rolf H.Bremmer Jr 
One of the most exciting moments in Beowulf occurs when Grendel, under cover of darkness, approaches Heorot after 
the arrival of Beowulf and his men:1 Com on wanre niht/scriðan sceadugenga ‘on a dark night the shadow walker came 
stalking’ (lines 702b–3a). With a nice sense of dramatic irony, the poet informs his audience that all the warriors who 
should defend the gabled hall are asleep, except for one. Tension is increased by the repetitious use of the verb ‘come’,2 
while at the same time the identity of the nightly stalker is revealed: Ða com of more under misthleoþum/Grendel 
gongan ‘Then from the moor under cover of mist Grendel came moving on’ (lines 710–11a) and ten lines further down: 
Com þa to recede rinc siðian ‘Then the warrior had come up to the building’ (line 720). The door, reinforced with iron, 
quickly gives way at the touch of his hands (folmum), he swings it open and enters the hall to begin his cannibalistic orgy 
with a tasty appetiser. Grendel’s table manners are carefully followed by Beowulf, who pretends to be asleep. As it 
happens, Grendel unintentionally selects Beowulf for his entrée, only then to realise that he has met his superior, 
someone with mundgripe maran ‘a stronger grip of hand’ (line 753). 
Hands receive particular attention in this episode. Grendel’s fingras burston ‘fingers broke’3 (line 760) and wiste his 
fingra geweald/on grames grapum ‘he realised that the power of his fingers was in the grasp of the angered man’ (lines 
764b–5a). The fight continues with much violence and noise. In the end, Grendel knows that his body will not perform 
its usual duty, because Beowulf holds him be honda ‘by the hands’ (line 814). The wrestling ends, as you know all too 
well, with Beowulf ripping off Grendel’s arm, though at first we are to infer this feat. All the poet says is: 
     him on eaxle wearð  
syndolh sweotol,      seonowe 
onsprungon,  
burston banlocan. 
(lines 816b–18a) 
a deadly wound became visible in his shoulder, sinews burst apart, muscles were severed. 
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The result of the wound is shown to us with some delay: 
     þæt was tacen sweotol,  
syþðan hildedeor      hond alegde,  
earm ond eaxle      —þær wæs eal 
geador  
Grendles grape—     under geapne hr
[of]. 
(lines 833b–6) 
That was a clear sign, after the warrior had laid down the hand, arm, and shoulder under the spacious roof—every part of 
Grendel’s grasp was together there. 
It is from this passage that I take my starting point. 
First of all, what happened to Grendel’s arm after Beowulf had torn it off? All critics agree on the fact that it was hung 
up somewhere, but did Beowulf do this himself, as many believe? Second, the position of the exhibited arm, whether 
inside or outside the hall, under the roof or over it, has been a matter of dispute. Finally, the reason for putting up 
Grendel’s severed arm has been explained differently. It is the purpose of my paper to address these three problems. 
To begin with the lines last quoted. As Johansen has argued on text-internal evidence, hildedeor in line 834 must refer to 
Grendel,4 even though in the poem the epithet is also used three times with reference to Beowulf (lines 312a, 2107a, 
2183a). One of Johansen’s arguments for doubting the accepted interpretation is the parallelism between hond alegde 
(line 834) ‘laid down his hand’ and feorh alegde (line 851) ‘laid down, i.e., gave up his life’.5 In the latter string, 
Grendel is certainly the agent. The two phrases thus form a structural envelope.6 Johansen’s exegesis can be further 
supported, since there are other terms for ‘warrior’ that refer to Grendel. He is called a rinc ‘warrior’, a quality shared 
with men of undisputed mettle in the poem. The word aglœca,7 used several times for Grendel and glossed by Klaeber 
as ‘wretch, monster, demon, fiend’, is none the less also applied to heroes like Sigemund and twice to Beowulf himself, 
first when he fights with Grendel’s mother and later when he attacks the dragon. There is then a group of appellatives the 
poet uses for both the forces of good and those of evil—‘neutral’ terms, therefore, which describe the required 
characteristics of members of a warlike society. Moreover, hond alegde,/earm ond eaxle ‘[Grendel] laid down his hand, 
arm, and shoulder’ is echoed in Beowulf’s speech of victory, when he says in lines 970b–2a: he his folme forlet…earm 
ond eaxle ‘he [i.e. Grendel] left behind his hand…arm and shoulder’. Here, too, (and this is not contested by any critic) 
Grendel is the agent, not Beowulf. 
If taking hildedeor as referring to Grendel is right—and I think it is—then this reading has implications for our 
interpretations of the string 
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under geapne hr[of].8 This adverbial adjunct is just a metaphoric way of saying that Grendel left his arm in the hall. 
Taking Beowulf as the referent of hildedeor, on the other hand, makes matters complicated. Klaeber, for example, gives 
the following explanatory note to line 836b: ‘The victor places Grendel’s right (line 2098) arm above the door outside 
the hall (on some projection perhaps) as high as he can reach.’9 Wrenn’s explanatory note appears almost to echo that of 
Klaeber: ‘The hero places Grendel’s arm on some projection under the roof over the entrance to the hall, so that every 
one who enters must see it, as a trophy of his victory.’10 The main difference between Wrenn and Klaeber is that 
Klaeber’s parenthetic suggestion about the position of the arm has become a certainty for Wrenn. Such an interpretation, 
though, conflicts with lines 982ff., which report the Danes’ sighting of Grendel’s arm: 
siþðdan æþelingas      eorles cræfte  
ofer heanne hrof      hand 
sceawedon,  
feondes fingras. 
(lines 982–4a) 
when the noblemen, through the skill of the warrior [i.e. Beowulf] saw the hand, the fingers of the enemy over the high 
roof. 
Most critics have been at least peripherally aware of the logistical problem that arises when Beowulf would first have 
placed the arm ‘on some projection’ under the roof, and that later on it would appear to be over the roof. Klaeber 
summed up the difficulty as follows:11 
It may reasonably be regarded as certain that 1. hrof does not denote ‘the interior of the building’, 2. the position of the 
hand was not changed (ll. 836, 926f., 982f., 1302f.), 3. it was not ‘above the high roof’. 
While Klaeber’s first two assumptions are fair enough, the third is problematic. In order to accommodate this anomaly, 
Klaeber paraphrased the lines in this way:12 ‘Now the nobles looked [from below] all over the high roof, i.e. they 
‘‘looked up to the high roof”, or “… in the direction of the high roof” and beheld the hand.’ Again, Wrenn follows 
Klaeber when he remarks: ‘ofer here=“up towards” rather than “above”, as the hand is not actually above the roof, it 
would seem’.13 Such a meaning for ofer would be unique. It is true, Klaeber adduced one passage, without translation, 
in which ofer would have the same meaning, viz. Geseah…wliti wuldres treo ofer wolcna hrof ‘he [i.e. Constantine] saw 
the beautiful tree of glory [i.e. the cross] ofer the roof of the clouds’ (Elene, lines 88b–9).14 By implication, Klaeber 
suggests that ofer here would mean ‘up to the roof of the clouds’ or ‘in the direction of the roof of the clouds’. Such an 
interpretation of this line, though, seems farfetched to me. Why not 
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translate ofer here as ‘extended over the roof of the clouds’?15 It is odd to compare the momentous appearance in the 
sky of Christ’s cross with the more modest dimensions of Grendel’s arm exhibited somewhere on a building. The key to 
the solution of ofer clearly cannot be found from within the poem. 
The arm is not the only part Beowulf forcefully removes from Grendel’s body. Much later, in the underwater cave, he 
severs Grendel’s head from the corpse (line 1590) and takes it back to the surface. From there it is carried in triumph to 
Heorot: 
     Feower scoldon  
on þæm wælstenge      weorcum 
geferian  
to þæm goldsele      Grendles heafod… 
(lines 1637b–39) 
Four men had to carry with effort on a carnage-pole Grendel’s head to the gold-hall… 
All the way from the mere to the hall, the monster’s head is elevated on some sort of stake or pole in such a way that 
everyone will be able to see it.16 Once arrived at Heorot, the head is lifted by the hair and taken inside for King Hrothgar 
to inspect. What afterwards happened to it we are not told, but the suggestion lying at hand is the assumption that it was 
placed in a conspicuous position outside the hall (on a pole perhaps) as a gruesome reminder of Grendel’s fate. 
Records of severed heads carried away in triumph are rare, though not unknown, for Anglo-Saxon England. From the 
Christian heritage, several such instances can be adduced. Beowulf’s severing of Grendel’s head with the eotenisc 
sweord, ‘the sword made by giants’, is reminiscent of David’s decapitation of Goliath with the giant’s own sword. 
Goliath’s head is later taken in triumph to Jerusalem (I Samuel 17:51–4). King Saul’s downfall, culminating in his 
suicide, is made even more horrific when his archenemies, the Philistines, find his corpse: 
They cut off his head and stripped him of his weapons; then they sent messengers through the length and breadth of their 
land to take the good news to idols and people alike. They deposited his armour in the temple of Ashtoreth and nailed his 
body on the wall of Bethshan. 
(I Samuel 31:9–10, New English Bible; cf. I Chronicles 10:9–10)17 
Also, Judith decapitates Holofernes with his own sword and takes the head back in triumph to the people of Bethulia.18 
When she has been welcomed back into town, Judith has her servant take the head from the bag—in the Vulgate (Judith 
13:19) she gets the head out herself—and says: 
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Her ge magon sweotole,      sigerofe 
hæleð,  
leoda ræswan,      on ðæs laðestan  
hæðenes heaðorinces      heafod starian 
(Judith 176–8) 
Here, victorious heroes, leaders of the people, you can openly gaze at the head of the most despicable heathen warrior. 
Showing Holofernes’s head is the surest piece of evidence Judith can present of having defeated him. What happened to 
the head afterwards was not significant to the poet of Judith. Ælfric, in his paraphrase of the story, condensed the episode 
of Judith’s return to Bethulia (Judith 13:16–19) somewhat, but did not fail to mention that she ascended to a fairly 
conspicuous spot (ilia autem ascendens in eminentiori loco), which he rendered as: Heo astah þa up to anum steapum 
beorge and œtywde þœt heafod him eallum ‘She then climbed up to a steep hill and showed the head to them all’ (lines 
317–18). In accordance with the Vulgate (Judith 14:1, suspendite caput hoc super muros nostros), Ælfric has Judith 
order Holofernes’s head to be placed on þam hehstan wealle ‘on the highest wall’ (line 349). For Ælfric, then, it was 
only to be expected that the head received a clearly visible place, first when Judith showed it to her townsfolk, and 
afterwards for those entering the city. From the New Testament, the head of John the Baptist may serve as an example of 
how to deal with one’s enemy (Matthew 14:1–12). Familiar though they may have been, at any rate to the audience for 
whom Cotton Vitellius A xv was written, all these biblical examples are not immediately appropriate evidence for such a 
custom in a more Germanic Anglo-Saxon England. They may, however, provide a clue as to what an early eleventh-
century audience may have associated with the exposed parts of the body in Beowulf. Fortunately, native sources can 
also supply supporting evidence. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History provides two examples, both connected with pre-
Christian warfare.19 
After King Edwin of Northumbria was slain by the still-pagan King Penda of Mercia in the battle of Hatfield Chase, his 
head was separated from his corpse. Although Bede (HE II, 20) does not tell us this in so many words, we must conclude 
this from the fact that his successor, King Oswald, ordered the head to be taken from the battlefield and brought to the 
newly built church of St Peter in York, where it became the object of a cult.20 In his commentary on this passage, 
Wallace-Hadrill remarks: ‘One would expect decapitation and the exposure of the body on the battle field as a sign of 
vengeance taken.’ Yet he fails to say why one would expect this.21 King Oswald suffered a fate similar to that of his 
predecessor, Edwin, for he too was slain in battle against Penda and, like Edwin, his corpse was mutilated. After the 
battle: Heht se cyning, se ðe hine slog, his heafod on steng asetton; 7 his hond mid þy earme, þe of his 
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lichoman aslegen wœs, het to ahoon ‘The king [Penda], who had killed him [Oswald], ordered his head to be placed on a 
stake; and his hand with the arm, which had been cut off from his corpse, he ordered to be hung up.’22 The Old English 
translator suggests that the head and the arm are given a different treatment, one not found in Bede’s Latin.23 
Dismemberment, especially decapitation, of the slain enemy is also reported from later Anglo-Saxon England, but in the 
two cases I have found, only victims of the Viking onslaught are involved. The first concerns the head of the last of the 
East Anglian rulers, King Edmund (d. 869), which was taken away in triumph by the Vikings and later tossed into the 
bushes, where miraculously it was guarded by a wolf.24 Second, it seems that after the battle of Maldon (991), the 
Vikings must have carried off Ealdorman Byrhtnoth’s head, for when his corpse was removed from the battlefield by 
monks of Ely, the head was wanting.25 Neither of these heads was exposed, so that here we are merely dealing with 
examples of mutilating the enemy’s corpse. The inference some critics have made that the exposure of truncated parts of 
the body on a stake or on some elevated position should be connected with the cult of Woden26 is in my view 
unwarranted. But if the pagan Anglo-Saxons saw this as an offering to Woden—and for this we have not the slightest 
textual indication—this aspect was of only secondary importance. Although there is no denying that Woden was 
connected with hanging, the custom of exposing some body parts of slain opponents is too universal to be connected 
with any religious cult. The public exhibition of truncated limbs had primarily a ritual significance. It signalled the 
superiority of the victor over the victim, and at the same time had a warning function: ‘Look! This is the fate of any one 
who threatens to challenge our position.’ 
A further illustration of the exposure of heads can be found in the Old English version of Apollonius of Tyre. King 
Antiochus had started an illegitimate affair with his daughter. In order to keep her to himself, he had set a riddle for any 
suitor to solve. If the riddle could not be answered, the suitor would be beheaded. Did he give the right solution he was 
beheaded none the less. The heads of the unfortunate young men were placed on the gable end of the gate:27 on 
ufeweardan þam geate, translating the Latin in portae fastigium.28 When Apollonius ventured to sue for the princess’s 
hand, the king asked him: ‘Young man, do you know the condition for the wedding?’ Whereupon Apollonius answered: 
Ic can þone dom and ic hine œt þam geate geseah ‘I know it and have seen it at the top of the gate.’29 The message of 
the exposed heads had not escaped Apollonius. 
There is an additional indication that can help us to overcome the difficulty critics have had with the meaning of ofer in 
ofer heanne hrof (Beo. 983a). Corporal punishment was rare in Anglo-Saxon England, but one of the exceptions was the 
cutting off of the hand. This drastic measure was only applied when severe crimes had been committed against either 
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the Church or the state.30 One such crime was the debasing of coins, for minting was a royal prerogative. Why debasing 
was considered amongst the severest crimes is nicely phrased in an Old Frisian law text:31 hwande nen wirra thiaf is 
than thi, ther stelt on helgum end herum en te like alle liudum ‘for there is no worse thief than he who steals from saints 
[i.e. the Church] and lords and at the same time from all the people’. One of the codes Æthelstan promulgated (Æt 
Greatanleage, 925—c. 935) prescribes what course of action should be taken with a fraudulent moneyer:32 gif se 
myneter ful wurðe, slea mon of þa hond, þe he ðœt ful mid worhte, ond sette up on þa mynetsmiððan (II As. 14,1) ‘if the 
mintmaster becomes fraudulent, the hand with which he committed the fraud must be cut off and placed upon his mint 
workshop’. 
There are two more versions of Æthelstan’s decree, one in Old English and one in Latin. Both, usefully enough, happen 
to inform us concerning how to interpret up on. The vernacular version offers the variant reading ufan ‘over, above, on 
high’, the Quadripartitus translates with supra, likewise ‘over, above’.33 The implied message of the exhibited hand 
over the place where the crime had been committed is twofold: it is a token of the victory of justice over crime, and at 
the same time a warning for all who have fraud on the mind. Such a practice fits in with the tendency in Germanic 
customs to visualise meaning in legal matters. It is an essential characteristic of preponderantly oral societies that they 
present legal procedure by means of symbols or signs whose meaning could be supposed to be commonly known. 
Exposing severed body parts of opponents in a clearly visible way was just one expression of such a presentation.34 The 
display provided evidence of both the execution and the vindication of justice to every beholder.35 
The implication of the above for our reading of Beowulf will be evident. From a legal point of view (public visibility) it 
confirms those critics who have insisted that Grendel’s arm was positioned not inside but outside Heorot. The placement 
of the fraudulent moneyer’s hand over his workshop endorses the interpretation of ofer heanne hrof (line 981) as ‘over 
the high roof’,36 and eliminates the awkward interpretation of hildedeor hond alegde…under geapne hrof (lines 834–6) 
as ‘Beowulf placed the hand…above the door outside the hall (on some projection perhaps) as high as he can reach.’37 It 
also definitively removes the difficulty many critics have had with King Hrothgar’s first sighting of the arm: 
     he to healle geong,  
stod on stapole,      geseah steapne 
hrof  
goldne fahne      ond Grendles hond. 
(lines 925b–7) 
He [Hrothgar] went to the hall, stood on the platform, beheld the steep roof, decked with gold and Grendel’s hand. 
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Exactly what is meant by the stapol in this passage has been a matter of some dispute. Since its principal meaning in Old 
English is ‘pillar’,38 early critics interpreted the word as the ‘central pillar’ inside the hall. Thomas Miller, on the basis 
of Old and Middle English as well Middle Low German evidence, proposed to read ‘flight of steps, landing at the top of 
the stairs’, which, corroborated by further evidence, has since been accepted by most critics.39 However, if this landing 
was immediately before the entrance of Heorot, it would not afford Hrothgar a clear sighting of the arm, for he would 
have had to bend his head quite backwards in order to see it. Attractive archaeological support for a construction at some 
distance removed from the hall has been found in the theatre-like structure excavated at the royal site at Yeavering.40 
Perhaps a passage from Old Frisian law can also help to illuminate the Beowulf text here. 
In the sixteenth of the Seventeen Statutes or Keste it is stipulated that the fraudulent moneyer’s right hand be struck off 
opa tha thingstapule, a phrase usually translated as ‘on the court-block’,41 but a wider sense of ‘scaffold’ seems also 
possible. In any case, the thingstapul had a public function in bringing to pass particular rites of justice in medieval 
Frisia. It is tantalising to suggest the extension of such a meaning to the stapol in Beowulf. This structure would then be a 
platform in front of the hall on which the king administered (part of) his public duties as the highest legal official. If this 
suggestion is valid—and I hasten to add that the evidence is not impressive—the spatial proximity of the stapol and the 
exposed arm would make visual the close link between the place of verdict and execution. But even if stapol in Beowulf 
does not have the legal connotations its Old Frisian cognate has, the structure allowed Hrothgar an excellent position 
from which to see and examine Grendel’s arm, and he thanked God for ðisse ansyne ‘this spectacle’ (line 928a). The 
emphasis on the visibility of the arm makes it clear that the exhibited limb fulfils a function as signal and testimony. 
In sum, a survey and analysis of the custom of exhibiting severed body parts of slain enemies in Anglo-Saxon England 
has given us a better understanding of the place and symbolic function of Grendel’s elevated arm. Doubting wisely long- 
and widely-accepted interpretations of under geapne hrof (line 836a) and ofer heanne hrof (line 983a) has proved 
profitable, while also some new light has perhaps been shed on the position and function of the stapol (line 926a). Of 
course, the legal and historical texts I have adduced to clarify the role of Grendel’s arm were not the immediate sources 
for the phenomenon in Beowulf; they are merely expressions of a shared Germanic undercurrent. But they do provide a 
background against which this episode acquires more relief. This and similar undercurrents should not be forgotten by 
those fishing for the sources of Anglo-Saxon literature and culture. 
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NOTES 
1  All quotations, unless otherwise indicated, are from Friedrich Klaeber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 3rd 

edn (Lexington: Heath, 1950). 
2  ‘One of the most terrifying moments in English literature’; see Michael Lapidge, ‘Beowulf and the Psychology of 

Terror’, in Helen Damico and John Leyerle, eds, Heroic Poetry in the Anglo-Saxon Period: Studies in Honor of Jess 
B.Bessinger, Jr (Kalamazoo, Mich.: Medieval Institute, 1993), pp. 373–402 at 383–4. 

3  Perhaps in the sense of ‘blood burst forth from the fingers’; cf. Clifford P. Lyons, ‘A Note on Beowulf 760’, Modern 
Language Notes 46 (1931), pp. 443–4. See also Klaeber’s note on line 760. 

4  J.G.Johansen, ‘Grendel the Brave?’, English Studies 63 (1982), pp. 193–7. 
5  The translation ‘gave up’ for alegde (literally ‘laid down’) follows E.G.Stanley, In the Foreground: 

‘Beowulf’ (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1994), p. 187. 
6  Johansen, ‘Grendel’, p. 195. 
7  ‘A word which we do not understand’, according to E.G.Stanley; ‘Two Old English Poetic Phrases Insufficiently 

Understood for Literary Criticism: þing gehegan and seonoþ gehegan’, in his A Collection of Papers with Emphasis 
on Old English Literature (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), pp. 298–317 at 304 (the paper 
was originally published in 1979). An attractive etymology is presented by Sherman Kuhn, ‘Old English aglœca— 
Middle Irish oclach’, in Irmengard Rauch and Gerald F.Carr, eds, Linguistic Methods: Essays in Honor of Herbert 
Penzl (The Hague: Mouton, 1979), pp. 213–30. The Irish word meant ‘young warrior’ and would have been 
borrowed into Mercia, and hence have spread. The Dictionary of Old English: A, ed. Antonette diPaolo Healey, with 
Joan Holland, David McDougall, Ian McDougall, Nancy Speirs, and Pauline Thompson (Toronto: Pontifical Institute 
of Mediaeval Studies, 1994), s.v. aglœca, glosses the word as ‘awesome opponent, terrible fighter’, apparently 
following Kuhn’s explanation. 

8  The last two letters of hr[of] are Grundtvig’s conjecture. The manuscript only has h, the rest was lost during the 
Cottonian Fire. Thorkelin B still has hr. Though other emendations have been suggested, Grundtvig’s is the 
commonly accepted one. 

9  Klaeber, Beowulf, pp. 157–8. 
10  C.L.Wrenn, ed., Beowulf, fully revised by W.F.Bolton, 3rd edn (London: Harrap, 1973), p. 129. 
11  Friedrich Klaeber, ‘Studies in the Textual Interpretation of Beowulf’, Modern Philology 3 (1905–6), pp. 235–65 at 

256. See also Johansen, ‘Grendel’, p. 194. 
12  Klaeber, ‘Studies’, p. 256; cf. Klaeber, Beowulf, p. 167 at 983. 
13  Exemplary for the confusion earlier critics had with the position of Grendel’s arm is Pieter Jacob Cosijn, Notes on 

‘Beowulf’, trans. and ed. Rolf H.Bremmer Jr, Jan van den Berg, and David F.Johnson, Leeds Texts and Monographs 
n.s. 12 (Leeds: University of Leeds, 1991), p. 15: ‘Beowulf’s “sign of victory” was put before the door on stapol “on 
the doorstep, on the platform”, where everyone could see it’, and p. 17: ‘It would appear that the hand was later 
fastened above or level with the roof; Beowulf had of course placed his sign of victory under geapne hrôf hhimself’. 
So too Wrenn, Beowulf, p. 134. Klaeber’s interpretation was also accepted by Elliot V.K.Dobbie, ed., Beowulf and 
Judith, Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 4 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1953), p. 164. 

14  P.O.E.Gradon, ed., Cynewulf’s ‘Elene’ (London: Methuen, 1956); she did not adopt Klaeber’s suggestion in either 
her commentary or her glossary. 
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15  As already suggested by C.W.M.Grein, Sprachschatz der angelsächsischen Dichter, unter Mitwirkung von F.

Holthausen neu herausgegeben von J.J. Köhler (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1912–14), s.v. ofer 1: ‘wenn die Beweging 
usw. nach verschiedenen Richtungen hin sich über einen Raum verbreitet’. The preposition, when used with verbs of 
seeing, implies a wide range, according to Grein, e.g. wide ofer weoruld ealle geseon (Gen. 565), with further 
examples. Klaeber, ‘Studies’, p. 256, suggested between parentheses a further parallel, again without translation, in 
Exodus 298: oð wolcna hrof, but this will hardly do. The latest editor of that poem simply (and rightly) translates oð 
with ‘as far as’; cf. Peter J.Lucas, ed., Exodus, rev. edn (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1994), Glossary s.v. oð. 

16  The compound wœlsteng, literally ‘carnage pole’, is a hapax legomenon which is usually taken as a kenning for 
‘spear’. Note that the simplex steng is never used to designate a spear, but always some kind of stick, stake, pole, or 
club; see J.Bosworth and T.Northcote Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary and supplements (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1898, 1920, 1971); Antonette diPaolo Healey and Richard L.Venezky, A Microfiche Concordance to Old 
English (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1980), under the various forms of steng. Was wœlsteng 
perhaps a technical term for the pole upon which the head of a victim was placed? 

17  Besides much figurative interpretation, Bede does not fail to mention that the Philistines sending of Saul’s head and 
armour to the cities of Philistea was meant as a signum triumphi. On the other hand, David’s carrying Goliath’s head 
to Jerusalem is taken by him as a deterrent for the Canaanite inhabitants of that city (ad terrendos eos); see D.Hurst, 
ed., Beda Venerabilis opera. Pars II: Opera exegetica 2. In Primam Partem Samvhelis libri III. In Regem librum xxx 
qvaestiones, Corpus Christianorvm Series Latina CXIX (Turnhout: Brepols, 1962), p. 270/2478 and p. 162/1076, 
respectively. 

18  In the vernacular known to the Anglo-Saxons through a tenth-century verse account, and as a homily by Ælfric, c. 
1000, quoted here from, respectively, Benno J.Timmer, ed., Judith (London: Methuen, 1952), and Bruno Assmann, 
ed., Angelsächsische Homilien und Heiligenleben, rep. with a supplementary introduction by Peter Clemoes 
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1964). 

19  I refer to Bertram Colgrave and R.A.B.Mynors, eds and trans., Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991 (corrected rep.)) (henceforth HE). 

20  Cf. Erich Hoffmann, Die heiligen Könige bei den Angelsachsen und den skandinavischen Völkern. Königsheiliger 
und Königshaus, Quellen und Forschungen zur Geschichte Schleswig-Holsteins 69 (Neumünster: Wachholtz, 1975), 
pp. 24–5. 

21  J.M.Wallace-Hadrill, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People: a Historical Commentary (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1988), p. 85. 

22  Thomas Miller, ed., The Old English Version of Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People, EETS OS 95–6 
(London: Trübner, 1890–1), III. 10, p. 188. Wallace-Hadrill, Historical Commentary, p. 105, comments: ‘Certainly 
their exposure, with the head (in stipitibus suspendi…), by Penda was common Germanic practice as evidence of 
vengeance taken. The hand and arm of Grendel were hung up in Heorot by Beowulf for men to wonder at.’ Wallace-
Hadrill’s interpretation of Beowulf hanging up Grendel’s arm in Heorot had already been superseded by the time he 
wrote his commentary. His contention that the suspension was ‘common Germanic practice’ is left unsubstantiated, 
an annoying feature also found elsewhere in his commentary; cf. Rolf H. Bremmer Jr, ‘Widows in Anglo-Saxon 
England’, in Jan Bremmer and Lourens 
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van den Bosch, eds, Between Poverty and the Pyre: Moments in the History of Widowhood (London: Routledge, 
1995), pp. 58–88 at 83 n. 23. 

23  HE II, 12: Porro caput et manus cum brachiis a corpore praecisas iussit rex, qui occiderat, in stipitibus suspendi. 
24  G.I.Needham, ed., Ælfric: Lives of Three English Saints (London: Methuen, 1966), pp. 50ff., lines 105ff. 
25  Cf. E.G.Blake, ed., Liber Eliensis, Royal Historical Society, Camden Third Series 92 (London: Royal Historical 

Society, 1962), Bk II, ch. 62. 
26  As has been argued by William A.Chaney, The Cult of Kingship in Anglo-Saxon England: the Transition from 

Paganism to Christianity (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1970), p. 117. 
27  The same motif is found in Saxo Grammaticus, The History of the Danes, trans. Peter Fisher and ed. Hilda Ellis 

Davidson, 2 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), I, Bk VII, 228. 
28  Peter Goolden, ed., The Old English Apollonius of Tyre (London: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 4/27–8 and p. 

5/19–20, respectively. The Historia Apollonii had some currency in Anglo-Saxon England. Besides the Old English 
version preserved in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 201, there was an Apollonium anglice, now lost, in the 
Benedictine Abbey of Burton-on-Trent about 1175; cf. R.M.Wilson, The Lost Literature of Medieval England, 2nd 
edn (London: Methuen, 1970), pp. 74–5. A Latin version, dated to the eleventh century, survives in Oxford, 
Magdalen College MS 50; cf. Henry O.Coxe, Catalogus Codicum MSS. qui in Collegiis Aulisque Oxoniensibus hodie 
adservantur, 2 vols (Oxford: E typographeo Academico, 1852), II, 29–30. See also Elizabeth Archibald, Apollonius 
of Tyre; Medieval and Renaissance Themes and Variations. Including the Text of the ‘Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri’ 
with an English Translation (Woodbridge: D.S.Brewer, 1991), esp. pp. 183–4. 

29  Goolden, Apollonius, p. 6/8–9. 
30  Felix Liebermann, Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen, 3 vols (Halle: M.Niemeyer, 1908–15), II, 2, Rechts- und 

Sachglossar, s.v. hand 10–11. 
31  Wybren Jan Buma and Wilhelm Ebel, eds, Das Hunsinger Recht, Altfriesische Rechtsquellen 4 (Göttingen: 

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1969), XIII, 5. 
32  Liebermann, Gesetze, I, pp. 158–9. The decree was renewed by King Æthelred in c. 991—c. 1002 (IV Atr 5,3). 
33  Printed synoptically by Liebermann, I, 158–9. 
34  See Ruth Schmidt-Wiegand, Studien zur historischen Rechtswortgeographie: Der Strohwisch als Bonn- und 

Verbotszeichen: Bezeichnungen und Funktionen, Münstersche Mittelalter-Schriften 18 (Munich: Fink, 1978), esp. 
pp. 78–80, and the literature quoted there. 

35  Cf. Adalbert Erler and Ekkehard Kaufmann, Handwörterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte (Berlin: E.Schmidt, 
1971–), I, s.v. Hand; IV, s.v. Rechtsritual. 

36  As has already been suggested by Grein, Sprachschatz, s.v. ofer 5: ‘das Befinden über einen Gegenstand 
bezeichnend, wo wir auf, über, c. dat. setzen’. The first illustration Grein gives of this usage is precisely Beowulf, 
line 983. 

37  Who put Grendel’s arm up over the roof is something the poet just does not say. 
38  See Bosworth and Toller, Anglo-Saxon Dictionary and supplements, s.v. stapol. 
39  Thomas Miller, ‘The Position of Grendel’s Arm in Heorot’, Anglia 12 (1889), pp. 396–400 at 398–9; see, for 

example, Johannes Hoops, Kommentar zum ‘Beowulf’ (1932; Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1965), pp. 119–20; Klaeber, 
Beowulf, p. 166 at 926. 

40  L.Whitbread, ‘Beowulf and Archaeology: an Additional Footnote’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 70 (1969), pp. 53–
62 at 55–7. 
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41  Wybren Jan Buma and Wilhelm Ebel, eds, Das Rüstringer Recht, Altfriesische Rechtsquellen 1 (Göttingen: 

Musterschmidt, 1963), III, 16. In their Wort- und Sachregister, p. 163, Buma and Ebel gloss Dingstapel as 
‘Gerichtsstaffel, -säule, -pfahl aus Stein (Staffelstein) oder Holz, auch als Richtblock verwendet’. 
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8 Does wyrd bið ful arœd mean ‘Fate is wholly inexorable’? 
Mark S.Griffith 
Few verses of Old English poetry are known to those who do not know Old English. Some might recognise the opening 
lines of Beowulf; others, perhaps, might recall the beginning of Byrhtwold’s stirring speech at the end of Maldon. Line 
5b of The Wanderer, wyrd bið ful arœd, belongs to this select group, and is usually understood by those who quote it out 
of context as an Anglo-Saxon expression of a morbid belief in the irresistibility of Fate. That they may be forgiven for 
thinking this is shown by Mitchell and Robinson’s translation of the verse as ‘Fate is wholly inexorable!’, and by the 
parallel they draw in their introduction between the poem and Johnson’s The Vanity of Human Wishes, in both of which 
a commentator ‘surveys the world with stoic insight and learns from his survey nothing more than that helpless man 
must ‘‘roll darkling down the torrent of his fate”’.1 Mitchell and Robinson accept that these poets were Christian, but 
conclude, somewhat curiously, that ‘each poet leaves us permanently fascinated by the outlook he deftly rejects…
Johnson’s Roman stoicism and the pre-Christian creed of the Anglo-Saxon wanderer’.2 This ‘permanent fascination’ has 
imprinted itself in the general view of the Anglo-Saxon outlook, and the ‘deft rejection’ is all too often forgotten. But is 
wyrd bið ful arœd properly to be translated as ‘Fate is wholly inexorable!’? The purpose of this article is to investigate 
the meaning of this clause, and to bring into doubt its suitability as a straightforward illustration of Anglo-Saxon views 
of Fate. As the question of its meaning cannot be divorced from the problems of its context, I shall begin with a 
reconsideration of those problems, before moving on to an analysis of the meaning of the parts of the clause. Both will, I 
hope, in their different ways, show that its sense is far from transparent; indeed, in my opinion, it ranks amongst the most 
difficult Old English verses. 
Several of the so-called Old English elegies begin in the first person: Mœg ic be me sylfum soðgied wrecan confesses the 
speaker in The Seafarer, Ic þis giedd wrece bi me ful geomorre the female voice promises in similar vein at the start of 
The Wife’s Lament, Nu ic onsundran þe secgan wille says the message or the messenger in the opening line of The 
Husband’s 
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Message. In all three the speaker is the major participant in the situation and appears to be giving us direct and 
immediate access to personal experience. Not so The Wanderer, which begins quite differently from these poems with 
which it is so frequently grouped: 
Oft him anhaga      are gebideð,  
metudes miltse,      þeah þe he modcearig  
geond lagulade      longe sceolde  
hreran mid hondum      hrimcealde sæ,  
wadan wræclastas.      Wyrd bið ful aræd!
3 
There is no first-person speaker here, and the experience spoken of is given in the third person by a speaker who is not 
revealed to us before the utterance begins, but who may be the eardstapa who relates the personal experience beginning 
in line 8 (Oft ic sceolde ana…), or the voice of the poet who speaks the entire poem. This beginning is more reminiscent 
of Old English wisdom poetry and most closely resembles the very short poem known as A Proverb from Winfrid’s 
Time: 
Oft daedlata      dom• for•ldit,  
sigisitha gahuem,      suuyltit thi 
ana. 
The language of this early poem is difficult,4 but the two lines probably mean ‘Often the inactive man puts off glory, 
every victorious exploit; therefore, he dies alone.’ The style and structure of the first three verses of these two poems are 
nearly identical. In each, the first line is a complete clause, the first verse beginning with oft and closing with a weak 
masculine compound noun which is the subject of the clause. Although a number of the Old English riddles begin Oft ic, 
only The Wanderer and A Proverb from Winfrid’s Time open with this adverb and a third-person subject.5 The use of the 
dative with forildan (dom•, gahuem) is unusual, but, in both, the first b-verse contains an affixed verb in the third person 
singular present indicative which is preceded by a noun that completes the sense of the clause. Apart from the extra 
unstressed syllable in the opening light verse of The Wanderer, these first lines are metrically identical. The third verse 
in each contains a nominal phrase which varies the sense of the noun occupying the head-stave of the first line. The 
register of both these openings is proverbial or gnomic, and both of the proverbs appear to be prompted by the thought 
of, or experience of, travelling—a dangerous business in the medieval world which not unnaturally gave rise to some 
wise words.6 Possibly, then, the opening of The Wanderer, like A Proverb from Winfrid’s Time, is a quotation, or an 
adaptation of a quotation (rather than the author’s own words) of a sentence appropriate to the context which the poet 
saw no necessity to place in an individual speaker’s mouth, because he felt it to be an item of common cultural 
property.7 Where, however, A Proverb tersely finishes the maxim with a predictable 
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consequence (habitual laziness leads to a lonely death), The Wanderer slides off into a lengthy qualification (‘Although 
he, sad at heart, has for a long time throughout the ocean path had to stir the ice-cold sea with his hands, to traverse the 
paths of exile’) which gives a powerful sense of mood and situation, but which is not proverbial, for proverbs are 
generally pithy, and do not deal in lengthy concession. The difficulty of gauging this apparent change of form is 
compounded by various semantic problems: oft means ‘often’, but by understatement (as in A Proverb) can be taken to 
mean ‘always’; ar has (like dom in A Proverb) a fairly wide range of meanings, including ‘honour’, ‘help’, ‘mercy’, 
‘grace’, and ‘prosperity’, and, most importantly, gebideð may mean ‘waits for’ or ‘experiences’, depending on the 
bleached or perfective force of the verbal prefix. This last ambiguity is crucial, for if the solitary man waits without 
relief, then his lot would appear to be a miserable one, but if he experiences the mercy of the Lord, then it is surely a 
happy one. It is perhaps no coincidence that the semantic difficulties of this opening crowd into the first line and largely 
disappear in the concessive section: there are analogous difficulties in A Proverb, and gnomic remarks, as we see 
frequently in Maxims and sometimes in Beowulf, can be enigmatic, or even cryptic. However, if the first line of The 
Wanderer is proverbial, the earlier meaning of gebidan with the full force of the prefix—‘to experience’—is the likelier, 
for proverbs, even contemporary ones like ‘More haste, less speed’, often preserve older or archaic meanings. 
The movement from the proverbial to the qualificatory is followed by an apparent move in the reverse direction, for the 
last clause in the introductory section, wyrd bið ful aræd, seems to be an expression of a general truth couched in gnomic 
syntax: wyrd gives rise to other maxims in the poetry (Bwf 455 Gœð a wyrd swa hio scel, MX. 2.5 wyrd byð swiðost), and 
the X biþ formula is found frequently in Old English maxims. This clause also seems to mark a return to the opaqueness 
of the beginning, for wyrd is well known to be a hard word in Old English, and the manuscript form ar•d is unique. 
Rather mysteriously, therefore, this introduction slips first out of and then back into a sententious mode. These shifts 
contribute significantly to its complexity, for the relationship between the three parts is unclear. The second gnome may 
complete the sense of the first, as suuyltit thi ana is the consequence which completes A Proverb from Winfrid’s Time, 
making the opening lines a gnomic envelope with a concessive heart, a maxim broken open to incorporate a different 
type of material.8 Alternatively, it is possible—though not very likely—that this final remark continues the preceding 
subordinate clause, for, according to the main authorities,9 indicatives are rarely attested in concessive clauses 
introduced by þeah (þe), and, as A.D.Morgan has pointed out, the appearance of an indicative at this point ‘so far from 
þeah þe [might reflect] a weakened sense of dependence’.10 Or we can construe wyrd bið ful aræd 
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as an independent clause which may contain a reflection on both of the preceding clauses. The lack of any punctuation in 
the manuscript before the end of line 5, and the absence of a conjunction connecting wyrd bið ful arœd to the previous 
two clauses, are the principal causes of the lack of syntactic clarity and, hence, of logical coherence in the opening five 
lines. The problem of coherence is not resolved by the ensuing lines: 
Swa cwæð eardstapa,      earfeþa 
gemyndig,  
wraþra wælsleahta,      winemæga hryre. 
Swa may either refer backwards, or it may point forwards.11 If we read swa proleptically, there is a major break between 
the fifth and sixth lines, and the opening stands in some isolation from what follows; if we regard the eardstapa as the 
speaker of the first lines, then the poet’s comment that he spoke whilst remembering various disasters and slaughters 
provides a possible motivation for the initial utterance, but does not throw light on the relation between the parts of that 
utterance. 
It is well known that the rhetoric of the beginning in medieval poetry was both conventional and complex. One of the 
most conventional beginnings was to open with a sententia, a terse expression of any general truth drawn from 
experience or observation. The elegance of this type of opening is most eloquently expressed by the later, but derivative, 
Poetria nova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf: 
If a still more brilliant beginning is desired…make use of a proverb, ensuring that it may not sink to a purely specific 
relevance, but raise its head high to some general truth. See that, while prizing the charm of the unusual, it may not 
concentrate its attention on the particular subject, but refuse, as if in disdain, to remain within its bosom. Let it take a 
stand above the given subject, but look with direct glance towards it. Let it say nothing directly about the subject, but 
derive its inspiration therefrom.12 
We do not know whether the poet of The Wanderer was educated in the rhetorical tradition, but we cannot ignore the 
fact that the openings of many medieval poems are complex and display sententiae, and we should be struck by the 
structural correspondence between such openings and the beginning of The Wanderer. The opacity of the relationship 
between the gnomic opening, the concessive section and the return to the gnomic in the first five lines of the poem, 
together with the obscurity of the link between these lines and what follows, allows us to interpret this opening as an 
example of the ‘brilliant beginning’, the exordium that stands apart from the subject, although inspired by it, and which 
contains a proverb whose specific relevance is unclear. Even if we accept Mitchell and Robinson’s translation of wyrd 
bið ful arœd, an examination of the maxim’s context suggests that the simplicity of the statement that ‘Fate is 
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wholly inexorable!’ is illusory in the face of the plethora of difficulties that this beginning offers. Crudely torn from its 
roots and quoted in isolation, it sounds like a simple fatalistic cliché; viewed in context, it jars, intrigues, and baffles. 
The meaning of proverbial statements is not necessarily congruent with the sum of the meaning of their parts. We should 
distinguish between metaphorical and non-metaphorical maxims: the former, unlike the latter, cannot be understood 
from the ordinary senses of the words they contain, for they depend upon symbolic or cultural information. The 
statement ‘It’s raining cats and dogs’ depends upon a symbolic understanding of ‘cats’ (heavy rains) and ‘dogs’ (strong 
winds), and would probably seem absurd to a speaker of the language who knew only these words’ ordinary meanings. 
On the other hand, ‘Great men have great faults’ is a proverbial excuse which depends upon a pun that can be understood 
by any speaker who knows the relevant senses of ‘great’ (of remarkable ability; of qualities: with reference to degree). If 
wyrd bið ful arœd is a metaphorical maxim—and an Anglo-Saxon may have brought symbolic knowledge to a reading of 
the formulaic situation of the anhaga—its full meaning may no longer be recoverable. If, as I am inclined to think, it is a 
non-metaphorical maxim, its meaning may emerge from a close examination of its parts. The next section of this paper 
looks at the clause word by word. 
WYRD 
The broad, and problematic, semantic range of this word has long been recognised, and its meaning in a number of 
contexts remains uncertain. I will not rehearse here the general analyses of wyrd by the main authorities on the subject,13 
but instead make some remarks on its use in The Wanderer and on how this has been viewed by those who have edited it 
or written about it. Briefly, the meaning of wyrd extends in a variety of directions from its root sense of ‘that which 
happens’ (cf. weorþan ‘to become’), ‘outcome’, ‘event’. In a specialised sense, it may refer to a remarkable event, 
miraculous or terrible. In a generalised sense, it may indicate the course of events. Sometimes, with weakening, it seems 
to mean no more than ‘circumstance’ or ‘situation’. Of greatest interest to critics, however, have been the transferred 
senses arising from a shift away from the event itself to the cause of the event, or to the agent bringing about a 
happening, ‘Fate’, ‘Fortune’, or ‘Providence’, and thence to events brought about by an external agent, that course of 
events to which one is assigned, one’s ‘portion’ or ‘lot’. Both the standard editions of the poem agree with B.J.Timmer 
and assign the instance in line 5b to this last sense: 
Wyrd appears to have here the passive sense of a man’s lot, as suggested by Tlmmer14 
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in general we agree with [Timmer’s] findings. In line 5 wyrd bið ful arœd means ‘man’s lot is fully determined’.15 
This sense implies a determining agent external to the speaker and the anhaga that has power over the course of their 
lives, but the context does not specify the identity of this agent, unless we take it to be the metud (‘lord’, usually ‘the 
Lord God’) of line 2. Timmer argues along this line: 
These words clinch the meaning of the opening lines: In spite of misfortunes, man will often live to see the grace of God, 
he himself cannot alter his lot, it is determined by God.16 
Mitchell and Robinson, however, take metudes miltse to mean ‘the favour of fate’, with metud in an extremely rarely 
attested sense in Old English, illustrated only, perhaps, by Waldere I.19.17 Somewhat inconsistently, their glossary gives 
only one sense for meotod—‘creator’18—and so the reader is left in doubt as to the identity of the destining power. In 
Timmer’s clearer interpretation, the sentiment of line 5b is fatalistic, but this is apparently a joyful fatalism, for the 
anhaga’s destiny is meted out to him by the Christian God. 
The translators of the poem have not, however, followed the lead of its editors. Of the many published translations of this 
verse that I have seen, only R.M.Lumiansky renders it as ‘(a man’s) lot is definitely appointed’, which he glosses as 
‘there is no avoiding one’s lot’.19 Quite frequently, the verse is treated as a complete sentence, and the initial capital of 
the translation ‘Fate’ then introduces an ambiguity. Is the intended sense ‘that which is fated to happen’, or ‘the 
personified figure who controls human destiny’? Where arœd is rendered ‘inexorable’ the ambiguity remains, for both 
people and things may be inexorable. Where arœd is translated as ‘fixed’ or ‘determined’ and ‘Fate’ begins the sentence, 
the sense is still more ambiguous: ‘Fate (the figure) is steadfast of purpose’, or ‘One’s lot is appointed or decreed’, or 
‘Fate (herself) is appointed.’20 In this last interpretation, the opening lines may be taken to express the optimistic notion 
that the anhaga lives in hope of divine grace because he knows that there is a greater power than Fate, possibly the 
metud of the second line. This could confirm the view of Horgan, Erzgräber, and others that the poet was influenced by 
the Boethian idea that fate is itself governed by the timeless and immutable power of Divine Providence.21 No one, 
however, unambiguously translates the clause in this fashion, for the translators usually seem to view it as an expression 
of a gloomy northern fatalism: ‘fate is relentless’, ‘Fate is a moveless thing’, ‘Weird is set fast’.22 G.V.Smithers is 
perhaps typical, translating it ‘Fate is fore-ordained from first to last’, and seeing this as an illustration of ‘the 
fundamental Germanic conviction that the decrees of Fate cannot be resisted’.23 N.F.Blake is untypical of current views, 
but representative of an earlier opinion: 
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the parallel of the Old Norse Urðr suggests that wyrd was a pagan goddess who controlled men’s destinies. There are 
many passages which might support this interpretation, such as Wyrð bið ful arœd (‘Fate is absolutely inexorable’, The 
Wanderer 5).24 
If the anhaga’s destiny is controlled by a pagan goddess, one wonders why he should bother to wait for the mercy of the 
Lord in such uncomfortable circumstances. The general feeling, however, that the clause expresses a deeply gloomy idea 
that appears to set it off, or distance it, from the preceding statements underlies P.L.Henry’s decision to begin the 
eardstapa’s speech at this point: 
The exclamation wyrd bið ful arœd…is to my mind the opening of the first speech. This exclamation is completely out of 
harmony with lines 1–2a and disturbs the train of thought set out there and elaborated in 2b–5a; we wonder what wyrd 
has to do with the Lord’s mercy…. But in connection with the misery and affliction referred to in 6–7 and recounted 
thereafter, the reference to a seemingly immutable fate or fixed series of events is meaningful and apt.25 
There is some sense to this position, but it has not found favour. Those who give a melancholic flavour to line 5b none 
the less generally incorporate this into their opening paragraph and leave it to the reader to make sense of the 
juxtaposition of metudes miltse and wyrd. S.A.J.Bradley, in one of the most widely available translations, gives the 
Opening lines as follows: 
Often the man on his own experiences grace, the mercy of the ordaining Lord—even though for a long time, anxious of 
mind, he has to row laboriously upon the ice-cold sea over the watery way, to travel the paths of exile: fate is 
inexorable.26 
The colon before the last clause suggests continuity of sense, but it is not at all clear how we are supposed to link the 
joyful experience of grace and sombre-sounding inexorability of fate. Abrupt transitions from one idea to another, and 
unexpected, sharp structural breaks are not, however, unattested in the poetry, and the so-called elegies provide a number 
of examples. 
If we accept Timmer’s case that wyrd in 5b is one’s divinely appointed lot, then it must be admitted that the thought of 
the speaker at this juncture is very different from that of the eardstapa ten lines later: 
Ne mæg werig mod      wyrde 
wiðstondan 
Timmer comments that: 
This passage is a variation on the same theme as is expressed in 1. 5: when a man is weary in spirit, he cannot resist his 
lot.27 
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If his portion is ordained by God himself, one may wonder at his wish to resist it, weary or not. And if it is indeed 
ordained by an omnipotent deity, what difference would resistance make? It seems to follow that if the speaker of the 
opening lines is different from that of line 8 and after, then the meaning of wyrd in lines 5 and 15 may be the same, with 
the speakers having different attitudes to it; but if there is only a single speaker then different senses of wyrd in these two 
contexts seem more probable. Dunning and Bliss take the latter position,28 and so argue that wyrd in line 15 does not 
mean ‘one’s lot’, but rather ‘the course of events’.29 Indeed, these editors believe that the word has a new sense in each 
of its four occurrences in the poem—‘man’s lot’ in line 5, ‘the course of events’ in 15, ‘destiny’, ‘the quest for the 
glorious destiny of death in battle’ in 100, and ‘events’ in the phrase wyrda gesceaft, ‘the ordered course of events’, in 
107.30 R.F.Leslie in the main agrees, but sees wyrd seo mœre in line 100 as an emphatic inversion probably indicating 
the personification of wyrd.31 At the other extreme, Bosworth-Toller lists the uses in 5, 15, and 100 all as instances of 
the personified sense, and the translators, though they fail in general to make clear what they mean by ‘fate’, none the 
less are remarkably consistent in glossing wyrd with the same English word throughout their versions. So, Gordon, 
Crossley-Holland, Hieatt, and Bradley on all four occasions offer either ‘fate’ or ‘destiny’; Hamer varies slightly from 
this giving ‘fate’ in three instances, but ‘destiny’ in line 100.32 We may regard the translators’ versions as too 
mechanical, or the editors’ judgments as too subtle, but we probably have to conclude that the other uses of wyrd in the 
poem do not help very much to clarify the sense in line 5b. We know that Old English poems rather frequently display 
word-echo, and that the poets appear to have been fond of paronomasia,33 so, in my opinion, it is not improbable that 
the poet of The Wanderer may here be using traductio, a trope related to both word-echo and paronomasia which occurs 
when the same word is used first in one sense, and then in another—but certainty in the matter is not possible.34 
This brief survey of the treatment of wyrd in 5b shows that the editors and the translators have handled it quite 
differently. The editors prefer the sense ‘lot’, ‘portion’, and see this lot as ordained by the merciful Lord; on the other 
hand, most of the translators offer the less specific, but gloomier ‘fate’, which they do not relate to the miltse that the 
anhaga seeks. In the first view, the opening is coherent and optimistic, but the mood changes abruptly with the 
introduction of the misery of the eardstapa in the next line; in the second, the beginning is disjointed, but its pessimistic 
ending prepares us for the wanderer’s autobiographical confessions. Common to both is the view that this clause is an 
expression of fatalism: whether the solitary man’s destiny is dealt to him by God or Fate, he cannot change it. 
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BIÐ 

Campbell succinctly defines the difference between eom and  in Old English: 

The distinction of the pres. indic, tenses eom and is fairly  well preserved in OE:  expresses what is (a) an 
invariable fact …or (b) the future…or (c) iterative extension into the future …eom expresses a present state provided its 
continuance is not especially regarded.35 
If wyrd bið ful arœd is gnomic, then the first sense which expresses invariable fact is the relevant one; if it is an ordinary 
statement with the sense ‘fate is wholly inexorable’, then this may be construed as an expression of the invariable, or as a 
situation with iterative extension into the future, i.e. at every moment present and to come, fate remains inexorable. 
FUL 
The adverb has the absolute sense ‘entirely’, and the intensifying one ‘very’. The weakening from absolute to relative 
meaning is common in adverbs of quantity.36 There is near universal agreement, however, that ful here has absolute 
force and means ‘fully’,37 ‘wholly’,38 ‘completely’,39 ‘definitely’,40 ‘totally’,41 ‘absolutely’,42 or ‘utterly’.43 Only N.
D.Isaacs construes it as the intensifier.44 Absolute translations suit the supposed fatalism of the verse, but ful is not well 
attested in these senses in the poetry. Indeed, there appear to be only two examples: The Metres of Boethius 26.17 tyn 
winter full ‘fully ten years’, which shows the specialised use of ful with numerals, and Juliana 33 wyrd ne ful cuþe, ‘he 
did not fully understand the situation’, which uniquely in the poetry shows ful modifying a verb. More than two-thirds of 
the ninety-two occurrences of the adverb in the verse are cases in which it intensifies the sense of another adverb (with 
some thirty examples of the phrase ful oft ‘very often’). Where ful modifies an adjective in the poetry, a strong 
intensification may be intended—as in, for example, Maldon 253 ful yrre ‘extremely angry’—but the absolute sense is 
inappropriate.45 If we construe arœd as an adjective, then ful is an intensifier (see below). If we regard it as an adjectival 
past participle, then in theory ful might have either absolute or intensifying force. However, in practice, it is important to 
note a distinction here between the language of Old English prose and verse. In prose, there are examples of ful in an 
absolute sense modifying adjectival past participles. We find, for example, in The Catholic Homilies, full weaxene ‘fully 
grown’, in The Peterborough Chronicle 1083, full gewepnede ‘fully armed’, and in the Leechdoms, full druncen 
‘completely drunk’.46 In the poetry, there are no certain examples of this, and wyrd bið ful arœd is the only 
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possible instance. Eall, ealles, and eallunga are the poetic adverbs with absolute force, and call is the normal adverb in 
the poetry which modifies adjectival past participles in this sense: The Dream of the Rood 20 Eal ic wœs mid sorgum 
gedrefed, The Wife’s Lament 29 eal ic eom oflongad, The Battle of Maldon 314 Her lið ure ealdor eall forheawen.47 If 
arœd is a past participle and ful is an absolute adverb, then the audience may have thought this to be a breach of register 
or a flirtation with the prosaic; on the other hand, if arœd is a past participle and ful an intensifying adverb, those 
accustomed to the poetry might notice here a contrast between the normal poetic syntax for the indication of absolute 
sense (with call) and the unique placement of an adverb with intensifying force in the verse in this position. This contrast 
might serve to underline the intensifying status of the adverb by demarcation from the absolute. 
AR•D 

Dunning and Bliss gloss this unusual form as a syncopated past participle of the first-class weak verb  ‘to 
determine’, following Sedgefield.48 Cassidy and Ringler, and Mitchell and Robinson concur,49 giving the meanings 
‘determine, fix’ and ‘predetermined, inexorable’ respectively. Leslie erroneously cites it as deriving from a second-class 
weak verb.50 Bammesberger acknowledges the overlap between the strong verb rœdan ‘to counsel’ and the weak verb, 
but chooses to derive the latter from Gmc *raid-ija- meaning ‘prepare for riding’, and so translates as ‘prepared, 
arranged’.51 The Supplement to Bosworth-Toller gives it, with a query, as an adjective a-rœd ‘resolute’, and compares 
the forms arœd in Maxims I 191 and arœda in Metres of Boethius 19.22. Pope follows suit, but gives the meanings 
‘determined, inexorable’, and notes the possibility that it may be a shortened form of arœded.52 Sweet also seems to 
agree, for arœd ‘inexorable, fixed’ in his glossary constitutes a separate headword from arœdan.53 K.R.Brooks remarks 
in a review of Leslie that: 
unless we are to accept the manuscript reading in this line as a defective half-line…we must emend arœd to anrœd.54 
Bosworth-Toller lists ‘one-minded, unanimous, agreed, persevering, resolute, prompt, vehement’ as the meanings of 
anrœd. A.L.Klinck is confused, citing arœd as an adjective meaning ‘resolute, unrelenting; appointed’ in the glossary, 
but stating in the textual notes that arœd is: 
possibly equivalent to anrœd, ‘resolute’…accented on the prefix, or more probably mean[s] ‘appointed’ (thus Leslie and 
Dunning-Bliss) and accented on the second syllable.55 
Krapp and Dobbie pass over the form without comment.56 R.F.S.Hamer, in a review of Dunning and Bliss, summarises 
the difficulty: 
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[arœd] may well be a participle…though the rather scanty support for the resulting metrical type is not persuasive; the 
editors themselves express little confidence in Maxims I 191; and Beowulf 183b and 186b are examples of the special wel 
bið þœm þe mot type of formula also found elsewhere (e.g. Wife’s Lament 52b, Phoenix 516b) which one may suspect…
had a special licence. But if arœd is an adjective its meaning remains elusive, and one is not helped by the mysterious 
form arœda in Alfred’s Boethius.57 
So, if we retain the ‘unemended’ arœd,58 we may construe it as an adjective meaning ‘resolute’, and the metre is then 
normal, with stress on the first syllable of the adjective, but we must accept that there is little or no evidence to support 
the existence of this adjective; or we may emend to the better known adjective anrœd and ignore the unique form in the 
manuscript; or we may take the word to be a syncopated past participle stressed on the second syllable, and scan the 
verse as an example of the very rare sub-type of Sievers’s type E, / | x x (x) /. Each of these hypotheses requires some 
discussion. 

(i) The adjective 
The relevant lines in Maxims I are as follows: 
Lot sceal mid lyswe,      list mid 
gedefum;  
þy weorþeð se stan forstolen.  
Oft hy wordum toweorpað,  
ær hy bacum tobreden;  
geara is hwær aræd. 
(lines 187–91) 
T.A.Shippey translates: 
Cheating goes with foul play, skill with what is fair; that is how a piece gets taken. They often hurl words at each other 
before they turn their backs. A resolute man is always ready.59 
The analogy between wyrd bið ful arœd and geara is hwœr arœd seems to be quite strong: both are half-line clauses with 
similar syntactic and metrical structures, and in both the metre is normal if arœd is an adjective with first-syllable stress, 
but abnormal if it is a participle with second-syllable stress. However, the usefulness of the analogy is fundamentally 
compromised by the fact that the Maxims I verse is the only short line in that poem to lack alliteration, and so it may well 
be corrupt. And even if it is not corrupt, the metrical argument in favour of the adjective is gravely weakened by the fact 
that / I x x (x) / does occur in this poem (e.g. 23a, 155a).60 As both adjective and participle seem equally 
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appropriate to the passage’s sense and metre, it does not help to solve the parallel problem in The Wanderer. 
The use of arœd in the Old English Boethius comes in the famous section on the bones of Weland: 
Hwær synt nu þæs Welondes ban, oððe hwa wat nu hwær hi wæron? Oððe hwær is nu se foremæra 7 se arœda Romwara 
here toga, se wæs haten Brutus, oðre naman Cassius?61 
Where now are the bones of Weland, or who now knows where they were? Or where now is the famous and courageous 
consul of the Romans, who was called Brutus, or, by his other name, Cassius? 
Metre 10 versifies the key part of this, thus: 
Hwær is nu se rica Romana wita,  

and se aroda, 
þe we ymb sprecað… 

The form aroda cannot derive from arœdan because the line alliterates on vowels, and it must therefore be either an 
adjective and the past participle of arian ‘to honour’, or the rare adjective arod ‘active, energetic, bold’. The underlying 
prose form arœda may, accordingly, be either a miswritten form of aroda which is given correctly in the verse,62 or the 
adjective arœd,63 or the past participle arœd.64 Because the meanings of all these forms are possible in this context, and 
because we cannot scan the prose, we are unable to decide between these alternatives, and cannot, therefore, use the 
prose form as unambiguous evidence of the existence of an adjective arœd. In the absence of stressed and alliterating 
verse examples, we cannot assert that Old English possessed this word.65 

(ii) The adjective 
The scribe of The Exeter Book omits n on a number of occasions.66 In The Wanderer, the scribe has written mine in line 
22 where the singular minne is probably intended, and freond lease in 28 for freondleasne; he has also written an otiose 
n in lines 14, 59, and 89. In Soul and Body II 48 the scribe seems to have written a for the stressed prefix an-, before 
correcting with a superscript n.67 Accordingly, the suggested emendation of arœd to anrœd is superficially plausible, 
and is not a major disruption of the text. There are, however, objections of another kind to this proposed change. Anrœd 
occurs eight times in the poetry: Andreas 232, 983; Juliana 90, 601, Beowulf 1529, 1575, Maldon 44, 132. In Andreas 
232 the hero is said to be unafraid (ne wœs him bleað hyge 231b) and single-minded (anrœd) in his determination to 
cross the ocean and rescue Matthew; in 983 Andrew is brave (mode rof 984a) and single-minded (anrœd oretta) in his 
decision to enter the city of the Mermedonians; Juliana stands 
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resolute and unafraid (anrœd ond unforht) in the cauldron of molten lead; after his initial difficulties in the fight with 
Grendel’s mother, Beowulf remains resolute (Eft wœs anrœd 1529a) and is angry at the turn of events (yrre oretta 
1532a), and in venturing further into the mysterious hall in search of Grendel after having vanquished his mother, the 
hero is again both angry and resolute (yrre ond anrœd 1575a); just before his powerful reply to the Viking messenger, 
Byrhtnoth in Maldon is angry and resolute as well (yrre and anrœd 44a), and in the hand-to-hand fighting he is said to be 
as resolute as his Viking opponent (swa anrœd 132a), and enraged by battle (Gegremod wearð se guðrinc 138a). In 
seven of the eight examples, then, the condition of being anrœd is one displayed by central heroic figures in combination 
with other heroic virtues like courage and anger at moments of crisis generally before some exploit is undertaken or 
during the undertaking. It is thematically and formulaically associated with words like yrre and oretta. The final example
—Juliana 90—shows this quality ironically applied to the heroine’s father, who is resolute and swollen with fury 
(anrœd…yrre gebolgen) in his efforts to persuade his daughter to marry the pagan Eleusius. It follows, therefore, that if 
the emendation is accepted, we must understand wyrd to be a personification. But the context is quite different in so 
many respects from the ones outlined above. However we characterise wyrd in The Wanderer, we surely cannot see it as 
a heroic figure striving resolutely against the odds, or facing a critical choice that requires this sterling quality. Nowhere 
else in the poetry is wyrd associated with this quality, and the words associated with anrœd do not occur in The 
Wanderer. The emendation therefore seems implausible. 

(iii) The adjectival past participle 
The main objection to this interpretation—the doubt over the existence of / | x x (x) /—has been overplayed. As 
Campbell notes, there is a tendency in West Saxon for syncopation to extend to uninflected dental participles, so that we 
find, for example, gelœdd, gehyd, send beside gelœded, gehyded, sended.68 We can, accordingly, regard the shortened 
form arœd as scribal, and scan the verse as Bliss’s type 1A1c: / | x x x / x.69 This long sub-type of A is relatively rare, 
with only four occurrences in Beowulf,70 the same in Guthlac,71 and two in Maldon (7a, 297b), but it is more frequent 
in the short elegiac and wisdom poems of The Exeter Book (Rim. 56a; Prc. 8b; WfL 23b, 29b; Jg1 3b, 64a, 103b; Rsg. 
27a, 51a, 87b, 89a), and, as Bliss says, in this dip ‘there seems to be no theoretical objection to three unstressed 
syllables’.72 Verse 5b of The Wanderer can then be seen to be most closely related in metre and syntax to that group of 
verses beginning with an initial stressed and alliterating, monosyllabic (or resolved disyllabic), nominal or adjectival 
subject followed by an unstressed copula and a stressed prefixed participial predicate, which finishes the verse and 
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completes the clause. The following are examples from the same group of short poems: 
GfM 45b hond bið gelæred 
Sfr. 80b Dagas sind gewitene 

88b Blæd is gehnæged 
Rim. 47b Flah is geblowen 
Jg1 9b Hat bið onæled 

37b Hat bið acolad 
and there are two also in The Wanderer: 
Wan. 50b Sorg bið geniwad 

55b Cearo bið geniwad 
Such verses usually stand out from their contexts by virtue of being whole clauses, and sometimes—perhaps as a result 
of this fact—their function is parenthetic, as in the two examples from The Wanderer above. Wyrd bið ful arœd(ed) 
differs from these verses only in possessing an extra syllable in the dip. Our attention is drawn by this comparison to that 
extra syllable, the adverb ful which is highlighted by the local dissimilarity in the broader similarity. The poet has 
perhaps stretched his metre and the formulaic syntax to accommodate an extra syllable which, though unstressed, 
acquires contrastive significance. In the conventional translation of the clause—‘Fate is wholly inexorable’—the adverb 
fulfils a dull tautologous role, but if it is perhaps rather to be regarded as the intensifier, then maybe the adapted metre 
and syntax conjoin with the unexpected relativity of sense to give a new edge to what otherwise sounds like a blunt 
commonplace. 
The Supplement to Bosworth-Toller offers four senses for arœdan: I to determine, fix, II to read a riddle, III to read what 
is written, IV to prepare. Aside from the difficult form here and in Maxims I, the verb occurs only twice in the verse, in 
Daniel 733 and 740, and here it is in Bosworth-Toller’s second sense, for Daniel is called upon to decipher the 
mysterious writing on the wall which no one else can read; but this is not the sense in The Wanderer 5b, and there are not 
any lexical or formulaic similarities between these verses to suggest any manner of connotational association. In the 
absence of verse counterparts, we are compelled to turn to Old English prose in the attempt to determine the likeliest 
sense of arœd, and we are fortunate in possessing a very close analogue to the phrasing wyrd bið ful arœd in the prose 
translation of the Epistola Alexandri ad Aristotelem. Alexander, concerned about his future destiny, speaks of his visit in 
India to the two talking trees, the tree of the sun and the tree of the moon, which can tell of a man’s future. He asks the 
tree of the sun whether it will be granted to him to rule the entire world and whether he will ever return home to 
Macedonia, and the tree replies that he will succeed in the first, but that he will never return home. In the Latin, the 
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reason for this according to the tree is quoniam fata tua ita de capite tuo statuerunt73 which the Anglo-Saxon translator 
renders, according to the manuscript, for þon ðin eþel hit swa be þinum heafde 7 fore hafað arœded,74 but the editors 
agree that eþel is a dittographic error for wyrd, repeating eþel from the previous line.75 Davidson and Campbell’s 
translation of the Old English gives this clause as ‘because your fortune has so decided and decreed it upon your 
head’.76 The verb statuo on occasion occurs elsewhere in Latin in contexts with fatum. Fronto compares the powers of 
the emperor with those of the Fates: 
Tanto maior tibi vis et potestas quam fatis attributa est. Fata quid singulis nostrum eveniat statuunt: tu, ubi quid in 
singulos decernis, ibi universes exempla adstringis.77 
C.R.Haines offers the following translation: 
So much greater is your power and authority than is assigned to the Fates. They determine what shall befall us as 
individuals: you by your decisions in individual cases make precedents binding upon all.78 
Statuo here has the sense ‘to establish by authority, decree, appoint’, but it also occurs in combination with fatum in the 
closely related sense ‘to settle, to dispose (matters)’. Silius Italicus in Book XVII of the Punica shows Juno pleading 
with Jupiter for the life of Hannibal. She does not, she says, wish to change events that are already settled by the 
spinning of the three sisters, but asks only for what he has the power to grant (lines 357–62). Jupiter grants her prayer, 
but urges her to prompt action lest battle take Hannibal before her rescue (370–84). The narrator turns from this matter, 
remarking Dum statuit fata Omnipotens urbique ducique79—‘While the Almighty Father thus settled the doom of 
Carthage and of Hannibal’. Although Bosworth-Toller does not mention this sense for arœdan, both Sweet, and Clark 
Hall and Meritt offer the meanings ‘arrange, settle’ in addition to the other senses.80 This sense is confirmed by the Old 
English Bede: 
þæm biscope eac swylce se ilca papa Honorius sende pallium 7 gewrit, in þæm he gesette 7 arædde, þætte swa oft swa 
Cantwareburge biscop oðþe Eoforwiceastre of þissum life geleorde, þætte se ðe lifigende wære þæs hades, hæfde meahte 
oðerne biscop his stowe to halgianne, þær se oðer forðleorde…81 
To this bishop also pope Honorius sent a pallium and a letter, in which he arranged and directed, that as often as the 
bishop of Canterbury or York departed this life, the survivor of this rank should have power to consecrate another 
bishop, in room of the one who had departed… 
(Miller’s translation) 
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Pope Honorius ‘arranged and directed’ that whichever of the bishops of Canterbury and York outlived the other should 
have the power to consecrate his replacement. Or again: 
þeosne mon Adrianus se abbud þæm papan cyðde, 7 sægde þæt he to biscope gehalgad beon meahte: 7 he þæt geþafode. 
Ond hwæðre þis aræddon betweonum him, þæt he se abbud his latteow beon sceolde in Breotone…82 
The abbot Adrianus made him known to the pope, and said that he might be consecrated bishop: and he agreed. However 
they arranged between them, that the abbot should be his guide to Britain… 
(Miller’s translation) 
The pope and abbot Adrianus arrange between them that Adrianus should act as guide to the bishop-elect, Theodore. 
Such evidence suggests that an Anglo-Saxon Latinist might well have understood wyrd and arœdan in wyrd bið ful arœd 
to mean fatum in the sense ‘lot, portion’ (the passive construction confirming the sense, for in classical texts Fate 
disposes, but one’s fate is disposed), and statuere in either the sense ‘to establish by authority, decree’ or ‘to settle, 
arrange’. 
From this we may conclude that the clause may be translated in one of two ways: either as tradition has it, with ful 
unusually an absolute and arœdan in the first meaning (i.e. ‘one’s lot is wholly established by authority’), or in a 
different way with ful as an intensifier and arœdan in the second sense (i.e. ‘one’s lot is very settled’). We may preserve 
something of the ambiguity in Modern English translation by rendering it as ‘one’s lot is highly ordered’, with ‘highly’ 
in both literal and intensifying senses and ‘ordered’ meaning both ‘ordained’ and ‘arranged’. ‘One’s lot is ordained from 
on high’ conveys the idea that the human condition is fixed by a higher authority, whilst ‘one’s lot is very ordered’ 
indicates that it is arranged, probably rightly so, but not necessarily completely so. If this is a valid alternative, then it 
represents a significant step back from the abject fatalism of the more usual translation. The pitilessness connoted by the 
inexorable has no place in it, and the absoluteness of the standard translation of the adverb is replaced by the 
indeterminacy of the intensifier. Are we to prefer one of these translations above the other, or should we regard the 
statement as a pun? The problem with the first translation is mainly that the claim that all is fixed is, as we shall see, an 
odd one for the poet to make in the context of an anhaga who seeks or experiences divine grace, and though it is more 
fitting if it is uttered by the eardstapa, we should certainly have expected a clearer introduction to his speech. There is a 
certain attractiveness to the idea that the ambiguity is an amphibole, a punning ambivalence of grammatical structure 
caused by the lack of punctuation, a superficially sententious gnome elusive on closer 
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examination, spoken by either poet or eardstapa depending which way we read it. But it is hard to see what the function 
of the pun would be, and this interpretation would surely overcomplicate an already very complicated opening. Given the 
rareness in the poetry of absolute use of ful, and the commonness of such use of eall, I am inclined to think that the poet 
would have used the latter if he intended the statement to have absolute meaning. If ful is the intensifier then only the 
sense ‘to settle, arrange’ of arœdan is applicable. This avoids both the fatalism and the tautology of the standard view. 
That which is completely fixed is unalterable by definition, that which is wholly inexorable cannot be averted; on the 
other hand, that which is very settled is not so utterly predictable, and may still be hoped for if to be wished for, or 
struggled against and perhaps averted if unwelcome. 
Does a less fatalistic interpretation suit the context? Medieval Christianity acknowledged the freedom of the human will, 
though the paradoxical relationship between this and the fact of divine foreknowledge of things to come much exercised 
medieval philosophers. The Boethian solution to this problem—known certainly in later Anglo-Saxon times, and perhaps 
known to the poet, as some have suggested—emphatically validated the freedom of the will: God comprehends all time, 
past, present, and future, in a present instant of knowing, in the same way that all aspects of creation are understood by 
the creator, and so the divine foreseeing of future events no more necessitates their happening than human seeing in the 
present necessitates present events. The freedom of the will accordingly remains to mortals inviolate (manet intemerata 
mortalibus arbitrii libertas)83 so justifying the rightfulness of the divine last judgment and the efficacy of prayer. That 
this is the freedom to do what we will, and not merely to will what we will, is shown by the use of arbitrium ‘dominion, 
authority, power’ in this discussion rather than voluntas ‘will, wish, free will’. Boethius makes clear, however, that not 
all are equally free: 
‘in this close-linked series of causes, is there any freedom of our will, or does this chain of fate also bind even the 
motions of men’s minds?’ ‘Freedom there is,’ she said, ‘for there could not be any nature rational, did not that same 
nature possess freedom of the will… but this freedom is not, I am sure, equal in all of them. For heavenly, divine 
substances possess penetrating judgement, an uncorrupted will, and the ability to achieve what they desire. But human 
souls must indeed be more free when they preserve themselves in the contemplation of the divine mind; less free, 
however, when they slip down to the corporeal and still less free when they are bound into earthly limbs…’84 
And as any medieval Christian knew, not all events occur equally as the consequence of human free will. St Paul, in the 
Epistle to the Ephesians, 
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remarks upon the independent and free operation of divine grace: ‘He predestined us to be adopted sons, to the praise of 
the glory of his grace.’85 Grace may be worked for, but cannot thereby be achieved, for God dispenses his gifts of grace 
as he sees fit.86 It is entirely reasonable to suppose that the poet of The Wanderer viewed divine grace and the nature of 
human freedom in this light for, although these ideas are complex in their implications, they were orthodox in medieval 
Christian theology. The anhaga whose mind is turned to Fœder on heofonum (115) is freer, we may suppose, than the 
eardstapa who remembers in eorðscrœfe eorl (84) and whose language is so heavily burdened with words denoting 
binding (binde 13; bindað 17; feterum sœlan 21; ofer waþema gebind 24, 57; gebindað 40; cf. constringit, colligantur in 
the Boethius passage). But the anhaga has no control over the working of God’s grace, even though he may be thought, 
by virtue of his long and difficult sojourn on the ocean, to have merited grace. On the other hand, the anhaga’s 
peregrination, if it can properly be construed as an eschewing of the material and a search for spiritual reward, is not 
necessarily valueless in this respect, for it demonstrates the depth and continuity of his desire for grace. The desire for 
grace, as Augustine recognised, ‘is itself the beginning of grace’.87 We can, then, connect the adverb ful with the 
previous adverbs oft and longe: because the anhaga frequently searches for, or is often privileged to live to see, the grace 
of God, and because he has for long endured the miseries of life in isolation on the ocean, his portion can be seen as 
highly ordered, and shaped both by his choice and by divine disposition. The experience of the anhaga at the start must 
be associated with the claim of the snottor at the end that it will be well for the person who seeks for grace (him …are 
gebideð 1; him are seceð 114). The repetition and parallelism strengthen our sense on rereading that the anhaga is active 
in his search for divine favour, and not just a passive recipient of it, and that his activity may be rewarded with the 
complete security of eternal life in heaven. The poet cannot state that the search for grace will necessarily lead to the 
receipt of it, but he can say that searching is a good thing, and the poem’s didactic conclusion is surely meant to direct 
the reader towards the good search. Wyrd bið ful arœd is not an expression of a miserable determinism,88 and not a 
simple expression of an optimistic one either. The anhaga and the snottor have freed themselves from earthly concerns, 
and the poem attempts to enact the same process in the reader by metamorphosing the eardstapa’s self-imposed search 
for a replacement gold-giver into one for a heavenly Lord.89 
NOTES 
1  See B.Mitchell and F.C.Robinson, eds, A Guide to Old English, 5th edn (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), pp. 269 and 271n. 
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2  Mitchell and Robinson, Guide, p. 269. 
3  Quotations from Old English poems are cited from G.P.Krapp and E.V.K. Dobbie, eds, The Exeter Book, Anglo-

Saxon Poetic Records 3 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931–53). 
4  For a discussion of the difficulties, see E.G.Stanley, ‘The Oldest English Poetry Now Extant’, Poetica (Tokyo) 2 

(1974), pp. 1–24 at 7–8, rep. in his A Collection of Papers with Emphasis on Old English Literature, Publications of 
the Dictionary of Old English 3 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), pp. 115–38 at 121–2. 

5  On introductory formulas in the poetry, see A.C.Bartlett, The Larger Rhetorical Patterns in Anglo-Saxon Poetry 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1935), ch. 7 (A), pp. 91–6. 

6  A Proverb from Winfrid’s Time is quoted in a letter, by an anonymous writer, to a cleric, in which the author 
encourages the recipient to undertake his planned journey (probably a mission). 

7  For the possibility that Bede’s Death Song may be another example of an apt poetic quotation before a journey (that 
of death, neidfaerae), see B.Colgrave and R.A.B.Mynors, eds, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1969), pp. 580–1 n. 4. 

8  Verses 2a and 5b do not form an alliterative line, but metud and wyrd are associated rather frequently in the poetry. 
See, for example, The Seafarer 115–16, Maxims I 7–9, Beowulf 2526–7’, 2814–15. On envelope patterns, see 
Bartlett, Rhetorical Patterns, ch. 2. 

9  See R.Quirk, The Concessive Relation in Old English Poetry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954), pp. 28–34, 
and B.Mitchell, Old English Syntax, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), II, pp. 720–2, 729, 737. 

10  A.D.Horgan, ‘The Wanderer—a Boethian Poem?’, Review of English Studies 38 (1987), pp. 40–6 at 40 n. 4. 
11  On this problem, see B.Mitchell, ‘Some Syntactical Problems in The Wanderer’, in his On Old English: Selected 

Papers (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988), pp. 101–3. 
12  Quoted from Poetria Nova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf, trans. M.F.Nims (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 

Studies, 1967), p. 20. Examples are given on p. 22. For examples in English literature, see, for instance, the openings 
of Chaucer’s The Parliament of Fowls and Henryson’s The Testament of Cresseid. On the medieval use of sententiae 
and the rhetoric of the exordium, see E.R. Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. W.R.Trask 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1953), pp. 57–61 and 85–9. 

13  See B.J.Timmer, ‘Wyrd in Anglo-Saxon Prose and Poetry’, Neophilologus 26 (1940–1), pp. 24–33, 213–28 (The 
Wanderer is discussed at 220–3); G.W.Weber, ‘Wyrd’: Studien zum Schicksalsbegriff der altenglischen und 
altnordischen Literatur, Frankfurter Beiträge zur Germanistik 8 (Berlin: Gehlen, 1969). 

14  R.F.Leslie, ed., The Wanderer (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1966), p. 66. 
15  T.P.Dunning and A.J.Bliss, eds, The Wanderer (London: Methuen, 1969), p. 72. 
16  Timmer, ‘Wyrd’, p. 222. 
17  Mitchell and Robinson, Guide, p. 271 n. 
18  Mitchell and Robinson, Guide, p. 339. 
19  R.M.Lumiansky, ‘The Dramatic Structure of the Old English Wanderer’, Neophilologus 34 (1950), pp. 104–12 at 

106. 
20  Apart from Mitchell and Robinson, other such ambiguous translations are offered by C.L.Wrenn, A Study of Old 

English Literature (London: Harrap, 
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1967), p. 142 (‘Fate is inexorable’); J.Mandel, ‘Contrast in Old English Poetry’, Chaucer Review 6 (1971–2), pp. 1–
13 at 8 (‘Fate is fully determined’); C.B. Hieatt, ‘Beowulf’ and Other Old English Poems (Toronto: Bantam, 1983), 
p. 105 (‘Destiny cannot be changed’); M.Swanton, English Literature before Chaucer (London: Longman, 1987), p. 
105 (‘Fate is utterly fixed’). In all these the verse is a separate sentence. 

21  See Lumiansky, ‘Dramatic Structure’, W.Erzgräber, ‘Der Wanderer: eine Interpretation von Aufbau und Gehalt’, in 
H.Viebrock and W.Erzgräber, eds, Festschrift zum 75. Geburtstag von Theodor Spira (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 
1961), pp. 57–85, and Morgan, ‘The Wanderer’. 

22  See, respectively, R.Hamer, A Choice of Anglo-Saxon Verse (London: Faber & Faber, 1970), p. 175; G.Bone, Anglo-
Saxon Poetry: an Essay with Specimen Translations in Verse (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1943), p. 68; and M.
Alexander, Old English Literature (New York: Schocken, 1983), p. 112. 

23  G.V.Smithers, ‘Destiny and the Heroic Warrior in Beowulf’, in J.L.Rosier, ed., Philological Essays: Studies in Old 
and Middle English Language and Literature in Honour of H.D.Meritt (The Hague: Mouton, 1970), p. 74. A number 
of translators unambiguously interpret wyrd as the personification Fate, or as the decree of this figure; note, for 
example, E.H.Hickey, ‘The Wanderer, from the English of Cynewulf’, Academy 19 (1881), p. 355 (‘O Fate, who art 
cruelty’); The Exeter Book, Part I: Poems I-VIII, ed. I.Gollancz, EETS OS 104 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1895), p. 287 (‘Fate is full stubborn’); C.C. Abbott, ‘Three Old English Elegies’, Durham University Journal 36 
(1943–4), pp. 76–9 at 76 (‘Unbending is Wyrd’); S.B.Greenfield, ‘The Wanderer: a Reconsideration of Theme and 
Structure’, in G.H.Brown, ed., Hero and Exile: the Art of Old English Poetry: Stanley B.Greenfield (London: 
Hambledon Press, 1989), pp. 133–47 at 147 (‘spinning out his lot as decreed by Fate’); C.Larrington, A Store of 
Common Sense: Gnomic Theme and Style in Old Icelandic and Old English Wisdom Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1993), p. 188 (‘Fate is completely determined!’, where the clause is preceded by a colon). 

24  N.F.Blake, The English Language in Medieval Literature (London: Methuen, 1977), p. 85. Compare the earlier view, 
for example, of E.E.Wardale in Chapters on Old English Literature (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1935), who 
states that the sentiment of verse 5b is ‘purely heathen’. On this outmoded view of the literature see E.G.Stanley, The 
Search for Anglo-Saxon Paganism (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1975). 

25  P.L.Henry, The Early English and Celtic Lyric (London: George Allen, 1966), pp. 169–70. 
26  S.A.J.Bradley, Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London: Dent, 1982), p. 322. The link between lines 1–5a and 5b is not clarified 

either by those who choose to punctuate the mid-line pause in line 5 not with a full stop or a colon, but with a semi-
colon. See, for example, R.M.Hogg, The Cambridge History of the English Language, vol. 1: The Beginnings to 
1066 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), p. 22 (‘fate is fully determined’), and M.R.Godden, in chapter 
8 of the same volume, ‘Literary Language’, p. 495 (‘fate is fully fixed’). 

27  Timmer, ‘Wyrd’, p. 222. 
28  ‘We see The Wanderer as a dramatic monologue with the poet intervening at lines 6–7, 88–91 and 111 to indicate the 

speaker at the main stages, as it were, of his development’ (Dunning and Bliss, The Wanderer, pp. 79–80). 
29  Dunning and Bliss, The Wanderer, pp. 72–3. 
30  Dunning and Bliss, The Wanderer, p. 140. 
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31  Leslie, The Wanderer, p. 87. 
32  R.K.Gordon, Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London: Dent, 1926), K.Crossley-Holland and B.Mitchell, The Battle of Maldon 

and Other Old English Poems (London: Macmillan, 1967), Hieatt, Beowulf and Other, Bradley, Anglo-Saxon Poetry, 
Hamer, A Choice, respectively. 

33  On the use of this trope in the poetry, see R.Frank, ‘Some Uses of Paronomasia in Old English Scriptural Verse’, 
Speculum 47 (1972), pp. 207–26. 

34  We do not know whether Old English poets were schooled in classical rhetoric. For the view that the poet of The 
Wanderer may have had some knowledge of this, see J.J.Campbell, ‘Learned Rhetoric in Old English Poetry’, 
Modern Philology 63 (1965–6), pp. 189–201, esp. 199. 

35  A.Campbell, Old English Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), pp. 350–1. 
36  On intensification in Old English, see S.M.Ingersoll, Intensive and Restrictive Modification in Old English, 

Anglistische Forschungen 124 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1978). Relevant here is her statement that ‘Usually those 
adverbs which express an absolute quantity eventually weaken when used intensively, so that they come to express 
merely a high degree’ (p. 155). 

37  So Hogg, Cambridge History, Godden, Cambridge History, and T.A.Shippey, Old English Verse (London: 
Hutchinson, 1972), p. 58 (‘Events are fully determined’). 

38  So Dunning and Bliss, The Wanderer, p. 132, and Mitchell and Robinson, Guide, p. 255n. 
39  So Leslie, The Wanderer, p. 93; Larrington, A Store, p. 188; and cf. F.G.Cassidy and R.N.Ringler, Bright’s Old 

English Grammar and Reader, 3rd edn (New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1971), p. 426, ‘fully, wholly, 
completely’. 

40  So Lumiansky, ‘Dramatic Structure’, p. 106. 
41  See, for example, A.Bammesberger, Linguistic Notes on Old English Poetic Texts, Anglistische Forschungen 189 

(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1986), p. 65: ‘It seems quite clear that the half-line must mean something like ‘‘fate is 
totally unchangeable”’. 

42  So N.Kershaw, ed. and trans., Anglo-Saxon and Norse Poems (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922), p. 9 
(‘Fate is absolutely fixed’), Blake, English Language, p. 85, and Horgan, The Wanderer, p. 41. 

43  So Swanton, English Literature, p. 105. 
44  N.D.Isaacs, Structural Principles in Old English Poetry (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1968), p. 53 

(‘Fate is very resolute’). 
45  Cf. also, Jul. 464 ful strong, Wife 1 ful geomorre. For further instances, see N.Peltola, ‘Observations on 

Intensification in Old English Poetry’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 72 (1971), pp. 649–90 at 675. 
46  See, in R.L.Venezky and A.diP. Healey’s A Microfiche Concordance to Old English (Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 1980), the references AECHom. 1 16 (App) 171.4, ChronE 1083.9 and Lch. 1 (Herb) 150.1.5 respectively in 
the entry for full. 

47  Peltola, ‘Observations’, lists further examples on pp. 680–1. There are occasions when it is not readily possible to 
distinguish between adjectival and adverbial eall. 

48  Dunning and Bliss, The Wanderer, p. 129, after W.J.Sedgefield, ed., An Anglo-Saxon Verse-Book (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1922), p. 154. 

49  Cassidy and Ringler, Bright’s Old English, p. 397, Mitchell and Robinson, Guide, p. 287. 
50  Leslie, The Wanderer, p. 91. 
51  Bammesberger, Linguistic Notes, pp. 65–6. 
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52  J.C.Pope, ed., Seven Old English Poems (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1966), p. 150. 
53  Sweet’s Anglo-Saxon Reader in Prose and Verse, rev. D.Whitelock (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), p. 300. 
54  Modern Language Review 63 (1968), pp. 157–9 at 158. 
55  A.L.Klinck, ed., The Old English Elegies: a Critical Edition and Genre Study (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University 

Press, 1992), pp. 107 and 381. 
56  They fail to mention any of the interpretative difficulties of the first five lines; see Krapp and Dobbie, Exeter Book, p. 

288. 
57  Medium Ævum 40 (1971), pp. 262–6 at 265. Old English past participles inflect as adjectives. The zero inflection is 

normal in the nominative singular of long-stemmed feminines. 
58  The manuscript has ared with cedillaed •, but all the editions normalise the form to arœd. Hooked e occurs 

occasionally in Old English and Latin for either œ or e. According to the textual notes in Krapp and Dobbie, Exeter 
Book, there are some fifteen instances in The Exeter Book. A.S.Cook regards the hook as a correction; see A.S.Cook, 
ed., The Christ of Cynewulf (Boston: Ginn, 1900), p. 1, note to line 10. 

59  T.A.Shippey, ed., Poems of Wisdom and Learning (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1976), p. 73. For a discussion of the 
problems presented by these lines, see B.C.Williams, ed., Gnomic Poetry in Anglo-Saxon (New York: AMS Press, 
1966), p. 146. 

60  The relevant evidence is discussed by A.Bliss, ‘Single Half-Lines in Old English Poetry’, Notes and Queries 216 
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Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954), pp. 347–57, for the notion of nicks, or windows of 
opportunity, in the web of destiny. 

89  I would like to thank Professor Malcolm Godden, Ms Louise Pickering, and Mr Alan Ward for their criticisms of an 
earlier draft of this paper. They gave their time generously and made a number of very helpful suggestions. 
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9 Old English swefn and Genesis B line 720 
Antonina Harbus 
In the Old English account of the Fall of humankind in Genesis B, the forbidden fruit eaten by Adam and Eve is 
described as an instrument of death: 
     He æt þam wife onfeng  
helle and hinnsið,      þeah hit nære haten swa,  
ac hit ofetes noman      agan sceolde;  
hit wæs þeah deaðes swefn      and deofles 
gespon,  
hell and hinnsið      and hæleða forlor,  
menniscra morð,      þæt hie to mete dædon,  
ofet unfæle 
(lines 717b–23a)1 
He took from that woman hell and death, though it was not called this, but had to take the name of fruit; yet it was the 
sleep of death and the persuasion of the devil, hell, and death and the perdition of mankind, the death of men, that unholy 
fruit which they ate. 
The poet laments the Fall by reiterating the idea of death in this passage, and by explicating the symbolic value of the 
fruit. There seems to be nothing remarkable about this description, fine though it is, and indeed scholars have had little to 
say about it.2 The most recent edition by Doane, well supplied with annotation and commentary, does not linger on these 
lines.3 But the unique phrase deaðes swefn does invite comment, especially in its proximity to deofles gespon: the line 
evokes the psychological significance of the fruit-taking. Swefn and gespon are conceptually parallel here, ‘sleep’ and 
‘persuasion’4 both indicating the clouding or distortion of the rational faculty as a result of a stronger influence. The poet 
has increased the correspondence between deception and persuasion by employing the term swefn for ‘sleep’, rather than 

the more common , perhaps in order to take advantage of the usual connotation of swefn ‘dream’. Most of the time, 
OE swefn connotes ‘dream’ and only rarely 
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‘sleep’, which is somewhat surprising in view of the subsequent development of this word.5 But not only is the phrase 
deaðes swefn unique; this is in fact the only instance in Old English poetry of swefn apparently meaning ‘sleep’. The 
range and uses of swefn in the Old English corpus must be surveyed before attempting to determine its evocative force in 
Genesis B. The apparent anomaly created by the usual semantic value of the word and the immediate context of swefn 
here will in turn raise questions about the assumed circumstances of the poem’s composition and its relationship to the 
Old Saxon source. 
Swefn, a strong neuter noun, is the most common Old English word for ‘dream’,6 although its scope includes the more 
general connotation ‘sleep’. While gesihð is the usual gloss for Lat. visio, swefn is the choice for its own etymological 
relations somnium ‘dream’, and somnus ‘sleep’. All standard Old English dictionaries list ‘sleep’ as the primary meaning 
of swefn and ‘dream’ as the secondary one on the basis of etymology.7 ‘Sleep’ must have been the original and general 
connotation of the word before its application became restricted to refer primarily to a vision in sleep, a dream. 
Linguistic evidence suggests that the ‘sleep’ sense of swefn is the etymologically primary one; however, the ‘dream’ 
sense is closely related and arrives early on the scene. Since sleep is an essential component of a dream, it is not 
surprising that the meaning of swefn has developed in this manner. Primitive Gmc *swefno- and IE 

 probably had a ‘dream’ as well as a ‘sleep’ sense, for which Pokorny cites separate Indo-

European stems: *supno-s ‘sleep’ and  ‘dream’.8 Greek and Latin evidence, where pairs of similar 
words for these concepts exist, supports this theory of dual origins: Gk hupnos ‘sleep’ and enupnion ‘dream’; Lat. 
somnus ‘sleep’ and somnium ‘dream’.9 
Single cognates point to the same conclusions. While there is no Gothic or Old High German word in the swefn 

family,10 there is the OS  which is attested only in the restricted sense ‘dream’, but like OE swefn, must have 

originally denoted ‘sleep’.11 The Old Saxon language contains other words for both ‘sleep’ ( ) and ‘dream’ (drôm), 
which could account for the relatively few occurrences of sweban.12 The cognate Old Norse svefn usually means ‘sleep’ 
when used in the singular and unambiguously ‘dream’ when in the plural.13 
Attestations in Old English, however, suggest that the ‘dream’ connotation of swefn is more current than ‘sleep’, which 

is usually denoted by the common term  (about 300 times).14 In all its variant spellings, swefn occurs also about 
300 times in the Old English corpus.15 Just twenty-three of these definitely denote only ‘sleep’, and all the remaining 
occurrences connote ‘vision in sleep, dream’, including a handful of ambiguous examples which could be construed as 
either ‘sleep’ or ‘dream’. Only reference to the individual context and source text can arbitrate in the 
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matter, but often without complete resolution. ‘Sleep’ is essential to both connotations, unlike ‘dream’, so unless there is 
some indicator of ‘dream’, such as the capacity of a swefn to be recounted or interpreted, one cannot be sure that more 
than ‘sleep’ is implied. 
Of the twenty-three occurrences of swefn denoting ‘sleep’, all but one exist in non-poetic texts and translate or gloss Lat. 
somnus ‘sleep’. Fifteen (taking into account multiple manuscript readings) occur in psalter glosses. PsGlE 3.6 has: Ego 
dormivi et sompnum coepi: ic slep & swefne ic onfeng ‘I slept and took to sleep’ (C hnappunge, G slœp, AB slepan 

ongon). The proximity of  and swefn and the presence of Lat. somnus confirm that the translator intended swefn to 
denote ‘sleep’.16 Frequently, the Anglo-Saxon penchant for gloss pairs or synonymous doublets rendering a single Latin 
term gives additional support for the ‘sleep’ reading. PsGlE 75.6 has Dormierunt somnum suum: hie slepon sleep 

swefne ‘They slept their sleep or sleep’ (DHK swefnum (for swefnu), FG forms of stefnum for swefnum (for swefnu), 
and ABCIJPPs forms of slœp). Similarly, at PsGIG 126.2, Dederit dilectis suis somnum: he sylð gecorenum his swefn 

slœp ‘He gave sleep or sleep to his chosen ones’ (DJK swefn, I swefetu slœp, ABCEFPPs forms of slœp). Finally, 

PsGIG 131.4 has Si dedero somnum oculis meis: gif ic sylle swefen slœp eagan mine ‘If I should give sleep or sleep to 

my eyes’ (I swefnu slœp, D swefn, J swefen, ABCEFPPs forms of slœp). 
Three of the remaining seven prose occurrences are in the Old English translation of the Gospel of Matthew. One of the 

three manuscript groups (CpH) has on swefnum for 1:20, glossing in somnis, while Li. has In suoefnum in slepe, and 
Ru. has In slepe; and similarly, CpH has Of swefene for a somno in 1:24, while LiRu. have: Of/from slepe. All three 
manuscript groups gloss John 11:13 with similar constructions: CpH Be swefnes slœpe ‘By the sleep of sleep’, LiRu. 
forms of from slepe ðœs suœfnes ‘from the sleep of that sleep’ for de dormitione somnii ‘from the repose of sleep’.17 

The final prose occurrence of swefn ‘sleep‘ is in the Durham Ritual Gloss, 2 at 181.5: Slep svoefen for sompnum. 
All the above examples occur in prose within glossed texts, and unambiguously connote ‘sleep’, unlike the sole poetic 
instance of swefn in Genesis B, cited above. This occurrence is difficult to construe precisely because swefn more usually 
denotes ‘dream’ in Old English texts, especially in the poetry. In fact, in about 270 of the 300-odd instances, swefn 
embraces the more restricted sense ‘dream’. Of these, twenty are found in poetic contexts. Since poetry amounts to about 
6 per cent of the corpus, this proportion is not remarkable. Fifteen of the instances occur in Daniel, which, again, is not 
surprising, in view of the prophetic subject matter. These poetic occurrences of swefn must be examined briefly with an 
aim to enlightening the Genesis B instance. Nebuchadnezzar’s first dream perplexes his audience: 
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Ne meaht þa seo mænigeo      on [þam 
meðelstede  
þurh witigdom      wihte aþencean  
ne ahicgan,      þa hit forhæfed gewearð  
þætte hie sædon      swefn cyninge,  
wyrda gerynu 
(lines 145–9a) 
Then the multitude in that forum could not resolve nor think out anything by means of wisdom when it was prohibited 
that they should tell the dream, the secrets of fated events, to the king. 
In this context of recounting an experience, swefn clearly denotes ‘dream’, especially as it is in apposition to wyrda 
gerynu ‘secrets of fated events’, stressing the prophetic potential of a dream. The dream is also described as a vehicle of 
secrets later: Cuð is þœt me Daniel dyglan swefnes/soð gesœde (481–2a) ‘It is known that Daniel told me the truth of the 
secret dream.’ 
There are also three instances of swefn ‘dream’ in Genesis A in the episode where God urges Abimelech to return Sarah 
to Abraham. Again, the context restricts the connotation of the word. The dream is a unilateral means of divine 
communication: God speaks ðurh swefn (lines 2636, 2654) ‘through a dream’, whereas Abimelech can reply only 
through his sleeping consciousness, þurh slœp (line 2642). Abimelech experiences the dream passively and is unable to 
participate in the use of the divine channel of speech. The dream has authority: Abimelech’s retainers fear the sweng 
œfter swefne (line 2672) ‘the blow according to (recounted in) the dream’. 
Another poetic instance of swefn occurs in an unambiguous context, in the introduction to The Dream of the Rood. Here 
it stands in an emphatic position, the first stressed, alliterating syllable in the opening line: Ic swefna cyst secgan wylle 
(line 1) ‘I will recount the best of dreams.’ Since one cannot recount a sleep, the restricted denotation of swefn is 
affirmed. The final instance occurs in Elene, where the textual environment and especially the visual specification of 

 exclude connotations other than ‘dream’:18 
Þa wearð on slæpe      sylfum ætywed  
þam casere,      þær he on corðre 
swæf,  
sigerofum gesegen      swefnes woma 
(lines 69–71) 
Then the disturbance of a dream appeared in sleep to the emperor himself, seen by the victorious one where he slept 
amidst his troop. 
The precise context of swefn in this citation deserves comment. The specifically poetic collocation, swefnes woma, 
construed in various ways 
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by modern translators (including ‘dream vision’, ‘tumult of a dream’, ‘revelation of a dream’, ‘horror of a dream’) is 

problematic in that the exact denotation of  is disputed and therefore the sense of the phrase is uncertain. 

 is related to , ‘sound, noise’, and is cognate with ON ómr ‘sound’,19 but a definition restricted to aural 
phenomena does not suit all contexts. In the Old English corpus, the phrase swefnes woma appears on only three other 
occasions, all in Daniel. The first two occur in fairly close succession: 
Þa þam folctogan      on frumslæpe,  
siððan to reste gehwearf      rice 
þeoden,  
com on sefan hwurfan      swefnes 
woma 
(lines 108–10) 
To that leader of the people, in his first sleep, the powerful prince, after he had turned to his rest, the disturbance of a 
dream came turning into his mind. 
Just a few lines later, we are told: Nœs him bliðe hige, / ac him sorh astah, swefnes woma (lines 118–19) ‘He was not 
happy in his mind, but sorrow assailed him, the disturbance of the dream.’ The aural disturbance now has an emotional 
impact, so ‘noise’ does not suit both of these citations, whereas ‘disturbance’ covers both nuances. Similarly, the third 
instance in Daniel, where the dream is said to evoke terror, calls for a non-noise-specific definition: 
Þa he secgan ongan      swefnes woman,  
heahheort and hæðen      hedges wisa,  
ealne þone egesan      þe him eowed 
wæs 
(lines 538–40) 
Then the proud and heathen leader of the troop began to relate the disturbance of the dream, all the terror which had been 
shown to him. 

Gradon follows Schücking in assigning a meaning of ‘harbinger, revelation’ to ,20 Farrell suggests ‘noise, 
announcement’,21 and the standard Old English dictionaries favour ‘noise’ or ‘tumult’.22 ‘Disturbance’ more closely 
fits the connotations of the four occurrences.23 

The matter is complicated by the fact that  is not confined to dreams, but is also found with reference to battle 
wiges woma (El. 18; And. 1355) ‘clash of battle, glory’; wuldres woma (Ex. 100) ‘sound of glory’; and winter: wintres 
woma (Wand. 103) ‘tumult of winter’. It also occurs, unqualified, in Ex. 200: þa se woma cwom ‘Then the disturbance 
came’, referring to lamentation or loud noise of some description. The fact that the word exists here unqualified supports 
the suggestion of an all-embracing primary connotation like ‘disturbance’. 
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 compounds are helpful here, for they refer to phenomena where change and disturbance, as well as noise, are 

present:  (Ex. 344, GuthB 1218),  (GuthB 1292, And. 125), both ‘the crack of dawn, 

daybreak’;24  (And. 219, Jul. 136,663) ‘the clash of battle’; and  (ChristB 835 and C 

999) ‘the clash of the heavens’. These instances lend support to the notion that  always has connotations of 
upheaval and dramatic change which seem to develop from its etymological sense, ‘noise’. Swefnes woma, therefore, is 

most likely to connote ‘disturbance of a dream’, where the  refers to the effect of the arrival of the dream on the 
dreamer’s psyche, and communicates the aural aspect of the experience. 
While these, the poetic instances of swefn, quite clearly denote ‘dream’, the prose examples, although far more 
numerous, are at times less straightforward. Many instances, however, are not problematic, especially those which are 
glosses or close translations. In these cases, swefn almost always glosses somnium: Engel drihtnes aetaeaude in soefne: 
angelus domini apparuit in somnio25 ‘The angel of the lord appeared in a dream’; and Somnium non habet effectum: 
swefen nœfð gefremincge26 ‘The dream has no effect.’ 
Although swefn is the usual gloss to somnium, it is also occasionally found as a gloss to visio: per uisum: ðerh soefen27 
‘through a vision: through a dream’ (RuCpH forms of þurh/in gesihþe, the more likely gloss). This gloss may 
demonstrate confusion stemming from the coincidence of the semantic ranges of gesihð and swefn at some points. Swefn, 
like gesihð, is at times closely associated with revelation, whereby its ‘dream’ sense is specified: He oft œr his monnum 
foresœgde, ðœt he mid onwrignesse his swœfnes ongete28 ‘He often prophesied to his men what he had perceived 
through the revelation of his dream.’ 
But swefn is not restricted to the prophetically accurate type of dream which can come only from God. It can also more 
generally connote the dream’s powers of concealment or obscuration, and by extension, deception or illusion; it is 
precisely this connotation that is interesting in the context of the Genesis B citation. At one point in the prose corpus, a 
dream is said to be as transitory and as immaterial as a shadow: Ealswa sceadu hi gewitan, ealswa swefen hi 
fordwinon29 ‘They went like shadows, disappeared like a dream’. The dream, like the waking vision, can also be a 
vehicle for illusion: þonne gif hwa besmiten beo on swefne for þœre flœsclican tydernesse nah he þœs geweald30 ‘Then 
if someone is defiled in a dream on account of weakness of the flesh, he does not have control over it.’ Although 
syntactically swefn could be construed as ‘sleep’ here, contextually it is unlikely, for the passage is derived from Pope 
Gregory’s discussion on the temptations of delusive dreams, recounted in Bede’s Ecclesiastical History: 
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Forþon se mon bið bismrad swa swa þurh swefn, se ðe costad bið mid unclænnesse, ond þonne mid soðum onlicnessum 
in geþohte bið bismiten.31 
This someone is deluded, as if by a dream, who is tempted with uncleanness, and then is defiled with real imaginings in 
thought. 
The Old English translation of Gregory’s Dialogues has a lengthier definition of the causes of dreams which include 
deception: 
Hwilum þa swefn acunniað…for bysmrung þæs costiendan feondes, hwilum he beoð acænde of þam geþohte, þe se man 
þænceþ, & samod eac þær mid of þæs feondes bysmrunge.32 
Sometimes dreams are caused…by the deception of the tempting enemy, sometimes they are caused by that thought 
which man thinks together with the deception of the enemy. 
Despite the relatively clear meaning of the majority of swefn instances, where the relevant connotations of ‘dream’ are 
communicated by the textual environment, there are some occurrences which are ambiguous. In these instances, neither 
context nor source text solves the problem. Most of these cases include the phrase on swefne: for example, þa œteowde 
Sebastianus on swœfne anre wudewan33 ‘Then Sebastian appeared in sleep/a dream to a widow’; and Swa swa him on 
swefene œteowde wœs34 ‘As was shown to him in sleep/a dream’. Now, although ‘dream’ seems to be the more obvious 
choice in these examples (and in a similar case, it is even more likely because in somnio is being translated),35 there are 
other occasions where the same construction is used with slœp: Æteowde him godes engel on slœpe36 ‘God’s angel 
appeared to him in sleep’ (J on slœpe); and Ða œtywde sanctus Adrianus hire on ðœm slœpe37 ‘then Saint Adrian 
appeared to her in that sleep’. In any case, if something is ‘shown’ or ‘appears’ in sleep, the implication is that a dream is 
involved in the experience.38 One Old English account of St Martin’s dream initially omits any direct reference to the 
dream, and communicates the revelation in the context of what is ‘seen’ in sleep: þes eadiga wer slepte, & þa geseah he 
Crist sylfne39 ‘This blessed man slept and then he saw Christ Himself.’ 
Perhaps some writers were aware of the possible misconstruction of the phrase on swefne and purposefully clarified the 
context. The Daniel-poet has made the issue absolutely clear with On slœpe swefen œtywed (495) ‘A dream appeared in 
sleep’, and On slœpe onwoc, swefn wœs œt ende (523) ‘He awoke from sleep, the dream was finished.’ The same 
clarification is found in prose: Heo wearð þa on slœpe and on swefne geseah þa eadigan Agnen40 ‘She was then asleep 
and saw the blessed Agnes in a dream.’ 
Another ambiguous use of swefn in Old English is in close proximity to gesihð. The two words are probably used 
synonymously on some occasions, as in the following: 
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& þa þa hi begen fram slæpe arisen, hi sædon heom betweonum þæt heom on swefne geþuht wæs, & na swa þeh 
eallunga þære gesihþe gelyfdon41 
And when they both arose from sleep, they related to each other what appeared to them in a dream and they did not 
altogether believe the vision. 

While swefn probably means ‘dream’ here, it could connote ‘sleep’. Swefn, occurring between the other terms,  
and gesihð, appears to refer to the vehicle of the dream which brings the vision. Similarly, the vision is part of the dream 
entity in the Old English translation of the Pastoral Care, which expands the sense of the Latin considerably: Iacobus se 
heahfœder þa he smirede done stan…for ðœre gesihðe þe he on ðœm swefne geseah, þa he œt ðœm stane slœpte42 
‘Jacob the high father then anointed the stone…on account of that vision which he saw in sleep/a dream when he slept at 

that stone.’ Since  and swefn in the sense ‘sleep’ are rarely used with the definite article, it is unlikely that this 
connotation is intended here, especially since the idea of ‘sleep’ is contained in the following clause and does not need to 
be reiterated. 
While gesihð can be used to mean a vision brought by a swefn, the two terms are also employed to denote related but 
distinct entities: the herb betony is said to be efficacious wið egeslicum gesihðum & swefnum43 ‘against terrible visions 
and dreams’. Likewise, in the Dialogues, when Peter requests information on the veracity of nightly revelations the 
Anglo-Saxon translator renders visiones with both Old English terms: 
Ic wolde, þæt me wære gecyþed & gesæd, hweþer þæt sceolde beon began & behealden, þæt æteowed byþ þurh nihtlicu 
swefn & gesihðe.44 
I want it to be related and explained to me whether what is seen in nightly dreams and visions should be attended to and 
observed. 
In view of the different ranges of connotations for swefn and gesihð, and the currency of the collocation nihtlic gesihð in 
Old English texts, it is puzzling that the qualifying adjective nihtlic is here applied to swefn and perhaps to gesihð also. 
Perhaps this is an example of the meaning of swefn approximating that of gesihð, rather than the reverse which is more 
usually the case. The terms are used in an expansion of the Latin, either to accommodate the distinction drawn between 
dreams and visions in Old English which is not evident in nocturnas visiones, or, more likely, as an example of the 
common penchant for reiterative doublets, of which gecyþed & gesœd for doceri in the same passage is another instance. 
The two words are also used six times in the relatively rare collocation gesihð on swefne ‘vision in sleep’, which shades 
into the connotation 
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‘vision/image in a dream’. Here, the coincidence of sectors of the semantic ranges of gesihð and swefn is most evident, 
for there is little difference between the two meanings of the phrase, which is defined by the presence of the other 
element and its own restricted denotation. The sentence Gesawen begen ane gesihðe on swefone45 could read ‘They 
both saw the same vision in a dream’, but could just as easily be construed ‘They both saw the same vision in sleep’ with 
no change in general sense despite the flexibility of the elements. The Latin source is unhelpful for determining the 
precise connotations of the single terms: Similia uiderunt somnia ‘They saw the same dreams.’ The Old English 
collocation circumscribes the ranges of its components, to connote the presence of visual phenomena in sleep. The Old 
Saxon phrase Gidrod…an drôm (Heliand 681) ‘A vision…in a dream’, however, suggests the possibility that for Old 
English writers gesihþ on swefne also makes specific reference to the dream as the vehicle of the vision.46 
This interpretation is also supported by the Old English practice of establishing and even emphasising that a subject is 
asleep before a dream is recounted.47 It seems impossible, for example, to experience a waking swefn. This qualification 
is frequently suggested by the temporal specification nihtlic for the vision. In addition, some Anglo-Saxon writers draw 
attention to the waking after the dream to stress the context of sleep: He …of þam slœpe aras & his swefen sœde his 
heordum48 ‘He arose from sleep and recounted his dream to his people.’ 
Further weight is lent by the fact that the phrase gesihð on slœpe is not recorded in Old English, so ‘vision in sleep’ does 

not appear to have been idiomatic. This reflects not only the originally narrower sense of 49 which precludes 
wakefulness of mind, but also suggests a corresponding wider application for swefn. The sentence in Gregory’s 
Dialogues: þa broðru gehyrdon & ongeaton þurh gesihðe on swefne,50 then, probably means ‘The brothers heard and 
perceived through a vision in a dream’ (H þurh gesihðe), especially since the verb of hearing is used, and gesihð usually 
has specifically visual connotations. Se apostolica biscop wœs swiðe abreged on swefne þurh nihtlice gesihþe51 
probably means ‘The apostolic bishop was much frightened in a dream by a nightly vision.’ Again, the Latin here refers 
neither to sleep nor to a dream, but is merely per visum. The Anglo-Saxon translator has expanded the idea to a dream, of 
which the gesihð, the image or vision, is one aspect. When we read in Ælfric’s Catholic Homily, Hit gelamp eft siððan 
þœt he [Nebuchadnezzar] on swefne ane gesihðe be him sylfum geseah52 ‘It happened afterwards that Nebuchadnezzar 
saw a vision in a dream concerning himself, one can be fairly sure that swefn here connotes ‘dream’, especially as Ælfric 
uses the phrase on swefne on several occasions to refer to the contents of a dream.53 The dream is the vehicle by which 
the vision, the visual message, is presented to the recipient. 
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The preponderance of occasions where swefn clearly denotes ‘dream’, notwithstanding the relatively small proportion of 
‘sleep’ occurrences and the few ambiguous instances (for which the ‘dream’ meaning almost certainly applies), indicates 
that ‘dream’ is the usual meaning of the word. The dominance of the ‘dream’ connotation is also reflected in Middle 
English, where the word, historically developed to the spelling sweven, almost always denotes ‘dream’.54 
Similarly, the swefn compounds and verbal substantives, although they are rare in Old English, reflect the greater 
currency of the ‘dream’ connotations of the simplex. All the compounds are concerned with the restricted application to 
dreaming, rather than sleeping, and all are hapax legomena. The first is a participial substantive formed from the verb 
swefnian ‘to dream’. It appears in two manuscripts of the Old English translation of the Heptateuch: Cwœdon him 
betwynan: her gœð se swefniend (Ker: swefnigend)55 ‘They all said: here comes the dreamer.’56 Another is more clearly 
connotative of a dream: swefnr•ccere ‘interpreter of dreams’ formed from the verb reccan ‘to interpret’; coniectorem: 
swefnr•ccere There is also the related swefnhrace ‘dream-interpretation’, with the intrusive, ‘unusual’ h:58 
On canone hit cwið, se ðe halsunga and galdorcreaftas and swefnhrace behealdað, þa beoð on hæðenra manna gerime59 
In the canon it says: those who hold to divinations and incantations and the interpretation of dreams are numbered 
amongst the heathen peoples. 
This reference to interpretation confirms the exclusive application to a dream context. Here, dreams are associated with 
non-Christian practices. On the other hand, Old English references to dreams often suggest that they are generally 
pleasant and beneficial; so does the word for the opposite of swefn, unswefn ‘bad dream, nightmare’:60 
And sing þis ylce gebed on niht ær þu to þinum reste ga, þonne gescylt þe God wið unswefnum þe nihternessum on 
menn becumað.61 
And chant this same prayer at night before you go to sleep, and then God will shield you against nightmares which come 
to people at night. 
The prevalence of the ‘dream’ connotation of swefn is suggested by the fact that its opposite denotes not sleeplessness 

but ‘bad dream’ (cf.  ‘sleeplessness’). Again, the night-time context of the dream, or nightmare, is 
emphasised, as is the relatively passive role of the recipient. There is also the implication that bad dreams cannot come 
from God, which is in accordance with scriptural and patristic traditions.62 
Swefn, then, although it was a fairly common term in Old English, was not a popular compound element, unlike svefn in 
Old Norse, for which 
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there are thirty-one compounds, all but three of which are concerned with sleeping rather than dreaming.63 The Old 

English alternative for ‘sleep’, , however, was far more productive than swefn, generating four compounds, five 
adjectives, and four substantives, all confirming its relatively narrow semantic range and dominant place in this 
context.64 
Having surveyed the semantic field of swefn, we can now re-assess its likely connotations in Genesis B. The use of swefn 
elsewhere in the Old English corpus, particularly in the poetry, suggests that the word typically connoted ‘dream’. The 
etymologically primary meaning ‘sleep’ is implied only when swefn is a gloss to Lat. somnus ‘sleep’. How then, can we 
account for the phrase deaðes swefn in Genesis B? The sleep of death is a common motif in classical, biblical, and 
patristic sources.65 It is also found in other Old English texts. Remarkably, on the three occasions when this motif is 
invoked, it is expressed as deaðes slœp,66 showing that this phrase, not deaðes swefn, was the idiomatic choice. We are 
left with the inescapable conclusion that in Genesis B, deaðes swefn connotes ‘dream of death’. 
This conclusion is supported by the Old Saxon evidence. It has been established that Genesis B has been transliterated or 
adapted from an Old Saxon original, part of which is extant.67 Unfortunately, the section relevant for present purposes 

has not survived. There is an Old Saxon cognate term for swefn, , yet the three occasions on which this word is 

used in the limited extant Old Saxon corpus suggests that  denotes only ‘dream’.68 The existence of this Old 
Saxon cognate would seem to exemplify Doane’s qualified description of the Old English poem as a ‘morpheme by 

morpheme transcription of the Old Saxon original’ (p. 56) and account for his choice of  as the Old Saxon 
correspondent for swefn in his glossary. It also suggests that the idea ‘dream of death’ might have been inherent in the 

Old Saxon original and retained in the Old English transliteration. With only three attestations of OS , there is 

insufficient evidence to confirm or refute this proposition, but the absence of any proof that OS  could also 
connote ‘sleep’ does indicate that the interplay of ‘sleep/dream of death’ might not have worked in Old Saxon and 
therefore was probably not in the original. Similarly, the absence of any known Germanic cognate noun for gespon, 
which occurs in the same line as swefn in Genesis B, brings into question the dependence of the Old English line on an 
Old Saxon original.69 If the Old English poet or translator made an aesthetically based lexical choice in the case of 
gespon, why not also for swefn in this significant point in the description of the Fall of humankind? 
It is now well established on metrical grounds that Genesis B was written by an Anglo-Saxon,70 rather than a Saxon, 
poet or translator. Since an Anglo-Saxon translator would presumably have been aware of both meanings of swefn, 
whereas a continental Saxon translator would 
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probably not have been familiar with the relatively infrequent local connotation ‘sleep’, we have here additional support 

for a new, local word choice. By analogy with the single connotation of his own word, , a Saxon translator 

probably would have considered swefn to mean ‘dream’, and more likely have chosen , which would have served 
just as well metrically,71 and produced a phrase with a clearer meaning. If, however, we postulate an Anglo-Saxon poet 
closely translating or transliterating from a Saxon original, we have to doubt the degree to which the limited Old Saxon 

evidence is representative of the semantic range of words, for  meaning ‘sleep’ is not recorded. At any rate, it 

is difficult to be sure of the range of connotations of  since it is attested in the Old Saxon corpus only three 
times. On the other hand, the original poet might not have been transliterating quite as closely from his exemplar as has 
been argued by Doane, and swefn, like gespon, might be new. 
Since the Saxon source for the relevant section of Genesis B is not extant, any argument about the translator’s lexical 

choices must be conjectural. Indeed, the case of OS  and OE swefn demonstrates the unavailability of firm 
conclusions about the relationship between the Old Saxon and Old English versions of the poem. Scholars will probably 
continue to be puzzled by the poem’s ‘strangely unidiomatic language’,72 which on close inspection increases rather 
than diminishes the range of possible explanations for the poem’s circumstances of composition. We cannot assert with 
absolute certainty that the poem is the product of a single or a series of purely transliterative processes. More pressingly, 
the case of deaðes swefn leaves room for doubt that the involvement of one or several Anglo-Saxon translators was 

entirely mechanical. The Old English and Old Saxon evidence suggests that the words swefn and  were not 
used with the general connotation ‘sleep’ in poetic contexts. Nevertheless, the familiarity of the ‘sleep of death’ motif 
would have brought to mind the ‘sleep’ meaning in the phrase deaðes swefn. In addition, the native Anglo-Saxon 
apprehension about the dream and its association with demonic delusion empowers the collocation with a range of 
evocations, fortified and elucidated by its parallel position with deofles gespon. Indeed, the vision experienced by Eve 
prior to her consumption of the fruit (lines 588–622) may in fact be the referent of the demonic delusion, something that 
is expressed in a very psychological light in the poem.73 The consequences of eating the fruit are presented in a similar 
manner. When Adam asks Eve gesyhst þu nu þu sweartan helle/grœdige and gifre (lines 792a–93a) ‘do you see now 
black hell, greedy and rapacious?’ he is reiterating the poet’s visual description of the Fall as deaðes swefn. 
How much importance, then, can we ascribe to the phrase deaðes swefn? As many Old English scholars have shown 
convincingly, restrictive verbal connotations, especially in poetic contexts, do not do justice to the rich and varied nature 
of the Old English poetic vocabulary. Similarly, to 
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assume a purely transliterative process behind Genesis B, based on a small extant fragment of the Old Saxon Genesis, 
might not be as reliable as it once seemed, especially since it excludes the possibility of aesthetically and thematically 

motivated word choice. Indeed, the evidence of extant Old English citations of both swefn and , along with OS 

, forcefully introduces a new range of possibilities concerning the poetic integrity of Genesis B and its reliance 
on its Old Saxon source. While there are no certainties in this case, the lexical evidence can suggest some literary 
implications. The most compelling conclusion is that the poet, or translator, of Genesis B has employed an infrequent 
connotation of swefn in the well-known and biblically established concept of the sleep of death, perhaps in order to 
heighten the poetic impact of the proximity of swefn and his native gespon, both of which participate in the 
psychological portraiture of this episode. The incongruent signals generated by the usual restrictive sense ‘dream’ and 
the immediate context of swefn produce a paradox within the text, and one, we can only assume, which was purposefully 
chosen. This mutual frustration of the word’s twin roles achieves a forceful condemnation of Adam’s sin and a poignant 
lament on the Fall of humankind. 
NOTES 
1  All citations are drawn from the standard editions and will be cited according to the conventions and by the short titles 

used in the Dictionary of Old English, listed in A.diPaolo Healey and R.L.Venezky, eds, A Microfiche Concordance to 
Old English: the List of Texts and Index of Editions, Publications of the Dictionary of Old English 1 (Toronto: 
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1980). English translations are my own. 

2  J.M.Evans, ‘Genesis B and its Backgrounds’, Review of English Studies 14 (1963), pp. 1–16 and 113–23, is an 
exception, citing these lines as evidence for a depiction of the effacement of the Fall itself in favour of its 
consequences (p. 115). 

3  A.N.Doane, ed., The Saxon Genesis: an Edition of the West Saxon Genesis B and the Old Saxon Vatican Genesis 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), p. 295, merely notes the existence at this point in the text of ‘many 
words for the thing ‘‘which has the name of fruit”’. B.J.Timmer’s earlier edition, The Later Genesis (Oxford: 
Scrivener Press, 1948), does not make any special comment on these lines, nor does it include swefn in either of his 
lists of ‘words used in a special sense’ (pp. 30–6). Similarly, George P.Krapp, ed., The Junius Manuscript, Anglo-
Saxon Poetic Records 1 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931), does not remark on swefn here. 

4  Gespon is glossed variously as ‘allurement, persuasion’ (Timmer), ‘deceit, false suggestion’ (Doane), ‘a prompting, 
enticing, persuasion, seduction’ (Bosworth-Toller), ‘suggestion’ (Bosworth-Toller Supplement). Significantly, there is 
no corresponding Old Saxon term. 

5  MED, s.v. sweven n. 
6  Far more numerous than the rare mœting (4×) and the more versatile gesyhð ‘sight, vision, dream’ (about 800× ‘sight/

vision’; about 200× ‘dream’). 
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7  Bosworth-Toller, Clark Hall, Sweet, and Grein all define swefn as ‘I: sleep; II: dream’. On the basis of later 

development, OED2 defines sweven as ‘I: a dream, vision; 2: sleep (Obs. rare)’. 

8  Julius Pokorny, Indogermanisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (Bern and Munich: Francke, 1959), s.v. -, sup-. 
9  Also Sansk. svapnas ‘sleep’ and svapn(i)yam ‘dream’ (OED2, s.v. sweven). 
10  There is, however, MHG swep ‘sleep’. Cf. Lat. sopor ‘sleep’. 
11  See below, note 68. 
12  Cf. OS swef ‘rest’ and swefresta ‘bed’ (Heliand line 4356), and OE sweofot ‘sleep’. 
13  While svefn can also mean ‘dream’ when used in the singular, this connotation does not seem to have been as 

frequent as ‘sleep’, although some of the instances are ambiguous, unlike the plural examples: one does not talk of 
‘sleeps’, but it is possible to refer to ‘dreams’. Richard Cleasby, Gudbrand Vigfusson, and William Craigie, An 
Icelandic-English Dictionary, 2nd edn (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), suggest rather than state this in the number 
of citations given under each definition. In addition, all but three of the thirtyone compounds listed are related to 
sleep rather than to dreams. Johan Fritzner, Ordbog over det Gamle Norske Sprog (Oslo: Tryggve Juul Møller 
Forlag, 1954), gives similar information, and Sveinbjörn Egilsson, Lexicon Poeticum (Copenhagen: Atlas Bagtryk, 
1916), reflects the same propensities in poetic usage. 

14  All standard Old English dictionaries agree that  connotes only ‘sleep’ or ‘sleep of death’. 
15  Under the following spellings: soefen, soefne, soefnum, suœfnes, suefnum, suoefen, suofnum, swœfne, swœfnen, 

swœfnes, swœfnu, swœfnum, swefen, swefena, swefene, swefenu, swefenum, swefn, swefna, swefne, swefnes, swefnu, 
swefnum, swefone, sweofn, sweofne, sweuen, and sweuene (Microfiche Concordance). 

16  PsGl. FGHIJK gloss the Gallican text: soporatus sum. 
17  Li. has somnii here, the genitive singular of somnium, whereas Ru. and the Vulgate have the more standard form, 

somni, the genitive singular of somnus, which is what the Old English translator of Li. has understood also. (Cf. 
HyGl. 3 4.1.8: Slœp modes: somnium mentis (MS V, HyGl 2 4.8: somnum).) The similarity of somium and somnum 
provides ample opportunity for confusion during translation. As this example shows, swefn can gloss both words, but 

conversely,  is occasionally found as a gloss to somnium (e.g. HyGl. 2 4.8, and Bede 1 27.84.21). A 
construction similar to that used here is in ChrodR 1 15.10: Of slœpes swœfcunge ‘From the sleep of sleep’. 

18  All of the poetic occurrences of swefn meaning ‘dream’ are in the texts of the Vercelli Book and the Junius 
Manuscript, an interesting fact in view of the large number of poems in other manuscripts, particularly The Exeter 
Book. 

19  Bosworth-Toller, s.v. 
20  P.O.E.Gradon, ed., Cynewulf’s Elene (London: Methuen, 1958), p. 26, referring to L.L.Schücking, Untersuchungen 

zur Bedeutungslehre der angelsächsischen Dichtersprache (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1915), pp. 91–8. 
21  R.T.Farrell, ed., Daniel and Azarias (London: Methuen, 1974), p. 139. 
22  Bosworth-Toller: ‘sound, noise’; Clark Hall: ‘noise, howling, tumult; terror, alarm’; Sweet: ‘tumult, terror’; and 

Grein defines it with: sonitus, fragor. Clark Hall also lists a separate definition for swefnes:  ‘dream-
tumult, vision: eloquence’. 

23  This Anglo-Saxon view of the dream as a noisy disturbance of the quiet calm of sleep may owe something to the 
classical and medieval theory of sound 
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which defines it as the disturbance of air (see: MACR. Comm.Scip. 2.4.2 and BOETH. DeInst.Mus. 1.3). 
24  A.Cameron, A.C.Amos, and A.diPaolo Healey, co-eds, with S.Butler, J.Holland, D.McDougall, and I.McDougall, 

Dictionary of Old English: D (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1986). 
25  MtGl. (Li) 2.13. CpHRu. forms of on swefne. 
26  ProgGl. 2.1 2.4. 
27  MtGl. (Li) 27.19. 
28  Bede 5 8.406.21. Cf. BEDA. Hist.eccl. 5.8,472: Somnii reuelatione edoctus. 
29  HomU 16 25. 
30  Conf. 3.1.1 3.14. Cf. Poen.Hal. 5.17 (c): Et quidem cum ex naturae superfluitate vel infirmitate evenerit omni modo 

haec inlusio non est timenda. 
31  Bede 1 27.84.29. Cf. BEDA. Hist.eccl. 1.27,98: Per somnium. 
32  GD 4(C) 50.339.2. Cf. GREG.MAG. Dial. 4.50.2: Aliquando namque somnia …inlusione, aliquando cogitatione 

simul et inlusione. 
33  ÆLS (Sebastian) 461. 
34  ÆCHom. II, 11 101.324. 
35  ÆLS (Swithun) 24: On swefne œteowiende. 
36  LS 18.1 (Nat Mary Ass 10N) 625. 
37  Mart. 5 Ma. 4, A.38. 

38  As the above examples attest,  is a verb commonly used in the dream context. A.diPaolo Healey, Joan 
Holland, David McDougall, Ian McDougall, Nancy Speirs, and Pauline Thompson, eds, Dictionary of Old English: 
Æ (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1992), define this word in sense I.A.3 as ‘of signs, dreams, 
miracles, etc. “to exhibit, cause to appear (to someone dat.)”’. 

39  LS 17.2 (MartinPeter) 81. Cf. SULP.SEV. Vit.Mart. 3.3: Cum se sopori dedisset, vidit Christum. 
40  ÆLS (Agnes) 272. 
41  GD 2 (C) 22.148.20. (H on swefne…gesihþe, O <gesihðe>). Cf. GREG.MAG. Dial. 2.22.2: Quod uiderant 

retulerunt…uisioni. 
42  CP 16.100.16. Cf. GREG.MAG. Reg.Past. 2.5.33A: Hinc Jacob Domino desuper innitente, et uncto deorsum lapide 

ascendentes ac descendentes angelos vidit. 
43  Lch. I 1.1. MS O: Egeslice gesihþum & swefenum. Cf. MS Vo: Visus timendos. 
44  GD 4 (C) 49.338.39. Cf. GREG.MAG. Dial. 4.50.11: Doceri uelim si hoc quod per nocturnas uisiones ostenditur 

debeat obseruari. 
45  LS 29 (Nicholas) 432. 
46  The construction has a Latin parallel, in somnii visione, which is found occasionally in place of the more usual in 

visione: e.g. LANTFR. Epit. 1.4. A search made with the Cetedoc Library of Christian Latin Texts, Paul Tombeur 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1991), yielded only four other instances of similar constructions in the medieval Christian Latin 
context: Paschatius Rodbertus, Expositio in Matheo 2.334, per somnium uisionem; Petrus Venerabilis, Contra 
Petrobrusianos haereticos 188.1, somniorum uisio; Petrus Venerabilis, De Miraculis libri duo 2.25.5, somniorum 
uisiones; and the Consuetudines Canicorum Regul. 39.1, ex nocturne uisionis somnio. 

47  As demonstrated in the poetic examples above: El. 69–71 (at note 18), Dan. 108–10 (at note 19); see also Bede’s 
account of Cædmon (Bede [4] 24.342.27). 

48  LS 18.1 (NatMaryAss. 10N) 253. 
49  Etymological dictionaries trace the original meaning to ‘slackness, looseness’ (cf. Mod. Ger. schlaff ‘slack, loose’), 

perhaps from IE  ‘slack, hang down limply’ (Samuel Berr, An Etymological Glossary to 

the Old Saxon Heliand (Berne: H.Lang, 1971), s.v. ; and C.T.Onions, The 
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Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (Oxford: Clarendon, 1966), s.v. sleep). 
50  GD 2 (C) 22.149.27. Cf. GREG.MAG. Dial. 2.22.4: Per uisioni audirent et recognoscerent. 
51  GD 1 (C) 4.39.6. Cf. GREG.MAG. Dial. 1.4.16: Per uisum pontifex uehementer exterritus. 
52  ÆCHom. II, 33 252.102. 
53  See ÆCHom. II, 11 101.308; 11 101.322; 19 174.11; 39.1 289.38; 45 335.20 etc. 
54  MED defines sweven as ‘a dream experienced in sleep; a dream-vision, prophetic dream; also a supernatural vision 

appearing to one in a waking state; …in comparisons, as a symbol; of ephemerality or insubstantiality; a literary 
account of a dream…; sleep’, and provides only one example of it unambiguously connoting ‘sleep’. F.H.Stratmann, 
A Middle English Dictionary, rev. Henry Bradley (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1891), defines sweven as: ‘sleep, dream, 
vision’. OED2 defines swefen as primarily ‘a dream, vision’ and includes ‘sleep’ as only an obsolete and rare 
meaning, on the basis of Old and Middle English evidence. 

55  Gen. 37.19. Cf. Gn: somniator. 
56  Cf. ME swevener ‘one who puts faith in dreams; ?one who has prophetic dreams’ (MED). 
57  ClGl. 1 993. Cf. swefan reccan (Or. 1 5.34.3). 
58  Christine Fell, ‘Richard Cleasby’s Notes on the Vercelli Codex’, Leeds Studies in English 12 (1981), pp. 13–42 at 24. 
59  Conf. 5 208. 
60  This prefixed form may have been formed as a calque of insomnium ‘nightmare’. Cf. OE atol swefn ‘terrible 

dream’ (SolII 11). 
61  Charm 9.2 10. 
62  This charm is said to protect against yfele… fleogendes ge farendes (6–7) ‘flying and travelling evils’, of which the 

nightmare, mentioned a little later in the text, may be one. 
63  Listed in Cleasby, Vigfusson, and Craigie, s.v. svefn. 

64  Frum-, niht-, ofer- , -œrn; , -ig, - , -or, ; -ere,— , -ness (Bosworth-

Toller); and -drenc (Bosworth-Toller Supplement). 
65  Homer and Vergil both call sleep the brother of death (Iliad 16.671; Aeneid 6.278), and death and sleep are 

frequently linked in the Bible (e.g. Psalms 12:3; Isaiah 51:22). For a discussion of the use and development of this 
motif in classical times, and a list of instances, see Marbury B.Ogle, ‘The Sleep of Death’, Memoirs of the American 
Academy in Rome 11 (1933), pp. 81–119; on sleep as a patristic metaphor for sin, see Francis X.Newman, 
‘Somnium: Medieval Theories of Dreaming and the Form of Vision Poetry’ (Ph.D., Princeton University, 1963), pp. 
119–24. 

66  Deaðes slœp occurs in three instances, at ÆCHom. II, 44 331.135 (cf. MS V: deofles slœpe), and in HomS 48, lines 
68 and 77. The two elements of this phrase also appear in more extended collocations: e.g. We feollan on slœpe 
swarlice ealle swylce we on deaðe logon (ÆLS (Forty Soldiers) 239) ‘We fell deeply asleep as if we lay in death.’ 
The association of sleep and death is also encoded in the quite frequent use of swefan ‘to sleep’ meaning ‘to die’ and 
swebban, ‘put to sleep, kill’. 

67  While it has been established beyond doubt that Genesis B has been translated from an Old Saxon version, the 
pertinent portion of the original is not extant. Doane prints the extant Old Saxon fragment, and insists that Genesis B 
is a transliteration from the Old Saxon original, an ‘anglicisation’ by its ‘Anglo-Saxon revisers’ and a ‘morpheme by 
morpheme transcription of the OS original’ (p. 56), with a few ‘deliberate changes away from the Old Saxon’ (p. 49). 
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68  The reference materials differ on this point, perhaps because there is very little extant Old Saxon evidence. Otto 

Behaghel, ed., Heliand und Genesis, 9th edn (Tübingen: M.Niemeyer, 1984), p. 288; and Edward H.Sehrt, 
Vollständiges Wörterbuch zum Heliand und zur altsächsischen Genesis (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 

1925), p. 517, both define  as ‘sleep, dream’ in the Heliand, where it occurs three times. On each occasion, 
however, it must connote only ‘dream’: 
     Thô uuarð sân aftar thiu uualdandes  
godes engil cumen      Iosepe te sprâcun,  
sagde im an suuefne      slâpandium an 
naht. 
(lines 699–701) 
Then it was soon after this that an angel of the Lord God came to speak to Joseph, in a dream said to him sleeping at 
night. 
     Thar im godes engel  

slâpandium an naht       
gitôgde,  
gidrog im an drôme. 
(lines 679–81) 
There God’s angel showed them sleeping at night a dream, a vision for them in a dream. 
     Thô bigunnun thea uuîson 
man  

seggean iro . 
(lines 687–8) 
Then the wise men began to relate their dreams. 
(Saxon quoted from Behaghel; English translation is my own.) The first citation is the only one where a ‘sleep’ 
connotation could be considered; however, it is contextually unlikely, for Joseph’s slumber is expressed by 
slâpandium and the passage is derived from Matthew 2:13: Angelus domini apparuit in somnio ‘An angel of the Lord 
appeared in a dream.’ Gerhard Kölber, Verzeichnis der Übersetzungsgleichungen von Heliand und Genesis 
(Göttingen: Munster-schmidt, 1972), p. 61, defines as ‘sleep’, despite the above evidence to the contrary. The 
following all agree that it connotes only ‘dream’: Eduard Sievers, ed., Heliand (Halle: Buchhandlung des 
Waisenhauses, 1878), p. 454; F.Holthausen, Altsächsisches Elementarbuch (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1921), p. 253; 
Jan de Vries, Altnordisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (Leiden: Brill, 1977), p. 566; Albert H.Marckwardt, 
Vocabularium Saxonicum (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1952), p. 160; and H.S.Falk and Alf Torp, 
Norwegisch-dänisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (1911; Oslo: Universitets-forlaget, 1960), p. 1236. 

69  The related Old English verb spanan, however, does have cognates in Old Saxon (spanan) and Old High German 
(spanan) with connotations of ‘to allure/entice’ in all three languages (OED2, s.v. †span, v.3

70  David J.G.Lewis, ‘The Metre of Genesis B’, Anglo-Saxon England 16 (1987), pp. 67–125 at 110. Doane (Saxon 
Genesis, p. 51) agrees, although he considers the poem to have been treated by a series of Anglo-Saxon revisers. 

71   could also have served as a long stressed syllable, as swefn does in line 720 of GenB; cf. OS . 
72  E.G.Stanley, ‘“sum heard gewrinc” (‘‘Genesis B” line 317)’, Notes and Queries 25 (1978) pp. 104–5 at 104. See 

Timmer’s four lists of interesting words, including hapax legomena (pp. 27–39). 
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73  Doane typifies the current position on the poet’s ‘interest in the nature of sinning, guilt, and deception’ (Saxon 

Genesis, p. 95). See also John F.Vickrey, ‘The Vision of Eve in Genesis B’, Speculum 44 (1969), pp. 86–102, where 
it is argued that the vision is ‘corporeal and diabolically inspired’ (p. 97); and Susan Burchmore, ‘Traditional 
Exegesis and the Question of Guilt in the Old English Genesis B’, Traditio 41 (1985), pp. 117–44, argues that, 
according to Augustinian exegesis, the Fall is presented as the direct result of the abandonment of intellectual vision 
for corporeal vision (p. 126). See also Alain Renoir, ‘The Self-Deception of Temptation: Boethian Psychology in 
Genesis B’, in Robert P.Creed, ed., Old English Poetry: Fifteen Essays (Providence: Brown University Press, 1967), 
pp. 47–67, where it is argued that the poem is ‘a powerfully effective object lesson on the tragedy of self-
deception’ (p. 65). 
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10 The sword mightier than the pen? 
Hrothgar’s hilt, theory, and philology 
James I.McNelis III 
Criticism of recent years has produced several theoretically based readings of the giant sword-hilt recovered by Beowulf 
from Grendel’s mere. These analyses have encapsulated several broad issues of theory and scholarship in Anglo-Saxon 
studies which have begun to take centre stage. A consideration of these readings leads to an assessment of where that 
discussion is today, and where it might go in the future. 
For many reasons, the establishment of a strong voice by medievalists in the discourse on critical approaches which 
currently dominates the wider profession of literature is a consummation devoutly to be wished, and my point will not be 
taken if what I say about some theory is interpreted as resistance to the development of that voice. That said, however, it 
is not clear that theoretical exegesis or allegory—as one exponent of theoretical readings has characterised his own work1
—necessarily makes for the most compelling, or the most persuasive, set of arguments in analysing literature from a 
period far before our own.2 In the case of the passages in Beowulf which discuss Hrothgar’s hilt, these readings have 
tended to depend on certain assumptions about the hilt or about its place in the poem. These readings either do not 
adequately address the hilt episode or probable audience expectations of it as suggested by the other survivals of this tale 
type, or else they depend on the assumption of certain choices among possible readings as an initial premise, in spite of 
irreducible textual ambiguity in the passages under consideration. Seth Lerer’s assumption that the text on the hilt is 
entirely made up of runes without images,3 Allen J.Frantzen’s premise that the giant-sword is a family heirloom of the 
Cain-kin, rather than just another of the many spoils they have collected from their victims over the years,4 and Michael 
R.Near’s assumptions that the hilt consists of images without writing and that it originated in the underworld (p. 324), all 
are problematic in this way. 
Clearly, Old Philology did not provide a framework for literary criticism that would be considered particularly 
interesting or sufficient by contemporary literary professionals who are not themselves medievalists, or, for that matter, 
by most of those who are. At the same time, current literary 
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theory sometimes rests upon philosophical underpinnings which may not stand up under scrutiny, and is sometimes 
expounded without adequate acknowledgment on the part of its practitioners that the approach informing, for example, a 
Foucauldian reading of Beowulf remains itself so extremely contentious from a philosophical perspective that the 
question of whether that reading enhances our understanding of the poem can only be viewed as a secondary concern. 
And no matter how high the interest in the ongoing refinement and elaboration of critical speculation may be, the fact 
remains that old-fashioned scholarship may continue to do as much, or even more, to inform and enhance our readings of 
even the best-known and most intensively studied texts, such as Beowulf—as well as to emphasise that the answers to 
some questions may never be known, and that, disappointing though that may be, criticism which depends on simply 
assuming the answers to those questions may not always contribute a great deal to the discipline. Whether these facts are 
appreciated by all theorists is not always entirely clear from their writings. 
Because it appeared in the Publications of the Modern Language Association of America, Near’s essay may be the only 
piece of criticism of Old English literature to which the majority of modern-language faculty in North America has been 
directly exposed in recent years; for that reason alone, Anglo-Saxonists should be grateful for it.5 Accordingly, much of 
my discussion of recent work will focus upon this piece. Near sets as his goal the application of research in oral-
formulaism and its theoretical focus to the thesis that ‘the valuation of modes of expression that inheres in Beowulf’s 
thematic conflicts might shed light on the specific mode of expression in the poem itself’ (p. 321). As it is further 
developed, this argument engages Walter Ong’s distinction of literate modes of thought as those which have superseded 
those characteristic of preliterate oral culture, and have forever subsumed them in literate societies. It also shrewdly 
acknowledges that ‘meaning is a tricky issue in Beowulf’ (p. 328), an observation which probably cannot be repeated too 
often.6 
Since the only object in the poem to have writing upon it is the swordhilt from the mere, the only direct textual evidence 
for this hypothesis derives from the passages concerning it and Hrothgar’s associated monologue. Near’s argument runs 
into difficulties when it associates the poem’s view of the written word, as expressed in those passages, with 
connotations of evil: 
This unambiguous association of writing with submersion and alienation—the suggestion that the technology of writing 
is part of a supernatural art practiced by those isolated from human company, by creatures such as Grendel—
acknowledges the existence of literacy but simultaneously suggests that its practice is deeply suspect and 
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that its practitioners are psychologically distant from the known community of voices into which writing has been 
brought as a remnant of a hidden and an alien world. 
(p. 324)7 
The most obvious problem with this reading is that for a Christian poet and audience, the association of virtue with 
illiteracy and of devils with writing would be the opposite of their rather more likely view that writing—at least, 
Christian writing—was the means of bringing salvation to the heathen.8 Another is that to associate writing with 
creatures who, at least in the case of Grendel and his mother, are unable even to speak is again to venture onto somewhat 
less than robust logical ice. 
Grendel and his mother have not been silenced; like the dragon, they are inherently speechless—a distinction which 
matters later on in Near’s discussion, since he seems to want to characterise the Cain-kin as the victims of a Foucauldian 
discourse-suppression. Because the writing is on a sword which is found in their lair, he associates it with the race of 
monsters: 
The engravings on the hilt narrate a tale of submersion and the circumstances of alienation that have brought this 
submersion about, the origins of a drowned underworld not unlike the one from which Beowulf has just returned. The 
sword hilt is a silent vehicle for a history of suffering, estrangement, and violent separation, a history recorded by the 
skilled, even magical, artisans…of a world denied human commerce and the open air. 
(Near, p. 324) 
Perhaps the most striking aspect of this line of argument is the suggestion that one might sympathise with the Grendel-
kin as the alienated Other, an idea of which there are hints in Frantzen’s essay as well.9 This is a line of thought which 
would become absurd rather quickly. Are the monsters merely the victims of aquatic imperialist hegemony, practised by 
human warriors who exploit the superior technology of breath-holding in order to colonise the daylight-challenged? Is 
Grendel’s association with darkness perhaps a slur against the colour of his skin? 
But less flippant objections must also be registered. Civil rights for devils apart, the origins of the two drowned 
underworlds are indeed unlike, because one of them was the inundation of the Flood and the other has its origins in, 
variously, a troll-cave concealed behind a waterfall, or in a gravemound which is not associated with water at all. The 
common element of a watery covering, in the Beowulf version, does not seem sufficient in itself to establish the 
connection Near would like to draw. 
Furthermore, that the sword came out of the water does not prove that it originated there. The lair in Beowulf strongly 
resembles the troll-cave 
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or gravemound of the analogous passages in other tales of this type. In those versions of the story, the ground is littered 
with treasures looted from earlier victims or buried in (human) graves; furthermore, Near himself assumes the weapon’s 
original owner to have been a ‘person’ (p. 323).’10 
J.Michael Stitt has ably supplemented Panzer and Klaeber with a comprehensive study of both published and 
unpublished tales related to the ‘Bear’s Son’ or ‘Three Princesses’ tale type, usually numbered AT301.11 The lack of 
new discoveries about Beowulf which has been regretfully noted in the result12 does not reduce the value of what the 
comparison does not show. The two-troll fight and the gravemound battle—a tale type not known from oral material, and 
apparently primarily manuscript-based (Stitt, p. 168)—are ultimately two branches of the same tradition (p. 169). Stitt 
concludes: 
The data argue that the similarities between Beowulf and the several sagas are not coincidence, the common motifs of 
heroic tradition, nor are they the result of repeated borrowing from a Märchen tradition. It seems clear that the Beowulf 
poet, and the saga redactors after him, created specific versions of a widely known tradition. 
(p. 207) 
Beowulf, as we have it, adds elements of the gravemound battle to what is otherwise primarily a version of the two-troll 
fight, particularly the ‘Devil’s Grandmother’ sub-type, at the climax of the Grendel story. For the purpose of this study 
the important points are these: the sword used to kill the troll is not consistently described as the troll’s property (Grettir, 
for example, uses his own sword and spear); nor is it an inherently bewitched or evil weapon; nor is the reason for its 
ability to defeat the monster specified in any particular detail, except for the large size which is mentioned in some 
versions.13 The tradition, and almost certainly the general expectations of whatever audience Beowulf may have had, 
was quite simply that the hero would get into dire straits, need a weapon because his own was missing or had failed, and 
find a regular-to-largish one at hand in his hour of need.14 This certainly does not demonstrate that the Beowulf-poet was 
precluding the depiction of the sword as being magical because it belonged to or was made by the monsters. It may, 
however, suggest that if he had wanted to establish that point, he would presumably have made it explicit enough so that 
the distinction from the traditional versions of the story would be discernible. 
The audience is, perhaps, winked at when it is specified that no sword ofer eorþan (802) can harm Grendel—what about 
underneath, where it is usually found? they would presumably think—a point reiterated with another escape hatch when 
the severed arm is contemplated: œghwlyc gecwœð/þœt him heardra nan hrinan wolde/iren œrgod (987b–9a, my 
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emphasis). This could be seen as preparing the audience to consider the question: why was the cave-sword successful 
when others were not? The description of the hilt, and the story it tells, has no parallels in the other troll-fight or 
gravemound tales; clearly, the addition by the poet must be significant. 
There may, however, be a parallel in a very different poem, Solomon and Saturn. While Near refers to Katherine 
O’Brien O’Keeffe’s discussion of this poem15 to support his thesis that writing may be an instrument of evil (p. 330n.), 
and Frantzen points out its use of bocstafas in his discussion of forwritan (Bwf 2705), I am not aware of any discussion 
of the inscribed sword of Solomon and Saturn which compares that episode to the one in Beowulf. The comparison is an 
interesting one for several reasons, including the ambiguity in the crucial passage of the Psychomachian combat scene: 
Awriteð he on his wæpne      wællnota 
heap,  
bealwe bocstafas,      bill forscrifeð,  
meces mærðo. 
(lines 161–3a) 
He writes on his weapon a host of death-marks, deadly book-letters, casts a spell on the sword, the glory of the sword.16 
Marie Nelson’s discussion is worth quoting at some length: 
They could be victory-runes. In this case, their power, like the power of Solomon’s hypostasized runes, could be 
enhanced, even brought to life, by the spoken words of the man who wields the sword. On the other hand, they may be 
death-runes that cast a spell on the sword and render it useless…. In this case, the Pater Noster that Solomon says the 
warrior must sing would function as a counter-spell. 
(p. 32) 
The parallel of forscrifeð here with writan from Beowulf lines 1687–8a (ealde lafe, on ðœm wœs or writen/
fyrngewinnes), in the context of an engraved sword which is associated with the destruction of a demonic opponent, is 
striking. So are the parallel ambiguities concerning who made the inscription and whether it enhances or impairs the 
sword’s power. Whether ‘casts a spell’ is the best translation in this context is less important, I think, than the similarity 
in both poems between two fights in which a sword which has been written upon defeats a demonic enemy—‘the letter 
killeth’, indeed—or for that matter that in both cases the destruction is aimed specifically at the demon’s heads and 
necks, ‘proscribing’ whatever orality they may possess (whether primary or secondary), particularly in Solomon and 
Saturn’s ghoulish delight in the scattering of the demon’s shattered teeth.17 
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By writing both about the hilt and upon it, then, the Beowulf-poet could have achieved the complex goal of fulfilling the 
audience’s expectations of the gravemound battle tradition, explaining how it was possible for only this particular sword 
to defeat Grendel, and linking the scene to a tradition of the power of written letters to achieve the killing of a monster. It 
does not demonstrably suggest that writing as such is evil, but perhaps the ambiguity in both poems is intentional, the 
equivocal power of writing deliberately stressed. As with so much in Old English poetry, we will probably never 
know.18 
In the questions it addresses and in its citation of work by O’Keeffe, Frantzen, Eric Jager, and others, Near’s essay 
captures well the broader issues of the use of theory in medieval literature in general and Old English studies in 
particular. These issues were dramatically confronted during a session at the 1991 meeting of the Modern Language 
Association itself, during which Gillian R.Overing and T.A.Shippey presented papers on recent writing in Old English 
from what might be characterised as the ‘theoretical’ versus the ‘philological’ perspectives, respectively. These papers 
have since been published in the journal Æstel, along with a response solicited from Frantzen.19 Shippey presents a 
choice between theory and philology; Frantzen questions the Manichean opposition involved, and instead looks forward 
to a unification between the two perspectives—the unthinkability of which he challenges with a reference to the once 
equally inconceivable reunification of Germany—as Anglo-Saxon studies move on into an uncertain future. 
I agree with Frantzen that the conflict between advocates of theory-over-scholarship and those of scholarship-over-
theory produces an unnecessary choice based on a false dichotomy. If the word ‘theory’ is replaced by ‘philosophy’ or 
‘critical approach’, even the most ardent Old Philologist tends to concede that an a priori intellectual framework of some 
sort is inevitable when approaching the explication of a text. Similarly, even the most avant-garde expositeur may, when 
pressed, concede the necessity not only of having a text under consideration as the basis for theoretical analysis, but of 
knowing as much as possible about its language, the means of production which generated it, and the socioeconomic 
context in which it came to be. There is room in the academy for advocates of both approaches; one can only hope that 
more and more people will find it possible to embrace both at once. 
Rather than revisit those discussions at length, I would like to point out that the hostile and emotional tone of much of 
the discussion is not as unidirectional as the advocates of theory might wish. Notwithstanding the outbursts from In 
Geardagum—which might best be described as occasionally intemperate—there is blame enough for both sides in the 
continuing lack of rapprochement between the partisans. The conflict over theory in medieval literature surfaced 
recently in the Bryn Mawr Medieval 
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Review (published electronically) in a way which expressed some of the problems attending a too-vigorous advocacy of 
the currently dominant forms of critical enquiry.20 The assertion which drew my attention was that a reviewer had 
revealed ‘anti-intellectualism’ by expressing some discomfort at the application of ‘the now fashionable Derridean and 
Foucauldian jargon’ to a study of works preserved in medieval manuscripts. Now in the case of Derrida it has been noted 
more than once that his theories of writing are to some degree based on typography, and may not always be applied so 
easily to manuscript culture.21 In the case of Foucault—at least, of all but his latest writings—criticism which calls into 
question any application of his modes of reading to any texts at all is not uncommon, some of it from writers who cannot 
be charged with a lack of interest in or knowledge of critical theory and its attendant, or rather antecedent, philosophical 
issues.22 So, were such a criticism made, it might not necessarily be one that could be dismissed prima facie as devoid 
of intellectual content. Perhaps even more troubling is the implication in the response that the application of Derrida or 
Foucault is not only a particularly intellectual act in itself by definition but that it may also be expected or even required 
of anyone who hopes to get the nod among peers as a student of literature worth his or her salt.23 Anyone can read a 
couple of translated critical essays and learn enough of the terminology of critical theory to put up a reasonable front, but 
as in any other discipline, putting up a front should not count as a particularly worthwhile intellectual activity.24 
Among Anglo-Saxonists, the internecine strife occasionally generates much more heat than light, and its continuance in 
that vein is not likely to benefit anyone. As an example, a recent paper by John P.Hermann concludes with a series of 
outbursts aimed at critics of theoretical writings by himself and others.25 One of the quotations to which he takes 
exception is from Alexandra Hennessy Olsen’s review of Overing’s Language, Signs, and Gender in ‘Beowulf’, in which 
Olsen avers that Overing declares Beowulf to be ‘both gay and hysteric’.26 Hermann’s reaction is to snap ‘Does Overing 
ever describe Beowulf as gay and hysteric? Is theory actually powerful enough to destroy the appreciation of Beowulf for 
an entire generation, or to reveal some Anglo-Saxonists’ anxious inability to read?’ (p. 23). Hermann may be more right 
than he might wish to be about some Anglo-Saxonists’ inability to read. In fact, Overing does write: 
While we have no way of guessing at Beowulf’s sexuality…we cannot ignore the strength of expressed masculine desire 
in the poem…. In Beowulf the marriage alliance is essentially an alliance of men; Deleuze and Guattari identify ‘the 
perverse tie of a primary homosexuality’…in tribal negotiation for marriage partners. 
(p. 74) 
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and later, she postulates that Beowulf’s duality suggests: 
some of his own potential as a hysteric…. His power to disturb as a hysteric accrues throughout the poem…the added 
complexity and hysterical potential of Beowulf’s heroic character…also comments on the nature of binarism in the 
poem. 
(pp. 84–5) 
Olsen’s comments cannot be faulted on those grounds; Hermann must find new grounds for his defence. It seems there is 
more than enough capacity for misreading to go around. 
Frantzen would have scholars and critics join hands in pursuit of an as-yet-unknowable future in each other’s company, 
and for an embattled speciality such as Old English there seems no alternative. I would add only that since the major 
issues of literary criticism tend to revolve around philosophy, it may be necessary for literary professionals on both sides 
of the theory-philology split to develop a far stronger grounding in the philosophy needed for the explication of literary 
texts, and perhaps to read more philosophy, or at least literary theory written by philosophers, before devoting too much 
time to theory written from a primarily literary perspective.27 Like philology, philosophy is an unforgiving partner for 
those who attempt to enlist it in support of their own goals without a firm grounding in its principles or a background of 
reading in its primary materials. 
Of course all literary scholars need a critical framework for whatever they do, and should not shrink from the effort 
needed to gain an understanding of the theoretical discourse carried on by most non-medievalist English faculty. At the 
same time, those who think of themselves as ‘bringing theory’ to those as yet bereft of it should be prepared, not only for 
increasingly competent resistance to their mode of discourse, but also for the dawning realisation that some of the 
pouches in their saddlebags have been loaded with sand rather than with gold. Frantzen’s analysis of the history of 
philology points up the need for an equivalent awareness among medievalists, and others, of the equally problematic 
history of contemporary literary theory. Christopher Norris has written that ‘post-structuralism rests on highly 
questionable premises’,28 and the consequences of that fact are becoming apparent in recent work by important theorists 
who no longer embrace those premises as uncritically as they once did.29 However, Frantzen has made abundantly clear 
in his discussions of the shrinking stature and contracting size of Anglo-Saxon studies in the Anglo-American systems of 
higher education that we have no time for civil war. The necessity for the field to develop something like a coherent 
method of presentation and advocacy to the larger world of English in general, and the academy at large, is pressing, and 
will become more so. Our somewhat fortuitously developed lead in computer 
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applications for the humanities, of which Anglo-Saxonists are justifiably proud, is a strong advantage in pressing the 
case for the popularity and ‘accessibility’—perhaps even ‘relevance’—of our speciality when competing for the 
dwindling pool of resources available to university departments in the humanities. Like the giant-sword itself, this 
weapon can serve us well in the hour of need, if wielded shrewdly in the contest for Dean-geld. However, in itself that 
will not be enough. Theoreticians and scholars must make common ground in recreating the discipline into a form which 
may not only survive, but prosper, throughout the next century. 
NOTES 
1  Michael R.Near, ‘Anticipating Alienation: Beowulf and the Intrusion of Literacy’, Publications of the Modern 

Language Association 108 (1993), pp. 320–32 at 321. 
2  In the words of Gillian R.Overing, ‘there is some margin for error, some presumption, some risk of inappropriateness 

of several kinds in examining a thousand-year-old body of poetry from more recent theoretical 
perspectives’ (Language, Sign, and Gender in ‘Beowulf’ (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1990), p. 
xiii). Near prefaces his essay by approvingly characterising the application of theory to Old English as 
‘speculation’ (p. 320). 

3  Literacy and Power in Anglo-Saxon Literature (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991), p. 170. Lerer does 
admit that this belief is ‘controversial’. 

4  ‘Writing the Unreadable Beowulf: Writan and Forwritan, the Pen and the Sword’, Exemplaria 3 (1991), pp. 327–57 
at 345. 

5  The appearance of a paper on Old English in Publications of the Modern Language Association is, today, so much 
out of the ordinary that the Old English Newsletter inadvertently neglected to notice its publication. 

6  Near acknowledges E.G.Stanley’s observation that ‘levels of meaning have no place in interpreting OE poetry’ (‘Old 
English Poetic Diction and the Interpretation of The Wanderer, The Seafarer, and The Penitent’s Prayer’, in Jess B.
Bessinger Jr and Stanley J.Kahrl, eds, Essential Articles for the Study of Old English Poetry (Hamden, Conn.: 
Archon, 1968), pp. 458–514 at 492), p. 330n.; rep. in Stanley’s A Collection of Papers with Emphasis on Old English 
Literature (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), pp. 234–80. 

7  Lerer’s reading—that the hilt as text invites the audience ‘to understand the place of literature within the human 
community’ (p. 160)—stands in sharp contrast. 

8  Although Near does not shrink from drawing a parallel between Grendel and the Christian missionary (pp. 330–1n.). 
9  ‘Hrothgar’s reading of the sword hilt…does not admit a counter-reading by the monsters whose story it 

tells’ (Frantzen, ‘Writing’, p. 353). It is not immediately apparent why it should. 
10  Lerer assumes that the sword was taken from a man by a giant (Literacy and Power, p. 163). As to what manner of 

being made the sword, the choices on offer include not only men and giants, but even God himself (James W.Earl, 
‘The Necessity of Evil in Beowulf’, South Atlantic Bulletin 44 (1979), pp. 81–98 at 84). Whether the owner was man 
or giant, and whether the inscription 
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identifies the smith or the man he worked for, the fact that Grendel himself is described as þyrs and eoten, but not 
giganta (noted by Dennis Cronan, ‘The Rescuing Sword’, Neophilologus 77 (1993), pp. 467–78 at 469), suggests 
that his relation to the giants may be somewhat indirect in any case. 

11  J.Michael Stitt, Beowulf and the Bear’s Son: Epic, Saga, and Fairytale in Northern Germanic Tradition, Albert 
Bates Lord Studies in Oral Tradition 8 (New York: Garland, 1992). 

12  Roy M.Liuzza, ‘Poetry: Beowulf’, in The Year’s Work in Old English Studies, Old English Newsletter 27 (1994), pp. 
45–54 at 47. 

13  In a modern Märchen version of AT301 there are three swords, each heavier than the last, which can be lifted only 
after the hero drinks a magic potion offered by each captive princess (compare Bwf 1560–61: buton hit wœs mare 
ðonne œnig mon oðer / to beadulace œtberan meahte); Stitt, Beowulf, pp. 15–16. 

14  Discovered swords occur in Andra saga, Gull-þóris saga, Gestsþáttr, Harðar saga, Grettis saga, and Hrómundar 
saga (Stitt, Beowulf, p. 155). In Grettis saga Grettir slays the first troll with his own sword, then kills the second with 
a spear-thrust while he is reaching for a sword that hangs in the cave. Beowulf does describe the sword as the 
property of Grendel’s mother when he tells the story to Hygelac and claims to have slain her with eacnum ecgum 
(line 2140). Howell D.Chickering Jr creates a forced similarity to the first sword by translating this as ‘her own great 
edge’ (‘Beowulf’: a Dual-Language Edition (Garden City: Anchor, 1977), p. 175; italics mine), although, unlike his 
earlier narrative for Hrothgar, Beowulf says nothing here to indicate that the sword is anything out of the ordinary. 

15  Visible Song: Transitional Literacy in Old English Verse (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). See more 
recently her further consideration in ‘Source, Method, Theory, Practice: on Reading Two Old English Verse Texts’, 
T.Northcote Toller Lecture, 8 March 1993, Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 76 (1994), pp. 51–73, and available 
separately. 

16  Translation by Marie Nelson, in ‘King Solomon’s Magic: the Power of a Written Text’, Oral Tradition 5 (1990), pp. 
20–36 at 32. 

17  In terms of the Beowulf analogues, the implication that the aid of God was crucial in the outcome is explicit in 
þorsteins þáttr uxafóts, in which the beaten hero promises to convert if he is spared—whereupon a powerful beam of 
light enters the hall and blinds the giantess (Stitt, Beowulf, p. 83); compare Bwf 1570–2a: Lixte se leoma, leoht inne 
stod, / efne swa of hefene hadre seineð/ rodores candel. 

18  Another way of reading the sword-hilt is suggested by Lerer’s illustration of the parallels between its description and 
that typical of a rune-inscribed monument (Literacy and Power, p. 169): that the hilt may be, not a monument in the 
positive sense, but a form of tréníð or timber-níð, which might be in ‘carved, sculpted or pictorial form’ (as described 
by Preben M.Sørensen in The Unmanly Man: Concepts of Sexual Defamation in Early Northern Society, trans. Joan 
Turville-Petre (Odense: Odense University Press, 1983), p. 28). In Vatnsdœla saga this takes the form of a pole 
carved both with a man’s sculpted head and with a curse explicitly spelled out in runes (Sørensen, p. 29). A reading 
of the hilt as a níð leads to consideration of several other references throughout Beowulf as possible references to níð 
in, for example, the elevation of Grendel’s arm, the placement of Æschere’s head at the mere-bank by Grendel’s 
mother, and the implied taunt received by the young man who sees his dead father’s sword at the side of a former 
enemy. Incidentally, the explicit statement in Icelandic law that tréníð, like the verbal variety, gave the offended 
party the right to kill in retaliation might then provide something of a justifi-
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cation for the Grendels’, or their ancestors’, killing of the sword’s former human owner (Sørensen, p. 17). 
19  T.A.Shippey, ‘Recent Writing on Old English’, Æstel 1 (1993), pp. 111–34; Gillian R.Overing, ‘Recent Writing on 

Old English: a Response’, Æstel 1 (1993), pp. 135–49; Allen J.Frantzen, ‘Who Do These Anglo-Saxon(ist)s Think 
They Are, Anyway?’, Æstel 2 (1994), pp. 1–43. These articles are accessible via the World-Wide Web from the 
Labyrinth maintained by Martin Irvine and Deborah Everhart. 

20  Gernot Wieland, review of Martin Irvine, The Making of Textual Culture: ‘Grammatica’ and Literary Theory, 350–
1100 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), BMMR 95.2.10, 10 February 1995; Martin Irvine, response, 
BMMR 95.3.12, 12 April 1995; Wieland, reply to response, BMMR 95.5.15, 22 May 1995. 

21  Walter J.Ong, Orality and Literacy: the Technologizing of the Word (1982; New York: Routledge, 1988), p. 129. 
22  See, for example, Christopher Norris, Truth and the Ethics of Criticism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 

1994). 
23  It is beside the point that Derrida and Foucault are best considered separately rather than lumped together; they can 

hardly be said to have been on the same side of every debate over theory. 
24  There are many kinds of theory appropriate to various areas of literary study, some of the most important of which 

receive virtually no attention in North American graduate programmes in English; I am thinking particularly of the 
theoretical problems attendant upon critical editing, many of which have sweeping consequences throughout the 
study of both Old and Middle English works as well as modern ones. Too many graduate students, and faculty for 
that matter, are not familiar with the most important thinkers in this area, whose work has had, and will have, further-
reaching and longer-lasting implications within the discipline than all but a very few of today’s best-known critics. 

25  ‘Why Anglo-Saxonists Can’t Read: Or, Who Took the Mead out of Medieval Studies?’, Exemplaria 7 (1995), pp. 9–
26. 

26  Speculum 67 (1992), p. 1026. 
27  For example, Bernard Harrison has demonstrated that a reconciliation between deconstruction and critical humanism 

is not only possible, but—at least, as he argues it—may be virtually inescapable (Inconvenient Fictions: Literature 
and the Limits of Theory (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991)). 

28  Christopher Norris, ‘Consensus ‘‘Reality” and Manufactured Truth: Baudrillard and the War that Never Happened’, 
Southern Humanities Review 26 (1992), pp. 43–66 at 60. 

29  Norris, Truth and the Ethics, discusses the changes apparent in Foucault’s latest writing, unfulfilled at the time of his 
death (pp. 121–8). 
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11 Metrical stress on alliterating finite verbs in clause-initial a-verses 
‘Some doubts and no conclusions’ 
H.Momma 
Old English poetry must satisfy strict requirements of prosody, metre, and syntax, but not every part of its composition is 
regulated with equal strictness by these requirements.1 The first half of the line, the a-verse, is given more prosodical 
and metrical freedom than the second half, the b-verse: the a-verse may take either single alliteration or double 
alliteration, while the b-verse can employ only single alliteration; the a-verse accommodates a greater variety of metrical 
types than the b-verse;2 and Eduard Sievers’s type A3 (a verse with its sole alliteration on the last word) is found almost 
exclusively in the a-verse.3 The beginning of a clause has more syntactic flexibility than the rest. As Hans Kuhn points 
out, only the first half-line of the clause can accommodate Satzpartikeln, that is, metrically unstressed elements that are 
syntactically independent of the immediately following constituent.4 We can infer from these observations that great 
flexibility is allowed to the clause-initial a-verse because, prosodically, it can take either single or double alliteration; 
metrically, it can be either A3 or any of Sievers’s five major types;5 and syntactically, it may or may not contain 
Satzpartikeln. These options can be combined to constitute a great many constructions available to the clause-initial a-
verse, some of which can occur only in this type of half-line. For example, the half-lines 
Hwæt, me þæs on eþle (Beo. 1774a)6 
Ic hit þe þonne gehate (Beo. 1671a) 
must be clause-initial a-verses because they are type A3 and contain Satzpartikeln.7 
Structural flexibility does not normally cause difficulties in the scansion of clause-initial a-verses, but there is one type 
of half-line that presents problems: the clause-initial a-verse that begins with an alliterating finite verb followed by one 
other alliterating word. For example, the following clause-initial a-verse, 
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forwrat Wedra helm (Beo. 2705a) 

can be scanned either as the pattern ‘ ’, with metrical stress placed on the finite verb forwrat, or as 

‘ ’, without metrical stress on forwrat. The problem here is that neither of these scansions can be rejected 
on prosodical, metrical, or syntactic grounds, because each involves options that are permitted to the clause-initial a-
verse. According to the first scansion, the half-line has double alliteration, a ‘heavy’ verse8 of type D and no 
Satzpartikeln; and according to the second scansion, the half-line has single alliteration, a ‘normal’ verse of type B and 
one Satzpartikel.9 Another clause-initial a-verse, 
geaf him ða mid Geatum (Beo. 2623a) 

can also be scanned in two ways: ‘ ’ with metrical stress on the finite verb geaf, and ‘ ’ 
without metrical stress on geaf. Again, neither scansion can be rejected on structural evidence:10 the first scansion 
entails double alliteration, a ‘normal’ verse of type A and two Satzpartikeln; and the second scansion entails single 
alliteration, an A3 verse and three Satzpartikeln. The two scansions place Satzpartikeln in different positions of the half-
line (the medial dip and the initial dip respectively), but both are permissible.11 
It is not surprising that the metrical status of alliterating finite verbs in the clause-initial a-verse has been one of the most 
controversial issues in studies of Old English metre. These studies are divided into two main schools—one that places 
metrical stress on these verbs and one that does not; but there are variations within each school. Eduard Sievers, the 
founder of Old English metrics, treats alliterating verbs consistently as metrically stressed, including forwrat in Beowulf 
2705a and geaf in Beowulf 2623a.12 Likewise, John C.Pope regularly stresses finite verbs, including geaf in Beowulf 
2623a; but he does not stress forwrat in Beowulf 2705a despite the alliteration, because metrical stress on forwrat would 
yield slightly irregular metre for the half-line (type D with anacrusis). He states that the alliteration w on the verb ‘seems 
to me either accidental or merely supplementary’.13 Alan J.Bliss is the first metrist to treat a large number of alliterating 
finite verbs as unstressed elements, by claiming that alliterating finite verbs are metrically unstressed if they are followed 
by one or more Satzpartikeln in the same clause.14 Following this syntactic condition, he stresses forwrat in Beowulf 
2705a because it is not followed by any Satzpartikeln, but does not stress geaf in Beowulf 2623a because it is followed 
by two Satzpartikeln (him and ða). The problem with Bliss’s syntactic condition is that it yields apparently too large a 
number of metrically unstressed alliterating finite verbs in Beowulf. Bliss explains that these verbs do not carry mere 
‘accidental’ alliteration (which is placed ‘accidentally’ on unambiguously unstressed words such as conjunctions 
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and personal pronouns) but instead ‘ornamental’ or ‘non-functional’ alliteration, something that the poet added to an 
already metrically sufficient half-line ‘as a work of supererogation’.15 Bliss’s syntactic condition on alliterating finite 
verbs is accepted by some of the followers of his metrical theory,16 and Kendall among them has even extended the 
condition to all alliterating finite verbs in the clause-initial a-verse, regardless of the presence or absence of 
Satzpartikeln. Kendall thus treats both geaf in Beowulf 2623a and forwrat in Beowulf 2705a as unstressed elements, and 
explains that these verbs carry ‘extra-metrical’ alliteration, which ‘does not take metrical stress’ and instead ‘lies outside 
(to the left of) the regular metrical contour of the verse’.17 
Considering how strongly Sievers has influenced the formation of Old English metrics in this century, it is rather 
remarkable that Pope, Bliss, and Kendall have departed from Sievers on this particular issue.18 Sievers and these three 
Old English metrists, in fact, exhaust all four possible combinations of the treatment of the verbs in Beowulf 2623a and 
2705a: Sievers stresses both verbs; Kendall stresses neither; Pope stresses the former but does not stress the latter 
through a metrical condition; and Bliss stresses the latter but does not stress the former through a syntactic condition. 
The aim of this essay is neither to champion one of these four metrists nor to formulate a new condition for alliterating 
finite verbs in Old English poetry. Rather, I hope to suggest, in the words of Professor Stanley, that ‘where such reapers 
as Sievers, Hans Kuhn, A.J.Bliss, and John Pope …have been harvesting it is presumptuous to hope for gleanings: when 
they have reached no certainty, certainty may not be attainable’.19 In addition, I believe that, within the range of critical 
development, B.R.Hutcheson has had the last word on this particular issue, for he has successfully refuted Bliss’s 
syntactic condition by showing how it is based on an inadequate interpretation of Kuhn’s law of Satzpartikeln.20 In so 
doing, Hutcheson has also discredited Kendall’s treatment of alliterating finite verbs, because his theoretical basis relies 
on Bliss’s syntactic condition. Hutcheson argues that metrical stress should be given to all alliterating verbs in Old 
English poetry, an opinion that places him in league with Sievers.21 
At this point, one might think that the query has come full circle and ended where it began more than a century ago. But 
does this mean that metrists since Sievers have argued over an issue that was not an issue in the first place? Not quite. 
Hutcheson chooses to regard finite verbs as stressed when they alliterate ‘because in my view this makes for a more 
coherent and straightforward prosody; it eliminates a number of unnecessary complications, such as the notion of 
ornamental alliteration, and appeals to common sense as well’.22 Hutcheson’s prosody may appeal to the common sense 
of modern metrists who strive to formulate a scientific 
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system with as few unnecessary complications as possible. But Hutcheson’s treatment of alliterating finite verbs is not 
entirely without problems: for one thing, his scansion disregards a metrical condition such as Pope’s; for another, it does 
not distinguish ‘functional’ alliteration from ‘accidental’ alliteration.23 
Probably more important than these specific problems is the fundamental question of whether Old English prosody is 
entirely ‘coherent and straightforward’. While our metrical crux hinges on the treatment of finite verbs, the behaviour of 
finite verbs in Old English poetry seems anything but coherent and straightforward. According to Sievers, finite verbs 
fall right in between the two groups of parts of speech in his so-called Rule of Precedence,24 a rule that predicts which 
of the two metrically stressed words in a half-line comes to take precedence in alliteration. This rule predicts that nouns, 
adjectives, and non-finite verbs regularly take precedence in alliteration, whereas pronouns, prepositions, and 
conjunctions normally do not. The same rule, however, fails to predict the behaviour of finite verbs, for they take 
precedence in some cases but not in others. Sievers thus speculates that finite verbs carry less sentence stress than the 
parts of speech of the first group, but more sentence stress than those of the second.25 
Bliss agrees that finite verbs occupy ‘a kind of half-way house’,26 and has accordingly created a half-way kind of 
alliteration called, as mentioned above, ornamental or non-functional alliteration, which falls between functional 
alliteration (given to unambiguously stressed elements) and accidental alliteration (given to unambiguously unstressed 
elements). Bliss, however, does not grant ornamental alliteration to all alliterating finite verbs. He believes that 
‘auxiliaries’ and ‘quasi-auxiliaries’27 are not capable of carrying ornamental alliteration because in their occurrences in 
Beowulf they alliterate only 18 per cent—a rate low enough for the alliteration to be accidental—whereas non-auxiliaries 
alliterate as frequently as 81 per cent.28 
Bliss’s binary classification of finite verbs into auxiliaries and quasi-auxiliaries on the one hand and non-auxiliaries on 
the other may reveal some differences in the metrical behaviour of finite verbs, but probably not all differences. For 
instance, auxiliaries and quasi-auxiliaries as a whole have a stronger tendency to occur as metrically unstressed elements 
than non-auxiliaries do; but as individual verbs, they show different degrees of this tendency among themselves:29 in 
Old English poetry (1) wuton (‘let us’) never occurs as an unambiguously stressed element;30 (2) beon is metrically 
stressed in only about 25 per cent of its occurrences as a finite verb; (3) lœtan and sculan, slightly less than 50 per cent; 
(4) cuman, habban, hatan, magan, onginnan, þurfan, weorþan, willan, and gewitan (with the sense ‘to go’), 
approximately between 60 per cent and 74 per cent; (5) durran and motan, approximately between 75 and 84 per cent; 
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and (6) cunnan, over 85 per cent. In addition, some non-auxiliaries carry metrical stress no more often than some of the 
auxiliaries and quasi-auxiliaries: for example, cweþan ranks in group 4; biddan, don, secgan, sendan, (ge)seon, and (ge)
þyncan rank in group 5; and giefan, (ge)niman, standan, and witan (‘to know’) rank in group 6. 
Furthermore, Bliss’s binary classification of finite verbs cannot fully explain differences in their syntactic behaviour. I 
have shown elsewhere31 that metrically unstressed finite verbs occur either immediately before or immediately after 
pronominal Satzpartikeln in the affirmative clause of Old English poetry, and further that the position following 
pronominal Satzpartikeln seems to be preferred by auxiliaries, as in 
Him weorþeð blæd gifen! (ChristC 877b) 
Sumne sceal hunger ahiþan (Fort. 15a) 
and quasi-auxiliaries, as in 
Eow het secgan sigedrihten min (Beo. 391) 
Ða mec ongon hreowan (ChristC 1414a) 
whereas the position preceding pronominal Satzpartikeln seems to be preferred by non-auxiliaries, as in 
sende ic Wylfingum (Beo. 471 a) 
Wat ic Matheus (And. 941a) 
This is, however, just a general tendency. Almost all auxiliaries and quasi-auxiliaries can also precede pronominal 
Satzpartikeln: for example, 
Wearð ic ana geboren (ChristC 1420b) 
Sceal hine wulf etan (Fort. 12b) 
Heht mec mon wunian on wuda bearwe (Wife 27) 
Ongan ic þa steppan forð (Satan 246b) 
and some non-auxiliaries can also follow pronominal Satzpartikeln: for example, 
þe sende waldend god (GenB 520b) 
Ic wat soð gere (Ex. 291 b) 
In fact, finite verbs do not fall neatly into two groups but rather spread in a wide spectrum ranging from those which 
always precede pronominal Satzpartikeln to those which mostly follow them. Of twenty-six of the verbs that can occur 
as metrically unstressed elements in Old English poetry, beon, magan, motan, and sculan follow pronominal 
Satzpartikeln approximately four to five times more frequently than they precede them; cuman, cunnan, cweþan, lœtan, 
weorþan, willan, and witan (‘to know’) are distributed more or less equally in the two positions; habban precedes them 
approximately twice as often as it follows them;32 biddan, hatan, 
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onginnan, and þyncan precede approximately five to ten times more frequently than they follow them;33 and abeodan, 
ahebban, bycgan, giefan, hnigan, (ge)niman, (ge)secgan, standan, wenan, and gewitan (‘to go’) always precede them.34 
The distribution of verbs in this spectrum may be explained semantically rather than syntactically: generally speaking, 
the greater the semantic significance of the verb, the stronger its tendency to precede pronominal Satzpartikeln. Those 
verbs that have the strongest tendency to follow pronominal Satzpartikeln have the least semantic significance: beon is 
used either as an auxiliary verb in the passive clause or as a copula followed by a complement; and magan, sculan, and 
motan occur predominantly as modal auxiliaries accompanied by a dependent infinitive. Weorþan and willan may occur 
as auxiliary verbs, but they are also used as main verbs, the former as an intransitive verb (‘to become’) and the latter as 
a transitive verb (‘to desire’).35 Habban, the only ‘auxiliary’ to prefer the position before pronominal Satzpartikeln, can 
also occur as a transitive verb (‘to have, possess’); and even as an auxiliary verb, it often takes inflected past participles, 
indicating that it has not entirely lost its function as a transitive verb. Of the other verbs that can follow pronominal 
Satzpartikeln, cuman, cunnan, hatan, lœtan, and onginnan can be used as quasi-auxiliary verbs, and biddan, cweþan, 
þyncan, and witan may occur in introductory clauses of little semantic importance. In contrast, the verbs that always 
precede pronominal Satzpartikeln seem to have relatively full semantic significance; none of them is an auxiliary, and 
none but gewitan can be used even as quasi-auxiliary verbs. Although I have divided these verbs into five semantic 
groups here, it is not my intention to replace Bliss’s binary classification of finite verbs with a five-part classification. 
Five, in fact, is an arbitrary number, for the verbs in each group do not necessarily have exactly the same tendency, and 
there are more than these twenty-six verbs that can occur as metrically unstressed elements in Old English poetry. 
This semantically motivated behaviour of verbs seems to have a pragmatic function. Metrically unstressed verbs with 
relatively full semantic significance may prefer the position before pronominal Satzpartikeln because they are less likely 
to be mistaken for stressed elements in this position. Since the average number of metrically unstressed syllables is either 
zero or one for the dip between the two primary stresses of a half-line,36 a finite verb in the clause-initial dip is less 
likely to be considered metrically stressed if it is separated from the immediately following stressed element by one or 
more Satzpartikeln. For example, if the non-alliterating verb seleð in seleð him on eþle (Beo. 1730a) were moved to the 
position after the pronoun (*him seleð on eþle), this would probably increase the likelihood of its being taken for a 
stressed element (and such an inference would not be corrected until the onset of the following 
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b-verse, eorþan wynne). Verbs with relatively little semantic significance, on the other hand, can take the position not 
only before pronominal Satzpartikeln but also after them: for example, Wille ic asecgan (Beo. 344a) but Ic wille secgan 
(GuthB 1027a); and Wat ic Matheus (And. 941a) but Ic wat anfete (Rid. 58, 1a). The reason for this flexibility may be 
that they are not likely to be mistaken for unstressed elements even in the latter construction. 
The pragmatic explanation for the syntactic behaviour of metrically unstressed finite verbs renews our interest in Bliss’s 
syntactic condition on alliterating finite verbs, even though Bliss’s original rationale for it has been refuted by 
Hutcheson. As we have seen, Bliss’s justification for not stressing geaf in geaf him ða mid Geatum (Beo. 2623a) is that 
this alliterating verb is followed by Satzpartikeln. It is interesting to point out, however, that geaf here occurs in the 
position typical for unstressed finite verbs with relatively full semantic significance. For instance, the construction of 
Beowulf 2623a is parallel with 
Stodon him ða on ofre (And. 1712a) 
except that the finite verb stodon is not alliterating. The structural similarities between these two half-lines, along with 
our earlier observation that the unstressed finite forms of both giefan and standan occur exclusively before pronominal 
Satzpartikeln, seem to work in favour of Bliss’s scansion of geaf in Beowulf 2623a as metrically unstressed. 
Yet Bliss’s scansion must remain just a possibility. Just as the finite verb is allowed a wide variety of prosodical 
constructions in the clause-initial a-verse, its metrical stress varies widely in this position: it is unambiguously stressed 
metrically if it is followed by no alliterating word in the same half-line, as in 
Gemunde þa se goda (Beo. 758a) 
Geworhton ða (Beo. 3156a) 
and unambiguously unstressed if it is followed by two alliterating words in the same half-line,37 as in 
Gebad wintra worn (Beo. 264a) 
Gehwearf þa in Francna fæþm (Beo. 1210a) 
Even when it is followed by one alliterating word in the same half-line, it is still unambiguously unstressed, regardless of 
its semantic significance, as long as it does not alliterate:38 for example, 
Hwearf þa bi bence (Beo. 1188a) 
seleð him on eþle (Beo. 1730a) 
Prosody thus allows metrical ambiguity only to the finite verb that alliterates and precedes one alliterating word in the 
clause-initial a-verse. But 
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even this construction shows different degrees of ambiguity, depending on the semantic significance of the verb, and 
possibly also depending on the presence or absence of Satzpartikeln after the verb. For example, of the two clause-initial 
half-lines, 
beorhtode bencsweg (Beo. 1161a) 
Uton nu efstan (Beo. 3101a) 
the alliterating verb of the first is more likely to be metrically stressed than that of the second, because of its greater 
semantic significance. Of the two clause-initial half-lines, 
Secge ic þe to soðe (Beo. 590a) 
lixte se leoma (Beo. 311a) 
the alliterating verb of the first seems slightly more likely to be metrically unstressed than that of the second because it is 
followed by pronominal Satzpartikeln. 
I have demonstrated that the crux discussed in this essay is just one of many forms of the verb-first clause. In Old 
English poetry the verb-first clause is not only frequent39 but also flexible in prosody and metre, indicating that probably 
it is syntactically unmarked. The prominence of the verb-first clause in Old English poetry is particularly significant 
because this type of clause is not at all common in Old English prose, where the typical sentence patterns are ‘subject
+verb+object’ for the principal clause, and ‘subject+object+verb’ for the subordinate clause. The sentence pattern ‘verb
+subject+object’ does occur in prose but normally only when it is introduced by a demonstrative such as þa, þonne, or 
þœr, or at least by a co-ordinating conjunction such as ond;40 the absolute verb-first clause, on the other hand, is 
infrequent in Old English prose almost to the point of anomaly.41 
The verb-first clause presents a special problem for a historical approach to Old English. As far as Old English prose is 
concerned, there is too little evidential support from the prose of other cognate languages to claim an origin in 
Germanic.42 In Theo Vennemann’s cycle of typological word-order shift in the Indo-European language group, the verb-
first clause falls in the historical period either before proto-Indo-European or after Modern English (!).43 As for Old 
English poetry, two conflicting theories have been suggested for the origin of the verb-first clause. One, proposed by 
Kuhn, claims that the verb-first clause represents the word order of a very early stage of Germanic, and that the verb of 
this clause originally had no metrical stress or alliteration but later developed both.44 The other, proposed by Winfred P.
Lehmann and Takemitsu Tabusa, argues that the verb-first clause can find its origin in Indo-European, and that the verb 
originally carried metrical stress (and thus also alliteration) but lost both later.45 The topic, however, remains open to 
discussion.46 
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Whatever its linguistic origin, the verb-first clause is certainly given maximum flexibility in Old English poetry. In 
employing this type of clause, Anglo-Saxon poets combined the syntactic plasticity of the clause-initial half-line and the 
ambiguous status of finite verbs in relation to other parts of speech, and further provided the clause-initial verb with 
prosodical and metrical freedom by placing it in the a-verse. In the light of the wide spectrum of metrical prominence 
that Anglo-Saxon poets gave to the finite verb in this construction, modern metrists’ attempts to determine the metrical 
status of the finite verb as either black or white seem likely to be unsuccessful. We must bear in mind that what we call 
alliterative poetry was produced in a vast area of Germanic-speaking Europe over more than a millennium, and that its 
form ranges from one long line with anacrusis inscribed on the Gallehus horn to the bob-and-wheel stanza employed in 
some of the York Plays. It does not seem unreasonable to assume, therefore, that Anglo-Saxon poets expected neither 
coherence nor straightforwardness from the prosody of their poetry but rather accepted inconsistencies and ambiguities 
as part of their traditional but by no means static art of verse making. Perhaps some of the more innovative ones even 
modified the tradition from time to time to make room for their idio-syncrasies.47 
NOTES 
1  The sub-title of the present essay is taken from Professor Eric G.Stanley’s ‘The Date of Beowulf: Some Doubts and 

No Conclusions’, in C.Chase, ed., The Dating of Beowulf (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981), pp. 197–211. 
Professor Stanley’s article, along with many of his other publications, illustrates how to approach philological cruces 
that have a long and intricate history of criticism. Here I would also like to thank Mary M.Rogers at the University of 
Toronto for her editorial assistance. 

2  For example, Eduard Sievers, ‘Zur Rhythmik des germanischen Alliterations-verses’, Beiträge zur Geschichte der 
deutschen Sprache und Literatur 10 (1885), pp. 209–314 and 451–545, at 270. 

3  E.Sievers, Altgermanische Metrik (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1893), p. 33. There is another minor metrical type, called 
B3, that places its sole alliteration on the last word of the half-line. According to Alan J.Bliss, in The Metre of 
Beowulf, rev. edn (Oxford: Basil Black well, 1967), p. 122, both Sievers’s A3 and B3—Bliss’s types a and e 
respectively—occur exclusively in a-verses of Beowulf. 

4  Satzpartikeln are often subordinate conjunctions, sentence adverbs, nominal pronouns, and auxiliary verbs. They must 
be distinguished from another type of metrically unstressed elements called Satzteilpartikeln, which are syntactically 
dependent on the immediately following constituent (often prepositions and adjectival pronouns): Hans Kuhn, ‘Zur 
Wortstellung und -betonung im Altgermanischen’, Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur 57 
(1933), pp. 1–109 at 4–5. 

5  According to Bliss (Metre of Beowulf, pp. 122–3), the a-verse of Beowulf fails to accommodate only three out of forty-
nine metrical types that occur in the 
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poem. Moreover, these three types (3E1, 3B2 and 3E3) occur only one to five times each. 
6  Here and elsewhere in this article, letters in bold indicate alliteration. All the examples of Old English poetry are 

taken from G.P.Krapp and E.V.K.Dobbie, eds, The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, 6 vols (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1931–53). The titles of Old English poems may be abbreviated according to B.Mitchell, C.Ball, and 
A.Cameron, ‘Short Titles of Old English texts’, Anglo-Saxon England 4 (1975), pp. 207–21; and ‘Short Titles of Old 
English Texts: Addenda and Corrigenda’, Anglo-Saxon England 8 (1979), pp. 331–3. 

7  As Professor Stanley points out, Sievers’s metrical type A3 and Kuhn’s syntactic law of Satzpartikeln often, but not 
always, apply to the same half-lines: ‘Some Observations on the A3 Lines in Beowulf’, in R.B.Burlin and E.B.Irving 
Jr, eds, Old English Studies in Honour of John C.Pope (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974), pp. 139–64 at 
144–6. See, however, Calvin B.Kendall, The Metrical Grammar of Beowulf, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon 
England 5 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 34–6. 

8  Bliss uses the notion of ‘normal’, ‘light’, and ‘heavy’ verses to indicate the metrical weight of half-lines: the 
‘normal’ verse ‘contains two stressed elements’, the ‘light’ verse consists of ‘only one stressed element’ and the 
‘heavy’ verse contains ‘three stressed elements instead of the normal two’: Metre of Beowulf, pp. 7–8. 

9  The metrical pattern of the first scansion of Beowulf 2705a is Sievers’s type Db, or Bliss’s 1D5, with anacrusis. 
Beowulf contains six other examples of type Db with anacrusis (see Sievers, ‘Zur Rhythmik’, p. 302); and type 1D5 
occurs fifty-eight times in Beowulf (with or without anacrusis), all in the a-verse with double alliteration (see Bliss, 
Metre of Beowulf, p. 122). The second scansion of the same half-line is Bliss’s type 3B1b. This metrical type occurs 
with single alliteration sixty-one times in a-verses of Beowulf (p. 126). 

10  According to Bliss, Beowulf contains 140 examples of the metrical pattern ‘ ’ (his type ald—all of them 

occur in the a-verse) and almost fifty examples of the metrical pattern ‘ ’ (either his 1A1c or 1A*1b, 
depending on the position of the caesura). 

11  See Kuhn, ‘Zur Wortstellung’, pp. 8–10. 
12  Sievers, ‘Zur Rhythmik’, pp. 272 and 302. 
13  The Rhythm of Beowulf, rev. edn (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), p. 276. Pope seems, however, uncertain 

about this scansion, for he adds: ‘but this verse could be read as type D with anacrusis’; and in the ‘Line index to the 
catalogue’, the scansion for 2705a reads: ‘B3 (better D25)’ (p. 406). 

14  Bliss adds one condition, however: the finite verb is metrically stressed ‘if the metre absolutely requires it’ (Metre of 
Beowulf, p. 20). 

15  Bliss, Metre of Beowulf, p. 12. 
16  For instance, P.J.Lucas, ‘Some Aspects of the Interaction between Verse Grammar and Metre in Old English Poetry’, 

Studia Neophilologica 59 (1987), pp. 145–75 at 158–9. Although in his ‘Some Observations on the A3 Lines in 
Beowulf’, Professor Stanley finds Bliss’s analysis ‘the most useful’, he disagrees with Bliss’s treatment of alliterating 
finite verbs (pp. 139–40). 

17  Metrical Grammar of Beowulf, p. 33. As Kendall points out (n. 12), he used Bliss’s term ‘ornamental alliteration’ in 
his earlier article (‘The Metrical Grammar of Beowulf: Displacement’, Speculum 58 (1983), pp. 1–30), but this was 
‘an unfortunate choice of a term, since it implied what I did not intend, that extra-metrical alliteration is somehow 
casual or unimportant’. 

18  But see R.Willard and E.D.demons, ‘Bliss’s Light Verses in the Beowulf’, Journal of English and Germanic 
Philology 66 (1967), pp. 230–44. 
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19  Stanley, ‘Some Observations on the A3 Lines in Beowulf’, p. 139. 
20  ‘Kuhn’s Law, Finite Verb Stress, and the Critics’, Studio Neophilologica 64 (1992), pp. 129–39 at 134–6. Hutcheson 

emphasises Bliss’s failure to recognise the double meaning of the word Auftakt in Kuhn’s thesis (either ‘upbeat’ or 
‘anacrusis’). 

21  Hutcheson, ‘Kuhn’s Law’, p. 136. It should be noted, however, that Sievers stresses both alliterating and non-
alliterating finite verbs in A3 verses, while Hutcheson proposes to stress only alliterating ones (cf. p. 139 n. 50). 

22  Hutcheson, ‘Kuhn’s Law’, p. 136. 
23  ‘Accidental’ alliteration certainly occurs in unambiguously unstressed words such as conjunctions, personal 

pronouns, and light adverbs: cf. R.B.Le Page, ‘Alliterative Patterns as a Test of Style in Old English Poetry’, Journal 
of English and Germanic Philology 58 (1959), pp. 434–41; and E.G.Stanley, ‘Initial Clusters of Unstressed Syllables 
in Half-lines in Beowulf’, in M. Korhammer, ed., Words, Texts and Manuscripts: Studies in Anglo-Saxon Culture 
Presented to Helmut Gneuss on the Occasion of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1992), pp. 263–
84. According to Bliss (Metre of Beowulf, p. 23), ‘accidental’ alliteration could occur in finite verbs as frequently as 
once every eleven occurrences. 

24  Sievers, Altgermanische Metrik, pp. 41–6. Sievers himself calls this rule a set of ‘laws of alliteration’ (Gesetze der 
Alliteration) (p. 46). 

25  Sievers, Altgermanische Metrik, p. 44. Like finite verbs, adverbs as a part of speech also belong to both groups in 
Sievers’s Rule of Precedence. But while many individual verbs belong to both groups, individual adverbs tend to 
belong to one group or the other: for example, adverbs of semantic importance (such as those derived from lexical 
words) are normally treated like nouns and adjectives, whereas pronominal adverbs of time or place rarely take 
precedence in alliteration (p. 45). 

26  Bliss, Metre of Beowulf, p. 20. 
27  Bliss’s ‘quasi-auxiliaries’ are main verbs that can occur with a dependent infinitive: ‘wutun, onginnan, hatan, lœtan 

and myntan, the verbs cuman and gewitan when construed with a dependent infinitive’; but Bliss’s argument for 
quasi-auxiliaries seems circular when he includes cweþan because it ‘never alliterates’ (Metre of Beowulf, p. 9). In a 
later article, Bliss classifies under auxiliaries all ‘finite verb[s] used with a dependent infinitive or past 
participle’ (‘Auxiliary and Verbal in Beowulf’, Anglo-Saxon England 9 (1981), pp. 157–82 at 159). 

28  Bliss, Metre of Beowulf, p. 23. 
29  See further H.Momma, ‘Composition and Comprehension: the Grammar of Old English Poetry’ (Ph.D. thesis, 

University of Toronto, 1992), pp. 294–5; and The Composition of Old English Poetry, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-
Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming). I am, however, unable to provide the exact 
percentages of metrical stress for many of these verbs here, precisely because of the metrical crux discussed in this 
article. 

30  The quasi-auxiliary wuton, however, alliterates in the clause-initial a-verse in two out of its thirty-two occurrences in 
Old English poetry (KtHy. 1a and Beo. 3101a). 

31  ‘Composition and Comprehension’, pp. 138–74. 
32  Examples of metrically unstressed finite verbs following pronominal Satzpartikeln include Dan. 244b and GuthA 

280a for beon; And. 1352a and Msol. 391a for magan; Vain. 72b and MEp. 6a for *motan; ChristB 680b and MaxI 
169b for cunnan; Met. 22 55a and CPEp. 3a for cweþan; JDay II 296a and 
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Mald. 108a for lœtan; Sat. 249a and JDay I 89b for willan; PPs. 118.99 2a and Beo. 694a for habban. Examples of 
metrically unstressed finite verbs preceding pronominal Satzpartikeln include Prec. 81 a and And. 250a for beon; 
GuthA 244b and ChristC 1308a for magan; Hell 106a and SoulI 158a for *motan; GuthA 295b and Gifts 47b for 
cunnan; GenB 276a and PPs. 88.45 1a for cweþan; Brun. 60a and GenB 258b for lœtan; Met. 21 40a and And. 271a 
for willan; Phoen. 393a and GenA 45b for habban. For the examples of sculan, cuman, weorþan, and witan in this 
construction, see above in the text. The unstressed finite forms of the auxiliaries durran and þyrfan never occur with 
pronominal Satzpartikeln in the extant Old English poetic corpus. 

33  Examples of unstressed finite forms of these verbs preceding pronominal Satzpartikeln include Jul. 718b and GenA 
2030b for biddan; Wife 15a and PPs. 77.25 1a for hatan; Jul. 638a and And. 1698a for onginnan; and Beo. 1748a 
and Dream 4a for þyncan. The cases in which these verbs follow pronominal Satzpartikeln in this construction are 
GenB 816b, PPs. 118.58 1a, JDay II 123a, and MCharm 1 64a for biddan; Beo. 391 a for hatan; ChristC 1414a, 
GenB 649b, and Msol. 453b for onginnan; and Gen,4 2478a, GenB 603a, and JDay II 149a for þyncan. 

34  Examples of unstressed finite forms of these verbs preceding pronominal Satzpartikeln include GuthA 5b for 
abeodan; Dream 44b for ahebban; SoulI 151 a for bycgan; ChristC 1381b and Beo. 2431a for giefan; Dream 59b for 
hnigan; GuthA 741 a for (ge)niman; GenA 2407b and PPs. 70.14 3a for secgan, And. 1712a and WaldB 18a for 
standan; El. 668b and Met. 9 48a for wenan; and Brun. 53a and Rid. 29 10b for gewitan. 

35  For example, El. 1079a and Beo. 460a. 
36  The average numbers based on Beowulf are zero for type D, and one for types A and B: see Sievers, ‘Zur Rhythmik’, 

pp. 270–314. 
37  Verbs are unambiguously unstressed in this construction even when they alliterate; for example, Het þa hœleða hleo 

(Mald. 74a), Hœfde ic heanne had (Rim. 15a), and seah on sinc, on sylfor (Ruin 35a). 
38  This is the standard scansion suggested by recent Old English metrists. Sievers, however, often stressed non-

alliterating finite verbs in A3 half-lines: see ‘Zur Rhythmik’, pp. 284–5. Kuhn seems to have followed Sievers (e.g. 
‘Zur Wortstellung’, p. 11). Pope provided these verbs with weaker metrical stress (Rhythm of Beowulf, pp. 264–6). 

39  See Donka Minkova and Robert Stockwell, ‘Poetic Influence on Prose Word Order in Old English’, in F.Colman, 
ed., Evidence for Old English: Material and Theoretical Bases for Reconstruction, Edinburgh Studies in the English 
Language 2 (Edinburgh: John Donald, 1992), pp. 142–54 at 145. 

40  Bruce Mitchell, Old English Syntax, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), sections 3917–36. 
41  See, for example, Minkova and Stockwell, ‘Poetic Influence’, p. 145, and Robert P.Stockwell, ‘Motivations for 

Exbraciation in Old English’, in C.N.Li, ed., Mechanisms of Syntactic Change (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1977), pp. 291–316 at 297. 

42  See, e.g., Stockwell, ‘Motivations’, p. 296. For Alistair Campbell’s unique theory on the origin of the verb-first 
clause in Old English prose, and a linguistic interpretation of his theory, see Minkova and Stockwell, ‘Poetic 
Influence’. 

43  T.Vennemann, Topics, Subjects and Word Order: from SXV to SVX via TVX’, in J.M.Anderson and C.Jones, eds, 
Historical Linguistics: Proceedings of the First International Conference on Historical Linguistics, Edinburgh, 2–7 
September 1973, 2 vols (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1974), I, pp. 339–76 at 371. 
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44  Kuhn, ‘Zur Wortstellung’, p. 6 n. 1, and pp. 89–90. Kuhn claims that the word order of very early Germanic, as 

represented in its earliest extant poetry, derives from that of Indo-European, as described by Wackernagel’s law (pp. 
8–10). 

45  W.P.Lehmann and T.Tabusa, The Alliteration of the Beowulf (Austin: Department of Germanic Languages, 
University of Texas, 1958), pp. 6–8. Lehmann and Tabusa refer to Vedic verse, in which verbs take a main accent 
‘when they stand first in their clause’ (p. 5). See also Lehmann’s review of Bliss’s Metre of Beowulf in Journal of 
English and Germanic Philology 59 (1960), pp. 137–42. 

46  For different approaches to this question, see Stockwell, ‘Motivations’; and H.H.Hock, ‘Pronoun Fronting and the 
Notion ‘‘Verb-second” Position in Beowulf’, in J.T.Faarlund, ed., Germanic Linguistics: Papers from a Symposium 
at the University of Chicago, April 24, 1985 (Bloomington: Linguistics Club, Indiana University, 1985), pp. 70–86. 

47  Cf. E.G.Stanley, ‘Verbal Stress in Old English Verse’, Anglia 93 (1975), pp. 307–34 at 318; and Ashley Crandell 
Amos, Linguistic Means of Determining the Dates of Old English Literary Texts, Medieval Academy Books 90 
(Cambridge, Mass.: The Medieval Academy of America, 1980), p. 15. 
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12 Old English habban +past participle of a verb of motion 
Michiko Ogura 
1 In Old and Middle English grammar it seemed almost a rule for the past participle of an intransitive verb (hereafter 
abbreviated as PP (vi.)) to take a be-verb (OE beon/wesan) as a perfect auxiliary and for the past participle of a transitive 
verb (hereafter abbreviated as PP (vt.)) to take habban (> have(n)).1 This rule can be illustrated by CP(H) 87.23 forðam 
sio clœnnes bið ðonne to fulbeorhtum wlite becumen and CP(H) 111.15–16 sua he hi hæfð oferstigene mid ðam hliete his 
anwaldes. 
2 Not a few scholars, however, have already found examples of ‘habban +PP (vi.)’. Hoffmann finds a difference 
between Exod. 14.5 gewicod hœfde and 14.9 gewicode wœron’, he thinks that ‘habban+PP (vi.)’ denoted the action or 
the completion of the action, and that intransitive verbs with perfective aspect could be used with habban.2 
(1) Exod 14.5 (Et nuntiatum est regi ÆCgyptiorum quòd fugisset populus) 
Ða cydde man Pharaone, hwær þæt Israhelisce folc gewicod hœfde wið ða Readan Sæ. 
(2) Exod 14.9 (Cumque persequerentur Ægyptii uestigia præcedentium, repererunt eos in castris super mare.) 
7 beferde ðæt Israhelise folc ðær hi gewicode wœron be ðære Readan Sæ. 
Example (1) may rightly be judged to express the perfect (der Vollendung) because the king received a report that the 
action (i.e. encampment) had just been completed, while example (2) shows a situation (der Zustand) in which the 
people were already there by the Red Sea.3 
3 Mustanoja states the two distinctions in use between beon/wesan and habban:4 (i) that the former is originally used 
‘only with perfective, “mutative” intransitives’ and the latter only with perfective transitive verbs, and (ii) that the latter 
is quickly established to ‘indicate the effect or result of an action’ but the former originally expressed a state and still 
does in 
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Modern English alongside the effect or result of an action. He cites occasional examples of ‘haven+PP (vi.)’ and ‘ben/
wesen+PP (vt.)’ for the (plu)perfect tense in early Middle English, which may suggest an unsettled and transitional state 
in the tense system at that period. He says that ‘such instances are best explained as constructions according to sense’ (p. 

501). It is notable that, as we see in his example beoþ ivlowen þene world (Ancr. 75) and habbeþ þene world 
ivlowen (Ancr. 74), most of these verbs were used both transitively and intransitively. 
4 Visser makes three major contributions:5 (i) to list the verbs with ‘have +PP (vi.)’ constructions (sections 1898–1904), 
(ii) to suggest a semantic difference between ‘have+PP (vi.)’ and ‘be+PP (vi.)’, quoting Dutch examples of ‘ben+PP 
(vi.)’ with a resultative connotation (section 1894), and (iii) to point out how the older ‘be+PP (vi.)’ has survived 
alongside the newer ‘have+PP (vi.)’ with verbs like arrive, descend, grow, enter, and land (section 2003). 
5 Mitchell gives a warning against unnecessary terminology or unimportant classification and emphasises that ‘the 
important thing is that intransitive verbs are used with habban throughout the OE period—a point which eluded 
OED’ (section 722).6 He adds some examples which Visser failed to include in his list (like standan). Even more 
important than what he said in section 722 is that ‘habban is found in the earlier prose and poetry with so-called 
“mutative” verbs, e.g. Or. 186.22 þa he hœfde on þœm emnete gefaren oþ he com to Ticenan þœre ie and Beo. 2103 
syððan mergen com, // and we to symble geseten hœfdon’ (section 740). 
6 Whatever terminology we use and however improper it may appear to Mitchell, we must nevertheless explain why a 
particular verb is used in both ‘beon/wesan+PP (vi.)’ and ‘habban+PP (vi.)’ constructions, and how one can be 
differentiated from the other. First of all, let us list the verbs which may occur in both constructions with examples. 
6.1 (Ge)faran 
In Orosius ‘habban+gefaren’ and ‘wesan+gefaren’ are found very close to each other in a context:7 
(3) Or 4 8.99.29 
Þa he hœfde on þæm emnete gefaren oþ he com to Ticenan þære ie, 
(4) Or 4 8.100.5 
Þa þæt Sempronius hierde, heora oþer consul, se wœs on Sicilium mid firde gefaren, 
(Example (3) is cited by Mitchell from Sweet’s edition.) A little later another ‘habban+gefaren’ appears. 
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(5) Or 4 10.104.29 
Þa Scipia hœfde gefaren to ðære niwan byrig Cartaina, 
In examples (3) and (4) the combinations appear with an on-phrase that denotes the region through which the subject 
journeyed, and in (3) and (5) the goal is indicated by an oþ-clause and a to-phrase respectively. In (4) alone we can 
deduce that the situation reported by the combination wœs…gefaren precedes the action represented by hierde. In the 
eleventh-century Vindicta Salvatoris the combinations occur in an identical context in two different manuscripts, i.e. 
(6) VSal 1 (Ass 16) 11 
Ac se ylca Nathan wæs swa gelyðen, þæt he hœfde gefaren fram ælcum lande to oðrum and fram sæ to sæ and swa, þæt 
he hœfde ealle eorðan ymbfaren. 
Cf. VSal 2 (Ass 17) 9 
And se ilce Nathan wæs forliðen, þæt he wœs gefaren fram ælcen lande to oðren and fram sæ to sæ, swa þæt he hœfde 
ealle eorðe gemæren þurhfaren. 
These examples in (6) show the possibility that ‘habban+gefaren’ and “wesan+gefaren’’ could be used alternatively 
without a semantic or aspectual distinction. (They also illustrate ‘habban+prefix−faren (vt.)’ constructions.) 
‘Habban+gefaren’ is also found in poetry in the sense ‘to have travelled’. 
(7) GenB 689b 
     wæs se feond full neah  
þe on þa frecnan fyrd      gefaren hœfde  
ofer langne weg; 
(8) GenA 1987b 
oðþæt folcgetrume      gefaren hœfdon  
sid tosomne      suðan and norðan,  
helmum þeahte. 
(9) GenA 2052a 
Hildewulfas herewicum neh  
gefaren hœfdon. 
The same sense is found in later examples: Exod. 15.1–19 Þa Moyses hœfde gefaren ofer ða Readan See, ChronC 
(Rositzke) 1013.23 Þa he ðus gefaren hœfde, wende þa norðweard to his scipum (and so is ChronD 
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(Classen-Harm) 1013.1.26), and Alex. 556 Hœfd ic þa þœs kyninges wic & his fœstenu gesceawod be he mid his fyrde in 
gefaren hœfde. I may add one example of ‘habban+faren’. 
(10) LS9 (Giles) 83 
Witodlice eal swa hi hœfden fœren feower dagas and feower  
niht on þær sæ þa gelænton hi on anen eglande 
Cf. ChronE 29.36 (656) oc min broðer is faren of þisse liue swa swa Crist wolde, where is faren means ‘has 
departed’ (here in context, accompanied by an of-phrase, denoting ‘has died’). (Ge)faran may occur with an accusative 
of place and is used transitively, denoting ‘to go/travel over’, as in: 
(11) Bede 1 13.54.32 
Þa hyrsumodon heo þæs biscopes bebodum to þæm gemyngedan weorce, and feran ongunnon 7 sumne dæl þæs weges 
gefaren hœfdon, 
and Gen. 44.4 7 hi wœron butan byrig 7 hœfdon sumne dœl weges gefaren, and LS34 (Seven Sleepers) 19 Ða he ða þreo 
burga gefaren hœfde. 
(Ge)faran takes habban, especially when used in an idiomatic expression like ‘how one has/had fared’ or ‘what has/had 
happened (to someone)’. Examples are: LS29 (Nicholas) 477 Heo tealdon him þa eall be endebyrdnesse hu hie hœfdon 
gefaren, Nic(C) 113 Þa heo ham comen þa sceden heo hwu heo gefaren hœfden, and hwu heo hine finden ne mihten, 
Exod. 32.1 we nyton hwœt Moyses gefaren hœfð, Exod. 32.23 Nyton we hwœt Moyses gefaren hœfð, LS34 (Seven 
Sleepers) 452–3 and decius se casere is nu gyt smeagende hwœt we gefaren habban. oððe hwœr he us mœge ofaxian,8 
and ChronE 177.18 (1052) 7 wearð þœt wœder swiðe strang. þœt þa eorlas ne mihton gewitan hwet Godwine eorl 
gefaren hœfde. 
A contrasting pair of examples in ChronE in the following may illustrate ‘habban+gefaren’ in the sense ‘how the 
situation was’ and ‘wesan+ gefaren’ ‘had gone’: 
(12) ChronE 173.7 (1048) 
7 cydde be dæle hu hi gefaren hœfdon 
ChronE 236.19 (1100) 
forþan þe he wœs út of þis lande gefaren. 
All these examples I have found may tell us how (ge)faran could be used with either habban or beon/wesan in the sense 
‘have/had travelled’, while in the idiom ‘how one/it (has) fared’ or ‘what has/had happened (to someone)’ habban was 
chosen almost exclusively. 
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6.2 Oferfaran 
As is seen with the pair of examples in (6), prefix-faran verbs are often used transitively and therefore take habban as a 
perfect auxiliary. Though oferfaran is used both transitively (i.e. as oferfáran ‘to meet with’) and intransitively (i.e. as 
óferfaran ‘to pass over, cross’), the verb regularly takes habban.9 Its intransitive uses as a verb of motion are: Or. 4 
10.198.23 swa he þa muntas oferfaren hœfde, Bede 4 20.314.32 þa after medmiclum fœce þœs þe he see oferfaren hœfde, 
Gen. 32.31 (Ortusque est ei statim sol, postquam transgressus est Phanuel) 7 sona eode sunne upp, þa he hœfde 
oferfaren Phanuel, Deut. 27.12 (Iordane transmisso) ðonne hi habbað Iordane oferfarene, LS5 (InventCrossNap) 297 
Ða ðe he þa ea ofer faren hœfde ða wolde he forð on his weg to hierusalem, LS9 (Giles) 137 and eal swa he hœfde 
oferfaran þœt wœter þa eode he forð on þœt land, and MtGl(Ru) 14.34, as in: 
(13) Mt 14.34 (Et cum trans-fretassent uenerunt in terram gennesar) 
Li.: 7 mid ðy ofer þœt luh foerdon vel fœrende woeron cwomon on eorðo 
Rul: 7 þa hie ofer-fœren hœfdon cuomon in lond genesara 
WSCp:. 7 þa hig ofer-segelodon hi comon on þœt land genesareth 
The last example shows the glossators’ devices in translating a Latin pluperfect. 
6.3 (Ge)feran 
(Ge)feran ‘to go, journey, fare’ takes combinations with both beon/wesan and habban. ‘Beon/wesan+gefered’ is 
numerous: GenB 497b-8a Ic eom on his œrende hider feorran gefered, Beo. 361 a Her syndon geferede, feorran cumene 
ofer geofenes begang Geata [eode, Chron(CaligA 15) 1023.1 Her wœs sancte Ælfeh gefered of lundene to Cristes 
cyrcian, etc. ‘Habban+gefered’ in an intransitive use occurs twice in the poetry: 
(14) Sat 61b–2a 
     Habbað we alle swa  
for ðinum leasungum      lyðre gefered. 
(15) Beo 2844ab 
hœfde æghwæðer      ende gefered  
lænan lifes. 
The verb also shows a transitive use, denoting ‘to obtain, etc.’, as in LS25 (MichaelMor) 130 þœs siges ðe hie gefered 
hœfdon. The ‘habban+gefered’ 
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combination could be analogically used for an intransitive use as well as a transitive use of (ge)feran, but, as is seen in 
(14), the verb may have had a tendency to be used in the combination especially when denoting ‘to fare’, as the strong 
verb (ge)faran did. 
6.4 (Ge)gan(gan) 
Compare the following pair of examples of (ge)gan(gan). 
(16) Beo 822b 
     wiste þe geornor  
þæt his aldres wœs      ende gegongen, 
(17) Beo 893b 
Hœfde aglæca      elne gegongen  
þæt he beahhordes      brucan moste  
selfes dome. 
In (16) the monster realised that his life’s end had come to him and in (17) Sigmund discovered (lit. ‘it so happened by 
the courage of the fierce one’) that he was allowed to enjoy the treasure. There seems no clear semantic distinction 
between the two combinations, as Hoops comments,10 even though the combination wœs…gegongen in the subordinate 
clause might suggest the certainty of that distinction. (Ge)gangan is often combined with wesan in a sense like ‘it 
became’ or ‘the time/day had come’, as in Beo. 2821a Ða wœs gegongen guman unfrodum earfoðlice and Beo. 3036a þa 
wœs endedœg godum gegongen. 
‘Habban+gegangen’ is also found in prose, as in: 
(18) BlHom 17 209.6–7 (=LS25 (MichaelMor) 214) 
Þær wæs gewuna þæm folce þonne hie to husle gegangen hœfdon, þæt hie æfter hlæddrum up to ðæm glæsenum fæte 

astigon & þære heofonlican  hie þær onfengon & onbyrigdon, 
Here, to husle gan(gan) is an idiomatic phrase denoting ‘to go to (experience) the sacrament’. 
In Beo. 3085a we find gegongen in apposition with gesceawod and the sentence itself is in the passive: Hord ys 
gesceawod, grimme gegongen. This shows the possibility of a transitive use of (ge)gangan, and we find examples of (ge)
gan in a definitely transitive use in the sense ‘to win, conquer’ in: Josh. 8.21 (Vidensque Iosue et omnis Israel quòd 
capta esset ciuitas) Iosue ða geseah ðœt seo burh wœs gegan and ChronC (Rositzke) 1065.1 þa þa he hyt gegan hœfde, 
and þar mycel god gegaderode (=ChronD (Classen-Harm) 1065.1.1). 
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(Ge)gan as a verb of motion takes habban in Beo. and Jud., as in: 
(19) Beo 2630b 
     þæt se wyrm onfand,  
syððan hie togædre      gegan hœfdon. 
(20) Jud 140b 
oð hie glædmode      gegan hœfdon  
to ðam wealgate. 
(21) Jud 219b 
     syððan Ebreas  
under guðfanum      gegan hœfdon  
to ðam fyrdwicum, 
but cf. PPs, 89.4 3b swa geostran dœg gegan wœre. I may add prose examples (with or without an accusative): Or. 1 
10.48.4 þa swa earme wif & swa elðeodge hœfdon gegan þone crœftgestan dœl, LS35 (VitPatr) 385 þa midpy þe se þeow 
hœfde gegan þreora fœðma oððe feowra in þœt eorðscrœf, and ChronE 141.7 (1010) þa hi swa feor gegan hœfdon swa 
hi þa woldon (=ChronC (Rositzke) 1010.31). 
The feature common to (ge)gangan and (ge)gan is that they take beon/wesan as an auxiliary to express the passing of 
time or a happening of something but tend to choose habban to express an action of going, travelling, or over-running by 
going, with an accusative expressed or unexpressed. I quote a more modern example of ‘have gone’ from early Middle 
English Lambeth Homilies, together with an example of ‘have been’: 
(22) LambHom 149.13, 19 
eft sone hwenne .Mon. him bi-þencheð þet he haueð sunful ibeon. and to fele sunne idon…þenne þe .Mon. him bi-þengþ 
þet he haueð to selde igan to chirche. and ilome mid his honde idon þet he don ne sculde; 
6.5 Beonlwesanlweorðan 
It is a well-known fact that wœs geworden, etc. is a translation of factum est, etc., typically found in the Gospels and the 
Psalter.11 Outside this calque, we find not so many periphrastic combinations of ‘be-verb (finite) +be-verb (PP)’.12 
Examples with habban are as follows. 
(23) Jud 260b 
     Næs ðeah eorla nán  
[þe done wiggend      aweccan dorste 
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oððe gecunnian      hu done cumbolwigan  
wið ða halgan mægð      hœfde geworden,  
Metodes meowlan. 
(24) Or 4 12.208.22 
þe Romane hœfde geworden hwene ær þæt he on Asiam faran sceolde, 
(25) ChronC (Rositzke) 918.5 
Ac swiðe hrædlice þæs ðe hi þæs geworden hœfde, 
(26) ChronE 232.19(1096) 
þær beteah Gosfrei Bainard Willelm of Ou þes cynges mæg þœt he heafde gebeon on þes cynges swicdome. 
In (23), (24), and (25) (ge)weorðan is in an ‘impersonal’ use with an accusative of person, and the meaning of hœfde 
geworden can be ‘had pleased (the warrior)’ for (23)13 and ‘had been agreeable to’ for (24) and (25). Example (26) 
heafde gebeon can safely be interpreted as a prototype of ‘had been’. 
6.6 Liðan 
Liðan is a verb of motion found more often in poetry than in prose. Its perfect is formed by ‘beon/wesan+(ge)liden’, as 
in Beo. 223b þa wœs sund liden eoletes œt ende.14 Three instances of ‘habban+geliden’ in the sense ‘to have journeyed’ 
are found in the poetry: 
(27) El 249b 
syþþan to hyðe hringedstefnan  
ofer lagofæsten geliden hœfdon  
on Creca land. 
(28) ChristB 857b 
Wæs se drohtað strong  
ærþon we to londe geliden hœfdon  
ofer hreone hrycg. 
(29) Jul 677b 
ærþon hy to lande geliden hœfdon,  
þurh þearlic þrea. 
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6.7 Standan and wunian 
Both verbs share the senses ‘to stay, dwell, remain, etc.’ The only instance of hœfde standen, quoted by Mitchell (section 
722), can be rendered ‘had remained’. 
(30) ChronE 207.24 (1070) 

7 þa munecas comen þa ongean. 7 dydan  þeudom in þære cyrce. þœt hœfde standen fulle seofeniht forutan 
ælces cynnes riht. 
Two instances of ‘habban+gewunod’ seem also to mean ‘to have remained’: LS9 (Giles) 94 Egidius cwœþ, Hu lange 
hœfst þu her gewunod and Nic(C) 304 þer heo on þan þreostre lange gewuned hœfden. Gewunian to ‘to be wont to’ may 
occur with wesan (e.g. Bo. 1 8.2 œr swiðor to þa woruldsœlþum gewunod wœs) or with habban (e.g. Bo. Head 7 þa 
woruldsœlða þe hit œr to gewunod hœfde). 
6.8 Cuman 
‘Habban+cumer’ appears later than ‘habban+(ge)gan(gen)’ and takes time to be established. The only instance in extant 
texts of Old English is cited in DOE, s.v. cuman, under A.1, a. ‘with dative of accompaniment: to come with, bring’.15 
(31) LS26 (Mildred Cockayne) 61 
þa wearð he afyrht & afæred & het hi hrædlice þæne þunor to feccean & line ahsode hwær he his mægcildum cumen 
hœfde ðe he him forstolen hæfde. 
In LambHom. the tense distinction between ‘came’ (weren (ikumen)), ‘have come’ (habbeð ikumen), and ‘be (about) to 
come’ (to kumene beoð) seems to have been established already. 
(32) LambHom 145.21 
he wunegede alle þa þet þe weren oðer seoþðen habbeð ikumen. oðer to kumene beoð to endeles blisse. 
It is doubtful whether the tense distinction had so quickly established itself some time between late Old English and early 
Middle English, and it is also difficult to say anything explicit from an insufficient number of examples. Example (32) 
should be considered as a rather exceptional case, stressing the action of coming, because the combination ‘be+come 
(PP)’ has been able to form the perfect tense up to Modern English. 
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6.9 Sittan 
The only example of sittan in the combination ‘habban+geseten’ is quoted by Mitchell (section 740): 
(33) Beo 2103b 
     syððan mergen com,  
and we to symble      geseten hœfdon. 
6.10 Weaxan 
Weaxan occurs with both wesan and habban later in The Holy Rood Tree in one sentence, together with ‘wesan
+toweaxen’. In this example the semantic difference between the two combinations seems unclear, despite the 
morphological distinction of iwœxen(e). 
(34) LS5 (InventCrossNap) 330 
Ða ðæs binnon twelf monðum embe þone ylcan dæg ða wœron heo togadere iwœxene & hœfden ane ælne iwœxen on 
lenge & oðre on græte & weron ufeweard on ðreo toweaxen swylce ðreo fingermel ælc on his cun. 
6.11 
Verbs which can be used both transitively and intransitively may take ‘habban+PP’ combinations even in an intransitive 
use. This appears analogous to the transitive use of these verbs, but the fact is that these verbs were not very often used 
in the perfect tense in the Old English period. Ridan, for instance, shows the only instance of ‘habban+geriden’ in the 
transitive construction ‘have (ridden) a ride’: LawVI As 5 œr œlc man hœbbe ane rade geriden þe hors habbe. In early 
ME the combination appears with an intransitive use: 

(35)  18997 
A: we habbeoð ifaren al niht. 
B: we habb hii-riden [habbaþ i-riden?] al niht. 
(Ge)cyrran, (ge)hweorfan, (ge)wendan, and awendan take beon/wesan when used intransitively, denoting ‘to turn’, but 
occur with habban when used transitively, denoting ‘to change’. Thus in Gregory’s Dialogues, ‘wesan+gecyrred’ and 

‘weorðan+gehwyrfed’ are found in an identical context: GD(C) 144.11–12 to þam se wer wœs sona  

vs. (H) ðœr rihte se wer wearð to him . These ‘turn’-verbs may mean ‘to turn back, to turn round, 
etc.’, taking an accusative, as in: 
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(36) GenA 1415b 
     Hœfde soð metod  
eaforum egstream      eft gecyrred,  
torhtne ryne,      regn gestilled. 
(37) Met28 27b 
     se hœfð ymb þritig  
wintergerimes      weoruld ymbcirred 
‘Habban+gecyrred’ in the sense ‘to have converted’ occurs in Bede 3 16.226.15 & þa ðeode to Cristes geleafan 
gecerred hœfde and HomS 26 (BlHom. 7) 48 & heora lif he hœfþ to gefean gecyrred. 
“Habben+iwend” is found later in Ancrene Wisse and then in Cursor Mundi (Cotton MS).16 
(38) AncrW 68b.23 
…beoð Samsones foxes. þe hefden þe neb euchan iwend frommard oðer. 
(39) Cursor 10646 
C: Al hir might and all hir tent  
To godds seruis had sco went. 
G: All hir miht and all hir tent.  
To goddes seruis es scho went 
7 There were some verbs which left no example of ‘habban+PP (vi.)’ in extant texts. Acuman and agan(gan), which 
express less action than they do state or condition, usually take the ‘beon/wesan+PP’ construction. Examples are often 
found in poetry and, together with (ge)gan(gan) (section 6.4) and non-prefixed cuman (section 6.8), the construction 
denotes the passing of time when the subject is a noun of time or the sentence is ‘impersonal’: e.g. GenA 1544a Ða wœs 
se snotra sunu Lamehes of fere acumen flode on laste mid his eaforum þrim, GenA 1719b þa þœs mœles wœs mearc 
agongen þœt him Abraham idese brohte, and And. 1165b Nu is sœl cumen, þrea ormœte.17 
Becuman, mostly denoting ‘to come’, takes only “beon/wesan+ becumen’: e.g. Josh. 2.9 (etenim irruit in nos terror 

uester) witodlice eower ege is on us becumen and GD(C) 237.6 7 þa wœs him openlice of ðam leohte, þœt seo 
stow of þeostrum wœs to leohte becumen. Scriþan also shows ‘beon+scriþen’ to denote the passing of time: GuthB 
1039b þonne dogor beoð on moldwege min forð scriþen. 
Gewitan takes ‘beon/wesan+gewiten’ combinations, denoting the passing of time in poetry: GuthB 1134b Wœron 
feowere ða forð gewitene dagos on rime, Seaf. 80b Dagas sind gewitene, ealle onmedlan eorþan rices, 
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Seaf. 86b Gedroren is þeos duguð eal, dreamas sind gewitene. But in PPs. and Met. and in prose the combination means 
‘to go, depart’, i.e. mostly with a personal subject: PPs. 118.150 3b syndan ealle hi fram œ þinre unneah gewiten, Met10 

50b Hi wœron gefyrn forðgewitene, GD(C) 229.10 forþon þe forneah swa men wœron in his life, 

269.26 þonne seo sawl byð , 324.21 þœt he hrœdlice sceolde beon , and BlHom. 11 127.24 
þonon he nœfre onweg gewiten nœs þurh his þa ecan godcundnesse. 
8 Since the occurrence of the ‘habban+PP (vi.)’ construction was so sporadic and lexical (i.e. restricted to specific verbs) 
in Old English, it is difficult to determine its function in contrast with the regular ‘beon/wesan + PP (vi.)’ construction. 
The slow development of ‘habban+PP (vi.)’ can be traced in some works. Table 12.1 shows the figures of each 

construction found in GD, Chron., . Brut, AncrW, the four Gospels in the Wycliffite Bible, and Chaucer TC and 
CT.18 In this table remarkably contrasting figures are found between Wyc. EV (The Earlier Version) and LV (The Later 
Version). Tables 12.2 and 12.3 show the contrast in detail. 
It seems obvious that in LV ‘be+PP (vi.)’ is chosen in forty-six instances where EV uses ‘have+PP (vi.)’. If EV is subject 
to marked Latin influence and LV represents rather ordinary Middle English, one might expect that ‘be+PP (vi.)’ seems 
to have been preferred to ‘have+PP (vi.)’ as an ordinary expression. But we should not consider ‘have+PP (vi.)’ a 
product resulting from Latin influence, since we find no ‘have+PP (vi.)’ construction in corresponding parts of the Old 
English versions of the Gospels. Two extended examples will be enough: 
(40) Mk 6.54 [cumque egressi essent de naui] 
Li: 7 miððy fœrende wœron of scip 
Ru2:7 mid-ðy fœrende werun of scipe 
WSCp: 7 þa hi of scipe eodon 
EV: And whanne thei hadden gon out of the boot, 
LV: And whanne thei weren gon out of the boot, 
(41) Lk 22.45 (Et cum surrexisset ab oratione et uenisset ad discipulos suos) 
Li: 7 miððy arisen wœs vel aras from ðæm gebed 7 ge-cuome to ðegnum his 
Ru2: 7 miððy arisen woes from ðæm gibede 7 gicom to ðegnum his 
WSCp: 7 þa he of gebede aras 7 com to his leorning-cnihtum 
EV: And whanne he hadde rise fro preier, and hadde come to his disciplis, 
LV: And whanne he was rysun fro preier, and was comun to hise disciplis, 
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Table 12.1 Be+PP (vi.) vs. Have+PP (vi.) in some Old English and Middle English works 
 be+PP (vi.) have+PP (vi.) 
GD(C) 78  
GD(H) 16  
ChronA 9  
ChronE 22 3 

221 13 

169 12 
AncrW 18 4 
Cursor(C) 37 10 
Cursor(G) 36 11 
Cursor(F) 31 7 
Cursor(T) 31 10 
Wyc. EV 24 99 
Wyc. LV 107 59 
Chaucer TC 69 12 
Chaucer CT 89 26 
Table 12.2 Be+PP (vi.) vs. Have+PP (vi.) in the four Gospels of the Wycliffite versions 

EV/LV Mt Mk Lk Jn Total 
be+PP (vi.) 5/30 13/38 4/24 2/15 24/107 
have+PP (vi.) 26/16 25/14 28/12 20/17 99/59 
Table 12.3 Be-Have correspondence in the four Gospels of the Wycliffite versions 

EV vs. LV Mt Mk Lk Jn Total 
be—be 4 9 3 1 17 
have—have 13 9 10 11 43 
have—be 13 16 12 5 46 
be—have 1 3 1  5 
ø—be 13 13 9 9 44 
ø—have 2 2 1 6 11 
be—ø  1  1 2 
have—ø   6 4 10 
Another tendency we find in Middle English works is that have is chosen idiomatically when a modal auxiliary is 
involved: e.g. Chaucer TC 5.282 Ne myghte han comen Troilus to se and 5.68 And ferther wolde han riden, out of doute. 
This construction, ME ‘Aux+have+PP (vi.)’, might have been on analogy with OE ‘Aux+habban+PP (vi.)’, which were 
numerous: 
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e.g. Bo. 34.89.26 Mid hu micle feo woldest þu nu habban geboht, LS34 (Seven Sleepers) 1.251 for his micclan wundrun, 
þe eft he gedon habban wolde, etc. 
9 As has been determined, ‘habban+PP (vi.)’ was found with several verbs in Old English. These verbs have a few 
features in common: (i) some of them have a transitive use as well as an intransitive use, (ii) they express more an action 
than a state, and (iii) they often prove to be prefixed verbs or attain their transitivity from prefixed cognates. Verbs which 
lack in features (i) and (ii) are likely to restrict themselves in ‘beon/wesan+PP (vi.)’ constructions. When a verb showed 
both ‘beon/wesan+PP (vi.)’ and ‘habban+PP (vi.)’, there must have been a semantic distinction between the two, even 
though it was not so strict. Thus both the situation ‘one has/had been/fared’ (or ‘something has/had happened to 
someone’) and the result of an action ‘one has/had travelled’ could be expressed by ‘habban+gefaren’, while the state 
‘one has/had gone’ could be represented by ‘beon/wesan+gefaren’ (see example (12)). It seems preferable to think that 
the prefixed verb gefaran was used transitively, denoting ‘to experience’. When the object was unexpressed, ‘habban
+gefaren’ meant ‘one has/had been/fared’ so that the combination might be an alternative of ‘habban+gebeon’ which 
was not yet established (cf. example (26)). When the object was expressed, ‘habban+ gefaren’ meant ‘one has/had 
experienced something’ (or ‘something has/had happened to someone’). Then the non-prefixed far an attained the 
combination with habban by analogy (see example (10)). ‘Habban+ geworden’ was also polysemic, and the meanings 
depend on contexts to a large extent. When geweorðan was used ‘impersonally’ with the accusative of person, it meant 
‘to please, agree, etc.’ (see examples (23)-(25)). ‘Mutative’ verbs, especially cuman, took time to accept habban entirely 
as a perfect auxiliary, even though the first instance went back to the Old English period. It seems notable that many 
verbs show ‘habban +PP (vi.)’ in the poetry and the chronicles, which may suggest a stylistic, rather than a semantic, 
choice. From my investigation up to the Middle English period, the preservation of ‘be+PP (vi.)’ could be intentional in 
late Middle English Standard English, as is found in Wyc. LV. Such intentional preservation may well explain the long 
life of the be+PP (vi) construction from Old English through Middle English to the present day. Further conclusions 
about the use of this construction in the Old and Middle English periods await further study. 
NOTES 
1  I am grateful to Professor Fred C.Robinson, Yale University, for his advice on the interpretations of several examples, 

especially those of ‘habban+ gefaren’ and ‘habban+geworden’. 
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2  See G.Hoffman, ‘Die Entwicklung des umschriebenen Perfektums im Altenglischen und 

Frühmittelenglischen’ (Breslau diss., 1934), pp. 39ff., and OED come v. in etymological explanations: ‘The perfect 
tenses were originally formed with the auxiliary be, which is still retained to express the resulting state; in the 
expression of action have has gradually displaced be’, and be v., 14b: ‘in intransitive verbs, forming perfect tenses, in 
which use it is now largely displaced by have after the pattern of transitive verbs: be being retained only with come, 
go, rise, set, fall, arrive, depart, grow, and the like, when we express the condition or state now attained, rather than 
the action of reaching it’. 

3  If folc were treated as a plural as in example (2) and the combination were written gewicod hœfdon, a linguist like 
Traugott might say that this is perfective because gewicod lost -e to change its feature from adjectival to verbal. Her 
theory may work in ChronA 89.5 (896) þa hie ða þœt geweorc furþum ongunnen hœfdon, 7 þœr to gewicod hœfdon. 
See Elizabeth C.Traugott, A History of English Syntax (New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1972), pp. 291–4. 

4  See Tauno Mustanoja, A Middle English Syntax (Helsinki: Societe Néophilologique, 1960), pp. 491 ff., esp. 500 n. 2. 
It is interesting to find that the date of the first appearance of ‘have+PP’ with these ‘mutative’ verbs differs from one 
to another. 

5  F.Th. Visser, An Historical Syntax of the English Language, 3 parts (Leiden: Brill, 1963–73). 
6  Bruce Mitchell, Old English Syntax, vol. I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), sections 702ff. 
7  I use G.P.Krapp and E.V.K.Dobbie, eds, The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, 6 vols (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1931–53), C.Plummer, ed., Two of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel, 2 vols (1892; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1952), Hans Hecht, ed., Dialoge Gregors des Grossen (1900; Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1965), 
and W.W.Skeat, ed., The Gospel according to St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and St. John (1871–87; Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1970). For the citation of other works I use R.L.Venezky and A.diPaolo Healey, 
eds, A Microfiche Concordance to Old English (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1980). 

8  If the clause were hwœr we gefaren habban, the sense would be ‘where we have travelled’. 
9  Transitive uses are found in Dan. 462b hu þa hyssas þry hatan ofnes, fœrgryre fyres, oferfaren hœfdon and ÆCHom. 

I, 15 222.15 þœt se hœlend hœfde þa oferfarœn þa brosnunga þises andwerdan lifes. I may add the combination of 
habban and other prefixed verbs like oðfaran ‘to free from’ (e.g. Ex. 64b siððan hie feondum oðfaren hœfdon) and 
oferstigan ‘to overcome’ (e.g. CP 17.111.13 sua he hi hœfð oferstigene mid ðam hliete his anwaldes). 

10  Cf. J.Hoops, Kommentar zum Beowulf (1932; Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1965): ‘822. 
gegongan red. ‘‘erreichen”; ge- hier perfektiv: eig. “biz zu einem bestimmten Punkte gehen.” 893. aglœca hier “der 
furchtbare Held”, d.i. Sigemund.—gegongen “erreichen”; vgl. 822.’ 

11  Cf. Mitchell, Old English Syntax, section 780. 
12  Owing to the feature of weorðan, the combination ‘weorðan+PP (vi.)’ often implies futurity. In some instances the 

use of weorðan in the combination effectively obtains the future colouring, especially in poetry in the present form, 
as in: Gen A 2198b Gien þe sunu weorðed bearn of byrde þurh gebyrd cumen, Beo. 1234b swa hit agangen wearð 
eorla manegum, and ChristC 934b þonne weorþeð sunne sweart gewended on blodes hiw. But in most cases, 
especially in prose, wœs and wearð can be used alternatively. In GD, woes in MS C 
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corresponds to wearð in the revision H: GD(C) 154.18 (eodem die, mox ut ad eos pervenit, defunctus est, cumque 

essit sepultus) þa þy ylcan , sona swa he to to þam becom, he wœs forðfered 7 eac  vs. 

(H) 7 on þan ylcan wearð forðfered, sona swa he to his becom. he wearð þa . See 
Mustanoja, Middle English Syntax, pp. 439, 495, 615; Visser, Historical Syntax, sections 723 and 1897; and 
Mitchell, Old English Syntax, sections 671–4. Cf. ‘beon+PresP’ in Visser, section 724. 

13  See B.J.Timmer, ed., Judith (1952; Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1978), p. 30: ‘(260) geworden: the examples 
of geweorðan, impersonally constructed with acc., mentioned in Grein-Köhler, are different in meaning. Here the 
meaning is “to fare”, as in the Later Genesis 387.’ 

14  There is also the possibility that liðan can be used transitively, and this construction can be a passive one. See Else 
von Schaubert, ed., Heyne-Schückings Beowulf (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh, 1961), Part 2: Kommentar, pp. 32–
3, and Hoops, Kommentar, p. 47. 

15  Dictionary of Old English: C (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1988). 
16  J.R.R.Tolkien, ed., Ancrene Wisse, EETS OS 249 (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), and Richard Morris, ed., 

Cursor Mundi, 7 vols, EETS OS 57, 59, 62, 66, 68, 99, 101 (1892; London: Trübner, 1961–6). 
17  Other examples denoting the passing of time in poetry are: agangen—Sat. 499b, 708b, El. 1a, GuthA 470a, CEG 10b; 

agan—And. 147a, El. 1227b; cumen—Dream 80b, El. 1122b, Beo. 2646b, Waldere I 8a, Maldon 104b; gegongen—
Beo. 3036a; gegan—PPs. 89.4 3b. 

18  I use the following editions: Sir F. Madden, ed., Brut, 3 vols (1847; New York: AMS Press, 1970); J. 
Forshall and F. Madden, eds, The Holy Bible …by John Wycliffe and his Followers (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1850); L.D.Benson, ed., The Riverside Chaucer, 3rd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
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Part III  
On the interpretation of a single text 
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Away thou fondling motley humorist,  
Leave mee, and in this standing woodden chest,  
Consorted with these few bookes, let me lye  
In prison, and here be coffin’d, when I dye;  
Here are Gods conduits, grave Divines; and here  
Natures Secretary, the Philosopher;  
And jolly Statesmen, which teach how to tie  
The sinewes of a cities mistique bodie;  
Here gathering Chroniclers, and by them stand  
Giddie fantastique Poets of each land. 
(John Donne, ‘Satyre I: Away thou fondling motley humorist’, lines 1–
10) 
In the rest of this poem Donne discusses whether the proffered benefits of Love are sufficient to tempt him away from 
his books, which are a ‘constant company’. In this section, the papers each consider one example of that ‘constant 
company’, determining the extent to which doubt can be applied to the standard interpretations of these works, and 
establishing new frameworks in which the four poems, one autobiography, and one religious tract can be studied. 
In their considerations of the two prose works, both of which are examples of ‘Gods conduits, grave Divines’, Melissa 
Furrow and Kathryn Walls propose in the first case a new way of approaching the Latinity of Margery Kempe, and in the 
second a reconsideration of a seventeenth-century adaptation of the fifteenth-century Pilgrimage of the Lyfe of the 
Manhode, itself a translation and adaptation of a fourteenth-century allegory by Guillaume de Deguileville. Furrow takes 
as her starting point recent advances in sociolinguistics, and she analyses the apparent aural and practical knowledge 
Margery Kempe has of Latin, concluding that Kempe must have had enough knowledge of Latin to pursue her 
theological education in that language, and that more case studies of the parameters of individual Latinity will be 
necessary if we are to understand the nature of bilingualism (or trilingualism) in the late Middle Ages. Walls takes as her 
starting point Rosamund Tuve’s classic argument about Will. Baspoole’s The Pilgrime as being evidence for the 
continuity of medieval attitudes through to the seventeenth century, applies wise doubt and a careful analysis of several 
passages to this notion, and concludes that Baspoole in fact extensively revised while he translated, and his revisions 
were in the direction of orthodox Protestant doctrine. In this case, at least, the oft-repeated cliché about the ways in 
which medieval notions and 
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structures survived to at least the seventeenth century is simply not true. 
The remaining four papers in this section consider the ‘Giddie fantastique Poets of each land’, including as they do 
consideration of one Norse saga, one fourteenth-century French lyric poem, one Middle English Breton lay, and one 
poem in early Middle English whose author would prefer the epithet of ‘gathering Chronicler’ to that of ‘fantastique 

Poet’. The latter poem is Brut, which presents in the account of Marie-Françoise Alamichel a wonderfully 
complex approach to the use of proverbs and maxims, to the manipulation of time, and to the presentation of the 
character who is the narrator. The poem is structured as a wise reconsideration of issues of government and nationhood, 
wisdom being the hallmark of the good sovereign. In the world of the romance, such as the lay of Sir Gowther which 
Corinne Saunders reconsiders here, wisdom is not conspicuous by its presence. The intersection of violence and pleasure 
which is Gowther’s conception, as a demonic rapist approaches his mother, is newly placed by Saunders squarely within 
the medieval tradition of theological, legal, and medical attitudes to rape. She argues persuasively, by close analysis of 
the lay, that the Bildungsroman requires at its beginning the sexual horror of the incubus and of Gowther’s violation of 
the nuns in order to establish a proper framework for the conversion which makes the romance into a penitential story at 
the end. 
Turning from the sociopolitical surroundings of medieval literature to the aesthetic issues motivating the poets of the 
fourteenth century, Nicola McDonald uses the issue of classical allusion in the interpretation of one medieval French 
lyric, commonly known as the Medee fu, to consider the larger poetic question of the ars subtilior and its challenge to the 
more traditional styles of forme fixe composition. One such tradition, in another language, is examined in detail by Karin 
Olsen, whose analysis of the woman-kennings in the Gísla saga Súrssonar reveals not just a different nuance to the 
standard interpretation of this saga, but articulates a new vision of the role of the good dream-woman in the saga and a 
new suggested reading of two stanzas in the text. Hers is an important new consideration of this difficult text, and like 
the other papers in this section, she engages in close analysis of individual passages in order to reveal new or revised 
interpretations of the works being studied. 
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13 Doubt and time in Brut 
Marie-Françoise Alamichel 

 þu ileuest ælcne mon: selde þu sœlt wel 
don. 
(Brut, line 3998) 
‘if you believe every man, you will rarely do well’1 
I 
Before the fourteenth century, wisdom is the ideal quality sung by many medieval poets and there seems to be very little 
place devoted to doubt. Anglo-Saxon writers lay stress on wisdom as a virtue which kings must show. Sovereigns in 
Beowulf are, first and foremost, wise leaders. When Beowulf takes his leave of Hrothgar, the latter explains: 
     ne hyrde ic snotorlicor  
on swa geongum feore      guman þingian.  
Þu eart masgenes strang      ond on mode 
frod,  
wis word-cwida. 
(lines 1842b–5a) 
I have never heard a warrior speak more sagely while still so young. You are very strong and very shrewd, you speak 
with discernment.2 
In return, Beowulf defines Hrothgar as snotra fengel (line 2156) ‘the wise king’.3 Similarly, the compilers of The Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle often state that a good king is a wise king. Edward the Confessor is celebrated as se froda ‘the wise 
prince’ and described as freolic in geatwum/kiningc kystum god/clœne & milde ‘noble in armour, a king of excellent 
virtues, pure and benign’ and one is also told that he on worulda her/wunode þragœ /on kyne þrymme/crœftig rœda ‘here 

in the world he dwelt for a time in royal majesty, sagacious in counsel’.4 On first reading, Brut also gives 
us the impression that doubt has no place in the Manichean society that is described. After a closer look, the reader 
progressively realises that the poem contains many dark patches that leave place for uncertainty, ambiguity, suspicion, or 
even anxiety. 
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‘Doubt wisely’ seems, in fact, a principle to be advocated as man’s right line of conduct throughout  text. 
Wise as they may be, the 114 kings of the Brut never forget to seek advice from their council before undertaking 

anything: they need to listen to wise men—bishops, earls, or knights.  shows that the Trojan and British 
kings rarely take decisions by themselves and that it is even exceptional for a king, acting alone, to find the answer to a 
problem. Counsellors, advisers of all sorts are needed. Brutus tells his knights: 
Lusteð mine cnihtes: lusteð mine leofe 
men.  
Suggeð me to runun. ræd þat eou þunche: 
(lines 434–5) 
Listen my knights, listen my dear men. Let me know, as we discuss, about views that seem good to you. 
King Cassibelaune, who does not know how to drive Julius Caesar’s troops back and who is caught in a trap, finds the 
same solution: 
þa wes wa þeon kinge. Cassibellaune:  
& nom him enne ræd. for him wes muchel 
neod: 
(lines 4366–7) 
then was King Cassibelaune deeply grief-stricken and he asked for advice for he had great need. 

And  is even more explicit when he introduces his reader to King Lud and when he states that this 
sovereign wes swiðe riche: for rœdes he luuede (line 3526) ‘was extremely powerful because he loved taking advice’. 
Counsellors are much sought-after because they are wise and sensible but, above all, because they wel cuðen a speche 
(line 707 and similarly line 3639) ‘skilfully handle words’. In the Brut, language seems to be both difficult and essential 
to master in order to be able to convince friends or deceive opponents. Words are shown to be the real weapons that 
enable one to dominate others, to rule over foreign nations, to impose one’s will. Only wise and scholarly men are good 
speakers and can find the right words at the right time. Magan, King Vortigern’s counsellor, is said to be an outstanding 
person. Not only does he know astronomy but also he cuðe tellen: of celche leod-spelle (line 7863) ‘he knew the 
language of all countries’. When King Vortigern meets Rouwenne for the first time, and needs a translator to understand 
what the young lady says, Keredic—the best translator that ever existed—is spoken of, in his turn, as a cniht swiðe sellic 
(line 7145) ‘a remarkable knight’. It is also significant that Merlin should first come to the fore to denounce liars. The 
young boy flies into a rage and cries out, addressing Vortigern: 
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…alle þine witien: beo swiðe 
swikele.  
i sæi[ð] læssinge: bi-foren þæ seolue. 
(lines 7909–10) 
all your wise men are impostors who lie in your presence. 
Merlin, whose name is usually followed by the set phrase muchel wisdom wes mid him ‘he was full of wisdom’ (e.g. line 
9387), is the great counsellor of several major kings. His learning is so vast, his knowledge of the nations’ destinies so 
great, that he is wisdom personified. Merlin is wise because he always understands people and situations and knows both 
how to deal with them and how to judge them accurately. However, Merlin, with an incubus for a father, is particularly 
wise because he is not an ordinary human being. His wisdom is a gift from elsewhere, a supreme quality that must not be 
perverted by anything from this corrupt world of ours; he tells King Uther: 

nulle ich  na lond : neouðer [seoluer na 
gold].  
for ich am on rade. rihchest alre monnen.  

&  ich wilne æhte: [þenne wursede ich on 
crafte. 
(lines 9444–6) 
I want no land, no silver and no gold for I am the best adviser of all and if I longed for worldly goods, then I would 
diminish in skill. 
Prudence is one of the most important components of wisdom and one of the major lessons to be found in the Brut: to 
rush is always a great mistake. Imprudent, hasty leaders, in particular, lead their territories to total disaster. Although he 

is neither a Briton nor a Christian, Julius Caesar is greatly admired by everyone (including ) because he wes 

and swuðe i-wœr (line 3779) ‘he was sly and very prudent’. Similarly, the German knights captured by Belin are 
highly spoken of because they immediately understand that they cannot compete with the Britons. Judging the situation 
well, these knights are said to be 

…wise : & ful -witele.  
& al ham iwurden: þe Belin heom 

to- . 
(lines 2812–13) 
…thoughtful and extremely prudent. They agreed to all that Belin demanded. 

When Arthur is crowned king at the age of fifteen,  draws a most favourable portrait of the young man 
explaining: 
he wes mete-custi: ælche quike monne.  
cniht mid þan bezste: w[u]nder ane 
kene. 
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he wes þan  for fader:  alden for 
frouer.  
and wið than vnwise: w[u]nder ane sturnne. 
(lines 9946–9) 
he was generous to all men alive, one of the best knights and amazingly courageous. He was a father to the young, a 
comfort to the old, implacable with the rash. 
Anger is often the cause of unwise behaviour, for angry people are no longer in their right senses. Anger leads kings, or 
leaders of all sorts, to unwise acts: moderation, nobility, justice, or generosity give way to aggressiveness, great haste, 
and a lack of discernment. Anger always brings about quarrels, disorder, wars, and deaths—in other words, evil. One of 
the first wars to take place in the poem (between Eneas and Turnus) is presented as the consequence of Turnus’s fury. 
The game between Evelin and Herigal that degenerates into a brawl, and brings chaos to the British kingdom, is 
explained by the fact that Euelin wes swiðe wrað (line 4065) ‘Evelin was very angry’. Cassibelaune is blinded by his 
rage when his nephew refuses to obey him: he iwarð him swiðe wrað. swulc he weore of witte (line 4102) ‘flew into a 
passion as if he had lost his reason’, so much so that the havoc wreaked by war is back again. And Vortigern, he wes wod 
he wes wild: he wes rœh he wes bald (line 6857) ‘he was mad, hotheaded, cruel, and virulent’, is eventually the prototype 
of the evil king. 
Those who are lacking in discernment are no better; another rule to follow is to be careful about deceptive appearances 

and anything that is false. Indeed, thoughtful people must always remember, together with King Cassibelaune, that [ ] if 
þu ileuest œlcne mon: selde þu sœlt wel don (line 3998) ‘if you believe every man, you will rarely do well’ and must try 
to know lies and disguises—for wise people are also mistrustful people. King Leir is incapable of detecting the falsehood 
in his older daughters’ words and each time, þe king ilefde his doster lœisinge (line 1489 and similarly line 1506) ‘the 

king believed his daughter who was lying’. Although  reminds his readers elsewhere that nis nawer nan so 
wis mon: þat me ne mai bi-swiken (line 379) ‘a man, wise enough never to be deceived, is nowhere to be found’, King 
Leir allows himself to be misled and vnra[d] him fulede (line 1517) ‘lacked in judgment’. In the Brut, as in all medieval 
texts, the unknown and falsehood cause fear. Any deception, any trickery implies confusion and disorder, brings about a 
world of perversion over which the Devil rules supreme. It is well known, indeed, that for the people of the Middle Ages, 
disorder was the proper image of Hell—the chaotic place par excellence. The royal court of Britain is often confronted 
with falsehood and nothing but misfortune ensues. Liars are numerous; one of the first ones to be met is King Locrin, 
who not only does not want to keep his word and marry Corineus’s daughter but also deceives his people and his court 
by not sending back his (pagan 
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and Saxon) mistress but hiding her under the ground, out of everybody’s view: 
& he hit seide: soð þeih hit nere.  
þat he wolde Æstrilde: senden vt of londe.  
Ah ne dude he nawiht swo: for swiken he þohte….  
Þonne he to Trinouant wende: þenne seide he to 
Wendoleine.  
þat he wolde beon seoueniht þære: & his godd hure.  

inne : & elles he ne durste.  
þat ei mon wuste: whet he þer sohte.  
Guendoleine him ilefede: luðere weren his craftes. 
(lines 1173–5 and 1194–8) 
and he said, though it was not true, that he would turn Æstrild out of this land. But he did nothing of the kind because he 
had some trick in mind…. Before going to New Troy, he told Gwendoleine he would stay there seven nights to worship 
his God in secret and that nobody else was to know the aim (of his trip). Gwendoleine believed him. His action was 
dictated by evil. 
It is not long before disorder and misfortune strike the kingdom; war and death soon have the upper hand. 
Doubting wisely also implies being able to tell hypocrites from genuine friends. A good king is supposed to appreciate 
everyone at his proper value. To be on one’s guard, to be suspicious of everyone is simply to be wise. King Aurelius 
forgets that appearances can be deceptive and warmly welcomes his own murderer, the pagan Appas who arrives at the 
royal court disguised as a monk: 
Appas eode to bure: & þesne balu mæinde.  
he wes an hæðene gume: ut of Sax-londe i-cume.  
Muneckes claðes he nom an: he scar his crune 
ufenen.  
he nom him tweien iueren: & forð he gon fusen.  
& wende anan rihte: in-to Winchæstre.  
swulc hit weore an hali mon: þe hæðene deouel. 
(lines 8812–17) 
Appas went to his room and considered this infamy. He was a pagan of Saxon origin. He slipped on the clothes of a 
monk and tonsured himself. Without hesitating, this pagan devil walked into Winchester pretending he was a holy man. 

Aurelius, however, is not the only king who cannot distinguish truth from falsehood and  mentions many of 
the treacherous crimes by which kings are deceived. 
Certain characters even go as far as to lack judgment about themselves and thus they no longer know their own worth. 
King Uther is totally 
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blinded by his love for Igærne and the poet strongly blames the sovereign’s behaviour, reproaching him for his lack of 
wisdom as well as for not being able to hide his feelings: 

Næs þe king noht swa wis: ne swa -
witele.  

þat imong his : his front cuðe dernen. 
(lines 9255–6) 
the king was neither sensible nor prudent: he was not able to conceal his thoughts from his followers. 
Many medieval texts underline the idea, commonly held at the time, that love ought to remain secret.5 Uther forgets his 
royal duties, his people and kingdom, and only gives importance to private matters when he tells Merlin: 
Mærlin þu ært wilcume.  
Her ich sette þe an honde: al þene ræd of mine 
londe.  
and þat þu me ræde: to muchere neode. 
(lines 9434–6) 
Merlin, you are welcome; I entrust to you the entire direction of my kingdom so that you may advise me in this difficult 
situation. 

King Leir is no wiser when he has doubts about his capacity for ruling over the Britons.  reproaches him for 
having lost faith in himself and for feeling sorry for himself. Realising, too late, that he should not have abdicated, Leir 
bemoans his fate and cries out: 
Wa worðe þan monne. þe lond haueðe mid menske:  
and bi-tachet hit is childe. þe while þe he mai hit 
walden: 
(lines 1678–9) 
Woe betide him who creditably possesses a territory and who entrusts it to his child when he is still capable of ruling 
over it. 
Leir no longer knows himself, no longer judges himself at his real value. Many other characters, in their turn, no longer 
accept their place in society and no longer respect the established order; their pretension, their self-importance only leads 
to evil. When the Britons no longer respect King Uther, now an old and sick man, and look down on Lot, then disorder, 
confusion, unrest, violence, and war return: 
Bruttes hafden muchel mode: & vni-mete prute.  
& weoren æie-lese: for þas kinges alde,  
and lætten swiðe hokerliche: of Lote þan eorle.  
and duden swiðe vnwraste: alle his haste,  
and weoren alle twi-ræde: heore teone wes þa 
mare. 
(lines 9684–8) 
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The Britons were highly conceited and extremely bumptious and no longer feared anything because of the king’s old 
age. They felt nothing but contempt for Earl Lot, took no notice of his orders, and agreed on nothing: the situation could 
not have been worse. 

 always seems greatly alarmed when established order is threatened. His concern for law and hierarchy is 
evident when he relates the rebellion of two young churls, Ethelbald and Ælfwald, and the murder of King Gracian. 
Although the Britons rejoice over the king’s death, the poet immediately adds that Britain suffered many misfortunes for: 
Þa wes auer-ælc cheorl: al swa bald alse an eorl.  
& alle þa gadelinges: alse heo weoren sunen 
kinges. 
(lines 6154–5) 
At that time, all churls became as bold as earls and all underlings thought they were kings’ sons. 
It is also pretentiousness and vanity that lead to the making of the Round Table, when several knights question the 

established hierarchical seating order; here again,  severely criticises the lords involved in the fight for 
disrupting the social order and asserting their own superiority. On the battlefield, knights of the same kind often resort to 
devices of intimidation or to bragging. But the poem shows that warriors must know themselves and not be too self-
assured—yet another unwise attitude. The Saxon leader Octa laughs at the Britons and pours out words of contempt 
when King Uther arrives on a stretcher on the battlefield; Octa, sure of winning, will learn to his cost that fate had 
decreed otherwise so that al hit iwrað oðer: þene heo iwenden (line 9733) ‘it all turned out differently from what they 
had expected’. Arthur’s great enemy, the Saxon Childric, also learns a similar lesson. Newly arrived in Britain, this 
Saxon emperor and his companions sing mocking songs about Arthur, repeating that they will make a bridge of his 
backbone: 
Ah al hit iwrað on oðer: sone þer-after.  

heore  & heore gome: ilomp heom-seoluen to 
scame.  
& swa deð wel iwære: þe mon þe swa ibereð. 
(lines 10481–3) 
But it all turned out differently shortly afterwards. Their bragging and scoffing brought shame upon themselves and it is 
always so with people who so behave. 
Irresolution and indecision are likewise severely condemned in the poem: to doubt too much (therefore unwisely) is no 

good solution, for, in the final analysis,  condemns any sort of excess or extreme. King Constance is one of 
the worst British sovereigns because he is 
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thoroughly irresolute, totally indecisive. He is seen shunning any responsibility and relying entirely upon his steward to 
whom he says: al mi rœd & al mi lond: ich wulle don i þire hond (line 6530) ‘I shall deliver all my power and all my 
lond into your hands’; and later: 
Vortiger þu ært stiward. ouer al Brutlondes ærd:  
& þu hit scalt walden. after þine willen:  
Send after cnihten. þe gode beon to fihten:  
& nim al i þire hond. mine castles & mi lon[d]:  
& do al þine i-wille. & ich wulle beon stille:  
bute þe an-læpi þing. ich wulle beon icleoped 
king. 
(lines 6663–8) 
Vortigern, you are Britain’s steward. You will rule over it as you wish. Send for knights that can well fight, take my 
castles and my kingdom in your hands and do what you please. I shall not interfere as long as I am called ‘king’. 

As one might readily expect, Constance is not called ‘king’ very long and moral  draws a lesson from the 
episode, telling his reader that: 
Þe frume wes vn-hende. & al-swa wes þe ænde:  

he for-lette Goddes had. þer-fore he  
ibad. 
(lines 6621–2) 
The beginning was unfair and so was the end: (Constance) deserted holy order, and therefore he experienced misfortune. 
II 

Indeed, although the Brut is not a didactic work,  can be seen as a moralist. In fact, we know far more about 

 than the few details he gives us in the prologue to his poem, especially because he often intervenes in his 

narrative. Many critics have focused their attention on —the man, the priest, and the chronicler—but most 
of them have left the writer, the artist, aside. All critics, back to the mid-nineteenth century, have noted and commented 

upon  patriotism and Englishness (insisting upon his conservative language and his choice of pre-

Conquest concepts and devices). For a long time, the nature of research on  was limited to a sort of Anglo-
French rivalry: how much did the poet owe to Old English poetry and how much did he owe to Wace and the French 

tradition? In the 1960s,  national bias was better defined as an opposition between the Saxons and the 
Britons, with the Angles (made quite distinct from the Saxons) becoming Britain’s legitimate inhabitants. This new 
polarity was to be, in its turn, better delimited as a pagan/Christian opposition with the ‘angelic Angles’ as God’s 
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chosen people.  patriotism, taken for granted for so long, dissolved therefore into a more general (and 

more medieval) religious inclination towards the Christian Britons and the evangelised Angles.  was 
defined as a moral historian, as ‘a poet under the misconception that the Brut was a piece of historical writing based on 

dependable, historical sources’.6 It is indisputable that  aimed at writing history and considered the Old 
English heroic poems as trustworthy documents. Yet was he really a poet under a ‘misconception’; was he not also 

consciously writing a literary work? Most critics have analysed  major additions and expansions to 

Wace’s text but have left aside shorter re-arrangements which show that  was also a conscious poet of 
England, not just a preost on leoden, and that, no longer as an historian but as a poet, a scop, his interest lay neither in 
the Britons nor in the Angles but in mankind as a whole. 

 reveals a lot about himself through his moralising remarks when criticising or condemning behaviour and 
actions and when using proverbs, maxims, or a sententious tone. The moral dimension of the Brut is a well-known 

characteristic of the poem. The morality of the poem sheds light on the character of , who is seen trying, 
throughout his poem, to understand man and the world. The poet denounces man’s limits and weaknesses, his inclination 
to evil, often giving more details than did Wace. It is as if he was showing his reader the right way to follow. He 
therefore blames man’s avarice through his character Cunedagius who cries out: 

 a wurþe þe wa: monie mon þu bi-
cherrest  
þurh þe haueð Morgan mi mæi: is monschipe afallet. 
(lines 1915–16) 
cursed be covetousness. You do harm to many a man. Because of you, my cousin Morgan debased himself. 

 also condemns those who lack courage and do not rise up against injustice or bad decisions. When 
Vortigern undertakes to have Constance—a monk—crowned king, all the British lords are described as cowards because 
nes far nauer nan swa hœh: þat his guides durste halsien (line 6609) ‘it turned out that no man courageous enough to 

rise up against his words was ever to be found’. Similarly,  interrupts his account to denounce the 
foolishness of presumptuous people such as King Morpidus, who believes he can kill a monstrous beast all by himself. 
Both the king and the beast die and the poet adds, after Wace: 
Þus ferde þe king: for he wes to kene.  
for þe mon is muchel sot: þe nimeð to him-
seoluen.  

mare þonne he  walden. 
(lines 3246–8) 
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Thus departed the king for ever for he was too brash. For he who takes on more than his match is a great fool. 

, however, goes further and laments over human nature, (briefly) giving vent to his own doubts when 

deploring betrayals, wars, evil, or death.  forgets the history of his country, the chronicle he is writing, to 
ponder over man’s darker side and to sympathise with the victims. Several characters seem to be his spokesmen when 
they let themselves become downhearted. Helen’s foster mother is in despair once the giant has killed the young girl: 
Þa fond he þer ane quene: quecchen mid hafde.  
heor-lockede wif: weop for hire wei-sið.  
wanede hire sides: þat heo wæs on liues  
þat set bi þan fure: mid reolichen ibere.  
& sæt & bi-heold æuere: ænne burinæsse.  

and hire  sæide:  stefne.  
Wale Eleine: wale deore maide.  
wale þat ich þe uedde: þat ich þe uostredde.  
wale þat þæ wald-scaðe: here þe haueð þus for-uare.  
wale þat ich wes iboren: mine leomen he haueð to-
broken. 
(lines 12898–907) 
Then [Bedevere] came upon a woman there. Her hoary head was trembling, she was weeping in her distress and 
bewailing her lot, regretting that she was alive. She was sitting by the fire, bitterly bemoaning her fate, gazing at a grave 
while dolefully uttering these words: ‘Alas, Helen! Alas! Dear child, why did I feed you, why did I bring you up? Why 
did that monster deprive you so of life? Alas! Why was I ever born? He has pulled my limbs to pieces!’ 

 dismay is often expressed directly. Surprisingly enough, he questions the validity of violence, regretting 
wal[e] & win: & wider-heppes feola (line 204) ‘slaughter, conflicts, and all sorts of calamities’. When Brutus fights 

against King Pandrasus,  tells his reader that: 
Þar he mihte bi-halden: þe bi-halues 
were.  
moni wensiðes: wiþer-happes feol[e], 
(lines 287–8) 
All those present could have gazed at many an affliction, at a lot of suffering, 
and when another battle takes place between the two troops, the poet cannot but cry out: 
mid stelene orde: & mid starka biten.  
mid stocken & mid stanen: stal-fiht heo 
makeden. 
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mid Grickisce fure: feollen þæ fæie.  
þar was muchel blod-gute: baluwe þer wes 
riue. 
(lines 314–17) 
They made a fierce battle: steel weapons, blows, tree trunks, and stones were used. Those who were doomed fell under 
Greek fire. Much blood was shed. Cursed be this calamity. 

 shows us that all human beings are evil, or the victims of evil, and even King Arthur—aðelest kingen ‘the 
most noble of kings’—is a very ambiguous character. The poet depicts him at times as a new Christ figure and then as a 
harsh, even pitiless, man dreaded by his entourage.7 Nothing better reveals man’s darker side than the sarcastic and 
worrying laughter of the characters in the poem. Arthur’s interior Hell, his Doppelgänger, his tempting, monstrous, and 

disturbing double, is revealed through his mockery of his enemies, his sardonic laughter.  always specifies 
that Arthur takes great delight in his enemies’ misfortunes, adding: þa loh Arður: ludere stefene (line 10391) (and 
similarly 11187 and 11836) ‘then Arthur laughed with a loud voice’. This is exactly the way the king reacts when he 
hears that the Saxon leader Childric has decided to leave England: 
þa loh Arður: ludere stefene.  
Iþonked wurðe Drihtene: þe alle domes 
waldeð.  
þat Childric þe stronge: is sad of mine londe. 
(lines 10391–3) 
Then Arthur laughed with a loud voice: ‘Blessed be God, who governs all destinies, for the powerful Childric is weary of 
my kingdom!’ 
Similarly, when Arthur kills the Saxon warleader Colgrim: 
þa loh Arður: þe aðele king.  

and þus  agon: mid gomenfulle 
worden.  
Lien nu þere Colgrim. 
(lines 10692–4) 
Then the noble King Arthur laughed, and began to speak thus with mocking words: ‘Now lie there Colgrim!’ 

 pessimistic view of man leads him to meditate upon the real nature of our world. We see him (often 
indirectly for seollic is þe lauerd: þat al hit isette (line 11005) ‘wonderful is the Lord who created all that’) expressing 
his confusion, not to say distress, in the face of a universe he does not understand. The invisible, the inexplicable, above 
all, are shown to be frightening. The destructive forces of nature remain a disturbing puzzle, and storms, tempests, or 
comets seem to have plunged the poet 
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into a state of great confusion. The sea, in particular, refers to a mysterious world, that of the unknown, the invisible, the 
world of evil: the ocean is a disquieting elsewhere. It is the place of many deaths by drowning and by shipwreck; indeed 

 has written some of his most beautiful and most moving lines when evoking these misfortunes.8 The poet 
always insists on the fear, the anguish, that his characters experience when confronted with one of these 
incomprehensible natural phenomena. Even a king as great as Uther is panic-stricken when he sees a comet in the sky: 
Þis isah Vðer: ah nas he noht her-of war.  
sær him wes an heorte: & seolliche a-uæred.  
swa wes al þat muchele folc: þat wes in þere 
uerde. 
(lines 8926–8) 
Uther saw it, but did not wish to take notice of it. He was sad at heart and strangely frightened and so were the numerous 
men in the troop. 

The world  describes is often threatened by terrifying monsters such as dragons, giants, or even mermaids. 
All stand for destruction and evil, all represent Satan. God’s manifestations of anger are as disturbing as such monsters 
and the poet cannot but pity poor and innocent victims: 

From heouene her com a sulcuð flod: þre  hit rinde 
blod.  

þreo dæies and þreo : þat wæs swuþe mochel pliht. 
(lines 1943–1) 
A prodigious flood came down from the sky. Three days it rained blood, three days and three nights. It was a dreadful 
plight. 
or: 

Her comen blake : and  in mone .  
in here muð in heore neose: heore lif heom code al to leose.  

swulc. fare of  her was. þat heo freten þet corn & þat 
græs:  
wo wes al þen folke þe wu<ne>den an folden. 
(lines 1946–9) 
Here came black flies which flew into people’s eyes, into their mouths and into their noses. They were responsible for 
everybody’s death because they were in such numbers that they ate all the corn and all the grass. Woe were the people 
who dwelt in the country. 

 never forgets to feel sorry for the ordinary people who particularly suffer when a storm, an epidemic, or a 
famine decimates a whole region. The words he uses are not simply descriptive but show how deeply he sympathises 

with those who are in great pain, lamenting over these reoðen (line 15870) ‘calamities’,  (line 15878) ‘sorrows’, 
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vnimete (line 15884) ‘infinite sorrows’, people who were  (line 15875) ‘doleful’ or filled with wa (line 
15979) ‘woe’. 
Dreams and prophecies are also part of this puzzling world. When waking up after having his two premonitory dreams, 
Arthur tells of the anguish he is then feeling. Arthur, the great, conquering king, the fearless knight, can therefore show 

some sort of frailty. , who affirms that Arthur will come back and live among the Britons (saying this is the 
truth since Merlin said so (lines 14295–7) and since þat soðe stod a þan writen (line 11468) ‘the truth has been put in 
writing’), qualifies his own statement by admitting that poets are often liars: Ne al soh ne al les: þat leod-scopes singeð 
(line 11465) ‘What poets sing is not all truth nor all lies.’ Nothing seems to be really stable in this world full of 

mysteries, no landmark appears to be totally reliable. And what  tells us must also be considered cautiously 
for, like all poets, he is a great illusionist and it is the reader, in turn, who must doubt wisely! 
III 

The Brut pretends to be an objective chronicle, a methodical record of important and public events, but  is 
there pulling the strings behind the stage, using all kinds of stylistic devices which show that he was a conscious poet 

rather than seeing himself as a historian. is not simply concerned with the patient and straightforward 
collection of facts. In the poem, parataxis is clearly dominant. It gives a general impression of non-commitment, of 
objectivity on the part of the narrator. However, this construction based upon mere juxtaposition is but an illusion, for 
the poet also wishes to engage his reader’s attention with carefully built-up climaxes and with a dramatisation of the 

reported episodes. Brut is not an analysis of development over the course of time, but the subjective story 
of a nation, and the poet knows how to hold his reader’s attention by choosing certain anecdotes and putting aside others. 

This is why  often describes a very short episode over dozens or hundreds of lines and then gets rid of 
several years in a few words. The colourful and dramatic duel between Arthur and Frollo, in Paris, only lasts a few 

minutes but is told over 171 lines, whereas, shortly after, the poet specifies that he heold France: freoliche 
on honde (line 12042) ‘nine years he [Arthur] held France peacefully’ although nothing is said of these nine years. 
Similarly, King Leir’s story only begins when he is an old man although we are told that his reign lasted sixty years. 

Time is the subject matter par excellence of history. But , unlike a historian, delights in manipulating 
temporality. One of his tricks is the use of parallel narratives; the poet breaks off his account of an event, related from 
the point of view of one particular character, in order to turn 
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his attention to another protagonist. The language used by the poet lays stress upon the simultaneity of the two actions 
but also shows that several times co-exist: while the reader pays attention to one character, the other one goes on with 

what he had undertaken.  was confronted with one of the limits of storytelling, and parallel narratives 
enabled him to allude to several events at the same time. Historians list past events in chronological order, whereas 

 was trying to give us the illusion of live action progressing before our very eyes. The poet pretended he 
could not stand back and rendered the episode in its multiplicity. In the course of the war that brings together the Britons 

and the Saxons,  for a while focuses his attention upon Earl Aldolf, who takes refuge in Gloucester, a town 
whose inhabitants firmly lock the doors. Then, he writes: Lete we hit þus stonden: & speken of þan kinge (line 7645) ‘Let 
us leave it [Gloucester] so and let us speak of the king.’ Similarly, when a war breaks out between Arthur’s Britons and 

Lucius’s Romans,  introduces first the Roman army and their allies and then he writes: 
Lete we nu ane while: þeos ferde 
bilæue.  
and speke we of Arðure aðelest kinge. 
(lines 12680–1) 
Let us leave this armed troop for a while and speak we of Arthur the noblest king. 

In the parallel story that concerns the two rival kings, Edwin and Cadwalan,  uses the same phrase to pass 

from one sovereign to the other. He tells his reader: Lette we nu beon Cadwaðlan. and ga we to Edwine  (line 
15201) ‘Let us now leave Cadwalan and let us go back to Edwin.’ Malory and other late medieval writers were to make 
great use of this device. 

In order to abolish historical time, in order to reach a mythical and poetic time,  keeps resorting to 

repetitions—recurrent expressions, limited vocabulary, or intentional echoes.  text is especially 
characterised by its numerous epic formulas—a highly literary device. Each situation that is repeated is described with 
the same terms, the same images; the length of time that has gone by between the two events no longer seems to exist. 
The Brut is thus composed of a real network of echoes, reminders, parallels, correspondences between the years and 
centuries that form a sort of continuity, a permanence. Words, formulas, poetry itself become the links between the years 
and the centuries; they give an impression of timelessness. When the Greek king Pandrasus is taken prisoner and when 
he is asked, on pain of death, to make over his treasures, then Þe king hine bi-þoute: wat he don mahte (line 520) ‘the 
king wondered what he could do’. This sentence is to be found over fifty times in the poem. Each time a 
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king calls his vassals together, we are told that he sende his sonde wide ðane londe ‘he sent his messengers 
throughout his kingdom’ (e.g. line 213). Several kings become linked through phrases of this kind: Vortimer, Aurelius, 
and Arthur are all three called Bruttene deorling ‘Britain’s favourite’, while King Alfred the Great is briefly alluded to as 
Englelondes deorling (line 3148) ‘England’s favourite’, Gonwais as Orka[nei]es deorling (line 11891) ‘the men of 
Orkney’s favourite’, Æscil as Denemarkes deorling (line 11893) ‘the Danes’ favourite’, Gillomar as Irisce monnen 
deorling (line 12166) ‘the favourite of the Irish’, and Angel as Scotlondes deorling (line 12568) ‘Scotland’s favourite’. 
The poet goes further in his attempt to disrupt temporality. That is why certain long passages are related several times. In 
the first quarter of the poem, the characters seem to feel the need to talk about themselves, to recount what they have 
experienced. The narrative stops progressing for a while and the reader, having read the same story in the third person a 
few lines before, is not told anything new. These repetitions of whole passages are usually typical of oral literature. One 
must remember that, in the Middle Ages, many texts were supposed to be read aloud, in front of a public, and these 
repetitions were very useful to sum up an earlier episode before going on with the story. The passages of the Brut, with 
which we are concerned, are rather unusual because they have nothing to do with summaries but repeat all the details of 
the first account of the event. For a while, the characters are able to assert their personality, the individuality they are 
usually deprived of, since they are no longer presented only through the eyes of the narrator. Psychology and personal 

feelings were new notions in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and  is here making his debut in this new 
mode of expression. The most striking example concerns Prince Androgeus, King Cassibelaune, and Julius Caesar. 

 describes in over eighty lines the quarrel between Androgeus and his uncle and the war that follows. And 
when Androgeus asks Julius Caesar to come to his help, he sends the Roman leader a long letter (sixty lines) that takes 
up all the events narrated just before. Androgeus’s letter puts in sharp contrast time in a chronicle and private time, the 
collective ‘us/we’ and the personal (!) pronoun ‘I’. Androgeus makes use of the whole range of linguistic signs that 
enable him to assert himself: the passage contains the personal pronoun ‘I’ nineteen times, the object pronoun ‘me’ 
twelve times, the possessive adjective ‘my’ eleven times, and the reflexive pronoun ‘myself’ four times. Similarly, when 
the two brothers Brenne and Belin come into conflict with each other, the war that breaks out is related three times in a 
row (but never in the first person). 

 (timid) interest in psychology and sentiment is also reflected in his passages dealing with duration, with 
relative, subjective time. Henri Bergson has taught us that time is not homogeneous, and although 
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 has not (of course) systematised this idea of duration, he gives us several examples of subjective 
moments.9 It is worth noting that none of these passages is to be found in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s or Wace’s narratives. 

When Arthur is stuck in Whitsand, waiting for a ship to take him back to England,  specifies that 
feouwertene niht him þuhte to long (line 14123) ‘fourteen nights seemed to him too long’. Prince Brenne spends a week 

in Norway trying to obtain reinforcements but seoueniht he wes þœre: hit þutte him seoue  (line 2213) ‘he stayed 

there seven nights which seemed to him seven years’. And concerning the day of Arthur’s coronation,  tells 
us that: 
Songes þer weoren murie: þa ilaste swiðe 
longe.  

ich weone  hit weore: ilast seoue .  

þa  heo weolden mare: þe þer-at weoren. 
(lines 12248–50) 
The songs were merry, they were very long. I think that had they lasted seven years, those who were present would still 
have wished for more. 

 was therefore conscious that time can be conditioned by an individual’s mood. His poetic handling of time 
is also characterised on occasion by a refusal to keep the reader in suspense, for we are very often told beforehand what 

will follow. Supernatural characters are not the only ones to predict the future: , as omniscient narrator, 
keeps unveiling what the future has in store for his characters. Although predictions of this kind are rather common in 
medieval texts, Wace hardly ever resorted to this process and, as narrator, kept to the historical sequence.10 

, on the other hand, continually intervenes in his narrative—usually to give the moral of the story. King 
Arthur, for example, is described as scoffing at the Romans after Lucius’s death and as letting everyone know he is 
leaving for Rome, but the poet adds: 

Al þis  wes idel i-do: for coðer weis hit 
eode.  
al oðer hit itidde: þe leoden he bilæfden.  
al þurh Modred is mæin: for-cuðest alle monnen. 
(lines 13923–5) 
All this boasting was useless for it turned out otherwise, it turned out quite differently: he had to depart from his people 
because of his relative Modred—the most wicked of men. 
The poet often deplores the course of events as well as the mistakes made by the Britons. This is why he feels deeply 
sorry when Cassibelaune does not realise Julius Caesar is leaving Britain: 
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Ah wa la wa: & wala wa. þat Cassibellaune nær 
iwar:  
þa he wende swiðe wel don. ah ne dude he hit no. 
(lines 3975–6) 
But alas, alas, Cassibelaune was not on his guard and thought he was acting wisely—which was not the case. 

and  goes on to tell how Cassibelaune was deceived by the Romans. Similarly, the poet laments King 
Vortimer’s misjudgment in welcoming his mother-in-law Rouwenne: 
Ah wale þat Uortimer: of hire þonke næs wær.  
Wale þat þe gode king: of hire þonke nuste na-þing.  
þat he nuste þene swikedom: þe þohte þa luðere 
wimman. 
(lines 7444–6) 
Alas! What a pity that Vortimer could not see into her thoughts. Alas! What a pity that this good king knew nothing 
about her thoughts, that he knew nothing about the act of treachery this wicked woman planned. 

Therefore, even before the banquet has started, the reader knows that Rouwenne intends to kill the king.  
does not only deplore the course of events but also openly blames the future behaviour of several princes and kings. His 
moral judgment is at its height with Modred and Wenhaver. The reader is told, at the very moment when Arthur hands 
over his kingdom to his nephew, that: 
þat was ufele idon: þat heo iboren weoren.  

þis lond heo for-radden: mid ræuðen .  
and a þan ænden heom-seoluen: þe Wurse gon i-
scenden.  
þat heo þer for-leoseden: lif and heore saulen.  
and æuer seoððe laðen: in auer-ælche londe.  
þat nauer na man nalde: sel bede beoden for heore saule.  
for þan swike-dome: þat he dude Arðure his æme. 
(lines 12728–34) 
It was a great misfortune that they were born! They brought this land to ruin by countless wrongs; and, in the end, the 
Devil annihilated them so that they lost their lives and their souls and they were hated for ever in all countries because of 
the treason he had committed against his uncle. 

 is all the more severe with Modred since he holds him responsible for Britain’s slow and inexorable 
decline. Modred ‘s betrayal leads the whole nation to its final ruin, to an irremediable disaster, the Brut being first and 
foremost a tragedy. 
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The poet does not content himself with objective facts but has clearly structured his narrative into a highly literary 
artefact, a tragedy that has a universal, rather than simply a national, dimension. The poem opens with a devastated 
world: in the beginning evil already was. The first lines set the tone with a trail of misfortunes—war, ravages, looting, 
crooked tricks: 
þa Grickes hefden Troye: mid teone bi-wonen.  
& þat lond iwest: & þa leoden of-slawen.  
& for þe wrake-dome: of Melenaus quene.  
Elene was ihoten. alðeodisc wif.  
þa Paris Alixandre: mid pret-wrenche. bi-won.  

for hire weoren on ane : hund þousunt 
deade. 
(lines 38–43) 
The Greeks had conquered Troy through trickery. They had devastated the land and slaughtered the inhabitants and, in 
order to avenge King Menelaus’s wife, Helen—a foreigner whom Paris Alexander seduced through guile: because of 
her, a hundred thousand people died in one day. 
Tragedy in the Brut concerns the whole British nation and not one specific tragic hero: the heroine of the Brut is 
therefore the British nation and the years that pass by concern the destiny, the fate of the whole country. In spite of wars, 
military conflicts, quarrels, and strife, the initial disorder gives way to some order, a coherent whole, a splendid nation 
whose glory extends over the whole world at the time of King Arthur. Yet, troubled times return and the last lines of the 
poem are nothing but the acknowledgment of this failure: 
& Bruttes hit loseden: þis lond and þas 
<leoden>  
þat næuere seoððen mære: kinges neoren here. 
(lines 16092–3) 
The Britons lost this land and this nation so that their kings were never here again. 
The word nœuere ‘nevermore’ conclusively seals Britain’s fate, wiping out the British nation whose time is over. 

 clearly points to the Saxons (and then to the Normans) as the guilty party but his reflection is not limited to 
a precise moment and to a precise group of people. His concern lies, here too, with man in general, with the mutability of 

things, with the transience of all human achievement.  often seems to feel helpless in the face of Fate, 

lamenting unjust lots: too many warriors are doomed to death and  seems to agree with Ygærne, who: 
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…wes særi: & sorh-ful an heorte.  
þat swa moni mon for hire: sculden habben þer 
lure. 
(lines 9290–1) 
was sorry and grieved to see that so many men were going to die because of her. 
Too many princes and kings find themselves trapped like the fox that: 
…ulih to þan holme: & his hol isecheð.  
i þan uirste ænde. i þan holle wendeð  
þenne is þe balde uox: blissen al bideled.  
& mon him to-delueð: on ælchere heluen.  
þenne beoð þer for-cuðest: deoren alre 
pruttest. 
(lines 10409–13) 
…flees to the hilltop, makes for its den and rushes into the first opening of the latter. Then the presumptuous fox is 
deprived of all pleasure while people try to dig it out from every side. Then the proudest of all animals becomes the most 
miserable [creature]. 
Unexpected reversals lead to death, fate being cruel and merciless. Nothing can be totally reliable and luck can change as 
Arthur reminds us: 

For  wes Colgrim: monnen alre ken|
nest.  
nu him is al swa þere gat: þer he þene hul wat. 
(lines 10628–9) 
Yesterday, Colgrim was the most valorous of men but now he is like the goat guarding the hilltop. 

 wes Baldulf: cnihten alre 
baldest,  
nu he stant on hulle: & Auene bi-haldeð.  
hu ligeð i þan stræme: stelene fisces. 
(lines 10638–40) 
Yesterday, Baldulf was the boldest of knights but he now stands on the hill gazing at the Avon and at the steel fish that 
float on the river. 

 wes þe kaisere: ken|nest alre 
kingen.  
nu he is bicumen hunte: & homes him fulieð. 
(lines 10646–7) 
Yesterday, the emperor was the boldest of kings but now he is a hunter pursued by the sound of horns. 

This long-drawn metaphor seems to sum up  message concerning man’s fragility, his powerlessness as a 
mere pawn in society 
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and in the universe. The poem itself is the dark chronicle of a defeat even if after vuele cumeð god: wel is him þe hit 
habbe mot (line 1802) ‘after evil, comes good. Blessed be the one who can make the most of it’. 
IV 

The Brut is not a metaphysical treatise but, as with all great works, fundamental issues are being addressed.  
leaves it to Providence and to the day of the Last Judgment (which is beautifully called þe leste dœð (line 11505) ‘the 
last death’) to give us an answer about man’s destiny: only then will all doubts be erased—i-wurðe þet iwurðe: iwurðe 
Codes wille (line 16095) ‘happen whatever must happen! The Lord’s will be done.’ For, in fact, the temporal structure of 
a tragedy has little importance in a Christian perspective of time, and what counts is not the present moment, down here, 

but eternity, in the beyond.  knows that his heroine, Britain or England (what does it matter after all?), is 
immortal, that it will survive all changes, all tragedies. And, as a poet, he can look down on temporality altogether: 
premonitions, prophecies, anticipations, repetitions, parallel stories, proverbs, or striking examples of anachronism are a 
few of the processes he resorts to in order to negate chronology and measurable time so as to find a symbolic, mythical 
past and reach the permanence that writing confers on imagination. 
NOTES 
1  G.L.Brook and R.F.Leslie, eds, Layamon’s Brut, EETS OS 250 and 277 (London: Oxford University Press, 1963 and 

1978). All translations, unless otherwise indicated, are my own. 
2  E.V.K.Dobbie, ed., Beowulf and Judith, Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 5 (New York: Columbia University Press, 

1953). Translated by K.Crossley-Holland, The Anglo-Saxon World: an Anthology (1982; Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1984), p. 120. 

3  Dobbie, Beowulf, and Crossley-Holland, Anglo-Saxon World, p. 128. 
4  C.Plummer, ed., Two of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel, 2 vols (1892–9; rev. by D.Whitelock, Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1952). Translated by G.N. Garmonsway, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (London: J.M.Dent, 1953), pp. 192 and 
194. 

5  See, for example, R Stuip, ed., La Châtelaine de Vergy (Paris: Union Generate d’Editions, 1985), lines 934–48; Marie 
de France’s Lai de Lanval, ed. J.Rychner (Paris: H.Champion, 1968); and Dame Sirith, in J.A.W.Bennett and G.V. 
Smithers, eds, Early Middle English Verse and Prose (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966), lines 127–32. 

6  F.Le Saux, Layamon’s Brut: the Poem and its Sources (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1989), p. 228. Le Saux’s book, 
besides, makes a review of the critical studies of the Brut published between 1847 and 1989, summing up the 
situation. 

7  M.-F.Alamichel, ‘King Arthur’s Dual Personality in Layamon’s Brut’, Neophilologus 77 (1993), pp. 303–19. 
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8  M.-F.Alamichel, ‘Space in the Brut or  Vision of the World’, in F.Le Saux, ed., The Text and 
Tradition of Layamon’s Brut (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1994), pp. 183–92. 

9  See, for example, Henri Bergson, Introduction à la métaphysique (Paris: Cahiers de la Quinzaine, 1903), IV, 12. 
10  Wace specifies he has doubts as to the honesty of prophets and soothsayers, whom he compares to liars (line 7530). 
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14 Unscholarly Latinity and Margery Kempe 
Melissa Furrow 
Current notions of how Latin was used in England in the late Middle Ages come from a combination of three mistakes.1 
One is the enduring stereotype, originating in the Middle Ages and taken at face value by many moderns, of Latin as the 
exclusive language of scholarly men. Writing in the third quarter of the fourteenth century—that is to say, during 
Margery Kempe’s childhood—William of Nassyngton begins his Speculum vitae with an unqualified statement of one of 
his reasons for writing it in English: 
Latyn, as I trowe, can nane  
But þo, þat haueth it in scole tane…
2 
This analysis of the linguistic situation of late fourteenth-century England corresponds to truisms that we maintain today: 
that Latin was a language for the learned (implicitly, the male clergy), and nobody but the formally schooled had access 
to it. The second is the belief, built so integrally into our educational structures that we do not notice that it is an 
assumption, that the only way to learn languages is to study them formally in school. Modern ideas of what it means to 
learn a language, giving high value to the systematic mastery of reading and writing, are not of much use in recognising 
the importance of pragmatic aural and oral ability in Latin in England in the late Middle Ages. And the third is the notion 
of English triumphing by peacefully pushing out its competitors, steadily shrinking the domain of Latin from enormous 
in the middle of the fourteenth century to small by the beginning of the sixteenth, by which time it is no longer necessary 
to discuss the re-establishment of English in histories of the English language.3 Certainly the domain of Latin did shrink, 
but neither steadily nor peacefully. 
Our knowledge of who knew what languages in the late Middle Ages is piecemeal. We make deductions from wills and 
book inventories, from anecdotes, and from the kind of generalisations made at the openings of works such as William of 
Nassyngton’s, justifying a decision to write a work in English rather than one of the languages of record. We know 
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something of the training and linguistic accomplishments of some members of the royal families and upper nobility, but 
we lack a detailed accounting of how multilingualism actually worked in late medieval England. For this we should pay 
attention to a point made by the sociolinguist J.A.Laponce: ‘Multilingualism is the norm in pre-industrial, oral 
civilizations; unilingualism is the norm in industrial, urban, literate civilizations.’4 In other words, when we look for 
linguistic ability among medieval men and women it should not necessarily be only among the literate and the schooled. 
Fifteenth-century England was neither a literate nor an oral civilisation, but one in transition, with a growing number 
who could read, a majority who could not, and an indefinable number of the quasi-literate—those who were read to, and 
thus lived as participants in a culture that was neither fully one thing nor fully the other.5 
Among languages, Latin was not as special a case in the fifteenth century as it is for us, for whom it is a dead language, a 
purely written one. It was not so for medievals. Laponce lists six main social roles of language: family, work, play, 
religious observance, acquisition of knowledge, and politics.6 In late medieval England Latin was the most important 
language in one category, religious observance, and still a very important language in another, acquisition of knowledge. 
In multilingual societies, people learn languages for specialised purposes, with competence in each one as necessary to 
fulfil its social role. Walter Ong has argued that, ‘No longer a mother tongue, Learned Latin left all its users free of the 
rich, emotional, unconscious, but often confusingly subjective involvements of a language learned orally from infancy.’7 
But Latin was the language of Mother Church, and its use was both more practically necessary and more emotion-laden 
than the phrase ‘Learned Latin’ suggests. 
Against this background, let us turn to the life of one late medieval woman about whose linguistic history we have a 
great deal of anecdotal evidence, and to consider what that evidence suggests about Latinity among the laity. The woman 
is Margery Kempe, a bourgeoise from a town in Norfolk who dictated a book, a kind of spiritual autobiography or 
autobiographical saint’s life. Little scraps of information in her Book of Margery Kempe suggest that she knows rote 
phrases in Latin: she has a ring that is engraved ‘Ihesus est amor me us’ (p. 78) ;8 when visited with what she calls 
tokens, she says ‘Benedictus qui venit in nomine domini’ (p. 88); she interprets the words ‘Crescite & multiplicamini’ (p. 
121) for a great cleric; she hears Christ in visions saying ‘Ego sum’ (p. 189) and ‘Salue sancta parens’ (p. 196); she 
repeats ‘‘‘Veni creator spiritus” wyth alle þe versys longyng þerto’ (p. 248); but of course all of these are familiar 
phrases, not indicating a generalised command of Latin. Margery herself says that she is ‘not lettryd’ (p. 128) and she 
‘cowde non oþer langage þan Englisch’ (p. 82). 
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Yet for seven or eight years a certain priest in Lynn read aloud to Margery. Here is what she tells us that he read: ‘many 
a good boke of hy contemplacyon & oþer bokys, as þe Bybyl wyth doctowrys þer-up-on, Seynt Brydys boke, Hyltons 
boke, Bone-ventur, Stimulus Amoris, Incendium Amoris, & swech oþer’ (p. 143). This is a key passage and one difficult 
to interpret for several reasons. Like some library catalogues, it lists together author, title, and possibly subject. 
Moreover, we cannot be certain about the language of several. Is ‘Seynt Brydys boke’ a book dictated by or a book about 
St Bridget of Sweden (Revelationes or Vita)? Is it translated into English? Manuscript versions in English of both are 
known to have circulated in the fifteenth century.9 Which book by Hilton is meant? Is ‘Bone-ventur, Stimulus Amoris’ 
the book Stimulus amoris then thought to have been written by Bonaventure? Or is it two books, one known to Kempe as 
Bone-ventur—probably the widely circulated Meditationes vitae Christi attributed to Bonaventure or its English 
translation by Nicholas Love, Mirrour of the Blessed Lyf of Jesu Christ—plus the Stimulus amoris in its Latin or its 
English version, The Pricking of Love? Hilton’s book might be the English version of his Scala perfections, or the 
English Pricking of Love, or one of his Latin works. And of course there were Wycliffite English Bibles circulating. But 
each of the books listed might have been in Latin, and some of them must have been. Almost certainly Incendium amoris 
is Richard Rolle’s work in Latin; it is not known to have been translated into English until the 1435 version by Richard 
Misyn, too late for the chronology of Kempe’s readings, which must have taken place off and on for the seven years after 
1413.10 More to the point (for earlier translations are always possible), Karma Lochrie has suggested Kempe’s 
indebtedness to the Latin phrasing of Rolle’s work.11 But to read the Bible—not the Psalter, but the Bible—in English to 
a laywoman in the early fifteenth century would have been to court disaster, to invite the charge of heresy. 
By urging access to Scripture in English, the Lollard movement paradoxically slowed and in some quarters reversed the 
abandonment of Latin in England. The Wycliffite Bible translations of the 1380s alarmed the Church by putting the 
naked text of Scripture before laypeople who had no training in orthodox interpretation, many of them illiterate but eager 
to listen to and even memorise it before drawing their own conclusions. Connections between the Lollard movement and 
civil unrest, from the Peasants’ Revolt in 1381 onward, frightened Parliament, and provoked the passage of the statute 
De heretico comburendo in 1401, legislation that gave a very big stick to the ecclesiastical forces determined to contain 
and crush Lollardy. Article 7 of Archbishop Arundel’s Constitutions (drafted in 1407, proclaimed in 1409) forbade 
translation of any text of sacred Scripture into English, and ownership of any translation of the Bible made in the time of 
Wycliffe or later without the express permission of the 
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diocesan; and it defined as heretical any disobedience of this article.12 Anne Hudson argues that the prohibition extends 
as far as ‘any work that involves, even as only a part of a larger whole, the rendering of biblical quotations into 
English’ (p. 148). Hudson’s work, particularly the chapter titled ‘Lollardy: the English Heresy?’ in her Lollards and their 
Books, shows how dangerous the Englishing of the Bible was, and by extension of other theological works.13 By 1416, 
when Margery Kempe was well into her programme of reading, the then Archbishop of Canterbury Henry Chichele 
‘required all bishops and archdeacons to make diligent inquiry, at least twice a year, in every deanery and parish, 
touching persons suspected of heresy, or “possessing books written in English”’.14 Some of the most popular devotional 
books seem never to have run into official trouble—English or Englished works by Rolle, Hilton, and Love—but even 
such apparently innocuous works as The Prick of Conscience and The Canterbury Tales did.15 Later in the century—in 
1457—one prominent anti-Lollard ecclesiast’s career crashed spectacularly over the issue of English; Reginald Pecock 
was forced to recant and to burn his books because, according to his contemporary Thomas Gascoigne, ‘he wrote such 
profound matters in English, matters more likely to harm those who read or heard them than to benefit them…and also 
he composed a new creed, large and long, in English words’.16 Pecock finished his life imprisoned in an abbey. The 
former Bishop of Chichester was disgraced as much for the language in which he wrote as for the opinions he expressed 
in it. 
Conspicuous, female, and a member of the third estate, Margery Kempe with her piety was an embarrassment to the 
senior clergy of her day. Nothing could have been more blatant than her doctrinal incompatibility with Lollardy to those 
who listened carefully to her religious experiences: many times a pilgrim, a venerator of images, one who believed so 
vividly in the Real Presence that she once saw the Host flickering like a dove, she could never have been accepted as a 
Lollard. Yet to people who knew her less well, she had the easily recognised earmarks of Lollardy. She rebuked those 
who swore, a practice that was already a sign of Lollards in Chaucer’s time: his Host therefore jokingly accuses the 
Parson of being one. She insistently spoke to others about their faith, in a manner that came perilously close to taking the 
clerical function of preaching upon a lay woman. And she sometimes quoted Scripture in English words—a sinister 
trait.17 
Time and time again she crossed paths with those most deeply involved in Lollardy and its suppression. William Sawtre, 
the first English heretic to be burnt to death, had been a parish priest of St Margaret’s parish in Lynn, that is, Margery 
Kempe’s own parish, until 1399, when he was forced to recant his heresies publicly in the churchyard of a chapel within 
the parish, St James’s churchyard. 
The men who examined her for orthodoxy were men at the centre of the Lollard persecution. Philip Repyngdon, Bishop 
of Lincoln, who would 
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not take on himself the authority to grant Margery her desire to wear the white mantle and the ring (that is, to live 
chastely with her husband), had good reason to be cautious about countenancing a controversial figure: he had had to 
abjure his heretical support of Wycliffe and his doctrines at Oxford in 1382.18 
Repyngdon sent her to Thomas Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury, who had in 1407 devised the Constitutions that 
defined the practices forbidden to the orthodox; Arundel led the prosecution of Lollards, presiding at the trials of Sawtre, 
Badby, and Oldcastle, among others. Instead of threatening Kempe, he agreed to her request for special dispensations (p. 
36). 
Thomas Peverel, Bishop of Worcester, before whom she was brought in Leicester in 1417, had earlier examined John 
Badby for heresy, convicted him, and sent him to the Archbishop of Canterbury to be condemned to the fire in 1410; but 
he only invited Margery to dinner, welcoming her as ‘Iohn of Burnamys dowtyr of Lynne’ (p. 109). Brunham was 
alderman of the Trinity Guild during the period Michaelmas-day 1398 to Michaelmas-day 1399; Sawtre recanted on 25 
May 1399, ‘the people of the said towne of Lin standing round about’.19 Peverel’s welcome suggests that when William 
Sawtre came to grief, the Brunhams supported the Church rather than the priest. 
Henry Bowet, Archbishop of York, who formally questioned Margery in 1417, also took part in the trial of John Badby; 
Margery’s presence made him uncomfortable, and he was glad to be rid of her, but he blessed her and asked for her 
prayers (p. 128). To his disgust she re-appeared before him, having been arrested by the men of John, Duke of Bedford; 
Bedford, younger brother to Henry V, would later that year attend the death by drawing, hanging, and burning of John 
Oldcastle, Lord Cobham; Bedford’s men called Kempe ‘Cobham’s daughter’ (‘Combomis dowtyr’, p. 132). Bowet was 
forced to examine her again, and still found her orthodox, but dangerous to have around. She promised him that she 
would not return home to Lynn Bishop until she had a letter from the Archbishop of Canterbury, declaring her innocent 
of error and heresy; she succeeded, apparently easily, in getting such a letter from Henry Chichele, the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, who continued the persecution of Lollards after Arundel (p. 136). 
Time after time she was accused of Lollardy, and time after time excused, but not before meeting with threats that made 
her quake. She was the last person in England who could safely have owned an English Bible, and her clerical supporters 
must have known that to read to such a conspicuous and often-challenged figure from such a Bible would be to court 
denunciation and, at the least, the ruination of their careers. Yet how could Margery Kempe listen to and profit from the 
reading aloud of the Bible and one or more other long works in Latin? 
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She was an atypical woman in many ways, and seems to have been indulged by a well-to-do family, to judge by the 
sense of self-importance she reveals in her haranguing of John Kempe, but that this indulgence took the form of 
providing a formal education seems unlikely simply because of what was available for girls in England in the last quarter 
of the fourteenth century, at least as far as we know it. Schools were meant for boys, only a very small percentage of 
girls were educated in convents, and private tuition by chaplains could take place only in families wealthy enough both 
to have chaplains and not to need to employ them most of the time as business secretaries. But conclusions about the 
education of girls of the bourgeoisie have to be made from silence—there is not much to suggest what and how they 
were taught. Nicholas Orme does report records of school-mistresses in Boston and in London in the early fifteenth 
century, so formal schooling was not impossible, but it seems highly unlikely.20 
Kempe tells us that she is ‘not lettryd’ (p. 128), and she describes occasions on which men write for her or read to her.21 
Writing was skilled labour and required special training that Margery Kempe did not have, or she need never have run 
into difficulties with her scribes. But apparently she could read a little. Two pieces of evidence within the Book suggest 
that she could. As E.I.Watkin points out, when she was struck by the beam falling from the roof of her church, she 
describes herself as ‘heldyng down hir hed and hir boke in hir hand’ (p. 21); and on another occasion Jesus reassures her 
‘wheþyr þu preyist wyth þi mowth er thynkist wyth thyn hert, wheþyr þu redist er herist redyng, I wil be plesyd wyth 
þe’ (p. 218).22 The sentence structure and the context suggest that just as Kempe both prays and meditates, but 
meditating is something she does better, so she also both reads and hears readings, but hearing readings too is something 
she does better. One of her dreams is interesting, but far from conclusive, on the point: she dreams that a child or angel 
holds open the Book of Life before her and she sees in it the Trinity. She asks the angel where her name is written, and 
he points it out ‘at þe Trinyte foot wretyn’ (p. 207). One would expect a competent reader’s own name to jump out at 
her, particularly in such a prominent position, but a reader’s ability in a visionary dream does not necessarily mirror 
reality. 
It matters whether she could read because in medieval England learning to read was normally a matter of learning to read 
in Latin first. If Margery Brunham was born, as is believed, around 1373, then it was in her childhood that the most basic 
books, the Books of the Hours that served as primers, first began to be written in English.23 But with Arundel’s 
Constitutions they were suppressed; the texts that would appear in a primer included Pater, Ave, and Creed, and that 
these elements of the faith should appear in English aroused very deep hostility and suspicion. So there was a brief 
window of perhaps thirty years, between around 1380 and the suppressions of English that were codified in 1407, when 
an 
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English person could begin to learn to read in English without risking being condemned as heretical. Before or after, 
learning in Latin was the norm, a learning that could then be extended to English. (After 1409, when the Constitutions 
were proclaimed, many did learn in English because the Lollards encouraged literacy, but they were a hidden and 
uncountable minority.) Perhaps young Margery Brunham’s learning began with a little English reading that she then 
converted into an ability to read Latin, probably the familiar Latin of the elements of the faith, the Little Hours of the 
Virgin, maybe the missal—the texts that were sometimes read by English parishioners in church. Perhaps she was 
reading a prayer when she was struck by the falling beam. But this is entirely speculative, and it may be that what 
reading Margery Kempe did was always and only the following of familiar Latin texts, perhaps as the priest read the 
same words aloud. Such reading as she seems to have had, even at best, could not alone have given her the ability to 
recognise as blocks of familiar phrases the Latin of the Bible read aloud to her, for the Bible was largely terra incognita, 
a text very little read even by parish priests except for the pieces used in Divine Service, and those would be read from 
service books, not the Bible as a whole. Few parish churches even held Bibles. 
How then do we get from Margery Kempe’s own assessment of herself as one who knew no other language than English 
to a reading programme that required her to comprehend Latin aurally, a feat that is far beyond most modern scholars, 
even Latinists? 
Her book, as a record of a woman who travelled abroad extensively, shows several instances of linguistic stalemates 

overcome by signs and gestures and attempts at a kind of Euro-pidgin. ‘And a-non happyd a , a welfaryng 
man, to comyn by hir, & sche put a grote in hys hand, makyng to hym a token for to bryng hir on-to þe Mownt’ (p. 74). 
Roman women comfort her ‘be sygnys & tokenys’ (p. 99). In Italy she says to a goodwife, ‘Madam, my bone maryd 
ryng to Ihesu Crist, as ho seyth, it is a-wey’ (p. 78); the goodwife’s response is ‘Bone Cristian, prey pur me’ (p. 79). 
Later: 
[s]che met wyth a worshepful lady, Dame Margarete Florentyn, þe same lady þat browt hir fro Assyse in-to Rome. & 
neiþyr of hem cowd wel vndirstand oþer but be syngnys er tokenys & in fewe comown wordys. And þan þe lady seyd on-

to hir, ‘Margerya in pouerte?’ Sche, vndirstondyng what þe lady ment, seyd a- , ‘ , grawnt pouerte, Madam’. 
(p. 93) 
These interchanges show a willingness to give communication a go, to make do with whatever means will work. 
But the most fascinating and revealing account is that of her linguistic isolation in Rome, where she is rejected by the 
clergy of her own country 
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and has no one to whom she can confess. She meets a German priest who is well disposed towards her, but who knows 
no English, as she knows no German. ‘Þan þe preste vndirstod non Englysch ne wist not what sche seyd, & sche cowde 
non oþer langage þan Englisch’ (p. 82). At first they converse via an interpreter: 
Than sche preyd þe preste in þe name of Ihesu þat he wolde makyn hys preyeris to þe blysful Trinite, to owir Lady, & to 
alle þe blissed seyntys in Hevyn, also steryn oþer þat louedyn owir Lord to preyn for hym, þat he myth han grace to 
vndirstondyn hir langage & hir speche in swech thyngys as sche thorw þe grace of God wold seyn & schewyn vn-to 
hym. 
(p. 82) 
After intense praying for thirteen days, 

þan he vndirstod what sche seyd in Englysch to hym & sche vndirstod what þat he seyd. &  he vndirstod not 

Englisch þat oþer men spokyn; þow þei spokyn þe same wordys þat sche spak,  he vndirstod hem not les þan sche 
spak hir-selfe. 
(p. 83) 
This is not a miracle that occurs on only one occasion. The German priest serves as Kempe’s confessor until their mutual 
understanding is put to the test by a visiting English priest and his comrades: 
Than summe of hir felaws whech sche had ben wyth at Jerusalem comyth to þis good preste, newly come to Rome, 
compleynyng of hir, & seyd þat sche was schreuyn at a preste whech cowde not vndirstondyn hir langwage ne hir 
confessyown. Than þis good preste, trostyng to hir as to hys modyr, desyryng þe helth of hir sowle, askyd of hir yf hir 

confessowr vndirstod hir whan sche spak to hym er not. ‘Good sone, I beseche , preyth hym to dyne wyth  & 

wyth  felawys & late me be present, & þan xal  knowyn þe trewth.’ Hyr confessowr was preyd to mete &, 
whan tyme cam, sett & seruyd wyth þis good preste & hys felaschep, þe seyd creatur beyng present, þe good preste of 
Inglonde dalying & comownyng in her owyn langage, Englysch. Þe Duche preste, a worthy clerke as is wretyn be-forn, 
confessowr to þe seyd creatur, satt al stille in a maner of heuynes for cawse he vndirstod not what þei seyden in Englysch 

les þan þei spokyn Latyn. & þei dede it in purpose, hys vnwetyng, to preuyn  he vndirstod Englysch er not. At þe 
last, þe seyd creatur, seyng & wel vndirstondyng þat hir confessowr vndirstod not her langage & þat was tediows to hym, 
þan, in party to comfort hym & in party er ellys meche mor to preuyn þe werk of God, sche telde in hyr owyn langage in 
Englysch a story of Holy Writte whech sche 
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had lernyd of clerkys whil sche was at hom in Inglond, for sche wolde spekyn of no vanyte ne of no fantasijs. Than þei 

askyd hir confessowr  he vndirstod þat sche had seyd, & he a-non in Latyn telde hem þe same wordys þat sche seyd 
be-forn in Englisch, for he cowde neyþyr speke Englysch ne vndirstondyn Englisch saue only aftyr hir tunge. & þan þei 
had gret meruayle, for þei wist wel þat he vndirstod what sche seyde & sche vndirstod what he seyd, & he cowde 
vndirstonde non oþer Englysch-man, so blyssed mote God ben þat mad an alyon to vndirstondyn hir whan hir owyn 
cuntremen had forsakyn hir & wolde not heryn hir confessyon. 
(pp. 97–8) 
Several things are noteworthy here. The hearer understood one speaker in a language and not other speakers. This is a 
common enough experience that we need not invoke Divine Intervention to explain it. In part it is a question of 
accustoming the ear to a particular accent, and undoubtedly Kempe tailored her language—in its clarity, speed, and 
simplicity—to the limited abilities of her hearer. She had been fourteen times a mother, after all. But it is important to 
note that Kempe understood the German priest when he spoke. This ability is not something she focuses on, or claims for 
a miracle. The assembled party realises that she can understand what he says after he repeats the story she has told, word 
for word converted to Latin. The only way that she can have demonstrated that she understood him is if she confirmed 
that the Latin words she had just heard accurately translated the English words she had just uttered. It is a very weak 
proof of fluency, as is the test that she devised for the German priest, since he has only to recognise a proper name here 
or there to pinpoint what story from Holy Writ she has told, and she has only to assert that he has got it right. But it 
means that the language in which he talked to her was Latin. 
There are several objections that could be made to this claim. First, that it was not Latin at all in which he habitually 
spoke to her, but German. But this sequence of events occurred in 1414 or 1415, long before Kempe acquired a German 
daughter-in-law or travelled extensively in German territories; there is no reason to believe that she had yet been exposed 
to much German, every reason to believe she had been exposed to Latin all her life. Second, perhaps it was only the very 
rote and formulaic Latin of the confessional that Kempe understood. But Kempe’s confessions were unlikely to have 
been routine, and the German priest’s response to them went beyond the prescription of standard penances such as the 
recitation of prayers. He instructed her to take care of a poor woman in Rome; she negotiated with him whether she was 
to be allowed to wear white; these interchanges must have required more than the recognition of memorised formulas. 
Third, it must have been impossible for an uneducated 
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bourgeoise to understand as an oral language what was the exclusive and written language of male clerics. To which the 
answer must be either that her ability was miraculous or that the language was not as exclusive and written as its 
reputation suggests. 
Margery Kempe was not a fully fluent listener in Latin any more than the priest was in English: in chapter 47 she tells of 
her interchange with the Steward of Leicester. 
Þe Styward a-non, as he sey hir, spak Latyn vn-to hir, many prestys stondyng a-bowtyn to here what sche xulde say & 

oþer pepyl also. Sche seyd to þe Stywarde, ‘Spekyth Englysch, yf  lyketh, for I vndyrstonde not what  sey.’ 
(pp. 112–13) 
It is no surprise that she cannot understand the Latin of someone she does not know and who is clearly using his mastery 
of the clerical tongue as a weapon against her. But just as her claim that she is ‘not lettryd’ cannot be taken as absolutely 
denying any ability to read, her claim to know no other language than English cannot be taken to deny any ability at all 
in Latin. Neither literacy nor ability in a language is an all-or-none phenomenon, but each is on a continuum from a little 
knowledge to a great deal. Full literacy implies both the receptive skill of reading and the productive skill of writing; 
Kempe had only one, and that one weakly. To us, full ability in a second language implies the receptive skills of 
listening and reading and the productive ones of speaking and writing, but if we require all four in those who claim 
knowledge of a language, not only must we say that Kempe did not know Latin, we must also say that she did not know 
English. Her statement that she ‘cowde non oþer langage þan Englisch’ should be taken to mean that she did not have a 
practical competence in speaking any other language; but her ability to understand what she heard in other languages 
ranged from a very limited competence in Italian (witness her reported conversation with Margaret Florentyn) and later 
German (by the time of her travels in 1433 she had interchanges with a goodwife and some poor folk)24 to a much more 
useful competence in Latin, more useful not only because it was more extensive, not only because it could be employed 
in any country in Europe, but also because for Margery Kempe and her contemporaries it had become the only safe 
medium for theological education, as opposed to affective devotional practice. 
When we wonder about the use of Latin in the late Middle Ages, and issues such as how accessible or exclusive it was 
for women, Kempe is a fascinating specimen. We have much information about her life that accidentally provides an 
account of her negotiations in different languages throughout Europe and the Middle East. She cannot be considered 
typical of her era in linguistic ability because she was typical in so little else, and 
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because we do not have enough information about what special advantages of education she might have received as a 
child—that is, we can be sure about neither what education she did receive, nor what was typical for a girl of her time, 
place, and class. But she did have pragmatically useful abilities in Latin. A different picture—a more complicated one—
of how Latin actually did function in the middle of an English culture perceived to be evolving steadily towards 
Englishness and away from the use of Latin may be built up from case-by-case studies of how it was used in the lives of 
women and men, one by one, than we now accept from the generalisations of commentators medieval and modern on 
how it theoretically worked. 
NOTES 
1  I owe thanks to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada for funding which enabled me to 

pursue this research, and to Ronda Arab, Greg Betts, and Derrick Higginbotham for their help. 
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1987), p. 25. 
5  The term quasi-literate is used by Franz H.Bäuml, ‘Varieties and Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy’, 

Speculum 55 (1980), pp. 237–65 at 246, for ‘those illiterati who must and do have access to literacy [and who] are, in 
respect to their dependence on the written word for the exercise of their sociopolitical function, to be classed with the 
litterati’. 

6  Laponce, Languages, p. 33. 
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ed. Albert Hartung, vol. 9: English Mystical Writings, Valerie Lagorio and Michael Sargent (1993), pp. 3122–3 and 
3464. 

10  See the endnote 142/29–31, on p. 320 of the edition of the Book of Margery Kempe by Meech and Allen for the 
chronology of the reading programme. 

11  Margery Kempe and Translations of the Flesh (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991), esp. pp. 114–
19. 

12  De heretico comburendo, Rotuli Parliamentorum, 7 vols (London, 1832), III, 467, and Statutes of the Realm, 10 vols 
(London, 1810–28), II, 125–8. Arundel’s Constitutions, Concilia Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae, ed. D.Wilkins, 4 
vols (London, 1737), III, 314–19. 

13  (London and Ronceverte: Hambledon Press, 1985), pp. 141–163. Originally published in Studies in Church History 
18 (1982), pp. 261–83. 

14  Margaret Deanesly, The Lollard Bible and other Medieval Biblical Versions (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
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15  For popular devotional works, see Deanesly on the wills of secular clergy, p. 333, and lay wills, p. 342; for the Prick 

of Conscience and Canterbury Tales, see Margaret Aston, Lollards and Reformers: Images and Literacy in Late 
Medieval Religion (London: Hambledon Press, 1984), p. 208. 

16  Anne Hudson’s translation, Lollards and their Books, p. 160. 
17  ‘The willingness to recite verses from the English Bible to a neighbour was often quoted as a sign of 

heresy’ (Deanesly, The Lollard Bible, p. 353). 
18  See Meech and Allen, Book of Margery Kempe, p. 35 and note 33/24–5, pp. 273–4. 
19  For Brunham’s term as alderman, see The Book of Margery Kempe, Appendix III, pp. 360–1; for the story of 

Sawtre’s recantation, see William Richards, The History of Lynn (Lynn: W.G.Whittingham, 1812), p. 597, quoting 
John Foxe. 

20  The information on schools for girls is drawn from Nicholas Orme, English Schools in the Middle Ages (London: 
Methuen, 1973); the schoolmistresses are noted on pp. 54–5. 

21  Two men write her book at her dictation (see pp. 4–5); she gets a master of divinity to write a letter to a widow for 
her (p. 45); she asks Thomas Marchale to write to her husband for her (p. 111). She mentions hearing books read (p. 
39) and describes a priest new to Lynn who first reads a passage to her and his mother and then begins the protracted 
reading programme mentioned above (p. 143). 

22  E.I.Watkin, Poets and Mystics (London and New York: Sheed & Ward, 1953), p. 131. 
23  Margaret Deanesly tells us ‘primers before about 1380 were of course in Latin, and probably there were as many 

Latin as English primers throughout the period’. ‘Vernacular Books in England in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth 
Centuries’, Modern Language Review 15 (1920), pp. 349–58 at 356. But this is over-optimistic about the spread of 
English; Eamon Duffy tells us, ‘In the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries English versions of the primer had 
circulated, but the panic over Lollardy had made them suspect. Fewer than a dozen-and-a-half pre-Reformation 
primers in English survive, none of them dating from after the mid fifteenth century’ (The Stripping of the Altars: 
Traditional Religion in England c. 1400—c. 1580 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1992), p. 213). 

24  Pp. 236 and 237; since she is on her way to Aachen, these are probably in German. 
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15 Doubts about Medea, Briseyda, and Helen 
Interpreting classical allusion in the fourteenth-century French ballade Medee fu en amer veritable 
Nicola F.McDonald 
John Donne’s ‘Satyre III’ concerns the pursuit of religious faith. In it, he cautions his reader to ‘doubt wisely’, to ‘stand’, 
not to sleep or run, on the unfamiliar path ‘inquiring right’.1 In the second ‘movement’ of the poem, the satire proper, 
Donne explores the trivial reasons why men adopt or eschew particular religious forms. He likens the quest for 
‘Mistresse faire Religion’ (line 5) to the search for a bride and rails against man’s erring tendency to homogenise the 
heterogeneity of the female sex, to regard one as all, all as one.2 In this paper, I will re-apply Donne’s insistence on 
intellectual scepticism in the pursuit of both religion and brides to the question of the interpretation of Medea, Briseyda, 
and Helen in a fourteenth-century French ballade. Readings of the literary content of the enigmatic ballade Medee fu en 
amer veritable have tended either to ‘sleepe’ or ‘runne wrong’. Consistently, where these analyses stray is in their 
understandings of the poet’s curious use of classical allusion. As critics hasten to homogenise their heterogeneous 
histories, Medea, Briseyda, and Helen are either adored or scorned. Medieval French lyric poetry written in the formes 
fixes (ballade, rondeau, and virelai) has, likewise, long been the victim of the homogenising tendencies of literary 
scholarship.3 Common-places and clichés incarcerated in rigid poetic structures lead inevitably, it is argued, to a sterility 
of both form and content. Literary critics, stifled by the conventions of their own discourse, are thus apt to dismiss this 
lyric poetry as unworthy of much attention. What I will suggest, in my exploration of the poet’s use of classical allusion 
in a single ballade, Medee fu, is that some forme fixe poems, at least, are not, as some critics have asserted, merely the 
‘dustiest bottles’ filled with the ‘same old wine’.4 By demonstrating the scope for enigmatic play in the realm of literary 
allusion, I hope to contribute to the small but growing voice of dissent, of doubt. 
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Medee fu en amer veritable is an anonymous polyphonic ballade from the late fourteenth century (c. 1370–80). It is 
extant with text and music in two of the most important repositories of late medieval French song: Oxford, Bodleian 
Library MS Canonici Misc. 213 and Chantilly, Musée Condé MS 564 (olim 1047). A third manuscript, Florence, 
Biblioteca Nationale Centrale, MS Panciatichi 26, also from the fifteenth century, contains the music without the text.5 
The ballade is composed in the complex musical style of the Ars subtilior. Dependent on the Ars nova models of 
Philippe de Vitry and Guillaume de Machaut, Ars subtilior composers sought to ‘expand the tradition’s limits by further 
refinement, exaggeration and amalgamation’.6 Medee fu is a rhythmically complex ballade which consistently exploits 
the potential for musical subtlety both within, and between, each of its three voices—cantus, contratenor, and tenor. It is 
provided with a three-verse text which rigidly follows the rules of forme fixe lyric composition: three eight-line stanzas 
linked together by the repeating eighth-line refrain, with each stanza structured around a conventional rhyme and syllabic 
pattern (a10 b10 a10 b10 c7 c10 d10 D10). The text was certainly sung by the cantus, the highest voice, and manuscript 
evidence suggests that the two lower voices were performed by instrumental, or wordless vocalised, accompaniment. 
Although the ballade clearly fits the broad requirements of forme fixe composition, the establishment of an authoritative 
text has repeatedly been hindered by certain peculiarities in the manuscripts in which it is extant. The complete three-
verse text is found solely in the Chantilly manuscript. MS Canonici Misc. 213 contains only the first verse and the 
Panciatichi Codex has no text at all. The Chantilly manuscript, however, presents its own problems. The manuscript has 
been damaged by damp, most seriously at the top of the pages, and, as a result, a few lines of Medee fu, as well as the 
odd word scattered here and there, have been virtually obliterated. While the lacunae in the first verse can be repaired by 
comparison with the MS Canonici Misc. 213 text, there is a second, equally serious, impediment to the presentation of a 
complete and comprehensible edition of the rest of the poem. Despite their status as important repositories of late 
medieval French song, all three manuscripts containing Medee fu have clear and demonstrable connections with Italy and 
Italian scribes.7 The Chantilly manuscript, while commonly associated with the courts of Foix and Aragon in 
southwestern France, uses the six-line Italian staff (French staves are always of five lines), and its texts are written in 
what G.Reaney identifies as a neat, semi-Gothic, Italian hand.8 Finally, and, for my purposes, most importantly, 
although the bulk of the manuscript’s texts are French (the rest are Latin), their repeatedly garbled quality suggests that 
they were copied by an Italian scribe deficient in his knowledge of French. MS Chantilly 564 thus appears to be either a 
southern French manuscript copied by a scribe newly arrived from Italy or an Italian copy of an earlier French source. 
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The complete text of Medee fu has been edited four times this century and each editor has suggested different 
emendations to make sense of the corrupt text.9 The text which is presented below is essentially that of G.K.Greene from 
his 1981 edition French Secular Music: Manuscript Chantilly, Musée Condé 564, although I have used MS Canonici 
Misc. 213 for a more reliable reading of the first verse. Greene seeks to provide a performable text and is thus compelled 
to ensure that each line scans properly; my own reading is slightly more conservative and I have generally made no 
attempt to modernise spellings. I have, for instance, left line 20 with only nine syllables, as much to underline the corrupt 
nature of the original as to avoid unduly and unnecessarily interpreting the text. The original manuscript reading of each 
line, where it diverges from the text below, is presented in the notes to this paper. While my reading of the manuscripts, 
and thus of the ballade, does differ at times from that of the lyric’s other editors, it is important to underline that the 
version of Medee fu presented here makes no claim to be authoritative in the sense of recapturing the Ur-text. Medee fu 
was, and is, a performance piece; subject to all of the vagaries of oral delivery, liable to be interpreted, embellished or 
even abbreviated in performance, the written words can only suggest something that is, on paper, ultimately unrealised. 
The freedom for interpretation open to medieval performers is, in a sense, evident in what Leonard Johnson calls ‘the 
very casualness…of the poem on the manuscript page’;10 modern scholarship would be well served if critics more 
readily heeded the lessons in interpretation that the manuscripts themselves so clearly offer.11 Caution aside, however, 
here is the text, accompanied by a translation.12 
Medee fu en amer veritable:  
Bien aparu quant Jason enama  
De cuer si vray, si ferme, et si estable  
Que la terre de son pere bussa  
Dont elle fu hiretiere; 5  
Ne se cura d’estre en royal chayere,  
Ne bien mondain avoir, fors son amy.  
Ma dame n’a pas ainsi fait a my. 
Car au prumier je la trouvay aimable,  
Et son ami doucement me clama, 10  
Et sanz rayson a esté variable  
Si que s’amour a autre donné ha:  
Ce n’est pas bone maniere,  
Quar vraye amour doit estre si entiere  
Que ne se doit changier jourae de mi. 
15  
Ma dame n’a pas ainsy fait a my. 
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Si m’est avis qu’elle est 
desraysonable  
Autant ou plus que fu Briseyda  
Qui en amours cut l’œil si aimable,  
Que sa vie loyauté mains garda. 20  
Helaine a la belle chiere  
N’eut vers Paris par amour legiere,  
Car vist l’ama et pour s’amour gemy.  
Ma dame n’a pas ainsi fait a my. 
Medea was true in loving:  
it appeared clearly when she loved Jason  
with a heart so true, so firm, and so immovable  
that she abandoned the land of her father  
of which she was the heiress; 5  
She was concerned neither to be on the royal throne,  
nor to have worldly goods, other than her friend.  
My lady has not behaved thus to me. 
For at first I found her very amiable,  
and she sweetly called me her friend, 10  
and without cause she has been changeable  
so that she has given her love to another:  
This is not good behaviour,  
For true love should be so entire  
that it would never turn itself from me. 15  
My lady has not behaved thus to me. 
So I believe that she is unreasonable  
As much or more than was Briseyda  
who in loving had so amiable an eye,  
that she maintained little loyalty throughout her life. 20  
Helen of the beautiful face  
was not lightly in love with Paris,  
for she loved him immediately and suffered for her 
love.  
My lady has not behaved thus to me.13
Ballade texts, like much medieval lyric poetry, certainly are highly conventional; they employ standard images and 
express them in a familiar manner. A meditative moment in the experience of a first-person narrator is conveyed in a 
terse narrative, while short, elliptic references suffice to convey much broader and more resonant meaning. In many 
respects, Medee fu does comply with what are understood to be the conventions of its fixed form: the narrative voice is 
that of a male lover who laments his lady’s faithlessness; the lady is compared with three women from classical or 
pseudo-classical tradition; and the potentially disparate parts of the meditation are bound together by the repetitive 
refrain which seems 
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to carry the bulk of the poem’s meaning. The reader’s task, it is argued, is not a difficult one; s/he must simply be 
sensitive to the resonance of the elliptic, yet conventional, allusions—and slot in the appropriate reading. Yet, in the case 
of Medee fu, this is not as easy as it might at first seem. The interpretation of the allusions in Medee fu offered by the two 
scholars who have paused to explore the ballade’s text are surprisingly opposed. 
Richard Hoppin, who edits the lyric in his 1978 survey of medieval music, has just one thing to say about its text: 
It is interesting to note that the text of this ballade—like many others in the later Middle Ages—introduces characters 
from classical Greek and Roman stories to exemplify the conventions of courtly love.14 
Hoppin does not say very much, but he does intimate that the exemplary narratives embedded in the text of Medee fu can 
be read simply and straightforwardly as hyperbolic standards of comparison in the conventional fashion. Reinhard 
Strohm, the ballade’s most recent editor, writes more extensively: 
An interpretation of the content of the poem, together with the word-setting, could take as its point of departure the 
refrain: a punchline which surprises by rhyming with the preceding line in identical sounds (‘amy’=‘a my’). This well-
known literary device becomes, in our context, a game about identity and ambiguity. With the very last syllable of the 
text, the poet substitutes himself for the ‘amy’, the ancient lover Jason, and completes the comparison of his lady with 
the famous anti-heroine, Medea. Poems which quote ancient heroes and lovers to compare them with contemporary 
people were extremely fashionable at the time. Usually the intention was that of a rhetorical hyperbole (exaggeration): 
the patron is said to be more glorious even than Alexander or Julius Caesar, the lady more beautiful than Helen, the lover 
more wretched than Lancelot or Tristan. In this ballade, however, the comparison works against the lady: she is less 
faithful even than Medea, Helen and Bryseida—none of whom is particularly famous for her virtue. The poem begins as 
if it were a song in praise of a rather unlikely figure—until the refrain brings home the verdict upon the poet’s own 
mistress.15 
Reinhard Strohm confirms Hoppin’s reading of the conventional use of classical allusion in lyric poetry but declines to 
apply it to Medee fu. Medee fu, Strohm asserts, works against convention, showing the lady not to her advantage, but 
rather to her disadvantage: the lady is less faithful than Medea, more unreasonable than Briseyda, and suffers less for her 
love than Helen. So far, I agree with Strohm. It is with his analysis of the 
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meaning, the resonance of Medea, Briseyda, and Helen, however, that I must pause. 
In Strohm’s reading of the poem, the criticism of the lady is intensified by the fact that she is even worse than a series of 
infamous women; the poet intends to subvert convention, and this is intimated from the outset in his unlikely praise of 
the famous anti-heroine Medea. Where Strohm errs, I believe, is in his monolithic reading of Medea, Briseyda, and 
Helen as stock exempla of vice, in his insistence on homogenising their heterogeneous histories. The opening stanza 
concludes with the conventional device of rhyming identical sounds with different meanings (amy=a my), thus initiating 
‘a game about identity and ambiguity’. To appreciate fully the complexity of this game, however, the ambiguity centring 
on the identity of the exemplary classical figures, and an appreciation of the poet’s potential to exploit that ambiguity, 
must be given full rein. 
The poem unfolds by moving in different directions. Medea is remembered for her fidelity. While her history commonly 
includes an account of the atrocities she commits (at times including the murder of her children), it is important to 
emphasise that her faithfulness to Jason is a fact never contradicted in any rendering of her story, classical or medieval. 
Her crimes, when recalled, are crimes of passion, prompted either by her unwavering love for Jason or by Jason’s 
infidelity to her. Medea’s story is one comprised of dissonant, contradictory elements. Her love for Jason is deep, 
passionate and wholly faithful; it is also what lies at the heart of her monstrosity. The lady of the ballade is surely less 
faithful than Medea, but it is unclear whether such a failing is really so egregious. A further, more puzzling game of 
ambiguous identity is, as Strohm notes, initiated in the opening stanza; it is to be found in the narrator’s dubious 
identification of himself with the perfidious Jason (amy=a my). Jason’s infidelity is no more mentioned in the text of the 
lyric than are Medea’s crimes, yet it is an important element of the Argonautic hero’s identity. It functions to undercut 
and destabilise the apparently simple analogies with which the ballade begins. 
While the initial allusion works by drawing a contrast between the narrator’s faithless lady and Medea, the second 
functions by way of comparison. The lady is described as desraysonable, as much or more than Briseyda. Briseyda is 
here recognised as an exemplum of vice, unreasonableness, though the lady is, potentially, even more vicious. Briseyda 
is faithless, we are told, because her eye is, ironically, so aimable. The designation of Briseyda and her roving eye as 
aimable resonates tellingly with the praise the narrator offers his lady in the second stanza. Although he initially finds 
her aimable, this quality is rendered dubious by its close rhyme-link with variable; with the exemplum of Briseyda the 
danger of loving amiability is given mythical proportions. The tension implicit in the story of Briseyda, that her capacity 
to love is what ultimately renders her 
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faithless, is foregrounded by the narrator’s careful use of irony. When he turns to the example of Helen, however, it is 
once again the reader’s responsibility to draw out all of the relevant resonances. This third exemplum, like the first, 
works by way of contrast, or so it seems. Helen is here remembered for her beautiful face, her intense and immediate 
love for Paris, and the suffering that this love caused her. There is little that is perplexing in the ascription of these 
qualities to Helen (though one might hesitate to emphasise her suffering at the expense of that of the Trojans and 
Greeks), and the exemplum seems to function by underlining the fact that the lady, unlike Helen, does not suffer. The 
ambiguity, or perhaps irony, of this allusion is to be found rather in the unnoted identification of the lady’s infidelity to 
the narrator with that of Helen to Menelaus, an infidelity which is inextricably tied to Helen’s immediate (vist) love for 
Paris and the ensuing suffering. This underlying consonance, rather than contrast, between Helen and the narrator’s lady 
dramatically brings into question the significance of the refrain, Ma dame n’a pas ainsi fait a my, and creates, in the 
ballade’s last lines, a profound sense of narrative dissonance and instability. 
The narrator of Medee fu employs classical exempla three times in his depiction of his lady’s infidelity, but not in a 
monolithic fashion. In this intricate game of identity and ambiguity, a game in which the narrator’s own identity, as the 
Jason-like lover, is itself rendered ambiguous, the trick of interpretation is to be alert to the subtle differences between 
and within each exemplum’s meaning. Yet I still find the ballade deeply puzzling, my reading inconclusive, and the text 
finally unresolved. Is this really so troublesome? The nature of the ballade’s own aesthetic decorum tempts me to answer 
in the negative. 
Medee fu is a polyphonic composition written in the extravagant and complex style of the Ars subtilior.16 The avant-
garde composers of the Ars subtilior, working in the final decades of the fourteenth century, sought, in their creation of a 
more subtle art, to exploit and extend the conventions of the Ars nova, the dominant musical tradition of the early 
fourteenth century which was codified by the celebrated poet-musician Philippe de Vitry. The new style was boldly 
experimental in such features as complex numerical proportion, syncopation, and dissonance.17 It was composed for a 
highly sophisticated audience and was lavishly supported by the patronage of the southern courts, most importantly in 
Avignon, Foix, and Aragon. The new style did not progress, however, without opposition. Traditionalists were quick to 
counter what they saw as an unnatural contravention of the laws of musical decorum and a ballade, Or voit tout en 
aventure, satirising the disapproval of the new style, itself written in the Ars subtilior manner, outlines the nature of that 
disapproval. The composer, tentatively identified as a certain Guido, highlights the new musical notation which he 
characterises as both en contraire/de bon art 
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qui est parfayt and contre nature; this counterfeiting style is contrary, he insists, to the good example (boin exemplaire) 
of Philippe de Vitry.18 The unique copy of Guido’s ballade is found in MS Chantilly 564, the same manuscript which 
contains the only full text of Medee fu. MS Chantilly 564, a manuscript whose contents have long been associated with 
the court of Gaston Fébus, Comte de Foix, is also, not surprisingly, one of the most important repositories of Ars 
subtilior composition. The apparently unconventional use of classical exempla in the ballade Medee fu is perhaps only 
further testimony of its sophisticated, extravagant, and innovative style of composition. 
If the musical style of Medee fu would have been deemed indecorous by Philippe de Vitry, then we can be certain that 
the anonymous poet’s enigmatic allusions to Medea, Briseyda, and Helen would have given Vitry further cause for 
consternation. I would like now to turn my attention to a consideration of a little-known fourteenth-century debate on the 
subject of the employment of literary allusion in lyric poetry in which Vitry plays a prominent, and conservative, role. 
Any discussion of the conventions of such allusion, as found in late fourteenth-century French poetry, must surely take 
into consideration contemporary debate, and doubt, as to its proper deployment. 
In 1939, E.Pognon published a curious and unique four-part motet, O creator Deus pulcherrimi/Phi millies ad te/Jacet 
granum/Quam sufflabit, ascribed to Philippe de Vitry. The triplum, or highest voice, opens in a tone of scathing vitriol: 
Phi millies ad te, triste pecus,  
cauda monstrum, quod in Francum 
decus  
linguam scribis quam nescis promere!  
Quid? Mugitum pro melo vomere  
quod musicus horret ebmelicum!  
Non puduit carmen chimericum  
palam dare quod Flaccus versibus  
primis dampnat. Ve! qui tot fecibus  
Danos pascis, olei venditor,  
mendacii publici conditor…19 
Fie! a thousand times on you, sad brute, monsters’ member, for your writing in the tongue of the Franks, their glory, 
what you don’t know how to express! What! To vomit bellowing instead of song, which makes Music shudder! He has 
not blushed to present openly what Horace damns in his first verses. Woe! you who feed the English with so many 
faeces, vender of oil, maker of public lies… 
Although Vitry’s searing attack certainly caught its editor’s attention, it failed to provide him with sufficient evidence for 
the identification of the 
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unnamed poet, and subsequently attracted little interest. It was only when James I. Wimsatt began to explore the textual 
tradition of a debate between Philippe de Vitry and Jean de le Mote, in the context of two French ballades contained in 
University of Pennsylvania MS French 15, that critical interest in the motet was again aroused. The two ballades in the 
Pennsylvania manuscript proved to be part of a series of six ballades found in Bibliothèque nationale MS latin 3343, the 
same manuscript which contains Philippe’s Latin motet.20 
The six French ballades, separated from the motet by thirty-seven folios, chart a heated debate between three fourteenth-
century poets, Philippe de Vitry, Jean de le Mote, and Jean Campion.21 The exchange opens with two ballades by Jean 
de le Mote.22 The most striking aspect of these lyric verses is their use of classical and pseudo-classical allusion. Name 
after name is strung together in what amounts to little more than a list; yet this is by no means a conventional catalogue. 
Intertwined with such familiar names as Narcissus, Cupid, Daedalus, and Helen is a panoply of unknowns—Yde, Delf, 
Edee, Cridus, Asse, Lucidaire, and some apparently chosen solely for their phonetic resonance: Tribel, Gibel, Cerbere, 
and Cohoemee. To complicate matters further, even the familiar characters are, at times, provided with unfamiliar 
histories: Thisbe, for instance, is remembered for her death by flaying (Thisbe est escorchie).23 
The third ballade in the series is Philippe de Vitry’s attack on Jean de le Mote. Vitry challenges le Mote on two counts: 
his traitorous defection from France to England and his absurd use of classical allusion. Like the beaver who bites off his 
testicles in order to escape his hunters, le Mote has emasculated himself by his flight to England, and he is similarly 
stripped of his literary reputation as his lyric potency is likened to that of a child: 
Car amoureus diz fais couvers  
De nons divers,  
Dont aucuns enfés scet user  
Com tu 
For you make amorous poems 
filled  
With divers names,  
Which any child knows how to use  
Like you.24 
Le Mote responds to Vitry in the fourth ballade of the series and, in a submissive and conciliatory tone, defends himself 
against the accusations. Since he is not of French origin, his residence in England cannot be construed as an act of 
treachery against Vitry’s homeland, and as for his childish use of diverse names, he insists that they are not, in fact, 
fictitious: N’ains noms ne mis en fable n’en chançon/Qui n’ait servi en aucune 
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contree ‘Nor have I ever put any name in fiction or in song / Which has not served in any country’.25 
The exchange takes a different turn in the fifth ballade as Jean Campion joins the fray and seconds Vitry’s 
condemnation.26 Campion focuses solely on his understanding of le Mote’s misuse of his classical inheritance and 
castigates him for his unethical use of ses dis noms de Bretesque (these Breton or foolish names) unknown to Homer, 
Vergil, Ovid, Catullus, and Horace.27 The final ballade in the sequence is the text of le Mote’s second defence; but the 
tone of his response is far sharper than that used to counter Vitry. He mocks his opponent’s own knowledge of inherited 
tradition—
Sees tu tous les mondains rommans  
Et tous les noms…?  
 
…Tu, qui tous vens yes 
congnoissans,  
Congnois tu le Mur Graciien,  
Le roc ou Phebus est regnans,  
Et tous les clans de cel engien  
Et de Cerberus le Mairien?  
Nennil, certes.28 
Do you know all the romances in the world, all the names…? You who know all the Winds, do you know the Wall of the 
Graces, the rock where Phebus reigns, and all the noises of that device, and of Cerberus of the Sea? No indeed! 
—and condemns him to a long and hellish lesson of illumination. 
The significance of this ballade sequence has been extensively explored by Wimsatt.29 Putting aside the question of le 
Mote’s treachery to France, the debate centres, as Wimsatt asserts, on the issue of literary decorum, the freedom of the 
lyric poet to take inherited, classical material and use it for his own ends. The ballades of both Philippe de Vitry and Jean 
Campion are filled with erudite allusions; while some may seem obscure to a twentieth-century reader, all are ultimately 
traceable to venerable and venerated sources. Jean de le Mote, on the other hand, packs his verse with a bizarre amalgam 
of inherited, authoritative material and fabulous invention. The controversy centres on Jean de le Mote’s unorthodox use 
of these nons divers. The case against his innovative approach is made most succinctly, not in the French ballades, but, 
rather, thirty-seven folios away in Philippe de Vitry’s Latin motet. In light of the ballade sequence, it seems undeniable 
that Jean de le Mote is the subject of Vitry’s bitter vitriol. 
Jean de le Mote, the monsters’ member (cauda monstrum), who chooses to vomit bellowing instead of song (mugitum 
pro melo vomere), is 
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censured for his contravention of the poetic laws as outlined by Horace. The opening verses of Horace’s Ars poetica, 
cited by Vitry in the motet, provide a neat summary of poetic licence and the consequent monstrosity of chimeric song: 
Humano capiti cervicem pictor equinam  
iungere si velit, et varias inducere plumas  
undique collatis membris, ut turpiter atrum  
desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne,  
spectatum admissi risum teneatis, amici?  
credite, Pisones, isti tabulae fore librum  
persimilem, cuius, velut aegri somnia, vanae  
fingentur species, ut nec pes nec caput uni  
reddatur formae. ‘pictoribus atque poetis  
quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa potestas’.  
scimus, et hanc veniam petimusque damusque 
vicissim;  
sed non ut placidis coeant immitia, non ut  
serpentes avibus geminentur, tigribus agni.30 
If a painter chose to join a human head to the neck of a horse, and to spread feathers of many a hue over limbs picked up 
now here now there, so that what at the top is a lovely woman ends below in a black and ugly fish, could you, my 
friends, if favoured with a private view, refrain from laughing? Believe me, dear Pisos, quite like such pictures would be 
a book, whose idle fancies shall be shaped like a sick man’s dreams, so that neither head nor foot can be assigned to a 
single shape. ‘Painters and poets’, you say, ‘have always had an equal right in hazarding anything.’ We know it: this 
licence we poets claim and in our turn we grant the like; but not so far that savage should mate with tame, or serpents 
couple with birds, lambs with tigers. 
Jean de le Mote’s free use of literary tradition, his invocation of familiar figures and manipulation of their received 
histories, his apparent creation of a whole series of classical characters, is, for Philippe de Vitry, a monstrous crime 
against literary decorum. 
This debate, tentatively dated somewhere in the 1350s, provides a brief and tantalising glimpse of an evidently 
contentious issue of literary propriety at a crucial moment in the history of late medieval literature. Literary exempla and 
classical allusion were not used widely in vernacular lyric poetry before the beginning of the fourteenth century. By the 
middle of that century, the extensive use of allusion and narrative exempla had become a prominent feature of even the 
shortest lyric verses. How these allusions and exemplary narratives were to be employed, and subsequently read, became 
a question of considerable interest; Philippe de Vitry 
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and Jean de le Mote provide the two poles of interpretation. For Vitry, authoritative tradition must be respected and 
honoured, used and re-used, but always with an eye to literary decorum. For Jean de le Mote there was nothing 
sacrosanct about that tradition at all; authoritative literature provided him with a wealth of narrative material to be 
adapted according to his poetic will. If that was the way he wanted it, Thisbe could indeed be flayed. 
It has been suggested that, in light of the evidence provided by succeeding generations of lyric poets, Jean de le Mote 
was clearly the victor in this debate.31 I cite the exchange not to choose a victor, to ally myself with one party or the 
other, but rather to highlight the treacherous nature of the interpretative path. If we, as twentieth-century readers, seek to 
read the classical allusions of medieval lyric poetry, to discover what they mean, then we do so at our own peril. What 
the exchange between Philippe de Vitry, Jean Campion, and Jean de le Mote demonstrates is the enormous potential for 
very different meanings in the medieval poet’s use of classical allusion. If there was no medieval consensus on how to 
use classical exempla, it seems highly inadvisable, indeed almost impossible, to offer a single monolithic reading of the 
medieval meaning of any classical figure. 
A reading of the exemplary allusions to Medea, Briseyda, and Helen in the ballade Medee fu demands both a sensitivity 
to the breadth of meaning which the stories themselves offer, and an alertness to the manifold ways in which a late 
fourteenth-century lyric poet could exploit the heterogeneity of these women’s histories. Forme fixe lyric poetry often 
does adhere rigidly to the established conventions of both form and content. Yet, within the strictures of those 
conventions, there is still enormous scope for subtle or extravagant, even dissonant, play. My intention in this paper has 
not been to provide a solution to the enigma of Medee fu; indeed, my design has been quite the opposite. By 
demonstrating the scope for enigmatic play in the realm of literary allusion, I hope to have contributed to an appreciation 
of the potential for a freer and more fruitful interpretation of the forme fixe lyrics. As Eric Stanley writes in the 
conclusion to his recent study of the Anglo-Saxon poem Wulf and Eadwacer. ‘Nothing is solved in this note. Far from 
it.’32 And that is the point. 
NOTES 
1  J.Donne, ‘Satyre III’, The Satires, Epigrams and Verse Letters, ed. W.Milgate (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), lines 

76–9. 
To’adore, or scorne an image, or protest,  
May all be bad; doubt wisely; in strange 
way  
To stand inquiring right, is not to stray;  
To sleepe, or runne wrong, is. 
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2  Donne, ‘Satyre III’, lines 62–8. 

…Carelesse Phrygius doth abhorre  
All, because all cannot be good, as one  
Knowing some women whores, dares marry 
none.  
Graccus loves all as one, and thinkes that so  
As women do in divers countries goe  
In divers habits, yet are still one kinde,  
So doth, so is Religion… 
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Anthology of Medieval Music (New York: W.W.Norton, 1978), no. 68; W.Apel, ed., French Secular Compositions of 
the Fourteenth Century, 3 vols, Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae 53 (Stuttgart: American Institute of Musicology, 1970–
2), II, no. 165; G.Reaney, ed., Early Fifteenth-Century Music, 7 vols, Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae 11 (Rome: 
American Institute of Musicology, 1955–83), IV, pp. 51–2. There is also a facsimile edition of the ballade in F.
Alberto Gallo, ed., Il codice musicale Panciatichi 26 della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze: riproduzione in facsimile 
(Florence: Leo S.Olshki, 1981), fols 107v–8r. 
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11  Leonard Johnson, in his introductory remarks on the rules of game playing in medieval French lyric poetry, offers a 

suggestive reading of the implications of textual variation: 
might it be that in much of medieval literature, and particularly in poetry, for reasons that we shall see, there are, for 
any one artifact (if I may use this word again to mean the single original manifestation of a literary impulse), several 
possible texts, among which it is sometimes, though by no means always, feasible to choose one as being ‘better’, 
that is, presumably closer to the original manifestation? The operative word in this question is choose—and our 
knowledge that innovation was regularly 
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practiced (and, indeed, encouraged by the oral transmission of the text) should turn the formidable apparatus often 
found at the bottom of the page in modern ‘critical’ editions from an unattractive obstacle, forbidding in its 
seriousness, to the affirmation of a playful kind of textual freedom that traditional modern texts cannot have. 
(Johnson, Poets as Players, p. 16) 
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& ut le en si 20 mi garda 21 gelanis a la bella chiera 22 logiere 23 vist la me: e written over a 24 mal damer na par. 

13  The translation is essentially Hoppin’s (Anthology, no. 68), although I have altered it where necessary to comply with 
my own reading of the manuscript. 

14  Richard R.Hoppin, Medieval Music (New York: W.W.Norton, 1978), p. 484. 
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21  The motet is found on fols 71v–2r and the ballades are on fols 109r–11v. 
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His most influential work is Regret Guillaume, a lengthy narrative poem interspersed with lyric verses and filled with 
bizarre renditions of classical stories. What is known of Jean de le Mote’s biography and his literary influence is 
discussed by Wimsatt, Chaucer and his French Contemporaries, pp. 43–76. 

23  Jean de le Mote, ‘Dydonas a ses cleres buisines’, in Pognon, ‘Ballades mythologiques’, line 12. 
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30  Horace, Ars poetica, in H.Rushton Fairclough, ed. and trans., Satires, Epistles and Ars Poetica (1926; Cambridge, 
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on Medea is unrelenting: sit Medea ferox invictaque ‘let Medea be fierce and unyielding’, line 123. Briseyda, a 
medieval invention, was, of course, unknown to Horace. 

31  Wimsatt, Chaucer and his French Contemporaries, p. 75. 
32  Eric G.Stanley, ‘Wolf, My Wolf!’, in Joan H.Hall, Nick Doane, and Dick Ringler, eds, Old English and New: Studies 
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16 Woman-kennings in the Gísla saga Súrssonar 
A study 
Karin Olsen 
When Rudolf Meissner published his Kenningar der Skalden in 1921, he set a milestone for kenning studies. Not only 
did he provide an invaluable research tool for the scholar of skaldic poetry by making an almost complete list of skaldic 
kennings, but he also proposed a highly influential definition of the poetic device as zweigliedrige[n] Ersatz für ein 
Substantivum der gewöhnlichen Rede, a ‘two-element substitute for a common noun’.1 He added: 
Wesentlich für die Kenning ist, daß sie als Ersatz empfunden wird und als solcher etwas allgemeingültiges, typisches, 
variables hat…. Die gewöhnliche Kenning vertritt also ein Substantiv, ohne daß im allgemeinen der 
Vorstellungskomplex der Kenning für den Zusammenhang verwertet wird, d.h. ohne daß auf die beiden Glieder 
gewissermaßen die Aufmerksamkeit besonders gerichtet würde.2 
It is essential that the kenning be regarded as a [noun] substitute and that it have, due to its substitutive nature, a general, 
typical and variable quality…. The standard kenning therefore replaces a noun without the kenning components usually 
having any contextual relevance, i.e. without special attention being, in some way, drawn to the two component parts. 
According to Meissner’s view, then, a circumlocution is a kenning if its meaning is synthetic. Only the meaning of the 
whole kenning can be contextually relevant while the meanings of the individual kenning elements serve purely aesthetic 
purposes. 
No question, this emphasis on the synthetic consequence and on the substitutive function of the kenning had two major 
advantages over the then current view of the kenning as poetic image: it recognised the conventional and systematic 
word-formation rules that underlie all kennings, and it provided a reasonable explanation for the simple fact that kenning 
elements often do not seem to be context-related.3 Yet the substitution theory should 
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also be regarded with care, for it reduces kennings to mere variants of literal terms. Meissner completely ignores the fact 
that the components of a kenning, like other semantic units, have not only denotative but also connotative value. While it 
is true that these kenning elements lose their denotative meaning when combined with each other to form a kenning, 
their various connotative meanings may very well relate to other parts of the poetic context. Of course, different skalds, 
just like any other poets forming part of a particular literary tradition, had varying tastes and skills and consequently 
handled their vocabulary in different ways. Although its function as a noun-substitute made the kenning susceptible to its 
use as a context-independent variant, some more skilful poets certainly exploited the vast potential of semantic 
connotation. 
The following analysis of the woman-kennings in the verses belonging to the Gísla saga Súrssonar will show that the 
composer of these verses falls in the category of poets who use connotative elements within various kennings to 
supplement their literal meanings.4 Such connotation in the woman-kennings can be seen to intensify, for example, the 
good-bad contrast between Gísli’s wife Auðr and his sister Þórdís as well as between the good and evil dreamwoman. 
But connotative meaning accomplishes even more: it provides new information about the four women and, as a 
consequence, encourages new interpretations of stanzas 20 and 40. The woman-kennings in these verses make it quite 
clear that Gísli is not, as has been commonly assumed, referring to the evil dreamwoman (st. 20) or Auðr (st. 40) but to 
the good dreamwoman, who, as Gísli’s death approaches, finally prevails against both her evil destructive counterpart 
and Gísli’s mortal wife. 
I 
Initially, Auðr’s position in Gísli’s life seems to be quite solid. Gísli fully acknowledges his wife’s tireless devotion, an 
acknowledgment that is established in the kennings of stanzas 6 and 7. When asked by Þorkell how Auðr takes the death 
of her brother Vésteinn, Gísli answers: 
6 Hylr5 a laun und líni  
linnvengis skap kvinna,  
gríðar less6 or góðum,  

Gefn,  
svefna;7  
eik berr angri lauka,  
eir reksk,8 bráa geira,  

bróður,  a bæði  

blið  síðan. 
The Gefn of the serpent-field [gold, woman, Auðr] hides in concealment the mood of women [tears] under the linen veil; 
she gathers 
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her passions [tears] from the good ale-casks of sleep [eyes]; the gentle oak of leeks [woman, Auðr] then carries the dew 
of the eyelashes [tears] with both high seats of spears [hands]; peace is driven away by the grief for the brother. 
7 Hrynja lætr af hvítum  

hvarmskógi ; bógar  

 fylvingum hyljar  
hlátrbann í kné svanna;  
hnetr less, en þreyr 
þessum,  

, at mærðar  
snáka túns af sínu  

sjónhesli 
Laughter prohibition (sorrow) makes the Gná of the upper arm [woman, Auðr] pour forth a wave with nuts of water from 

the fair eyelid forest [eyelashes] onto the knee of the lady; the  of the snakes’ town [gold, woman, Auðr] gathers 
the nuts from her sighthazel(wood) [eyelashes] grown by her misfortune,9 and she yearns for the Oðinn of poetry [poet, 
Gísli]. 
While the explicit statement of these two stanzas ultimately boils down to ‘Auðr is crying and yearns for Gísli’, the 
intensity of Auðr’s grief for her brother and of her reviving love for Gísli is solely expressed through the kennings. To 
begin with, Auðr’s sorrow is presented in very powerful images. She is the linnvengis Gefn ‘Freyja of the serpent-
field’ [gold], whose tears are nuts of water falling from her hvarmskógr ‘eyelid forest’ [eyelashes], and whose lashes are 
a ‘sight-hazelwood’ grown with sorrows. In fact, the association of Auðr with the fertility goddess Freyja becomes even 
more explicit in the determinants linnvengi and snáka tún, which associate Auðr with gold. Although snáka tún alone 
may be merely an onomastic allusion (Auðr=wealth), the particular position of linnvengi recalls the myth of Freyja 
staying behind, with golden tears falling from her eyes, during the journeys of her husband.10 Linnvengi is placed before 
skap ‘mood’, griðar ‘passions’ and Gefn and could initially be combined with any of the three base words, thus creating 
the temporary image of Auðr shedding golden tears as well. 
In spite of Auðr’s deep grief, however, her love for her husband will ultimately prevail. Already in stanza 6 the kenning 
eik lauka ‘oak of leeks’, in which laukar suggests her skill as a healer with herbs, indicates the beginning of a recovery 
process which is then clarified in the kenning bases for Auðr and Gísli in the next stanza. Amidst the confining 
vegetation imagery, Auðr is associated with the goddess Gná, Frigg’s messenger, and consequently with Frigg’s domain 

of marital love. I would speculate that  ‘Silence’ (here perhaps another reference to Auðr’s 
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silent suffering) belongs to Frigg’s circle as well, even though the other occurrence of the name in Þulur IV refers to a 
valkyrie.11 In fact, the reference is most probably to Frigg herself, since Auðr does not yearn just for Gísli but for 

Frigg’s husband, the mœrðar  ‘Óðinn of poetry’ [poet, Gísli]. As R.M.Meyer and Jan de Vries point out, many 
of the asynjur seem to be closely connected with Frigg, whether as personifications of particular aspects of the main 
goddess (Meyer) or as goddesses who derive with Frigg from the same fertility power (de Vries).12 In either case, 
Auðr’s grief as lamenting sister is gradually counterbalanced and overcome by her love as dedicated wife. 
In the remainder of the verses Gísli continues to associate Auðr with various asynjur, who, according to Snorri’s 
descriptions in his Gylfaginning, can be classified into the following three semantic categories:13 
I  Goddesses of marital love: 

Sága saums ‘Sága (goddess who lives with Óðinn in Søkkvabekk, ? seeing goddess,? Frigg)14 of the seam’ (st. 31). 
seima ber-Lofn ‘gold-bearing Lofn’ (goddess who permits marriages that were not permitted before, st. 35). 

lauka ‘Vár (goddess who listens to promises and agreements between men and women) of leeks’ (st. 36). 
II  Goddesses of healing: 

Eir aura ‘Eir (healing goddess) of riches’ (stt. 16, 22). 
III  Goddesses of protection: 

mjóð-Hlín ‘mead-Hlín’ (goddess who protects whomever Frigg wants to be protected,15 st. 28). 
baug-Hlín ‘ring-Hlín’ (st. 36). 
Syn tvinna ‘Syn (Frigg’s door guardian) of threads’ (st. 37). 

Unfortunately, most goddess names are so little used outside of skaldic poetry that we have to rely heavily on Snorri’s 
interpretations of them. In addition, one may wonder whether the poet’s preference of one asynja over any other is 
always contextually motivated. For example, the kenning Sága saums does not seem to refer to anything more than the 
fact that it is Gísli’s dedicated wife Auðr who wakes and rescues him from his dream, in which the valkyrie-like evil 

dreamwoman (geymi- gunnelda ‘the  keeping battle flames’ [swords]) hooded him with a bloody 
cap. For the overall message of the kennings, however, these concessions are of little significance. Since all listed 
asynjur are goddesses of marital love, healing, and protection, and since they all occur in stanzas in which Gísli tells his 
painfully foreboding dream(s) of being badly wounded, they contribute to Auðr’s image as ideal wife whose love and 
care for Gísli stands in sharp contrast to his dark future. 

The kenning -Hlín in stanza 28, on the other hand, definitely has a more specific contextual function.16 When 
Auðr’s bondwoman comes 
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crying to Gísli, telling him that Auðr is just about to take a bribe from Eyjólfr for her revelation of Gísli’s hiding place, 
he answers confidently that Auðr will not fulfil such dark expectations: 
28 Segja menn, at 
manni  

-Hlím hafi 
sinum  
fjarðar elgs, of folgit  
fleyvangs hugi ranga.  

En  
grátna  
golffit17 vitum sitja;  
hykkat hœlibrekku  
hrannlogs at því sanna. 
Men of the fjord’s elk [ship, sailors] say that the mead-Hlín [woman, Auðr] has concealed her wrong ship-field’s [deep] 
thought from her husband. But I know that the meadow-land of the stone-fish’s [dragon’s] bed [gold, woman, Auðr] sits 
weeping; I do not believe that the earth-slope boasting of wave-flame [gold, woman, Auðr] will affirm that. 
Gísli knows that his loyal wife, rather than betraying him, sits at home weeping about his fate.18 His association of Auðr 
with the protecting goddess Him in the first helmingr, however, points to an expectation that is not stated explicitly. 

While referring to people’s judgment of Auðr as unfaithful, he nevertheless expects the -Hlín to protect him from 
his enemies. 
Gísli is by no means disappointed in his expectation. Auðr does not take the money from Eyjólfr, but, on the contrary, 
even humiliates him by striking him with his own money bag. Yet her deep sorrow also shows that, in spite of her 
temporary success, she already senses the decline of her own influence on her husband’s future, a premonition that is 
soon verified by Gísli’s dreams. In stanza 32 Gísli relates to her how he saw himself being overcome by his enemies and 
reddening her arms with his own blood.19 Seven stanzas later, he makes a final comment on Auðr’s decreasing influence 

on his well-being by calling her -Bit ‘Bil of flax’. In fact, the kenning has particular significance in this instance. 
Bil, the name of the girl whom Moon takes from the earth and who is associated with the waning moon, is already used 
in stanza 17 for the good dreamwoman (Bil blœju ‘Bil of cloth’). The dreamwoman then predicts that Gísli will have 
only seven more years to live, a prediction that results in the rather obvious correspondence between the goddess’s name 
and its symbolising of the waning moon on the one hand, and Gísli’s declining years on the other. In stanza 39 this 
correspondence has gained a third component: as the good dreamwoman’s prophecy approaches its fulfilment and Gísli’s 
life comes to an end, Auðr’s influence wanes as well, leaving her utterly helpless in her unequal fight against Gísli’s fate. 
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II 
Gísli’s sister Þórdís does not share Auðr’s devotion to him. After she finds out that Gísli killed her husband Þorgrímr, 

she betrays his secret to Þorgrímr’s brother . In the prose text, Gísli explicitly reproaches his sister for her 
faithlessness. He declares that after having risked his life for her sake on several previous occasions, he did not expect 
that she would seal his death-sentence.20 Yet his most biting criticism of Þórdís occurs in the stanza in which he 
compares his sister with the legendary Queen Guðrún: 

12 Gatat  fastrar21 
systir,  
sveigar, mín at eiga,  
gætin, Gjúka dóttur  
Goðrúnar hugtúnum,  
þás log-Sága lœgis  
lét sinn, af hug stinnum  
svá rak snjallra brœðra  
sør-Freyja, ver deyja. 
The one heedful of her headdress, my sister, did not get to own the soul of Guðrún, of Gjüki’s daughter, firm in her 
heart’s dwelling place [breast], when the Sága of the sea-flame [gold, woman, Guðrún] had her husband die; thus the 
Freyja of the amber-necklace [woman, Guðrún] took vengeance for her courageous brothers with stout heart. 
Gísli points out that Þórdís does not have the soul of Gjúki’s daughter Guðrún. The latter is faithful to her brothers 
despite the fact that they killed her first husband Sigurðr. The whole force of Gísli’s criticism of Þórdís, however, 
becomes apparent only on the metaphorical level. Gísli does not attack his sister solely for her choice to remain loyal to 
her husband, but also for the weaknesses that led to her making this choice. Þórdís does not have Guðrún’s heart because 
she lacks Guðrún’s firm roots, which would enable her to take a firm stand in a difficult situation. After all, Guðrún kills 
her husband mercilessly but not without initial divided loyalties to her husband and her brothers. She is the log-Sága 
lœgis ‘Sága of the sea-flame’ [gold], who, in spite of the marital obligations implied by the kenning base, sides with her 
brothers.22 Þórdís’s loyalty to her husband, on the other hand, has little of Guðrún’s resolution. Gísli calls her the 
sveigar gœtin ‘heedful of her headdress one’, a petty woman whose very pettiness causes her to be callous.23 
Callousness is not the only feature that distinguishes Þórdís from the legendary queen. Þórdís also lacks the compassion 
which Guðrún shows for her slain kin. Although not explicitly stated, Guðrún’s grief becomes apparent in the kenning 
sør-Freyja ‘Freyja of the amber-necklace’, 
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reminding us of the sorrow which Auðr experienced in stanzas 6 and 7 and which was also associated with the fertility 
goddess.24 The link between the two women is unmistakeable. Although the two women ultimately react differently to 
their sorrow, both suffer from the loss of their brothers and both remain loyal to them. Þórdís, therefore, is as much a 
counter-figure to Auðr as to Guðrún, for her own shallowness prevents her from experiencing such deep feelings as 
Auðr’s and Guðrún’s, which lead the former into an almost paralysing grief, the latter to cruel revenge. 
III 
The dichotomy of comfort and harm, to which Gísli is exposed in his worldly life, continues in his dreams. As already 
mentioned, he is visited by two dreamwomen, the one friendly and comforting, the other cruel and wicked. In fact, it has 
been suggested that the good dreamwoman resembles a fylgja, a pagan tutelary spirit, as well as a good guardian angel, 
while the evil dreamwoman evokes a valkyrie, or a devilish creature. Yet this distinction is not very useful. The good 
dreamwoman, for instance, loosely fulfils the role of a valkyrie as chooser and attendant of the slain, since she will lead 
Gísli to the other world and serve him there. In addition, the good dreamwoman’s role goes far beyond that of a guardian 
spirit, whether pagan or Christian. Her care and compassion for Gísli is strikingly similar to Auðr’s behaviour and 
consequently implies a more intimate, even erotic, relationship between her and Gísli. This third, less evident, 
characteristic of the good dreamwoman, reinforced by a considerable number of woman-kennings, appears as early as 
stanza 17, in which she visits Gísli for the first time: 
17 Hyggið at, kvað Egða  

andspilli  banda,  
mildr, hvé margir eldar,  
malmrunnr, í sal brunnu.  
Sva átt, kvað Bil blæju,  
bjargs ólifat marga,  

veðrs  
valdi,  
vetr; nú’s skammt til betra. 

‘Consider that, gracious tree of weapons [warrior, Gísli], how many fires burnt in the hall’, the  of bands [woman, 
good dreamwoman] said to the conversation-keen one [friend] of the inhabitants of Agðir (Gísli). ‘So many winters of 
protection’, the Bil of the bedspread [woman, good dreamwoman] said, ‘you have left to live; now it is short to the better 

(life) for the ruler of the ‘weather [battle, warrior, Gísli].’ 
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By showing Gísli that his life is protected only for another seven years, the good dreamwoman assumes the role of the 
traditional fylgjur, the spirits who not only protect the people to whom they belong, but who can also appear in a 

person’s dreams as a death symbol.25 At the same time, however, Gísli’s addressing the dreamwoman as banda 

‘  of bands’ ( =goddess from whom nothing remains concealed) and Bil blœju ‘Bil of the bedspread’ associates 

her with the two asynjur  and Bil. Once more we are reminded of Frigg’s domain of marital love and fertility and, 
since Gísli’s wife is clearly associated with this domain, even of Auðr herself. 
As the stanzas continue, the double role of the good dreamwoman as fylgja and companion becomes more complex. In 
stanza 19, for example, she tells Gísli to help the needy instead of injuring them, so that she is much more like an angelic 
figure than a pagan guardian spirit. Nevertheless, during her next appearance in Gísli’s dreams in stanzas 25–7, this 
‘Christian side’ of the good dreamwoman is again modified by pagan as well as by erotic elements: 
25 Heim bauð með sér sínum  

saum- 26  
blakki,  
þa vas brúðr við beiði  
blið, lofskreyti ríða;  
mágrundar, kvazk mundu,  
mank orð of þat skorðu,  
hneigi-Sól af heilu  
hornflœðar mik grœða. 

The seam-  [woman, good dreamwoman] offered the poem-adorner [poet, Gísli] to ride home with her on her 
grey horse; the bride was then friendly to the requester; the bending Sól of the horn’s flood [beer, woman, good 
dreamwoman] said that she would heal me properly; I remember the words of the supporter of the seagull-land [sea, 
woman, good dreamwoman] about that. 

26 Dýr lét  
stjóra  
dís til svefns27 of vísat  

lœgis elds, þars ,  
lítt týnik því, dýnur.  
Ok með sér en svinna  
saums leiddi mik 
Nauma;  
sákat hól í hvílu;  
hlaut skald sæing blauta. 
The noble dís of the sea-fire [gold, woman, good dreamwoman] had the ruler of the drápa [poet, Gísli] directed to sleep 
where pillows lay; I do not forget that at all. And the wise seam-Nauma [woman, 
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good dreamwoman] led me with her; the skald (Gísli) got a soft bed; I did not see a lump in the bed. 
27 Hingat skalt, kvað 
hringa  
Hildr at óðar gildi,  
fleina þollr, með Fullu  
fallheyjaðar28 deyja;  

þá munt, Ullr, ok ,  
ísungs, féi þvísa,  
þat hagar okkr til auðar  
ormláðs, ok mér ráða. 
‘Hither you, tree of darts [warrior, Gísli] shall die with the Fulla of the causer of the fall of men [Óðinn, valkyrie, good 
dreamwoman]’, said the Hildr of rings [woman, good dreamwoman] to the increaser of the poem [poet, Gísli]; ‘then you, 
Ullr of the serpent’s land’s [golden] helmet [warrior, Gísli], will also rule all this wealth and me; that is suitable for our 
wealth.’ 

Throughout these three stanzas, the good dreamwoman is associated with valkyries. In stanza 25, the saum-  

‘seam- ’ [woman] invites Gísli to his future home, and two stanzas later the hringa Hildr ‘Hildr of 
rings’ [woman] tells him that he will not die alone but with the Fulla fallheyjaðar ‘Fulla of the causer of the fall of 
men’ [Óðinn, valkyrie]. While the already-mentioned role of the good dreamwoman as chooser of the slain is only 

implied by the poet’s use of valkyrie names for the first two kenning base words ( , Hildr), it is explicitly 
expressed in the last kenning. ‘Óðinn’s Fulla’ is a direct reference to a valkyrie who contextually must be the 
dreamwoman herself. 
In addition to her valkyrie features, however, the good dreamwoman has the qualities of a mate. When she promises to 
heal Gísli as well as she can, she is called mágrundar skorða ‘supporter of the seagull’s land’ [sea] and hneigi-Sól 
hornflœðar ‘bending Sól of the hornflood’ [beer]. While mágrundar skorða is an opaque expression, the second kenning 
with the base Sól, sun goddess and member of Frigg’s family, continues the series of references to the main goddess’s 
domain. Her promise hardly suits the nature of a valkyrie but is certainly adequate for an asynja, however loosely 
connected with Frigg she may be. Furthermore, the promise itself gains particular significance. Since it is rather unlikely 
that the dreamwoman will try to heal Gísli while he is still among the living, an inaccessible domain for her, she must 
refer in these lines to her healing of his mortal wounds. This is then the first clear reference to the possibility that she will 
replace Gísli’s wife, whose healing powers are restricted to the living world. 
Stanzas 26 and 27 continue to provide references to the good dreamwoman as intimate companion. Unfortunately, little 
is known about 
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Nauma, the base of the second kenning (saums Nauma ‘seam-Nauma’) in stanza 26.29 Yet even with this interpretative 
gap, the implications of the other kennings are clear. When the good dreamwoman shows Gísli to a ‘lump-free’ bed, for 
instance, the poet calls her dís lœgis elds ‘dís of the wave-flame’ [gold]. The dísir are female divinities who, although not 
always distinguishable from the fylgjur, are mainly powers of fertility worshipped in a cult.30 The kenning Fulla 
fallheyjaðar in stanza 27, which now says that Gísli will die in the good dreamwoman’s quarters and live with her there 
afterwards, provides a similar suggestion. It has already been mentioned that the kenning means ‘valkyrie’ and refers 
here to the dreamwoman. But the name of the asynja Fulla, who, according to Snorri, looks after Frigg’s casket and 
shoes as well as shares her mistress’s secrets, points also to service and companionship and consequently to the dream-
woman’s new function as eternal servant and companion.31 
This increasing intimacy between Gísli and the good dreamwoman becomes even stronger in stanza 38, in which Gísli 
does not envisage Auðr but rather the good dreamwoman bending over his mortally wounded body and weeping: 

38 Hugðak  í 
svefni  
silfrbands of mér standa,  
Gerðr hafði sú gerðu,  
grátandi, brá váta,  

ok eld-  
allskyndila byndi,  
hvat hyggr mér, en mæra,  
mín sár, und því váru? 

I thought in my sleep that the  of the silverband [woman, good dreamwoman] stood weeping over me; this Gerðr 

of the robe [woman, good dreamwoman] had wet eyelashes, and the noble  of the wave-fire [gold, woman, 
good dreamwoman] bound my wounds very quickly. What do you think was in that for me? 
The dreamwoman now fulfils her promise made in stanza 25 and quickly binds up the wounds of the slain Gísli. 
Although not associated with the goddess Freyja, whose name seems to be used to express a sister’s grief, she is a 

passionate mourner, as implied by the kennings silfrbands  of the silverband’ and Gerðr gerðu ‘Gerðr of 

the robe’. Both the goddess , another goddess from Frigg’s domain, and the giant’s daughter Gerðr are associated 

with fervent love. While  function is to make men and women fall in love, Gerðr is the object of Freyr’s 

passionate courtship.32 Only the base of the kenning eld-  of the wave-fire’ [gold] remains less 

definite. The goddess is not mentioned by Snorri but may be related to , the fertility god 
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and Freyr’s father, and consequently fits well into the general context, according to which we would expect another 
reference to Frigg’s servants or to any other mythological figure associated with love and fertility.33 
The good dream woman’s usurpation of Auðr’s role is finally complete in Gísli’s last stanza, which he utters just before 
his death: 
40 Fals hallar skal Fulla  
fagrleit, sús mik teitir,34  

 at 

,  
regns, sínum vin fregna.  
Vel hygg ek, þótt eggjar  
ítrslegnar mik bíti;  
þá gaf sínum sveini  
sverðs minn faðir herðu. 
The beautiful Fulla of the spear-hall’s [hand’s] rain [gold, woman, good dream woman], who gladdens me, shall hear 
about the heroism of her brave friend (Gísli). I am pleased, although the excellently made swords bite me; my father 
gave the hardness of the sword to his son. 
Critics have usually interpreted the kenning fals hallar Fulla regns ‘Fulla of the spear-hall’s [hand’s] rain’ [gold] as a 
reference to Auðr, an interpretation that raises some problems on the contextual as well as the metaphorical level. 
Contextually, one may wonder why Gísli would speak about Auðr as if she were far away rather than right by his side.35 
The good dreamwoman, on the other hand, is not present and will hear about his last deeds directly from him once he is 
dead. Metaphorically, it is not Auðr but the good dreamwoman who has been previously associated with the goddess 
Fulla. Although kenning bases may coincidentally refer to both women, such a double reference is not very likely in this 
stanza. The determinant fals hallar regns of the kenning for the woman in question, although ultimately meaning ‘gold’, 
also implies battle and consequently points back to the dreamwoman’s role as chooser of the slain in stanza 27. Gísli 
remembers the promise given in that particular stanza and knows now that it will be soon fulfilled. She will fetch him, 
and he will finally be able to dwell with her. The good dreamwoman, not the wife Auðr, must therefore be the figure 
addressed in Gísli’s dying speech. 
IV 
The efforts of the good dreamwoman on behalf of Gísli and Gísli’s final vision of their companionship do not succeed 
without serious interference from the evil dreamwoman, who offers little comfort to the hero. Appearing in his dreams 
covered with blood and washing him in the same 
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fluid, she represents the violent nature of Gísli’s death rather than the comfort of his life afterwards. Unlike her 
comforting, protecting counterpart, she reminds us of the dark demonic valkyries, of schaurige Schreckensgestalten 
‘horrifying creatures of terror’, as de Vries puts it, and of the Irish Badb.36 However, three woman-kennings in stanzas 
20 and 21 seem to contradict this impression. The kennings, which are commonly thought to refer to this demonic, 

bloodthirsty woman, designate her as sauma ‘  of seams’, -Nanna‘ale-Nanna’ and borða Gefn ‘Gefn of 

the embroidered cloth’, expressions which would associate the evil spirit with the love-goddess , with Balder’s 
wife Nanna, who kills herself out of grief over the death of her beloved husband, and with Freyja.37 The implausibility 

of such associations, supported by a close examination of stanza 20, makes it apparent that the kennings sauma 

and -Nanna do not refer to the evil dreamwoman at all but to the good dream-woman, for whom they are entirely 
appropriate; only the kenning borða Gefn in the next stanza remains a problem that we must finally accept as a poetic 
inconsistency. 
In fact, stanza 20, in which the first two kennings appear, is curiously vague: 
20 Villa oss, ef elli  
oddstríðir skal bíða,  

mér gengr  í 
svefna  
sauma, mínir draumar.  
Stendr eigi þat, þeygi,  
þornreið, bragar greiði  

-Nanna selr annars  
efni, mér fyr svefni. 

My dreams deceive me, if the spear-harmer [warrior, Gísli] shall await old age; the  of seams [woman] goes into 
my dreams. The Nanna of ale [woman] does not give any reason to the poem-dealer [Gísli] to think anything else, pin-
bearer [woman, Auðr]; that does not interfere with my sleep. 
If the prose text is ignored for a moment, it has to be conceded that the stanza itself certainly does not indicate that the 

evil dreamwoman is either the sauma or the -Nanna. On the contrary, little speaks in favour of such an 
assumption. Gísli admits that he does not lose any sleep over these first visits of the dreamwoman, who must 
consequently have revealed his fate to him in some undisturbing manner. Such behaviour, of course, is completely 
uncharacteristic of the evil dreamwoman and suits better the kind nature of her counterpart. 
‘The only problem with such an interpretation is that the prose text explicitly designates the evil dreamwoman as the 
mysterious visitor.38 This 
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incongruity, however, only arises as long as prose and stanzas are written by the same author. While this view is held by 
Turville-Petre, other critics agree on a different authorship for prose and verse.39 The obscure word lœmingja in stanza 
39, which is interpreted as the name of a bird by the prose writer but which, according to Björn Þórólfsson, cannot be a 
bird name, has been the main support for the two-author view.40 I think that stanza 19 is another such example, 
especially since it is easily comprehensible how this incongruity could have arisen. The very vagueness of the stanza 
could have caused a change in the stanza sequence at some point in the transmission of the verse. I speculate that the 
stanza in question actually preceded stanza 16 and introduced the good dream-woman’s first visit. Following this 

interpretation, the woman-kennings then complement the kennings banda and Bil blœju in their initial allusion to 
the intimate, erotic relationship between her and Gísli, which, as has been shown, continues throughout the stanzas. 
Matters are otherwise with the kenning borða Gefn in stanza 21, in which the image of the evil dreamwoman washing 
Gísli with blood appears for the first time: 
21 Eigi verðr, enn orða  
oss lér of þat, borða41  
Gefn drepr fyr mér glaumi,  
gótt or hverjum draumi.  
Kemr, þegars ek skal 
blunda,  
kona við mik til funda  
oss þvær unda flóði,  

 í manna blóði. 
Benefit does not come from every dream; the Gefn of the embroidered cloth [woman, evil dreamwoman] destroys the 
joy for me, and I cannot help speaking about it. A woman, completely in men’s blood, comes to meetings with me as 
soon as I wish to doze; she washes me with the sea of wounds [blood]. 
Since borða Gefn clearly refers to the evil dreamwoman here, the kenning base can hardly be an allusion to the mourning 
goddess Freyja, with whom Auðr (st. 6) and the legendary Guðrún (st. 12) were associated. It is of course at least 
conceivable that the kenning nevertheless recalls the fact that Freyja is a death-goddess. After all, in the Eddie 
Grímnismál she daily chooses one-half of the fallen warriors (st. 14), and in Egils sága Skalla-Grímssonar Þorgerðr tells 
her father that she will not eat any meal before she dwells with Freyja.42 Still, since in these two contexts Freyja does 
not have any of the gruesome qualities implied by her association with the evil dreamwoman in the Gísla saga, it seems 
most likely that the Gísli poet uses his woman-kenning carelessly here. 
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All the same, borða Gefn remains an exception in the portrayal of the evil dreamwoman, as all other relevant kennings 
reinforce her status as a figure contrasting to Auðr as well as to the good dreamwoman. In stanzas 30 and 31, for 
example, the image of the bloody ritual re-appears: 
30 Hugðak þvá mér 
þrúði  
þremja hlunns ór brunni  
Óðins elda lauðri  

auðs mína  rauða  
ok hyrkneyfa43 hreifa  

 væri því bandi  
báls í benja éli  
blóðrauð vala slóðar. 
I dreamt that the þrúðr of riches [woman, evil dreamwoman] washed my red hair for me with the foam of Óðinn’s flames 
[swords, blood] from the well of the stick of the sword piece [sword, wound], and that the hand of the goddess of the 
falcon’s track’s [arm’s] fire [gold, woman, evil dreamwoman] was blood-red in the rain of wounds [blood] of the 
destroyers of the hand’s fire [gold, men]. 

31 Hugðak geymi-  
gunnelda mér falda  
of rakskorinn reikar  
rúf dreyrugri húfu,  
væri hendr a henni  

í  þvegnar.  
Svá vakði mik Sága  
saums ór mínum draumi. 

I dreamt that the  keeping battle-flames [swords, valkyrie, evil dreamwoman] hooded me with a bloody cap on 
the evenly parted shagginess of the head [hair]. Her hands were washed in the sword-rain [blood]. Thus the Sága of the 
seam [woman, Auðr] woke me from my dream. 
The evil dreamwoman’s valkyrie-like nature is expressed by the kennings þrúðr auðs (‘þrúðr [= valkyrie] of 

riches’ [woman]) and geymi- gunnelda (‘  [= valkyrie] keeping battle-flames’ [swords, valkyrie]), 
kennings which remind us of the good dreamwoman who was also both directly and indirectly associated with Óðinn’s 
maidens. Nevertheless, the immediate context of these kennings already makes it clear that the evil dreamwoman has 
nothing in common with the good dreamwoman, except that they are both supernatural beings. Although the good 

dreamwoman is called saum- , hringa Hildr, Fulla fallheyjaðar and fals hallar Fulla regns, names that indicate 
her role as the chooser of the slain, very little 
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besides the hidden reference in the determinant of fals hollar Fulla regns associates her directly with battle. The evil 
dreamwoman, on the other hand, exults in bloodshed, which is so vividly expressed by the blood-kennings Óðins elda 

lauðri ‘foam of Óðinn’s flames’ [swords], benja éli ‘rain of wounds’ and  ‘sword-rain’. But blood is only 

one key element of these gruesome expressions. Both the determinants Óðins elda and - of the kennings just 

mentioned and the woman-kenning geymi- gunnelda allude to the swords which will actually cause its flow. In 
fact, the last kenning clearly distinguishes the evil dreamwoman from her more benign counterpart. Instead of merely 

choosing the slain and accompanying them to , the sword-holding evil dreamwoman participates directly in the 
battle and then revels in the blood of her victims. 
The role of the evil dreamwoman is, however, by no means restricted to that of a pagan fury. Just as the good 
dreamwoman is characterised as a guardian angel who tells Gísli to help the helpless, the evil dreamwoman reminds us 
of a devil when she predicts that the good dreamwoman’s promise to share quarters with Gísli after his death will not be 
kept: 
29 Skuluða it, kvað 
skorða  
skapkers, saman verja,  
svá hefr ykkr til ekka  
eitr goðmunar leitat.  
Allvaldr hefir aldar  
erlendis þik sendan  
einn or yðru ranni  
annan heim at kanna. 
‘You two (Gísli and the good dreamwoman)44 shall not dwell together’, the bearer of the large vessel [woman, evil 
dreamwoman] said. ‘Thus the poison of great love [blind passion] has caused you sorrow. The Allruler of mankind has 
sent you alone from your house abroad to explore another world.’ 
The Christian overtones of this stanza are undeniable. The demonic dreamwoman now tries to trick Gísli by telling him 
that the Allvaldr ‘Allruler’ does not allow Gísli’s companionship with the good dreamwoman. Gísli, unable to stay in the 
large house in which he found comfort in stanza 25, will have to move on and find another home. The evil dreamwoman 
consequently assumes the role of the trickster, the typical role of devils who try to prevent their victims from attaining 
salvation. Unlike the kennings for the good dreamwoman which correspond little to her angelic component, the kenning 
eitr goðmunar ‘poison of great love’ intensifies this double role of the evil dreamwoman as devil and bloodthirsty 
valkyrie even further. Eitr goðmunar could mean blind passion or envy, and in this instance is best seen as a reference to 
the evil dreamwoman 
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herself.45 It is her poisoning nature with its blind passion (valkyrie) and envy (devil) that causes Gísli his sleepless 
nights, and which tries to ruin everything the good dreamwoman has prepared for him. 
Despite the fact that this dreamwoman’s cruel visits torment Gísli, she does not succeed in deceiving him, for he remains 
assured that he will finally dwell with the falls hallar Fulla regns. Auðr’s love and care could not remove his sister’s 
betrayal and its dire consequences during his life, but in the next realm goodness and loyalty finally prevail over 
wickedness and treachery. 
V 
This analysis shows that most of the woman-kennings in the Gísla saga Súrssonar are not constructed from context-
independent components, but rather from elements that both intensify and resolve the complex tensions between the four 
female characters representing good and bad, transience and eternity. Of course, since we cannot generalise about poetic 
skill, the analysis has to remain for the moment a case study, part of a more comprehensive project which will examine 
the work of a large number of skalds from various centuries. Still, this study seriously questions the influential formal 
approach, which indiscriminately views all skalds as mere versifiers with an excellent command of word formation. The 
verses of the Gísla saga demonstrate that some skalds could create complex semantic structures and therefore deserve 
much more credit as poets than Meissner and his followers are willing to grant. 
NOTES 
1  Rudolf Meissner, Die Kenningar der Skalden (1921; Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1984), p. 2. 
2  Meissner, Kenningar, p. 12. 
3  An excellent survey of the criticism on the Norse kenning can be found in Edith Marold’s Kenningkunst (Berlin: 

Walter de Gruyter, 1983), pp. 5–23. 
4  See also Thomas Krömmelbein, Skaldische Metaphorik: Studien zur Funktion der Kenningssprache in skaldischen 

Dichtungen des 9. und 10. Jahrhunderts (Kirchzarten: Burg-Verlag, 1983), pp. 26–31. Krömmelbein calls these 
additional semantic levels weitergreifende Bedeutungsräume (p. 31). 

5  The text used in this essay follows Björn K. Þórólfsson’s edition of Gísla saga Súrssonar in Vestfirðinga , ed. 
Björn Þórólfsson and Guðni Jónsson, Íslenzk Fornrit 6 (Reykjavik: Hít íslenzka fornritafélag, 1943), pp. 3–118 
(henceforth referred to as Björn Þórólfsson). Björn K.Þórólfsson’s edition is mainly based on MS AM 556 a (E), the 
most conservative version of the saga. All translations are my own unless otherwise indicated. 

6  See MS AM 761 b, 4to (AM) and MS Ny Kgl. sml. 1181, fol. (1181), two copies of the stanzas from a now lost 
vellum. Less is contextually preferable to E’s leggs, since it further intensifies the repetitive nature of Auðr’s action. 
Auðr wipes her eyes, but her tears return so that she has to wipe them again. 
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7  Reading from AM (E svefnum). 
8  Reksk (E eirreks) follows Finnur Jónsson’s emendation in his Gísla saga Súrssonar, Altnordische Saga-Bibliothek 

(Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1903), p. 34. 
9  That is, she wipes her eyes. 
10  Gylfaginning, in Finnur Jónsson, ed., Edda Snorra Sturlusonar (Copenhagen: Nordisk Forlag, 1931), pp. 8–77 at 38. 

All subsequent references will be to this edition. 
11  The fact that the coincidence of names by no means necessitates the same referent can be seen in the name Hildr, 

which can refer either to the valkyrie or to the daughter of King . For the second occurrence of the name 

 in Þullur IV, see Ernst A.Kock, ed., Þulur IV, Den norsk-isländska skaldediktningen, rev. edn, 2 vols (Lund: C.
W.K.Gleerup, 1946–9), I, 343. 

12  Jan de Vries, Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte, 3rd edn, 2 vols (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1970), II, section 554. 
R.M.Meyer, Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte (Essen: Magnus, 1986), p. 274. 

13  Finnur Jónsson, Gylfaginning, pp. 38–9. 
14  De Vries speculates that Sága and Frigg refer to the same goddess, especially since Frigg knows the future as well 

(II, section 554). For interpretations that consider Sága as another goddess (she is the seer < sjá), see E.H.Meyer, 
Mythologie der Germanen (Strasburg: K.J.Trübner, 1903), pp. 414–15, and Finnur Jónsson, (Sveinbjörn Egilsson’s) 
Lexicon poeticum antiquœ linguœ septentrionalis (Copenhagen: S.L.Møllers Bogtrykkeri, 1913–16), s.v. 

15  In the  (st. 53) Him is Frigg herself. All references to the Poetic Edda are taken from Gustav Neckel, ed., 
Edda: die Lieder des Codex Regius nebst verwandten Denkmälern, rev. Hans Kuhn, 5th edn, 2 vols (1914; 
Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1983). 

16  Reading from AM (E men-Hlín ‘necklace-Hlín’). 
17  This reading follows Kock’s emendation in his Notationes Norrœnœ, hereafter referred to as NN, 28 vols (Lund: C.W.

K.Gleerup, 1923–44), section 2750, since none of the manuscript readings is entirely satisfactory. While E’s góins 
fitjar (? ‘of the…’s meadowland’, ?? ‘of the meadowland’s…’s’) leaves the first two lines of the second helming 
without a subject, AM’s gullfit (149, 1181 gullsfit ‘gold-meadowland’) is not convincing either. Although it solves 
the syntactical problem in E as well as providing an alternative reading to E’s mysterious góins, the whole kenning 
‘meadow of the stone-fish’s gold’ [serpent, woman] appears somewhat awkward with its superfluous reference to the 
serpent. 

18  The kennings golffit and hœlibrekka hrannlogs continue to link Auðr with fertility as well as with gold. 
Another kenning of the same type used for Gísli’s wife is fold unnfúrs ‘earth of the wave flame’ [gold, woman, 
Auðr] in stanza 16. 

19  Interestingly, Gísli dreams only two stanzas earlier that the evil dreamwoman has her hand immersed in the blood of 
fallen warriors. Gísli has now become one of the slain, except that it is not the evil dreamwoman but the faithful 
Auðr who touches his bloody corpse. The connection between the two images is evident: the dream woman’s gain 
has become Auðr’s loss. 

20  Ok þóttumk ek eigi þess verðr frá henni, því at ek þykkjumk þat lýst hafa sinnum, at mér hefir eigi 
hennar óvirðing betri þótt en sjálfs mín; hefi ek stundum lagt líf mitt í háska fyrir hennar sakar, en hon hefir nú gefit 
mér dauðaráð ‘And I thought not to deserve that [behaviour] from her because I thought to have made known several 
times that her disgrace has not appeared better to me than my own; at times I have put my life in danger for her sake, 
and she has now given me the death-counsel’ (Björn Þórólfsson, p. 62). 
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21  Emendation by Finnur Jónsson, Gísla saga, p. 48, and Björn Þórólfsson, p. 62; E, 1181 solfastrar, AM, 149 salfast(r)

ar. But see Jón Helgason, ‘Salfastar sveigar’, in Ursula Dronke, Guðrún P.Helgadóttir, Gerd Wolfgang Weber, and 
Hans Bekker-Nielsen, eds, Speculum Norrœnum: Norse Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre (Odense: 
Odense University Press, 1981), pp. 185–7 at 187. Following AM’s reading, Jón Helgason interprets salfastar 
sveigar as accusative object with the meaning ‘earth-firm twigs (roots)’ and translates: ‘My cautious (gœtin) sister 
did not possess (gat-at at eiga) the [roots] of Gjúki’s daughter Guðrún in her mind’s enclosure.’ The only problem 
with this interpretation is that he has to create the feminine form *sveig ‘twig’, acc. pl. sveigar, in order to fit the 
syntax of his version. 

22  In addition, the kenning base Sága ‘seer’ could point to Guðrún’s farsightedness, a quality which Þórdís clearly 
lacks. 

23  I cannot agree with Turville-Petre that Þórdís, who is obviously more concerned about her veil than about her brother 
or her husband, is actually torn between her two choices. True, she changes her mind after Gísli’s death and tries to 
kill Gísli’s slayer, Eyjólfr, but such belated loyalty to Gísli proves nothing more than her very inconsistency, which, 
in turn, brings into question the depth of her remorse. For Turville-Petre’s argument, see E.G.O.Turville-Petre, ‘Gísli 
Súrsson and his Poetry: Traditions and Influences’, in his Nine Norse Studies, Viking Society for Northern Research 
5 (London: Viking Society, 1972), pp. 118–53 at 126–7. 

24  Guðrún’s grief is explicitly stated in Atlakviða, stanza 29, where she is forced to watch her brother Gunnarr being 
taken by the Huns to the snake-pit. She fights back her tears (varnaði við tárom; Neckel-Kuhn, Edda I, 245) before 
hurling her curse upon Atli. 

25  De Vries I, section 163. 

26  AM sør-  ‘necklace- ’. 
27  E sess. 
28  Emendation by Kock, NN section 2438. E’s fall heygiadr is retained by Finnur Jónsson, Gísla saga, p. 80, but 

requires the more drastic emendation of fleina þollar to fleinþolla. AM reads fiallheyiaþar. 
29  See also the kenning Nauma Iðja galdrs ‘Nauma of Iði’s magic chant’ [gold, woman] (Kock, NN section 354) for the 

good dreamwoman in stanza 18. The name ‘Nauma’ is not mentioned by Snorri. In the Grettissaga (ed. Guðni 
Jónsson, Íslenzk Fornrit 7 (Reykjavik: Hít íslenzka fornritafélag, 1936), pp. 3–290 at 216), ‘Nauma’ refers to a 
giantess in the kenning Naumu salr ‘Nauma’s hall’ [rocky cave], but this single occurrence does not allow any 
definite conclusion either. In fact, more significant may be the listing of Nauma in þulur IV yy3 (Kock, 
Skaldediktningen, p. 342) under the heading ‘woman-kennings’. Except for Rindr and Rán, who may be either 

giantesses or asynjur, and some further unknown references (? List, , Likn), all the names on this list refer to 
goddesses. I therefore tend to agree with Finnur Jónsson’s speculation in his Lexicon poeticum (s.v.) that the word 
was once the name of a goddess who is now otherwise unknown. 

30  For further material on fylgjur and dísir, see De Vries I, sections 162–4; II, section 528. See also Peter G.Foote, ‘An 
Essay on The Saga of Gísli and its Icelandic Background’, in The Saga of Gísli, trans. George B.Johnston (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1963), pp. 93–134 at 121. 

31  Snorri’s interpretation of Fulla as a virgin is questionable, since the name of the goddess means ‘fullness’ and 
consequently points to a fertility goddess (De Vries, II, section 452). 
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32  In the myth (Gylfaginning, pp. 40–1), Freyr falls vehemently in love with Gerðr and has his servant Skírnir court her 

on his behalf. 
33  De Vries, Religionsgeschichte, II, section 554 n. 3. 
34  Reading from AM (E reitar ‘irritates’; 149, 1181 reitir). 
35  Turville-Petre, ‘Gísli Súrsson’, p. 150, points out that Auðr may still hear about Gísli’s deeds although she actually 

saw them. Yet even this explanation does not solve the problem on the metaphorical level. 
36  De Vries, Religionsgeschichte, I, section 193. The Irish Badb is a war-goddess who predicts slaughter and rejoices 

over the slain. Like the evil dreamwoman, the Badb appears to those who are doomed to die in battle, washes their 
limbs, entrails, clothes, etc. in a ford and colours the water with these bloody spoils. For a discussion of the Badb, see 
Patricia Lysaght, The Banshee (Dun Laoighaire: Glendale, 1986), pp. 197–202. 

37  Most editors and critics have favoured the emendation borða Gefn (MSS skorða ‘of props’), for it turns two half 
kennings into a full one. 

38  Ok kemr nú á þref um draumana, þegar er lengir nóttina, ok kemr nú in verri draumkonan at honum, ok gerask nú 
svefnfarar harðar, ok segir nú eitt sinn Auði, hvat hann dreymði, er hon spurði eftir, ok kvað þá vísu…‘And now 
comes one dream after another, while the night becomes longer, and now comes the worse dreamwoman to him, and 
the dreams become severe now, and now he tells Auðr one time what he dreamt, when she asked him about it, and he 
said then the verse’ (Björn Þórólfsson, p. 75). 

39  Turville-Petre, ‘Gísli Súrsson’, pp. 148–53. 
40  Björn Þórólfsson, pp. 110–11. The two-author view is also supported by Foote, ‘An Essay’, pp. 114–15. 
41  See note 36. 
42  De Vries, Religionsgeschichte, II, section 536. 
43  Emendation by Kock, NN section 363 (AM, 149 hyrkneifa; E, 1181 hraunkveifar). 
44  Finnur Jónsson, Gísla saga, p. 86, interprets the personal pronoun it as a reference to Gísli and Auðr. It is foretold 

that Gísli will have to leave his wife and exchange his worldly life for a life in the other world. This interpretation, 
however, raises a major problem. If the evil dreamwoman merely predicts that Gísli will have to leave his home for 
another, in this case a heavenly one, she is indeed Foote’s angelic figure who seems to be incompatible with the 
cruel, blood-smearing valkyrie (‘An Essay’, p. 123). 

45  The kenning skorða skapkers ‘bearer of the large vessel’ for the evil dreamwoman is clearly context-independent. 
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17 ‘Symtyme the fende’ 
Questions of rape in Sir Gowther 
Corinne J.Saunders 
I 
Critical responses to medieval romance have reflected its diversity and disparate quality: analyses have placed the genre 
alternatively as mimetic and symbolic, and have ranged from the sociohistorical to the psychoanalytical. Erich Auerbach, 
in his monumental study Mimesis, points to the archetypal and symbolic nature of the quest motif while addressing its 
mimetic relationship to ‘class ethics’, and a specific courtly agenda.1 The mimetic perspective is adopted in Insular 
Romance by Susan Crane, who isolates the political structures of class and nationhood in romance narrative;2 similarly, 
Lee C.Ramsay in Chivalric Romance points to the social themes of kingship and marriage.3 The notion of chivalry has 
been minutely analysed, in particular by French writers such as Georges Duby, who explores the growth of the chivalric 
class in twelfth-century France. For Duby, romance narratives reflect the need to construct a genealogy and an 
authoritative chivalric identity, the marvellous landscapes of romance becoming a vehicle for the fantasy of the jeune 
chevalier in search of his fortune.4 More recently, studies such as R.Howard Bloch’s Medieval Misogyny5 or Jean-
Charles Huchet’s L’Amour discourtois6 expose the underlying patriarchal structures of medieval narratives, focusing in 
particular on the treatment of women in the lyrics of the troubadours, but referring outwards to romance. 
By contrast to the mimetic approach, a second group of critics finds the essential force of romance to be its use of 
archetypal or mythic patterns which reflect the deep structures of the human consciousness. Northrop Frye immortalises 
this approach in structural terms in The Secular Scripture7; Derek Brewer takes a more psychoanalytical perspective in 
Symbolic Stories, placing particular emphasis on the pattern of the initiation of the hero.8 More recently, Anne Wilson 
has focused on the relationship of romance to the workings and function of dream, as well as to the structures of 
folklore.9 This non-mimetic perspective lends itself particularly well to any consideration of the marvellous and 
supernatural 
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aspects of romance. The emphasis of the work of critics such as Wilson and Brewer, indeed, indicates a common trend. 
Those studies of romance which address the supernatural tend towards the non-mimetic, while the world of the 
marvellous is usually dismissed as an escapist and fabulous background by those concerned with the mimetic qualities of 
romance. Current approaches to romance very rarely give space to the nature of medieval belief regarding the marvellous 
or to the intersection of cultural attitudes, conscious and unconscious, which bring such a world into being. The mimetic 
approach and the consequent consideration of cultural issues and attitudes which inform a narrative have largely been 
absent from studies which address the otherworld, despite the fact that its role in romance texts is a distinctive and 
central one. 
This failure to engage with medieval imagination and belief is nowhere more evident than in critical treatments of the 
small group of romances known as the Breton lays, romances in which the workings of chance, magic, and the 
otherworld are particularly prominent. These texts are distinguished by a recurring emphasis on the encounter of human 
and supernatural, and the pursuit of desire, love, and possession within this context. One of the most overt examples of 
this distinctive emphasis is offered by the Middle English Breton lay of Sir Gowther, in which the rape of a woman by an 
incubus forms a central narrative structure. Recent analyses, when they have considered this episode of demonic 
conception, have tended to follow the example of such critics as Anne Wilson, focusing on the erotic appeal of the 
forbidden and the suggestion of a network of repressed desires and emotions, or alternatively on the broader symbolic 
significance of the narrative. Margaret Robson reads the episode as one which explores sexual frustration: in order ‘to 
satisfy her own sexual or maternal requirements’, the lady ‘must go outside’ her own space, that of the court.10 For 
Robson, the ‘story of a demon-child is a useful and interesting way of exploring this form of psychosis’.11 Donna 
Crawford takes a less psychoanalytical approach, but focuses on the symbolic function of human injury within a ‘pattern 
of loss and restoration’: the ‘referential instability’ of the body points to specific values and ideals.12 For Crawford the 
narrative falls, ultimately, into a category of ‘wish-fulfillment’, though one with a darker side of pain and injury.13 Such 
analyses relegate the texts absolutely to a world of fantasy, myth, and symbol, confirming once again the divide between 
mimetic and non-mimetic according to subject matter. They allow little or no space for placement of the text within the 
larger framework of medieval institutions and their accompanying discourses—legal, theological, medical. Yet the critic 
should ‘doubt wisely’ the apparent irrelevance of such material, for the question of rape in particular formed the basis for 
complex and protracted discussions within each of these areas of discourse, discussions which included serious 
consideration of the possibility of rape by a demonic figure or incubus. 
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II 
The complexity of medieval attitudes to rape is most immediately evident in the construction of the law of rape. The 
legal status of rape differed greatly from that of the present in that the charge of raptus, often erroneously equated with 
rape in modern analyses, could in fact imply either rape or abduction. This definition of raptus originated in Roman law, 
which had used the term exclusively to specify abduction, later broadening its definition to include rape on the grounds 
that women (although only virgins, widows, or nuns) would be devalued by rape as they would by abduction.14 The 
emphasis on female chastity as valuable property was a crucial and formative one; canon law, although it specified rape 
as an element of raptus, also focused on abduction.15 By contrast, simple rape, without abduction, was treated as 
fornication by the Church. 
Legal and theological attitudes to rape were complicated by commonly held views of sexuality. Women were believed to 
possess a more sexual nature than men, who were associated with the rational; therefore, it was argued, they were likely 
to experience pleasure in instances of rape. William of Conches, for example, writes, Etsi raptis, in principle opus 
displiceat, in fine tamen, ex carnis fragilitate, placet, ‘Although in rape the act is distressing to begin with, at the end, 
given the weakness of the flesh, it is not without its pleasures.’16 Popular medical theory also held that women, like 
men, emitted seed through orgasm; only when the two seeds were mingled through the mutual experience of pleasure 
could conception occur. According to this theory, it was impossible that conception should result from rape: William of 
Conches and Vincent of Beauvais both give the example of a raped woman who does not conceive as proof of this 
theory. Such ambiguities must have rendered the appeal of rape even more difficult: in a case in Kent, for example, 
charges of raptus were dismissed due to the pregnancy of the victim.17 
Questions of rape also formed an important topic for canon lawyers and patristic thinkers: while the canon lawyers 
treated raptus in some detail, commentators such as Peter Lombard placed particular emphasis on the more abstract 
questions raised by the situation of the raped virgin. Many of these respond to or reflect Augustine’s discussions of will 
and chastity. For Augustine, the will is always capable of triumphing over desire, which he presents as a semi-physical 
instinct: this attitude is emblematised in his condemnation of the suicide of Lucretia.18 On the grounds that the woman 
who is raped against her will cannot lose her chastity, Augustine interprets Lucretia’s suicide as an indication of her guilt 
and collusion. Her story evoked a complex cluster of questions regarding desire, will, and intention which were to be 
addressed and re-addressed by theologians. 
Of all the thirteenth-century thinkers, Aquinas devotes the most extended discussion to the topic of rape. For Aquinas, 
virginity is related 
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to virtue of the mind; loss of physical virginity through violence is equated to a blow from a sword rather than viewed as 
a matter of virtue or vice: 
corruptio, quae est corporalis tantum, non est materia virtutis vel vitii…; unde si per aliquam incisionem claustra pudoris 
rumpantur, non majus detrimentum virginitati inerit quam si pes aut manus gladio incideretur. 
Defloration, which is so much of the body, is not a matter of virtue or of vice…; whence if through some incision the 
doorway of shame is ruptured, there will occur no greater loss of virginity than if a foot or hand is cut by the sword.19 
Most strikingly, Aquinas extends this argument to absolve not only those who lose virginity through human violence, but 
also those who become the victims of supernatural attack: 
et ideo eadem ratione nec illae quae per violentiam corrumpuntur sive ab homine, sive a daemone incubo, virginitatem 
amittunt, si quantum possunt renitantur, ut conservent corpus a corruptione immune, vel saltem mentem contrariam 
consensui. 
and for the same reason those who are corrupted by violence either by man, or by the demon incubus, do not lose their 
virginity, if they resist as much as they are able, in order to keep their bodies free from taint or at least their minds from 
consent.20 
Similarly, William of Auxerre in his Summa aurea insists: si corrumpitur aliqua vel dormiendo vel alio modo, dummodo 
non consenciat, non amittit virginitatis meritum, ‘If someone is corrupted while sleeping, or in any other way in which 
she does not consent, she does not lose the prize of virginity.’21 At the same time, theologians remained uncertain about 
the female potential to resist pleasure in rape. How were they to distinguish between cases in which pleasure had been 
experienced or consent given, and those in which spiritual resistance had been absolute? This difficulty was compounded 
by the sense that the experience of physical pleasure was difficult to avoid, particularly for women, as a result of the 
physical and instinctive construction of desire. Albertus Magnus in De bono brings popular medical theory into his 
argument to explain how the body is so inclined to pleasure despite the will for chastity: 
loca genitalium nervosa sunt valde et cum tanguntur, titillationem inducunt et per consequens ad voluptatem inclinant. 
Voluptas autem trahit consensum. 
the genital places are very sensitive and when they are touched they experience a tickling, and as a result incline to 
pleasure. But pleasure obtains consent.22 
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Although Albertus draws a distinction between physical and spiritual consent, his argument is clouded by the notion of 
the body’s susceptibility to pleasure, and hence the possible coercion of the mind through the desire incited in the body 
by touch. Such attitudes to sexuality only compounded the difficulty of addressing what was already the highly 
ambiguous crime of rape. 
III 
The intersection of legal, theological, and medical attitudes, then, effected a multivalent notion of rape in the Middle 
Ages which both impinges on and is distinct from that of the twentieth century. This notion of rape, in which abduction 
was foregrounded, conception questioned, and female ability to resist doubted, informs and shapes the literature of the 
period, underlying the highly volatile status of rape in texts such as Sir Gowther. Superficially, the strange transitional 
landscape of this narrative in which human encounters faery seems particularly far removed from the contemporary 
issues of the medieval world. Yet discussions such as that of Aquinas, which place the apparently fabulous figure of the 
incubus within a clerical and didactic framework, surely demonstrate that there can be no such divide. In fact, Sir 
Gowther is notable in its interweaving of the fantastic with the learned, of the romance mode with the weight of clerical 
tradition. 
Probably composed in the late fourteenth century with a provenance of the North Midlands, the romance rewrites the 
popular story of Robert the Devil, finding its closest analogue in the Old French poem Robert le Diable, which tells of a 
child yielded to the devil’s power at birth and thus drawn towards evil. Sir Gowther adds the unique and specific detail 
of Gowther’s demonic conception through his mother’s encounter with an incubus; as Andrea Hopkins says, ‘he is 
actually the son of the Devil rather than owed to him as a debt’.23 The story is one of miracle and conversion which, 
somewhat in the manner of the story of St Eustace, draws on the structures of romance to propound its morality. 
Gowther’s fantastic progression from devil to saint thus belongs to a specialised world of religious or ‘penitential’ 
romances.24 While the narrative differs substantially from that of a saint’s life in its emphasis on prowess, adventure, 
and love, its final message is one of Christian redemption and virtue, suggesting a degree of earnestness and didacticism 
in its composition. It remains telling that the central construct of the tale, that Gowther is a child conceived through his 
mother’s union with an incubus, is both its most marvellous aspect and one which receives credence among the 
theologians. In his use of the incubus, the poet of Sir Gowther interweaves clerical and romance tradition in such a way 
as to create a multilayered penitential romance, significantly more complex in its construction and 
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emphases than analyses such as those of Robson and Crawford suggest. 
The motif of the incubus undoubtedly appears on first reading to be drawn directly from a tradition of romance and 
folklore such as that towards which Chaucer gestures at the start of his Wife of Bath’s Tale. To place her tale of rape and 
romance, set in an Arthurian world of quests and riddles, faery encounters, and enigmatic destinies, the Wife contrasts 
the legendary past with the present; in her own time, the lecherous friar represents the only threat to women: ‘In every 
bussh or under every tree /Ther is noon oother incubus but he, /And he ne wol doon hem but dishonour.’25 The Wife’s 
reference to the incubus evokes a past of sudden and marvellous adventure in which, perhaps, the meeting with the 
incubus might end not in dishonour but in magical transformation. While the Wife undercuts her own description by 
telling of a rape committed by one of Arthur’s own knights, it is clear that the figure of the incubus is linked for her with 
the exotic world of the romance. 
Sir Gowther presents a modification of this motif, and a narrative such as the Wife of Bath might well have told, 
specifying the demonic rapist who waits—if not under a bush, then certainly in an orchard. The narrative of Sir Gowther, 
however, differs from that of the Wife of Bath, in evoking from the start not only the romance motif of the incubus, but 
also the learned tradition of clerks. The narrative opens on an admonitory religious note with the poet’s prayer that God 
protect us from the fiend, who waits to destroy the soul, ‘All tymes of the yere’.26 The figure of the incubus thus 
provides a specific instance of the way that the devil may assert his power over the human soul: 
Symtyme the fende hadde 
postee  
Forto dele with ladies free  
     In liknesse of here fere;  
So that he begat Merlyng and 
mo  
and wrought ladies so mikil wo  
     That ferly it is to here. 
(lines 7–12) 
With the mention of Merlin’s conception, however, the poet seems to place his narrative, rather as the Wife of Bath does, 
firmly within the romance tradition, and specifically that of Arthurian romance, in which an encounter with an incubus 
leads to the birth of a central figure within the Arthurian pageant. The historians Nennius and Geoffrey of Monmouth, 
the latter at more length, tell of the discovery of the boy Merlin and his demonstration of the power of prophecy: his birth 
becomes a proof of his supernatural nature.27 
Geoffrey of Monmouth relates the story of the begetting of Merlin on a beautiful nun, daughter of the king of Demetia, 
by a handsome but sometimes invisible young man: 
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Quidam sub specie iuuenis, pulcherrimus ore,  
In cunctis placidus, coram me stare solebat  
Et repetita michi dare basia, deinde iocose  
Luctari mecum; cuius michi lucta placebat  
Uicta—nec inuite—subcumbens uim 
paciebar,  
Sed gratam passe uiolate non uiolatam. 
someone used to stand before me in the form of a youth, beautiful of face and comely in all things; he used to give me 
repeated kisses and playfully to wrestle with me; his wrestling gave me pleasure. Beaten, but not unwilling, I submitted 
and endured ravishment, but enjoyed what I suffered, which was not rape or violation.28 
The dubious intersection of violence and pleasure is notable in Geoffrey’s description, and the nun’s enigmatic lover is 
identified by Vortigern’s learned clerk as a demon of the sort instanced by Apuleius in De Deo Socratis, a spirit part man 
and part angel who can assume the form of a man and have intercourse with women, qui sumpta sepe uirili/Forma 
decipiunt fatuas grauidantque puellas.29 While the term incubus is not employed by Geoffrey, the link is clear. The 

story is told in more detail by , who emphasises more strongly than Geoffrey the love between woman and 
incubus: 
þenne ich wæs on bedde iswaued: mid soft mine 
slepen.  
þen com biuoren: þa fæireste þing þat wes iboren.  
swulc hit weore a muchel cniht: al of gold idiht.  
Þis ich isæh on sweuene: alche niht on slepe.  
Þis þing glad me biuoren: and glitene[de] on golde.  
ofte hit me custe: ofte hit me clupte.  
ofte hit me to-bæh: & eode me swiðe neh.  
Þa ich an ænde me bisæh: selcuð me þuhte þas.  
mi mæte me wes læ[ð]: mine limes uncuðe.  
selcuð me þuhte: what hit beon mihte.  

Þa  ich on ænde: þat ich was mid childe.30 
Here the clerk points to the mild deceptiveness and magic of the incubi daemones: ‘Ne doð heo noht muchel scaðe: bute 
hokerieð þam folke’.31 
Only in the later French romances and the English Of Arthour and of Merlin is the demonic aspect of Merlin’s birth 
developed: Robert de Boron and his successors place the episode in the context of a demonic plot to beget the Antichrist. 
The devil and his accomplices gradually isolate the young girl by destroying her family; finally her only surviving sister 
becomes a whore, whose threats distract the girl so that she forgets to hallow the entrances of her room as a hermit has 
instructed her, and thus allows the devil to enter.32 Here the emphasis is very different from that of Geoffrey and 

, for rather than seducing the woman, the devil 
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lies with her while she is asleep, following the popular tradition of the incubus. Any possibility of pleasure is precluded 
by the woman’s absolute passivity and the scene becomes one of rape, described in terms of the devil’s use of the 
woman for the larger purpose of the betrayal of mankind: 
And to þe maiden anon he went  
And al Christendam to haue schent,  
A streone of a child he putte in hire 
þo  
And passed awey þer he com fro.  
And whan þat womman was awaked  
Heo fond hire body ly al naked  
And heo gropede wiþ hire honde  
And in a stude þer heo fonde  
Wherby heo wende witerly  
Þat som mon hadde hire by.33 
The woman herself is innocent, and her child correspondingly open to immediate redemption. Subsequently, once he is 
baptised, Merlin’s power is enlisted on the side of Arthur, and he becomes the instrument of destiny in placing Arthur on 
the throne. Thus while the French tradition stresses Merlin’s demonic ancestry, this swiftly becomes the justification for 
Merlin’s powers and a proof of the strength of God, as it is absorbed into a larger pattern of good. The English tradition, 
by contrast, had minimised the demonic associations of Merlin, by overtly rendering the encounter one of love. Each 
tradition in different ways, one emphasising love, the other rape, explained the origin of Merlin’s supernatural powers 
but subsequently reclaimed him from his demonic past. 
By invoking Merlin, then, the poet of Sir Gowther recalls the never-never world of romance, in which even the rather 
fearful figure of the incubus becomes part of a tantalising web of supernatural associations whose end is the shaping of a 
legendary golden age of chivalry, love, and adventure. Yet although Merlin is cited as the pattern, the poet in fact 
describes a different and rather more disturbing phenomenon, since the devil, unlike Merlin’s father, appears in the 
likeness of the lady’s husband. The parallel with the birth of Arthur, in which Merlin shifts Uther into the shape of 
Ygrainne’s husband Gorlois, may well have provided a kind of model, but Arthur’s birth is by no means a demonic 
conception. The poet plays here on the sinister possibility of the devil as shape-shifter, a possibility that recalls various 
tests set by the devil in hagiographic literature. The making strange of the familiar through a particularly cunning form of 
shape-shifting creates a powerful impression of the devices of evil. This ethos gains an added resonance through the 
poet’s placing of the episode in the general clerical tradition: 
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A selcowgh thyng that is to here:  
A fende to nyeght wemen nere,  
     And makyd hom with chyld,  
Tho kynde of men wher thei hit 
tane  
(For of homselfe had thei never 
nan,  
     Be meydon Maré mylde).  
Therof seyus clerkus, Y wotte how,  
That schall not be rehersyd now,  
     As Cryst fro schame me schyld. 
(lines 13–21) 
The context of the narrative is not simply that of Arthurian romance, but also of the patristic writers. Andrea Hopkins 
notes this emphasis in her delineation of Sir Gowther as a penitential romance: ‘The author of Sir Gowther has quite a lot 
to say about incubi and clearly means his readers to attend to it’; she cites a variety of patristic sources on incubi.34 In 
light of the reference to ‘clerkus’, indeed, it does not seem far-fetched to recall Aquinas’s defence of women raped by 
incubi. Not only does Aquinas address the question of the incubus in terms of rape, as we have seen, but also in terms of 
generation: those who are born of incubi, he argues, are still redeemable, since their fathers have to take human form, 
and thus conception occurs per semen hominis.35 This is of course a crucial notion in Sir Gowther, where the demonic 
child becomes a saintlike figure. The concept of the incubus also allows for a peculiar circumvention of the medical 
argument that children may only be conceived in pleasure, rather than through rape; here, the woman is indubitably 
allowed the experience of pleasure, since her lover appears to be her husband. Thus a child may be conceived, but the 
woman remains at the same time innocent of adultery. She is the victim of what is in effect a rape through deception. 
The unique strangeness of rape in the guise of legitimate sexual encounter is memorably captured in the poet’s 
description of the meeting of Gowther’s mother with the incubus: 
In hur orchard, apon a day,  
Ho meyt a mon, tho sothe to say,  
     That hur of luffe besoghth;  
As lyke hur lorde as he myght be— 
He leyd hur down undur a tre,  
With hur is wyll he wroghtth. 
(lines 64–9) 
In its peculiarly ambiguous terms, the encounter becomes at once a scene of love between two strangers, an apparent 
meeting between husband and wife, and a rape. The narrative emphasises the appearance of the man as 
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that of the woman’s husband, while making it clear that he is not so, and suggests simultaneously the pattern of courtship 
in his request for ‘luffe’. At the same time, the text remains tantalisingly silent regarding the lady’s reaction: how does 
she read the encounter’s ambiguity? For Robson, this silence is central, indicating the woman’s suppressed sexual 
desires and frustration: 
What this implies, to my mind, is that she is prepared to go to any lengths, take any man or fiend; and that must mean 
that, for all her husband’s inadequacies, she still wishes to remain married to him.36 
In fact the narrative pointedly disallows such conclusions, for any question of the woman’s collusion is succeeded by a 
sharp emphasis on her own helplessness, and the devil’s revelation: 
When he had is wylle all don,  
A felturd fende he start up son,  
     And stode and hur beheld.  
He seyd, ‘Y have geyton a chylde on 
the  
That in is yothe full wylde schall bee  
     And weppons wyghtly weld.’ 
(lines 70–5) 
We are forced to rewrite the scene, to return to the lady’s earlier rash prayer in the face of her barrenness, ‘to have a 
chyld/On what maner scho ne roghth’ (lines 62–3). The manner has been a demonic one, and the prayer, perhaps 
combined with the supernatural connotations of sleeping in an orchard, has allowed for the entry of the devil. It is both 
the sense of force inherent in the scene and the very real, cautionary association of the man with the devil which 
psychoanalytical analysis such as that of Robson ignores. 
Interestingly, the lady herself, despite her sight of the ‘felturd fende’, seems to interpret events differently, for in her 
account of her ‘vision’ to her husband she tells of ‘[a]n angell com fro hevon bryght’ (line 82). While on one level her 
story simply rewrites the truth in order to conceal the encounter from her husband, on another it returns to the 
identification found within the Arthurian histories of the incubi daemones as creatures who mingle the angelic and the 

demonic, inhabiting the uncertain space between sun and moon, described by : 
Þer wunieð in þan lufte: feole cunne wihte.  
þa þer scullen bilæfuen: þat Domes-dæi cume liðen.  
Summe heo beoð aðele: & summe heo uuel 
wurcheð.37 
The notion of demons and angels cannot but recall as well the biblical account of the angels who sleep with the 
daughters of men to beget giants (Genesis 6:4).38 Augustine, on whose discussion those of many patristic 
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writers are based, rather sceptically considers incubi in the context of his analysis of whether angels may have 
intercourse with women: 
Apparuisse tamen hominibus angelos in talibus corporibus ut non solum videri verum etiam tangi possent eadem 
veracissima scriptura testatur. Et quoniam creberrima fama est, multique se expertos vel ab eis qui experti essent, de 
quorum fide dubitandum non esset, audisse confirmant, Silvanos et Panes, quos vulgo incubos vocant, inprobos saepe 
extitisse mulieribus et earum appetisse ac peregisse concubitum, et quosdam daemones, quos Dusios Galli nuncupant, 
adsidue hanc immunditiam et temptare et efficere plures talesque adseverant ut hoc negare impudentiae videatur. 
Still, according to the entirely reliable testimony of Scripture, angels appeared to men in such bodies that they could be 
not only seen but also handled. Moreover, there is a very widespread report, corroborated by many people either through 
their own experience or through accounts of others of indubitably good faith who have had the experience, that Silvans 
and Pans, who are commonly called incubi, often misbehaved towards women and succeeded in accomplishing their 
lustful desire to have intercourse with them. And the tradition that certain demons, termed Dusii by the Gauls, constantly 
attempt and perpetrate this foulness is so widely and so well attested that it would seem impudent to deny it.39 
In placing the pagan belief within the larger Christian framework, Augustine notably blurs distinctions between angels 
and demons. His definition is reiterated by Isidore of Seville, who relates the Latin name incubi to intercourse with 
women: Incubi dicuntur ab incumbendo, hoc est stuprando ‘They are called incubi from ‘‘lying with”, which is 
defilement.’40 The notion recurs in a variety of clerical writings, and was also taken up by those discussing the 
psychology of dream. Macrobius, for example, identified the incubus (also known as ephialtes), which literally ‘pressed’ 
on women while they slept, as a specific type of spectral nightmare: ‘To this class belongs the incubus, which according 
to popular belief rushes upon people in sleep and presses them with a weight which they can feel.’41 There is an 
interesting connection to be made here with romances such as Sir Orfeo, which associate sleep with otherworldly 
abductions. 
In Sir Gowther, it is as if the woman’s hope is that she is part of just such a romance narrative, in which her demonic 
rapist is half-angelic, and her prayer, finally, will be the instrument of a conception more divine than devilish. In fact, 
however, her experience is a far more negative one, and the incubus is the sinister and frightening figure seriously 
instanced by Aquinas: in proof of this, her son shows himself to be the offspring of the devil. The story evokes the 
structures of romance only to stray into 
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the realms of theology and clerical writing, in which the casual utterance of desperate prayers may open the way for the 
devil, always waiting to take advantage of the frailty of the human soul. Sir Gowther is not simply, as Florence Ravenel 
suggests, ‘a clerical redaction of two old folk-lore themes’, the ‘Kinder-Wunsch story’ and the ‘Cinderella motif, but 
rather explores a specific tradition whose origins are found in biblical and patristic writing.42 Perhaps more apt is G.V.
Smithers’s placing of the Breton lays and the faery world which they evoke in the context of the ‘ecclesiastical view that 
the supernatural beings concerned in such stories or experiences were demons’.43 Here, ecclesiastical issues are couched 
in romance terms, and the supernatural is identified with the demonic; what appears marvellous is in fact evil, to be 
reversed by faith and miracle. 
For, as the tale unfolds, it becomes a highly moral one, the import of which is perhaps closest to that of the Grail 
romances or to texts such as Sir Isumbras—most usefully characterised in Hopkins’s terms as ‘penitential romance’. Its 
genre was certainly seen as closer to hagiography by the scribe of MS Royal, who notes Explicit Vita Sancti at the end of 
his copy.44 There is no doubt that the text draws overtly on the conventions and structures of hagiography even as it 
employs those of romance, and that the final function of the romance structures is the exploration of the conversion, 
penance, and miracles of Gowther, rendering the narrative one of ‘secular hagiography’ or ‘hagiographical romance’.45 
To call the text merely a saint’s life would be unrealistic, for its narrative depends on the supernatural, on adventure, on 
love, on the pattern of the Breton lay, and especially on the evil nature of Gowther; yet it is by no means a 
straightforward chivalric romance, inhabiting instead the transitional area between romance and devotional text.46 
Gowther manifests his devilish ancestry from the start; he is no marvellous child in the mould of Merlin, but rather a 
terrifying demonic figure, ‘a warlocke greytt’, who causes ‘sorow at his modur hart…With his warcus wylde’ (lines 23–
4). The poet does in fact note Gowther’s relationship to Merlin, but this link is by no means presented in a positive light: 
This chyld within hur was non 
odur  
Bot eyvon Marlyon halfe brodur,  
For won fynd gatte hom bothe.  
Thei servyd never of odyr thyng  
But forto temp[t]e wemen yong:  
To deyle with hom was wothe. 
(lines 94–9) 
The name of Merlin, indeed, points up the difference between Gowther and his romance counterparts: in Sir Gowther, 
demonic parentage is threatening in the extreme, to be escaped rather than cultivated. 
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Gowther’s evil and unnaturalness could not be more clearly illustrated than in the fact that, before he is twelve months 
old, his extraordinary strength causes him to kill nine wetnurses through the fierceness of his sucking and to bite off his 
own mother’s nipple—a trait which causes Robson to describe him, rather misleadingly, as a ‘vampire’.47 His sins 
multiply as he grows up, and at the age of fifteen, he rides through the country, terrorising the people with his ‘fachon’, 
and forces his father to knight him, ‘He was so wekyd in all kyn wyse/Tho duke hym myght not chastyse’ (lines 145–6). 
With his mother fled to her fortified castle, and his father dead from sorrow, Gowther decimates the land, slaying the 
people, cutting their horses in two, beating churchmen, and refusing to hear mass, prayers, or preaching. Thus, the poet 
remarks, Gowther enacts his demonic nature, ‘Erly and late, lowde and styll,/He wold wyrke is fadur wyll/Wher he stode 
or sete’ (lines 172–4). 
Rape continues to play a prominent role in the narrative. In his actions, Gowther evinces specific hatred for those 
associated with the Church; this reaches its climax in the rape and subsequent burning of a convent of nuns by Gowther 
and his men: 
He went to honte apon a day;  
He see a nonry be tho way  
     And thedur con he ryde.  
The pryorys and hur covent  
With presescion ageyn hym went  
     Full hastely that tyde.  
Thei wer full ferd of his body,  
For he and is men bothe leyn hom by:  
     Tho sothe why schuld Y hyde?  
And sythyn he spard hom in hor kyrke  
And brend hom up—thus con he 
werke;  
     Then went his name full wyde. 
(lines 178–89) 
Here Gowther re-enacts the sins of his father, but on a larger scale: the veil of romance is torn away to reveal rape and 
death, specifically directed at those dedicated to God in order to destroy their holiness and chastity. As in descriptions of 
war and pillage, the wide-scale rape of women becomes a part of a larger act of subjection; in addition, Gowther’s rape 
and the burning of the convent echo the devil’s deception and rape of his mother and the ensuing violence effected on 
her by Gowther. While this is the most extreme example of rape, the poet in fact recounts other instances within 
Gowther’s reign of terror: 
All that ever on Cryst con lefe,  
Yong and old, he con hom 
greve 
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     In all that he myght doo.  
Meydyns’ maryage wolde he 
spyll  
And take wyffus ageyn hor wyll,  
     And sley hor husbondus too. 
(lines 190–5) 
Because Gowther’s enmity is directed towards the virtuous, rape becomes a powerful tool in that it forcibly violates 
chastity, a particularly resonant aspect of virtue. 
All Gowther’s evil actions are instinctive ones: once he learns of his demonic origins, from the suggestion of an old earl, 
‘We howpe thou come never of Cryston stryn, /Bot art sum fendys son, we weyn, /That werkus hus this woo’ (lines 205–
7), and once this is confirmed by his mother’s account of her encounter with ‘a fende’ in her orchard, the thought of God 
enters his mind, ‘This thoght come on hym sodenly: / “Lorde, mercy”, con he cry/To God that Maré bare’ (lines 235–7). 
The remainder of the narrative becomes the tale of Gowther’s atonement for his sins, for he rides to Rome to meet with 
the pope and to ask for a penance against the act that he has ‘holy kyrke dystryed’ (line 280). The penance, that Gowther 
must eat only what he may snatch from the mouths of dogs until he receives a sign from God, takes on a dramatic poetic 
justice. Gowther moves from rapist to rescuer, adopting the role of knight and protector of an emperor’s daughter against 
the heathen sultan who besieges her father in order to win her hand. By saving a Christian woman from the implicit 
threat of rape, Gowther both proves his honour and receives his token of divine approval in that the princess is 
subsequently cured of her dumbness. That the cure is occasioned by her swoon and fall from a tower at seeing Gowther 
struck by a Saracen also allows for the expression of their love. This scene of mutual love, divine approval, and 
liberation of the woman from the threat of rape silently rewrites the episode of Gowther’s conception in which elements 
of evil, force, and deception in love come together to create an unnatural child. Gowther is refigured as a noble and 
Christian knight, saviour of women and defeater of Saracens. Strikingly, his guilt regarding the death of the nuns is 
emphasised, recalling the theme of rape, ‘Yett was his hart full sare; /That ever he schuld so yll wyrke/To bren tho nunus 
in hor kyrke, /And made hor plasse so bare’ (lines 693–6). Gowther’s final act of penitence will be to build a convent, a 
place of great ‘lare’ in which the memory of the nuns and all Christians may be kept in perpetuity. Although the death of 
the nuns cannot be reversed, nevertheless Gowther’s burial place becomes a holy shrine, associated with many further 
miracles: ‘Whoso sechys hym with hart fre, /Of hor bale bote mey bee’ (lines 727–8). The violation and death of the first 
part of the narrative are replaced by miracle and healing: rape is reversed, rewritten in penance, love, and divine 
approval. 
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On one level, this does resemble the romance pattern of the Merlin story, in which the encounter with the incubus creates 
a great man. On another level, however, the unfolding of the tale is far more admonitory and ominous, playing on the 
clerical tradition of the incubus as a real and evil threat, a manifestation of the devil who in his subtlety may betray the 
souls of humankind. Gowther’s actions, and particularly his violation of the nuns, render him a figure who is not simply 
other, but rather profoundly evil. The weight and horror of the first part of the narrative are essential to the religious and 
positive emphasis of the second, in which conversion and penance are shown to rewrite even the worst of crimes through 
forgiveness and miracle. The romance is indeed a penitential one, and the poet seems to play on both learned and 
romance traditions of the incubus in order to effect this transitional narrative mode, weaving the secular with the 
hagiographic in a motif which spans the two genres. Rape is the action which links Gowther to his father and the two 
halves of the text, with their respective emphases of sin and redemption, to each other. To ignore the use made by the 
poet of the many nuances of rape, in particular his placing of the incubus within clerical tradition, would be to ignore the 
complexity and skill of the narrative and, ultimately, to deny its efficacy. We should, then, ‘doubt wisely’ the critical 
dismissal of Sir Gowther to the realms of fantasy, dream, and subconscious desire. Instead, as any exploration of related 
traditions and texts indicates, the narrative treatment of sexuality and will in Sir Gowther is rooted in the thought and 
culture of its time, allowing the notion of rape by an incubus to become a powerful and resonant narrative structure. 
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18 Medieval ‘allegorical imagery’ in c. 1630 
Will. Baspoole’s revision of The Pilgrimage of the Lyfe of the Manhode 
Kathryn Walls 
In her last work, Allegorical Imagery: Some Mediaeval Books and their Posterity (published posthumously in 1966),1 
Rosemond Tuve stressed the survival of what we tend to think of as distinctively medieval forms of thought and 
expression into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
One can imagine Tuve’s delight when she discovered Pepys MS 2258,2 a fair copy of an early sevententh-century 
version of the early fifteenth-century Pilgrimage of the Lyfe of the Manhode3 (itself a literal translation of an even earlier 
work—the French Pelerinage de vie humaine,4 the first in a great trilogy of allegories written by the Cistercian monk 
Guillaume de Deguileville in 1330–1). Tuve saw the seventeenth-century work (called The Pilgrime, and written by one 
‘Will. Baspoole’) as incontrovertible evidence of the continuities she wished to stress. The Pilgrime, she claimed, shows 
that Guillaume de Deguileville’s allegory was as accessible in 16305 as it had been in 1330, that it was—as she puts it
—‘read with much care, and as if it were simply an enjoyable and profitable book that happened to be handwritten after 
the invention of printing, and after the revolutionary changes in religion, taste, institutions and the arts which have 
always been thought to constitute barriers seldom crossed by later men’.6 Tuve devoted a full chapter of Allegorical 
Imagery to a discussion (largely comparative) of the medieval Lyfe and the seventeenth-century Pilgrime.7 Her 
comparison of the illustrations in the Pepys MS with illustrations from medieval manuscripts of the Lyfe and the Vie 
demonstrates that Baspoole’s illustrator was working from medieval manuscripts,8 and numerous reproductions of these 
pictures in Allegorical Imagery lend vividness and credibility to her broader claim that the seventeenth-century Baspoole 
felt quite at home with the 300-year-old allegory of Guillaume de Deguileville. 
Just how valid is this broader claim? People do not seem to have rushed to read The Pilgrime—perhaps partly because 
Tuve made it seem inherently derivative, and therefore of itself uninteresting. Fresh inspection, 
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however, proves it to be quite otherwise. Despite a carefully projected veneer of fidelity to its medieval original (the 
illustrations are in some ways part of this projection), it is in fact very much a work of its own time. This is most strongly 
evident in its treatment of currently controversial doctrinal issues (Baspoole adapts the content of the work to make it 
appear to ‘anticipate’ a generally Protestant and often specifically Laudian direction),9 but what I shall focus upon in this 
paper is—returning to Tuve’s title—its response to Deguileville’s ‘allegorical imagery’ as Baspoole found it—accurately 
transmitted—in the Middle English Lyfe. I intend to cast doubt (and I hope ‘wise’ doubt) upon Tuve’s claim that 
Baspoole ‘does not cut or water-down allegory, and tempers no winds of outrageous imagery to seventeenth-century 
lambs’.10 
Baspoole’s treatment of the Lyfe’s representation of Mercy makes a convenient starting point; Tuve actually cites it as 
evidence of his receptiveness to what she calls ‘the peculiarly radical images which were famous mediaeval Catholic 
devotional figures’.11 Near the end of the Lyfe, the pilgrim (having chosen after some dangerous journeying to navigate 
the sea of this world in the relative safety of the ship of ‘Religion’, the monastic life) is attacked by both Infirmity and 
Age. It is immediately after their attack—and just before his encounter with Death—that he is visited by the sweet lady 
who eventually identifies herself to him as Misericorde, or Mercy (lines 7158ff.). This lady is characterised by two 
emblematic properties—an exposed breast, and a cord which she carries in her hand ‘as þouh she wente to hey’ (line 
7162). In response to the pilgrim’s questioning she explains first her cord (lines 7168–81) and secondly her breast (lines 
7182–219). 
To begin, then, with the cord: having said that she is one who ‘after sentence yiven in alle jugementes…shulde be 
resceyued’ (lines 7169–70), the lady describes one occasion on which she was thus ‘received’ (or taken into account). 
Clearly alluding to the story of Noah, she tells the pilgrim that, after ‘þe souereyn kyng’ (line 7171) had sentenced 
mankind to death, she stayed his hand.12 She says that it was she who made him set his bow (the rainbow, conceived of 
here as an archery bow, as we shall see) in the sky ‘for cause of accord’ (line 7174), and that she managed to render the 
bow useless as a weapon by withdrawing from it its bowstring, the cord she now holds. Having thus identified herself as 
mercy, the lady announces her name, ‘Misericorde’. ‘Cord’ in that word (and in ‘accord’ too) is of course from the Latin 
cor (heart), and has no etymological connection with the word for a string (chorda);13 Deguileville and his translator 
have created an association between the Old Testament token of God’s mercy and Misericorde’s name through (i) an 
elaboration of the image of the biblical rainbow, and (ii) a pun. Having punned on cor/chorda the medieval text goes on 
to play on miseri too; Misericorde glosses her name ‘Corde of [i.e. for] Wrecches’ (line 7158), implicitly translating 
miseri not as pity 
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but as ‘the pitiable’. In the place of an abstraction (mercy) we are given two objects to visualise (a cord, and wretches)—
and these are linked in a single coherent picture in what follows. After explaining that the cord was made by her mother 
Charity, Misericorde elaborates on it as a rope let down from heaven, a rope which lifts the wretched up out of their 
suffering. She adds that if it were broken none would rise into heaven. And so she ends her story of the metamorphosis 
of the potentially punitive bow of a just God, a story which identifies mercy as an attribute of God, paradoxically 
contingent upon His justice. 
The cord comes into play once more at the very end of the episode, when Misericorde uses it to draw the pilgrim’s bed 
into the infirmary (lines 7226–9) where he is attacked and killed by Death. This action of Misericorde’s has two 
meanings. Most obviously, perhaps, it exemplifies care for the sick, one of the seven corporal works of mercy—mercy as 
a human virtue. Its second meaning derives from its function in the narrative, which is to bring the pilgrim to the point of 
death. It might be felt that Misericorde’s action is simply a narrative convenience which cannot be given a meaningful 
interpretation. But Deguileville makes Misericorde and Death into parallel figures. We recall the initial image of 
Misericorde holding her cord ‘as þouh she wente to hey’ (line 7162)—Misericorde as reaper. This image anticipates the 
personification of Death with her scythe (lines 7230ff.), who appears in the infirmary almost as a replacement for 
Misericorde (whose departure is not described, although she is not mentioned again).14 Deguileville thus suggests that 
divine mercy encompasses death, that (for the Christian) death has lost its sting.15 
In adapting this material, Baspoole preserves the cord. But he omits the medieval text’s initial likening of Misericorde to 
a reaper, and the account his Misericorde gives of the cord’s function and history is very much a digest of the original: 
I am shee that in all Iudgements ought to be receiued. For when the Soueraine king (long agoe) did true Iudgment vnto 
mankinde for the synns of the wordle, and that they were done to Death for theire folly, I mooued in him for some, else 
none had byn at this day, and my name is Miserecorde. With my corde I drawe wreches out of misery, therefore it 
accords with reason I am so called. Charitie was my mother, she Spun the thridds whereof this Corde was made, and 
when this Corde doe faile and breake, there shall be no more hope for heauen.16 
In this digest, two features are lost. First, while the reference to the deluge and God’s saving of Noah17 remains, the 
reference to, and more importantly the elaboration of, the rainbow—the brilliant link between that story and 
Misericorde’s cord and name—has gone, so that the cord appears as a ‘stand-alone’ and relatively arbitrary emblem of 
the function of mercy. 
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A second loss is involved in Baspoole’s consequent reworking of the Lyfe’s pun on ‘accord’. Deguileville created a 
paradox by representing ‘accord’ as the consequence of the removal of ‘a cord’ (‘I maade him sette a bowe withoute 
corde in þe heuene for cause of accord’, lines 7173–4), a fruitful paradox (accounted for by the history of the cord) 
which makes us see that divine mercy depends upon the abandonment of the sentence determined by divine justice. 
Baspoole’s word-play (‘therefore it accords with reason I am so called’; my emphasis) is comparatively superficial. 
Misericorde’s second chief attribute is her exposed breast. In the Lyfe the pilgrim asks ‘Is þere milk þerinne with whiche 
ye wole yive me souke?’ (lines 7182–3). Replying in the affirmative, Misericorde says that her milk is pity—with which 
she suckles the poor and hungry. Medieval readers would have recognised Misericorde’s milk as the special allowance 
of food (called ‘misericord’) which was given to those monks whose advanced age or ill-health required it.18 At the 
same time (and probably more significantly) Misericorde’s offer is a reminder that feeding the hungry and giving drink 
to the thirsty are the first and second of the seven corporal works of mercy.19 Misericorde adds that she does not deny 
her milk ‘to þilke þat in time passed hauen misdoon [her]’ (line 7187), thus accomplishing a neat transition (within a 
single sentence)20 from the corporal works of mercy to the spiritual; this transition recalls the association made in 
Romans 12:20, ‘Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst give him drink.’ And, having introduced the 
spiritual ‘work’ of forgiveness, Misericorde moves once again to mercy as a divine attribute. After first explaining how 
her white milk of pity is made from the red blood of anger (by her mother Charity, who boils it),21 she introduces the 
crucifixion: 
My fader, þat was put on þe cros, was not vnwarnished of swich a brest, al were it nouht neede. To shewe it he maade 
perce and kerue his riht side, þe side of his manhode. þer dide neuere no mooder ne ne norice so michel for hire chyild. 
þanne his brest shewede wel—to eche it seide: ‘Come forth! Haue! Whoso wole souke, come forth! In me is no more 
blood of ire: Charitee hath remeeved it and soden it into whyt milk for commune profile.’ 
(lines 7197–204) 
Misericorde the personification fades into the background, to be replaced by the traditional image of the crucified Christ 
feeding mankind from a breast-like wound in his right side.22 His flowing blood/milk is parallel to the similarly 
metamorphosed bowstring/cord. 
Having ‘unveiled’ this image of Christ, Misericorde turns once more to the seven corporal works of mercy,23 which she 
summarises (‘If I see any discomforted, any naked, any vncloþed, I cloþe hem ayen and coumforte hem’, lines 7210ff.). 
These works (although of course enjoined by Christ) 
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are performed by men. But Misericorde does return to mercy as a divine attribute. This return is accomplished through a 
subtle re-ordering within her summary of the works of mercy. Instead of ending in the conventional way with the burial 
of the dead (which she still includes, line 7214), Misericorde closes with the visitation of the sick (evoking the original 
narrative context, her arrival as a visitor at the pilgrim’s bed-side). And at this point she elaborates on her role in a way 
which suggests not just the visit that any compassionate Christian might pay to a sick person, but also the visit of the 
priest with the last sacrament: 
and þilke þat lyen in bedde bi eelde or bi syknesse I serue hem in humblesse; and heerfore hath Grace Dieu maad me 
enfermerere of þis place. I serue þe grete and þe smale 
(lines 7214–17; my emphasis) 
What we have here is a recapitulation in the form of the sacrament of the former image of Christ on the cross, offering 
his blood as food. 
Baspoole’s treatment of this part of the allegory is more receptive than his treatment of the cord.24 But from the point at 
which Christ is introduced he makes considerable adjustments: 
My father that was done vpon the Crosse for the Common good was full of such Milke, for he suffered his right syde, the 
syde of his manhood to be peirced, his head with thornes to be crowned, his tender flesh to be scourged, and his hands & 
feete to be wounded, and all for the Sonns of Adam. His breast was well showen to the wordle and his milke was 
plentifully offered to all that would suck. So in me is no blood of Ire, Charitie has boyled it & changed it into white 
milke. And I tell that I giue suck to them that haue need. In which I am lyke my father, and also Charitie my mother. 
(fols 162v–3r) 
Baspoole alters the image of Christ with a breast in three ways. First he changes the visually explicit ‘My fader…was not 
vnwarnished of swich a brest’ to ‘My father…was full of such Milke’. Second, he substitutes for the speech of Christ’s 
breast (‘Whoso wole souke, come forth!’) the reported and impersonal ‘His breast was well showen to the wordle and his 
milke was plentifully offered to all that would suck.’ Third, he is quick to re-establish the breast as an attribute not of 
Christ but of the female personification Misericorde; he attributes the remainder of what in the Lyfe were Christ’s (or, 
more accurately, Christ’s breast’s) words (‘In me is more blood of ire’ and so on) to her. 
Interestingly, while Baspoole betrays a wariness of the image of Christ with a breast, he makes the picture of Christ 
crucified more, not less, vivid. Where the medieval text mentions only the wound in Christ’s side (the wound from 
which in medieval pictures the blood flows into a cup, 
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or which in mystical visions the mystic sucks), Baspoole moves on to the crown of thorns, the scourged flesh, the 
wounded hands and feet. In his version the wound in Christ’s side seems no more significant than any other detail. 
One further point: where the source blended into the image of the visitation of the sick a specific priestly visit, 
Baspoole’s treatment is one-dimensional. He does follow the Lyfe in having Misericorde keep her mention of visiting the 
sick until last, but he alters the emphasis completely by adding (after ‘those that are old and weake I serue with 
meekness’) the generalisation ‘and suffer none to want that I may help’ (f. 163r). This rounding off shows that he is 
thinking of Misericorde as a performer of the corporal works of mercy only, and not of the specific priestly duty 
indicated in the Lyfe. 
It is clear, then, that Baspoole has done exactly what Tuve denies him to have done; he has ‘watered down’ the allegory 
of the original. But why? Significantly, Tuve (perhaps more struck by Baspoole’s cuts than she cared to admit) insisted 
that Baspoole was determined to condense the original; she writes of the necessity of abridging, and asserts that ‘he is 
strenuously trying to cut down a very long text’.25 But this rationalisation must be discounted, since Baspoole gives no 
evidence at all of trying to summarise for the sake of brevity alone; he often expands on the original, sometimes at 
length. It is therefore worth asking whether there is any consistency in Baspoole’s approach which might allow us to 
infer a guiding principle or principles. 
As I have already noted, many of Baspoole’s alterations to the content of the Lyfe reflect Protestant doctrine, and it is 
possible that Baspoole had Protestant reservations about the material he deleted from the Misericorde section. Certainly, 
it is easy to see how the image of Christ’s wound as a breast and his blood as food might have seemed provocatively 
suggestive of transubstantiation.26 However, although it would be foolish to dismiss doctrinal explanations out of 
hand,27 it does prove rewarding to look at Baspoole’s alterations in terms of their literary form rather than their doctrinal 
content. 
Virtually all Deguileville’s images for mercy derive from the Bible. But Deguileville manipulates the biblical material in 
an ingenious and creative way. The notion of the rainbow as an archery bow which has been unstrung is non-biblical 
(and may even have been original), and the emblematic elaboration of Christ’s wound as a breast, though perfectly 
traditional, is again non-biblical. It is interesting that it is precisely this material that Baspoole chooses to delete—while 
at the same time he incorporates a fuller, more realistic description of the crucified Christ, one which corresponds more 
faithfully to the gospel accounts. Could it be that Baspoole baulked at the medieval freedom with biblical material?28 
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This explanation for Baspoole’s ‘watering-down’ of Deguileville’s allegory is certainly applicable to a number of his 
cuts and alterations. These include his modifications of the suit of armour which Grace Dieu presents to the pilgrim (at 
lines 2091ff.). The first item is a doublet, which has an anvil attached to its back ‘þat was maad to resseyue strokes of 
hameres’ (lines 2093–4). Having elaborated on this doublet at length and identified it as Patience, Grace Dieu adds that 
Christ wore it on the cross. Baspoole follows the Lyfe up to and including this point; but he parts company with the 
medieval text when Grace Dieu goes on to allegorise Christ’s redemptive suffering, depicting his participation as anvil in 
the forging by evil goldsmiths of the coins of man’s ransom (‘an anevelte he [Christ] shewede him and was to alle þe 
strokes of whiche he was smite, and þerfore on him was forged and moneyed þi raunsoum’, lines 2122–5). Baspoole 
eliminates this metaphor of forging from his account of Christ’s suffering; his Grace Dieu simply points out that ‘by his 
[Christ’s] Ensample and suffering much, thou shouldest learn to suffer something’ (f. 43r). Once again, then, Baspoole 
has removed an allegorical imposition upon the literal image of Christ crucified. 
To continue with the armour: Deguileville and his English translator meticulously describe each new piece of armour in 
a way which makes it the ideal vehicle for its meaning. One of the most interesting descriptions is of the baldrick of 
perseverance (lines 2406ff.). Perseverance is of course appropriately identified with the baldrick (or girdle) which keeps 
the underlying gear in place. But Deguileville goes further. The baldrick has a buckle, ‘constancy’—the point being that 
the Christian must not only hold firm in patience, abstinence, and the rest, but also in perseverance: ‘She [the baldrick] 
holt hem [the other pieces of armour] alwey oon, keepinge hem þat þei ben not doon of for noon enchesoun in no time ne 
in no sesoun. Þe bocle holt and keepeth faste þe girdel, þat it vnfastne nouht’ (lines 2411–14). Baspoole does mention the 
buckle as well as the baldrick (f. 48v), but he omits this account of its function, an account which reflects a subtle 
distinction between two almost identical qualities. Similarly, when it comes to the helmet of temperance, Baspoole 
leaves out the component of the tightly fitting visor which restrains the sight.29 And when the allegory of the armour 
resurfaces later (as the pilgrim—unarmed—encounters each of the seven deadly sins in turn), Baspoole tends to refer to 
that allegory not in the specific terms used in the Lyfe but in general terms. When Sloth strikes, the medieval pilgrim 
wishes he were wearing his habergeoun of fortitude (lines 3904–5), but Baspoole’s pilgrim cries out ‘allas and woe is me 
that I had not myne Armoure done vppon me’ (f. 84r; my emphasis); and when Lechery shoots a dart into the pilgrim’s 
eye (line 5495) and (in the Lyfe) the pilgrim as narrator comments ‘michel misbifel me þat I had nouht on myn helm and 
þat I was not armed upon myne eyen’ (lines 5496–7), Baspoole’s pilgrim again simply regrets his general lack of 
‘Armore’ (f. 124v). 
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This latter group of changes could be described as rather casual, even a matter of carelessness. But if Baspoole was 
bored (rather than consciously offended) by some of Deguileville’s finer details, his boredom may still have derived 
from the fact that these details lack the reinforcement of scriptural authority. Christ is not compared with an anvil in the 
Bible, and Paul’s ‘whole armour of God’ (Ephesians 6:13–18) is made up of truth, righteousness, peace, faith, salvation, 
and the spirit—not patience, abstinence, temperance, prudence, continence, justice, humility, and perseverance.30 
Another example of Baspoole’s habit of rejecting non-biblical metaphors in biblical contexts comes from Pride’s 
description of her mantle of hypocrisy (Lyfe, lines 4289–329; The Pilgrime, fols 95v–6v). Baspoole retains Pride’s 
comparisons of the mantle to snow covering a dung heap, a juggler’s hat, the feathers of the flightless ostrich, and lamb’s 
skin over fox fur; but he adapts Pride’s subsequent reference to Christ’s own parable of the Pharisee and the Publican. In 
the Lyfe Pride attaches this story to her description of the hypocrite as an ape (whose capacity to imitate humans, like the 
hypocrite’s capacity to copy the manners of the virtuous, does not alter its essential nature): 
Ape was þe pharisee þat withoute shewede him cloþed with bountee, counterfetinge þat he was iuste and livede wel, and 
as he seyde, fastede tweyes in þe woke, and was no sinnere as þe publican that shewede to God his mayme. 
(lines 4325–9) 
Baspoole writes: 
The Pharisie did on this Mantle when he said that he was iust, that he liued well, that he fasted twice in the weeke, that 
he gave Almes, and that he was no synner as the Publican: whoe shewed to God his synns, and his vnrighteousness, and 
went away well Justified, but the hypocrite was condemned. 
(f. 96v) 
Not only does he free the content of Christ’s parable from the extrabiblical image of the ape; he also fills out 
Deguileville’s paraphrase of Luke 18:10–14, adding the Pharisee’s mention of his giving of alms (cf. verse 12), and 
concluding with a comparison (based on verse 14)31 between the Publican who went away ‘justified’ and the Pharisee. 
Baspoole’s modifications here recall his modification of Misericorde’s allusion to the crucifixion; on biblical territory, 
he eliminates the strictly metaphoric and extra-biblical dimension, and adds scriptural detail. 
But not all Baspoole’s modifications of the allegory lend themselves to interpretation by reference to specific passages in 
the Bible. Baspoole exhibits more general tendencies: (1) to cut what could be described as ‘subsidiary’ allegories; and 
(2) to introduce explicit interpretation. 
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1 A typical cut occurs in Baspoole’s version of Pride’s explanation for her occasional manifestations of apparent 
modesty (Lyfe, lines 4061ff.). Explaining that she speaks modestly only to elicit compliments, she says that if she were 
by any chance to be judged inferior because of her hypocritically assumed humility she would ‘be slayn with þe spere 
[she] hadde forged’ (line 4070). Deguileville’s point, of course, is that her strategy could misfire—her self-deprecating 
words could be quoted to humiliate her. Like all Deguileville’s personifications, Pride is a personification of the 
emblematic type. Her proud manner is secondary in impact to her horn of cruelty, her bellows of vainglory, her staff of 
obstinacy, and other attributes, and it is only to be expected that her account of a strategy typically adopted by the vain 
should also take emblematic form. But while Baspoole follows the medieval text in the external (or visual) 
representation of Pride herself, he omits Pride’s metaphor of the spear; in his adaptation Pride says that if her modest 
comments were to be taken for fact she ‘with sorrow anon…should dye the death’ (f. 89v). What in Deguileville and the 
translation is an embodied analysis is replaced by Baspoole with something which reads more like common hyperbole.32 
While it does not involve, strictly speaking, a ‘cut’, Baspoole’s modification of an aspect of the medieval text’s 
elaboration of Anger seems worth mentioning here, because it is symptomatic of his difficulty with allegorical 
elaboration. Baspoole follows the Lyfe in representing Anger (lines 4711ff.) as a prickly woman (literally) carrying a pair 
of fiery flintstones (and with a saw in her mouth). But in elaborating on her flintstones (Despyte and Chidinge, lines 
4760–1), the medieval personification of Anger introduces a new image (or pair of images); she speaks of them as anvil 
and hammer—which together forge the saw of hate (lines 4764–6, 4779). Baspoole seems unable to adjust to these new 
images; he insists on continuing to refer to Despite and Chiding as flintstones—even though this gets him into a slightly 
awkward predicament when it comes to their role in the production of the saw of hate. In his version the stones, instead 
of becoming anvil and hammer, function together to make a distinct anvil and hammer which then forge the saw of hate 
(To my two stones I forged an Anvile, and a Hamer. Between this Hammer and the anvile was made this saw’, f. 106r). 
What we are beginning to see in Baspoole, I would suggest, is a lack of sympathy with complications of the allegory. 
While Baspoole retains emblematic representations when they are in the foreground and part of the narrative—and the 
illustrations in the Pepys MS suggest that these figures made a strong impression on Baspoole33—he seems to be made 
impatient or confused by the medieval text’s habit of enriching or varying the initial picture. 
2 As I have said, Baspoole’s second tendency is to introduce explicit interpretation. Sometimes this interpretation takes 
the form of abstraction. We 
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see this in his adaptation of Deguileville’s description of the great sea of this world ‘which is right ful of gret anoye of 
tempestes, and of tormentes, and of grete wyndes’ (lines 228–30). Mixing meaning with metaphor, Baspoole writes ‘the 
great Sea of the World, which is full of anguish, greate windes, tempests and tentacions infinite’ (f. 4r; my emphasis). 
Similarly, where in the medieval version Flattery, after explaining how she flatters tyrants, ‘I sey þei ben pitowse’, adds 
the vividly metaphoric ‘I can wel russhe a dungy place and coife a [sore hed]’ (lines 4356–7), Baspoole substitutes the 
flatly explicit ‘and so I flatter euery one in his syn’ (f. 97r). Age in the earlier text refers obliquely to the power of 
medicine to retard man’s physical degeneration, saying that her accomplice (Illness) is not always able to do as she 
would like ‘for sumthing contrarye þat suffreth hire not to do hire message’ (lines 7115–16)—her vagueness suggesting 
mystification in the face of subtle arts; Baspoole writes ‘Infirmitie my fellow is preuented oftentymes by Phisick’ (f. 
160v). 
Sometimes, however, Baspoole introduces his interpretations more vividly, in the form of realistic depictions of the 
operation of the principles at issue. (As we shall see, such additions tend to be brought in where the emblematic level has 
been simplified—as if in compensation.) Deguileville gets at the way in which over-eating and over-drinking tend to 
reinforce each other by giving his personification of Gluttony as ‘twey wombes’ (line 5609)—a sack for food and within 
it a funnel for drink—which engage in friendly rivalry. The sack and the funnel metamorphose into personifications 
themselves as they engage in a brief dinner-table drama: ‘Whan þe firste hath stinte etinge, and þat ooþer hath 
apperseiued it, he seith he wole ete also…. Eche wole take last’ (lines 5612–17). Baspoole keeps the sack, but leaves out 
the funnel—and with it the drama which in the Lyfe imposed a fresh image on the initial emblematic picture. At the same 
time, however, he incorporates his own account of the dangerous effects of drunkenness. His Gluttony says that, after 
having become drunk, she is ‘fierce without reason…a Swearer, an Adulterer, a manslear, a Traytor against my god, my 
king, and against myne owne sowle’ (f. 127r). Similarly, he complements the medieval emblem of Industry (a mat-maker 
who undoes his work in order that he may remain engaged in it) with his own description of Industry as a poor man worn 
out by a life of labour, ‘a man which seemed to me to be of little worth, for his clothes were all old, tattered and torne, a 
wrinkled vissage, head bald, & his eyne were sunk, and dym. Much of pouerty and wrechedness he had, I thought’ (fols 
73v–4v).34 
Baspoole’s tendency to think in realistic terms does not always show itself quite so simply. Where the earlier text 
represents the physical beauty with which Lechery deceives and lures her victims as a beautiful mask which she holds in 
front of her ugly face (lines 5489–91), Baspoole eliminates the mask and describes Lechery as someone with ‘a vissage 
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like a Lady (but it was false)’ (f. 128v). And where the earlier Lechery says ‘I bere a peynted fauce visage’ (line 5696), 
Baspoole’s Lechery says ‘I weare this painted visage’ (f. 128v; my emphasis). Baspoole seems to identify Lechery’s 
falseness with the quite literal falseness of cosmetics; Lechery’s paint stands for just that—paint. I have introduced this 
instance to exemplify Baspoole’s tendency to introduce interpretation (here via an example of lechery in the form of the 
painted whorish woman). But it is also symptomatic of his tendency to simplify the allegory. 
Baspoole’s two tendencies combine, I think, to produce a consistent effect—which is to pre-empt the process by which 
Deguileville’s reader has to decipher meaning for himself.35 This consistency of effect makes us look for a single 
underlying cause. That cause is, I think, Protestantism. 
We have already seen that an instinct for adherence to the Bible could conceivably account for Baspoole’s alterations to 
those parts of the allegory which are biblically inspired. This could well be attributed to the reformers’ conviction that 
the Bible, being the Word of God, should not be tampered with. Cranmer, for instance, warned against elaboration of the 
Bible in the following uncompromising terms: 
Almighty God, afore he gave to Moses the law written of the ten commandments, wherein he fully taught the true 
worshipping of him, as it were a preservative against a plague or a poison to come, gave them this notable lesson, worthy 
alway to be had in memory: ‘You shall add nothing to the words, &c.’; and again he oftentimes repeateth the same 
sentence both in the law and the prophets, in the gospels, and the epistles of the apostles. And because the people should 
never forget it, St John commandeth the same in the last words of all the new testament, threatening terrible plagues, that 
is, the loss of his everlasting joys of heaven, and the pain of eternal fire, to all them that either put to or take aught from 
the word of God.36 
Cranmer would, presumably, have identified Deguileville’s inventions (as faithfully rendered by the medieval translator) 
with what the Book of Homilies (in ‘A Fruitful Exhortation to the Reading and Knowledge of Holy Scripture’) called 
‘the stinking puddles of men’s traditions, devised by man’s imagination’.37 
Clearly tied up with the reformers’ sense of the sacrosanct character of the text of the Bible was their emphasis on its 
literal (or inherent) meaning, an emphasis yoked—as Barbara Lewalski has demonstrated38—with a thoroughgoing 
acceptance of the Bible’s (or as they saw it, God’s own) rhetorical use of metaphor. It could be said that while they 
refused to read the Bible as metaphor, they fully appreciated the extent to which it contained metaphor. This balance of 
emphases is beautifully enunciated by Donne in his Devotions upon Emergent Occasions: ‘My God, my God, 
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Thou art a direct God, may I not say, a literall God, a God that wouldest be understood literally, and according to the 
plaine sense of all that thou saiest? But thou art also…a figurative, a metaphoricall God too’ and ‘Often, how much 
more often doth thy Sonne call himself a way, and a light, and a gate, and a Vine, and bread, than the Sonne of God or of 
Man?’39 In the Reformation the drunkenness, nakedness, and consequent mockery of Noah could no longer be taken (as 
it was by Saint Augustine and other medieval writers)40 to prefigure Christ’s passion and the mockery of the Jews; 
drunkenness was drunkenness, and the Geneva Bible’s comment on Genesis 19:21 is therefore simply ‘This is set before 
our eyes to shew what a horrible thing drunkennesse is.’ In his discussion of sacraments in the Institutes, Calvin uses the 
rainbow of Genesis as an example of a divinely instituted sign—whose only meaning can be the meaning attached to it 
by God’s own words, recorded in the text.41 It is illuminating to compare Calvin’s view with medieval glosses which 
expatiate on the supposed significance of the rainbow’s position in the sky, its dependence on sun and water, its 
association with clouds, its red and blue coloration (the latter details not even mentioned in Genesis). Here, I think, is the 
context for Baspoole’s deletion of the medieval notion of the rainbow as an unstrung archery bow—but my broader point 
is of course that the Reformation brought with it a strong self-conscious resistance to inventive treatments of the Bible, 
which may well account for Baspoole’s tendency to censor his source when it moves beyond biblical sources. 
How could Protestantism account for Baspoole’s adaptations of non-biblical material? Huston Diehl’s work on emblem 
books suggests an answer to this question.42 Writing to correct the common misapprehension that emblem books are 
Catholic in spirit, Diehl has pointed to the ways in which emblems do in fact conform to the Protestant attitude towards 
the visual image. Acknowledging that Protestants rejected images designed to ‘inspire worship…[and] believed to be 
efficacious or magical’,43 Diehl notes that they nevertheless valued images designed to prompt understanding. As Diehl 
explains, ‘Since he moves from the image to a recollection of its significance, the reader of the emblem is in no danger 
of overvaluing the pictures before him.’44 Diehl draws attention to the way in which the (often provocatively surreal) 
emblematic picture drives the viewer towards the rationalising explanation provided by the accompanying text. The Lyfe, 
full as it is of bizarre personifications (personifications which were vividly illustrated in the two manuscripts used by 
Baspoole), would—even unaltered—have suggested an emblem book to any seventeenth-century reader.45 Baspoole, by 
retaining the emblemlike figures, but at the same time moving more quickly and decisively than the medieval text to the 
business of explicit interpretation, has produced a work which is even more like a contemporary emblem book.46 The 
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emblem book model may also account for Baspoole’s impatience with subsidiary allegories. The mid-stream additions 
and changes (the transformation of the flintstones into hammer and anvil, for example) give the medieval allegory a 
plural, ‘unstable’ effect. By removing them, Baspoole creates something closer to the emblem book, whose pictures 
stand forever still. When (in the accompanying verses, and in the reader’s mind) these pictures are interpreted, they do in 
a sense change, but into meanings—not new pictures. 
Interestingly, there are at least two original passages in The Pilgrime which seem to confirm that Baspoole did feel that 
meaning was in the end more reliably conveyed by words than by images. In the Lyfe the pilgrim, on the point of having 
the noose of despair placed around his neck by Sloth, recovers his courage as he remembers his staff (hope) and clings to 
it (lines 3916ff.). Baspoole retains all the concrete forms of this allegory—the noose, the staff, the grasping of the staff 
by the pilgrim. But where the medieval narrator says that he thought of his staff (‘on my burdoun I bithouhte me’, lines 
3924–5), Baspoole’s narrator says that he ‘saw the writing on [his] Burdon’ (f. 84v)—and in The Pilgrime it is this 
‘writing’ that inspires his change of heart.47 The second of these points comes during Anger’s disquisition on her sword 
(hate). Having explained that by it ‘þe trouthe of [vnite is sawen]’, she appeals to the pilgrim’s own knowledge of an 
archetypal example of brotherly division, saying ‘In Iacob and Esau þou hast seyn þe figure’ (line 4781). For ‘figure’ (or 
image),48 Baspoole substituted—again—‘the writing’. He was, it seems, thinking of the very words of Genesis 28:41, 
‘And Esau hated Jacob…and said in his heart…then will I slay my brother Jacob.’ What I am suggesting, then, is that 
Baspoole’s formal changes reflect what might be called a Protestant aesthetic. But, as I admitted at the outset, it can 
sometimes be difficult to judge whether an alteration arises out of Baspoole’s (Protestant) attitude to allegorical 
technique, or whether it reflects his attitude (again Protestant) to the apparently Catholic doctrine of his source. I would 
like to conclude by examining one of Baspoole’s more extensive adaptations, one which provides a particularly clear 
demonstration of this point. 
In the course of an extensive allegory of the mass (lines 1083ff.) the pilgrim finds that the approach to the table is 
guarded by Charity and Penitence. Charity holds a large charter which is (as she explains) Christ’s Last Will and 
Testament of Peace; she reads it (lines 1341–1412), and warns the pilgrims that they must take possession of their 
inheritance (Christ’s gift of peace) before receiving the food they desire. As Avril Henry has explained, Charity’s 
Testament represents ‘the Rite of Peace which precedes the communion of the congregation’ and in particular the Kiss of 
Peace.49 The Kiss was once a real personal kiss exchanged by members of the congregation, but by the late fourteenth 
century what was 
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kissed was the osculatory (or pax)—a tablet which was passed to each member of the congregation in turn. (This custom 
was in its infancy when Deguileville was writing.) In the Testament Christ calls his gift a ‘jewell’ (not a ‘jewel’ as we 
understand it, but any precious object).50 
Characteristically, the form of this gift is not quite stable. When Charity first speaks of it in the English translation we 
are encouraged to think of it as something bright and shining—‘pees, [with] which þe heuene shyneth’ (line 1337)—a 
precious stone, perhaps. Then Christ refers to it as a child’s toy (lines 1348ff.). But its clearest and most emphasised 
form (lines 1370ff.) is that of a right-angled carpenter’s square (an object which, being angular, may derive from Paul’s 
application of the Old Testament image of the cornerstone to Christ as peacemaker).51 The three points of this square 
are engraved with three letters representing three dimensions of peace (x is for the crucified Christ, peace with God; a is 
for âme, peace in the soul or conscience; p is for prochain, peace with one’s neighbours). When Charity has finished 
reading the Testament (lines 1413ff.), she warns the pilgrims that they will need this object when they come to the table; 
it is the container within which they will be able to store the food they receive. At this point the pax seems to merge with 
the pyx, in which the consecrated host was kept. 
By the time Baspoole was writing The Pilgrime, the ritual upon which Deguileville’s allegory was based had long since 
been replaced.52 Protestants reviled the ceremony of the pax—partly because it had come to function as a kind of 
substitute for communion for lay congregations, and partly because it centred around an object which could have invited 
idolatry. In the Protestant Prayer Book, the peace represented by the kissing of the pax was promoted by exhortations to 
communicants to examine their consciences and amend their lives, to reconcile themselves with their neighbours, and to 
give thanks to the Trinity for the redemption of the world. Communicants were addressed as ‘you that doe truely …
repent…and be in loue and charitie with your neighbours’.53 
Given all this, it is easy to understand Baspoole’s adaptation, which is substantial. While keeping the Testament and the 
image of the jewel,54 he deletes entirely Deguileville’s central redefinition of it as a carpenter’s square. In its place he 
provides a direct exhortation which reflects the content of those found in the Protestant Prayer Book: 
And to know that you haue my peace you must vnderstand, the Peace of a good Conscience is the true informer. For they 
that are arrayed with Synn, are not in Peace. They that forgiue not theire Neighbours but lett the Sunn goe downe, and 
they retayning wrath, haue not my Peace. They that haue not appeased the warr of their owne Conscience, but deferr 
vntill to morrow, haue not my Peace. 
(fols 25r–6v) 
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Thus Baspoole virtually eliminates any suggestion of the idolatrous object, the osculatory. Furthermore, he makes no 
reference at all to the pax as receptacle (and the pyx was—naturally, through its association with the idolatry of the host
—even more reviled than the pax); instead of advising the pilgrims that they need it to hold the food they are about to 
receive, Baspoole’s Charity tells them to wear their jewel on their breasts in memory of Christ: 
Now you haue heard by this Scripture how king Iesu loued you, and how he hath giue you a Iuell, euen the Iuell of Peace 
which you ought euery one to weare about your Neck in Remembrance of him, for a better Iuell can no Man weare. 
(fols 26v–7r) 
One could scarcely find a better example of the Protestant re-interpretation of ritual; instead of being functional (as 
Deguileville’s jewel literally is), Baspoole’s jewel is (again, literally) a purely ornamental prompt to memory. 
Although all Baspoole’s changes are explicable as changes to content, they also reflect quite beautifully his habitual 
response to Deguileville’s allegorical method as developed in the translation. All his tendencies are encapsulated here—
the rejection of the non-scriptural (Baspoole eliminates Christ’s peace as carpenter’s square), the movement to 
interpretation in abstract and realistic terms (Baspoole’s incorporation of straight preaching), and the rejection of 
subsidiary allegories (the square, the receptacle). The continuity between Baspoole’s adaptation of Deguileville’s 
treatment of material specifically targeted by the Reformation and his broader formal approach is perhaps, on reflection, 
unsurprising. The very concerns which prompted Cranmer’s revision of the old rite of peace are the concerns which 
seem to underlie Baspoole’s ambivalent reception of this medieval method of writing allegory. 
While Tuve’s use of The Pilgrime to support her theory of the continuity of medieval and postmedieval allegory has not 
until now been doubted, the theory itself has been largely supplanted.55 Baspoole’s treatment of his medieval source is 
worth close attention nevertheless (and much closer attention than I have been able to give it here), because at least one 
of Rosemond Tuve’s statements remains unquestionably true: ‘It is not often that we know with such precision what the 
seventeenth century made of the fifteenth…or have data to judge securely what the later men felt to be enjoyable and of 
value.’56 
NOTES 
1  Allegorical Imagery: Some Mediaeval Books and their Posterity (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1966). 
2  Magdalene College, Cambridge. The only other extant copy (Camb. MS 
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Ff.6.30) contains a colophon (f. 124r) which names ‘Will. Baspoole’ (as the person who ‘did copy’—i.e. adapt—‘the 
originall’), and three transcribers; it appears, then, that at least four copies of The Pilgrime existed at one time. 

3  Avril Henry, ed., The Pilgrimage of the Lyfe of the Manhode, 2 vols, EETS OS 288, 292 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1985, 1988). Tuve used William Aldis Wright’s much earlier edition (London: Roxburghe Club, 1869). 

4  Ed. J.J.Stürzinger (London: Roxburghe Club, 1895). 
5  This date, which is approximate, may be inferred from the information provided in the colophon of the Cambridge 

manuscript (see note 2 above). The colophon is transcribed by Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 155 (and discussed pp. 
214ff.). 

6  Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 204. 
7  Chapter 3, pp. 145–218. 
8  Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, pp. 208–13. Textual evidence along with the evidence of the illustrations suggests that 

Baspoole had access to two manuscripts—Bodl. MS Laud Misc. 740 and one now lost. 
9  This is argued in the Introduction to an edition of The Pilgrime which Dr Marguerite Stobo and I have been 

preparing for publication by the Renaissance English Text Society. I gratefully acknowledge Dr Stobo’s contribution 
to this forthcoming edition, and the very significant contribution she has made to my thinking about Baspoole. 

10  Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 195. 
11  Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 197. 
12  ‘hadde doon jugement of mankynde and put to deth bi here folye’ (lines 7171–2). It is hard to know whether 

Misericorde is claiming credit for the saving of Noah and his family, or for God’s decision not to repeat the deluge. 
13  OED misericord sb. 1; accord sb. and (for derivation) v.; cord sb. 1. 
14  The medieval text elaborates quite vividly the image of Death as a reaper; just as Death is about to strike, Grace Dieu 

reminds the pilgrim that ‘Man in þis world is ordeyned to þe Deth as þe gras in þe medewe to þe siþe’ and that ‘now 
þou mostest be mowe’ (lines 7247–51). Death was female in the original Vie, but the Middle English translator is 
inconsistent in his use of the male and female pronouns (see Henry’s note on line 7267). 

15  1 Corinthians 15:55. Deguileville’s implicit identification is found in George Herbert’s poem, ‘Time’: ‘where thou 
only wert before/An executioner at best; /Thou art a gardener now, and more,/An usher to convey our souls …’ (lines 
14–17). Significantly, in relation to the conclusions of this paper, Herbert makes the identification an explicit one. 

16  Pepys 2257, f. 162r. All quotations from The Pilgrime are transcribed from the Pepys manuscript. 
17  Baspoole’s ‘else none had ben’ shows that this is how he interprets the Lyfe. Cf. note 12 above. 
18  See misericordia in J.H.Baxter and Charles Johnson, A Medieval Latin WordList (London: Oxford University Press, 

1934). The term was also used for the place in which such monks gathered. See above and also OED misericord sb. 
2b. 

19  For the first six (the seventh, the burial of the dead, is not scriptural) see Matthew 25:35–6. 
20  ‘I yive þerwith sowke to þe hungrye and I werne it not to þilke þat in time passed hauen misdoon me’ (lines 7186–7). 
21  Heat and anger are usually associated; here Deguileville creates a new association between heat and the antithesis of 

anger. 
22  Cf. Song of Songs 1:2, ‘Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth: for thy 
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love is [Vulgate ‘breasts are’] better than wine.’ St Bernard discusses the breasts as those of the bridegroom Jesus 
before going on to discuss them as the bride’s; they stand for His ‘nurturing sweetness’, his patience and ‘promptness 
to forgive’. See On the Song of Songs I, trans. Kilian Walsh, Cistercian Fathers Series IV (Shannon: Irish University 
Press, 1971), pp. 55–60. A more directly eucharistic interpretation is found in the works of Mechthild of Magdeburg, 
who tells the story of a girl who, having missed mass, has a vision in which ‘John the Baptist took the white lamb 
with red wounds and laid it on the mouth of the maid’. See The Revelations of Mechthild of Magdeburg, trans. Lucy 
Menzies (London: Longmans, 1953), p. 36. For a recent discussion with useful citations, see Valerie M.Lagorio, 
‘Variations on the Theme of God’s Motherhood in Medieval English Mystical and Devotional Writings’, Studia 
Mystica 8 (1985), pp. 15–39. Caroline Walker Bynum, in The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women 
(Berkeley: UCLA Press, 1987), reproduces as figures 25–30 a number of paintings in which Christ’s wound is like 
(or implicitly likened to) a breast. 

23  Another spiritual work is included (‘I…stire hem and counseile hem to pacience’, lines 7211–12). 
24  The implicit identification of the milk with monastic indulgence probably escaped Baspoole. It could not apply in 

The Pilgrime anyway, because Baspoole makes Deguileville’s ‘ship of religion’ with its various superstructures into 
the Church generally. 

25  Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 195. 
26  Protestant poets maintain the image of the Church as bride/mother (see, for example, John Donne’s ‘Satyre III’, 

‘Batter my heart’, ‘Show me dear Christ, thy spouse’; George Herbert’s ‘The British Church’), but not it seems the 
image of Jesus as mother. Compare the Catholic Robert Southwell’s ‘St Peter’s Complaint’ (‘When Christ attending 
the distressefull hower/With his surcharged brest did blisse the ground’, lines 187–8), and Richard Crashaw’s 
‘Blessed be the paps’ (‘Hee’l have his Teat e’re long (a bloody one)’, line 3). But eucharistic doctrine may not be the 
only factor here. An attitude to the Bible, and a different formal approach to imagery generally—as discussed in the 
conclusion of this paper—may be relevant. 

27  Baspoole’s elimination (or blurring) of the Lyfe’s suggestion of the last rites also invites doctrinal interpretation, of 
course. 

28  Certainly the material Baspoole retained was biblical; the cord, for instance, alludes to an image for God’s mercy in 
Hosea 11:4, ‘I drew him with cords of a man, with bonds of love’, and there is biblical precedent—perhaps most 
prominent in Isaiah—for the reception of divine gifts by the faithful as suckling at the breast, and for the imaging of 
God as a maternal figure (cf. Isaiah 66:11, 13). 

29  ‘For if þe viseer ne were streyt þer mihte entre in swich arwe þat euene to þe herte it mihte go, and withoute remedye 
wounde it to þe deth’ (lines 2236–8). 

30  Although perseverance is emphasised by Paul (verse 18), he does not identify it with a particular piece of armour. 
31  ‘I tell you, this man went down to his house justified rather than the other’. 
32  Cf. OED die v.l 7c. 
33  Baspoole was of course responding to medieval illustrations of the text, as well as to the verbal pictures within it. 
34  This has the effect of making the pilgrim’s contempt a matter not of ignorance expressed as ‘common sense’, but of 

social snobbery. 
35  The medieval text also incorporates abstraction and realism too (the former 
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most obviously in his naming, the latter when his personifications describe their typical behaviour, as when Flattery 
says To fooles I sey þei ben wise’, lines 4353–4). But the translator tends to delay naming his personifications and 
other emblems, and moments like the one just quoted are relatively rare. Cf. Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 179. 

36  John E.Cox, ed., Miscellaneous Writings of Thomas Cranmer, Parker Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1846), p. 53. 

37  Certain Sermons or Homilies Appointed to be Read in Churches in the Time of Queen Elizabeth (London: SPCK, 
1899), p. 2. 

38  Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979). 
39  Expostulation 19 in the Devotions, ed. Anthony Raspa (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1975), pp. 99–

100. 
40  See the Glossa Ordinaria of Wilfridus Strabus, in J.P.Migne, ed., Patrologia Latina, vol. 113, col. 112. 
41  Book IV, ch. xiv, section 18. See Institutes of the Christian Religion, trans. Ford Lewis Battles, Library of Christian 

Classics 20–1 (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1960), II, 1294. The Geneva Bible contains a similar emphasis in a 
note to Genesis 9:13, ‘I have set my bow etc.’: ‘Hereby we see that signes or sacraments ought not to be separate 
from the word.’ In this context Henry Vaughan’s ‘The Rainbow’, with its implicit reference to the rainbow’s red 
streak (‘burnisht, flaming Arch’, line 4) as an indication of Judgment Day, and its reference to ‘unseen arrows’ (line 
34), is a somewhat surprising poem. Vaughan’s association of the rainbow with the day of judgment may derive from 
Revelations 4:3, 10:1. 

42  ‘Graven Images: Protestant Emblem Books in England’, Renaissance Quarterly 39 (1986), pp. 49–66. See also 
Malcolm Ross, Poetry and Dogma: the Transfiguration of Eucharistic Symbols in Seventeenth Century English 
Poetry (New York: Octagon Books, 1969). Ross argues that the Protestant re-interpretation of the eucharist and the 
consequent demotion of the function of ritual (from effective act to mere ornamental reminder) leads to an analogous 
demotion of metaphor. 

43  Diehl, ‘Graven Images’, p. 55. 
44  Diehl, ‘Graven Images’, p. 58. 
45  I am thinking not only of the numerous icons which the emblem books have in common with Deguileville and his 

translator, as can be ascertained from Huston Diehl’s Index of Icons in English Emblem Books 1500–1700 (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1986), but also of their immediate impact. One might compare Wither’s emblem of a 
king with six arms (reproduced by Diehl, ‘Graven Images’, p. 234)—representing a man with many faculties—with 
Deguileville’s Avarice, whose six arms represent different expressions of the vice. 

46  Whether one should attribute this to the influence of the emblem book itself or simply to a common Protestant 
attitude to imagery is impossible to know; probably both factors worked together. 

47  Baspoole appears to have confused at this point the pilgrim’s staff of hope with the accompanying scrip of faith, 
which is (in an earlier passage common to both the Lyfe and The Pilgrime, lines 1835ff., cf. f. 36v and following) 
described as being adorned with twelve bells each of which is ‘enameled’ (line 1839) with one of the clauses of the 
Creed. 

48  Henry glosses ‘example’, but Baspoole probably took ‘figure’ to mean ‘image’ or ‘likeness’. Cf. OED figure sb. II 
9a. 

49  ‘The Structure of Book I of ‘‘Þe Pilgrimage of þe Lyfe of þe Manhode”’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 87 (1986), 
pp. 128–41 at 135, 139–40. 
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50  See Henry’s note on line 1346. 
51  Ephesians 2:13–22. For the jewel as cornerstone, see the present author’s ‘Peace as a Carpenter’s Square in 

Guillaume de Deguileville’s Pelerinage de vie humaine’, in Laurie Bauer and Christine Franzen, eds, Of Pavlova, 
Poetry and Paradigms: Essays in Honour of Harry Orsman (Wellington, New Zealand: Victoria University Press, 
1993), pp. 261–73. 

52  See John Bossy, ‘The Mass as a Social Institution 1200–1700’, Past and Present 100 (1983), pp. 29–61. 
53  In the Prayer Book of 1549 and also the 1552 revision. See Bard Thompson, ed., Liturgies of the Western Church 

(New York: New American Library, 1961), pp. 249, 259. 
54  In this he would have recognised a biblical precedent in the notion of the kingdom of heaven as the ‘pearl of great 

price’ (Matthew 14:46)—and perhaps also precious objects and precious metals as metaphors in Proverbs 3:15, 
Matthew 6:20, and elsewhere. 

55  By the work of Barbara Lewalski in particular; see note 38 above. 
56  Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, p. 151. 
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Part IV  
On taxonomies, genres, and sources 
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Thou shall not ease the Criticks of next age  
So much, at once their hunger to asswage:  
Nor shall wit-pirats hope to finde thee lye  
All in one bottome, in one Librarie.  
Some Leaves may paste strings there in other books,  
And so one may, which on another looks,  
Pilfer, alas, a little wit from you;  
But hardly much. 
(John Donne, ‘Satyre: Upon Mr. Thomas Coryats Crudities’, lines 63–
70) 
The papers in this section consider the question of how ‘Leaves may paste strings there in other books’, some of them 
considering the sources and analogues of medieval texts, and others considering the history of the modern reception and 
analysis of those texts. Elizabeth Solopova’s paper, for example, considers anew one of the most notorious of medieval 
texts, The Ormulum, and rethinks one of the most difficult of the problems of that early Middle English adaptation of the 
Gospels: the metre. In her paper she considers the Latin metres that were available to the poet, and determines what 
aspects of those metres would best have served the versifier, given the parameters of his attempt to retell the narrative of 
Christ’s life in what he considered to be phonetically accurate language. Two other papers consider the Latin and 
vernacular models available for medieval English texts. Andy Orchard in his analysis of Cœdmon’s Hymn ably 
demonstrates the ways in which the most famous poem in Old English derives from a tradition both native and imported, 
proposing that the text as Bede appears to present it must be read in the context of Aldhelm’s Enigmata, and of such later 
writers as Alcuin and Byrhtferth of Ramsey. Although the evidence is somewhat contradictory, given the similarity of 
several phrases in the poem to passages in the Psalms, Orchard posits that Bede latinised a native story, and that the 
resulting text—like the poet himself—very quickly was subsumed into the learned culture of Anglo-Saxon England. 
Ruth Harvey considers in her paper one of the topoi of medieval Latin, beginning and ending her analysis with the use of 
that image in Langland’s Piers Plowman. She uses the images of the swallow’s nest and the spider’s web as a way to 
consider the much larger issue of that very important medieval genre, the encyclopedia of natural history. Because the 
natural history does not sit easily in the modern mind, its methods and approaches are insufficiently acknowledged; 
Harvey does much to redress this problem, analysing by way of Aristotle, Thomas of 
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Cantimpré, Bartholomaeus Anglicus, and Albertus Magnus (among many others) the lessons that Langland’s dreamer 
should have learned from nature—had he not found the application of nature to human activity and art too confusing to 
follow. 
Another subject which can be too confusing to follow, which is clarified and developed by Ivan Herbison, is the 
historiography of the notion of ‘Christian epic’. His paper determines the origin and development of this term, which is 
by no means ‘All in one bottome, in one Librarie’, and then delivers the reminder that, although the term is less obvious 
in modern parlance, its ‘presumptions and predilections’ remain the underpinnings for many modern taxonomies of Old 
English literature. Similarly, because of his self-confessed uncertainties as a scholar, modern scholarship has been loath 
to believe that King Alfred could have consciously adapted and developed material in his translations. Susan Irvine 
argues in her paper that that was indeed the case; like some other papers in this volume, she too reconsiders the attitude 
of an Old English writer to his Latin, particularly his classical Latin, sources. Her paper reveals that, far from being 
uncertain or inattentive, Alfred was carefully rendering the Ulysses and Circe myth in his translation of Boethius, and 
that he did so with little recourse to commentary but with a great sense of wary re-interpretation and exegesis. 
Joyce Hill also considers Old English prose in her paper, engaging here in a thoughtful and wide-ranging analysis of 
what we mean by a ‘source’ for this literature, and demonstrating in four case-studies of Ælfric homilies and their 
sources that the tendency to refer to the ultimate source, whether Bede or Gregory, can obscure much that is of interest 
about intermediate sources (which may in fact have been all that the homilist used) such as Smaragdus or Paul the 
Deacon. Hill suggests that a properly intertextual and sceptical approach to source studies will result in a more 
thoughtful and useful establishment of the parameters of Anglo-Saxon culture, and a more accurate description of the 
compositional techniques of one of the major writers of Anglo-Saxon prose. 
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19 The swallow’s nest and the spider’s web 
E.Ruth Harvey 
One of the more baffling encounters in Piers Plowman occurs just after the dreamer has run away from Scripture to 
follow Fortune and her dubious female attendants. When the arrival of Elde has made him doubt the wisdom of his 
actions, he has inconclusive talks with Scripture, the dead Emperor Trajan, and, as he says darkly, ‘much more’ with 
some unnamed disputant, before being called away by Kynde to look at the wonders of the world. 
I was fet forth by ensaumples to knowe,  
Thorugh ech a creature, Kynde my creatour to 
lovye.1 
His attention is caught chiefly by the birds, their mating habits and nest-building. He marvels at their skills: 
Briddes I biheld that in buskes made nestes;  
Hadde nevere wye wit to werche the leeste.  
I hadde wonder at whom and wher the pye  
Lerned to legge the stikkes in which she leyeth and 
bredeth.  
Ther nys wrighte, as I wene, sholde werche hir nest to 
paye;  
If any mason made a molde therto, muche wonder it were. 
(XI, 344–9) 
He notes the differing habits of the birds, and the various kinds of nests; the nature of their planning and design gives rise 
in his mind to the thought that the birds must be trained or educated on the human model to arrive at such results: 
Muche merveilled me what maister thei hadde,  
And who taughte hem on trees to tymbre so 
heighe  
That neither burn ne beest may hir briddes rechen. 
(XI, 359–61) 
The dreamer, however, does not seem to be as easy to educate as the birds. Instead of finding out how to love his creator, 
he turns on Reason in a typically Langlandian burst of bad temper to reproach him for having 
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endowed the birds with reason, while having denied that same faculty to mankind. It is a moment of perverse and bitter 
humour: the representative of the only rational species of animal blames Reason for making the irrational animals act 
rationally. Reason is quite rightly annoyed; his rebuke is sharp enough to make the dreamer blush and wake up (at least 
from one level of dreaming). Clearly, the lessons taught by the natural world are hard for the dreamer to understand: the 
‘Book of Nature’ is as difficult for him to decipher as the books of Clergie and Scripture. The quest from the beginning 
of the poem has been for a ‘kynde knowyng’ of truth, but when nature or Kynde itself tries to show how man should 
know the creator, the message seems as obscure as ever. What should he have learned from the birds’ nests? 
Langland’s few lines on the birds touch briefly on the subject matter of an enormous medieval genre, the encyclopedia of 
natural history. The ancestor of the genre was, naturally enough, the scientific work of Aristotle, a series of volumes 
designed to locate and classify everything in the universe on rational principles.2 Aristotle’s relatively sober account of 
the natural world was incorporated and enriched with many more ‘marvels of nature’ in the vast work of Pliny,3 and 
given Christian direction and devotional purpose when included in the wonders of creation celebrated in St Ambrose’s 
Exameron.4 In the seventh century, Isidore of Seville rounded off the subject by expounding the etymology of the words 
in which natural science was expressed.5 The subject rested until the thirteenth century, when there was a sudden surge 
of interest in this material: a whole range of volumes on the nature of things appeared, collecting, codifying, and 
embellishing the early material from Aristotle, Pliny, Ambrose, and Isidore. The first of these was Alexander Neckam’s 
De naturis rerum (Neckam died in 1217); a quirky volume which combines a survey of the works of nature in the 
hexameral, or order-of-creation arrangement, joined mysteriously to a commentary on Ecclesiastes.6 Neckam was 
followed in the mid-century by four volumes whose interrelationships are still being disputed. Thomas of Cantimpré’s 
De natura rerum starts with human consciousness and works generally downwards through the animal kingdom to the 
insentient four elements,7 where Bartholomaeus Anglicus in his sensible and orderly encyclopedia, De proprietatibus 
rerum, began at the top with God and the angels, before proceeding gravitationally through the spheres to the four 
elements, surveying the creatures which exist in each.8 Vincent of Beauvais, in the first of his giant and unwieldy tomes, 
the Speculum naturale,9 preferred, like Neckam, to review natural history in the order of creation; whereas the more 
observant and careful Albertus Magnus followed a secular model: his De animalibus is an elaborate twenty-six-book 
commentary on Aristotle’s natural history, of which the last four books were made up of 
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Albert’s own compilations.10 All of these works were built upon the principle drawn from Romans 1:20 that by the 
visible things of this world the invisible may be known; the works of nature were recorded only as a different kind of 
language by which to understand the words of the Bible or the ways of the Creator.11 As the English translator of 
Bartholomaeus put it: ‘By thise thynges visybles. whyche ben made and ben visyble: man maye se and knowe by his 
inward syghte intellectuall. the divyne celestyall and godly thynges. whiche ben invisibles to this our naturall sighte.’12 
It was a cognitive anthropocentrism: everything existed to teach, and man was the only known pupil. (I do not know if 
the angels, the other rational beings, were supposed to learn from nature.) The works of nature were described in order to 
find the messages hidden in them: the learned authors encapsulated and digested the classical lore of the natural world as 
enciphered directives to the next world. But Bartholomaeus, Vincent, Albertus, and Thomas of Cantimpré were content 
simply to collate all the information they could find and to classify it in some comprehensive scheme; they generally left 
the next step, the moral interpretation of their material, to their readers. Neckam is an exception: although his scheme is 
hexameral, he is primarily interested in pointing out the moral meanings that can be drawn from nature to edify 
contemporary society. He, like a modern literary critic, seems to enjoy displaying a witty versatility in detecting the 
ambiguity of meanings. After the thirteenth-century outbreak of encyclopedic activity had comprehensively collected 
and organised all the material in several different ways, more people followed Neckam’s path and gave their attention to 
the meaning of it all: later works on natural history are unabashedly re-organised to put the moral purpose foremost. The 
unpublished work of Prior John of Bohemia, a Naturalia completed in 1377,13 presents the material in ontological order: 
each book is devoted to an ascending rung on the ladder of being—stones, plants, animals, man—but within books the 
subjects appear morals first, neatly alphabetised. A strange, undated De animalibus in a fourteenth-century manuscript 
from Ramsay Abbey14 features snippets of what appear to be rather random natural lore with moralisations: in fact the 
entries are all drawn from Aristotle’s books and follow the sequential order of Aristotle’s argument, but the anonymous 
author has detached them entirely from their morphological scheme and provided them with rather bizarre significations. 
Here science has been almost entirely collapsed into religion. 
Two examples of creatures which appear in all these works, the spider and the swallow, illustrate the kind of thing 
Langland’s dreamer should have been able to learn from the lesson of nature. Langland was impressed by the birds’ 
nests: the quintessential bird’s nest from the time of Aristotle was that of the swallow. Closely associated with the 
swallow was the spider: both are creatures which have the endearing habit of living familiarly 
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within men’s houses, but both are mentioned also in the Bible, which ensured that they would appear in encyclopedias, 
since the medieval authors gave priority to the natural history vouched for by the biblical text.15 Learned scholars of the 
ancient world found out from Aristotle that swallows migrate, and have been found in holes, in migrating season, 
denuded of all their feathers. Swallows have two broods a year, and their chicks, if blinded, will recover their sight.16 
Aristotle reserves his greatest admiration for the swallow’s nest because, in building, the swallow does just what man 
does: ‘[it] mixes mud and chaff together; if it runs short of mud, it souses its body in water and rolls about in the dust 
with wet feathers; furthermore, just as man does, it makes a bed of straw, putting hard material below for a foundation, 
and adapting all to suit its own size.’ Aristotle praises the parent swallows for their fairness in apportioning food to the 
chicks, and for their cleanly habits and sanitary arrangements for their nestlings.17 
Pliny is so impressed by this account in Aristotle that he adds the suggestion that man learned how to use cement from 
the example of the swallow, and he names the herb, the celandine,18 that the mother swallow uses to restore eyesight to 
her nestlings. He characterises the swallow’s swift and swerving flight which enables it to escape all the birds of prey, 
endorses the idea that swallows migrate to change their feathers, and repeats enthusiastically all of Aristotle’s account of 
the wonderful nest-building skills of the swallow.19 He adds that they even show prescience in refusing to build any 
nests in Thebes, because that city has been captured so often, nor in the city of Bizye in Thrace, because of the crime of 
Tereus.20 
Isidore boils down Pliny’s account to derive the Latin word for swallow, hirundo, from aere and edat: it eats in the air; it 
is in nidis construendis educandisque fetibus sollertissima; it has the prescience never to build on a roof that is going to 
fall down; it migrates.21 
With St Ambrose, the swallow becomes more plainly instructive to man. Ambrose mentions the swallow explicitly as an 
exemplum of maternal care: the swallow’s skill in nest-building is not just sollertia ‘art’ but sapientia ‘wisdom’, and his 
audience is to marvel at the wisdom that can build so beautifully with mud and straw, and with such devotion tend to its 
young.22 
By the time we get to the thirteenth-century compilers, some strange enlargements to the traditional material appear. 
Neckam refers to the myth of Tereus as well as to the famous mud nest; and he introduces from the lapidary tradition 
information about the celidonius, a precious stone hidden in the liver of the swallow. The swallow’s connection with 
eyesight appears in the curious obverse story from the Bible of how the elder Tobit was blinded by the droppings from a 
swallow’s nest, and Neckam also cites the verse from Isaiah 38:14, ‘I will cry like a young swallow, I will 
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meditate like a dove.’23 Thomas of Cantimpré repeats most of the classical lore about the swallow, but provides a much 
more detailed description of the bird, and is particularly interested in the magical stone; he remarks that it is sometimes 
red and sometimes black, and you can tell which chicks have it and which do not because those that have it will sit in the 
nest facing each other, whereas the others sit with their backs to each other. Thomas cites the third biblical reference to 
the swallow from Jeremiah 8, ‘she has observed the time of her coming’.24 Bartholomaeus records all of the above 
information about the swallow, and shows the same obsessive interest in the celidonius or swallow-stone: he says there 
are two kinds, one white and one red. Swallows’ blood heals eyes. He distinguishes two ordinary kinds of swallow, and 
then adds a description of a mysterious super-swallow, a fierce creature with a poisonous bite, of which even eagles are 
afraid. He says there is an ongoing war between swallows and sparrows.25 Vincent of Beauvais devotes three chapters to 
swallows, including some anatomical details from Aristotle and some revolting medical recipes involving dead 
swallows; apparently burnt swallow-chicks cure eyes, and swallow-droppings, cooked and drunk, are useful for the bites 
of rabid dogs.26 Albertus Magnus gives a comprehensive account of all the scientific lore available in his day, adding 
the interesting point that when a sparrow invades a swallow’s nest, all the other swallows join together to close the entry 
hole so that the sparrow suffocates, then the nest is opened up again and the dead sparrow ejected.27 Thus the 
information to be derived from the book of nature, even on a common familiar bird, was both various and surprising. 
The counterpart of the swallow in the insect kingdom was the spider. The feature that connected them was the fact that 
they both made something: the spider’s web as a made object, an artefact, inspired similar or even greater admiration 
than the swallow’s nest. In his consideration of animal intelligence, Aristotle marvelled more and more at the sagacity of 
the smallest creatures; he praises the intelligence of wild deer, but he reserves his greatest admiration for the ant, the bee, 
the hornet, and, above all, the spider.28 He calls it ‘pre-eminently clever and artistic’ and describes in detail how it 
constructs its web and hunts its prey. He mentions the learned debate as to whether the spider’s thread was spun out of its 
exterior fur, or somehow out of its own interior, a creation ex nihilo in miniature.29 Pliny copies Aristotle’s passage with 
embellishments: in a series of rhetorical questions he evokes the art of the spider, the design of the web, the fineness and 
tensile strength of the weaving and the skill of the capture, which reminds him of the sport in a miniature 
amphitheatre.30 The thirteenth-century natural historians follow Pliny, pointing out that the spider’s web mocks any 
attempt of man’s to imitate it.31 More practically they note that spiders’ webs are useful for putting on wounds. 
Bartholomaeus records that of all creatures it has the most 
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sensitive sense of touch,32 and Vincent says that the spider is so keen on weaving that it spins out all of its own 
substance, and is often seen dried out and empty, dead in its web.33 Albertus seems to like spiders, for he devotes 
several pages to a description of the female’s skill in web-making and hunting. He says he has himself seen spiders 
capturing, tying up, and hauling off small lizards.34 
So much for the natural science available to the best minds of the thirteenth century: but when it comes to learning how 
to love the Creator from these two creatures, what lessons are to be learned? What clues about invisible things can be 
perceived in their life-histories? The premise of the moral naturalists was that since the world and the animal creation 
was made for man’s service, it only required sufficient ingenuity of the human brain to find out each particular utility. 
Since both the swallow and the spider appear in the Bible, they must mean something besides themselves; the sacred 
authors would not have wasted time in mentioning them unless they were particularly rich in meaning. When it came to 
‘reading’ the swallow, for instance, Alexander Neckam suggested that its energetic concern with making mud made it an 
ideal symbol of avarice; whereas the Ramsay Abbey De animalibus, after getting the swallow badly confused with the 
weasel, decided that the mud and straw of the nest signify the humility and satisfaction of a true confession.35 The 
Bohemian Prior John argued that the swallow provided an ideal example of the four cardinal virtues: it shows 
temperance in never sitting down to eat; it shows prudence in its nest-building and in knowing its times and seasons; 
justice is signified by the blood of the swallow opening the eyes; and the super-swallow, which frightens eagles, 
betokens fortitude.36 Neckam, who had started by reading the swallow as avarice, airily shifts his ground in mid-
paragraph to explain that the swallow chick crying on the Lord may also signify the penitent soul.37 As for the spider, 
unlike the swallow, it had a very bad press in the Bible, where it appears as a symbol of useless ingenuity, fleeting and 
insecure hope, and lifeless desiccation: the prophet Isaias says of the wicked (Isaiah 59:5): ‘they have broken the eggs of 
asps and have woven the webs of spiders. He that shall eat of their eggs shall die…their webs shall not be for clothing.’ 
The Psalmist says that the years of man and the soul of the wicked shall waste away like a spider (Psalm 89:9; 38:12). 
The gloss on these texts emphasises that futility and uselessness are here signified by the spider. One might think this 
would lead the moral naturalists to interpret the spider invariably in malo. Now Neckam indeed does think that the spider 
represents those who deceive and ensnare others with sophistical questions;38 Prior John, however, thinks the spider is 
an example of the industrious soul, who is empty of earthly things, but unceasing in spiritual toil. He also interprets it as 
an example of wisdom: the spider sits in the web of contemplation and captures the sensible forms of the material world; 
it wraps them round 
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with reasoning, cuts off their heads, or eliminates their sensible characteristics, and employs them as evidence of their 
interior truth.39 The De animalibus, more conventionally, points to the spider as the signifier of the devil, who ensnares 
the souls like flies, sucks out the juice of divine grace, and consigns them to hell.40 
It seems to me that Langland’s dreamer, perverse and obstinate as he is, has a point when he gets so irritated at the world 
of Kynde: the message of nature in medieval authorities is very confusing to read. Instead of meaning naturally so every 
man can understand, natural things seem to mean learnedly, and need profound scholars to interpret them. Meaning, as 
we have come to suspect, is a process of infinite regression; an interpretative game where each level, as soon as it is 
understood, gives way to yet another level of signification. 
The swallow and the spider, however, pose another problem to medieval interpretation which is also hinted at in 
Langland. They make things, dwellings, and weapons, in a way which no human craftsman could equal. Who taught 
them their skills? Aristotle was not disturbed by the analogous anatomy of the higher mammals and did not know about 
the anthropoid apes (it took a Darwin to bring them close enough to us for discomfort), but he was deeply interested in 
evidence of intelligence in animals. In his Historia animalium he notes that the bee, the ant, the wasp, and the crane are 
social animals just like man; that animals have memory, and can learn things; he insists that only man has deliberation 
and can recall the past at will. All viviparous quadrupeds dream, but, he insists, language is peculiar to man. Man has 
‘knowledge, wisdom and sagacity’ (techne, sophia and synesis), but some animals seem to have ‘a natural capacity akin 
to these’.41 In Book IX, just before he describes how the swallow builds its nest, he remarks, ‘acute intelligence will be 
seen more in small creatures than in large ones, as is exemplified in the case of birds by the nest-building of the 
swallow’.42 And as we have seen, the spider is the star of them all, with its wonderful web, woven with almost human 
ingenuity and attention to geometry. It is the swallow and the spider who are singled out of all the creatures as the 
classical examples of animals that make things in a crucial passage in the Physics, where Aristotle is sorting out the 
different causes of movement. He argues that nature is a purposeful cause, and he compares its operations to the 
deliberate creations of art; he insists that the arts either carry things further than nature can, or imitate nature.43 The 
swallow and the spider proceed without art, research, or intelligence to produce their works, which are directly 
comparable with human arts. This proves to Aristotle’s mind that nature is working through them exactly as a human 
artist would work. The result of nature’s work is normally predictable: if the end-products are not identical, they are not 
random either. Nature, in trying to achieve her goal, produces the odd sport or monster, but generally she keeps to 
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a fixed track. Aristotle’s passage is not very clear to the non-philosopher; he is evidently arguing for the similarity 
between art and nature, not determining the differences, but his brief and rather obscure reference to the swallow and the 
spider launches the two small animals on a long double career. They serve both as visibilia that teach various messages 
by their mode of existence, and they are also examples of insignificant creatures who are capable of offering a challenge 
to man in intelligence and natural artistry. They and their works appear (often with the ant and the bee) in a precise 
category; they are somewhere on the boundary between art and nature, and they constitute a problem in the definition of 
the distinction between animal and human. 
The vocabulary in the Latin writers reveals an abiding fascination with the almost-human quality of the works of the 
swallow and the spider. The recurrent word is art (ars, artificiosus), the swallows taught man techniques of building, 
they have an understanding of architecture, human industry could scarcely make what the swallow does just with its beak 
and clay; it shows sollertia, astutia, and even sapientia. The spider’s web is sometimes called a weapon, a net, or a 
hunting net, but its chief designation is the web, the woven thing; the spider herself is an operatrix; her early English 
name of ‘spinner’44 expresses her particular art; her weaving is like a small piece of cloth (ad modum panniculi). True, 
architecture and weaving are only mechanical arts, but when admirers of the cobweb start to talk about geometry they 
are getting dangerously near the liberal arts, those skills proper to man. 
It is of course axiomatic in the Middle Ages that man is of a different order of being from the animals. His rational soul 
is a philosophic entity, long predating Christian belief. The pagan tradition that man is the only animal to hold his head 
erect is regularly paired with the biblical statement that Adam ruled over the animals and assigned them their names. 
Even if the Fall took away some part of man’s powers and made some of the animals hostile or dangerous, it still left 
him in a special position: his soul was immortal, and he had the power of reason.45 The animals’ souls had only 
vegetative and sensitive powers and died with their bodies. The distinction between animal and man got murkier as the 
learned tried to demarcate the exact boundary between the sensitive soul of animals and the intellectual powers of man. 
Aristotle had seemed merely interested in the cleverness of the animals; he held a kind of gradualist theory: just as some 
plants are almost animals, and some minerals almost plants, so there are some creatures that are almost rational. But 
Aristotle, trained in the theory of Platonic ideas and convinced of the superiority of form over matter, found nothing to 
worry about in dim foreshadowings of intelligence. Similarly, to a Christian orator like St Ambrose the sagacity of the 
beasts is evidence only of the sapience of the creator: Ambrose does not hesitate to use the word ‘wisdom’ (sapientia) 
when describing the 
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abilities of the swallow and the spider. But he is using the word loosely: God, he declares, gives wisdom in weaving to 
both spiders and women, and if he has the power to fill such irrational creatures with his sapience, he will have no 
trouble in giving even more esoteric wisdom to more exotic creatures.46 Everything for St Ambrose is full of wisdom, 
because God made all things in wisdom; the distinction between animal wisdom and human wisdom does not concern 
him at all. 
It seems to have been the Arab philosophers who were responsible for the attempt to refine Aristotle’s account of the 
faculties of the mind to sort out the animal from the human.47 They examined the processes of sensation, elaborated on 
what he meant by imagination, and asked what was the difference between an animal’s decision and a man’s. The 
senses, Avicenna said, conveyed a compound impression of an object to the brain, where the imagination retained it. In 
the next chamber of the brain there had to be a power which made decisions: the lamb needs something to tell it that the 
sight, smell, and taste of grass mean ‘good to eat’, but the sight and smell of the wolf mean ‘bad; run away’. A similar 
power in the brain presumably tells the swallow and the spider what to do with the mud or thread they use to make their 
artefacts. The human baby must have such a power to tell it to suck its mother’s milk. In fact, since all creatures that are 
capable of moving about have to have the power of imagination (otherwise they would not be able to retain the memory 
of food and would starve to death), they must also have a power to judge the impressions that are conveyed to the 
imagination (it is no good remembering your food unless something tells you it is good, or nasty, to eat). Animal 
judgment has various names in the different writers, but it is often called simply ‘instinct’. How does it differ from the 
other kind of judgment, the faculty of reason or intellect? Here Aristotle’s old point about the productions of nature 
comes into play: medieval writers repeated that instinct always produces much the same result: all swallows build the 
same sort of nest, and all spiders weave much the same shape of web. But, they add, departing from Aristotle, the human 
arts produce different results: they are not predictable in the same way. Man has all of the powers that animals have, but 
in addition he has reason which operates over and above, and sometimes through, the instinctive judgment of his animal 
part. Man’s artefacts do not all follow a single model because human reason is not limited in the same way as animal 
judgment. Reason works through imagination to produce human arts, and human works of art demonstrate by their 
variety the free operations of human reason.48 The terms ‘intelligence’ and ‘wisdom’ gradually become restricted to the 
higher operations of the intellectual beings, man, angel, or God; the beasts have only ‘instinct’.49 
The swallow and the spider, therefore, are regularly found in another place in medieval encyclopedias as exemplary 
creatures demonstrating 
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both the strengths and the limits of animal sagacity. When a learned author, such as Avicenna, is explaining the position 
of man within the universe, he invokes the peculiar qualities of man—that he laughs and weeps, that he needs society 
and makes things, that he joins sensation and reason—and then such an author very often brings in the spider and the 
swallow, who seem to show reason in the way they make things, but in fact show only instinct. However skilful the 
architecture of the nest or marvellous the design and texture of the web, they are still restricted to one design; man’s 
material works, in contrast, have a freedom given by reason. The web and the nest mark a crossing point, a line of 
definition, a boundary. Animals are not rational, even if they can do things beyond man’s capabilities. Their marvellous, 
but unvaried, works of art can be attributed to wisdom, but only if the wisdom is that of God, who implanted their 
instincts in the first place. What Langland is contemplating in the birds’ nests is the way reason works with the animals, 
ruling them from outside, not from the inside. Man’s problem, as Langland observed, is that he is supposed to have 
reason inside him—‘kynde knowyng’—to enable him to do by thinking what animals do without thinking. Langland’s 
dreamer can look at the virtuous family life of the birds and the bees, but can see in it only the lesson that man is 
different, and cannot find the way to act as simply as they do. His own instinctus naturalis, ‘kynde knowyng’, seems to 
be dysfunctional. 
What conclusions should we draw from the swallow’s nest and the spider’s web? I suspect that Langland’s dreamer was 
supposed to react like St Ambrose: to view the marvellous ways of the creatures as evidence of the wisdom of the divine 
artificer, who made the whole world as a giant work of art. From this position all the little sub-creations of birds, or 
spiders, or women, or men, are all testimonies to the wisdom of the supreme artist: The dreamer should have turned to 
Reason in praise and wonder. Ambrose’s view, rather like Aristotle’s, reduces the distinction between art and nature; it 
ignores the difference between programmed art, such as the spider’s web, and freely created art, such as a statue or a 
poem, in order to marvel at the creative instinct itself, delegated by God in different measure to his creatures. 
Another possible reaction to the arts of animals is much more morose: one could argue that human art is, as it were, 
intellectually mobile downwards. It makes things like the animals do, instead of cultivating the higher and more purely 
human faculties of reason and intellect. And when man competes with the animals in purely animal powers he usually 
loses: he is not as strong or fast or keen-sighted as they, and when it comes to arts like weaving, it is a commonplace that 
the fineness of the spider’s web far surpasses anything he or she is able to do. For sheer craftsmanship we are outdone by 
the insects; it is obvious then that we should not busy 
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ourselves overmuch with creations of this sort. Sterner moralists, like Langland, are inclined to point out that it is not 
only in the arts that the animals surpass us: their manners and morals often show us in a very bad light too. The 
government of the bees puts ours to shame; the swallow knows her times and the spider weaves her web; but we, 
miserable sinners, employ neither reason nor instinct to fulfil our proper function in life. 
From the argument that human art differs from that of the animals only when reason is in command one could perhaps 
deduce that human art must therefore be entirely didactic. The only thing that raises our works above those of the 
animals is our intellectual knowledge of truth—which means religious truth—so without some demonstrable concern 
with moral virtue our art caters only to our animal component. This seems to have been the normal assumption in the 
Middle English period. Langland worried intermittently that his work was not didactic enough, and even Chaucer 
eventually regretted his more entertaining pieces. Could it be, in the strictest terms, that The Miller’s Tale is the kind of 
story some of the less respectable animals might enjoy? 
If the characteristic feature of human art is not craftsmanship but variety, one might expect a quite different defence of 
art based on innovation and multiplicity of productions. The great variety of human artefacts could thus be read for yet 
more messages conveying the truths of reason to mankind by means of corporeal things, or, in the case of poetry, the 
verbal recreations of corporeal things. It is interesting in this context that the second-to-last book of Prior John’s De 
animalibus is in fact entitled De rebus artificialibus; it gives moral significances to such man-made things as armour, 
wine, books, and tombs. Artefacts are ‘read’ just as animals, plants, and stones are, to convey higher meanings; but I 
have never found this argument from variety used as an explicit justification for human arts. It would not be entirely out 
of character, I feel, for Langland’s dreamer to have surveyed the birds’ nests carefully, and then turned to Reason and 
said, ‘Just as I thought, they’re all the same. Now this poem of mine, it’s not like anything you’ve ever seen before.’ I 
fear that Reason’s rebuke of his arrogance and impatience could proceed pretty much unchanged. 
NOTES 
1  William Langland, The Vision of Piers Plowman, the B-text, ed. A.V.C.Schmidt (London: Dent, 1978), XI, lines 324–

5. Kane and Donaldson read ‘forbisenes’ for ‘ensaumples’; see George Kane and E.T.Donaldson, eds, Piers Plowman: 
the B Version (1975; London: Athlone Press, 1988). 

2  Aristotle’s works on natural history often appeared in nineteen books in the Middle Ages. These were made up of the 
Historia animalium in ten books (the tenth is now considered spurious), De partibus animalium in four books, and 
Generatio animalium in five books. They were translated into Latin by 
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Michael Scot in the early thirteenth century. See Aristotle, Historia animalium, ed. A.L.Peck and D.M.Balme, Loeb 
Classical Library (London: Heinemann, 1965–91); I have used the revised Oxford translation of the complete works 
of Aristotle, ed. Jonathan Barnes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984). 

3  Pliny, Naturalis historia, ed. H.Rackham, W.H.S.Jones, and E.E.Eichholz, Loeb Classical Library, 10 vols (London: 
Heinemann, 1938–62). 

4  St Ambrose, Exameron, in Sancti Ambrosii opera, vol. I, ed. C.Schenkl, Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum 
Latinorum XXXII (Prague: F.Tempsky, 1896); there is an English translation by J.J.Savage published as Saint 
Ambrose: Hexameron, Paradise, and Cain and Abel, Fathers of the Church Series 42 (New York: Fathers of the 
Church, 1961). St Ambrose wrote his Exameron in imitation of the very similar Hexaemeron of St Basil, which was 
also current in the Latin west in a translation made by Eustathius Afer in 440. 

5  Isidore, Etymologiarum, ed. W.M.Lindsay, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1911). 
6  Alexander Neckam, De naturis rerum, ed. Thomas Wright, Rolls Series 34 (London: Longman, Green etc., 1863). I 

also consulted British Library MS Royal 12 F xiv. R.W.Hunt, The Schools and the Cloister: Life and Writings of 
Alexander Nequam (1157–1217), ed. and rev. Margaret Gibson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), argues that De 
naturis rerum was written between 1200 and 1204. 

7  Thomas Cantimpratensis, Liber de natura rerum, Part 1: Text (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1973); I also made use of 
British Library MS Royal 12 F vi. 

8  Bartholomaeus Anglicus, De rerum proprietatibus (Frankfurt, 1650; photographically reproduced, Frankfurt: 
Minerva, 1964). 

9  Vincent of Beauvais, Speculum naturale (Douay, 1624; photographically reproduced, Graz: Akademische Druck, 
1964). 

10  Albertus Magnus, Animalium libri xxvi, in Opera omnia, vols XI–XII, ed. A. Borgnet (Paris: Ludovicus Vivès, 
1891). An English translation of Books xxii–xxvi was published by J.J.Scanlan, Albert the Great: Man and the 
Beasts (Binghamton, New York: CEMERS, 1987). Within this section Albert classifies the animals first by their 
method of locomotion (e.g. gressabilia, volatilia, etc.), and then alphabetically. 

11  Romans 1:20: Invisibilia enim ipsius, a creatura mundi, per ea quae facta sunt, intellecta, conspiciuntur. St Basil 
elaborates on this verse in his first homily: ‘You will find that the world was not devised at random or to no purpose, 
but to contribute to some useful end and to the great advantage of all beings, if it is truly a training place for rational 
souls and a school for attaining the knowledge of God, because through visible and perceptible objects it provides 
guidance to the mind for the contemplation of the invisible, as the Apostle says…’ Translation from Saint Basil, 
Exegetic Homilies, trans. Sr Agnes Way, Fathers of the Church 46 (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America 
Press, 1963), p. 11. 

12  Bartholomaeus Anglicus, De proprietatibus rerum, trans. Trevisa, Westminster (Wynkyn de Worde) 1496?; 
prologue. The edition of Trevisa’s translation published by M.C.Seymour and others, 3 vols (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1975), has rather different wording: ‘The unseye thinges of God beth iknowe and undirstonde by thinges that 
beth iseye…so that spiritual thinges and thinges unseye may be covenabliche ordeyned to fleisschliche and to thinges 
that beth iseye.’ 

13  British Library Additional MS 27583. The text is dated at the end. Hareau says the work is also contained in MS 
Sorbonne 128. 
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14  British Library MS Royal 7 C i, fols 251v–81r: De animalibus. There is another copy of this work in Bodley Laud 

misc. 402 entitled De animalium proprietatibus, 
15  Pliny, Naturalis historia, VIII, lxxxii has a section on creatures that are neither wholly wild nor wholly tame: 

semiferi include swallows, bees, and dolphins. The swallow appears in Jeremiah 8:7, Isaiah 38:14, Baruch 6:21, 
Tobit 2:11; the spider in Job 8:14, Psalms 38:12, 89:9, Isaiah 59:5, and Hosea 8:6. The Book of Common Prayer puts 
the swallow in Psalms 84:1: ‘Yea, the sparrow hath found her an house, and the swallow a nest where she may lay 
her young: even thy altars, O Lord of hosts’, but the Vulgate reads turtur in the corresponding verse. 

16  Historia animalia, 597b, 600a, 544a, 508b, and 563a. 

17  Historia animalia, 612b. Aristotle here uses the word, , a technical term for the mixture of chaff with 
bricks or with the fabric of a mud-wall. 

18  Celandine is OFr. celidoine, Lat. celidonia, ultimately from Gk , ‘swallow’. The references are to 
Naturalis historia, VII, 194 and VIII, xli, 98. 

19  Naturalis historia, X, xxxv, X, xlix: Halcyonum nidi figura, reliquarum quoque solertiae admonet: neque alia parte 
ingenia avium magis admiranda. Hirundines Into construunt, stramento roborant… 

20  The reference is to the story of the rape of Philomela, Naturalis historia, X, xxxiv. I have omitted Solinus from this 
account because everything he says is an elaboration of Pliny; see C.Iulii Solinus, Collectanea rerum memorabilium, 
ed. Th. Mommsen (Berlin: Weidmann, 1958), p. 70. 

21  Etymologiae, XII, vii 70: 
Erundo dicta, quod cibos non sumat residens, sed in aere capiat escas et edat; garrula avis, per tortuosos orbes et 
flexuosos circuitus pervolans, et in nidis construendis educandisque fetibus sollertissima; habens etiam quiddam 
praescium, quod lapsura deserat nec appetat culmina. A diris quoque avibus non inpetitur, nec unquam praeda est. 
Maria transvolat, ibique hieme commoratur. 
Garrula is Virgil’s epithet for the swallow in Georgics, IV, 307. Joannes Balbus in his Catholicon (finished in 1286) 
repeats Isidore (Mainz: Gutenberg, 1460; reproduced photographically Westmead, Hants.: Gregg International, 

1971), s.v. irundo, hirudo. Lat. hirundo is borrowed from Gk . 
22  Exameron, V, 17: hirundo…indiga rerum omnium pretiosores auro nidos instruit, quia sapienter nidificat. 
23  Ed. Wright, I, lii; MS Royal 12 F xiv, fol. 19v. Neckam is the only encyclopedist to take an interest in myths. His 

sources here are the Bible, Solinus, some sort of lapidary, and possibly Isidore. 
24  De natura rerum, V, 64: Thomas cites Isidore, Solinus, Pliny, Ambrose, Aristotle, and Adelard of Bath (‘Adelmus’); 

he also quotes from the mysterious Liber rerum and Experimentator. 
25  De proprietatibus rerum, XII, xxi. Bartholomaeus cites Isidore, Ambrose, Aristotle, Macrobius, the lapidary, 

Constantine the African (for medical lore), and Pliny. Pliny is the authority for the super-swallow: I cannot find it 
there; it sounds as if Bartholomaeus has misunderstood something about a poisonous snake. 

26  Speculum naturale, XVI, xcvii–xcix. Vincent quotes Isidore, Pliny, Aristotle, Thomas of Cantimpré, Ambrose, 
Dioscorides, and Avicenna (for medical recipes). 

27  Animalia, VIII, tr. i, ca. 2–3 (p. 346); XXIII, ca. 56. Albert supplements Aristotle and Pliny with Thomas of 
Cantimpré, but adds his own observations; for 
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instance, he disagrees with Pliny’s statement that swallows cannot be tamed: sed ego vidi saepe domitas et ad manum 
volantes sicut advolant aliae aves. 

28  Historia animalium, 611a, 612b, 622b. The ant, the bee, the swallow, and the spider seem to have been the standard 
examples in the ancient world for the sagacity of animals; they are frequently cited in the Stoic tradition; S.O. 
Dickerman, ‘Some Stock Illustrations of Animal Intelligence in Greek Psychology’, Transactions and Proceedings 
of the American Philological Association 42 (1911), pp. 123–30, suggests that they go back to a pre-Aristotelian 
debate on instinct vs. mind associated with the name of Democritus. 

29  Historia animalium, 622b–3a. Spiders are  ‘most artistic, skilful’. 
30  Naturalis historia, XI, xxiv. 
31  Thomas of Cantimpré, IX, 2: deducit opus, ut omnem artem hominum imitantem derideat. 
32  De proprietatibus rerum, XVIII, x: maxime autem inter animalia anulosi corporis viget in aranea sensus tactus. Cf. 

Pope, Essay on Man, II, 217–18: ‘The spider’s touch, how exquisitely fine! /Feels at each thread, and lives along the 
line.’ 

33  Speculum naturale, XX, 117. 
34  De animalibus, VIII, tr. iv, ca. 1. Aristotle says exactly the same thing about spiders capturing lizards, Historia 

animalium, 623a. 
35  MS Royal 7 C i, fol. 267v. 
36  MS Add. 27583, fols 54v–5r. 
37  De naturis rerum, ed. Wright, I, ii. MS Royal 12 F xiv, fol. 19v. 
38  De naturis rerum, ed. Wright, II, cxiii. MS Royal 12 F xiv, fol. 33r. 
39  MS Add. 27583, fol. 56v: De anime operositate exemplo aranee; fol. 78r: De sapientia exemplo aranee. 
40  MS Royal 7 C i, fol. 270r–v. 
41  Historia animalium, 488a–b; 536b; 592b. 

42  Historia animalium, 612b; the word here translated ‘intelligence’ is . The whole passage on the intelligence 
of the smallest creatures is imitated by Pliny, Naturalis historia, XI, i–iv. 

43  Physics, 199a. See also Albertus Magnus, Physica, ed. Paulus Hossfeld, II, tr. i, ca. 2 in Opera omnia, IV, pars i 
(Monasterii Westfalorum: Aschendorff, 1987); Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s Physics, trans. R.J.
Blackwell, R.J. Spath, and H.E.Thirkell (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1963), Book II, Lecture 13. 

44  OED records spider as the earliest sense of ‘spinner’ in Middle English (c. 1325); other Middle English terms were 

arain (from Lat. aranea=Gk ) and attercop, from OE attercopa ‘poison-head’: both terms survived in 
dialect until the nineteenth century. Gangewifre, ‘she who spins as she goes’, is another Old English name for the 
spider; it has an Old Norse counterpart: köngurváfa. Spider is derived from OE spíþra, which also comes remotely 
from the verb ‘to spin’; it has counterparts in most of the Germanic languages. See OED attercop, spider, spinner, 

MED arain(e), attercop, , spinner(e), Bosworth-Toller, gangewifre. 
45  Prior John has a good summary of the arguments in the prologues to his books on the animals; MS Add. 27583 

prologue to Book III, f. 34v; prologue to Book IV, f. 55v. Nemesius of Emesa (fl. fifth century) whose work 
Premnon physicon was translated into Latin c. 1050, raised the general question of the umbra rationalitatis, the 
‘shadow of reason’ shown by some animals (ed. C.Burkhard (Leipzig: B.G.Teubner, 1917)); his work influenced 
Adelard of Bath, Quaestiones naturales (1116–42), who discussed whether animals have souls in 
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qu. xiii; see the edition by Martin Müller, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophic und Theologie des Mittelalters. 
Texte und Untersuchungen, vol. XXXI, Bk 2 (Münster: Aschendorff, 1934). 

46  Exameron, V 9 25: 
Etenim si foenum Deus sic vestit, ut miremur; si pascit volatilia…si mulieribus dedit texturae sapientiam; si araneam, 
quae tam subtiliter ac docte laxos casses suspendit in foribus, sapientiae non reliquit immunem …si haec 
irrationabilia pleraque, et alia insensibilia, ut foenum et lilia, replevit suae dispositione sapientiae, quid dubitamus, 
quod etiam in echinum contulerit hujus gratiam praescientiae? 

47  My account is taken almost entirely from Avicenna’s De anima, especially V, i. 
48  See Albertus Magnus, Opera, VII, i: De anima, ed. C Stroick, pp. 131, 168; Roger Bacon, Opus maius, ed. J.H.

Bridges (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1897), part V, ca. iv–v; (Hugh of Ripelin), Compendium Theologicae Veritatis, II, 
xxxix, in St Bonaventure, Opera omnia, ed. A.C.Peltier (Paris: Ludovicus Vivès, 1866), vol. 8; Gregor Reisch, 
Margarita philosophica (Basle: J.Schottus, 1508), X, xxvi. 

49  Thomas of Cantimpré has an elaborate account of the various powers of the soul in De natura rerum, II: sensus, 
imaginatio, ratio, intellectus, and intelligentia are all carefully differentiated as the human soul’s five entrances to 
sapientia; and these five are then matched with the different elements and levels of being. The animals, in this 
scheme, rise no higher than imaginatio. 
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20 The idea of the ‘Christian epic’ 
Towards a history of an Old English poetic genre 
Ivan Herbison 
I 
The term ‘Christian epic’ became firmly established in the critical terminology applied to Old English poetry from the 
middle of the nineteenth century, and remained a popular generic description in Old English criticism until 
comparatively recently. Two of the better-known histories of the last thirty years sanction its use and devote considerable 
space to a survey of its canon.1 Since the 1960s the popularity of the term has declined. Nevertheless, the legacy of 
‘Christian epic’ remains an important factor in the criticism of the poems held to constitute its canon. Hitherto there has 
been little attempt to investigate the history of the term ‘Christian epic’ and to examine how it came to be applied to a 
body of Old English poems. This paper traces the origins and development of the idea of ‘Christian epic’ in Old English 
scholarship, discusses the implications of its use in criticism and its application to Old English poetry, and assesses its 
relevance and value as a generic term. 
The idea of ‘Christian epic’ as applied to Old English poetry originates in the German school of criticism, which 
throughout the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries exerted a predominant influence on Old English 
scholarship. The term was always problematic, not least because of the many disputed assumptions inherent in the 
concept of epic. Thus it is helpful to survey briefly the critical debate on the nature and definition of epic in the context 
of Old English poetry, before reviewing early attempts to extend the concept of epic to Old English Christian narrative 
poetry. 
II 
Early German criticism took an ambivalent view of the term epic as applied to vernacular medieval poetry. On the one 
hand critics had a wide and comprehensive definition of epic as poetry of a predominantly 
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narrative character: ‘Bei der Bezeichnung des ‘‘epischen”, denken wir …an die eigentlich erzählende Poesie’ (‘In the 
case of the term “epic”, we think of specifically narrative poetry’).2 In this extended sense an epic may be defined as a 
narrative poem which recounts in detail the exploits of a heroic character, relating the hero to a specific cultural, 
historical, and geographical background, so that the poem itself comes to embody a significant statement about the ethos 
of both the society which it portrays and the society which produced it. At the same time there was a widespread 
reluctance to admit the products of a barbarian Germanic culture to the exclusive canon of epic, so long confined to 
classical works and their imitations. This ambivalence towards epic was amply demonstrated by contemporaneous 
attitudes to Beowulf. 
The importance of Beowulf in establishing, from a literary-critical viewpoint, the definitive epic style in Old English 
poetry cannot be exaggerated. Beowulf and the Waldere fragments were held to constitute ‘the only narrative poems in 
an old Teutonic dialect that in respect of their scale can be compared with the epics of other lands’.3 For most readers 
today the epic quality of Beowulf is not in doubt.4 Indeed, the poem may even be said to define epic, as used in the 
context of Germanic poetry, but this is scarcely the case historically. Beowulf had a long struggle to achieve recognition 
as an epic.5 As late as 1877 ten Brink declared it to be ‘no national poem and no epos in the strict sense’. The reasons for 
ten Brink’s objections were typical of the Germanic school of critics: ‘The action not only lacks the requisite unity…
but…no true hero-saga of grand, national, historical importance has developed from the mythical germ.’6 In addition to 
his objections on the grounds of unity and subject matter, he disapproved of the ‘literary’ construction of the poem and 
its latent Christianity, features which diluted the poem’s essential heroic qualities.7 
Ten Brink’s views must be understood in the context of the history of Old English criticism, and in particular, the 
notions of epic held by the Germanic school. The term as used by them implied not so much length as scope. Hence the 
Hildebrandslied is deemed typical of the short epic lay, treating ‘as a rule a moment of commanding importance, a deed 
disclosing the hero’s entire strength and greatness of soul, an event involving a decisive turn of his fortunes in which 
they were tragically fulfilled’.8 
The terms heroic and epic were virtually synonymous: however, epic, in addition to a heroic scope and treatment, also 
implied, at least to many early critics, the notions of oral composition, and even possibly a pagan origin. Since Beowulf 
was obviously ‘epic’, it must be an originally orally composed poem to which Christian colouring was later added.9 This 
notion of epic, together with the implications which it held for Beowulf and the rest of Old English poetry, was always 
more of a theoretical construct than an actual literary genre, yet it came to exercise a dominant influence 
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on Anglo-Saxon scholarship in general, and on the perception of ‘Christian epic’. 
III 
The growth in influence of the German critics becomes clear when one examines how the views of English critics on 
epic and Christian epic were superseded. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, and for most of its first half, almost 
all Old and Middle English narrative poetry was considered by English critics to be romance. This tradition is well 
summed up in the work of Joseph Ritson, who defined romance as ‘a fabulous narrative, or fictitious recital in verse, 
more or less marvelous or probable’.10 His application and use of the term was so compendious as to include both 
Homer and the Chanson de Roland.11 The strength of his influence may be gauged from the fact that in 1842, some 
forty years later than Ritson and two years after Grimm’s edition of Andreas and Elene, Wright was still using the old 
term ‘romance’ in preference to ‘epic’: ‘The Romances of the Anglo-Saxons hold historically the same place in literature 
which belongs to the Iliad or the Odyssey…. The only perfect monument of Anglo-Saxon romance…is Beowulf.’12 
Taylor, in an early review of Thorkelin’s edition of Beowulf, called the poem ‘an ancient epopoea’ and praised it 
luxuriously as ‘one of the most brilliant coruscations of the boreal dawn of literature’.13 Taylor was among the first to 
identify Beowulf as an epic, and his use of the term epopoea is not unconnected with a patriotic desire to exalt Beowulf as 
a work of English literature, rather than as a source for the early history of Danish kings, as Thorkelin had done. It is 
hardly accidental that Taylor continued to designate the Nibelungenlied as merely ‘a cycle of romance’, albeit one 
‘which…is truly native, original, and unimported and consecrated exclusively to the celebration of German heroes’.14 
Sharon Turner was the first English scholar to take a genuinely critical look at Old English poetry. Despite some 
reservations, he was impressed by the religious as well as the secular verse, and commented: ‘War and religion were the 
absorbing subjects of this period, and all the imagination and feeling and thought which exist in the Anglo-Saxon poetry 
are connected with one or both of these topics.’15 Petheram drew attention to the significance of Turner’s work as the 
stimulus which ‘appears to have excited an attention not only toward their history, but by the addition to it of an account 
of their language and literature, a low but gradual increasing attention has been awakened’.16 
Although Turner’s neo-classicism led him to regard Old English poetry as ‘the rude exclamations of a rude people’, ‘a 
harsh and obscure style’, he was by no means entirely unsympathetic.17 Yet Turner could never reconcile this ‘rudeness’ 
of style to the strong feeling and emotion which 
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it expressed. His view of Beowulf is typical of antiquarian criticism. His assessment reflects both his own ambivalence 
towards the poem and the growth of Ritson’s influence. In his first edition he had stated firmly that Beowulf ‘may be 
called an Anglo-Saxon epic’.18 In the second edition he asserted with equal firmness that ‘this poem is certainly a 
metrical romance in the Anglo-Saxon language’.19 The same term was also frequently applied to Judith and the 
Cædmon poems.20 In subsequent revisions, however, Turner rejected Ritson’s concept and moved back towards an 
acceptance of the epic status of the poems. In numerous instances he either excises or emends the phrase metrical 
romance; he also invites a comparison with Vergil, concluding that Beowulf ‘seems to be the oldest poem, of an epic 
form, that now exists in any of the vernacular languages of Modern Europe’.21 
In his treatment of Old English Christian poems, Turner was among the first to notice and comment upon the singular 
heroic qualities of Judith. He recognised that it was no mere paraphrase, but had many of the characteristics of original 
poetry: ‘The subject of this poem is taken from the Apocrypha, but the Anglo-Saxon poet has borrowed merely the 
outline of the story. All the circumstances, the descriptions, and the speeches which he has inserted are of his own 
invention.’22 He was also impressed by ‘Cædmon’s paraphrase’, which he deemed to have ‘great claim to be considered 
as a narrative poem, as Milton’s Paradise Lost has to be deemed an epic poem’.23 
However, Turner’s most significant contribution to Old English scholarship was the formulation of a theory of the origin 
and development of Christian epic poetry. Once again his neo-classical inclinations led him to postulate a direct chain of 
influence from Vergil down to the vernacular epic poets by way of the early Christian Latin poets such as Victorinus, 
Juvencus, Prudentius, Sedulius, Marius Victor, Sidonius, Paulinus, Avitus, Arator, Fortunatus, and finally Bede, 
Aldhelm, and Alcuin. ‘The epic poems of antiquity seem to me to be the legitimate parents of all the narrative poems of 
Europe.’24 
All these poems [the Christian Latin religious works] are obviously the offspring of the Roman epopoeas. From the epic 
poems of antiquity, and their imitations the Anglo-Saxons…learnt the art of constructing and carrying an epic fable. The 
first imitations were in Latin…but that men arose who cultivated poetry in their native tongue, as well as in the Latin 
language, we learn from the example of Aldhelm…. The first narrative poems were probably composed by the 
ecclesiastics. The poems of Cædmon and on Judith are obviously religious; and some of the passages of Beowulf have 
that air. Such men, from their learning, would be best skilled in the art of narration; and from them it probably descended 
to the scop, or 
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professional poet…. For these reasons, we may consider the Roman epic poems as the parents of the narrative poetry of 
modern Europe, and the ecclesiastics who had a poetical taste as the first composers of narrative poems in our vernacular 
languages, and more particularly in the Anglo-Saxon.25 
Turner’s theory of a literary and ecclesiastic origin for the vernacular poetry, secular as well as religious, was largely 
ignored, since in the course of the nineteenth century neo-classicism was superseded by Romanticism. The impact of 
German critics who were more interested in the notion of patriotic Volksgedicht than in classical literary influences has 
tended to mask the fact that Turner anticipated by nearly a century more recent twentieth-century notions of the 
construction of Germanic epic poetry.26 Ker was another British scholar who came to share Turner’s convictions. Ker 
was convinced that Beowulf and Waldere were the ‘work of educated men’ and that the poems of the Junius manuscript 
could only belong to ‘a learned world’. 
One would like to think of the Anglo-Saxon epic, with Beowulf its representative…as naturally developing to its full 
proportions from earlier ruder experimental work…. But there is the misgiving that comparatively well-filled narrative 
poetry may not be an independent product of the English or the Teutonic genius. There is too much education in Beowulf 
and it may be that the larger kind of heroic poem was attained in England only through the example of Latin narrative.27 
One of the few German critics to side with Turner and Ker was Andreas Heusler, who rejected the Germanic theory of 
the origin of epic and argued that ‘Germanic’ epic was a form which owed its development to the influence of the 
Church. In his view, Anglo-Saxon epics, secular as well as religious, were inspired by and modelled on Latin epics, both 
classical and Christian: 
Lange sprach man von einem ‘altgermanischen Epos’. Man dachte dabei an weltliche Erzählwerke, von Liedern 
irgendwie unterschieden, zumeist wohl durch stattlichern Umfang. Goten, Deutsche, Engländer wohl alle Südgermanen, 
hätte solche Volksepen besessen. Ein Erbe aus der Heidenzeit. Die Kirche, las man oft, habe diese Blüte geknickt: in 
England sei wenigstens ein letzes Volksepos, der Beowulf, noch durchgeschlüpft. 
Das ist ungerecht gegen die Kirche. Wo im stabreimenden Kreise ein Epos entstand, verdankte es der Kirche sein 
Dasein…. 
Die stabreimenden Epen der Engländer sind Schriftstellerwerk und damit Geistlichenschöpfung. Diese Buchepik hat sich 
nicht, wie die Forscher der 1870, 80er Jahre so kunstreich auseinandersetzten, 
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stufenweise, ‘organisch’ aus den weltlichen Sagenliedern zusammengeballt und dann auf Bibel- und Legendenstoffe 
ausgedehnt. Der Zusammenhang mit dem gemeingermanischen Erzähllied ist loser. Es was eine neue, scharf abgehobene 
Linie. 
Nach dem Vorbild lateinischer Epen, heidnischer und christlicher, fingen englische Kleriker an, Epen in ihrer 
Mutterspracher zu schreiben; und zwar fingen sie mit biblischen Stoffen an. Der Bahnbrecher Cædmon, vor 700, hat 
viele Teile des Alten und Neuen Testaments bedichtet. Erst etwa zwei Menschenalter später, nach 730, wandte ein 
Namerloser, der seine Aeneis gut kannte, diese Kunst auf heroische Liedstoffe an. So entstand das erste Heldenbuch der 
Germanen, und überhaubt der neuern Welt: das Beowulfepos. 
For a long time people used to speak of ‘old Germanic epic’. By this term they were thinking of secular narratives, 
somehow differentiated from lays, for the most part by their grand scale. The Goths, the Germans, the English, probably 
all the South Germans, would have possessed such ‘national epics’. An inheritance from the pagan period. The church—
so one read—had destroyed this flourishing tradition. In England a last national epic, Beowulf, at least managed to slip 
through. 
This is unfair to the Church. Wherever an epic poem of the alliterative sphere has survived, it had the Church to thank 
for its existence…. 
The English alliterative epics are literary works, and therefore composed by clerics. This literary epic did not develop 
piece by piece, ‘organically’, from secular narrative lays and was then extended to biblical and hagiographical materials, 
as the researchers of the 1870s and 1880s so skilfully explained. The connection with the Common Germanic narrative 
lay is looser. There was a new, sharply differentiated line of descent. 
The English clerics, after the model of pagan and Christian Latin epics, began to write epic poems in their native tongue; 
and, indeed, they began with biblical stories. The pioneer Cædmon (before 700) had turned into verse many parts of the 
Old and New Testaments. Only about two generations later (after 730), an anonymous poet, who knew his Aeneid well 
enough, turned this art to the subject matter of the heroic lay. In this way the first heroic literary epic of the German 
peoples, and of the modern world as a whole, came into existence: the Beowulf epic.28 
Although his view of the development of Germanic epic is remarkably similar to that articulated by Turner a century 
earlier, Heusler is reacting to the political climate of his own day. He desires to remove the Old English poems from the 
category of pagan nationalist Germanic Volksepos and restore them to the wider Christian literary tradition. 
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IV 
But, as Heusler indicates, the traditional view of the Germanic epic asserted the priority of the pagan heroic tradition, 
and regarded Christian epic as a secondary (and often inferior) development. This traditional view was heavily 
influenced by the attitude of Grimm, who was devoted to the recovery of Germanic paganism. Grimm’s attitude is well 
illustrated in his treatment of Andreas. He drew attention to the numerous words and phrases in the epic style which were 
shared with Beowulf. Convinced of the priority of secular epic, he regarded Beowulf as a model, not merely for Andreas 
but also for the corpus of hagiographical poems. It was primarily on this basis that he applied the term episch to 
Andreas.29 He regarded it as a barely Christianised pagan poem, containing thinly veiled allusions and references to 
pagan deities.30 Though Grimm expresses it in a primitive form, this theory of Christian epic influenced later 
generations of German critics. It brought to the Christian poems the same insecure implications which the term epic had 
already acquired: oral composition, pagan ethic, and the priority of the secular poems. 
In his introduction, Grimm also praised the Cædmonian poems for their blending of Christian and pagan tradition, 
comparing them favourably to the Heliand. However, it is the hagiographical legends which Grimm singled out as the 
most tractable and adaptable Christian material for epic poetry: ‘in Judith, Andreas, Helena durfte ohne verletzung der 
sage der altgewohnte ton völlig festgehalten werden: unter der masse des ergossenen neuen stofs regen sich hergebrachte 
epische formeln und heidnische vorstellungen in menge fort’ (‘In Judith, Andreas, and Elene the long-accustomed style 
was allowed to be retained without damaging the narrative: beneath the extent of the flood of new subject matter, 
traditional epic formulas and pagan conceptions make themselves felt in abundance’).31 In the discussion of epic 
characteristics which follows, including attitudes to war, descriptions of battle, wyrd, and the heroic ethic, and the 
stylistic devices of formulaic diction, Grimm makes it clear that rather than constituting a distinct and separate poetic 
genre, these paraphrase poems and saints’ legends are to be regarded as a development or an appendage of the secular 
heroic poetry.32 
Vilmar applied Grimm’s procedures of critical scrutiny to the Heliand.33 Grimm had felt that ‘Im altsächsischen 
Heliand streift die darstellung gerne noch an ehmalige form, aber der vorgesteckte heilige stof übte zu grossen 
einfluss’ (‘In the Old Saxon Heliand the description sometimes still approximates to the traditional form, but the 
superimposed religious material exerts too strong an influence’).34 Vilmar’s study set out to show how it was possible to 
present the Christian story, translated into Germanic poetic form and cultural setting, through the example of ‘alte 
volksmässige poesie—dieselbe haltung…dieselbe anschauungsweise, dieselben 
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epische formeln, welche wir in den einhundert jahr ältern angelsächsischen gedichten Cædmon, Beowulf, Andreas, 
Elene, Judith…finden’ (‘old popular poetry—the same attitude, the same point of view, the same epic formulas which 
we find in the one-hundred year older Anglo-Saxon poems of Cædmon, Beowulf, Andreas, Elene, and Judith’)35 His 
attitude to the Heliand is perhaps best summed up by his emotional declaration: ‘Es ist ein deutscher Christus, es ist im 
eigensten sinne unser Christus’ (‘It is a German Christ, it is in the most particular sense our Christ’).36 He saw the 
purpose of this transformation not merely as an aesthetic procedure but as a practical means of encouraging the 
conversion to Christianity of the Germanic peoples.37 This interpretation was undoubtedly influenced by his Lutheran 
evangelicalism. The importance of Vilmar’s contribution to the notion of the Christian epic is this: he set down the terms 
of reference by which Old English Christian poems could be closely linked to the secular poems, yet treated as authentic 
productions, not merely as barely concealed pagan remnants. 
Under the influence of Grimm, however, critics were slow to follow Vilmar’s lead, and proceeded instead in systematic 
fashion to ransack the entire corpus of Old English Christian poems, both lyric and narrative, in a quest of Germanic 
cultural and religious antiquities. This process, which continued down to the present century, led inevitably to the 
exaggeration of superficial Germanic features at the expense of the Christian theme and substance.38 Even as early as 
1843, Kemble had pointed out that: 
The Vercelli poems are not referable to the old and purely epic period…it is probable these peculiarities belong to the 
poetical language of the Anglo-Saxon…from the all-pervading Teutonic spirit which was unconsciously preserved in the 
forms and phrases of heathen poetry.39 
The distinction between the poetic style and heroic theme has all too infrequently been drawn, and as a result of Grimm’s 
influence there has in the past been a tendency to treat the Christian poetry as though it were merely a category of secular 
epic.40 
The recognition of the ‘Christian epic’ as a separate genre comes with the development of the term itself. Ettmüller 
agreed with Grimm in considering the saints’ legends to be closer to the spirit and style of the Germanic epos than the 
poems of biblical paraphrase. He placed Elene, Juliana, Andreas, and Guthlac in the category of ‘kirchliche Epen, im 
Gegensatze zu den Heldengedichten als weltlichen Epen’ (‘ecclesiastical epics, in opposition to heroic poems as secular 
epics’).41 He also recognised the ‘rein epischen Behandlungen biblischer Stoffe’ (‘truly epic treatment of biblical 
material’) in Judith, and to a lesser extent in the Cædmonian poems.42 Behnsch, a minor figure who stated his 
indebtedness to Ettmüller in his Preface, was, nevertheless, one of the first to use 
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the term christliche epos, ‘Christian epic’, of the Old English poems.43 He regarded the paraphrase poems as the 
development of the principle of the poetic cycle employed in the primitive epic poems: ‘An diese alten volksthümlichen 
epischen sagen und gesänge schliesset sich ein anderer cyclus von epischen gedichten, welcher auf den mit dem 
christenthume überkommenen vorstellungen und geschichtlichen stoffen ruht’ (‘Another cycle of epic poems followed 
on from the old popular epic narratives and poems, a cycle which is based on the conceptions and historical materials 
which arrived with Christianity’).44 His first specific application of the expression was to Juliana, and he extended it 
subsequently to the other hagiographical poems.45 
The first full-scale treatment of ‘Christian epic’ as a genre was by another minor figure, Hammerich. He divided the Old 
English poems into two groups: the ‘Cædmonian’ and ‘Cynewulfian’ epics. He believed that both these categories owed 
their origin to the native heroic oral tradition: ‘Der Ausgangspunkt, welchen ein Kädmon, ein Kynevulf, der dichter des 
Heliand und die andren genommen haben, war die heimatliche Drape’ (‘The starting point, which a Cædmon, a 
Cynewulf, the Heliand poet and the others adopted, was the native drápa [heroic praise poem]’).46 Under the former 
heading, he treated Genesis, Exodus, Daniel, and Judith, and even included the Dream of the Rood as the genuine work 
of Cædmon. Hammerich considered the four hagiographical poems to be the authentic work of Cynewulf, and to 
demonstrate the later development of the ‘Christian epic’. He also admitted Christ and Satan in one category, and the 
Christ poems in the other as examples of the ‘lyrisch-episch’ styles of their respective poets.47 Though Hammerich’s 
contribution to the interpretation and criticism of these poems was negligible, nevertheless he did treat the ‘Christian 
epic’ as a genre for the first time, and extended the canon to include the Cædmonian poems. 
Ebert, a scholar whose perspective ranged over the entire scope of western European medieval literature, used the term 
only once of the Old English corpus. Though he is referring directly to Latin Christian epics, by implication the term is 
extended to include Old English biblical and hagiographical poems: ‘Wie die lateinische christiiche Epik nicht nur an die 
Bibel, sondern auch an die Legende sich anschliesst, so auch die angelsächsische’ (‘Just as the Latin Christian epic 
follows not only the Bible but also saints’ legends, so too does the Anglo-Saxon’).48 In contrast, Beowulf is described as 
‘weltliche Epik’ or secular epic, and Judith as an example of ‘volksthümliche Epik’ or popular epic.49 However, it is not 
clear that Ebert intended these terms to imply generic distinctions. 
Although by the 1870s the notion of the ‘Christian epic’ was becoming familiar, ten Brink avoids all use of the term. His 
highly conservative views on the nature of epic virtually precluded him from employing it.50 He envisaged heroic and 
religious poetry as having developed along 
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separate, if parallel, lines, with a distinct, though similar, poetic vocabulary: 
It may be supposed that the religious poetry…gradually created a store of words, a phraseology, which, although 
abutting closely in numberless cases on that of the national epic, nevertheless was distinctive, and increased in the same 
ratio as poetical production in this province.51 
He regarded the early poems as being independent of Latin influence,52 unlike the Cynewulfian poems, which he held to 
betray their Latin influence even in ‘syntax and rhetoric’.53 His attitude to Cynewulf was ambivalent. Ten Brink 
considered that he ‘did not possess…in any high degree, the talent of epic composition…. On the other hand, the 
atmosphere of the national epic is precisely that in which he is at home.’54 
By the end of the nineteenth century the expression ‘Christian epic’ had become well established in critical usage. Even 
so, the term remained more of a general descriptive category than a rigidly determinative literary genre. There was a 
consensus that the term covered the four Cynewulfian hagiographical poems. Indeed, as late as 1910, Smithson restricted 
the term to these poems.55 There was still an element of doubt about the classification of the Cædmonian poems. Editors 
from Junius to Thorpe and Bouterwek had treated them as paraphrases.56 Hammerich had dealt with them only 
sketchily. It was Ebert’s pupil Wülker who proved most influential in extending the range of the term to include the 
biblical narrative poems of the Junius Manuscript. Wülker envisaged the development of the ‘Christian epic’ from a 
flourishing tradition of hymnic poetry: 
Doch der christlichen hymnischen Dichtung muß sehr bald die christlich-epische gefolgt sein…. Lag es ja auch für 
angelsächsische Dichter nahe, als sie Christen geworden waren, nun nach dem Muster der heidnischen Heldenlieder 
christliche Epen zu verfassen. 
However, the Christian epic must have followed very shortly Christian hymnic poetry…. When they had become 
Christian, it was quite obvious for the Anglo-Saxon poets now to compose Christian epics according to the pattern of the 
pagan heroic songs.57 
He considered Exodus to exemplify the qualities of Christian epic: 
Obgleich sicherlich von einem Geistliche verfaßt, zeigt das Gedicht große Freude am Kampfe…. Mit seiner Vorlage…
hat der Dichter sehr frei geschaltet: er gibt daraus nur, was die Angelsachsen besonders interessieren konnte. Moses tritt 
ganz wie ein angelsächsischer Heerführer auf, bei den Vorbereitungen der Israeliten gegen die Ägypter glauben wir uns 
in ein angelsächisches Heerlager versetzt. 
Although certainly composed by a cleric, the poem reflects great delight in battle…. The poet has treated his source with 
great 
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freedom: he uses only the points which could be of special interest to the Anglo-Saxons. Moses appears just like an 
Anglo-Saxon general; in the preparations of the Israelites against the Egyptians we could believe ourselves to be placed 
in an Anglo-Saxon army camp.58 
According to Wülker, at the beginning Christian epic modelled itself on heroic poetry and chose subjects exclusively 
from the Old Testament, because it was there above all that the poets found epic material. Christ could be praised in the 
lyric and the hymnic styles, but not in epic poetry: ‘Auch die Dichter der Blütezeit erkannten richtig, daß Christus trotz 
epischer Züge nicht eigentlich der Träger einer Heldendichtung sein könne’ (‘The poets of the golden age also 
recognised correctly that, in spite of epic characteristics, Christ could not play the sustaining role in heroic poetry’).59 
The choice of the hagiographical legends he saw as an attempt to remedy this situation. In place of the Old Testament 
God leading his chosen people to victory, Cynewulf, ‘der Hauptvertreter dieser neuen Richtung in der Litteratur’ (‘the 
chief representative of this new direction in literature’),60 extolled the victory of Christ the Son over evil through the 
lives and deaths of his saints. In contrast to earlier critics, Wülker placed biblical narrative poetry at the heart of 
Christian epic. Studies such as that by A.R.Skemp confirm this influence.61 
Brandl’s view of the origin of what he preferred to call ‘die geistliche Epik’ (‘the religious epic’) attempted a synthesis 
of the theories of Grimm and Wülker. He arrived at the conclusion that Christian poetry, though based on written 
sources, developed from a popular oral tradition. ‘Der Stil der ganzen ags. Bibel- und Legendenepik ist wesentlich dem 
Spielmann abgelernt’ (‘The style of the whole of Anglo-Saxon biblical and hagiographical epic has been learnt from the 
minstrel’).62 He envisaged the poetical products of these Spielleute as short, direct, heroic poems, after the manner of 
the Hildebrandslied. The growth of a more complex composite epic narration only became possible with the coming of 
Christian Latin learning and the arrival of the Bible itself, to provide a readily accessible source of material: ‘Das was 
erst in Schriebepos möglich; darum unterschieden sich die geistlichen den von der reinen Spielmannsepik nicht bloss in 
Stoff und Auffassung sondern auch in der Komposition und der Ökonomie’ (‘That was only possible in literary epic; 
therefore religious minstrel epic not only differs from the pure minstrel epic in subject matter and conception, but also in 
the composition and development’).63 In Brandl’s view the epic form resulted from Christian influence. Consequently, 
he regarded Beowulf not as a pattern for the composers of Christian epic, but, like Heusler, as a development of it: ‘Was 
wir an weltlichen Originaldichtungen von eimgem Umfang besitzen ist bereits christlich gefärbt und verdankt wohl mit 
diesem Umstande seine 
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Aufzeichnung’ (‘All that we possess of original secular poetry has already received a Christian colouring, and indeed is 
indebted to this circumstance that it has been recorded’).64 
A glance at Brandl’s comments on Exodus, which he regarded as the oldest Christian narrative epic poem, shows him 
employing his Redaktiontheorie in an attempt to reconcile oral and literary theories of origin. He admits that Exodus, 
being based both on the Bible and on the works of the boceras (line 531), is an example of the Buchepos or literary 
epic.65 At the same time he maintains that the whole presentation of the poem has been strongly influenced by the native 
tradition: ‘Die heimische Tradition war stark genug, dem Dichter eine vielfach sehr freie und nation-alisierende 
Umwandlung der Quellen zu ermöglichen’ (‘The native tradition was strong enough to enable the poet in many cases to 
make a very free and nationalising adaptation of the sources’).66 He finds further confirmation of this point in the form 
of the digression (lines 362–445), which he regards as an interpolation of an entirely separate poem which he entitled 
Noah und andere Patriarchen.67 Brandl considered Genesis, Daniel, Guthlac, Andreas and Judith to be the chief 
examples of geistliches Epos or religious epic, but he had doubts about Elene and Juliana, whose use of the name runes 
strongly suggested to him that these poems were intended to be read rather than recited in the traditional epic manner.68 
Brandl’s doubts about the status of Juliana and Elene are a reminder that the history of the term ‘Christian epic’ cannot 
be separated from discussion of its canon. As I have attempted to show, most critics, despite some reservations about the 
definition of epic, applied the term to two groups of poems: Old Testament biblical narrative poems (Genesis A, Genesis 
B, Exodus, Daniel, Judith), and hagiographical poems (Juliana, Elene, Guthlac A, Guthlac B, Andreas). In addition to 
these ten poems a number of others, mostly concerned with the life of Christ, have occasionally been considered in 
connection with the canon of ‘Christian epic’. All are in some way problematic. 
Although Christ and Satan is found in the same manuscript as Genesis, Exodus, and Daniel, early critics detected in it a 
tone different from that of the other Junius poems.69 Its unity has frequently been questioned, and even the most recent 
studies have not placed its textual integrity beyond doubt.70 Not only does Christ and Satan lack a single narrative focus 
and coherence of content, it also contains different types of poetry: dialogue, lyric, narrative, and homiletic 
exhortation.71 A similar lack of narrative unity and a diversity of literary styles are also features of the Christ poems 
found in the first seventeen sectional divisions of the Exeter Book.72 It is doubtful whether any of the three poems can 
be considered epic in a meaningful sense. Christ I (Advent) (lines 1–439) is a collection of lyrics, which are poetical 
expansions of liturgical antiphons for Advent and Trinity Sunday, together with a passage of dramatic dialogue.73 Christ 
II (Ascension) (lines 
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440–866) is chiefly homiletic, with frequent lyrical expansions. It is the only part of Christ still accepted as the work of 
Cynewulf. Studies have shown that the poem is indebted to many devotional and expository works on the Ascension.74 
The conventional diction used in the portrayal of the disciples as Christ’s retainers lamenting his departure and in the 
‘gifts of men’ passage (lines 659–90) is scarcely enough to turn the poem into an epic. Christ III (The Last Judgment) 
(lines 867–1664) also lacks a focus of narrative unity. It draws on such a variety of sources that its unity is more 
theological than literary, and combines narrative, apocalyptic, and lyric styles.75 A further poem which has a claim to be 
considered a ‘Christian epic’ is the Exeter Book Descent into Hell, which describes the Harrowing of Hell. After a brief 
account of the discovery of the open tomb, Christ’s descent is depicted as a victorious spiritual assault. Once again the 
Descent is an example of a poem which attempts to combine the narrative and lyric modes.76 Thus it is apparent that 
none of the Old English poems dealing with Christ is a straightforward narrative. There is no Old English counterpart of 
the Old Saxon Heliand. 
V 
From the foregoing survey of the origins and canon of ‘Christian epic’ it is clear that no coherent theory of the genre has 
emerged. The critics have each their own individual definition and understanding of the concept. Apart from their 
biblical or legendary subject matter, the poems lack any real cohesion as a group. They are far from homogeneous in 
structure, content, tone, or thematic development. Nevertheless the idea of ‘Christian epic’ continues to influence the 
way in which critics perceive these poems. 
The enduring influence of ‘Christian epic’ is ably demonstrated in Cherniss’s construction of the development of Old 
English Christian narrative verse: 
At the earliest stage, shortly after the conversion of the English to Christianity, poets began to embellish the old songs of 
pagan Germania, as well as the new heroic songs which they made, with Christian allusions and sentiments in order to 
make these songs acceptable to a Christian audience…. Beowulf…is a fully Christianized, but essentially heroic, poem. 
At the next stage, poets began to tell stories from Christian Latin tradition by grafting Christian subject matter onto the 
framework of concepts and values which they inherited more or less intact from pre-Christian Germanic tradition. Later 
still, this heroic conceptual framework begins to lose its significance for the poet and his audience, and to disintegrate 
under the prolonged influence of Christianity.77 
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Although Cherniss’s account is admittedly speculative, the legacy of Grimm, Vilmar, and the German school is 
undeniable. Despite his reservations and qualifications, Cherniss accepts their notion of ‘Christian epic’ as imitation of 
an older heroic poetry. 
The influence of Vilmar on recent criticism of the Heliand is even more marked. Murphy’s reading of the Old Saxon 
epic as ‘a poetic transformation of the Gospel for the Saxons’ revives many aspects of Vilmar’s discussion of 
Germanisierung,78 and argues that Vilmar’s ‘basic concept of the Heliand as a German Gospel…deserves serious 
reexamination and refinement’.79 Even in his translation of the poem, Murphy emphasises its Germanic elements: for 
example, he translates Nazarethburg as ‘hill-fort Nazareth’ or ‘Fort Nazareth’, boc as ‘beech-wood stave’, and his notes 
frequently draw attention to Germanic paganism and pagan antiquities.80 
Cherniss and Murphy are not isolated cases. The idea of ‘Christian epic’ has proved remarkably resilient. Magoun’s 
study of the oral-formulaic nature of Old English narrative verse renewed focus on the Christian poems as examples of 
the continuation of an indigenous oral poetic tradition,81 and gave impetus to studies of the adaptation of Christian 
subject matter to traditional formulaic patterns.82 Assumptions and attitudes derived from the idea of ‘Christian epic’ 
have continued to set the agenda of critical debate. Pearsall’s discussion of Anglo-Saxon religious poems, for example, 
clearly demonstrates the legacy of the idea. 
From the beginning Pearsall is forced onto the defensive, anxious to justify the propriety and appropriateness of 
employing the heroic style in religious verse against an implicit charge that ‘the Scriptures are being invaded by 
Germanic ethic’: 
There is no need to assume, however, that the heroic style, as it pervades much of this religious poetry, satisfied in a 
covert way some kind of hankering for heroic poetry. It is simply that the heroic style, with its characteristic vocabulary 
and mannerisms, was the dominant poetic tradition.83 
There is, as I have said, no ‘hankering’. But there is a strong residual heroic quality in the vocabulary and in the handling 
of certain themes: poets may have been unable to excise it, or, as seems more likely, did not want to do so. In other 
words, Old English religious poetry had to live through a heroic phase in order to take over the heritage.84 
Greenfield and Calder’s New Critical History provides further evidence of the legacy of ‘Christian epic’. Although the 
term itself is deleted in the revision of the earlier version of this book, critical assumptions derived from it provide the 
starting point and basis for the subsequent discussion. 
Because religious writers adopted Old English poetic diction, their Christian heroes and heroines seemed ill-fitted in the 
borrowed robes 
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(or armor) of their secular counterparts, especially since their spiritual battles against evil and the forces of Satan 
demand, for the most part, a kind of passive resistance. On the Old English saints’ lives, therefore, even sensitive critics 
pronounced adverse judgements, finding them poetically inferior and doctrinally naive.85 
While they set out to offer a corrective by placing these poems more securely in the context of hagiography, it is clear 
that the relationship of the poetic saints’ lives to the heroic tradition remains a central preoccupation.86 
It is the legacy of ‘Christian epic’ that the central question concerning these poems has continued to focus on the 
accommodation of the religious and the secular environments. There can be little doubt that the social setting and range 
of characters in the poems reflects that of their secular heroic counterparts: the dryhten and his þegnas. God and his 
chosen people, Christ and the saints, Satan and his followers are all depicted after this ideal. Battle and the celebration of 
victory are the focus of attention and the means through which the moral conflicts and spiritual victories are portrayed. 
However, it is all too easy to exaggerate these elements of Germanisierung and thereby produce a distorted 
misrepresentation of the poetic intention. 
Anderson’s basic definition of ‘Christian epic’ as ‘an heroic epic based on Christian story-materials’ illustrates the 
inadequacy of the concept.87 Three assumptions underlying this definition need to be challenged. The first is the 
assumption that the intention of the authors was to produce ‘heroic epic’. This generates a misleading oversimplification 
of the entire relationship between secular and Christian poetry, with a readiness to discover unresolved contradictions 
between the two cultural environments, and problems of characterisation caused by protagonists who have ‘been 
translated from one realm of ideas into another, and made to take up burdens and offices not their own’.88 
A second assumption concerns the poetic style of the Christian narrative poems. These poems employ the same 
rhetorical and stylistic devices as secular epic: typical epithets and compounds, formulaic phrase structure, kennings, 
variation. Although discoveries on thematic and formulaic composition have discredited the notion that the Christian 
poets borrowed their words and phrases from secular poetry, a tendency has continued which portrays their art as 
consisting essentially in dressing their Christian themes in borrowed robes. This ‘clothing’ metaphor is an image 
frequently used to describe the relationship between style and subject matter in Christian narrative poetry: 
Die Helden des Alten Testaments werden nicht nur mit angelsächsischen Würden bekleidet, sondern auch wie 
angelsächsischen Krieger ausgerüstet. 
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The heroes of the Old Testament were not merely clothed in Anglo-Saxon offices but also equipped as Anglo-Saxon 
warriors. 
(Wülker, Geschichte, p. 35) 
Der Heerführer, die Faust und der Helm waren zwar keine Gleichnisrede…eine dünne durchsichtige Maske. 
The general, the fist and the helmet were no mere allegorical figure of speech…but a thin transparent mask. 
(Heusler, Dichtung, p. 194) 
[The heroic style] results in the tendency to clothe moralistic, anti-militaristic Christian leaders in all the trappings of 
Viking warriors, and it endows the spiritual with an ultra-physical being. 
(Anderson, Literature of the Anglo-Saxons, p. 135) 
Because religious writers adopted Old English poetic diction, their Christian heroes and heroines seemed ill-fitted in the 
borrowed robes (or armor) of their secular counterparts. 
(Greenfield and Calder, New Critical History, p. 158) 
The Old English poet could as readily accommodate the biblical ethos to his own system of values as equip the 
patriarchs with his own heroic accoutrements. 
(Swanton, English Literature, p. 83)89 
These metaphors are ultimately derived from Vilmar’s comments on the Heliand: ‘es ist das Christentum im deutschen 
gewande, eingekleidet in die poesie und sitte eines edlen deutschen stammes’ (my emphasis) (‘It is Christianity in 
German robes, clothed in the poetry and custom of a noble German race’).90 The implication of the ‘clothing’ metaphor 
is that the manner of adaptation in the Christian narrative poetry is superficial and largely stylistic. It fails to define 
adequately the relationship between Christian subject matter and traditional epic style. 
A third assumption implicit in the notion of ‘Christian epic’ is generic homogeneity. The application of the term to a 
range of Christian narrative poems implies shared themes, approaches, or characteristics. As a literary genre, ‘Christian 
epic’ is the product of the imagination of the German school of critics, whose views were coloured by the predilections 
of Germanic philologists who were attempting to impose the ethos of Germanisierung on a diverse group of Old English 
poetic texts. 
This paper has attempted to demonstrate the insecurity of ‘Christian epic’ as a critical construct and the preconceptions 
on which it is based. The legacy of this critical concept is a search for homogeneity in Old English biblical and 
hagiographical poetry, and a reluctance to recognise the heterogeneity of individual poems. As Greenfield has said, 
‘some of the mainstreams of modern Old English criticism tend to detract from the 
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special nature, the unique identity, of particular poems’.91 It is the diversity of styles and treatments which is truly 
remarkable. The idea of ‘Christian epic’ has obscured the wealth and variety of the poets’ responses to the Christian 
message.92 
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21 Ælfric’s sources reconsidered 
Some case studies from the Catholic Homilies 
Joyce Hill 
Eric Stanley’s most recent book, In the Foreground: ‘Beowulf’, ends with a postscript, which is justified in the following 
terms: 
Many books on Old English literature and on many other subjects have a last chapter with the title ‘Conclusion(s)’, in 
German even Fazit or Ergebnisse ‘Result(s)’, as if there were something solid at the end of it all…. This book…has this 
final brief chapter called ‘Postscript’: everything dissolved, nothing resolved, nothing solved, no conclusion.1 
Judicious questioning, coupled with a refusal to accept what has been said before simply because it has been said often 
or with authority, characterises this book, as it characterises Stanley’s work as a whole. It is this aspect of Stanley’s 
publications that we celebrate in this present volume, for the subtitle Doubt Wisely reflects his own position that, in 
studying the literature of the Anglo-Saxons, ‘doubt comes more easily than assurance’.2 Stanley’s own attention has 
been directed more towards Old English poetry than Old English prose, but in taking up the theme of ‘doubt wisely’, my 
concern will be with the prose of the Benedictine Reform, in particular Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies and their relationship 
to their sources as interpreted by modern scholarship. In approaching my subject in this way, I shall therefore be offering 
a parallel to Stanley’s own dual approach, in paying attention both to the primary evidence and also to the way in which 
modern scholars construct an interpretation of that evidence. 
In the field of Old English prose, demonstrably based for the most part on Latin texts and traditions, source-study has 
always loomed large. Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies in particular seem positively to invite us to examine sources, since the 
Latin letter to Archbishop Sigeric which precedes the First Series in Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 3. 28 draws 
attention to the Latin tradition within which Ælfric self-consciously stands and lists as the main authorities Augustine, 
Jerome, Bede, Gregory, 
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Smaragdus, and Haymo, pointing to a dependence which is also signalled in the homilies themselves.3 Förster responded 
to this intellectual challenge in 1894, identifying a great many of Ælfric’s source-texts, but giving priority to patristic 
texts as we know them, rather than the medieval intermediaries that might have been Ælfric’s immediate sources.4 In 
1959 Smetana made a major advance in demonstrating that many of the sources identifiable as Augustine, Jerome, Bede, 
and Gregory were in fact available to Ælfric in the homiliary of Paul the Deacon, a Carolingian compilation which came 
to England with the Benedictine Reform.5 Two years later he published the evidence for Ælfric’s use of another 
Frankish transmitter of patristic scholarship, Haymo of Auxerre (at that time still believed to be Haymo of Halberstadt).6 
Haymo does not directly adopt extensive passages from the patristic texts to which he is indebted, and so can reasonably 
be treated (at least on the phrasal, if not the conceptual, level) as a distinct author. To that extent his homiliary is an 
uncomplicated source-text. Paul the Deacon’s homiliary is uncomplicated in another way. Here we have an anthology of 
the writings of authors whose work is presented verbatim and is ascribed by reference to the author’s name in the rubric 
to each homily.7 Recognition that the source-texts were consulted through the medium of a Carolingian compilation 
draws attention to the importance of intermediaries which function as immediate sources, but once that circumstance is 
acknowledged, the detailed source-analysis of material obtained through Paul the Deacon’s homiliary necessarily has to 
proceed as if we are dealing with ultimate sources because, homily by homily, immediate and ultimate sources are in this 
case identical; it is only when the combination of material is taken into account that the distinctive nature of the 
immediate source becomes evident. The picture is very much more complicated, however, when Smaragdus’s homiliary 
is taken into account. Here we have another Frankish intermediary which Ælfric names as an immediate source in his 
letter to Sigeric, but whose method of compilation presents a particular challenge to source-study in a way which 
generates doubts about some of our apparently secure conclusions. 
Smaragdus, as I demonstrated a few years ago,8 does not follow Paul the Deacon in anthologising whole texts verbatim, 
nor does he anticipate Haymo by internalising his indebtedness to patristic scholarship and so achieve a degree of phrasal 
independence. Rather, each homily is itself a compilation, made up for the most part of extracts from various sources, 
with the adopted passages either copied verbatim and unaltered, or abbreviated by omission of phrases or sentences, but 
still verbatim in what remains, apart from some necessary adjustments to grammar and the insertion of connectives. 
Furthermore, while each homily is distinctively Smaragdus’s own compilation, and thus cannot as a whole be attributed 
to anyone else, the indebtedness of each homily’s internal compilation is signalled in the margin of the manuscripts with 
initial letter-abbreviations 
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which identify the ultimate author of each of the component parts, as understood by Smaragdus. 
The nature of Smaragdus’s homiliary makes it difficult to identify when Ælfric, at a given moment in one of his 
homilies, is using this as his immediate source rather than an item anthologised in the homiliary of Paul the Deacon, 
since the wording of a given passage in these two Latin homiliaries may be identical, or very nearly so. Identification by 
Ælfric of an ultimate author by name, which enticed Förster towards the original works and Smetana towards the 
systematically ascribed anthology of Paul the Deacon, is no help at all in resolving the issue, since this information was 
just as readily available to him in his manuscript of Smaragdus, even though, in making use of this homiliary, he 
simultaneously recognised its distinctive nature and acknowledged it by listing Smaragdus by name as a source-author in 
the letter to Sigeric. Despite this, as I was able to show in my study of ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’, it is sometimes possible 
to determine when Smaragdus was serving as the immediate source instead of Paul the Deacon, or vice versa, if the texts 
are examined in detail, rather than being treated in more general terms as if they are ‘the same’. Even so, problems 
remain, since the degree of intertextuality within this exegetical tradition is such that, however closely one attends to 
textual detail, there are many cases where one cannot finally determine what the actual immediate source was. An honest 
recognition of this difficulty may well leave one, in a given instance, with a number of possible texts in play, and finally 
with a series of ‘conclusions’ which are more indeterminate than those normally reached in source-study. The more 
traditional approach has achieved its clarity and hence its apparently factual authority by prioritising the ultimate source, 
whether directly, as in the case of Förster, or via Paul the Deacon, as in the case of Smetana. But, as we are obliged to 
recognise when we examine Ælfric’s interaction with Smaragdus and Smaragdus’s interaction with the authors on whom 
he is in turn dependent, the medieval traditions to which we apply our modern methodologies were highly complex and 
multidimensional, much more fluid and dynamic than some of the traditional source-studies might suggest. In place of a 
single (usually ultimate) identification, we ought more properly to look for a range of identifications, exploiting the 
known intertextuality of the patristic tradition of exegesis so clearly encapsulated by Smaragdus, discriminating between 
the array of possibilities where we can by attending to textual difference within a dominant frame of textual similarity, 
and where we cannot so discriminate, by accepting the uncertainty—the untidiness—that the primary evidence 
provides.9 As I have previously argued, ‘a clear demonstration that [Ælfric] could have used any one of two or three 
possibilities will itself in some respects be an advance in our understanding’.10 Such a demonstration will be an advance 
in our understanding because it obliges us to consider the practicalities 
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of composition and to acknowledge the nature of the tradition in which Ælfric participated and which he was seeking to 
promote. In The Making of Textual Culture, Martin Irvine has argued that: 
At the intertextual level, most Old English poetry and nearly all of the prose is dialogic, in Bakhtin’s sense of the term; 
the Old English texts set up an interpretive dialogue with prior texts, and their own textuality is formed from an internal 
dialogue between the discursive systems that make up English and Latin literary discourse. The resulting dialogical 
hybrid, formed of the literatures of both languages, is a distinctive feature of Old English textuality.11 
In Ælfric’s case the interpretative dialogue which he sets up in the Catholic Homilies, and to which he repeatedly draws 
attention, has a double function: it validates his work by giving it patristic authority, thus stamping it as orthodox and 
authoritative, even though mediated through the vernacular; and it has a polemical force in defining his position as a 
reformer.12 Ælfric, in setting up this intertextual dialogue, operates across two languages, producing what Irvine 
describes as a ‘dialogical hybrid’. But, despite the change of language, this is no different from the multilayered dialogue 
which is in evidence in the Latin tradition on which he builds.13 In Smaragdus manuscripts, for example, we see a self-
conscious attempt on the author’s part, by means of marginal identifications, to embed his own work in the authorising 
patristic tradition: derivativeness, as modern scholars have often rather dismissively interpreted it, is central to the 
compositional process and of fundamental importance in confirming an appropriate ‘horizon of expectation’.14 The 
parallel with Ælfric is particularly close, since Smaragdus was likewise a monastic-based reformer with standards to 
establish and maintain, but, again as in Ælfric’s case, whilst the process might serve a polemical purpose, it is not 
brought into existence by it. Rather, Smaragdus and other Carolingian writers were working within a tradition equally 
well exemplified by Bede, who also, in his gospel commentaries, identified source-authors by marginal letter-
abbreviations.15 In fact, it is sometimes evidently the case that Smaragdus’s marginal identification of a pre-Bedan 
author is taken from the manuscript of Bede’s commentary from which the extract is copied, since the verbatim passage 
with which the marginal letter is directly aligned comes not from the patristic author directly, but via the Bedan 
commentary, in which the slight modification of the passage found in Smaragdus and its juxtaposition with other 
patristic-derived extracts are already present. As with Ælfric, then, we are faced with the problem of distinguishing 
between ultimate and intermediate sources. The example is a salutary one, for it reminds us that Bede too, despite being 
treated as an honorary patristic writer and despite being given the status of an ‘original’ source in modern Anglo-Saxon 
scholarship, is himself a functional (and self-conscious) 
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intermediary, who wrote as ‘part of a chain of authority’.16 And it does not stop there. Gregory the Great himself made 
extensive use of Augustine; Alcuin frequently used Gregory and Augustine, and was in turn used by Smaragdus, who 
was in turn used by Ælfric. We are, then, not dealing with texts as discrete entities (albeit within a dominant intellectual 
tradition) but with a system of texts—a system moreover in which Ælfric plays a full part, distinguishing himself only by 
the movement to a vernacular language. It is precisely Ælfric’s location of the Catholic Homilies within this highly 
developed system that makes precise source-identification so difficult, particularly if the method adopted is positivist in 
emphasising textual similarity, and is originary in emphasising apparently ultimate sources (although this, as I have 
indicated above, begs a whole series of questions, even with reference to authors such as Bede and Gregory, who are 
commonly treated as ‘ultimate’). We need, then, to proceed on the basis of ‘wise doubt’, to look for a range of possible 
sources, to entertain the likelihood that there may be more than one for any given passage, and to recognise that 
discrimination between them—if possible at all—may depend more on the detailed observation of textual difference than 
on the overriding impression of textual similarity. The case studies which follow are offered as examples both of the 
problems and the possibilities. 
VIII. Id. Jan. Epiphania Domini CH I, vii, ed. Thorpe I, pp. 104–20 
The lection for the Feast of the Epiphany is Matthew 2:1–12, the visit of the Magi, which only a few days before Ælfric 
had combined with the lection of the Feast of the Holy Innocents in order to contextualise the story of the massacre.17 
Now it is given again, this time with its own exegesis. As Ælfric explains in his opening words: 
Men ða leofestan, nu for feawum dagum we oferrædon þis godspel ætforan eow, þe belimpð to ðysses dæges ðenunge, 
for gereccednysse ðære godspellican endebyrdnysse; ac we ne hrepodon þone traht na swiðor þonne to ðæs dæges 
wurðmynte belamp: nu wille we eft oferyrnan þa ylcan godspellican endebyrdnysse, and be ðysses andweardan 
freolstide trahtnian.18 
Förster identified Ælfric’s sources as Gregory the Great’s Epiphany homily, with some details drawn from the Epiphany 
homilies of Augustine and Smaragdus.19 Smetana pointed out that Gregory’s homily is included in the homiliary of Paul 
the Deacon and suggested that the Epiphany homily by Fulgentius was a more likely source for one of the supposedly 
Augustinian details because the Fulgentius homily precedes Gregory’s in Paul the Deacon’s homiliary.20 
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We see in operation here the recurrent methodological biases that I identified and analysed in ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’. In 
Förster’s case, priority is given to Gregory, and Smaragdus is admitted as a source only when he differs. Smetana 
ignores Smaragdus completely and gives priority to Gregory de facto because his homily is included in Paul the 
Deacon’s homiliary. It is reasonable, of course, to attribute to Gregory the words that are Gregory’s if we are interested 
in ultimate sources or if, from a modern perspective, we wish to discount derivation—what, from a twentieth-century 
viewpoint, we might call plagiarism or the violation of copyright.21 But, as I have argued above, such concepts are not 
appropriate in the context of early medieval exegesis in the patristic tradition. If we are concerned with Ælfric’s 
immediate sources, we have to allow that he may have used his manuscript of Smaragdus rather than his manuscript of 
Paul the Deacon (where Gregory’s homily was available) for passages where Smaragdus is ostensibly the same as 
Gregory. At some points we may not be able to tell which manuscript he had his eye on, but if we pay attention to minor 
variations, it may be possible to detect how Ælfric worked with this high level of intertextuality in moving from one 
homiliary to another. The method of composition that can be detected in Ælfric’s Epiphany homily is the same as that 
used in the homilies which I analysed in ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’. It thus supports the case put forward there that Ælfric 
worked with his Frankish homiliaries open in front of him, actively participating in the perpetuation of an intertextual 
tradition which, at least in the homiliaries of Paul the Deacon and Smaragdus, if not that of Haymo, was literally kept in 
view by the recurrent author-attributions. 
The point at which Ælfric’s use of Gregory/Smaragdus begins is at page 106, line 1: Hit wœs gedafenlic…. This, 
continuing to geswutelod (line 5), is the proof quoted by Förster for Ælfric’s use of Gregory. The words are certainly 
Gregory’s (PL 76, col. 1110C, Quia videlicet Judeis, tanquam …perducuntur) and are correctly attributed to him by 
Smaragdus, but since the passage is itself in Smaragdus verbatim (PL 102, col. 72D), Ælfric could have been using his 
Smaragdus manuscript at this point just as easily as his manuscript of Paul the Deacon. Indeed, if we follow the texts 
with care, it is demonstrable that Ælfric was working closely with the Gregorian homily in Paul the Deacon, with 
Smaragdus, and also with the homiliary of Haymo, and that he moved freely between them, guided by the parallelisms, 
but prompted to choose one rather than the other at a particular moment according to the variation offered. Given this 
compositional method, it would be unreasonable to suppose that Ælfric invariably turned back to Paul the Deacon (= 
Gregory) at every point where an originally Gregorian passage occurred verbatim in another homiliary, particularly if he 
had demonstrably just been working from one of his other manuscripts. The obvious way to proceed in such a case 
would be to continue with this other manuscript until a point of difference drew his attention elsewhere. 
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On page 106, lines 6–23, following immediately upon the passage discussed above, Ælfric comments on the significance 
of the manifestation to the shepherds, representing the Jews, and to the Magi, representing the Gentiles, with a reference 
to Christ as the cornerstone and a quotation from Paul.22 Ælfric’s source here is Haymo, PL 118, col. 109C–D, Sed 
forte…qui prope sunt. This is a use of Haymo not noted by Smetana. 
There follow two details identified by Förster as being from Smaragdus: page 106, lines 24–6, Ða easternan…and 
eorðan, dependent on Smaragdus PL 102, col. 73B, Quae non…est illis; and page 106, lines 33–4, Swutol is…acenned 
is, dependent on Smaragdus PL 102, col. 72D, Constat…natus est. Neither detail is in Gregory’s homily. Both statements 
are in a passage in Smaragdus which is attributed to Bede.23 Förster does not seem to notice, however, that Ælfric drew 
upon Smaragdus for several more lines, PL 102, col. 73B–C, Et congregans…demonstraverunt, being the source for 
Ælfric, page 108, lines 2–12, Eaðe mihte…gebicnodon. For page 108, lines 13–24, Ealle gesceafta…geswutolodon, 
Ælfric turned to his copy of Gregory’s homily in his manuscript of Paul the Deacon (PL 76, col. 1111A–B, Sed in 
omnibus signis…. Deum clamabant).24 There comes a point shortly after where the texts in Gregory and Smaragdus are 
briefly parallel: Nativitate regis…exstinguat, PL 76, col. 1111C; PL 102, cols 73D–4A. At this point, although he does 
not make direct use of the parallel, the textual overlap seems to lead Ælfric back to his Smaragdus manuscript, which he 
uses for page 108, lines 28–31, Þaþa ða tungel-witegan…þœr he inne wunode (PL 102, col. 74A, Et ecce Stella…
ostendit). The clarification provided in the following sentence, page 108, lines 31–4, Ne glad he ealne weig…bufan 
Cristes gesthuse œtstod, is probably Ælfric’s own. 
The next statement, Herodes hœfde deofles getacnunge (p. 108, line 35), was attributed by Förster to Smaragdus.25 
Smetana does not refer to this identification, but proposes Haymo as a source for both this interpretation and the rest of 
Ælfric’s sentence.26 There is little doubt that Haymo is the source here, since he provides the additional interpretative 
details which are not in Smaragdus. 
After this, Ælfric returns to Gregory, resuming with a passage which comes soon after the sentence which had earlier 
provided the transition to Smaragdus. In PL 76, cols 1111D–12C, Sed inter haec sciendum…in servitute moriantur, 
Gregory discusses the astrological aspect of the Priscillianist heresy. Ælfric follows the first part of Gregory’s discussion 
quite closely (p. 110, lines 6–26, Us is eac…for mislicum geearnungum, compared with PL 76, cols 1111D–12B, Sed 
inter haec sciendum…. qualitas fuit) but with two characteristic modifications. He makes it clear that he is warning 
against a heresy, but he realised that the name of the heresy, which is given by Gregory, would mean nothing to his 
Anglo-Saxon audience, and so he omitted it. A few lines later he follows Gregory in 
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referring to the birth of Jacob and Esau in support of his argument, but whereas Gregory is allusive, in naming only 
Jacob and not making explicit the essential point that Jacob and Esau were twins, Ælfric was again attentive to his Anglo-
Saxon audience, providing the names of Esau and Rebecca as well as Jacob, stating directly that Esau and Jacob were 
born as twins, and reminding his auditors that Rebecca was the wife of Isaac. Ælfric’s final sentence against the heresy 
(p. 110, lines 26–9, Hit gelimpð …on ðeowte) reflects the second half of Gregory’s discussion but is most directly 
dependent on a sentence near the end, et tamen…moriantur, PL 76, col. 1112C 
Ælfric then provides an extensive passage on free will, for which, as far as I am aware, no direct source has yet been 
identified: page 110, line 30 to page 114, line 32, Nu cweðað…œr middangeardes gesetnysse.27 Ælfric was aware that 
this took him away from his exegetical sources, because at page 114, lines 33–5, he signalled his return to them: 
Mine gebroðra, ge habbað nu gehyred be ðan leasan wenan, þe ydele men gewyrd hatað: uton nu fon on þæs godspelles 
trahtnunge, þær we hit ær forleton.28 
From this point on Ælfric reverts to Gregory. The correspondences are page 116, line 1 to page 118, line 30, Þa tungel-
witegan…gesceapene wœron, and Gregory, PL 76, cols 1112D–13D, Magi vero aurum…revocamur. There is a parallel 
passage in Smaragdus, PL 102, cols 74B–5A, attributed to Gregory, which is verbally very close, but there are minor 
differences of phrasing, such as the repeated omission of nonulli in the recurrent phrase sunt nonulli qui…(PL 102, col. 
74B, compared with PL 76, col. 1113A) and the use of credamus in two parallel statements (PL 102, col. 74BC), where 
Gregory has fateamur in the first and credamus in the second (PL 76, col. 1113A). Where it is possible to make 
comparisons between the Old English and the Latin texts at this level of detail, Ælfric appears to be closer to Gregory. 
However, the evidence is suggestive rather than conclusive because of Ælfric’s tendency to abbreviate and the difficulty 
of making very precise comparisons across two languages. 
The concluding exhortation, page 118, line 31 to page 120, line 5, We sculon…on ealra worulde woruld. Amen, seems to 
be Ælfric’s own. 
In the analysis of this homily I have tried to plot Ælfric’s interactive method of composition, in which the Gregorian 
original cannot be given priority at the expense of a later text, the homiliary of Smaragdus, which self-consciously 
participates, as Ælfric himself does, in an intertextual tradition of which Gregory is part, and into which Gregory is also 
drawn by incorporation in the compilatio of Paul the Deacon, the intermediary through which the homily in question was 
conveniently available to Ælfric. Along the way, by focusing attention on these Frankish intermediaries, I have also been 
able to identify a further use of Haymo. In the context of 
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the present volume, it is worth recalling that the starting point which led to this complex conclusion was a doubt whether 
previous identifications were based on an appropriate horizon of expectation. 
Sermo in Ascensione Domini CH I, xxi, ed. Thorpe I, pp. 294–310 
Ælfric begins with the epistolary lection for Ascension, Acts 1:1–15, which he correctly attributes to the evangelist Luke. 
Part way through the homily (p. 300) he turns to the day’s gospel lection, Mark 16:14–20, signalling that this is what he 
is doing and declaring that he will offer a systematic exegesis of it, following Gregory. 
Förster identified Ælfric’s sources for the first part of his homily as Bede’s commentary on Acts or Smaragdus’s first (i.
e. epistolary) homily for Ascension Day, and Gregory’s twenty-ninth gospel homily for the second part.29 Smetana 
reports Förster’s identification of the Gregorian source, giving Mark 16:14–20 as the lection, and noting that it appears 
as an Ascension Day homily in Paul the Deacon, but he makes no reference to the rest of Förster’s source-identification, 
or to the fact that Ælfric opens with the lection from Acts, of which he gives a substantial exegesis.30 In 1968 Cross 
sought to refine the source analysis of Ælfric’s homily, arguing for some association by memory on Ælfric’s part and 
working with the supposition that Ælfric ‘had no books open before him except perhaps Gregory’s homily and Bede’s 
commentary’ (i.e. the commentary on Acts).31 He explains that since Smaragdus is identical with Bede for the relevant 
section of the commentary on Acts, his homily ‘will be disregarded in the discussion below’.32 
As we have seen, Gregory’s homily was conveniently to hand in the homiliary of Paul the Deacon, one of Ælfric’s 
standard reference works. I suggest that it was another of his standard reference works which also provided him with all 
that he needed from the commentary on Acts, since all the material that he used was available in Smaragdus’s homiliary 
under the Ascension Day rubric, conveniently extracted, correctly attributed to Bede, and presented as a homily attached 
to the epistolary lection. Cross prioritises Bede’s commentary since it is the original text, but it is far more likely that 
Ælfric used Smaragdus, which he was constantly referring to, than that he consulted the commentary on Acts as an 
independent work. In one sense, of course, Cross is correct in identifying Ælfric’s source as Bede, and Ælfric would 
himself have known this to be so, given the marginal identification in his Smaragdus manuscript, but for a modern 
scholar to disregard Smaragdus because he provides the same text as Bede is to approach medieval textuality from a 
modern perspective and thus to fail to address the question of what served as Ælfric’s immediate source. 
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For the first part of Ælfric’s homily, dealing with the epistle, Cross proposes in addition a number of supplementary 
sources, which he believes were drawn upon from memory. I do not at all disagree with the importance of memorial 
association in generating supplementary detail, but I suggest that this may work in different ways on different occasions. 
Cross implies, here and elsewhere, that the act of memory includes the initial association with other material and the 
recall of a particular textual phrase or detail, which is then incorporated into the Old English homily.33 But it is possible 
that in some instances the act of memorial association had the practical outcome of prompting Ælfric to look up another 
text elsewhere in one of the homiliaries with which he was constantly working. A possible instance is Bede’s homily on 
Luke 24:36–47, which Cross shows is echoed by Ælfric in this First Series Ascension Day homily.34 The gospel lection 
is the account of Christ’s resurrection appearance by the Sea of Galilee, which in Luke’s gospel comes just before the 
description of the ascension. As Cross points out, Ælfric’s main source—Bede’s commentary on Acts, which I argue was 
used via Smaragdus—had just led him to the topic of Christ’s eating after the resurrection, of which the event in Luke 
24:36–47 is one. It is easy to imagine that Ælfric’s mind would have turned to the event in Luke and that he would have 
considered this to be a useful addition to his own homily, but we do not necessarily have to suppose that he relied on 
memory for the detail of Bede’s interpretative homily since he could very easily have looked it up in the homiliary of 
Paul the Deacon, where it is to be found for the Tuesday of Easter Week. Cross does not point out that the text of Bede’s 
homily is in Paul the Deacon, and Smetana’s study of Ælfric’s use of Paul the Deacon does not draw attention to its 
presence because Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies do not include a homily for this day.35 But we know that Paul the 
Deacon’s homiliary was to hand, since it provides the Gregorian source for the second part of Ælfric’s homily, and for 
someone thoroughly familiar with the lectionary, it would have been a simple matter to see what his homiliaries had to 
offer for Luke 24:36–47. It was the standard lection for Easter Tuesday, and even if this fact were not instantly recalled, 
the lection and its homily would have been quick to find because all one had to do was look through the material for 
Easter Week, where the resurrection appearances are clustered. 
In turning next to the gospel lection, Ælfric was following the example of Smaragdus, where the gospel homily, based on 
Mark 16:14–20, follows the epistolary lection based on Acts 1:1–15.36 In Paul the Deacon’s homiliary Gregory’s 
homily is one of four for the Vigil of the Ascension, but there are no homilies on the epistolary lection from Acts. 
Nevertheless, even though Ælfric agrees with Smaragdus and not Paul the Deacon in rubric and the use of both lections, 
Smaragdus’s gospel homily is not in itself Ælfric’s immediate source at this point. Smaragdus’s homily makes 
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substantial use of Gregory’s homily and attributes this material to Gregory by a marginal letter-abbreviation, but it does 
not include the whole of Gregory’s homily, and it does include other material, some of which is attributed to Augustine. 
In fact, Smaragdus’s immediate source is Bede’s commentary on Mark,37 which also provided Smaragdus with his 
author-identifications.38 In this case, textual comparison shows that Ælfric’s own immediate source must have been 
Gregory’s homily (via Paul the Deacon) since the correspondences with Gregory which are noted by Cross are not all in 
Smaragdus’s homily. Conversely, I cannot find evidence for the use by Ælfric of material which is in Smaragdus and not 
in Gregory.39 
The Latin texts which it has been necessary to consider in examining Ælfric’s First Series Ascension Day homily are, in 
themselves, good examples of exegetical intertextuality. For this reason they can be used to demonstrate that source-
identification often needs to be as concerned with so-called derivatives as with texts which we categorise as authorial 
originals. Intertextuality provides the circumstances in which memorial associations can flourish, but it also promotes 
cross-referencing between texts, and in the case of the Ascension Day homily it leads us to see that Ælfric’s main 
sources, and also some of the supplementary ones, were encapsulated in his standard homiliaries. It is questionable 
whether we should look outside these unless we are sure that the appropriate parts of an identified source are not 
included in them. 
Dominica III. Post Pentecosten CH II, xxiii, ed. Godden, pp. 213–20 (=Thorpe, CH II, xxvi, pp. 370–8, 
with xxvii, pp. 378–90) 
The gospel for the day, on which most of the homily is based, is Luke 14:16–24, the parable of the Great Feast. To this 
Ælfric adds two miracles, which are presented at the end as a confirmatory appendix, the Stilling of the Storm and the 
Gadarene Swine. In Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 3. 28 and Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 303, this 
additional material is headed Alia Narratio de Euangelii Textu. In the following analysis I deal only with the main body 
of the homily.40 
In introducing his exegesis of Luke 14:16–24, Ælfric names Gregory (Godden, line 21). Förster identified the source as 
Gregory’s thirty-sixth gospel homily which, as Smetana subsequently showed, is homily 38 in the Pars Aestiva of Paul 
the Deacon’s homiliary, where it is for the Second Sunday after Pentecost.41 At the same time, Smetana suggested that 
‘the variations and additions, which Förster took as examples of Ælfric’s independence from his source, are more 
probably embellishments from Haymo’ (p. 198). In fact, Smetana subsequently specified only one instance of 
dependence on Haymo: the quotation from I Corinthians 1:27, which 
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is to be found in the same connection in Haymo.42 Godden, in the Fontes Anglo-Saxonici database, gives two further 
instances of Ælfric’s possible uses of Haymo: Ælfric, lines 24–8, He sende…geðuht sy, compared with Haymo PL 118, 
col. 601D, vocavit autem…vocando, and Ælfric, lines 30–3, He cwœð…geleaffullum compared with Haymo PL 118, col. 
602C–D, omnia parata…vidimus. However, both of these are given the sigil S2, ‘probably an immediate source’: the 
first of these stands as an alternative to the higher-grade Gregorian source, which is categorised as S1, ‘certainly an 
immediate source’; the second stands alone.43 
Ælfric’s sources for this homily thus appear to be quite straightforward: a close reliance on Gregory’s homily 
(acknowledged by Ælfric), with a very few details probably drawn from Haymo. But a more detailed examination of the 
intertextual tradition in all three of Ælfric’s main source homiliaries—Paul the Deacon, Smaragdus, and Haymo—
reveals that the situation is more complex. Gregory’s homily is used by Smaragdus, mostly verbatim, but with some 
modifications, mainly abbreviation by omission.44 Ælfric’s Old English version of this material has its own 
modification, as one would expect, including—as I shall show below—previously unidentified details from Haymo, but 
it is striking that, when he is following his Gregorian source, he repeatedly omits the same passages as Smaragdus does. 
Other homilies show the same pattern, which may suggest that in these cases Ælfric was working directly from the 
version in Smaragdus, rather than the slightly fuller version which Paul the Deacon’s homiliary would provide.45 This 
suggests in turn that Smaragdus was useful to Ælfric as a model for abbreviation. We already know, of course, that 
Smaragdus’s homiliary was useful for its content, and earlier in this article I have commented on the way in which it 
served as a model for participation in an intertextual tradition. If we take the sum total of these benefits offered by 
Smaragdus, it is easy to see why Ælfric gave him such prominence as a source-authority when writing to Sigeric,46 
although it is equally easy to see how the traditional methods of source-analysis have failed to reveal the frequency with 
which Ælfric consulted Smaragdus and the various ways in which his influence came to bear. 
Part of the difficulty in the present case is that Smaragdus’s use of Gregory is obscured in the Patrologia Latina edition 
because the sole attribution, which is at the beginning of the homily, is to Jerome. This may be why no one has 
previously pointed out that much of the Gregorian homily is also in Smaragdus. But the attribution to Jerome is an error 
in Patrologia Latina; as Souter points out, the manuscript attribution is to Gregory.47 Two of Ælfric’s homiliaries, Paul 
the Deacon and Smaragdus, would therefore have given him correctly attributed copies of Gregory’s homily, with that in 
Smaragdus’s homiliary having some variation, mainly by omission, Ælfric was writing for the Third Sunday after 
Pentecost, which is also the rubric in Smaragdus. In the homiliary of Paul the Deacon, 
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as reconstructed by Wiegand, Gregory’s homily is for the Second Sunday after Pentecost.48 If that were also the case in 
Ælfric’s manuscript of Paul the Deacon, it would mean that Smaragdus’s version was marginally easier to find, although, 
as we shall see in the analysis of Ælfric’s homily, the textual evidence indicates that Ælfric had all three of his Frankish 
homiliaries open in front of him. The material from Haymo is rubricated for the Third Sunday after Pentecost and so 
would have been quick to find; it begins with the same lection as the Gregory/Smaragdus homily.49 
Before I analyse the textual relationships, however, there is one further complication which needs to be acknowledged. I 
have described Smaragdus’s homily as an abbreviated but mainly verbatim text of Gregory’s homily, and I have noted 
that the manuscript attribution—which originates with Smaragdus—is to Gregory. In practice, however, Smaragdus did 
not work directly from a copy of Gregory’s homily, but from Bede’s commentary on Luke, which is wholly dependent 
on Gregory for the exegesis of Luke 14:16–24.50 Hurst’s edition of Bede’s commentary does not show a marginal 
attribution to Gregory,51 but since Smaragdus provides the correct attribution, it may well be that his manuscript of 
Bede’s commentary included it. Alternatively, the attribution could be Smaragdus’s own. The modest variations from 
Gregory which are found in Smaragdus and which will be significant in identifying Ælfric’s immediate source at 
particular points are already made in Bede’s commentary and are simply taken over by Smaragdus. However, this 
observation does not lead to the conclusion that Ælfric consulted Bede’s commentary as an independent work. To 
assume this would be to follow the doubtful but common practice of giving priority to a quasi-patristic source over a 
Frankish intermediary—although in this case it happens that Bede is not an ultimate source either, because he is yet one 
more stage in an intertextual tradition in being himself an intermediary for Gregory. For Ælfric, as we shall see, there is 
little doubt that the principal immediate source for the Gregorian text, as transmitted by Bede and then by Smaragdus, 
was the homiliary of Smaragdus, where it was conveniently available under the appropriate rubric, although we shall 
also see that, alongside this manuscript, Ælfric had open before him his manuscript of Paul the Deacon, which gave him 
access to the entire (i.e. the ‘original’) Gregorian homily, to which he turned for a few details at the end. 
The beginning of Ælfric’s homily corresponds with the beginning of the version of Gregory as found in Smaragdus (and 
derived from Bede’s commentary)52 (Homo quidam…finem saeculi, Gregory PL 76, cols 1266D–7A, and Smaragdus 
PL 102, cols 355D–6A). Gregory’s homily proper has a substantial amount of material which precedes this (PL 76, col. 
1266A–D, Hoc distare…debeamus invitat). Smaragdus omits the next sentence of Gregory (PL 76, col. 1267 A, Quo 
enim…pereat). Agreement with Gregory resumes at Idcirco (PL 76, col. 1267A and PL 102, col. 356A) 
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and continues to ordo signatur (ordo designator in the PL edition of Gregory) (PL 76, col. 1267B and PL 102, col. 
356A). There is then a substantial omission in Smaragdus, who does not include PL 76, col. 1267B–C, De quo videlicet…
fastidium pellite. This is followed by a few lines in Smaragdus which modify Gregory by omission of one sentence and 
some phrasal adjustment (PL 76, col 1267C–D, Ad repellendum…est occisus, compared with PL 102, col. 356A–B, Ad 
repellendum…peccata mundi). Smaragdus omits the next sentence, Sed quid agimus…videmus (PL 76, col. 1267D), but 
the two versions are then identical from Offert Deus…to simul omnes excusant (PL 76, col. 1267D and PL 102, col. 
356B). Smaragdus’s sed dicunt…subinfertur (PL 102, col. 356B) is an abbreviation of Gregory (Ponamus…subinfertur, 
PL 76, col. 1267D–1268B), achieved mainly by substantial omissions. The immediately following sentences are 
identical (PL 76, col. 1268B and PL 102, col. 356B–C, Quid per villam…propter substantiam). Thus far (Godden, lines 
21–42) Ælfric’s source is Gregory, via Paul the Deacon, or Smaragdus. His exegesis is briefer than either, but it is most 
likely that he had his eye on Smaragdus because he begins where Smaragdus begins, and in continuing he makes no use 
of any of the Gregorian material not in Smaragdus. 
For lines 42–62 Ælfric continues to follow his main source but he draws also from Haymo. Smaragdus here abbreviates 
Gregory slightly, by phrasal omission (compare PL 76, col. 1268B–D with PL 102, col. 356C–D, Alter dixit…permiscet). 
Again, Ælfric uses nothing that is peculiar to Gregory’s original, which suggests that, having begun his homily with 
Smaragdus’s version of Gregory, he continues with this version. But his primary source is supplemented by Haymo, 
from whom he takes the enumeration of the senses and the discussion of them one by one (PL 118, col. 603C). The cross-
reference to Haymo is made easy because the biblical verse being interpreted (Luke 14:19) stands as a head-phrase in 
each of the texts Ælfric had to hand and the Gregory/Smaragdus main source provides a prompt in referring to the five 
senses, although without the elaboration which Haymo was so conveniently able to furnish.53 
From Rogo te…to superbiam demonstrat Gregory and Smaragdus are identical (PL 76, cols 1268D–1269A and PL 102, 
cols 356D–7A). Smaragdus then omits Rogando ergo excusat…in actione (PL 76, col. 1269A), but continues with 
Gregory’s text verbatim in the next sentence (Alius autem dixit…as far as paterfamilias invitat, PL 76, col. 1269A and 
PL 102, col. 357A). From sed dum hunc…to non festinat Smaragdus’s text is abbreviated (PL 102, col. 357A), although 
many of the phrases are Gregory’s (cf. PL 76, col. 1269A–B). There is nothing in the corresponding part of Ælfric’s 
homily (lines 63–76) to suggest that Ælfric turns his attention to Gregory’s homily proper, he uses nothing that is not in 
Smaragdus, and he makes no use of the phrases which are in Gregory’s original but are omitted or modified in 
Smaragdus. 
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For the next stage of the exegesis, Et reversus…et peccatores humiles eliguntur, Gregory and Smaragdus are the same 
(PL 76, col. 1269B–C and PL 102, col. 357A–C), except that Smaragdus omits one brief sentence (Sed notandum est…
ac debiles, PL 76, col. 1269B–C). Hos itaque… semetipsum (PL 76, col. 1269C and PL 102, col. 357C) are identical in 
both texts. Smaragdus then omits Is enim…amisit (PL 76, col. 1269C–D), continues as Gregory for Pauperes…ubi 
delectentur (PL 76, cols 1269D–70A and PL 102, col. 357C), and then omits a large passage from Gregory which looks 
back to the Old Testament (PL 76, cols 1270A–C, Quod bene…non valebant). Ælfric (lines 76–94) drastically 
abbreviates his source but at no point makes use of material which is in Gregory alone. It is in this passage that Smetana 
finds the supposed use of Haymo, but in fact his evidence is simply a biblical quotation (I Corinthians 1:27) which 
occurs in Gregory/Smaragdus at precisely the point when Ælfric also uses it, so there is no need to imagine that he was 
reliant on Haymo. Indeed, not only does the quotation occur in Gregory/Smaragdus, but the wording of the surrounding 
material is closer to Ælfric’s than Haymo’s is, which makes it all the more likely that he did not draw on Haymo here.54 
From sed ductis…to gentilem quaerit (PL 102, col. 357C–D) Smaragdus is the same as Gregory (PL 76, col. 1270C–D), 
but Smaragdus then omits de cujus significatione…venerunt (PL 1270D) before continuing with Gregory’s text for one 
sentence, notandum…compelle intrare (PL 76, col. 1270D–1A and PL 102, col. 357D). Smaragdus omits the next few 
sentences of Gregory (Alii enim…compellantur, PL 76, col. 1271 A), but resumes at Nam sunt nonulli (PL 76, col. 
1271A and PL 102, col. 357D). However, this almost immediately turns into a drastic abbreviation of a long passage by 
Gregory, as usual employing Gregory’s words, but by omission and some phrasal re-arrangement reducing sixty-six lines 
in the Patrologia Latina edition of Gregory (PL 76, cols 1271A–2B, Nam sunt …subinfertur) to twelve lines in the 
Patrologia Latina edition of Smaragdus (PL 102, cols 357D–8A). Smaragdus’s version then omits a few lines of 
Gregory (Intenta…praedicatione, PL 76, col. 1272B) before concluding with a passage which again abbreviates Gregory 
by omission and some phrasal re-arrangement (Dico…valeat, PL 102, col. 358A–B compared with PL 76, col. 1272B–
C). Gregory’s full homily continues beyond this in the Patrologia Latina edition for just over two columns. For most of 
this part of his homily (lines 95–122), Ælfric is much closer to Smaragdus than to Gregory’s full homily: he ends where 
Smaragdus ends (as he also began where Smaragdus began), his exegesis, like that of Smaragdus in this heavily 
abbreviated part, is pointed and crisp, and the material found only in Gregory’s full homily is almost entirely ignored. 
However, in this final part Ælfric does appear to have looked across to Gregory’s homily proper in Paul the Deacon. At 
lines 105–7 Ælfric emphasises his point with a rhetorical flourish which has no parallel in 
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Smaragdus but which, in its use of the sume…sume…sume…sequence echoes Gregory’s alii…alii…alii…(PL 76, col. 
1271A). Ælfric’s following sentence (lines 107–10) could be derived from Gregory or Smaragdus, but in the exegesis of 
the final verse (Luke 14:24) Ælfric clearly makes use of Gregory directly: the list of agents through which God’s 
invitations come agrees with that in Gregory (PL 76, col. 1272B), not with that in Smaragdus, which has a different 
order and some omissions (PL 102, col. 358A); and Ælfric also names Solomon (Salomon) and quotes Proverbs 1:28, a 
detail which is in Gregory (PL 76, col. 1272C) but omitted from Smaragdus. 
Ælfric knew that his own exegesis was an abbreviation: in his closing remarks he states that Ðis godspell is nu scortlice 
getrahtnod (line 123).55 But although his abbreviations are more severe than those in Smaragdus’s homiliary, he seems 
to have relied on this version of the text as a model for abbreviation. With Gregory’s full version to hand in Paul the 
Deacon’s homiliary, he would have had a particularly keen sense of how scortlice getrahtnod his own businesslike 
version was. 
Dominica VIII. Post Pentecosten [Godden]; Dominica V. Post Pentecosten [Thorpe] CH II, xxv, ed. 
Godden, pp. 230–40 (= Thorpe, CH II, xxix, pp. 394–402) 
The lection for this homily is the story of the Feeding of the Four Thousand, Mark 8:1–9. Förster identified the source as 
Bede’s commentary on Mark, noting that the appropriate extract is also in Smaragdus.56 Smetana gives the lection as 
Mark 8:1–10, and states that: 
most of [Ælfric’s] 140 lines are translated from Bede’s commentary on Luke (PL 92. 205–208). Förster (F 87) identified 
Bede as the source; and we are able to state that this same homily appears under ‘Dom. III p. Nat. Apostolorum’ PD 
60*.57 
This is confused and misleading. The reference to PL 92, 205–8 is to Bede’s commentary on Mark,58 not Luke, and it is 
Mark’s commentary that Ælfric used, as noted by Förster and as the lection would suggest. Luke describes the Feeding 
of the Five Thousand, which is common to all four gospels, but not the Feeding of the Four Thousand, which is only in 
Mark and Matthew. Having named the wrong commentary, Smetana compounds the error by stating that ‘this same 
homily’ (by which he appears to mean an extract from Bede’s commentary on Luke) is included in Paul the Deacon’s 
homiliary, when in fact homily 60 in the Pars Aestiva, as correctly described by Smetana earlier in the same article,59 is 
an extract from Bede’s commentary on Mark. However, once Smetana’s muddle is sorted out, we are left with the 
significant fact that a portion of Bede’s 
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commentary on Mark, identified as Ælfric’s source by Förster, was included in Paul the Deacon’s homiliary, where it 
would have been conveniently accessible. In addition, Smetana believes that Ælfric drew on Haymo.60 
Apart from the possible use of Haymo, which I shall discuss below,61 Ælfric is faithful to his ultimately Bedan source 
throughout. But it is not immediately obvious whether he worked from Paul the Deacon’s homiliary or Smaragdus. In 
Paul the Deacon’s homiliary, as reconstructed by Wiegand and reported by Smetana, there is the problem of looking it 
up, since Paul the Deacon uses a different method of naming the Sundays after Pentecost from the one used by Ælfric’s 
other major source-homiliaries and by Ælfric himself.62 However, this may not have been the problem that we imagine 
because, as Paul the Deacon’s homiliary was copied and recopied, the old style of rubric was replaced by the new style, 
as, for example, in Worcester Cathedral Library MS F 93, Cambridge University Library MS Ii. 2. 19 (Gneuss no. 16), 
Pembroke College Cambridge MS 23 (Gneuss no. 129), and Durham Cathedral Library MS A. III. 29 (Gneuss no. 
222).63 It is therefore quite possible that Ælfric had a manuscript of Paul the Deacon which used the same rubrics as the 
homiliaries of Smaragdus and Haymo. If so, this would have facilitated his movement between them. He would have 
found Bede’s commentary on Mark 8:1–9 presented as a homily for the Eighth Sunday after Pentecost in his manuscript 
of Smaragdus, and—if we may judge from the admittedly rather later extant manuscripts in England—this may also be 
how the same material was rubricated in Paul the Deacon. Ælfric’s homily agrees with this tradition in being for the 
Eighth Sunday after Pentecost. Thorpe’s rubric of the Fifth Sunday after Pentecost is taken from the best manuscript, 
Cambridge University Library Gg. 3. 28, but he follows the alteration in the manuscript to V from an original VIII; 
Godden, in his edition, observes the original reading.64 
When rapidly changing liturgical practice and manuscript evidence are taken into account we can see that, contrary to 
what we might first have supposed, there are no certain grounds for believing that Ælfric would have found his source-
material more easily in Smaragdus than in Paul the Deacon. There is also no positive textual evidence for determining 
which of these immediate sources Æltric actually used, because neither Latin version incorporates details from elsewhere 
which, if they had been used by Ælfric, would have served to identify the homiliary he consulted. There is, however, 
some suggestive negative evidence. The extract as given in Smaragdus’s homiliary is almost wholly verbatim, but it 
omits page 528, lines 1542–8 and page 530, lines 1644–52 in Hurst’s edition of Bede’s commentary, and these same 
passages are also omitted by Ælfric, in a homily which is otherwise particularly faithful to its source. These are small 
pointers, but they suggest that Ælfric worked from his Smaragdus 
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manuscript. This supposition is the more convincing if we consider the evidence alongside instances in other homilies 
where Ælfric is seen to follow abbreviations already introduced by Smaragdus into texts otherwise taken verbatim from a 
patristic source. 
As already noted, the other source identified for this homily is Haymo, but the use of Haymo is more complicated than 
Smetana claims.65 The passage that Smetana cites, dealing with the mystical difference between the feeding of the Five 
Thousand and the Four Thousand, has a parallel in Bede/Smaragdus and, in his reference to seo soðfœstnysse and seo 
gifu, Ælfric follows the wording of Bede/Smaragdus, who have veritas ac gratia, rather than Haymo, who has gratia 
alone.66 Yet, in the same passage, Ælfric refers to Moses, as Haymo does and Bede/Smaragdus do not. Perhaps, then, on 
this occasion as on others, Haymo is exploited for a detail rather than a sustained passage. It would not be difficult to 
conflate these two passages because they each occur near the beginning of their respective homilies, where their 
similarity of purpose could easily be seen. 
This is the only example of Ælfric’s use of Haymo which Smetana brings forward, but we can also attribute to Haymo 
Ælfric’s comments on the difficulty of forsaking earthly treasures (Godden, lines 72–96). There is no basis for this in 
Bede/Smaragdus, but Haymo discusses this moral issue as part of his exegesis of Mark 8:6, which is how it is also used 
by Ælfric. In the course of his discussion Haymo quotes Christ’s words to the rich young man in Matthew 19.67 Ælfric, 
in support of his general statements, relates this story in full, but he would instantly have recognised where Haymo’s 
quotation came from, and the decision to tell the story rather than simply allude to it is indicative of the consideration for 
his audience that Ælfric repeatedly shows.68 
In the field of biblical exegesis, the Carolingian reformers, on whom the reformer Ælfric drew so heavily, sought to 
establish what one scholar has described as ‘a dossier of patristic authority’.69 In doing so, they conceived of their 
reform not as a movement into new territory, but a reclaiming of the old, a re-assertion of and re-entry into that ‘chain of 
authority’70 which characterises the patristic tradition. The ‘chain of authority’ which they wished to perpetuate 
stretched back through Bede and Gregory to the exegesis of the Western Roman Empire, and it depended—absolutely—
on self-conscious derivation. As Brown has so aptly put it, ‘they bent over backwards in the effort not to be original’.71 
Conceptually this presents a problem for the modern scholar, who is culturally conditioned to prize originality. In the 
field of source-study it presents practical problems as well, since the layering of tradition within the potential source-
texts has to be attended to and the range of possibilities taken into account. An analysis of Ælfric’s participation in this 
tradition leads us directly to such issues as the nature of authority, authorial identity, and medieval textual 
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culture. But at the same time it also leads us into areas of doubt, since the complexity of the tradition inevitably raises 
questions about the frame of reference within which source-study is carried out. At the heart of the problem, as I hope 
this paper has demonstrated, is the question of what we think we are identifying when we find a ‘source’. Do we mean to 
distinguish between ultimate and immediate sources? What, in any case, do we mean by these two things, within such a 
complex tradition?72 And how do we go about disentangling them? 
Source-studies seem sometimes to offer moments of certainty. But things are not always quite what they seem, if one 
looks again at the evidence of the texts themselves. Old English poetic texts have been the main focus of Eric Stanley’s 
work. Here, I have made use of Old English prose, but I offer my analyses as a series of examples where our 
understanding may, I believe, be advanced more by exercising wise doubt than by being content with apparent certainty. 
NOTES 
1  Eric Gerald Stanley, In the Foreground: ‘Beowulf’ (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1994), p. 244. 
2  Stanley, In the Foreground: ‘Beowulf’, p. 245. 
3  The Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church, vol. I, ed. Benjamin Thorpe (London: Ælfric Society, 1844), pp. 1–3, esp. p. 

3. The Latin letter to Sigeric is found only in Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 3. 28, a manuscript which, in the 
opinion of Godden, is ‘either a product of Ælfric’s own scriptorium or a remarkably faithful copy of such a 
manuscript’: Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies: the Second Series: Text, ed. Malcolm Godden, EETS SS 5 (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1979), p. xliii. In the homilies themselves Ælfric frequently cites Augustine, Jerome, Bede, and 
Gregory; Haymo, who is singled out in the letter as being used only ‘sometimes’ (aliquando), is referred to by name 
only twice; Smaragdus is not named at all, although he is listed in the letter to Sigeric as if he were as useful to Ælfric 
as the first four authors. For an explanation of these differences in treatment, see Joyce Hill, ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’, 
Anglo-Saxon England 21 (1992), pp. 203–37, esp. 204–6. In this article I also explain why Smaragdus and Haymo are 
named in the letter and why Paul the Deacon is not. Throughout the present article, references to the First Series of 
Catholic Homilies (=CH I) will be to Thorpe’s edition by page number and, where appropriate, line numbers counted 
on the page; references to the Second Series (=CH II) will be to Godden’s edition, with Godden’s line numbers used 
where required, although references to vol. II of Thorpe’s edition (London, 1846) will be provided additionally in the 
headings for the two Second Series homilies analysed in order to facilitate cross-referral to published source-studies 
which predate Godden’s edition. 

4  Max Förster, ‘Über die Quellen von Ælfrics exegetischen Homiliae Catholicae’, Anglia 16 (1894), pp. 1–61. Förster 
conjectures (pp. 58–9) that Ælfric used a homiliary, but he does not pursue this. He also notes at various points in his 
source-identifications that certain passages found, for example, in Bede or Gregory are also found in Smaragdus, but 
in practice he proceeds as if the source is the patristic text, reserving for Smaragdus only those passages 
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which seem to be peculiar to him. On the limitations of this methodology, used also by subsequent source-scholars, 
see my article, ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’. 

5  Cyril L.Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, Traditio 15 (1959), pp. 163–204. The importance of 
Paul the Deacon’s homiliary in Anglo-Saxon England is discussed by Mary Clayton, ‘Homiliaries and Preaching in 
Anglo-Saxon England’, Peritia 4 (1985), pp. 207–42, esp. 217–20. 

6  Cyril L.Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Homiliary of Haymo of Halberstadt’, Traditio 17 (1961), pp. 457–69. For the 
identity of Haymo, see Henri Barré, Les Homéliaires carolingiens de l’école d’Auxerre, Studi e Testi 225 (Vatican 
City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1962), pp. 33–42. The only edition of this homiliary is Haymo, Homiliae de 
tempore, PL 118, cols 11–746, ed. J.-P. Migne (Paris, 1880). 

7  Paul the Deacon’s temporale homiliary as given in PL 95, cols 1159–458, is a relatively late and greatly augmented 
version. The original homiliary was reconstructed by Friedrich Wiegand, Das Homiliarium Karls des Grossen auf 
seine ursprüngliche Gestalt hin untersucht, Studien zur Geschichte der Theologie und der Kirche 1.2 (Leipzig: A.
Deichert, 1897) and it is Wiegand’s schedule of contents which Smetana prints in ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval 
Homiliary’, pp. 165–80. However, as Smetana points out (pp. 202–4), Ælfric’s copy probably differed from what we 
suppose to be the original through the omission of some items and the addition of others. For further discussion of 
this homiliary, see Cyril L.Smetana, ‘Paul the Deacon’s Patristic Anthology’, in Paul E.Szarmach and Bernard F.
Huppé, eds, The Old English Homily and its Backgrounds (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1978), pp. 
75–97. 

8  ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’. The only edition of Smaragdus’s homiliary is Smaragdus, Collectiones in epistolas et 
evangelia, PL 102, cols 14–594, ed. J.-P. Migne (Paris, 1865). The homiliary is more usually referred to as Expositio 
libri comitis. 

9  On the importance of textual difference by contrast with the more traditional and more obvious characteristic of 
textual similarity, see Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe’s Toller Memorial Lecture, ‘Source, Method, Theory, Practice: 
on Reading Two Old English Verse Texts’, Bulletin of the John Rylands University Librarv of Manchester 76 (1994), 
pp. 51–73, esp. 59–60. 

10  ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’, p. 232. 
11  Martin Irvine, The Making of Textual Culture: ‘Grammatica’ and Literary Theory, 350–1100 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 422–3. See also Martin Irvine, ‘Medieval Textuality and the Archaeology of 
Textual Culture’, in Allen J.Frantzen, ed., Speaking Two Languages: Traditional Disciplines and Contemporary 
Theory in Medieval Studies (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991), pp. 181–210. 

12  For a discussion of Ælfric’s polemical position, see my article ‘Reform and Resistance: Preaching Styles in Late 
Anglo-Saxon England’, in Jacqueline Hamesse and Xavier Hermand, eds, De l’homélie au sermon: histoire de la 
predication médiévale (Louvain-la-Neuve: Université Catholique de Louvain, 1993), pp. 15–46. 

13  Most immediately, as a promoter of the Benedictine Reform, Ælfric stood in the Carolingian tradition which 
promoted a patristic exegetical orthodoxy through compilatio and catena and which commonly offered overt 
validation by citation of authorities’ names. The ascriptions in the homiliary of Paul the Deacon which are given in 
the medieval manuscripts are referred to on p. 363 above. Smaragdus’s method of using marginal letter-abbreviations 
is referred 
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to on pp. 363–4 above and is discussed by me in more detail in ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’. The ascriptions in PL 102, 
expanded from the letter-abbreviations and embedded into the text, are not complete and are sometimes inaccurate: 
see A.Souter, ‘Contributions to the Criticism of Zmaragdus’s Expositio libri comitis’, Journal of Theological Studies 
9 (1908), pp. 584–97, ‘Further Contributions to the Criticism of Zmaragdus’s Expositio libri comitis’, Journal of 
Theological Studies 23 (1922), pp. 73–6, and ‘A Further Contribution to the Criticism of Zmaragdus’s Expositio libri 
comitis’, Journal of Theological Studies 34 (1933), pp. 46–7. For a detailed account of the sources of the Expositio 
libri comitis, see Fidel Rädle, Studien zu Smaragd von Saint-Mihiel, Medium Æwum: Philologische Studien 29 
(Munich: Fink, 1974). A similar method of validation by marginal letter-abbreviations is used by Rabanus Maurus. 
Philippe Le Maître draws attention to the importance of compilatio, of the kind practised by Rabanus Maurus, in 
providing a highly practical access to patristic exegesis: ‘Les méthodes exégétiques de Raban Maur’, in Michel Sot, 
ed., Haul moyenâge: culture, education et société. Etudes offertes a Pierre Riché (Paris: Editions Publidix, Editions 
Européennes Erasme, 1990), pp. 343–52. For a summary of the monastic-based, reformist exegetical tradition to 
which Ælfric is heir, particularly in relation to the tradition of compilatio and catena, see Bernhard Bischoff, 
Manuscripts and Libraries in the Age of Charlemagne, trans. and ed. Michael Gorman (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), pp. 93–114 at 109–13 (ch. 5, ‘Libraries and Schools in the Carolingian Revival of Learning’, 
originally published as ‘Die Bibliothek im Dienste der Schule’, La scuola nell’Occidente latino dell’alto medioevo, 
Settimane di studio del Centro italiano di studi sull’alto medioevo 19 (Spoleto, 1972), pp. 385–415); John J.Contreni, 
‘Carolingian Biblical Studies’, in Uta-Renate Blumenthal, ed., Carolingian Essays: Andrew W.Mellon Lectures in 
Early Christian Studies (Washington: Catholic University of America Press, 1983), pp. 71–98; Giles Brown, 
‘Introduction: the Carolingian Renaissance’, in Rosamond McKitterick, ed., Carolingian Culture: Emulation and 
Innovation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 1–51 at 39–42. 

14  Irvine, ‘Medieval Textuality and the Archaeology of Textual Culture’, p. 209. For a challenge to the reductive notion 
of the derivative text, see also O’Brien O’Keeffe, ‘Source, Method, Theory, Practice: on Reading Two Old English 
Verse Texts’. 

15  Bede drew attention to them in the preface to his commentary on Mark and noted that he had earlier used the method 
in his commentary on Luke. It had been believed that there were no extant manuscripts showing these attributions, 
but Laistner demonstrated that this was not the case: M.L.W.Laistner, ‘Source-marks in Bede Manuscripts’, Journal 
of Theological Studies 34 (1933), pp. 350–4. In ‘Contributions to the Criticism of Zmaragdus’s Expositio libri 
comitis’, p. 584, Souter suggested that Smaragdus may have borrowed the system of marginal attributions from 
Bede. Smaragdus certainly makes extensive use of Bede’s commentaries on Mark and Luke, but the practice must 
also be seen in the context of Carolingian exegetical methodology, on which, see note 13 above. Bede’s marginal 
ascriptions are included in Bedae Venerabilis opera, Part II, 3: Opera exegetica: In Lucae Evangelium expositio: In 
Marci Evangelium expositio, ed. D.Hurst, CCSL 120 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1960). 

16  Irvine, The Making of Textual Culture, p. 274. 
17  CH I, v, pp. 76–90. The combination of lections in this homily is commented on by J.E.Cross, ‘Ælfric—Mainly on 

Memory and Creative Method in Two Catholic Homilies’, Studio Neophilologica 41 (1969), pp. 135–55 at 137. 
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18  ‘Most beloved people, a few days ago we read over before you this gospel which belongs to the service of this day 

for the interpretation of that gospel narrative; but we did not touch on the exposition more than was fitting for the 
dignity of that day: now we will again go over that same gospel narrative, and expound it with reference to this 
present feast-day.’ This and all subsequent translations are my own. 

19  Förster, ‘Über die Quellen’, p. 11, section 59. Gregory’s XL Homiliarum in Evangelia are in PL 76, cols 1075–312, 
ed. J.-P. Migne (Paris, 1878). The homily for Epiphany is hom. 10, cols 1110–14. 

20  Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, p. 186. 
21  The conceptual differences between the Middle Ages and our own in this respect are examined by Giles Constable, 

‘Forgery and Plagiarism in the Middle Ages’, Archiv für Diplomatik 29 (1983), pp. 1–41, and Neil Hathaway, 
‘Compilatio: from Plagiarism to Compiling’, Viator 20 (1989), pp. 19–44. 

22  The Pauline quotation is from Ephesians 2, but in both Haymo and Ælfric it is a conflation of vv. 14 and 17. This 
agreement supports the case for Ælfric’s dependence on Haymo. 

23  Smaragdus’s sources for this homily are analysed by Rädle, Studien zu Smaragd, pp. 204–5. 
24  In Ælfric’s homily there is an additional comment which is not in any of the possible sources so far identified: Nœron 

he swa-ðeah ealle endemes ungeleaffulle, ac of heora cynne wœron œgðer ge witegan ge apostolas, and fela ðusenda 
gelyfedra manna, ‘Nevertheless, they were not all equally unbelieving, but from their race there were both prophets 
and apostles, and many thousands of believers’ (p. 108, lines 25–7). It is tempting to think that this judicious and 
kindly remark is Ælfric’s own. 

25  ‘Herod betokens the devil.’ ‘Über die Quellen’, p. 11, Herodes…significat diabolum, PL 102, col. 72C. 
26  Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Homiliary of Haymo of Halberstadt’, p. 462: compare Ælfric, p. 1081, line 35 to p. 110, 

line 3, Herodes…gecyrdon, with PL 118, col. 113C, Discimis ergo…divina gratia deserit. 
27  Ælfric’s treatment of predestination and grace is discussed by Lynne Grundy, Books and Grace: Ælfric’s Theology, 

King’s College London Medieval Studies VI (London: King’s College, 1991), pp. 115–47. Grundy does not suggest 
a particular source for this passage, but throughout the book her emphasis is on Ælfric’s general indebtedness to the 
theology of St Augustine. This, of course, is to say no more than that Augustine’s theology is central to all medieval 
orthodoxy. 

28  ‘My brothers, you have now heard about the false belief which foolish men call destiny: let us now resume the 
exposition of the gospel where we previously left it.’ 

29  ‘Über die Quellen’, pp. 7–8, section 54: Bedae Venerabilis Expositio Actuum Apostolorum et Retractio, ed. M.L.W.
Laistner (Cambridge, Mass.: Medieval Academy of America, 1939), pp. 6–11; Smaragdus, PL 102, cols 307–10; 
Gregory, PL 76, cols 1213–19. Förster was unable to identify the source of the Latin note which refers to Hilary 
(Thorpe, p. 304), but this has now been recognised as being a commentary on James 2:19, in the Expositio in VII 
epistulas catholicas, an eighth-century Irish text once attributed by some to Hilary: J.E.Cross, ‘More Sources for 
Two of Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies’, Anglia 86 (1968), pp. 59–78 at 77–8. The note probably originated as a 
marginal annotation by Ælfric, and was embedded in the Old English text by a scribe working directly or indirectly 
from Ælfric’s manuscript. N.R.Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1957), p. 13, 
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lists the Latin notes in Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 3. 28 (on which, see note 3 above). Their origin is 
discussed by Godden, ed., Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies, p. lxxxiii. 

30  ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, p. 190. 
31  Cross, ‘More Sources’, pp. 59–78 at 68. 
32  Cross, ‘More Sources’, pp. 67–8, note 5. 
33  See, for example, ‘Ælfric—Mainly on Memory’, and ‘The Literate Anglo-Saxon—on Sources and Disseminations’, 

Proceedings of the British Academy 57 (1972), pp. 67–100. 
34  ‘More Sources’, pp. 69–70. In ‘Ælfric and Smaragdus’, p. 215, I point to another instance where memorial 

association may have prompted Ælfric to look up a homily for another day. 
35  It is, of course, included in Smetana’s list of the contents of Paul the Deacon’s homiliary, although it is easy to 

overlook because Smetana omits the lection: ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, p. 172, homily 10 in the 
Pars Aestiva. The homily is II, 9 in Bedae Venerabilis opera, Part III: Opera homiletica, ed. D.Hurst, CCSL 122 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1955), pp. 239–45. Smetana is incorrect in giving the reference as pp. 239–49. 

36  Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, is incorrect in giving Gregory’s lection as beginning at verse 
15 on p. 173 (the list of the contents of Paul the Deacon’s homiliary), but he gives the correct details on p. 190. For 
Smaragdus’s homily, see PL 102, cols 310–13. 

37  Rädle, Studien zu Smaragd, p. 214. 
38  See notes 13 and 15 above. For the marginal author-identifications in Bede’s commentary, see Hurst, ed., In Marci 

Evangelium Expositio, pp. 644–8. 
39  As Förster notes, ‘Über die Quellen’, p. 7, Gregory’s homily is freely translated by Ælfric. This makes precise 

comparison much more difficult, but the evidence is nevertheless unambiguous. 
40  The Alia Narratio is discussed by John C.Pope, ed., Homilies of Ælfric: a Supplementary Collection, 2 vols, EETS 

OS 259 and 260 (London: Oxford University Press, 1967–8), II, 565–6, and is edited by him on pp. 575–9 in its 
revised and re-used form, with source-texts provided. See also the comments by Godden, ed., Ælfric’s Catholic 
Homilies, pp. 368–9. 

41  Förster, ‘Über die Quellen’, p. 5, section 49; Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, p. 198. Gregory’s 
homily is in PL 76, cols 1265–74. 

42  Smetana, ‘Ælfric and the Homiliary of Haymo of Halberstadt’, pp. 467–8: Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies, ed. Godden, 
lines 88–90, compared with Haymo, PL 118, col. 606A, sicut ait Apostolus…fortia. 

43  Printouts of the Fontes Anglo-Saxonici analyses are obtainable on request from D.G.Scragg, Centre for Anglo-Saxon 
Studies, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK. Additions to the database are announced annually in 
the bibliography of Anglo-Saxon England, 

44  The published source analyses, including the database entry, do not refer to Smaragdus, and so do not raise the 
possibility of more than one immediate source for the Gregorian material. For Smaragdus’s homily, see PL 102, cols 
355–8. 

45  One example is to be found in the homily discussed below, pp. 377–9. There are further examples in The Catholic 
Homilies on which I have yet to publish. 

46  See note 3 above. The only two Frankish authorities named are Smaragdus and Haymo, and Haymo is singled out by 
being at the end of the list and being described as used only ‘sometimes’. The distinction seems to be that Ælfric 
made use of the patristic writers (commonly via Paul the Deacon) and Smaragdus for sustained passages, but that 
Haymo, who did 
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not provide the verbal parallelism which facilitated movement between the other two homiliaries, was used for 
supplementary detail and as a prompt for biblical quotations, which are used more frequently by Haymo than by the 
others. 

47  ‘Contributions to the Criticism of Smaragdus’s Expositio libri comitis’, p. 593. 
48  See p. 378 below and note 62 for the complexities of designating the Sundays after Pentecost. However, there is no 

problem for the first few Sundays in the sequence, since these, even in the older system which Paul the Deacon is 
presumed to have used, are counted from Pentecost itself. For Wiegand’s reconstruction, see note 7 above. 

49  PL 118, cols 601–8. 
50  Rädle, Studien zu Smaragd, p. 214. 
51  The relevant part of the commentary is in CCSL 120, p. 278, line 1901 to p. 281, line 2023. 
52  In the comparisons of the Latin texts which follow, I shall be concerned with describing the differences between 

Gregory (in Paul the Deacon) and Smaragdus. The differences, as noted, were created by Bede; but in order to mirror 
the practical comparison that Ælfric could have made using his Latin homiliaries, I shall leave Bede out of account 
and describe the textual relationship between Gregory and Smaragdus as if the modifications were Smaragdus’s own. 

53  This use of Haymo is not noted by Smetana in ‘Ælfric and the Homiliary of Haymo of Halberstadt’. 
54  For Smetana’s identification, see note 42 above. The quotation in Ælfric is at lines 89–90. Compare Gregory, PL 76, 

col. 1269B, Smaragdus PL 102, col. 357B, and Haymo PL 118, col. 606A. In Gregory/Smaragdus and Ælfric the 
quotation is of v. 27 only; in Haymo it is w. 27 and 28. 

55  ‘This gospel is now briefly expounded.’ 
56  ‘Uber die Quellen’, p. 26, section 87. Smaragdus’s use of Bede’s commentary is confirmed by Rädle, Studien zu 

Smaragd, p. 214. For Bede, see Hurst, ed., In Marci Evangelium Expositio, pp. 527–31. For Smaragdus, see PL 102, 
cols 407–11. 

57  ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, p. 199. 
58  Smetana was writing before the publication of Hurst’s edition, for which, see note 15 above. 
59  ‘Ælfric and the Early Medieval Homiliary’, p. 175. 
60  ‘Ælfric and the Homiliary of Haymo of Halberstadt’, pp. 464–5. 
61  See p. 379. 
62  In the reconstructed homiliary of Paul the Deacon, the Sundays of ordinary time (i.e. the common Sundays after 

Pentecost) are divided into groups. Each of these (except for the first five Sundays, which form a group counted from 
Pentecost) is counted from a fixed major festival of the sanctorale. This arrangement was superseded early in the 
ninth century, very soon after Paul the Deacon’s homiliary was compiled, when Benedict of Aniane introduced what 
became the standard sequence of twenty-four Sundays counted sequentially from Pentecost. Smaragdus and Haymo 
used the new method, as also did Ælfric. It was not easy to cross-refer from one method to the other, since the old 
method was based on the solar calendar (the fixed feasts of the sanctorale), while the new method was based on the 
lunar calendar (being ultimately tied to the moveable feast of Easter). For a brief explanation of the old system and a 
convenient table, see Cyrille Vogel, Medieval Liturgy: an Introduction to the Sources, rev. and trans. William G.
Storey and Niels Krogh Rasmussen (Washington: Pastoral Press, 1986), pp. 311–14 and 409 (table). 
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63  I am grateful to the Dean and Chapter of Worcester Cathedral, Cambridge University Library, the Master and 

Fellows of Pembroke College Cambridge, and the Dean and Chapter of Durham Cathedral for allowing me to consult 
their manuscripts. All four manuscripts are from the latter half of the eleventh century. The Gneuss numbers refer to 
Helmut Gneuss, ‘A Preliminary List of Manuscripts Written or Owned in England up to 1100’, Anglo-Saxon 
England 9 (1981), pp. 1–60. Worcester F 93 is not included in the Gneuss list. It is a companion volume to Worcester 
F 92 (Gneuss no. 763). F 92 covers Advent to Easter, and F 93 the rest of the year. 

64  On Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 3. 28, see note 3 above. 
65  See note 60 above. 
66  The Ælfrician passage quoted by Smetana corresponds to Godden, pp. 230–1, lines 19–30, with seo soðfœstnyss and 

seo gifu occurring at line 29. Compare Haymo, PL 118, col. 635A-B; Bede, CCSL 120, p. 527, line 1515 to p. 528, 
line 1540; Smaragdus, PL 102, col. 408A-C. The passage in Bede’s commentary is not given a marginal attribution 
to another authority, and so is attributed to Bede by Smaragdus. 

67  PL 118, col. 637C-D. M.R.Godden, ‘Money, Power and Morality in Late Anglo-Saxon England’, Anglo-Saxon 
England 19 (1990), pp. 41–65 at 61, notes that Bede cannot be Ælfric’s source, but he does not identify Haymo as 
Ælfric’s prompt. 

68  See p. 369 above for another instance where Ælfric shows consideration for his audience in providing more biblical 
detail than was offered in his immediate source. 

69  Brown, ‘Introduction: the Carolingian Renaissance’, p. 40. 
70  See note 11 above. The phrase is used by Irvine (p. 274) in relation to Bede but, as he shows throughout the book and 

as we have seen in this article, it is equally applicable to other writers. 
71  Brown, ‘Introduction: the Carolingian Renaissance’, p. 41. 
72  The question is raised in an acute form by the Fontes Anglo-Saxonici database. In the case of Ælfric’s Second Series 

homily for the Third Sunday after Pentecost, discussed on pp. 372–7 above, Godden classifies Gregory’s homily as 
S1, ‘certainly an immediate source’. In one sense that is correct: Ælfric is undoubtedly guided by Gregory’s words. 
But in another sense his immediate sources for these very words are the Carolingian homiliaries of Paul the Deacon 
and Smaragdus. 
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22 Ulysses and Circe in King Alfred’s Boethius 
A classical myth transformed 
Susan Irvine 
The translation of Boethius’s De consolatione philosophiae was undertaken by Alfred as part of a far-reaching 
educational policy which entailed translating certain essential books from Latin into English so that they could be read 
by a much wider audience.1 It is clear that for Alfred translation was anything but mere transliteration. Even allowing to 
his own words hwilum…word be worde, hwilum andgit of andgite their widest and most generous interpretation, Alfred 
can still be seen to take a remarkable freedom with his Boethian source.2 The passages drawing on classical mythology 
show some of Alfred’s most marked divergences from his source. 
In ‘translating’ the classical allusions in Boethius, Alfred incorporated a large amount of extra information. Scholars 
have always assumed that Alfred tried to be as faithful to the classical stories as his level of knowledge allowed. ‘A little 
learning is a dangerous thing’ is a phrase that has been applied to Alfred’s attempt to explain classical allusions, and it 
epitomises the gently tolerant attitude of scholars towards Alfred’s occasional clear-cut blunders.3 In this paper, 
however, I wish to ‘doubt wisely’ the assumption that Alfred’s departures from traditional classical mythology can 
generally be attributed to misunderstanding or limited knowledge. With particular reference to the Ulysses and Circe 
episode, I argue that Alfred is prepared to rework the classical material quite drastically in order to enhance his own 
themes and purposes.4 
Before turning specifically to this episode, I wish to consider first the kinds of sources which Alfred might have had 
available, and second the features that are characteristic of Alfred’s treatment of classical mythology elsewhere in his 
translation of Boethius. First, where did Alfred acquire the extra information evident in his adaptation of Boethius? Was 
he reliant on some other authority or authorities, and, if so, of what kind? It is known that Alfred had the assistance of 
various scholars from elsewhere in England and Wales, and from abroad. In the Preface to his translation 
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of Gregory’s Pastoral Care, Alfred explains how he translated this text just as he learned it from four ecclesiastics, his 
archbishop Plegmund, his bishop Asser, and his priests Grimbold and John.5 Asser, a Welshman, wrote a Latin 
biography of Alfred, in which he too mentions scholars who helped him with his translations.6 The chronicler William 
of Malmesbury, writing three centuries later in the twelfth century, twice states that the sense of The Consolation was 
explained to the king in clearer terms by his Welsh adviser Asser.7 
Latin commentaries were available in the period, and a number of parallels can be drawn between such commentaries 
and Alfred’s translation. The main difficulty here, however, is that no extant commentaries have been found to account 
for Alfred’s variety of material. A commentary by Remigius of Auxerre was first linked with Alfred’s translation by 
Georg Schepss in 1895 and many points of contact were found.8 In 1939, however, Pierre Courcelle argued for a date of 
early tenth century for the Remigian commentary, which would mean it was unavailable to Alfred.9 He suggested that 
another earlier commentary by the so-called ‘Anonymous of St Gall’ might have been adapted by Asser and used by 
both Alfred and Remigius. Although this commentary is definitely early enough for Alfred to have used, its glosses are 
briefer and do not coincide as often as those by Remigius with Alfred’s translation.10 One further commentary should be 
mentioned here: Vatican City, Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, lat. 3363 includes annotations in a Welsh hand of the 
later ninth century. Asser’s Welsh origin makes it tempting to attribute these glosses to him, thus neatly bearing out 
William of Malmesbury’s testimony that Alfred was helped in his translation by Asser.11 There is no evidence, 
however, that Asser was the author of these glosses, and moreover the glosses themselves show few points of similarity 
with Alfred’s translation.12 
Joseph Wittig has challenged the idea that Alfred consulted a commentary at all when writing his translation. He argues 
from an examination of Alfred’s translation of the Orpheus and Eurydice metre in Boethius that no particular 
commentary or even the commentaries considered en masse can account for the variety of material presented by Alfred. 
Wittig argues convincingly that ‘shared traditions, coincidence and a full consideration of context…account for 
practically all of the parallels between Alfred and the Latin glosses’.13 
If Alfred was not relying on a commentary or commentaries for his alterations of Boethius, then what conclusions can be 
drawn about his own methods and attitudes? Turning now to the material relating to classical mythology, I want to 
consider Alfred’s characteristic features in his treatment of this text. Alfred’s most extended references are to the myths 
of Zeus’s battle with the Titans, Orpheus and Eurydice, and Ulysses and Circe.14 Alfred has not selected these 
independently; each is inspired by a corresponding allusion in Boethius.15 But in all cases Alfred uses 
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Boethius as little more than a starting point, amplifying his accounts with genealogical and other additional information. 
To some extent Alfred’s additional material is explanatory, allowing an audience not versed in classical tradition to 
recognise the force of the mythological allusion. Compare, for example, the openings of Boethius and Alfred to the story 
of Orpheus and Eurydice. Boethius’s narrative begins concisely and elliptically: Quondam funera coniugis/Vates 
Threicius gemens.16 Alfred is much more expansive: 
Hit gelamp gio ðætte an hearpere wæs on ðære ðiode ðe Ðracia hatte, sio wæs on Creca rice; se hearpere wæs swiðe 
ungefræglice good, ðæs nama wæs haten Orfeus; he hæfde an swiðe ænlic wif, sio wæs haten Eurudice…. Ða sædon hi 
þæt ðæs hearperes wif sceolde acwelan, and hire saule mon sceolde lædan to helle. Ða sceolde se hearpere weorðan swa 
sarig þæt he ne meahte ongemong oðrum monnum bion, ac teah to wuda, and sæt on ðæm muntum ægðer ge dæges ge 
nihtes; weop and hearpode…17 
Clearly Alfred offers a lot of extra information to clarify the story; although some corresponds to available glosses, other 
material has apparently been added by Alfred independently.18 The passage also exemplifies Alfred’s deliberately 
detached stance in telling his story. Alfred begins his account with straightforward preterite verbs, gelamp, wœs, and 
hœfde. He then uses an impersonal construction (ongon mon secgan) and a third person plural impersonal equivalent 
(sœdon hi), followed by three consecutive uses of the *sculan+infinitive construction in which the idea is conveyed that 
‘a statement is reported or is not vouched for by the speaker’.19 This construction, which has to be translated by a phrase 
like ‘was said to’ or ‘allegedly’, occurs intermittently throughout episodes of Zeus’s battle with the Titans, Orpheus and 
Eurydice, and Ulysses and Circe. 
Alfred also shows his wariness of the classical material by his constant reference to the myths as ‘false stories’. At the 
beginning of his rendering of Orpheus and Eurydice, he refers to ealdum leasum spellum; towards the end of his account 
he uses the phrase ðas leasan spell to introduce his moral assessment of the story. In his account of Zeus’s battle with the 
Titans, Alfred, as well as referring to ealdum leasum spellum, twice uses the word leasunga. He introduces the Ulysses 
and Circe episode as one of ealdum leasum spellum, and also uses the phrases lease men and þa men þe ðisum 
leasungum gelefdon of the classical authors. 
Why should Alfred include these stories when their fabulous content clearly alarmed him? One answer is given by 
Alfred in a kind of apologia leading up to the account of Orpheus and Eurydice: 
Ðeah we nu scylen manega and mislica bisna and bispell reccan, ðeah hangað ure mod ealne weg on þæm þe we 
æfterspyriað. Ne fo we 
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no on ða bisna and on ða bispel for data leasena spella lufan, ac forðæmðe we woldon mid gebecnan þa soðfæstnesse, 
and woldon ðæt hit wurde to nytte ðam geherendum.20 
For Alfred, then, the end justified the means; the false classical stories were justifiable because truths could be expressed 
through them. 
Alfred applies this justification explicitly in his account of Zeus’s battle with the Titans. His source, Boethius, alludes to 
the classical incident only briefly. The figure of Philosophy explains to the contrite Boethius why her argument is always 
ultimately convincing: ‘Accepisti’, inquit, ‘in fabulis lacessentes caelum Gigantas; sed illos quoque, uti condignum fuit, 
benigna fortitude disposuit.’21 Alfred first turns this into a narrative, providing context for, and information about, the 
mythological battle. He then draws a link between the false stories of classical mythology and the true stories of the 
Scripture: Ðyllica leasunga hi worhton, and meahton eaðe seggan soðspell, gif him þa leasunga nœren swetran, and 
þeah swiðe gelic ðisum.22 At this point Alfred proceeds to outline the biblical story of the Tower of Babel which, he 
claims, might have been used to convey the same message.23 
For Alfred, then, the classical stories can fulfil the same function as biblical Scripture, in that the same morals can be 
drawn from each. Alfred is responding to the classical material in two divergent ways. He is attempting both to show the 
spurious nature of the stories, and also to suggest that in sharing the same morals as biblical Scripture they have a kind of 
inherent validity. Alfred is well aware of the appeal of the classical past; he tells us that these ‘false stories’ were written 
because they were sweeter to their authors than the ‘true stories’. In including and indeed embellishing them he is in fact 
indulging his own audience’s enjoyment of such stories. He was also only too aware, however, of the dangers of using 
stories which had no relation at all to the Christian faith. In this simultaneous fascination for and wariness of the classical 
past, Alfred reflects the ambivalent attitude towards it in the Anglo-Saxon period generally. Earlier authors such as 
Aldhelm and Alcuin roundly dismiss the classical stories, yet insert titillating details from them even as they condemn 
them.24 
Turning now to the Ulysses and Circe episode, I would like to consider in more detail Alfred’s treatment of this 
particular myth. The features characteristic of Alfred’s rendering of classical material are, as I have mentioned above, 
also present in this episode. Its detachment from the characters and events of the story is evident in the opening reference 
to ealdum leasum spellum, in the later phrase where lease men is used for the classical authors, and in the stylistic use of 
phrases such as hi sœdon and *sculan+infinitive. It also expresses the belief that the correct moral teaching could be 
drawn from classical stories, even by those who believed 
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in the stories: Hwœt, þa menn þe ðisum leasungum gelefdon, þeah wisston þœt hio mid þam drycrœfte ne mihte þara 
monna mod onwendan, þeah hio þa lichoman onwende.25 Characteristically, too, Alfred adds a lot of information not in 
his Boethian source. It is the nature of these additions which I wish particularly to concentrate on here. 
Boethius’s opening to this episode Vela Neritii ducis/Et vagas pelago rates is expanded by Alfred into a detailed account 
of the part played by Ulysses in the Trojan War; similarly the Pulchra…dea/Soils edita semine, as Boethius terms Circe, 
is awarded a lengthy genealogy by Alfred.26 The information provided by Alfred here cannot be traced to any extant 
Boethian commentary.27 The name Ulysses is common in them, but Alfred can be presumed to have known this, or in 
any case could have discovered it easily elsewhere. Some of the commentaries do offer a gloss to ducis (‘leader’), which 
shares with Alfred the basic storyline: Ducis id est Ulixes post actum bellum Troianum sicut et reges Romanorum volens 
redire in patriam, delatus est Itallam et primum ad Eam insulam in qua erat Circe, film soils.28 Alfred, however, offers 
a lot of independent information: the two nations Ithaca and Rhaetia which Ulysses governs, the name of Agamemnon, 
the number 100 for the ships, the period of ten years for the Trojan War, the remaining trireme, and the genealogy of the 
classical gods which identifies Apollo, Jove, and Saturn. Such details Alfred could have gleaned directly or indirectly 
from classical works such as Ovid’s Metamorphoses or Vergil’s Aeneld, as well as from historical sources such as 
Orosius’s Historiarum aduersus paganos libri septem29 Two exceptions should be noted. First, the association of 
Rhaetia with Ulysses is erroneous; Schepss has argued that this can be explained by misleading wordspacing in some 
manuscripts of Boethius, which read velani retii instead of vela neritii.30 Second, I have not found elsewhere any 
precedent for the identification of Ulysses’s remaining ship as a trireme; Alfred may have been aware of the impressive 
reputation of the triremes in classical history and have added this detail independently.31 
The genealogical details offered by Alfred may reflect the well-documented Anglo-Saxon fascination for genealogies. 
They also, however, reveal a particular concern in Alfred to distinguish kingship and divinity. Alfred explains away the 
pagan gods by asserting that they were actually human kings who pretended to be gods; the people, in their foolishness, 
honoured their kings as gods because they did not know any other god at that time.32 Alfred frequently introduces 
material relating to kingship in this and other works, and his concern with kingship, particularly distinguishing good use 
of kingly authority from abuse of it, is, I would argue, still very much on his mind in his subsequent presentation of the 
Ulysses and Circe story.33 
As the passage proceeds, Alfred not only amplifies Boethius, but also alters the story in a quite remarkable and 
apparently unique way. Boethius 
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tells how Ulysses’s ship arrived at Circe’s island, how Ulysses’s men were changed into wild animals through Circe’s 
sorcery, and how Ulysses himself was saved by the intervention of Arcadis alitis ‘the Arcadian flyer’, that is, Mercury. 
Boethius makes no mention of the love-affair between Ulysses and Circe. For Alfred this is the key feature of the story. 
He tells how Circe fell in love with Ulysses at first sight and how he reciprocated her love. He stayed with her so long 
that his men decided to leave him to return to their homeland. At that point, according to Alfred, Circe changed all the 
men except Ulysses into beasts. 
The independent reference by Alfred to the love-affair between Ulysses and Circe does not in itself make this episode a 
particularly striking adaptation of Boethius, since a relationship between the two is common to most classical versions of 
the story. What is notable is the sequence of the events presented here; it is, as Bately noted, ‘back to front’.34 In Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses, Book XIV (as in Homer’s Odyssey, Book X), Ulysses’s men are initially changed into beasts when they 
arrive at Circe’s house; when Ulysses arrives, he outwits Circe with the help of Mercury, and is content to embark on a 
relationship with her only after she changes his men back into human form, which she duly agrees to do. They remain 
with Circe for a year, until, at the suggestion of his men, Ulysses, with the reluctant agreement of Circe, decides to leave. 
This is very different from Alfred’s version where no transformation occurs until the love-affair between Ulysses and 
Circe has been under way for some time. 
What explanations might be offered for such a drastic reworking of a well-known story? The most likely one would 
seem to be that Alfred knew some other version of the story in which this sequence of events was followed. Amongst the 
numerous classical authors who refer to this tale, however, I have found no version which corresponds to Alfred’s. 
Intriguingly, some similarities are found amongst other analogues to the Ulysses and Circe episode. Tracing the tale’s 
roots, Denys Page identifies two variations on the basic theme of the demon sorceress: 
In one, the hero has companions who are transformed or devoured or otherwise maltreated by the sorceress; he alone 
survives, and either kills the sorceress or (more or less) marries her. In the other the sorceress is a beautiful demon on the 
look-out for a lover; the hero spends a certain time with her, and when she is tired of him she transforms him.35 
In the Odyssey, the first variation is more dominant; Alfred’s version would seem to correspond more closely to the 
second. The illustrations of this second variation, however, all derive from the Far East, and it is difficult to see how 
Alfred could have known of them. Equally intriguing, but ultimately no more helpful, is a later tradition of Ulysses and 
Circe which presents their love-affair as preceding her sorcery. Bernhard Paetz, 
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who has examined the evolution of the Ulysses and Circe story (though without reference to Alfred), finds this sequence 
of events in Old French and late medieval Spanish renderings of the story.36 Again it is difficult to posit any connection 
between such late works on the Continent and Alfred’s ninth-century version. 
Although these are tantalising glimpses of versions of the story closer to Alfred’s than the classical ones, no actual 
influence can be established. Did Alfred or his advisers, then, just misremember the story? It seems unlikely: the story 
was well known, Alfred shows accurate knowledge of the classical myths elsewhere, and moreover he repeats the same 
version of the story in his later verse rendering of the prose.37 Another explanation is possible: that Alfred, wittingly or 
unwittingly, conflated the story of Circe with that of Calypso, also told originally in the Odyssey; she welcomed Ulysses 
when he was shipwrecked on his way from Circe’s island, loved him, and kept him with her for several years. The 
conflation of these two classical stories would help to explain Alfred’s apparent misrepresentation of Ulysses and Circe, 
although not all aspects of his adaptation are clarified by this.38 
One such aspect is Alfred’s decidedly negative attitude towards the love-affair between Ulysses and Circe: Sona swa hio 
geseah þone fordrifenan cyning…þa ongan hio hine lufian, and hiora œgþer oðerne swiðe ungemetlice, swa þœtte he for 
hire lufan forlet his rice eall and his cynren.39 Alfred may have been aware of and reflecting the tradition, as stated by 
Ovid in Metamorphoses, Book XIV, that Circe had a heart particularly susceptible to passion. Elsewhere in his 
translation of Boethius, however, Alfred stresses the high regard in which he holds moderate behaviour.40 Moderation 
for Alfred particularly entails restraining excessive lust. In a description of the glories of the Golden Age (drawing on De 
consolatione philosophiae, Book II, metrum 5), Alfred, like Boethius, praises the moderation of its people in their eating 
and drinking; independently of Boethius, however, he also refers to their moderation in their sexual habits: Ne gemdon 
hie nanes fyrenlustes, buton swiðe gemetlice þa gecynd beeodan.41 Ulysses and Circe, however, do not show any such 
restraint. Alfred’s mention of lack of moderation in their love reveals his hostile attitude towards them. 
Alfred is particularly critical of Ulysses. This is evident in the way he focuses on the consequences of Ulysses’s actions. 
Ulysses’s immoderate love of Circe causes him to abandon his kingdom and his kin, and his neglect of duty leads 
ultimately to the transformation of his men into beasts. It may also be evident in Alfred’s omission of the god Mercury; 
whereas in the Boethian original Mercury helps Ulysses, in Alfred’s rendering Mercury plays no part in Ulysses’s 
exemption from transformation. For Alfred, no divine intervention, pagan or otherwise, should confuse the issue of 
Ulysses’s moral opprobrium. 
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For an explanation of Alfred’s disapproving attitude towards Ulysses, we need to consider Alfred’s treatment in the light 
of earlier attitudes.42 Certainly no classical hero can have been judged and represented in more contradictory ways than 
Ulysses. He is seen on the one hand as an ideal hero, on the other as an utter scoundrel, the epitome of immorality and 
evil. The initial tendency after Homer of those writing about Ulysses was to denigrate his character by highlighting his 
cunning, untruthfulness, and even cowardice. These features can be seen in the various versifications of the Epic Cycle, 
and in the tragedies of Euripides and Sophocles. In the fourth and third centuries BC, however, the Stoics developed an 
interest in the moral value of the Homeric poems. They emphasised Ulysses’s courage, resourcefulness, endurance, and 
piety. The influence of Stoic admiration for Ulysses can be traced continuously through the later tradition. From the 
second century onwards in particular, a great number of allegorical works based on Homer were written, the earliest 
surviving of which is the Homeric Allegories by Heracleitos in the first century after Christ. The allegorical 
interpretations were taken up by the Church Fathers, who found it useful to refer to famous classical figures as types of 
the ‘Natural Man’, sometimes in contrast with and sometimes as a parallel to Christ. So Origen saw an analogy between 
Christ on the Cross and Ulysses bound to the mast when his ship was passing the Sirens. According to Fulgentius, 
Ulysses escapes from Scylla ‘because wisdom scorns lust’.43 
It seems extraordinary that within the same period, one character could have been regarded as being both an analogue of 
Christ and a type of villainous treachery. Such, however, was certainly the case. From the first century AD, at the same 
time as the Odyssey was being allegorised and incorporated into Christian thought, full-scale attacks on Homer were 
under way. Homer was alleged to be an impostor, who had no claim to be the supreme authority on the Troy tale. The 
three most influential detractors of Homer in the late classical period were, according to Stanford, the so-called 
Philostratus, Dictys of Crete, and Dares the Phrygian.44 Their accounts were not only concerned with discrediting 
Homer generally, but also with vilifying Ulysses, who comes across as eloquent and clever, but ultimately 
untrustworthy, envious, and malicious. These narratives of the Troy story were very successful; plain and meagre as they 
were, they were believed to be ‘the authentic facts narrated by eye-witnesses in contrast with the poetic figments of 
Homer and Virgil’.45 For many centuries, indeed right up to the time of Caxton, secular Latin writers tended to follow 
this anti-Greek, anti-Ulysses prejudice. Only amongst the ecclesiastics, who incorporated the Stoic method of allegorical 
interpretation into their orthodox Christian commentary, was Homer’s perspective maintained. 
Whereas Boethius seems to follow the tradition of favourable interpretation of Ulysses, Alfred was apparently aware of 
and influenced by 
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the secular anti-Ulysses tradition. Alfred has focused his anti-Ulysses perspective on one particular aspect of Ulysses, his 
role of king. Alfred, without prompting from Boethius, applies the title cyning to Ulysses on several occasions, twice in 
his introductory background, then twice more as he returns to Ulysses after the genealogical diversion. Elsewhere in his 
translation of Boethius, Alfred has also added the title of king to classical figures in Boethius. Most interesting for my 
purposes is his use of this term in rendering the Orpheus and Eurydice episode. The temporary relief in hell of Ixion, 
Tantalus, and Tityos in response to Orpheus’s music is noted by both Boethius and Alfred. Alfred adds independently, 
however, that Ixion was king of the Lapiths and was guilty of a crime, that Tantalus was a king whose thirst in hell was a 
punishment for his greed when alive, and that Tityos was a king.46 Conferring on Tityos the title of king is particularly 
curious; commenting on the fact that ‘neither the classical authors nor the commentators call Tityos a king here’, Wittig 
suggests that ‘Alfred’s minor addition, giving Tityos the same rank as that of the other two sufferers, results from a 
desire for symmetry.’47 This is convincing. I would argue further, however, that the repeated addition of the title of king 
to all three sufferers, and in two cases an allusion to their crimes, reflects Alfred’s awareness that kings are accountable 
for their deeds, and indeed required by their position of authority to show exemplary conduct. 
In Alfred’s version of Ulysses and Circe, Ulysses is a king who abuses his royal responsibilities: he abandons his 
kingdom to remain with Circe. The eventual transformation of Ulysses’s men into animals becomes, for Alfred, a 
physical image of the bestiality of Ulysses’s immoderate love for Circe. The minds of the men, however, are unaffected. 
Ulysses, though not turned into an animal, is shown to have suffered a worse fate, since his mind has succumbed to evil 
desires. Alfred presents this distinction in his section immediately preceding the episode of Ulysses and Circe: 
Ac þonne hi þæt good forlætað and weorðað yfle, þonne ne bioð hi nauhtas butan anlicnes; þæt mon mæg gesion þæt hi 
gio men wæren, ac hi habbað þæs mennisces þonne þone betstan dæl forloren, and þone forculþestan gehealden. Hi 
forlætað þæt gecyndelice good, þæt sint mennisclice þeawas; and habbað þeah mannes anlicnesse ða hwile þe hi 
libbað…. Forðæm gif ðu swa gewlætne mon metst þæt he bið ahwerfed from goode to yfle, ne meaht þu hine na mid 
ryhte nemnan man ac neat…. And þæm þe ðu ongitst þætte ligð on his lichoman lustum, þæt he bið anlicost fettum 
swinum þe symle willað licgan on fulum solum.48 
For Alfred, Ulysses is an example of a man who resembles swine in all but appearance. At the end of his story of Ulysses 
and Circe, Alfred returns to explicit moralising, again surely with Ulysses in mind: Be 
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swilcum and be swylcum þu miht ongitan þœt se creep, faces lichoman bið on þam mode, and þœtte œlcum men ma 
deriað his modes unþeawas.49 Ulysses is one who has yielded to ‘his mind’s vices’. Alfred follows Boethius in 
contrasting physical bestiality with the more harmful spiritual bestiality; only Alfred, however, implies that Ulysses, in 
contrast to his men, is guilty of spiritual bestiality. 
Alfred’s whole moralising conclusion is in fact rather different in emphasis from that of Boethius. For Boethius, the 
body and the mind are quite distinct entities: what affects the mind does not affect the body and vice versa. Alfred seems 
to want to avoid an absolute separation between the body and the mind, and instead to suggest that the mind has control 
over the body: Ðœs modes unþeawas tioð eallne þone lichoman to him, and þœs lichoman mettrumnes ne mœg þœt mod 
eallunga to him getion.50 The mind’s vices affect the behaviour of the body, but the body’s infirmity cannot affect the 
mind.51 
This conclusion to his rendering of the Ulysses and Circe episode may also have been relevant for Alfred as king. Alfred, 
we are told by Asser in his biography, suffered all his life from various illnesses.52 Alfred even alludes to his bodily 
sickness in the preface to his translation of Boethius.53 For political purposes, it might have suited Alfred at the end of 
the story of Ulysses and Circe to remind readers that bad kingship was all to do with vices of the mind, and nothing to do 
with physical infirmity. Alfred’s pejorative representation of Ulysses showed him to have been a poor king, but Alfred 
intended his own kingship to be seen in a quite different light. 
I began this paper by ‘doubting wisely’ the assumption that all Alfred’s departures from traditional classical mythology 
can be attributed to misunderstanding or limited knowledge. I hope I have shown at least for the Ulysses and Circe 
episode the benefit of ‘doubting wisely’ this assumption. The examination offered above of Alfred’s rendering of the 
classical stories, and particularly of Ulysses and Circe, also raises more general questions, I would suggest, about the 
status of the author and the text in this period, particularly in relation to fiction. Three initial points are relevant here. 
First, in offering a translation of Boethius’s De consolatione philosophiae, not only is Alfred making available in the 
vernacular an important text for its own sake, but also he actually intends his readers to be educated in moral and 
spiritual truths; the product, the effect on the reader, is ultimately what matters. Second, the classical writers were not 
seen as having implicit value; if a moral were to be derived, then it had to be added to the story. Third, in translating the 
classical material in Boethius, Alfred is transforming a text which has itself already transformed another text, that is, the 
original classical sources. The notion of transforming a source, of adding layers of meaning to an original, cannot have 
seemed alien to Alfred with the example of Boethius before him. Alfred’s response is to transform both Boethius and the 
classical stories. 
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In his rendering of the classical stories, Alfred has followed Boethius in his explicit moralising of stories which were 
clearly not moral enough in their own right. By tampering with the original story of Ulysses and Circe, however, Alfred 
has added another layer of meaning altogether, an implicit layer of meaning which acts to supplement the explicit 
moralising. 
Alfred’s rendering of Ulysses and Circe sheds light on his concern with the process and problems of writing. In 
transforming already transformed stories, which were anyway themselves not true, he shows himself aware of the 
uncertain status of the writer, whose only justification can be a direct didactic effect on the reader. The levels of political, 
moral, and literary awareness that Alfred explores suggest that the status of fiction, and its relationship to author and 
text, is a provocative issue in the very earliest of English literature. 
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23 Poetic inspiration and prosaic translation 
The making of Cœdmon’s Hymn 
Andy Orchard 
Bede’s account of the miraculous poetic inspiration of the illiterate cowherd Cædmon (Historia ecclesiastica 4:22 [24]) 
is one of the best-known stories from Anglo-Saxon England,1 and the brief Old English poem now known as Cœdmon’s 
Hymn has offered generations of scholars the opportunity for a bewildering number of observations and speculations.2 
Alongside more general discussions or detailed comments on the syntax or vocabulary of the episode or the Hymn,3 
academic attention has focused in turn on two topics: first, the large number of analogues, widely dispersed in time and 
place, for the tale itself,4 and, second, the particular implications of the formulaic phrasing to be observed in Cœdmon’s 
Hymn.5 Such concerns can be characterised by the twin desire on the one hand to consider Cœdmon’s Hymn in its 
vernacular context, and on the other to assess Bede’s account with respect to wider fields of literature and legend beyond 
Anglo-Saxon England. Here I hope to illustrate the ways in which the Hymn and Bede’s story of Cædmon’s inspiration 
both represent a blending of traditions, both native and imported, of precisely the sort that is the hallmark of Anglo-
Saxon culture. 
In his account of Cædmon in the Historia ecclesiastica, Bede evidently recounts a piece of local tradition which, 
presumably, had travelled the short distance from Whitby to Jarrow in spoken form.6 After introducing Cædmon and 
praising the quality of his divinely inspired verse, Bede tells the now familiar tale of how the ageing and illiterate 
cowherd left a feast once a harp started circulating, because he knew no songs. Alone and asleep in the cow-byre, he sees 
a mysterious figure who eventually prevails upon him to sing about the creation of the world:7 
Quo accepto response, statim ipse coepit cantare in laudem Dei Conditoris uersus quos numquam audierat, quorum iste 
est sensus: ‘Nunc laudare debemus auctorem regni caelestis, potentiam Creatoris et consilium illius, facta Patris gloriae: 
quomodo ille, cum sit aeternus Deus, omnium miraculorum auctor extitit, qui primo 
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filiis hominum caelum pro culmine tecti, dehinc terrain Custos humani generis omnipotens creauit.’ Hic est sensus, non 
autem ordo ipse uerborum, quae dormiens ille canebat; neque enim possunt carmina, quamuis optime conposita, ex alia 
in aliam linguam ad uerbum sine detrimento sui decoris ac dignitatis transferri. 
When he had heard this reply, [Cædmon] immediately began to sing in praise of God the Creator verses which he had 
never heard before, the sense of which is as follows: ‘Now we must praise the Author of the heavenly kingdom, the 
power of the Maker and his plan, the deeds of the Father of glory: how He, since he is eternal God, has existed as the 
Author of all miracles, who first created heaven as the vault of a roof for the sons of men, and then the earth, the all-
powerful Guardian of mankind.’ This is the sense, but not the actual order of the words, which he sang in his sleep, for 
songs, however well composed, cannot be translated word for word from one language into another without damage to 
their beauty and dignity. 
This crucial passage crystallises the two main areas of scholarly interest, focusing attention on the ‘mechanics’ of the 
inspiration, and, in its rather ponderous explanation of the philosophy of translation, diverting attention from the fact of 
the omission of the actual words that Cædmon spoke. Bede’s rendering of Cædmon’s words is discussed in detail below, 
but first the more general background to the story itself might be considered. 
Immediately preceding this passage, Bede notes of Cædmon that his particular gift was that his poetic talents were 
divinely inspired: namque ipse non ab hominibus neque per hominem institutus canendi artem didicit, sed diuinitus 
adiutus gratis canendi donum accepit ‘for he was not instructed in the poetic art by being taught by men or through a 
man, but, divinely aided, he freely received the gift of song’ (p. 414). It is surely significant that Bede echoes in his 
description of Cædmon a biblical phrase from the very beginning of the Epistle to the Galatians (Galatians 1:1), where 
Saint Paul describes himself as: Paulus apostolus non ab hominibus neque per hominem sed per Iesum Christum et 
Deum Patrem ‘Paul, an apostle, not of men, neither by man, but by Jesus Christ, and God the Father’.8 A further echo of 
Scripture in Bede’s account only strengthens the notion, implicit in such borrowings, that Bede regards Cædmon as 
Christ’s apostle to the English in the matter of vernacular sacred song: Bede notes that Cædmon ‘freely 
received’ (gratis…accepit) the gift of poetry, in apparent reference to Christ’s words to the apostles (Matthew 10:8), 
exhorting them to go out into the world and preach and perform miracles freely through the gifts that they had freely 
received (gratis accepistis gratis date).9 Nor, of course, is this the only biblical connection exploited by Bede in his 
account of Cædmon’s activities: a number of scholars have highlighted the importance of Bede’s description of 
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Cædmon’s process of turning the (presumably prosaic) vernacular renderings of Scripture given him through 
‘translators’ (interpretes) into pure poetry,10 ‘like a clean beast chewing the cud’ (quasi mundum animal ruminando),11 
a figure ultimately drawn from Leviticus 11:3 (and its echo, Deuteronomy 14:6), and one repeated by Bede nearly a 
dozen times throughout his works.12 The combined effect of Bede’s borrowings from Scripture, which, as we shall see, 
extend to his rendering of the poem itself,13 is to underline his stated conviction that Cædmon’s talent was both pure and 
God-sent, so setting up an unstated contrast with other verses (presumably those on which Cædmon had turned his back), 
namely those which were man-made, secular, and profane. 
The belief that poetry is divinely inspired was, of course, something of a commonplace in classical verse, from the 
opening verse of Homer’s Iliad on,14 and generations of Christian poets, mindful, perhaps, of the pagan associations of 
the epic hexameter verse form itself, simply adopted the topos and adapted it as their own.15 The basic premise that 
poets and poems were inspired beyond the limits of the mundane world is equally enshrined in the etymology of carmen 
‘song’ proposed by Isidore of Seville: carmen uocatur…quod qui illa canerent carere mente existimabantur ‘a song is so 
called because those who sang them were reckoned to lose their minds’.16 The notion of poetic inspiration, then, and in 
particular the tension between the kind of inspiration which the pagan poets celebrated and that which Christian authors 
sought from the Bible (or directly from God), was widely diffused in verse and prose well before Cædmon’s time, and 
was certainly available for imitation by Anglo-Saxon authors, including Bede, from the earliest period. That Anglo-
Saxon authors did so is evident from the verses of Aldhelm of Malmesbury (who died in 709 or 710), whose earliest 
poems, the so-called Enigmata (‘riddles’, or, perhaps better, ‘mysteries’) were incorporated into a composite work on the 
art of poetry addressed to King Aldfrith of Northumbria (685–705).17 It seems likely that Aldhelm composed his 
hundred Enigmata, which he describes as amongst his first works,18 shortly after he learnt the techniques of composition 
of such verse, during a two-year period of study at the celebrated school of Theodore and Hadrian at Canterbury, at some 
time during the period 670×675.19 In other words, it is possible that Aldhelm’s Enigmata were composed at about the 
same time as Cœdmon’s Hymn, or perhaps a little earlier;20 at any rate it is clear that Bede was well acquainted with 
Aldhelm’s work, including the Enigmata.21 Like Cædmon, moreover, Aldhelm can be seen (and indeed clearly saw 
himself) as a pioneer in the poetic art: not only did he claim to be the first Anglo-Saxon to compose Latin metrical 
verse,22 but both he and his immediate student, Æthilwald, were demonstrably influenced by vernacular formulaic and 
alliterative techniques of poetic composition.23 In this respect, it is interesting to note that the twelfth-century historian 
William of 
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Malmesbury takes an understandably partisan approach towards his local predecessor in his Gesta pontificum, dismissing 
the achievements of Cædmon in a couple of sentences (and without mentioning his name), whilst Aldhelm is presented 
as an accomplished poet in his native tongue, whose poems become favourites with King Alfred himself.24 Even 
William’s claim that ‘no one was [Aldhelm’s] match ever in any age’ (nulla umquam aetate par ei fuerit quisquam) 
provides an unsettling echo of Bede’s equally partisan claim on behalf of the Nothumbrian Cædmon that ‘no one could 
match him’ (nullus eum aequiperare potuit).25 
What is particularly striking in this context is that the whole of Aldhelm’s verse praefatio to his Enigmata, with which 
Bede was certainly familiar,26 is dedicated to precisely this theme of poetic inspiration, and indeed outlines a number of 
‘case-histories’ of such inspiration in both sacred and secular song. For this reason, the praefatio, a clever acrostictelestic 
poem in which the first and last letters of each line combine to read ALDHELMUS CECINIT MILLENIS VERSIBUS 
ODAS ‘Aldhelm has sung songs in thousands of verses’, deserves to be cited in full:27 
Arbiter, aethereo iugiter qui regmine sceptra  
Lucifluumque simul caeli regale tribunal  
Disponis moderans aeternis legibus illud,  
(Horrida nam multans torsisti membra 
Vehemoth,  
Ex alta quondam rueret dum luridus arce), 5  
Limpida dictanti metrorum carmina praesul  
Munera nunc largire, rudis quo pandere rerum  
Versibus enigmata queam clandistina fatu:  
Sic, Deus, indignis tua gratis dona rependis.  
Castalidas nimphas non clamo cantibus istuc 10  
Examen neque spargebat mihi nectar in ore;  
Cynthi sic numquam perlustro cacumina, sed nec  
In Parnasso procubui nec somnia vidi.  
Nam mihi versificum poterit Deus addere 
carmen  
Inspirans stolidae pia gratis munera menti; 15  
Tangit si mentem, mox laudem corda rependunt.  
Metrica nam Moysen declarant carmina vatem  
Iamdudum cecinisse prisci vexilla tropei  
Late per populos illustria, qua nitidus Sol  
Lustrat ab oceani iam tollens gurgite cephal. 20  
Et psalmista canens metrorum cantica voce  
Natum divino promit generamine numen  
In caelis prius exortum, quam Lucifer orbi  
Splendida formatis fudisset lumina saeclis.  
Verum si fuerint bene haec enigmata versu 25  
Explosis penitus naevis et rusticitate 
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Ritu dactilico recte decursa nec error  
Seduxit vana specie molimina mentis,  
Incipiam potiora, sui Deus arida servi,  
Belligero quondam qui vires tradidit lob, 30  
Viscera perpetui si roris repleat haustu.  
Siccis nam laticum duxisti cautibus amnes  
Olim, cum cuneus transgresso marmore rubro  
Desertum penetrat, cecinit quod carmine 
David.  
Arce poli, genitor, servas qui saecula cuncta, 
35  
Solvere iam scelerum noxas dignare nefandas. 
You judge, who constantly govern with celestial authority the sceptres and bright regal tribunal of heaven, ruling it with 
eternal laws—for in retribution you tortured the horrid limbs of Behemoth, when that slippery one once crashed from the 
lofty citadel—as a patron now dispense pure songs of metres as gifts to me as I speak, by which oracle, even though 
unskilled, I may be able to expound the secret mysteries of things in verses: thus, God, do you freely bestow your gifts 
on the unworthy. I do not summon up Castalian nymphs here with incantations, nor did any swarm spread honey in my 
mouth; nor ever yet did I wander the peaks of Cynthus, nor have I slept on Parnassus, nor seen dreams. But God will be 
able to add versified song to me, freely breathing his holy gifts into a dull mind; once he touches a mind, the heart soon 
returns praise. For metrical songs declare that the prophet Moses once sang famous celebrations of an ancient victory, 
widely throughout nations, where the bright sun shines on raising its face from the sea; and the psalmist, singing with the 
melodious voice of metres, declares that a power has been born by divine generation, produced in heaven before the 
morning star had poured forth its splendid light on earth before the world was formed. But indeed if these enigmata are 
to be properly scanned in dactylic manner, with flaws and coarseness utterly expunged, and if error has not deluded the 
thoughts of my mind with empty deception, I shall begin weightier themes, if God, who once granted strength to his 
warrior Job, fills the dry innards of his servant with a draught of eternal dew. For once you brought forth streams of 
water from dry rocks, when that company marched through the desert after crossing the Red Sea, as David sang in song. 
You, father, who in the citadel of heaven guard the whole world, now deign to purge the unspeakable blemishes of 
faults. 
The level of allusion in this passage is strikingly high: Aldhelm makes explicit references to the song of Moses and the 
Israelites after they had passed through the Red Sea (lines 17–20; Exodus 15:1–18), to a psalm of David about the birth 
of a divine child (lines 21–4; Psalms 109:3), to 
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a further psalm about the miraculous streams of water which sprang from the dry rock before the Israelites, a figure 
which itself provides a metaphor for the spouting of poetry (lines 32–4; Psalms 77:13–15). Earlier on, Aldhelm includes 
an allusion to the legendary eloquence of Saint Ambrose, miraculously acquired when a swarm of bees settled in his 
infant mouth (line 11), according to a tale which Aldhelm himself later elaborates (Carmen de uirginitate, lines 651–75; 
prose De uirginitate 260.5–15). Ironically, in his apparent rejection of the stock trappings of pagan poetic inspiration 
(lines 10–14), Aldhelm also echoes the words of a pagan poet, Persius, who in the prologue to his own Satires makes 
much the same claim:28 
Nec fonte labra prolui caballino  
Nec in bicipiti somniasse 
Parnasso  
Memini me 
I did not wet my lips in the equine spring [of Pegasus, on Mount Helicon], nor do I remember dreaming on twin-peaked 
Parnassus. 
Elsewhere, Aldhelm quotes precisely these lines (De metris 78.12–14),29 and there is further evidence to suggest that 
Persius was read and studied in Anglo-Saxon England.30 The allusion to ‘dreaming on twin-peaked Parnassus’ is a 
reference to widely circulating stories about the divine inspiration of Hesiod (who was supposed to have been a shepherd 
at the time), Callimachus, and Ennius, whilst each of them was asleep.31 That other Anglo-Saxons were aware of the 
currency of such tales of poetic inspiration in dreams is clear from a marginal gloss found in a much later Anglo-Saxon 
manuscript containing Aldhelm’s Enigmata, London, British Library, Royal 12. C. xxiii, which glosses somnia 
(‘dreams’, line 13 of the praefatio),32 and reads: ut faciebant gentiles .i. ostendebant somnia poetis. iuxta postulationem 
musarum postea faciebant carmina ‘as the pagans used to do, that is, they used to reveal dreams to poets; according to 
the request of the muses, they used to compose poems afterwards’. Certain other elements in Aldhelm’s praefatio to the 
Enigmata, moreover, seem to touch directly on Bede’s account of Cædmon: Aldhelm, like Bede, stresses that such 
inspiration is given ‘freely’ (gratis, lines 9 and 15), whilst the three verses immediately following mention of divine 
inspiration in a dream have a close parallel in what is said to have happened to Cædmon (lines 14–16): 
Nam mihi versificum poterit Deus addere 
carmen  
Inspirans stolidae pia gratis munera menti;  
Tangit si mentem, mox laudem corda rependunt. 
But God will be able to add versified song to me, freely breathing his holy gifts into a dull mind; once he touches a mind, 
the heart soon returns praise. 
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Cædmon’s experience, then, fits a general pattern of the divine inspiration of poetry, derived from classical poets, and, as 
we shall see, developed by Christian authors also, which was available in Anglo-Saxon England in the generation before 
Bede. 
What is interesting about the praefatio to the Enigmata is the way in which Aldhelm simply offers allusions to notions of 
poetic inspiration; the miraculous method by which Ambrose was imbued with eloquence (line 11) is rejected every bit 
as much as that of the pagan poets. By the time Aldhelm came to compose his later Carmen de uirginitate,33 the notion 
of Christian inspiration as a welcome alternative wholly inimical to the spurious inspiration of the pagan past has 
become much clearer (Carmen de uirginitate, lines 23–34):34 
Non rogo ruricolas versus et commata Musas  
Nec peto Castalidas metrorum cantica nimphas,  
Quas dicunt Elicona iugum servare supernum, 25  
Nec precor, ut Phoebus linguam sermone 
loquacem  
Dedat, quem Delo peperit Latona creatrix;  
Versibus infandis non umquam dicere dignor,  
Ut quondam argutus fertur dixisse poeta:  
‘Pandite nunc Elicona, deae, cantusque monete!’ 
30  
Sed potius nitar precibus pulsare Tonantem,  
Qui nobis placidi confert oracula verbi;  
Verbum de verbo peto: hoc psalmista canebat  
Corde patris genitum. 
I am not asking the country-dwelling Muses for phrases and verses, nor do I seek metrical songs from the Castalian 
nymphs, whom they say guard the towering ridge of Helicon; nor do I pray that Apollo, whom his mother Latona bore 
on Delos, should grant a tongue eloquent in speech; I do not ever deign to say, in unspeakable verses, as once a 
melodious poet is held to have said: ‘Goddesses, open up Helicon now, and guide my songs!’ But rather do I strive to stir 
with my prayers the Thunderer, who grants to us the oracles of the gentle word: I seek a word from the Word, born from 
a father’s heart: this is what the psalmist sang. 
The ‘melodious poet’ cited here is Vergil, Aldhelm’s favoured pagan source,35 from whom an entire verse is quoted 
(Aeneid 7.641). But here, as previously, Aldhelm borrows freely from both pagan and Christian sources. In both the 
praefatio to the Enigmata and the later Carmen de uirginitate, Aldhelm is demonstrably taking part of his argument (and 
some of his words) from the same passage in a particular poem of the celebrated Christian-Latin poet Paulinus of Nola, 
Carmen 15.30–3:36 
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Non ego Castalidas, vatum phantasmata, 
Musas  
nec surdum Aonia Phoebum de rupe ciebo;  
carminis incentor Christus mihi, munere 
Christ!  
audeo peccator sanctum et caelestia fari. 
I shall not summon the Castalian muses, the poets’ phantoms, nor deaf Apollo from the Aonian rock: Christ stirs my 
song, and through the gift of Christ I, a sinner, dare to speak of holy and heavenly things. 
Many of the poems of Paulinus of Nola certainly circulated in Anglo-Saxon England from the earliest period, and some 
passages, including this one, can be shown to have been known and imitated both by Aldhelm and by other Anglo-Saxon 
authors also, including Bede himself.37 It is clear that not only was Bede familiar with this very passage, but he was also 
well acquainted with Aldhelm’s verse, and on one occasion recycled a phrase from the praefatio to the Enigmata 
itself.38 We need not doubt, then, that Bede had to hand a number of literary instances of poetic inspiration against 
which to match (and on which to model) his narrative of the impetus for Cædmon’s song. In particular, the example of 
Christian-Latin poets like Paulinus of Nola, who adopted a verse form closely linked with pagan authors such as Vergil, 
must have struck a chord with Bede, as he contemplated the use of vernacular Old English verse, with its inherited 
associations, in praise of the Christian God. 
Later Anglo-Saxons who employed the same topos of the rejection of pagan models of poetic inspiration in favour of 
Christian ones include Alcuin, who, in his lengthy poem celebrating York, which he may have composed before 
departing to live on the continent at the behest of Charlemagne,39 makes the following statement in a portion of his 
poem which is heavily dependent on Bede (Carmen 1.745–50):40 
Ni praevenisset nostras pius ille camoenas,  
inciperem lyricas omnes extendere fibras,  
non Pana rogitans Phoebi nec numen inane,  
sed tua cum toto suffragia corde precarer,  
ut mihi rorifluam donares, Christe, 
loquelam  
ad narranda pii digne preconia patris. 
If that holy man [Bede] had not pre-empted my song, I should begin to stretch all the lyric strings, not invoking Pan, nor 
the empty godhead of Apollo, but instead I should pray for your help, Christ, with all my heart, that you might grant me 
eloquence flowing like dew, worthily to tell the praises of that holy father. 
Precisely the same theme can be found in the vernacular also, usually drawing on the same rather limited set of poetic 
models; in the tenth 
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century Byrhtferth of Ramsey anathematised a familiar set of pagan powers in his Enchiridion 3.1, lines 205–14:41 
Ic hate gewitan fram me þa m<e>remen þe synt si<ren>e geciged, and eac þa Castalidas nymphas (þæt synt dunylfa), þa 
þe wunedon on Elicona þære dune; and ic wylle þæt Latona (þære sunnan moder and Apollonis and Diane) fram me 
gewite, þe Delo akende, þæs de ealde swæmas gecyddon; ond ic hopige þæt Cherubin se mæra ætwesan wylle and of 
þam upplican weofode mid his gyldenan tange þære gledan spearcan to minre tungan gebringan and þæs dumbes muðes 
<æ>ddran æthrinan, þæt ic forþam mæge gleawlice argute arguto meditamine fari, þæt ys, þæt ic mæge gleawlice mid 
gleawre smeagunge þisne circul on Englisc awendan. 
I command to depart from me the mermaids who are called Sirens, and also the Castalian nymphs (mountain elves) who 
dwelled on Mount Helicon; and I desire to depart from me Latona (mother of the sun, Apollo, and Diana) whom Delos 
brought forth, as ancient idlers made known. And I trust that the sublime Cherub will be present, and with his golden 
tongs bring to my tongue sparks of embers from his supreme altar, and touch the nerves of my dumb mouth so that I may 
therefore argute arguto meditamine fari, that is, so that I may with wise deliberation wisely translate this cycle into 
English. 
Much of this passage is clearly derived from Aldhelm (Carmen de uirginitate, lines 24–7, quoted above), and retains its 
intimate connection with the theme of poetic inspiration through Byrhtferth’s citation of what is clearly part of a so far 
unidentified hexameter verse (argute arguto meditamine fari). It has been suggested that Byrhtferth has augmented his 
knowledge of Aldhelm by using a glossed manuscript, and it is intriguing to note that a closely matching set of glosses is 
found in the so-called third Cleopatra glossary, preserved in British Library, Cotton Cleopatra A. iii, fols. 92–117.42 
Even the evident reference to Isaiah 6:6–7 (et volavit ad me unus de seraphim et in manu eius calculus quem forcipe 
tulerat de altari et tetigit os meum ‘and one of the seraphim flew to me, and in his hand was a live coal, which he had 
taken with the tongs of the altar. And he touched my mouth’) can be matched in Aldhelm (Carmen de uirginitate, lines 
74–8), although the change from biblical (and Aldhelmian) Seraphim to Cherubim is puzzling; Gildas makes the same 
change in his De excidio Britanniae 72, but there is no evidence that Byrhtferth knew the work.43 
A rather more oblique reference in Old English verse to the same theme of pious poetic inspiration, and to circumstances 
similar to those in which Cædmon found himself, appears in the course of the lengthy (and Latinate) rhyming passage 
which occurs towards the end of Elene 
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(lines 1236–51),44 where an aged man (in this case Cynewulf) claims to have been inspired to song, after a long period 
of night-time contemplation, by God, who has ‘unlocked’ his song-craft.45 
Against such a background, the notion that Bede has somehow ‘Latinised’ a native tale becomes attractive. It has even 
been shown that the description of the banquet that Caedmon left, with its intimation of evenings of Germanic karaoke, 
can be matched in the writings of Isidore.46 A more certain kind of ‘Latinisation’, of course, can be seen in Bede’s 
‘translation’ of Cædmon’s words, where in Bede’s original text the Old English has been entirely suppressed. Differing 
versions of the extant Old English poem begin to appear in the margins or at the end of Latin manuscripts from an early 
date, but the Old English version is only subsumed into the body of the Historia ecclesiastica with the much later 
translation of the entire text.47 One of the earliest versions of Cædmon’s Hymn is found in the so-called Moore 
manuscript, Cambridge, Cambridge University Library, Kk. 5. 16, and reads as follows:48 
Nu scylun hergan      hefaenrices uard,  
metudæs maecti      end his modgidanc,  
uerc uuldurfadur      sue he uundra 
gihuaes,  
eci dryctin,      or astelidæ;  
he aerist scop      aelda barnum 5  
heben til hrofe,      haleg scepen,  
tha middungeard      moncynnæs uard;  
eci dryctin      æfter tiadæ  
firum foldu,      frea allmectig. 
Now the works of the glorious Father must praise the Guardian of the heavenly kingdom, the might of God, and the 
thought of his mind, as he, the eternal Lord, established the beginning of every wonder. He first created heaven as a roof 
for the children of men, the holy Creator; then the Guardian of mankind, the eternal Lord, afterwards set out middle-
earth, land for folk, almighty prince. 
The Moore manuscript continues: Primo cantauit Caedmon istud carmen ‘Caedmon first sang this song’, thereby 
suggesting that the attribution of the Old English text to Caedmon himself was traditional by as early as within a few 
years of Bede’s death. As we have already noted, in presenting his Latin prose version, Bede is notably precise in 
offering a theory of translation:49 
Hic est sensus, non autem ordo ipse uerborum, quae dormiens ille canebat; neque enim possunt carmina, quamuis optime 
conposita, ex alia in aliam linguam ad uerbum sine detrimento sui decoris ac dignitatis transferri. 
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This is the sense, but not the actual order of the words, which he sang in his sleep, for songs, however well composed, 
cannot be translated word for word from one language into another without damage to their beauty and dignity. 
André Crépin has made the attractive suggestion that in this context ‘decor …refers to sound, and dignitas to sense’,50 
although Bede’s twin use of the simple noun sensus ‘sense’ immediately before and after his rendering (iste est sensus…
hic est sensus) might appear to undermine this notion; Bede’s use of the words decor and dignitas may have more to do 
with a desire to ‘frame’ the passage dealing with the poem itself by some contrived alliteration (coepit cantare in laudem 
Dei Conditoris…sine detrimento sui decoris ac dignitatis).51 
More recently, the older idea that the Old English version is a back-translation of Bede’s Latin has been revived,52 
throwing into sharp relief the many small but significant differences between the two versions that several commentators 
have noted. Such differences are best illustrated by laying out the Old English and Latin texts in parallel, half-line by 
half-line, as follows:53 
1a Nu scylun hergan Nunc laudare debemus 
1b hefaenrices uard auctorem regni caelestis 
2a metudæs maecti potentiam Creatoris 
2b end his modgidanc et consilium illius 
3a uerc uuldurfadur facta Patris gloriae 
3b sue he uundra gihuaes quomodo ille…omnium miraculorum 
4a eci dryctin cum sit aeternus Deus 
4b or astelidæ extitit 
5a he aerist scop qui primo…creauit 
5b aelda barnum filiis hominum 
6a heben til hrofe caelum pro culmine tecti 
6b haleg scepen auctor 
7a tha middungeard dehinc terram 
7b moncynnæs uard Custos humani generis 
8a eci dryctin 
8b æfter tiadæ 
9a firum foldu 
9b frea allmectig omnipotens 
The first point to notice is that although both versions are of approximately the same length (forty-two words of Old 
English against thirty-nine of Latin), neither precisely glosses the other. So much is apparent by comparing not only the 
places in which a phrase or word in the Old English (or in the Latin) has no precise counterpart (lines 4b, 6a, 6b, 8a, 8b, 
9a, and 9b), but also by comparing the Latin text produced by this synoptic comparison 
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with Bede’s actual prose version: after the first few lines, which prove remarkably close, the Latin text becomes 
progressively freer, with numerous variations in word order and syntax. The tendency for Latin to place a genitive noun 
after its referent, but for Old English to place it in front, accounts for the different word order in no fewer than five half-
lines (1b, 2a, 2b, 5b, and 7b); even the one exception to this ‘rule’, line 3a, provides in its rendering of the compound 
word uuldurfadur ‘of the glory-father’ as Patris gloriae ‘of the father of glory’ only further confirmation of the 
tendency.54 Many of the omitted words or phrases in the Old English stand in apposition to other words or phrases 
which do have a direct parallel in the Latin version: so eci dryctin (line 8a) echoes precisely line 4a, whilst firum foldu 
(line 9a) recalls elements of both aelda barnum (line 5b) and tha middungeard (line 7a). In other ways, Bede’s Latin 
does not reflect the conscious repetition and sound-patterning of the extant Old English text: not only is the phrase eci 
dryctin echoed in lines 4a and 8a, but hefaenrices uard (line 1b) is echoed by moncynnœs uard (line 7b), maecti (line 2a) 
by allmectig (line 9b), and scop (line 5a) by scepen (line 6b);55 presumably the end-rhyme evident between lines 7a and 
7b (middungeard: uard) is part of the same scheme.56 Just this kind of echoic repetition is often held to be a native 
feature of Old English verse;57 if Cœdmon’s Hymn is a back-translation from Bede’s Latin, then it is a skilful piece of 
work. 
More interesting is the fact that of the two main sentences, each consisting of two clauses, which make up the Old 
English text,58 the first (lines 1–4) is rendered much more closely than the second (lines 5–9). Quite apart from the 
omissions and semantic disparities between the Old English and the Latin, it is notable that the Latin equivalents for the 
second sentence of the Old English can in some sense be considered ‘poetic’, since several can be scanned to fit a Latin 
hexameter. So the phrases caelum pro culmine tecti, Custos humani generis, as well as the term omnipotens, can, as they 
stand, all be accommodated within the Latin hexameter line.59 The fact that there is no equivalent in the Old English for 
culmine (line 6a) only underlines the ‘poetic’ nature of the Latin version, the more so since none of the Latin phrases 
equating with the first sentence of the Old English scans in a manner suitable for hexameters, with the possible exception 
of the very first phrase, Nunc laudare debemus (a perfect ending for a rhythmical hexameter), to which we shall return. 
Clearly, Bede wished to lend his version a ‘poetic’ flavour, yet was unwilling simply to produce a metrical translation. 
The evident disparities between Bede’s Latin paraphrase and the extant Cœdmon’s Hymn are thrown into still sharper 
relief by a comparison with the parallel case of Bede’s Death Song, which survives in several copies, and is also found 
alongside a twelfth-century Latin version by Symeon of Durham.60 Comparison between the two reveals an almost 
verbatim correspondence, although it is clear that Symeon did make some minor 
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alterations to the syntax of his version, so producing a more penitent text.61 It might fairly be pointed out that the 
vernacular version of Bede’s Death Song is itself highly Latinate in its syntax,62 but the close similarity of the Latin and 
Old English texts, by comparison with the different versions of Cœdmon’s Hymn, remains striking, and again highlights 
the fact that there is no neat and easily explicable correlation between the extant Latin and Old English texts of the 
Hymn. 
Although it cannot be scanned to fit a hexameter verse, Bede’s use of the phrase filiis hominum ‘children of men’ is of 
some interest, since it is biblical, and is found particularly frequently in the Psalms.63 Such an observation underlines the 
fact that much of the thought of Cœdmon’s Hymn finds a close parallel in the Psalms, as the following half-dozen 
quotations illustrate:64 
Ps. 18:1: Caeli enarrant gloriam Dei et opera manuum eius adnuntiat firmamentum ‘The heavens shew forth the glory of 
God, and the firmament declareth the work of his hands.’ 
Ps. 65:4–5: omnis terra adorent te et psallant tibi psalmum dicant nomini tuo venite et videte opera Dei terribilis super 
filios hominum ‘Let all the earth adore thee, and sing to thee: let it sing a psalm to thy name. Come and see the works of 
God, who is terrible in his counsels over the sons of men.’ 
Ps. 106:8, 15, 21, and 31: confiteantur Domino misericordiae eius et mirabilia eius filiis hominum ‘Let the mercies of the 
Lord give glory to him: and his wonderful works to the children of men.’ 
Ps. 113:23–4 (15–16): benedicti vos Domino qui fecit caelum et terram caelum caeli Domino terram autem dedit filiis 
hominum ‘Blessed be you of the Lord, who made heaven and earth. The heaven of heaven is the Lord’s, but the earth he 
has given to the children of men.’ 
Ps. 144:4–5 and 10–12: generatio et generatio laudabit opera tua et potentiam tuam pronuntiabunt magnificentiam 
gloriae sanctitatis tuae loquentur et mirabilia tua narrabunt…confiteantur tibi Domine omnia opera tua et sancti tui 
confiteantur tibi gloriam regni tui dicent et potentiam tuam loquentur ut notam faciant filiis hominum potentiam tuam et 
gloriam magnificentiae regni tui ‘Generation and generation shall praise thy works: and they shall declare thy power. 
They shall speak of the magnificence of the glory of thy holiness: and shall tell thy wondrous works…. Let all thy works, 
O Lord, praise thee: and let thy saints bless thee. They shall speak of the glory of thy kingdom: and shall tell of thy 
power: to make thy might known to the sons of men and the glory of the magnificence of thy kingdom.’ 
Ps. 145:6: [Deus] qui fecit caelum et terram mare et omnia quae in eis ‘[God] who made heaven and earth, the sea, and 
all things that are in them’. 
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Given Bede’s own well-attested devotion to the Psalms (which, for example, he is said to have chanted assiduously on 
his death-bed),65 it would be astonishing if the extraordinary similarity between the words he was reporting and the 
diction of the Psalms escaped his notice. 
Outside the Psalms, which offer archetypal examples of the praise of God,66 few biblical passages carry such precise 
echoes of the sentiments and diction which underlie both Bede’s rendering and Cœdmon’s Hymn, although Jeremiah 
10:12 (qui facit terram in fortitudine sua praeparat orbem in sapientia sua et prudentia sua extendit caelos ‘He that 
maketh the earth by his power, that prepareth the world by his wisdom, and stretcheth out the heavens by his 
knowledge’) has been suggested,67 and a further general parallel to the multiple designation of God, so often seen as 
derived from native Anglo-Saxon poetic techniques, has been pointed out in Isaiah 9:6 (parvulus enim natus est nobis 
filius…et vocabitur nomen eius Admirabilis consiliarius Deus fortis Pater futuri saeculi Princeps pacis ‘For a child is 
born to us…and his name shall be called, Wonderful, Counsellor, God the mighty, the Father of the world to come, the 
Prince of Peace’).68 It has even been proposed that the opening words of the extant Hymn, nu (‘now’, Bede’s nunc) 
might have been suggested by liturgical practice.69 One might then seek to explain the striking similarity between the 
diction of the Psalms and the liturgy and that of the Hymn as the result of Cædmon’s everyday familiarity with such 
religious texts in a monastic environment, although one would further have to suppose that Cædmon was able to have 
access to such material in the vernacular. However, Bede himself seems to preclude such a possibility, unless we 
interpret his words very narrowly, by saying that Cædmon spoke ‘verses which he had never heard before’ (uersus quos 
numquam audierat). But just such verses (in Latin) were the staple worship of Bede and his fellow religious on a daily 
basis. If Cœdmon’s Hymn is a back-translation, albeit a skilful effort, Bede may simply have paraphrased Cædmon’s 
original words, and brought them into line with the familiar diction of his beloved Psalms. 
What is clear, however, is that the apparently spontaneous gift of an illiterate cowherd was soon taken up by the learned 
and Latin-influenced community, and made its own. The subsequent subjects put to Cædmon for versification follow 
precisely the formula prescibed for the teaching of biblical history laid down by Augustine in his De rudibus 
catechizandis,70 whilst it seems likely that the variant eordu barnum ‘children of earth’ for aelda barnum ‘children of 
men’ in line 5 of Cœdmon’s Hymn, found in several manuscripts, represents a ‘learned’ interpolation, based on a well-
known etymology of Adam’s name.71 The intrusive we ‘we’ which occurs in some versions of the Hymn could likewise 
be explained as an addition influenced by Bede’s use of the first person plural phrase Nunc laudare debemus ‘now we 
must praise’, which, in turn, he may have included as 
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a ‘poetic’ rendering of the third person plural Nu scylun hergan, sanctioned by the usage of the Psalms, purely because it 
scans better as the cadence or ending of a rhythmical hexameter line: the ‘correct’ rendering, Nunc laudare debent, 
would not.72 
So we can observe that just as Cædmon’s secular life was changed and set to the service of the Christian-Latin tradition, 
and just as Bede’s account of Cædmon’s vernacular words seems to borrow from the same learned and Latin 
background, so too Latin learning can account in part not only for the thought and diction, but also for the changing text 
of the Old English Cœdmon’s Hymn, the precise origins of which remain at least mysterious, if not miraculous. In the 
tale of Cædmon, as told by Bede and taken up by others, we can see precisely that transition between the old vernacular 
traditions and the new Latin learning which so characterises the literature of Anglo-Saxon England. It was this very 
transition from secular to religious practice that must first have commended Cædmon to Bede. More than that, of course: 
Cædmon and Bede shared a common hope, that the psalmist sang (Psalms 50:17): domine labia mea aperies et os meum 
adnuntiabit laudem tuam ‘Lord, thou wilt open my lips: and my mouth shall declare thy praise.’ 
NOTES 
1  All quotations are from B.Colgrave and R.A.B.Mynors, eds, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People 

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), pp. 414–20. See too J.M.Wallace-Hadrill, Bede’s ‘Ecclesiastical History of the 
English People’: a Historical Commentary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), pp. 165–7. 

2  Line for line, Cœdmon’s Hymn is probably the most commented-upon work in the entire corpus of Old English; the 
secondary bibliography is vast: see, for example, L.Whitbread, ‘The Cædmon Story: Bibliography’, Notes and 
Queries 183 (1942), p. 224; Graham D.Caie, Bibliography of Junius XI Manuscript: with Appendix on ‘Cædmon’s 
Hymn’, Anglica et Americana 6 (Copenhagen: University of Copenhagen Press, 1979). The most tenacious critic of 
the text is undoubtedly Ute Schwab, who has repeatedly returned to the work; see in particular her Cædmon, Testi e 
Studi (Messina: Peloritana, 1972); ‘The Miracles of Cædmon’, English Studies 64 (1983), pp. 1–17; ‘The Miracles of 
Cædmon—Revisited’, Atti dell’Accademia Peloritana, Classe di lettere, filosofia e belle arti 59 (1983), pp. 5–36; 
‘Cædmons carmen: ‘‘Deo suavis laudatio”’, in Alfred Ebenbauer, ed., Philologische Untersuchungen gewidmet 
Elfriede Stutz zum 65. Geburtstag (Vienna: Braumuller, 1984), pp. 408–61. Some of the more cogent and interesting 
speculations which have been raised by critics are signalled in the notes below. 

3  Amongst the most important and influential general discussions have been C.L.Wrenn, ‘The Poetry of Cædmon’, 
Proceedings of the British Academy 32 (1946), pp. 277–95; Geoffrey Shepherd, ‘The Prophetic Cædmon’, Review of 
English Studies 5 (1954), pp. 113–22; Bernard F.Huppé, Doctrine and Poetry: Augustine’s Influence on Old English 
Poetry (New York Press: State University of New York, 1959), pp. 99–130; Kemp Malone, ‘Cædmon and English 
Poetry’, 
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Modern Language Notes 76 (1961), pp. 193–5; Morton W.Bloomfield, ‘Patristics and Old English Literature: Notes 
on Some Poems’, in Stanley B. Greenfield, ed., Studies in Old English Literature in Honor of Arthur G. Brodeur 
(Eugene: University of Oregon Press, 1963), pp. 41–3; John C.Pope, ed., Seven Old English Poems (New York: 
Bobbs-Merrill, 1966), pp. 45–54; Donald W.Fritz, ‘Cædmon: a Traditional Christian Poet’, Mediaeval Studies 31 
(1969), pp. 334–7; Bruno Luiselli, ‘Beda e l’inno di Cædmon’, Studi Medievali 14 (1973), pp. 1013–36. Of all 
commentators on the language of the episode and the Hymn, Bruce Mitchell should be singled out for the number and 
acuteness of his contributions: no fewer than five on the topic are reprinted in his On Old English (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1988), pp. 65–95. 

4  The most comprehensive survey of suggested analogues is that of G.A.Lester, ‘The Cædmon Story and its 
Analogues’, Neophilologus 58 (1974), pp. 225–37. Important studies and suggestions include F.Klaeber, ‘Analogues 
of the Story of Cædmon’, Modern Language Notes 42 (1927), p. 390; Louise Pound, ‘Cædmon’s Dream Song’, in 
Kemp Malone and M.B.Ruud, eds, Studies in English Philology: a Miscellany in Honor of Frederick Klaeber 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1929), pp. 232–9; Louise W.Chappell, ‘The Cædmon Story’, Englische 
Studien 69 (1934–5), pp. 152–4; L.Whitbread, ‘An Analogue of the Cædmon Story’, Review of English Studies 15 
(1939), pp. 333–5; C.J.Vincent, ‘A Cædmon Parallel’, Modern Language Notes 61 (1946), p. 61; Theodore M.
Andersson, ‘The Cædmon Fiction in the Heliand Preface’, Publications of the Modern Language Association 89 
(1974), pp. 278–84; Earl R.Anderson, ‘Passing the Harp in Bede’s Story of Cædmon: a Twelfth-Century Analogue’, 
English Language Notes 15 (1977), pp. 1–4; Karl-Heinz Schirmer, ‘Antike Tradition in der versus-Vorrede zum 
Heliand’, in Friedhelm Debus and Joachim Hartig, eds, Festschrift für Gerhard Cordes (Neumünster: Karl Wachholtz, 
1973–6), pp. 136–59; Klaus von See, ‘Cædmon und Muhammed’, Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum 112 (1983), pp. 
225–33. 

5  Much has been made of the formulaic nature of Cœdmon’s Hymn, by comparison with the extant corpus of Old 
English poetry. See particularly Francis P. Magoun Jr, ‘Bede’s Story of Cædmon: the Case History of an Anglo-Saxon 
Oral Singer’, Speculum 30 (1955), pp. 49–63; Donald K.Fry, ‘Cædmon as a Formulaic Poet’, Forum for Modern 
Language Studies 10 (1974), pp. 227–47; Donald K.Fry, ‘The Memory of Cædmon’, in J.M.Foley, ed., Oral 
Traditional Literature: a Festschrift for Albert Bates Lord (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica, 1981), pp. 282–93; Constance B.
Hieatt, ‘Cædmon in Context: Transforming the Formula’, Journal of English and Germanic Philology 84 (1985), pp. 
485–97; John S.Miletich, ‘Old English “Formulaic” Studies and Cœdmon’s Hymn in a Comparative Context’, in Josip 
Matesic and Erwin Wedel, eds, Festschrift für Nikola R.Pribic (Neuried: Hieronymus, 1983), pp. 183–94; Katherine 
O’Brien O’Keeffe, ‘Orality and the Developing Text of Cædmon’s Hymn’, Speculum 62 (1987), pp. 1–20, and the 
further analysis in her Visible Song: Transitional Literacy in Old English Verse, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon 
England 4 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); E.G.Stanley, ‘New Formulas for Old: Cœdmon’s Hymn’, 
in T.Hofstra, L.A.J.R.Houwen, and A.A. MacDonald, eds, Pagans and Christians: the Interplay between Christian 
Latin and Traditional Germanic Cultures in Early Medieval Europe. Proceedings of the Second Germania Latina 
Conference held at the University of Groningen, May 1992 (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1995), pp. 131–48. On the 
oral tradition in Old English in general, see now Andy Orchard, ‘Oral Tradition’, in Critical Approaches to Old 
English Literature, ed. Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming). 
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6  Cf. C.E.Wright, The Cultivation of Saga in Anglo-Saxon England (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1939), pp. 41–2; Peter 

Clemoes, Interactions of Thought and Language in Old English Poetry, Cambridge Studies in Old English Literature 
12 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 242–3. 

7  Colgrave and Mynors, eds, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, p. 414. 
8  Also repeated at the beginning of the Epistula ad Laodicenses I.1. All biblical quotations are from R.Weber, et al. 

ed., Biblia sacra iuxta vulgatam versionem, 2 vols (Stuttgart: Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1969). 
9  P.R.Orton, ‘Cædmon and Christian Poetry’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 84 (1983), pp. 163–70 at 165–6, suggests 

a further parallel between the inspiration of Cædmon and the conception and birth of Christ, but such a parallel is 
surely much less warranted by Bede’s actual words. 

10  Colgrave and Mynors, eds, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, p. 414. 
11  Donald W.Fritz, ‘Cædmon: a Monastic Exegete’, American Benedictine Review 25 (1974), pp. 351–63; André 

Crépin, ‘Bede and the Vernacular’, in Gerald Bonner, ed., Famulus Christi: Essays in Commemoration of the 
Thirteenth Centenary of the Birth of the Venerable Bede (London: SPCK, 1976), pp. 170–92; Philip J.West, 
‘Rumination in Bede’s Account of Cædmon’, Monastic Studies 12 (1976), pp. 217–26; Gernot Wieland, ‘Cædmon, 
the Clean Animal’, American Benedictine Review 35 (1984), pp. 194–203. 

12  Cf. C.Plummer, ed., Baedae Opera Historica, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1896), II, 251; Crépin, ‘Bede and the 
Vernacular’, p. 181. 

13  See further below, pp. 414–15. 
14  See further Alice Sperduti Wilson, ‘The Divine Nature of Poetic Inspiration’, Transactions of the American 

Philological Association 81 (1950), pp. 209–40. 
15  See, for example, the detailed discussions of E.R.Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. W.

R.Trask (New York: Routledge, 1953), pp. 235–7; Jan M.Ziolkowski, ‘Classical Influences on Medieval Latin Views 
of Poetic Inspiration’, in Peter Godman and Oswyn Murray, eds, Latin Poetry and the Classical Tradition: Essays in 
Medieval and Renaissance Literature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990), pp. 15–38. 

16  W.M.Lindsay, ed., Isidori Hispalensis Episcopi Etymologiarum sive Originum Libri XX, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1911): I.xxxix.4. 

17  On Aldhelm, see Michael Lapidge and James L.Rosier, Aldhelm: the Poetic Works (Cambridge: D.S.Brewer, 1985), 
pp. 5–18; Andy Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 8 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 1–18. 

18  In his De metris (DM 76.6): Aldhelm states that the Enigmata were originally composed prima ingenioli rudimenta 
exercitari ‘to exercise the first rudiments of his skill’: and this and similar comments are taken by Michael Lapidge 
‘to imply that the Enigmata are one of Aldhelm’s earliest compositions, perhaps the earliest’ (Aldhelm: the Poetic 
Works, p. 61). All quotations from Aldhelm are taken from R.Ehwald, ed., Aldhelmi Opera, Monumenta Germaniae 
Historica, Auctores Antiquissimi 15 (Berlin: Weidmannsche Verlagsbuch-handlung, 1919). 

19  See further Michael Lapidge, ‘The School of Theodore and Hadrian’, Anglo-Saxon England 15 (1986), pp. 45–72; 
also his ‘The Career of Archbishop Theodore’, in Michael Lapidge, ed., Archbishop Theodore: Commemorative 
Studies on his Life and Influence, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 11 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), pp. 1–29, esp. 17–19 and 26–9. 

20  The dating of the Cædmon episode is generally tied to that of Hild’s abbacy (657–80); but see D.N.Dumville, 
‘Beowulf and the Celtic World: the Uses of the Evidence’, Traditio 37 (1981), pp. 109–60 at 148. 
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21  See further Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 254–60. 
22  So, for example, in his metrical treatise De pedum regulis (DPR 202.5–6), which circulated alongside the Enigmata, 

he claims that ‘no one born of our race and nourished in the cradles of the Germanic people has laboured so greatly 
in this kind of pastime before our humble self neminem nostrae stirpis genitum et Germanicae gentis cunabulis 
confotum in huiuscemodi negotio ante nostrum mediocritatem tantopere desudasse, 

23  Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 45–54 and 112–25. 
24  Willelmi Malmesbiriensis monachi de gestis pontificum Anglorum libri quinque, ed. N.E.S.A.Hamilton, Rolls Series 

52 (London, 1870), 5:190 (p. 336); see now Roberta Frank, ‘The Search for the Anglo-Saxon Oral Poet’, Bulletin of 
the John Rylands University Library of Manchester 75 (1993), pp. 11–36 at 31–3. 

25  Gesta Pontificum 5:190 (p. 336); Historia ecclesiastica 5:24 (p. 414). For the parallel, see Jeff Opland, Anglo-Saxon 
Oral Poetry: a Study of the Traditions (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), p. 124; Frank, ‘The Search for the 
Anglo-Saxon Oral Poet’, p. 31. 

26  Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 254–60. 
27  Ehwald, ed., Aldhelmi Opera, pp. 97–9. 
28  On Aldhelm’s knowledge of Persius, see further Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 135–7. 
29  See further De metris 88.2–3 and De pedum regulis 168.7. 
30  See J.D.A.Ogilvy, Books Known to the English, 597–1066 (Cambridge, Mass.: Medieval Academy of America, 

1967), pp. 219–20; Helmut Gneuss, ‘A Preliminary List of Manuscripts Written or Owned in England up to 1100’, 
Anglo-Saxon England 9 (1981), pp. 1–60, nos. 195, 252, 493, and 534; Simon Keynes, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts in 
Trinity College, Old English Newsletter Subsidia 18 (Binghamton: CEMERS, 1992), no. 5 and plate Va. 

31  See further Otto Skutsch, ed., The ‘Annals’ of Q.Ennius (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985), pp. 147–67. 
32  Nancy Porter Stork, Through a Gloss Darkly: Aldhelm’s Riddles in the British Library MS Royal 12. C. xxiii, Studies 

and Texts 98 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1990), p. 97. 
33  The precise dating of the Carmen de uirginitate is a matter of debate; the prose De uirginitate (from which the 

Carmen derives) has been dated to the last quarter of the seventh century, but four lines from the Carmen de 
uirginitate are quoted by Aldhelm in a letter to one Heahfrith (Epistula V), which must have been composed before 
the death of Archbishop Theodore in 690. See further Lapidge and Rosier, Aldhelm: the Poetic Works, pp. 12–14. 

34  Ehwald, ed., Aldhelmi Opera, pp. 353–4. 
35  See further Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 130–5. 
36  W.Hartel, ed., Sancti Pontii Meropii Paulini Nolani Carmina, Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum 30 

(Vienna, 1894), p. 52; cf. C.Witke, Numen litterarum: the Old and the New in Latin Poetry from Constantine to 
Gregory the Great (Leiden: Brill, 1971), pp. 79–82. 

37  The most comprehensive discussion, including detailed analysis of several of the passages cited here, is by Neil 
Wright, ‘Imitation of the Poems of Paulinus of Nola in Early Anglo-Latin Verse’, Peritia 4 (1985), pp. 134–51; also 
his ‘Imitation of the Poems of Paulinus of Nola in Early Anglo-Latin Verse: a Postscript’, Peritia 5 (1986), pp. 392–
6; and History and Literature in Late Antiquity and the Early Medieval West: Studies in Intertextuality 
(forthcoming). See too T.W.Mackay, ‘Bede’s Hagiographical Method: his Knowledge and Use of Paulinus of Nola’, 
in Gerald Bonner, ed., Famulus Christi: Essays in Commemoration of the Thirteenth Centenary of the Birth of The 
Venerable 
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Bede (London: SPCK, 1976), pp. 77–92; Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 178–81. Evidence that some of the 
poems of Paulinus of Nola were copied at Wearmouth-Jarrow before 700 is offered by T.J.Brown and T.W.Mackay, 
Codex Vaticanus Palatinus Latinus 235: an Early Insular Manuscript of Paulinus of Nola ‘Carmina’, Armarium 
Codicum Insignium 4 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1988), pp. 25–8 and 40–50. 

38  Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm, pp. 254–60. 
39  See now Andy Orchard, ‘Wish You Were Here: Alcuin’s Courtly Poems and the Boys Back Home’, in Alastair 

Minnis, ed., The Courts and the Regions (forthcoming). 
40  Peter Godman, ed., Alcuin: the Bishops, Kings, and Saints of York (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), pp. 62–3. 
41  P.S.Baker and M.Lapidge, ed., Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, EETS SS 15 (London: Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 

134–5. 
42  Baker and Lapidge, Byrhtferth, pp. 318–20. 
43  Baker and Lapidge, Byrhtferth, p. 320. 
44  P.O.E.Gradon, ed., Cynewulf’s ‘Elene’, Exeter Medieval English Texts, rev. edn (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 

1977), pp. 71–2. 
45  Cf. in particular Elene, lines 1249–50: bancofan onband, breostlocan onwand, /leoðucrœft onleac. 
46  Lindsay, ed., Isidori Hispalensis Episcopi Etymologiarum sive Originum Libri XX, III.xvi.3: in conviviis vero lyra vel 

cithara circumferebatur. et accubantibus singulis ordinabatur conviviale genus canticorum ‘indeed at feasts a lyre or 
harp was passed around, and a convivial type of song was required from each of those reclining there’; cf. the 
discussion by Fritz, ‘Cædmon: a Traditional Christian Poet’, p. 336; Frank, ‘The Search for the Anglo-Saxon Oral 
Poet’, p. 30. 

47  See in particular O’Keeffe, Visible Song, pp. 23–46. 
48  A.H.Smith, ed. Three Northumbrian Poems: ‘Cœdmon’s Hymn’, ‘Bede’s Death Song’, and ‘The Leiden 

Riddle’ (London: Methuen, 1968), pp. 38–40. In general, see E. Van K.Dobbie, The Manuscripts of ‘Cœdmon’s 
Hymn’ and ‘Bede’s Death Song’ (New York: Columbia University Press, 1937): now superseded by Fred C.
Robinson and E.G.Stanley, eds, Old English Verse Texts from Many Sources, Early English Manuscripts in Facsimile 
23 (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde & Bagger, 1993), pp. 18–19 and plates 2.1–21. 

49  Colgrave and Mynors, eds, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, p. 414. 
50  Crépin, ‘Bede and the Vernacular’, p. 183. 
51  One might also point out that at the point of death Cædmon is also depicted speaking in laudem Conditoris (Colgrave 

and Mynors, eds, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, p. 420); Cædmon’s spiritual life is, as it were, equally ‘framed’ in 
Bede’s narrative. 

52  Cf. J.J.Conybeare, Illustrations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London, 1826), pp. 3–8; J.Zupitza, ‘Über den Hymnus 
Cädmons’, Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum 22 (1878), pp. 210–23 at 218–22; Richard Wülker, Grundriss zur 
Geschichte der angelsächsischen Litteratur (Leipzig, 1885), pp. 117–20; Smith, ed., Three Northumbrian Poems, pp. 
12–13; Dumville, ‘Beowulf and the Celtic World: the Uses of the Evidence’, p. 148; Kevin S.Kiernan, ‘Reading 
Cædmon’s “Hymn” with Someone Else’s Glosses’, Representations 32 (1990), pp. 157–74. In general, see Marijane 
Osborn, ‘Translation, Translocation, and the Native Context of “Cædmon’s Hymn”’, New Comparison 8 (1989), pp. 
13–23; Richard J.Schrader, ‘Cædmon and the Monks, the Beowulf-Poet and Literary Continuity in the Early Middle 
Ages’, American Benedictine Review 31 (1980), pp. 39–69. 
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53  Cf. the discussion by Schwab, Cœdmon, pp. 21–30, and ‘The Miracles of Cædmon’, p. 13, based on a similar (but 

not identical) comparison by half-lines; see too the translation into Latin by Conybeare, Illustrations of Anglo-Saxon 
Poetry, p. 5, which follows a similar format. 

54  One might also perhaps compare the rendering of the compound word hefaenrices ‘of the heaven-kingdom’ by regni 
caelestis ‘of the kingdom of heaven (literally “heavenly”)’. 

55  So, for example, Bede’s Latin has both auctor and Custos, where the Old English has uard in both cases (lines 1b 
and 7b): and the semantically distinct auctor (again) and creauit are found in place of the related scop and scepen 
(lines 5a and 6b); only in the case of potentiam and omnipotens is the paronomasia of maecti and allmectig (lines 2a 
and 9b) maintained. 

56  See further Stanley, ‘New Formulas for Old’, p. 133; also his ‘Rhymes in English Medieval Verse: from Old English 
to Middle English’, in Edward Donald Kennedy, Ronald Waldron, and Joseph S.Wittig, eds, Medieval English 
Studies Presented to George Kane (Woodbridge: D.S.Brewer, 1988), pp. 19–54. 

57  See further J.O.Beatty, ‘The Echo-Word in Beowulf’, Publications of the Modern Language Association 49 (1934), 
pp. 365–73; E.R.Kintgen, ‘Echoic Repetition in Old English Poetry, Especially in The Dream of the Rood’, 
Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 75 (1974), pp. 202–23; Adeline C.Bartlett, ‘The Larger Rhetorical Patterns in Anglo-
Saxon Poetry’, dissertation, New York, 1935. 

58  See E.G.Stanley, ‘The Oldest English Poetry Now Extant’, Poetica (Tokyo) 2 (1974), pp. 1–24, rep. in his A 
Collection of Papers with Emphasis on Old English Literature, Publications of the Dictionary of Old English 3 
(Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), at p. 15; for a different view, see D.R.Hewlett, ‘The 
Theology of Cœdmon’s Hymn’, Leeds Studies in English n.s. 7 (1974), pp. 1–12 at 7. 

59  So, for example, the cadences culmina tecti and culmine tecti occur in Vergil (Aeneid II.695 and IV.186); culmina 
caeli and culmine caeli are particular favourites of Aldhelm (cf. Otto Schumann, Lateinisches Hexameter-Lexikon: 
Dichterisches Formelgut von Ennius bis zum Archipoeta, 6 vols (Munich: Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 1979–
83), I, 512–13); Aldhelm also uses the phrase humani generis in his Carmen de uirginitate, line 84, but the phrase is 
commonplace elsewhere (Schumann, Lateinisches Hexameter-Lexikon, II, 530–2). Bede himself uses the phrase 
tecti…culmina in his metrical Vita S. Cuthberti, line 334. 

60  For the entire episode of Bede’s demise, including the relevant texts, see Thomas Arnold, ed., Symeonis monachi 
opera omnia, 2 vols, Rolls Series 75 (London, 1882–5), I, 44–6. See now Howell D.Checkering Jr, ‘Some Contexts 
for Bede’s Death-Song’, Publications of the Modern Language Association 91 (1976), pp. 91–100; Michael W.
Twomey, ‘On Reading Bede’s Death Song: Translation, Typology, and Penance in Symeon of Durham’s Text of the 
Epistola Cuthberti de Obitu Bedae’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 84 (1983), pp. 171–81; David Yerkes, 
‘Joscelyn’s Text of Bede’s Death Song’, Notes and Queries 31 (1984), pp. 14–16; Robinson and Stanley, eds, Old 
English Verse Texts, pp. 18–19, and plates 3.1–35. 

61  Cf. the detailed comparisons made by Twomey, ‘On Reading Bede’s Death Song’, pp. 173–6. 
62  Cf. the comments of Stanley, ‘The Oldest English Poetry Now Extant’, pp. 131–3. 
63  Psalms 11:1; 20:10; 44:2; 45:5; 106:8, 15, 21, and 31; 113:16; 144:12; 145:2. 
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64  The Latin quoted follows the Septuagint version. See further N.F.Blake, ‘Cœdmon’s Hymn’, Notes and Queries 207 

(1962), pp. 243–6; Schwab, Cœdmon, pp. 60–4; Bruce Mitchell, ‘Cædmon’s Hymn, line 1: What is the Subject of 
scylun or its Variants?’, Leeds Studies in English 16 (1985), pp. 190–7, rep. in his On Old English, pp. 88–95. 

65  See the detailed discussion by Benedicta Ward, Bede and the Psalmody (privately published, Jarrow, 1991), rep. in 
Bede and his World: the Jarrow Lectures 1958–1993, 2 vols (London: Variorum, 1995), II, 869–902. 

66  A clear example of a vernacular poem in praise of God influenced by the diction of the Psalms is the eighth-century 
Irish lyric ‘Adram in Coimdid’, which has itself been directly compared with Cœdmon’s Hymn. See Gerald Murphy, 
ed., Early Irish Lyrics (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), p. 4, and cf. the comments of (for example) Schwab, 
Cœdmon, p. 57. 

67  Schwab, Cœdmon, pp. 62–3. 
68  Pope, ed., Seven Old English Poems, p. 53. 
69  Israel Gollancz, ed., The Cœdmon Manuscript of Anglo-Saxon Poetry: Junius XI in the Bodleian Library (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1927), pp. lx–lxii. 
70  As has been usefully demonstrated by Virginia Day, ‘The Influence of the Catechetical Narratio on Old English and 

Some Other Medieval Literature’, Anglo-Saxon England 3 (1974), pp. 51–61 at 54–5. Cædmon’s technique of 
mulling over the topics set him overnight before turning them into verse is curiously reminiscent of what is reported 
of the (supposedly) centuries-old practice of Irish bardic schools, according to the description given by Thomas 
O’Sullevane, Memoirs…of the Marquis of Clanricarde (London, 1722): quoted by Osbern Bergin, Irish Bardic 
Poetry (Dublin: Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies, 1970), p. 6. 

71  See further J.Golden, ‘An Onomastic Allusion in Cædmon’s Hymn?’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 70 (1969), pp. 
627–9. 

72  For the notion that we is a later addition, see Smith, ed., Three Northumbrian Poems, p. 4; Mitchell, ‘Cædmon’s 
Hymn, line 1’. 
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24 The metre of the Ormulum 
Elizabeth Solopova 
THE VERSE AND ITS ORIGIN 
The verse of the Ormulum stands out as idiosyncratic in the context of Middle English poetry.1 It oversteps the 
boundaries of tradition in various ways and thus sets a number of questions as to its nature and origin. The most usual 
way in which these queries have been answered is by pointing to certain models which Orm could have imitated. 
However, this often means little more than a substitution of one controversial point for another, in that both those writers 
convinced that the poem is dependent on foreign models and those attempting to trace it back to the native models run 
into difficulties trying to find near parallels for this verse. It seems, therefore, that some of the aspects of Orm’s language 
and rhythmical habits should be analysed in an attempt to shed more light on this problem. In the verse of the Ormulum, 
the poet endeavours to produce a regular syllabic metre at a very early date. A study of how this aim was met and what 
techniques were used to achieve it is important for our understanding of syllabic poetic tradition in Middle English. To 
that end, this paper concentrates on Orm’s syllabism and accentuation, on parallels to his verse in medieval Latin, and on 
the division of his verse into lines. 
The Ormulum is written in verse with a perfectly strict syllable count. The strictness with which a fifteen-syllable pattern 
is reproduced in the Ormulum is unparalleled in Middle English. This verse is devoid of the syllabic variations found, for 
example, in Chaucer, who has ‘headless lines’, disyllabic unstressed intervals between the metrical beats, missing 
unstressed syllables and so on. Syllabic variations commonly occur in Middle English verse in places of syntactic 
boundaries. Thus extra-metrical syllables are often found in lines with words of address.2 Contrary to this practice, the 
syntactic boundaries associated with words of address do not affect syllable count in Orm’s verse: 

Ne dred te, , 
nohht,  
     Noff me, noff mine 
wordess 
(lines 151–2) 
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Line 151, containing the word of address , has a regular iambic rhythm. 
Elision is used in the Ormulum with great regularity. Unstressed final -e is pronounced before the consonants and is 
elided before the vowels with virtually no exceptions. Sachse gives only four examples where this rule is broken: lines D 
49, 1399, 9706, and 14534.3 Two of them (1399, 9706) are due to editorial misreadings present in the edition of White 
and Holt.4 In line 14534—Noe and hise suness þree—we are probably dealing with a stressed -e in Noe. The only 
example left is line 49 of the Dedication: 

All þess te bettre, hu  
birrþ  
Þe Goddspell unnderrstanndenn 
(D 49–50) 
The spelling bettre should probably be viewed as having the same value as better. The existence of the variant better 
partly explains the absence of elision in this case. This strictness in the use of elision, which characterises the Ormulum, 
is uncommon in Middle English: the rules of elision are not infrequently disregarded in Chaucer and other Middle 
English poetry. 
The verse of the Ormulum shows adherence to a particular pattern of placing word boundaries. This feature is rather 
unusual. Even in regular syllabic verse with a strictly determined number of syllables per line, the position of word 
boundaries is arbitrary and varies greatly from line to line. This freedom is important for rhythmical variation: regular 
placing of word boundaries according to a particular pattern produces abruptness and monotony of rhythm. 
In the Ormulum word boundaries tend to occupy particular places in a line. Orm’s line has seven metrical beats with a 
masculine caesura after the fourth metrical beat and with a feminine ending. The fourth metrical beat at the caesura is 
usually occupied by a monosyllabic word. This is a clear tendency: in the first 150 lines of the Dedication there are only 
twenty-one exceptions. The first line can serve as an illustration: 
Nu, broþerr Wallterr, broþerr 
min  
Affterr þe flæshess kinde 
(lines 1–2) 
The number of exceptions to this rule of using a monosyllabic word before the caesura can be reduced if we take into 
account that in many cases exceptions are introduced by compound words, such as rodetree, Goddspellboc, messeboc, 
unnderrfot, and so on: 
& broþerr min i Crisstenndom (3);  
Þatt sinndenn o þe messeboc (31);  
Witt shulenn tredenn unnderrfot 
(73). 
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These compounds are spelt as one word in the Ormulum manuscript. However, word division in Middle English 
manuscripts is variable, and this variability especially applies to compound words. Most compounds can be easily 
imagined written either as one or as two words. 
The exceptions not explained by these considerations are thus limited to lines such as Icc hafe wennd inntill Ennglissh 
(13), and & tœr tekenn mare inoh (37), and are twelve in number. Thus, the large majority of lines conform to the 
tendency of placing a monosyllabic word at the caesura. 
For the feminine ending of Orm’s line there is another tendency—it is usually represented by a disyllabic word: 
Affterr þe flæshess kinde (2);  
Þurrh fulluhht & þurrh trowwþe 
(4). 
There are only sixteen exceptions to this tendency in the first 150 lines of the Dedication. Seven of them can be 
disregarded, as they are introduced by compound words: unnderrstanndenn (50), Goddspellwrihhtess (160), 
lerninngcnihhtess (236), and so on. 
Not only is the syllabic structure of the ends of hemistichs often reproduced, but sometimes also the words used in these 
positions: word, boc, itt, don occur in the masculine endings at the caesura, and erþe, nede, deþe, blisse in the feminine 
endings at the end of the verse. 
The tendency to prefer monosyllabic words for masculine endings and disyllabic words for feminine endings is 
considerably stronger in the Ormulum than is usual: for comparison see Chaucer’s House of Fame, which has both 
feminine and masculine rhymes. There, approximately two-thirds of the feminine endings are formed by disyllables and 
about a half of the masculine endings by monosyllables. In the Ormulum these proportions are substantially higher. 
A further investigation into the placing of word boundaries makes clear that the underlying pattern which Orm seems to 
have favoured for the first half of his line is the one illustrated by the first line of the Dedication: 
Nu, broþerr Wallterr, broþerr 
min 
This type of word division, with word boundaries after the first, third, fifth, and seventh stresses (which creates the 
pattern of an opening monosyllable, three disyllables, and a final monosyllable), occurs seven times in the first 150 lines 
but the rest of the patterns are variant forms of this one. The most usual variations are the following: 
•  two monosyllables instead of the first disyllabic word of the basic type (occurs twenty-four times): 
þurrh þatt witt hafenn takenn ba 
(7); 
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•  two monosyllables instead of the second disyllabic word (occurs seventeen times): 
& broþþerr min i Godess hus 
(5); 
   
•  two monosyllables instead of the third disyllabic word (occurs eight times): 

& forrþi  tu þatt icc 
(23). 
   
Next come the lines containing only one disyllabic word, in the first, the second, or the third position: 
Icc hafe don swa summ þu badd (11);  
Þatt mann birrþ spellenn to þe follc 
(35);  
Þe dom off all þatt laþe flocc (75). 
These patterns occur altogether forty-two times. And, finally, there are lines consisting of monosyllables only (eight 
occurrences): 
Acc nohht þurrh skill, acc all þurrh niþ 
(83). 
In all these lines there is a word boundary after the first, the third, the fifth, and the seventh syllables. This tendency is 
evident for 106 lines of 150; a tendency which holds for over two-thirds of the lines is a significant feature of the verse 
pattern in the poem. Verses with deviations from this pattern tend not to be repeated; they have a structure that is not 
reproduced and therefore is unlikely to be remembered by the readers or listeners. Further, recurring patterns are often 
associated with particular syntactic models. Thus, a construction with two verbs (frequently infinitives) often follows the 
pattern illustrated above by line 5: 
Þu þohhtesst tatt itt mihhte well (17);  

&  itt, & fillenn itt (21);  

 hellpenn þa þatt redenn itt 
(47);  
Þatt tæleþþ þatt to lofenn iss (77). 
Three times it occurs with enumeration, as in line 197: 
þe þridde god uss hafeþþþþ 
don. 
The pattern represented by line 7 quoted above occurs at least six times in a modal construction: 

& all  shulenn takenn itt (81);  

&  mann wile witenn whi (111);  

&  wilenn herenn itt 
(139). 
This constant reproduction of similar rhythmical patterns and verbal repetitions suggests that Orm’s vocabulary was 
rather formulaic and included a large number of rhythmically organised phrases which could 
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have been adapted to a particular context—a technique perhaps partly brought forth by the didactic spirit of his work. 
The use of formulas in the Ormulum is described by Lehnert, who observes that they often have parallels in Anglo-
Saxon, including alliterative phrases, rhyming formulas, and recurring figurae etymologicae.5 These formulas would fall 
in with the tendency to produce a verse heavily pattern-orientated in terms of word boundaries. 
The reproduction of a certain pattern for placing word boundaries makes the rhythm predictable and less varied, and 
rarely occurs in other medieval and later poetry. Writing such verse, Orm could have had an inexperienced reader in 
mind, or he may have thought that this kind of verse would suit didactic purposes best, for it can be easier to memorise. 
What remains to be explained, however, is why this particular pattern of word division was chosen and reproduced in the 
poem. It seems that Orm viewed the first hemistich of his line as consisting of five segments: monosyllabic anacrusis 
followed by three disyllabic feet and a monosyllabic ending. In Chaucer’s lines consisting entirely of monosyllabic and 
disyllabic words, one would not be able to find this pattern reproduced, nor in fact any such pattern. In the Ormulum this 
pattern could not have been accidental, even if it was only subconsciously present in the author’s mind. 
In contrast to the features described above, the accentuation of Orm’s verse is not subject to strict rules and allows 
variation. Rhythmical inversion is a common licence. It is especially usual at the beginnings of hemistichs, for example: 
Nu, broþerr Wallterr, broþerr 
min  
     Affterr þe flæshess kinde; 
(D 1–2) 
Unnderr kanunnkess had & lif,  
     Swa summ Sannt Awwstin 
sette. 
(D 9–10) 
However, it is also not infrequent in other positions: 
Icc hafe wennd inntill 
Ennglissh  

     Goddspelless  
lare; 
(D 13–14) 

& affterr þe Goddspell 
stannt  
     Þatt tatt te Goddspell meneþþ; 
(D 33–4) 
Biforenn an allterr þatt wass  

     Innresst i  
minnstre. 
(1016–17) 
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Inversion in the Ormulum occurs with approximately the same frequency as in The House of Fame. The difference, 
however, is that Orm avoided inversion at line endings, though inversion in rhyme is common in Middle English verse, 
thus for example: kyng—euenyng (82–4), studeuest—Rest (18–20).6 Orm did not use it, probably because for him 
accentual uniformity at the ends of verses was more important than it was for the authors of rhymed poetry, where the 
ends of verses are already clearly marked by rhyme. This is also connected with Orm’s preference for disyllabic words at 
line ends: the great majority of such words were stressed on the first syllable in his language. The verse patterns of Orm 
thus tended to be unusual in comparison with other early Middle English poetry. 
In order to explain the peculiarities of Orm’s verse one inevitably has to turn to the problem of his model. According to 
the traditional view of the origin of this verse best elucidated and supported by Jakob Schipper, it imitates Latin seven-
stress metres: its source was either Latin fifteen-syllable catalectic tetrameter (also called septenarius) or thirteen-syllable 
goliardic verse.7 Latin fifteen-syllable catalectic tetrameter is a usually trochaic metre with a feminine caesura after the 
eighth syllable and with a dactylic ending.8 Goliardic verse had no direct analogy in classical poetry and originated in 
the Middle Ages, becoming very popular in the twelfth century. It is a thirteen-syllable trochaic verse with a dactylic 
caesura after the seventh syllable and with a feminine ending.9 Neither of these parallels is exact. Goliardic verse has a 
thirteen-syllable line, whereas Orm’s line, due to the iambic beginnings of the hemistichs, has fifteen syllables. Latin 
fifteen-syllable catalectic tetrameter is usually trochaic with a feminine caesura and a dactylic ending, whereas Orm’s 
line is iambic with a masculine caesura and a feminine ending. 
This traditional view was challenged by Trautmann and Menthel.10 Both authors emphasise that the suggested Latin 
prototypes are trochaic and that Orm’s verse is iambic. Iambic seven-stress verse was unknown in Latin in Orm’s time: 
its first specimens appear as late as the fourteenth century. The answer to the question of origin of Orm’s verse, for them, 
is that it was not an imitation of any foreign model, but an elaboration of native ones. According to Menthel, the verse 
most closely related to the Ormulum in the native tradition is that of Poema morale, of De muliere Samaritana, and of 
On God Ureisun of ure Lefdi. Trautmann places this verse pattern in a very broad context, viewing its origin, or at least 
the origin of the eight-syllable half-line, as an independent development within the native four-beat verse 

( Brut, King Horn, etc.). However, both authors recognise that the Ormulum in the regularity and the 
strictness of its metrical form stands out from the native background. Four-beat verse with a more or less regular 
alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables certainly does not need any foreign influence to come into being. It 
originates very early, as soon as the prosodic patterns of 
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alliterative verse are destroyed. However, Orm’s line has a more sophisticated structure, which is certainly quite close to 
some of the metres used in medieval Latin poetry. 
The rigidity of Orm’s syllabism makes it highly improbable that his verse was a development from a native tradition 
without the influence of Romance syllabic verse. English poetry of this period is always syllabically free and in this 
aspect differs dramatically from the syllabically regular Latin verse often found in the same manuscripts. In medieval 
Latin poetry the number of syllables was a very stable characteristic of the metre.11 In the Ormulum it is definitely the 
syllabic length of the line that is of primary importance for the metrical pattern. Stress is sometimes disregarded. This is 
borne out by an analysis of corrections in the Ormulum manuscript (Bodleian Library, MS Junius 1). When the corrector 
substitutes a monosyllabic word for a disyllabic one, he always restores the number of syllables in the line by some 
additional alterations. While doing that he may sacrifice the regular stress pattern and produce a line with rhythmical 
inversion. Thus, for example, lines 4868–9 were first written: 

Þær þær he  himm sellfenn 
þiss  
     Þurrh hiss prophetess tunge, 
(col. 119) 
but then changed to: 

Þær þær he  himm sellf 
whilumm  
     Þurrh hiss prophetess tunge. 
The syllable count in these two versions remains the same, but the second variant differs in that it has inversion of the 
fourth foot (whilumm). Lines 6948–9 were first written: 
& tatt hiss moderr wære wif,  

     & nawihht  
clene, 
(col. 171) 
but later changed to: 
& tatt hiss moderr wære wif,  

     & nohht  full 
clene. 

In the second version there is inversion of the sixth foot ( ). It is clear, therefore, that the number of 
syllables per line was a serious constraint on the corrector—and on the poet. 
There were iambic metres in medieval Latin that closely resembled Orm’s four-stressed and three-stressed half-lines. A 
close parallel to the four-stressed hemistich is iambic dimeter, an eight-syllable line with dactylic ending: 
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A solis ortus cardine  
     ad usque terrae limitem  
Christum canamus 
principem  
     natum Maria virgine.12 
Orm’s four-stressed half-line has a masculine ending often formed by a monosyllabic word. Though in late medieval 
Latin poetry monosyllables at line ends were becoming quite frequent, the endings in iambic dimeter were formed 
mostly by trisyllabic words.13 This difference is to be expected if we take into account the rarity of trisyllabic words in 
Orm’s language. 
According to Meyer’s analysis, iambic dimeter tended to regular placement of word junctures.14 Describing the 
rhythmical iambic dimeter of Auspicius, Meyer observes that the word juncture regularly occurs after the third or the 
fourth syllable. Analysing the verse of Æthelwold, he points out that word juncture regularly occurs after the third, the 
fourth, or the fifth syllable. According to Meyer, this is generally characteristic of iambic dimeter in the Middle Ages.15 
These observations agree with what has been said earlier about the tendency in the Ormulum for regular patterns of 
placing word boundaries. As in the Latin eight-syllable line, a juncture often occurs after the third and the fifth syllables 
in the Ormulum. 
A line similar to Orm’s second hemistich also occurs in medieval Latin verse, in for example iambic catalectic dimeter, a 
three-stress seven-syllable verse with feminine endings: 
Vere regalis aula      variis gemmis ornata  
Gregisque Christi caula      patre summo 
servata.16 
However, the combination of an eight-syllable iambic line with a dactylic ending and a seven-syllable iambic line with a 
feminine ending, which is the pattern in the Ormulum, was not common in Latin at the end of the twelfth century. It 
would not be correct, on the other hand, to say that the iambic septenarius did not exist at all before the fourteenth 
century. Some examples of this metre are found in the Carmina Burana. It appears, for example, in certain stanzas of 
poems 4 and 140. Thus, the beginning of poem 140 is as follows: 
Terra iam pandit 
gremium  
     vernali lenitate,  
quod gelu triste clauserat  
     brumali feritate.17 
In accordance with the currently accepted date for the Codex Buranus—c. 123018—it is possible to assume the existence 
of the iambic septenarius at the end of the twelfth century. However, examples of this metre must have been rare; it did 
not approach the frequency of use of trochaic goliardic verse. 
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The rarity, in medieval Latin verse before the fourteenth century, of the iambic septenarius, which is an exact parallel to 
Orm’s metre, can hardly be said to refute the possibility of Orm’s dependence on Latin poetry. He may have been 
influenced by all or several of the metres discussed above, reproducing generally familiar features rather than imitating 
exactly any particular example. It is also likely that popular goliardic verse was his main model, and he transformed it 
into iambics by adding an anacrusis at the start of both hemistichs. 
Latin metres were mainly trochaic, but when they were imitated in English or in Anglo-Norman they were transformed 
into iambics. In the poetry of the period iambic and trochaic lines usually alternated freely. An optional extra syllable 
was permitted at the start of the line and at the caesura. Purely trochaic or purely iambic verse was rare. At the same 
time, iambics were on the whole much more frequent than trochees. 
According to Pyle, the trochaic rhythms typical of Old English verse gave way to predominantly iambic rhythms in 
Middle English, in spite of the fact that trochaic patterns were abundantly available in Latin as models for imitation. The 
same dominance of iambic rhythms is found in Anglo-Norman and it could have influenced English in that respect. 
Anglo-Norman provided as models for imitation the same types of lines as Latin (alexandrine, fourteen-syllable) but in 
contrast to Latin these lines were iambic.19 
LAYOUT, PUNCTUATION, AND METRICAL DIVISION OF THE ORMULUM 
One of the problems encountered by the editors of the Ormulum is the division of the text into lines. In the manuscript 
the poem is written as prose. As White pointed out in the preface to his edition, the first printed extracts from the 
Ormulum—those that appeared in Hickes’s Linguarum Veterum Septentrionalium Thesaurus and Wanley’s Librorum 
Veterum Septentrionalium Catalogus—were treated as prose, and it was Tyrwhitt who first drew attention to the metrical 
properties of the Ormulum in his Essay on the Language and Versification of Chaucer (1775).20 Tyrwhitt wrote: 
It seems to have been considered as a mere Prose by Hickes and Wanley, who have both given large extracts from it; but, 
I apprehend, every reader, who has an ear for metre, will easily perceive that it is written very exactly in verses of fifteen 
syllables, without Rime, in imitation of the most common species of the Latin Tetrameter Iambic. The other piece, which 
is a moral Poem upon old age, etc. is in Rime, and in a metre much resembling the former, except that the verse of 
fifteen syllables is broken into two, of which 
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the first should regularly contain eight and the second seven syllables; but the metre is not so exactly observed, at least in 
the copy which Hickes has followed, as it is in the Ormulum. 
Thus, he points to the division of the text into fifteen-syllable verses but thinks it differs from the Poema morale in 
having no further subdivision into eight- and seven-syllable half-lines. Quoting an extract from the Poema morale 
printed by Hickes, Tyrwhitt re-arranges it in couplets with indented second hemistichs: 
Ic am nu elder thanne ic wes  
     A wintre and ec a lore;  
Ic ealdi more thanne ic dede,  
     Mi wit oghte to bi 
more.22 
An extract from the Ormulum which he quotes from Wanley’s Catalogus is on the contrary printed in long lines. Neither 
spacing nor punctuation indicates the position of the caesura. Tyrwhitt adopts modern orthography and punctuation:23 
Nu, brother Walter, brother min after the fleshes kinde, 
And brother min i Cristendom thurh fulluht and thurh trowthe. 
Another editor mentioned by White among his predecessors is Thorpe, who published extracts from the Ormulum in 
Analecta Anglo-Saxonica. He arranged the text in couplets with indentation of the second half-line and used modern 
punctuation: 
Nu, broþerr walterr, brotherr min  
     affterr þe flæshess kinde;  
And broþerr min i Chrisstendom  
     Þurrh fulluhht and þurrh 
trowwþe.24 
Comparatively large extracts from the poem were printed by Guest in A History of English Rhythms. They were laid out 
in long lines. Punctuation in the text marks metrical pauses and imitates manuscript punctuation; bars indicate metrical 
feet: 
Nu bro | ther Wall | terr bro | therr min |: affterr | the flæsh | ess kin | de. 
And bro | ther min | i criss | tenndom |: thurrh ful | uhht and | thurrh troww | the.25 
White adopts modern punctuation in his edition and arranges the text in couplets with indented second half-lines. He 
describes the procedure as a matter of convenience and thinks that long lines would be theoretically more correct: 
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The distinction, according to Guest, rests on the use of rhyme, and therefore in strictness the long line is more correct for 
unrhymed metre, and the couplets for that in which final rhyme is employed, as in those hymns of our Church service 
which are written in ‘common metre’. The editor has risked the adoption of the couplet for the greater convenience of the 
reader, without violating the nature and smoothness of the rhythm, the pause at the end of the alternate lines, which 
correspond in length with the first section of the complete verse, being equivalent to the metrical point.26 
These different editorial decisions show some uncertainty about how the Ormulum should be printed. In general, a verse 
and a hemistich are relative notions. When the caesura is clearly marked, the division into verses and hemistichs can be 
only a matter of convention. It depends primarily on the authorial will, in so far as that may be expressed in the layout 
and punctuation. The Ormulum is written as prose. However, there is punctuation of a kind and frequency which can 
indeed give a clue to the author’s intention. It is also possible to study the way in which the text is divided into 
hemistichs, and to come to some conclusions as to the degree of their independence. 
The lines of the Ormulum are not symmetrical, in that the caesura does not fall in the exact centre of the line. This lack 
of symmetry automatically gives greater significance to the long line. This feature of the verse pattern was silently 
recognised by all the editors who printed the Ormulum in couplets: in all the texts the second half-line is indented, which 
implies that it was not regarded as an independent unit. 
The punctuation of the manuscript also implies that the pauses at the caesura and at the end of the line were not viewed 
by the author as identical. Orm followed a common twelfth-century practice in using the punctus elevatus for a major 
medial pause and the punctus to indicate all other pauses.27 In the majority of cases the punctus elevatus is used at the 
caesura and a punctus at the ends of lines. This distinction is not strictly observed: there are cases when a line contains 
no mark at all, or is marked with a punctus at the caesura and punctus elevatus at the end. However, in the majority of 
cases Orm marks the pauses by different punctuation marks, keeping a distinction between caesural and final pauses. 
At the same time, Orm’s line has a strongly marked caesura. Apart from some rare exceptions, it always coincides with a 
word boundary. Interesting cases are two of those exceptions, lines in which the caesura does not coincide with a word 
boundary. They are lines 487–8 and 583–4, which read, respectively: 
& ta twa prestess wærenn A- 
     aroness suness baþe.  
(col. 7 (additional leaf 13)) 
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and ta sextene þatt Ele- 
     azar her haffde 
strenedd.  
(col. 7 (additional leaf 15)) 
In both cases the words A-aroness and Ele-azar occur with a hyphen in the manuscript. This, again, signifies the 
importance of caesural division and the author’s constant awareness of this metrical pattern. 
The use of the same device—breaking of a word between the lines—is found in medieval Latin verse.28 It can be 
illustrated by the following stanza from Carmina Burana, poem 43: 
Roma, Tue mentis ob- lita sanitate 
desipis, cum resipis- ceris traditate. 
lampas caret oleo, male sed mercatur, 
sponsus et cum uenerit, salus obumbratur, 
pietas nec audit su- perne ciuitatis, 
foris dum indamitat uox calamitatis.29 
The metre of this passage is the trochaic septenarius, and the breaking of a word in the caesura is very similar to what is 
found in the Ormulum.30 
A long line is often a syntactically independent unit: its end frequently coincides with the end of the sentence. However, 
the caesura is also usually a place for a syntactic or logical pause. Thus, the end of a clause can coincide with the end of 
the first hemistich. Sentences running across two or more lines are quite common. In such cases the end of a sentence 
usually coincides with the end of a verse rather than with the hemistich. There is almost always a close syntactic 
connection between the hemistichs: the caesura can fall for example, between a verb and an object: 

Þatt naffdenn  þurrh  
streon  
     Ne sune child, ne dohhterr; 
(lines 127–8) 
or a subject and a predicate: 
Att ænne time whanne hiss lott  
     Wass cumenn upp to 
þeowwtenn. 
(lines 133–4) 
There can be quite independent parallel constructions in the hemistichs, but they are usually logically connected: 
& tu shallt nemmnenn himm 
Johan,  
     & tu shallt habbenn blisse. 
(lines 157–8) 
Syntactic parallelism of verses is much more common than parallelism of hemistichs and occurs very frequently: 
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& Aaron wass þe firrste preost  
     Off Issraæle þeode,  

& Aaron, þatt  soþ 
boc,  
     Wass Moysæsess broþerr.  
& Moysæs wass hæfedd mann  
     Off Issraæle þeode,  
& Aaron wass hæfedd preost  
     Amang Judisskenn þeode. 
(lines 293–300) 
The verse of the Ormulum is therefore the result of a coherent and careful plan, one which incorporates specific syntactic 
and metrical features, and varies them according to specific patterns. Those patterns are precise ones. 
There are, for example, no syllabic variations at the caesura. The syllabic pattern of the caesura is always the same: a 
masculine ending and a feminine beginning of the second hemistich. However, the stress pattern at the caesura is not so 
constant. An accentually invariable feature of the Ormulum is the feminine ending of a long line: the final metrical beat 
is always stressed and is followed by an unstressed syllable. The metrical beat at the caesura is often lightly stressed or is 
not stressed at all: such words as me, te, hemm, be, a, well, swa, iss often occur at the caesura, and inversion is also quite 
frequent in this position. This makes the caesura less prominent than it would be if it were preceded by an obligatory 
stress. 
The percentage of stresses on the seven metrical beats of Orm’s line is approximately the following: 
69 70 85 65 79 73 10031 
The line of the Ormulum presented in a schematic form is as follows: 
/ predominantly stressed 
− predominantly unstressed 
| always stressed 
+ always unstressed 
The schematic pattern most typical of the Ormulum verse is: 
_ / _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ + | + 
Although the caesura in the Ormulum is sufficiently prominent, it is not as strong as that in some other early Middle 
English verse; compare, for example, long measures with rhyming first hemistichs. The absence of syllabic variation at 
the caesura, and the unbroken iambic movement due to the masculine ending at the caesura and the anacrusis at the start 
of the second hemistich: these features contribute to the unity of the verse as a whole. It is the regular presence of 
syntactic and logical pauses that makes the caesura in the Ormulum stand out. 
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In the Poema morale mentioned by Tyrwhitt the caesura is more strongly marked because syllabic variations cause a 
break in the normal pattern of rhythmical movement; either a clash of stresses or a disyllabic interval between the 
stresses often occurs in the middle of the line.32 Because of this tendency, the opinion of Tyrwhitt, that as distinct from 
the Ormulum the verses of Poema morale are subdivided into hemistichs of seven and eight syllables, has some 
justification: this division is more evident in Poema morale. However, the fact that in the few cases when the caesura 
does not coincide with a word boundary it is marked with a hyphen in Orm’s manuscript indicates that he was thinking 
in terms of two half-lines of eight and seven syllables, rather than just in terms of fifteen-syllable verses. It is hardly 
possible to give any definite recommendations based on metre as to how the Ormulum should be laid out in an edition, 
for its structure justifies printing both in indented half-lines and in long lines. Layout in an edition will be a matter of 
convention, for in the first place the text will be printed as verse, whereas in the manuscript it is written as prose. This 
authorial layout could have been accidental—caused by a shortage of space in a first working draft, but it could also have 
been deliberate and could have followed the tradition of Old English verse manuscripts.33 
NOTES 
1  I wish to thank Robert McNamee for his help with the final preparation of this paper. 
2  A very usual rhythmical variation in Middle English verse is a disyllabic interval between the metrical stresses in lines 

containing the words of address, as in the following examples from the Harley lyrics (G.L.Brook, The Harley Lyrics 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1964)): 
Suete Iesu, King of Blysse 
Suete Iesu, min huerte lyht (5); 
Suete Iesu, my soule fode (29); 
Suete Iesu, me reoweb sore (33). 
When þe Nyhtegale Singes 
Suete lemmon, y preye þe of loue one speche (9). 
An Old Man’s Prayer 

 Louerd, þou here my bone (1). 
3  R.Sachse, Das unorganische e im ‘Orrmulum’ (Halle: Ernst Schneider, 1881), p. 4. 
4  R.M.White and R.Holt, The Ormulum, with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R.M.White, edited by Rev. Robert Holt, 2 

vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1878). 
5  M.Lehnert, Sprachform und Sprachfunktion im ‘Orrmulum’ (um 1200) (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften, 

1953), pp. 182–90. 
6  Examples are from Friar Thomas de Hales’ Love Ron (C.Brown, English Lyrics of the XIIIth Century (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1932), p. 68). Cf. also in The House of Fame: I—certeinly (13–14), Pirrus—Venus (161–2), fayreste 
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—leste (281–2), not counting numerous rhymes with words of French origin that had variable stress. 
7  J.Schipper, A History of English Versification (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910), p. 192. Guest, however, expressed a 

different view on the origin of Orm’s verse. According to him ‘no ‘‘rhythmus” has left more traces in our English 
versification, than that which was borrowed from the Greek Church in the twelfth century, and modelled on the 
Catalectic Iambic Tetrameter’. In this metre ‘was written, during the latter half of the twelfth century, a very long and 
curious English poem’ (E.Guest, A History of English Rhythms, ed. W.W. Skeat (London: George Bell, 1882), pp. 
475–6). The Greek ‘political verse’ which Guest considers to be a prototype for The Ormulum is, indeed, a very close 
parallel to its metre. It is a fifteen-syllable iambic verse. However, there is no evidence that this verse was known to 
Orm or to his contemporaries in England. 

8  The example of fifteen-syllable trochaic septenarius 8p+7pp quoted by Norberg is an Irish hymn ascribed to 
Secundinus or Sechnall (d. 447): 
Audite, omnes amantes      Deum, sancta merita  
Viri in Christo beati,      Patrici episcopi  
Quomodo bonum ob actum      similatur angelis  
Perfectamque propter vitam      aequatur apostolis 
(D.Norberg, Introduction à l’étude de la versification latine médiévale (Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell, 1958), p. 
113) 

9  This metre preserved its popularity for several centuries. The following example from John Pecham, Hymn to the 
Blessed Sacrament, can serve as an illustration: 
Ave vivens hostia, veritas et vita,  
in qua sacrificia cuncta sunt finita;  
per te patri gloria datur infinita,  
per te stat ecclesia jugiter munita 
(S.Gaselee, The Oxford Book of Medieval Latin Verse (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928), p. 
171) 
According to Meyer the earliest example of this verse could be twelve four-line stanzas attributed to Peter Damian 
(d. 1072). However, if the attribution is not correct the earliest example is by Abelard. Goliardic verse was the most 
popular metre in Latin poetry in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Verse written in this metre is usually rhymed 
with either both caesural and end-rhyme: 7a 6b, or with an end-rhyme 7x 6b. The latter is more common (W. Meyer, 
ed., ‘Der Ludus de Antichristo und über die lateinischen Rythmen’, in Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur 
mittellateinischen Rythmik, vol. 1 (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1905), pp. 307–14). 

10  M.Trautmann, ‘Zur Alt- und Mittelenglischen Verslehre’, Anzeiger zur Anglia 5 (1882), pp. 111–30; E.Menthel, ‘Zur 
Geschichte des Otfridischen Verses im Englischen’, Anzeiger zur Anglia 8 (1885), pp. 49–86. 

11  Norberg, Introduction, pp. 87–135. 
12  Sedulius, Hymn to Christ (Gaselee, Oxford Book, p. 15). 
13  Meyer, Abhandlungen, I, 179; Norberg, Introduction, p. 21. 
14  W.Meyer, ‘Die rythmischen Jamben des Auspicius’, in Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur mittellateinischen Rythmik, 

vol. III (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1936), p. 17. 
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15  W.Meyer, ‘Die Verskunst der Iren in rythmischen lateinischen Gedichten’, in Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur 

mittellateinischen Rythmik, vol. III (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1936), p. 332. 
16  Meyer, Abhandlungen, I, 222; Norberg, Introduction, pp. 110–11. 
17  A.Hilka and O.Schumann, Carmina Burana, vol. I: Text, part 2 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1930–41), p. 235. 
18  Cf. an ‘Introduction’ by Bischoff in Hilka and Schumann, Carmina Burana, vol. I, part 3, pp. x–xii, and P.Dronke, 

‘A Critical Note on Schumann’s Dating of the Codex Buranus’, Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und 
Literatur 84 (1962), pp. 173–83. 

19  F.Pyle, ‘The Place of Anglo-Norman in the History of English Versification’, Hermathena 49 (1935), pp. 30–1. 
20  White and Holt, Ormulum, I, lxii. 
21  T.Tyrwhitt, The Poetical Works of G.Chaucer with an Essay on his Language and Versification (London: Routledge, 

1775–8), pp. xxxiv–xxxv. 
22  Tyrwhitt, Chaucer, p. xxxv. 
23  White and Holt, Ormulum, I, lxvi, explain this decision by technical reasons: ‘The verses have been printed by 

Tyrwhitt and Guest in one line, and by Thorpe in the Analecta, in consequence of the narrowness of the page, in two 
lines.’ 

24  B.Thorpe, Analecta Anglo-Saxonica (London: John Russell Smith, 1835), p. 182. 
25  Guest, History, p. 498. 
26  White and Holt, Ormulum, I, lxvi. 
27  M.B.Parkes, Scribes, Scripts and Readers (London: Hambledon, 1991), p. 196. 
28  This device probably goes back to classical poetry, where it is quite common in stanzaic verse. 
29  Hilka and Schumann, Carmina Burana, pp. 84–5. 
30  This poem is written in the manuscript as prose with the punctus separating each verse. The caesura is not indicated 

in the layout in any way (see B Bischoff, ed., Carmina Burana (Munich: Prestel, 1967), facsimile of fol. 10v). 
31  These figures were arrived at by analysing 200 lines from homily xvi, where stresses were counted as in prose. They 

are not to be viewed as precise (in certain cases the place of the stress is uncertain) or as having any value other than 
as an approximate representation of the stress pattern. Statistical analysis of other sample passages has shown a 
similar relationship between the metrical beats in the distribution of stress. The pattern that remains constant is that 
the last metrical beat is 100 per cent stressed, the metrical beat at the caesura is the weakest, and the first metrical 
beat is slightly stronger than the metrical beat at the caesura. The last stressed position can be filled in some rare 
cases by a secondary stressed suffix, for example: 
& off Farisewisshe 
menn  
     & off Saducewisshe; 
(lines 9259–60) 
Fra clake & sake, & fra þatt toþþ  
     Þatt 

. 
(lines 9317–18) 

32  H.Lewin, Das mittelenglische Poema Morale (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1881). 

33  Both the manuscripts of Brut, British Library MS Caligula A. ix and MS Otho C. xiii, are written as 
prose, though they are of a later date than the Ormulum. This layout, however, is probably more to be expected in 
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 poem, which is in alliterative verse and is closer to the Anglo-Saxon tradition, than in the Ormulum, 
which shows the influence of Latin verse. The fact that the Ormulum is in unrhymed verse makes it more likely that the 
layout as prose is intentional, rather than accidental, for one of the functions of laying out verse in columns of lines is to 
display the rhyme. However, it should be kept in mind that in British Library MS Harley 2253, which is of much later 
date than the Ormulum, some rhymed verse is written as prose. 
According to Professor E.G.Stanley, who shared his opinion with me when discussing this work, the layout of the 
Ormulum as prose could be due to the influence of the tradition of alliterative prose from Ælfric to the Katherine group. 
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Part V  
On assumptions 
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No token of worth, but Queenes man, and fine  
Living, barrells of beefe, flaggons of wine;  
I shooke like a spyed Spie. Preachers which are  
Seas of Wit and Arts, you can, then dare,  
Drowne the sinnes of this place, for, for mee  
Which am but a scarce brooke, it enough shall bee  
To wash the staines away; Although I yet  
With Macchabees modestie, the knowne merit  
Of my worke lessen: yet some wise man shall,  
I hope, esteeme my writs Canonicall. 
(John Donne, ‘Satire IV: Well; I may now receive, and die’, lines 235–
44) 
Donne in these lines raises the notion of critical judgment, one of the great questions of literary study. Everyone else’s 
critical judgment is always far inferior to one’s own, and Donne pretends, with what he terms Maccabean modesty, to 
lessen the ‘knowne merit’ of his work. This final group of papers includes arguments about whose judgment we can 
trust: Byrhtferth’s about the non-hierarchical divisions in medieval computus texts, which are different from what ours 
would be? Bede’s on whether a twice-married Anglo-Saxon queen could have remained a virgin? Tacitus on the early 
Germans? The poets of Anglo-Saxon England in their stylistic decisions and choice of themes? The conclusions drawn 
are varied. Jane Toswell concludes that Tacitus wrote the Germania for reasons which do not allow us to assume that it 
is a trustworthy representation of early German tribes and their customs, and that this text rests uneasily as an authority 
for the notion of the heroic code and the comitatus structure of Anglo-Saxon society. Peter Baker argues that the textual 
boundaries in a number of Old English texts are framed in a way different from those that the modern reader expects. 
Noting in particular that computus manuscripts included many different kinds of texts and were particularly subject to re-
arrangement and reformatting, Baker also elucidates a similar treatment of texts in the Cædmon or Junius manuscript of 
Old English poetry. 
Our judgment of individual Old English poets requires further consideration as well, since the size of the corpus tends to 
lead us in the direction of assuming homogeneity, and conflating stylistic and thematic differences among the poems. 
Elizabeth Tyler proposes here that we need to give the Phoenix poet less credit for artful use of verbal repetition and self-
conscious artistry than critics have assumed, and uses her analysis of this poem to raise doubts about the notion of 
‘deliberate verbal repetition’. 
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Similarly, Fiona and Richard Gameson in their joint paper suggest that interpretations of two Old English Frauenlieder 
have hitherto not given the poets enough credit, and that The Wife’s Lament and Wulf and Eadwacer may both be exactly 
what they appear to be: early laments of individual sorrow without any consolation offered, and therefore early 
statements of individuality. 
Finally, Pauline Thompson considers the presentation of one individual, St Æthelthryth, in Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica. 
The notion that she could have remained a virgin all her life, even though she was twice married, has often been 
questioned by modern critics unwilling to believe that the political realities of marriage to two royal husbands would 
have permitted her such a way of life. Thompson points out the milieu in which Æthelthryth grew up, and argues 
persuasively that this could be a case in which the myths of a culture are lived out in experience. 
These papers, like those throughout this volume, return therefore to the close reading of texts to reconsider well-known 
assumptions about medieval works. 
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25 Textual boundaries in Anglo-Saxon works on time (and in some Old English poems) 
Peter S.Baker 
At Beowulf, lines 1740 and 2039, and Genesis A, line 1248, section breaks fall before what is generally considered to be 
a conjunction—oð þœt ‘until’. Else von Schaubert treated oð þœt in these lines of Beowulf as an adverb and glossed them 
‘da, alsdann, in der Folge’,1 and Bruce Mitchell has confirmed that oð þœt may indeed be used adverbially, though he 
also cautions that it can be difficult to classify an individual instance as ‘conjunction’ or ‘adverb’ and that there may be 
‘an intermediate stage’ covering some uncertain instances.2 Each of the three examples of oð þœt mentioned here can be 
read as an adverb, but each also can be read as marking the termination (or the imminent termination) of the condition 
stated in the preceding clause, thus meaning ‘until’.3 At Exodus 107, moreover, someone (not certainly the poet) saw fit 
to begin section [xliv] at a place that is unambiguously the middle of a sentence,4 raising the question whether the 
occurrence of a section break is in itself a sufficient indicator that a sentence has ended. 
The treatment of these section breaks, and of section breaks generally, in editions of Beowulf and other Old English 
poems suggests that editors have found them somewhat unsettling. Among the major editors of Beowulf, only von 
Schaubert retains the manuscript’s capitalisation of Oð þœt at 1740 and 2039 and prints a full stop at the end of the 
preceding line; Wyatt and Chambers, Klaeber, Dobbie, and Wrenn and Bolton print oð þœt, and they end the preceding 
sections with commas, as before any other temporal clause: Klaeber adds dashes, perhaps as a concession to the section 
breaks.5 Krapp’s treatment of Genesis A 1248 is similar; Doane retains the capital of Oð þœt but does not punctuate the 
preceding line.6 Since the editorial policy of The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records relegates section numbers to tables in the 
introductions, its texts of Beowulf and Genesis A give no sign that there are section breaks at these places. Wyatt and 
Chambers, Klaeber, von Schaubert, and Wrenn and Bolton print section numbers with their texts, but move them from 
the heads of the 
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sections, where the manuscript has them, to less conspicuous places in the margins.7 Section numbers have been 
marginalised in Beowulf criticism as well, and discussions of the structure of Beowulf rarely mention them. To take only 
one example, Tolkien, in his classic article ‘Beowulf: the Monsters and the Critics’, sees the poem as divided into two 
major parts, with the division between them at line 2200, twenty-one lines before the next section break.8 Wyatt and 
Chambers and Klaeber leave a blank line at that place in their texts—a more conspicuous sign of a break than their 
marginal section numbers. 
A section break in mid-sentence violates an obvious rule of modern bookmanship, but it is less easy to see what makes 
us feel that many section breaks in Old English poetry, and many textual boundaries in the other works I am going to 
discuss, come in the wrong places. The rules governing the locations of these boundaries in modern works are well 
known but seldom stated. For us, a text is a hierarchy of nested structures: the work itself, the front-matter, the part, the 
chapter, the sub-section, sometimes the sub-subsection, and of course the paragraph and the sentence.9 Structures higher 
up in the hierarchy can enclose those lower down, but those lower down can neither enclose those higher up nor overlap 
their boundaries. Just as a sentence cannot begin in one paragraph and end in the next, so chapter 5 cannot begin in Part 
II and end in Part III, and Part I cannot begin in one work and end in another. The beginnings and ends of structures at 
different levels in the hierarchy can coincide, but when the beginnings coincide each structure requires its own formal 
marker, whether this is a heading or an element of the book’s design such as a capital of a particular size. A glance at 
virtually any table of contents shows how rigid our thinking on these matters can be. The whole structure of the work is 
laid out in a form reminiscent of an outline, with chapter titles carefully distinguished from sub-section and sub-
subsection titles by differing indentations, numbering schemes, and sometimes styles of type.10 
We were given the rules governing the contents of the various textual structures over and over again in school: a 
sentence contains ‘a complete thought’; paragraphs, chapters, and so on contain closely related matter. The structures at 
various levels of the hierarchy tend to resemble each other in organisation: they announce their intentions at the outset, 
keep their promises in the middle, and assess their accomplishments at the end, and they do all this ‘within bounds’. For 
example, the beginning of one chapter normally does not assess the accomplishments of the previous one except by way 
of recapitulation. In fiction, we expect sentences, paragraphs, and chapters to correspond to narrative units such as 
speeches and episodes. There are exceptions to these rules, of course: modern and postmodern writers of fiction 
particularly delight in violating them, but in doing so they demonstrate the rules’ continued vitality. 
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The copy of Ælfric’s De temporibus anni in Cambridge University Library Gg. 3. 28 provides an interesting contrast to 
this modern method of arranging texts. In this manuscript, Ælfric’s treatise on time and the natural world follows a 
prayer that ends the second series of Catholic Homilies. The section of manuscript that interests us begins with a capital 
of the kind that normally begins sentences in this manuscript, but without line break or rubric: Her œfter fyligð an lytel 
cwyde be géarlicum tidum · þœt nis to spelle geteald · Ac elles to rœdenne · þam ðe hit licað ‘Hereafter follows a little 
work on the times of the year that is not counted as a sermon, but is rather to be read by those whom it pleases.’11 After 
this sentence comes the title De temporibus anni, a sentence beginning with a large capital that announces the source of 
the work as Bede’s De temporum ratione, and a long chapter on the day. After the chapter on the day come chapters on 
the first day of the world, the night, the year, and other topics, all with appropriate titles. No title, however, announces 
the topic of the first chapter; rather, the title De temporibus anni, which seems appropriate for the whole work, stands 
where we would expect a chapter heading. 
In his learned and accurate edition of Ælfric’s work, based on the Cambridge manuscript, Heinrich Henel silently moves 
the title De temporibus anni to a position before the sentence beginning Her œfter fyligð; then he supplies a title, De die, 
‘On the day’, for the first chapter, and reports in his textual notes that it is ‘omitted in all MSS’. Malcolm Godden, 
however, in his edition of the second series of Catholic Homilies, also based on the Cambridge manuscript, prints the 
Her œfter fyligð sentence at the end of the prayer that ends the Homilies. He supplies no paragraph break or other sign 
that it is anything but the end of the prayer: here he follows the manuscript strictly, even though the sentence announces 
the presence of a work that Godden does not print.12 
In both Henel’s and Godden’s editions the treatment of the text seems odd, until we consider how many of our modern 
rules these few lines of text violate. First, part of the ‘front-matter’ for De temporibus anni falls outside what we think of 
as the ‘work’, at the end of the preceding work. Second, the title of the work coincides with the title of the first chapter, 
obscuring the subordinate position of the chapter within the work. Third, part of the front-matter falls within the first 
chapter. By moving the title De temporibus anni and supplying a new chapter title, Henel brings the structure of the 
work a little more into line with what we expect in a modern work. Godden intervenes less in the text, but his 
presentation of it reveals, perhaps, the unspoken assumption that it is possible to draw a definite boundary between 
works at this place in the manuscript, and that this boundary must come where we find such recognisable markers as 
large capitals and titles. I am not sure that either of these assumptions is valid. If the arrangement of a modern text is 
‘nested’, that of the 
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Cambridge manuscript might be described as ‘concatenated’: its concern seems to be not so much to distinguish works 
and sections as to link them: the end of one work introduces the next one, and the collapsing of different levels under a 
single heading carries the reader smoothly over a multi-level break in the text. This arrangement makes perfect sense, but 
can make life difficult for the editor who feels bound by the modern imperative to draw textual boundaries 
unambiguously. 
The concatenated style of the Cambridge manuscripts seems to be fairly widespread, but the practice of many modern 
editors can make it difficult to be sure. A case in point is Byrhtferth’s Manual or Enchiridion, an eleventh-century 
textbook on computus.13 Samuel Crawford, who first edited the full text, for the most part positioned his paragraph 
breaks where the manuscript had large capitals, but he frequently collapsed manuscript paragraphs together or introduced 
new paragraph breaks. Since modern editors rarely explain the rationale governing their paragraphing Crawford’s 
intentions are often obscure, but some instances are telling. On page 3 of the manuscript is the following sequence, 
which I transcribe diplomatically: 
     Super est  
adhuc insingulis signis unius hore  
medietas. qua item duodecies ducti  
sex horas perficitur exquibus quad  
rans surgit. atque procedit uelut rex  
asolio suo. Ðis englisc ætywð hwæt  
seo fore sette ræding mænð.  
Gif hwam gelustfullað to witanne  
Ghwæt sy quadrans. þœt ys fyðerlinc.  
þonne under gite he mid soðre race.  
þœt quadrans byð sefeorða dæl þæs 
dæges  
oððe oðra þinga þe man mæg rihtlice  
todælan onfeower÷ 
In each of the individual signs there is in addition a half hour; when this is multiplied twelve times, it yields six hours, 
from which the quadrant arises, and goes forth like a king from his throne. This English shows what the above reading 
means. 
If anyone wishes to know what a quadrans (that is, a quadrant) is, let him understand by a true account that a quadrant is 
the fourth part of the day, or of other things that can be precisely divided by four. 
After explaining the origin of the leap year in Latin, Byrhtferth announces that he will do the same in Old English: ‘This 
English shows what the above reading means.’ This sentence may be considered a ‘topic sentence’ 
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for the ensuing paragraph. Its placement at the end of a paragraph, perfectly ordinary in medieval works, has an analogue 
in the placement of the lines that introduce Beowulf’s dragon fight (lines 2200–20) at the end rather than at the 
beginning of a section. However, because it is out of keeping with modern usage, Crawford moves the sentence to the 
beginning of the next paragraph, where the Old English translation of the Latin begins. In segregating the English and 
Latin in their own paragraphs and providing a ‘topic sentence’ for the second paragraph, Crawford emphasises the 
textual boundary in a way the Anglo-Saxon scribe chose not to do. 
Crawford transfers ‘topic sentences’ from one paragraph to another with some regularity; he also introduces paragraph 
breaks when the subject shifts, and he welds together paragraphs that deal with related subjects. He is particularly 
intolerant of series of short paragraphs containing instructions, rules, and definitions. Such paragraphs, called argumenta, 
were a common feature of the kind of text Byrhtferth was introducing his students to—the text called in Latin compotus 
and in Old English gerim. A computus is a collection of tables and short texts intended as an aid for those who need to 
keep track of the church calendar. Its content is variable and often miscellaneous: though some texts and tables (for 
example, the calendar itself) appear in most computus manuscripts, I know of no two manuscripts that contain precisely 
the same items in the same order. Texts like these, in which sections are frequently added, omitted, or moved in copying, 
provide a good laboratory for the study of texual boundaries, which must necessarily be reconstituted whenever the 
computus is re-arranged in the course of copying. 
London, British Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvi and xxvii are two volumes of a book of devotions and miscellaneous 
matter written in the early eleventh century for Ælfwine, deacon of New Minster, Winchester.14 The book contains a 
very good copy of a type of computus that originated in Winchester, probably in the 970s.15 This ‘Winchester 
Computus’ is compact and practical; a good bit of thought seems to have gone into selecting its contents, as, unlike many 
computi, it contains no redundancy and no stranded items, such as instructions for using tables that are not present in the 
manuscript. The hand that wrote the computus is different from the one that wrote the ensuing matter; that this hand 
occurs nowhere but in this and another computus manuscript from Winchester (Trinity College, Cambridge, R. 15. 32) 
makes it likely that it belonged to a specialist. This is the sort of manuscript we feel we can trust: identifiable, locatable, 
competent, and consistent. 
The part of the Titus manuscript that contains the computus begins with Ad sanguinem minuendam, a popular text listing 
good and bad days for letting blood. On the next page, in the same hand, is a short text on the nones, kalends, and days in 
the month, whose title (when present) is 
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generally De duodecim mensibus or De singulis mensibus; it is one of the most common texts in the computus, and 
generally stands at its head. Here it is written in a box containing a cross: a title is in the cross, and the text is arranged 
with one sentence in each of the four quadrants and a fifth sentence in a circle in the middle. Beneath this text are four 
tables containing ‘magic numbers’ used for calculating various dates in the calendar (ferial regulars, concurrents, lunar 
regulars, and epacts): each table has a title roughly equal in size to the one that accompanies De duodecim mensibus. 
The title accompanying De duodecim mensibus is in two parts, the first, Ratio calculandi, most appropriate for the 
computus as a whole, and the second, De duodecim mensibus, specific to the first item in the computus. The whole title 
is in the same size and style of script. The expected relationship between the two parts of the title is made explicit in two 
related computi, Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 113 (fol. iiv, Ratio calculandi inchoat en hie primo tamen de diebus 
mensium) and Rouen, Bibliothèque Municipale Y. 6 (Ratio calculandi inchoat en hie primo tamen de diebus mensium 
qui sunt xii in anno circulo).16 These titles announce that the Ratio calculandi is beginning, and the first item is De 
diebus mensium (i.e. De duodecim mensibus). The titles in St John’s College, Cambridge, 221 [I. 15] (p. 5, Racio 
calculandi hie primo de diebus mensium) and Arundel 60, another Winchester computus (fol. 1v, Ratio calculandi de 
duodecim), are evidently truncated versions of the same title.17 What all of these titles have in common is that they head 
both the work and a sub-section of the work, and they are, like the title in the Cambridge manuscript of De temporibus 
anni, in the style of a sub- or chapter heading. 
Of the five titles I have mentioned, only two (those in Hatton 113 and Rouen Y. 6) come at what is unambiguously the 
head of the computus. In the two Winchester manuscripts, the title and De duodecim mensibus come after the little text 
on letting blood, whose treatment suggests that it is at the very least closely associated with the computus, if not a part of 
it. In the St John’s College, Cambridge, manuscript the title follows a full folio of computistical material, some of it 
(tables of regulars, concurrents, and epacts) common to almost every computus manuscript. In two closely related 
manuscripts from eleventh-century Worcester, Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 9 and 391, a title (Incipit compotus 
tam Grecorum quam Latinorum) that unambiguously announces the beginning of the computus comes on the second of 
the pages that contain computus material. Similar anomalies occur in St John’s College, Oxford, 17 and Cotton Tiberius 
E. iv, both closely connected with Byrhtferth,18 and Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 614, a post-Conquest manuscript 
containing a computus related to the Winchester Computus. I know of only three Anglo-Saxon manuscripts in which the 
title of a computus actually comes at the head: Hatton 113 and Rouen Y. 6, mentioned above, 
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and London, BL Cotton Julius A. vi, a manuscript of the Expositio hymnomm, perhaps from Canterbury.19 Many 
computus manuscripts have no title that could appropriately head the whole work. 
These computi are from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In the early computi I have seen, titles, where present, come 
at the head of the computus.20 A useful hint of what happened to the titles in the later works can be seen in the early 
computus in British Library Cotton Caligula A. xv, written in France around the middle of the eighth century and 
brought to England probably before the end of the Anglo-Saxon period.21 On fol. 65r, which begins the computistical 
part of the manuscript, are a text and table showing how long the moon shines on each night of its age and another more 
practical item, a multiplication table. On the verso, in another hand, is a large and elaborate title beginning Incipiunt 
compoti, followed by De duodecim mensibus and the usual tables. It appears that the original scribe left 65r blank, and a 
later scribe found the blank page a convenient place to add related matter. A scribe copying this combined text might or 
might not merge the matter on the first page into the main body of the computus: the result might or might not be a text 
with its title in the middle. 
Supposing that this sort of thing happened as frequently as it seems to have done, why was it tolerated in so many 
manuscripts? The medievalist’s traditional answer has been that scribes were ignorant and inattentive, and simply did not 
care what kind of nonsense they produced (or reproduced). A more likely answer, I think, is that in eleventh- and twelfth-
century England the status of the computus as a ‘work’ was for some reason ambiguous. The text of De duodecim 
mensibus in Titus D. xxvii is far from unusual in being arranged neatly in a frame that not only decorates but also 
delimits it, giving it an independent or semi-independent status. The Worcester manuscripts, Corpus 9 and 391, contain 
similar collections of items, many of them in decorative frames like the text in Titus D. xxvii; but they order the items in 
radically different ways. The scribes seem to have considered these items separate opuscula, to be kept together because 
related in subject matter, but able to be moved around more or less freely to fit the format of the page or to achieve a 
more rational organisation of the computus as a whole.22 If so, it would have been easy for the scribes to lose sight of 
the fact that Incipit compotus tam Grecorum quam Latinomm was once the title of the whole computus—particularly if it 
was written in the same style and size as the titles for the individual items in the computus. 
The re-arrangement of materials that is typical of computus texts is common as well in other classes of text composed of 
loosely related sections—for example, law codes, medical treatises, and penitentials. The title that winds up in the 
middle of the work seems a rarer phenomenon, though it is not unprecedented and not restricted to strongly segmented 
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texts like the computus. In the copy of Ælfric’s De temporibus anni in Titus D. xxvii, the chapters of the work are neatly 
rubricated, as in the Cambridge manuscript.23 But the long chapter that begins the work in the Cambridge manuscript 
follows the last chapter in Titus, and the title for the first chapter in Titus (the second in Cambridge) is larger than the 
others: it has been promoted from chapter title to opus title. All chapters in the Titus copy are unnumbered until we come 
to the transplanted chapter; there we find the title De temporibus anni, larger than the others, and the chapter itself is 
divided into eight numbered sub-sections. In short, the scribe understood what we take as one work to be really two, and 
he formatted his two works in very different ways. 
For one last example, I return from computus manuscripts to the more familiar ground of Old English poetry. The verse 
in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Junius 11 is generally printed as four or five works: Genesis (sometimes Genesis A and 
Genesis B),24 Exodus, Daniel, and Christ and Satan. However, the textual boundaries in Junius 11 tell a somewhat 
different story. The sections of Genesis, Exodus, and Daniel are numbered continuously, and those of Christ and Satan 
are numbered separately. A rubric at the end of Christ and Satan reads ‘Finit liber .ii.’; the end of Daniel is missing, but 
presumably a rubric there designated Genesis, Exodus, and Daniel as ‘Liber .i.’ In ‘Liber .i.’ section breaks are marked 
with a roman number (some missing), a large capital (some also missing), and the capitalisation of the whole of the first 
word. The beginnings of Genesis and Exodus are further marked with a whole line of capitals, but there is nothing to 
differentiate the beginning of Daniel from a section break, and there is no evidence in the manuscript for the distinction 
we make between Genesis A and Genesis B. In ‘Liber .ii.’ Christ and Satan begins with a large capital and section breaks 
with smaller capitals; the first words of the poem and of the sections are otherwise in lower-case letters.25 Thus Genesis 
and Exodus/Daniel appear as divisions within a compositional unit treating Old Testament subjects in chronological 
order, while Christ and Satan appears as a compositional unit treating mostly New Testament subjects. 
To support the position that Junius 11 contains five separate poems we can cite differences in style and subject matter, 
but in doing so we privilege those textual boundaries that answer our own notion of what constitutes the ‘work’—a text 
by a single author. The effects of breaking Junius 11 into such ‘works’ and editing them separately can be disturbing. 
When we break Genesis into two ‘works’, we create from a coherent (if flawed) whole two fragments that almost 
certainly never existed in the form in which we present them in editions. Printing these and the other ‘works’ separately, 
we close off investigation of the relationships implied by the section numbers, the treatment of Exodus/Daniel as a single 
division, and the division of the manuscript into libri. The result is that 
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we fail in our attempt to recover the coherent authorial text we desire while ignoring the coherence—encoded in the 
textual boundaries—imposed on these texts by the thoughtful compiler of Junius 11. 
I am far from formulating a grammar of textual boundaries, even for the few texts I have discussed here; certainly I am 
little closer than I was at the beginning of this essay to explaining the occurrence of section breaks before oð þœt in Old 
English poetry. But it seems possible to state a few tentative conclusions, which I hope readers will approach in the spirit 
of wise scepticism that has long characterised the work of Eric Stanley. First, it seems clear that Anglo-Saxon scribes 
were not as interested as we are in maintaining the separateness of works within the manuscript or of divisions within the 
work. Second, works in the manuscript were often arranged so as to promote an impression of continuity between them; 
indeed, if for us the fundamental and inviolable textual structure is the work, in Anglo-Saxon England it was as likely to 
be the manuscript. Third, the sections of works could be re-arranged by scribes; it was most likely to happen in works 
like computi, whose sections were more or less independent, but any segmented work could be subject to re-
arrangement. This re-arrangement could cause the boundary of a work to shift from the outside to the inside, in effect 
creating two works from one. Finally (one conclusion that seems beyond doubt), understanding the boundaries of 
medieval texts—the rules that govern them and how they function in particular instances—can contribute to our 
understanding of the texts themselves and of medieval ideas of textuality.26 
NOTES 
1  E. von Schaubert, ed., Heyne-Schückings Beowulf, 3 vols (Paderborn: Verlag Ferdinand Schöningh, 1961–3). See also 

E.G.Stanley, ‘Some Observations on the A3 Lines in Beowulf’, in R.B.Burlin and E.B.Irving Jr, eds, Old English 
Studies in Honour of John C.Pope (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974), pp. 139–64 at 141. 

2  ‘Old English Oð þœt Adverb?’, in his On Old English: Selected Papers (Oxford: Black well, 1988), pp. 256–63 (rep. 
from Notes and Queries 223 (1978), pp. 390–4); see also his Old English Syntax (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 
sections 2751–6. 

3  The passages surrounding Beowulf 1740 and Genesis A 1248 are strikingly similar: each describes a happy condition 
that will be brought to an end by the action described in the oð þœt clause. The sense at Beowulf 2039 is that certain 
treasure was the property of the Heatho-Bards until they lost it in battle; in this passage it seems difficult to understand 
oð þœt as an adverb. 

4  The brackets indicate that this section number is missing. See G.P.Krapp, ed., The Junius Manuscript, Anglo-Saxon 
Poetic Records 1 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931), p. xl. As the sections in Genesis A and B, Exodus, 
and Daniel are numbered continuously, it is hardly possible that the numbers were supplied by the poets; however, we 
cannot say whether the divisions themselves are authorial. P.J.Lucas, ed., Exodus, Methuen’s Old English 
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Library (London: Methuen, 1977), p. 9, suggests that the scribe was misled by the occurrence of a new page and that 
this section break belongs at line 135. Another apparent example of a section number falling in the middle of a 
sentence (at Genesis B, line 325) is certainly the result of scribal error; see A.N.Doane, ed., The Saxon Genesis 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), p. 211 and note to line 321 b at p. 266. 

5  A.J.Wyatt and R.W.Chambers, eds, Beowulf with the Finnsburg Fragment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1914); F.Klaeber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 3rd edn with 1st and 2nd supplements (Boston: D.C. 
Heath, 1950); E.V.K.Dobbie, ed., Beowulf and Judith, Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 4 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1953); C.L.Wrenn, ed., Beowulf with the Finnesburg Fragment, 3rd edn, rev. W.F.Bolton (London: 
Harrap, 1973). 

6  Krapp, The Junius Manuscript, p. 39; A.N.Doane, ed., Genesis A: a New Edition (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1978), p. 139. 

7  Here, too, von Schaubert’s edition differs somewhat from the others: the section numbers are in larger type and 
printed somewhat to the left of the line numbers, giving them greater emphasis. 

8  Proceedings of the British Academy 22 (1936), pp. 245–95, rep. in L.E. Nicholson, An Anthology of Beowulf 
Criticism (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1963), pp. 51–103, and R.D.Fulk, Interpretations of 
Beowulf: a Critical Anthology (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991), pp. 13–44. 

9  The terms front-matter, part, chapter, sub-section, and sub-subsection are borrowed from The Chicago Manual of 
Style, 13th edn (Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 1982), sections 1.1–1.66. 

10  Chicago Manual, sections 1.31–1.33, is accompanied by three illustrations of tables of contents. See especially 
section 1.32, ‘When subheads are included in the contents, they are indented differently from the chapter titles and 
often set in another type style.’ 

11  H.Henel, ed., Aelfric’s De temporibus anni, EETS OS 213 (London: Oxford University Press, 1942), p. 3. The 
manuscript page in question is reproduced as the frontispiece to this edition. The sentence occurs only in the 
Cambridge manuscript. The translation is my own. 

12  Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies: the Second Series, EETS SS 5 (London: Oxford University Press, 1979), p. 345. A 
glance at the edition by B.Thorpe, The Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church: the First Part, Containing the Sermones 
Catholici, or Homilies of Ælfric, 2 vols (London, 1844–6), II, p. 594, shows how fortunate we are to have Godden’s 
edition. Thorpe prints the prayer but omits the Her œfter fyligð sentence; he then prints (pp. 596–609) a collection of 
short texts that follow De temporibus anni on fols 261v-4r with no sign that any matter has been omitted. 

13  S.Crawford, ed., Byrhtferth’s Manual, EETS OS 177 (1929; rep. with table of errata London: Oxford University 
Press, 1966). See also the new edition by P.S.Baker and M.Lapidge, Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, EETS SS 15 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1995); the passage which follows is edited there in I, 1, lines 33–40. 

14  This important manuscript has recently been edited by Beate Günzel, Ælfwine’s Prayerbook (London, British 
Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvi+xxvii), Henry Bradshaw Society 108 (London: Boydell Press, 1993). 

15  On the ‘Winchester Computus’, see Baker and Lapidge, Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, pp. xlviii–lii. 
16  The computus in Hatton 113 was an early addition to a two-volume collection 
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of homilies from Worcester: see N.R.Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1957), art. 331. I have not seen Rouen Y. 6; it is edited by H.A.Wilson, The Missal of Robert of Jumièges, 
Henry Bradshaw Society 11 (1896; rep. Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1994). The computus is printed on pp. 8–44; the 
title is on p. 8. 

17  St John’s College 221 is a twelfth-century manuscript from White Friars, London, containing, among other things, 
material derived from the computus of Abbo of Fleury. See M.R.James, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts 
in the Library of St. John’s College Cambridge (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1913), pp. 253–6. Arundel 
60 is the ‘Arundel Psalter’, ed. G. Oess, Die altenglische Arundel-Psalter: eine Interlinearversion in der Handschrift 
Arundel 60 des Britischen Museums, Anglistische Forschungen 30 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1910). A facsimile has 
been published in P.Pulsiano, A.N.Doane, and R.E.Buckalew, eds, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts in Microfiche 
Facsimile (Binghamton: MRTS, 1994), ii. 13–18 and fiche set 2.2. The same volume of ASMMF contains two other 
important Winchester psalters with computi: London, BL Cotton Tiberius C. vi and London, BL Cotton Vitellius E. 
xviii. The latter two manuscripts are fragmentary at the beginning, so their titles are not preserved. 

18  See Baker and Lapidge, Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, pp. liii–lv, lvii–lviii. 
19  Ker, Catalogue, art. 160. See also the full discussion by H.Gneuss, Hymnar und Hymnen im englischen Mittelalter, 

Buchreihe der Anglia 12 (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer, 1968), pp. 91–7. 
20  For example, London, British Library Add. 19725, perhaps from tenth-century Germany; Cotton Caligula A. xv, 

discussed below; Harley 3017, from ninth-century France (see Baker and Lapidge, Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, p. xlii). 
I have not seen enough early computi to be able to state with confidence that the rule is invariable. 

21  This computus is now bound with the Old English and Latin computus material described in Ker, Catalogue, art. 
139, but Ker does not describe it. See C.W.Jones, Bedae Pseudepigrapha: Scientific Writings Falsely Attributed to 
Bede (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1939), p. 120 and the literature cited there. 

22  The page format of Corpus 9 is quite large, and the computistical material on the first two pages has been arranged in 
quadrants, as if the computus were being copied from a smaller-format manuscript. The page format of Corpus 391 is 
much smaller; the content of a page of Corpus 391 corresponds sometimes, not always, to that of a quadrant in 
Corpus 9. 

23  See the description of this section of the Titus manuscript in Henel, Aelfric’s De temporibus anni, pp. xix–xxi. Henel 
states only that chapter 1 comes at the end of the work and does not notice the difference in formatting between this 
and the other chapters. Cotton Tiberius A. iii also contains a text of De temporibus anni with chapter 1 at the end 
(Henel, pp. x–xiii), but I have not examined this manuscript. 

24  Genesis is printed as a single work by Krapp; it is printed as separate works by Doane, Genesis A and The Saxon 
Genesis; Genesis B is also printed separately in B.J.Timmer, ed., The Later Genesis, Edited from MS. Junius 11 
(Oxford: Scrivener Press, 1948). The separate authorship of Genesis A, Genesis B, and the other poems in Junius 11 
is well established, and I do not challenge it; rather, I would suggest that authorship is more a modern than a 
medieval criterion for determining the boundaries of a text. On this point, and for several observations that bear on 
the problem of textual boundaries, see particularly three articles by Fred C.Robinson, conveniently collected in his 
The Editing 
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of Old English (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994): ‘Old English Literature in its Most Immediate Context’ (pp. 3–24); 
‘‘‘Bede’s” Envoi to the Old English History: an Experiment in Editing’ (pp. 167–79); and ‘Print Culture and the 
Birth of the Text: a Review Essay’ (pp. 36–43). 

25  See Sir Israel Gollancz, ed., The Cœdmon Manuscript of Anglo-Saxon Biblical Poetry, Junius xi in the Bodleian 
Library (London: Oxford University Press for the British Academy, 1927). See further the descriptions of the 
manuscript in Gollancz and in the editions by Krapp, Doane, and Lucas, cited above. 

26  An early version of this paper was delivered at a conference on ‘Readers, Writers, and Books in England before 
1660’ at Yale University, 1 March 1991. The present version was read in draft by Heather Barkley, who made a 
number of useful suggestions. 
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26 Wulf and Eadwacer, The Wife’s Lament, and the discovery of the individual in Old English verse 
Fiona and Richard Gameson 
Old English poetry is fraught with difficulties, and some of the most severe surround Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s 
Lament. Here, not only are there the inevitable problems of uncertain date, origin, and nuance of interpretation, but, more 
fundamentally, the very subject matter and ‘story line’, the basic meaning, are open to debate. Now, it is doubtful 
whether these conundrums will ever be conclusively resolved, since there is simply not the information to do so. And it 
is not our intention to spill yet more ink over insoluble problems—the game is obviously not worth the candle; 
moreover, there are far more important and worthwhile things to consider here. Rather than lamenting that which is lost 
and irrecoverable—a fault to which early medievalists are especially prone—let us instead follow the example of Eric 
Stanley and examine what we do have, and reconsider what it tells us. Whatever the precise meaning, whatever the exact 
subject matter, and whatever these poems were designed to convey, in two respects they are immediately striking. The 
first is the centrality of female characters (and those who have tried to deny this circumstance are, quite simply, wrong);1 
the second is the power and intensity with which their emotions are portrayed. These are incontrovertible facts. They are, 
moreover, facts which are highly significant—and not only for appreciating the art of Old English poetry at its best, but 
more comprehensively for the history of early medieval literature and civilisation in general. These are bold claims; but 
we can, we believe, substantiate them. To do so, let us begin by looking at the two poems as they have survived, to see 
what they actually say and how they do so. Then, we shall examine what is certainly depicted here with consummate 
artistry, namely emotional characterisation. Finally, we shall evaluate the significance of this phenomenon, which is, we 
contend, very considerable. 
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WORDS AND MEANING 
First, then, let us look at what these two poems actually say. The survey of problems and possible meanings that follows 
may be a little tedious, but it is a necessary precondition for approaching the works and understanding their importance. 
We shall begin with Wulf and Eadwacer, the more elliptical of the two, for which we offer the following translation as 
our preferred understanding of the text: 
It is as if one were to give my people a gift. They will care for him if he comes into their troop. It is different with us. 
Wulf is on an island, I on another. Secure is that island, surrounded by fen. Deadly fierce men are there on the island. 
They will care for him if he comes into their troop. It is different with us. My Wulf’s far-journey ings I followed with my 
imagination; when it was rainy weather and I sat making moan. Then the battle-brave one clasped me in his arms, there 
was joy to me in that, and also pain. Wulf, my Wulf, hopes for you, your rare comings, make me sick; a sorrowing spirit, 
not want of food. Do you hear, Eadwacer? Our wretched whelp the wolf bears to the woods. One can easily tear apart 
what was never joined—our shared song.2 
The words or phrases whose meaning is sufficiently debatable to require comment here are as follows. Otherwise, we 
have followed the interpretation suggested in Klinck’s edition. 
Line 2 willað hy aþecgan: ‘they will care’. There is no doubt as to the intrinsic meaning of willað hy, but does it 
introduce a question or a statement? There is no easy way to decide. Although the inversion of the verb suggests it could 
be an interrogative (as at line 16), the speaker’s assertion in the following line provides grounds (albeit short of proof) 
for taking it as a statement. A þecgan occurs only twice in Old English. Judging from its other appearance and from 
related compound forms, it would seem to mean ‘to serve, minister to, give food to’. It has been suggested that it could 
also mean ‘kill’, because of its use in the phrase ecgum of þegde ‘served with swords’ (Genesis A 2002b), a metaphor for 
‘kill’.3 But there seems no reason to credit the word on its own with the metaphorical meaning of an entire phrase. 
Lines 3 and 8 Ungelic is us: ‘It is different for us.’ The meaning of this is clear, but its relationship to what has gone 
before, and what comes afterwards, is not so clear, and depends upon how those lines are interpreted. We believe the 
contrast being drawn is between the succour he will receive from leodum minum and the reception he would presumably 
get from the speaker and her companion. 
Line 9 dogode: ‘pursued, followed’. This is a hapax legomenon which, purely on contextual grounds, has most often 
been interpreted as ‘endured, 
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suffered’. The popular emendation to hogode ‘thought about’4 is unlikely on syntactical grounds;5 moreover the 
hypothetical miscopying of an h to a d is not an obvious transcriptional error in the Anglo-Saxon graphic alphabet. The 
recent suggestion of dogode meaning ‘pursued, followed’6 fits the context and, though difficult to substantiate, is the 
best proposal to date. 
Line 11 se beaducafa: ‘the battle-brave one’. The issue here is the identity of the individual in question: Wulf or 
Eadwacer? It is genuinely difficult to be certain. In support of Wulf is the fact that he seems an active figure, thus fitting 
such an epithet, and that the embrace was a single event in the past;7 while in favour of Eadwacer is the circumstance 
that the speaker seems to be in close proximity to him and thus he presumably had greater opportunity to embrace her.8 
Line 16 Eadwacer. This means ‘watcher of property’. Is it a personal name here or a circumlocution for ‘jailer’?9 It 
certainly can be a personal name, for E(a)dwacer is attested as such elsewhere;10 and the presence of a protagonist 
called Wulf—a name which means ‘wolf’, with its attendant connotations11—suggests that Eadwacer may likewise be a 
name with significant overtones. 
Line 16 hwelp. Literally this means ‘a young pup or wolf’, and as such could mean a child of the speaker, either by 
Wulf12 or by Eadwacer.13 Although such an interpretation is initially attractive, it seems incredible that the speaker 
would allow a real child of hers, whoever the father, to be taken away to almost certain death. It is, however, possible 
that the word should be understood metaphorically, perhaps referring to a relationship, and as such paralleling the giedd 
(line 19). If so, the presence of uncer(ne) in both cases would presumably imply it is something the speaker shares with 
Eadwacer.14 Bearing this in mind, the following line, bireð wulf to wuda, may have been an idiom, something like our 
‘gone to the dogs’,15 expressing the irreversible destruction of the hwelp, or whatever existed between these two people; 
an idea repeated in the last two lines of the poem. Perhaps there was also an intentional pun on the word wulf, to 
emphasise Wulf’s part in this destruction. 
The overall meaning of The Wife’s Lament is much less ambiguous than that of Wulf and Eadwacer, here it is the 
interpretation of whole sense units, rather than individual words, which is subject to debate. There are two main schools 
of thought: one believes that both wife and husband are victims, sharing similarly miserable fates; the other that the wife 
suffers at the hands of her husband. Both positions are defensible; however, because of the positive view that the wife 
seems to have of her husband in the final lines (47b–51a) and the similarity of their situations, on balance it is more 
probable that her spouse is a fellow-sufferer, not her persecutor. 
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We offer the following translation according to our understanding of the text: 
I relate this story about me, the most miserable one, my very own experience. I am able to tell what afflictions I have 
endured, new and old, since I grew up, never more than now. I have ever suffered the misery of my exile’s plight. Firstly 
my lord went away from his people, over the play of the waves. I had anxiety at dawn as to where on the earth my prince 
might be. Then I went in search of refuge, a friendless exile, on account of my woeful plight. The man’s kindred had 
started to plot, with secret thoughts, to separate the two of us so that we lived most widely sundered and most hatefully 
in this world, and I was filled with longing. My lord bade me to take up a grove-dwelling; I possessed few dear and loyal 
friends in this region. Therefore my heart was mournful when I discovered that the man most suited to me was ill-
starred, sad at heart, concealing his mind, meditating upon death, and blithe of bearing. Very often we two vowed that 
death alone, nothing else, would separate us: that is all changed, it is now…as if it never had been, our relationship. 
Now, far and near, I must endure the feud against my best-beloved. I was bidden to dwell in a wooded grove under an 
oak-tree in this earthcave. This earthen-home is old; I am totally overcome with longing; the valleys are dark, the hills 
high, the fortifications are grievously overgrown with brambles—a joyless place. Here continuously my lord’s departure 
has sadly obsessed me. There are lovers on this earth, living loved, keeping to their beds when in the dawn I pass alone 
under the oak-tree, through these earth-caves. 
There I must sit the summer-long day, where I may beweep my exile’s plight, my many hardships; and so never shall I 
be able to settle this anxiety of my mind, nor all of the longing which has obsessed me in this life. Always must the 
young man be sorrowful of spirit, and painful the thoughts of his heart; he shall have, as well as a blithe bearing, anxiety 
in his breast also, a multitude of continuous sorrows. Whether his worldly joy may come from himself alone, or he 
should be exiled far afield from his native-land, my love sits beneath a rocky slope, frost-covered in the storm, my weary-
minded friend, surrounded by water in a drear dwelling. My friend endures great anxiety of mind; he thinks too often 
about a more happy place. Woe be to the one who must abide in longing for the beloved. 
Line 9 folgað secan. This is generally interpreted as ‘to seek service’, though whether this ‘service’ is amongst the 
followers of her husband16 or with some other powerful person,17 or is a euphemism for an adulterous relationship,18 
depends upon one’s view of the story as a whole. Since she states her ignorance of her husband’s whereabouts, it seems 
unlikely that 
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she is with him; and it seems even more improbable that she would throw herself upon the mercy of some otherwise 
unstated powerful person. Rather better is the recent interpretation of the phrase as ‘to seek refuge or asylum (in a 
foreign country)’,19 which makes good sense in the context, accords with the information given later concerning the 
place where she lives (15b, 27–32a), and in general poses fewer problems. 
Line 15 Het mec hlaford min… The meaning of the words is not in doubt; what is open to debate is whether her husband 
has commanded her to take refuge for her own safety,20 or banished her as a result of the plotting kinsmen.21 As there is 
no clue in the poem itself as to which is correct, interpretation depends upon one’s overall conception of the story. A 
neutral translation is thus advisable. It seems unlikely that hlaford min is anyone but her husband, since she uses min 
constantly with reference to him. 
Lines 19–20. That these phrases describing the husband’s state of mind show he is miserable is evident, but the causes 
for this may be variously interpreted, depending upon how positively one views the relationship between husband and 
wife. He could be harbouring evil thoughts against her,22 or have criminal intentions against someone else,23 or (if 
morþor hycgendne is taken to mean ‘mindful of death’) he might be in fear for his own life.24 Once again there is little 
internal evidence to support one reading over the others, but the speaker’s expression of pity rather than anger towards 
her husband suggests she did not consider herself victimised by him. 
Line 21 bliþe gebœro. Some editors, feeling that this contradicts the description of the husband in the preceding lines, 
place a break at the end of the previous line.25 However, its grammar is more easily explicable as describing the 
husband alone, rather than the happily married couple, and taken thus it would form a description parallel to that of the 
geong mon (42–5a).26 
Line 26 mines felaleofan fœhðu dreogan. If one believes the husband to be turned against his wife, then this must mean 
she is the object of his hostility.27 However, the use of the word fœhðu elsewhere suggests it has a more specialised 
sense of ‘feud’ rather than personal hostility.28 Equally, as such it makes better sense applied to the husband’s supposed 
situation, and if they have suffered similar fates, she therefore shares in some feud directed towards him. 
Line 42 A scyle geong mon. This poses a major problem of interpretation: does it introduce a curse or a generalised 
statement? And, if it is a curse, is it levelled against her husband29 or an evil kinsman?30 A curse against her husband 
would make nonsense of the piteous picture she draws of 
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him sitting in miserable surroundings, remembering happier times. The more widely held view is that this introduces a 
gnomic generalisation of how someone, in particular her husband,31 must conduct himself in adverse circumstances. 
The subjunctive forms scyle (42a) and sy (45b, 46b) are thus expressing a wish or ‘desirable’ characteristics.32 
Lines 52b–3a. This closing gnomic statement is either a generalisation summarising the poem as a whole,33 or a 
description of the speaker herself, balancing the preceding pronouncement upon her husband’s plight. There is no 
obvious way of deciding between these two alternatives but stylistically the latter seems preferable in view of the 
parallels drawn throughout the poem between the situation of the wife and husband. 
THE EXPRESSION OF PERSONAL EMOTION 
Numerous difficulties beset the interpretation of these texts, as we have seen, and we would not claim to have resolved 
many of them. Yet whatever uncertainties shroud the precise meanings of Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament, 
the fact that powerful emotions, the feelings of particular individuals, lie at the heart of them both is not in doubt. This is 
of considerable interest. Let us examine the way in which the personalities of the speakers are evoked, and assess the 
emotive qualities of their words. 
The first point to make is that both works are presented in the first person singular: the stories that are being told are 
intimate, personal ones. This is particularly pronounced in the case of The Wife’s Lament, whose autobiographical nature 
is stressed at the outset: Ic þis giedd wrece bi me ful geomorre/minre sylfre sið ‘I relate this story about me, the most 
miserable one, my very own experience.’ The use of a first-person narrator is not, in itself, remarkable. If we exclude the 
riddles,34 of the thirty-seven main items in the Exeter Book,35 thirteen have a first-person pronoun in their opening two 
lines. Indeed, the beginning of The Seafarer is extremely close to that of The Wife’s Lament: Mœg ic be me sylfum 
soðgied wrecan, /siþas secgan, ‘I can tell a true tale about myself, relate my experiences’ (lines 1–2a). None the less, The 
Wife’s Lament stands out for the strength of the presence of the narrator. In the fifty-three lines of the poem ic occurs 
fifteen times, me(c) eight times, some form of the first-person possessive adjective eleven times, and the dual first-person 
pronoun five times.36 There is no way of telling whether the poet was writing from personal experience; however, the 
central character is depicted as articulating circumstances and feelings that are her own: this is not a generalised view of 
the ‘estranged wife’ or ‘exiled woman’, but rather an evocation of a particular suffering individual. 
The sense of the first person is a little less overwhelming in Wulf and Eadwacer, nevertheless it is clearly there. The 
word minum in the first 
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line signals that this is a first-person narration; and there are ten first person singular pronouns in the course of the 
nineteen lines, as well as two first person plural pronouns and two dual possessive adjectives. The speaker underlines the 
fact that the intense emotions which are focused upon Wulf are hers personally. She uses his name four times,37 and on 
each occasion links herself with him either by comparing their similar but separate situations (line 4), or by using min to 
signal their belonging together (lines 9a, 13a). 
What, then, is the nature of the personal experience and emotions that these two speakers wish to convey? The answer is
—a resolutely sad one, centring on personal loss and consequent grief. 
In the case of Wulf and Eadwacer we learn at the outset of the woman’s separation, be it emotional or physical, both 
from her own people and, more significantly, from Wulf (lines 1–4). This theme of separation and the anguish she 
experiences as a result continues throughout the poem. It is encapsulated in widlastum ‘far-journeyings’ (line 9a), and 
seldcymas ‘rare comings’ (line 14b), and is vividly articulated in the image of her wasting away, not from shortage of 
food but rather from the lack of his visits (lines 13–15). The one pleasure amidst the dismal rain and her tears that she 
describes, namely the embrace of se beaducafa, is quickly replaced by pain—perhaps because it is not her longed-for 
beloved who embraces her; or, if the man in question is Wulf, because she is aware of the rarity of physical contact with 
him. The last four lines of the poem arguably intensify the portrayal of anguish by stressing the woman’s close, and 
presumably undesired, connection with another man, Eadwacer.38 In a society that had savage penalties for adultery, 
including the mutilation of the woman involved, the allusion to such a triangular relationship will have had foreboding 
overtones.39 The poem ends with the female speaker impotently trapped within a relationship she resents or hates40 and 
sick with longing for the man who is far distant—a powerful evocation of frustrated desire. 
The speaker in The Wife’s Lament is no less tormented, and not only are the details of her story sad, but almost every 
phrase of the text is redolent with the sense of loss and longing.41 She declares her misery in the very first line: me ful 
geomorre; and this word, ‘miserable’, appears at intervals throughout the poem, either by itself or as a compound. Thus 
geomorre and hyge geomor appear at lines 1b and 17b respectively, referring to the speaker herself, while hygegeomorne 
and geomormod occur at lines 19b and 42b, describing her husband. More specifically, the speaker dwells upon her 
never-ending sense of longing (lines 14b, 29b, 41 a, 53a), and the awareness of her solitariness, separated from her 
beloved. At the beginning of the poem she is anxiously uncertain of his whereabouts (lines 7b–8), while at the close she 
imagines him as a fellow outcast, remembering happier times like herself (lines 50b–2a). At the heart of the poem 
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we find a poignant description of the former unity of husband and wife—which, we are immediately told, is now as if it 
had never existed (lines 21b–5a). This and other details which show the woman’s strong sense of being part of a couple 
who belong together underline how painful is the physical separation that they now have to endure.42 Moreover, this 
state of loneliness is presented as perpetual, a misery that must be endured forever. In fact, she starts her tale, yrmþa 
gebad, siþþan ic up weox, / niwes oþþe ealdes, no ma þonne nu (lines 3–4), as though her woe had no beginning and will 
have no end. This idea of the endlessness of misery and the endurance required to continue living with it recurs 
throughout the work.43 
In both poems, setting and context echo and reinforce the speaker’s sombre mood. The subject in Wulf and Eadwacer 
seems virtually oblivious to the world around her (a point which in itself suggests the intensity of her introspection), and 
she gives little idea of her surroundings. Nevertheless such details as she does supply are highly charged. She is on an 
island (and thus isolated), where it sometimes rains—which is hardly conducive to cheerfulness. The woman of The 
Wife’s Lament, by contrast, evokes isolation and dreariness through a fuller use of physical detail. We learn more about 
her past in general, and in particular her vanished happy relationship, a detail which, as we have said, highlights her 
sadly altered situation. She also tells us about her present dismal, claustrophobic environment (lines 27–32a). Moreover 
her feelings are located in time as well as in space: she experiences her distress at dawn. This focus upon her grief at 
daybreak has several resonances. It has a ‘realistic’ dimension, suggesting that her sorrow causes sleeplessness, and 
underlining her solitariness as opposed to other loving couples who can lie together at dawn—a contrast she herself 
draws (lines 33b–6).44 It also carries symbolic weight, locating her at a bleak point on the threshold between dark and 
light. Furthermore, there is the potent negation of the inherent symbolism of the dawn as heralding a new day and thus 
representing fresh possibilities and hopes, but which in her case is the beginning of yet another period of grief.45 Thus, 
while in Wulf and Eadwacer the speaker’s world has constricted to one all-consuming emotion, longing for Wulf, and 
nothing else matters, in The Wife’s Lament the speaker’s misery and longing for her husband has expanded to fill all the 
world she knows, and her existence has become a continuum of sorrow.46 
Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament are often grouped with the Old English elegies in modern anthologies and 
discussions,47 and, of course, they appear in the Exeter Book like all the other elegies.48 Though not without logic, such 
a classification conceals basic contrasts between them and the other elegiac poems (and there is nothing in the position of 
all these poems in the manuscript to suggest they were seen as a group by the compiler: quite the reverse in fact). The 
speaker in The Wife’s 
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Lament styles herself wineleas wrœcc (line 10a), and bemoans her wrœcsiþa(s) (lines 5b, 38b), and the description of the 
wic wynna leas (line 32a) in which she must exist is a fitting equivalent of the desolate setting of the exile figures in 
other elegies.49 There, however, the similarities end. The Wife’s Lament and Wulf and Eadwacer do not have the 
spiritual dimension which overshadows and elevates physical predicaments; they lack the perception of the divine which 
puts physical realities and hardships into a cosmic perspective, allowing the Exile to realise that earthly pains and 
pleasures are transitory, that heavenly joys are all that are secure. The speaker in The Wanderer may lament his lost lord 
and the vanished joys of community within human fellowship, but ultimately he turns his back on these to seek after the 
Lord of heaven and to attain, so to speak, the community of the saints. The preoccupations of our two speakers, by 
contrast, are not in any respect spiritual, nor do these women draw comfort from a comparison of earthly and heavenly 
values; rather their concerns are entirely physical and emotional. 
THE INDIVIDUAL 
It remains to ask how distinctive are the central characteristics of Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament—that is, 
the revelation of individual feelings and emotions, and the dynamics of love—and to explore their general significance. 
Unsurprisingly, tender emotions are not displayed by the saints or heroes that people most of the surviving narrative Old 
English verse—the former are serenely confident, the latter are men and women of action. Though we find a description 
of a mother and father rearing a child together in Fortunes of Men (lines 1–9), and one of a king and queen as partners in 
courtly ceremony in Maxims I (lines 81–92), they are not shown reacting to one another, and there is no demonstration of 
affection. The closest to a depiction of a happy relationship that appears elsewhere in Old English poetry is the 
description of the reunion of the Frisian sailor with his wife given in Maxims I (lines 94b–9): we are told she satisfies his 
needs practically and emotionally. There is one other brief allusion to marital affection—when Beowulf speaks 
prophetically of the breakdown in relations between Danes and Heathobards (Beowulf, lines 2032–69b). Ingeld’s 
marriage to Freawaru will be short-lived and he says ond him wiflufan/œfter cearwœlmum colran weorðað ‘and his love 
for his wife will grow cooler after the surging of sorrows’ (lines 2065b–6). How Freawaru feels in these circumstances is 
not mentioned. Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament, monologues delivered by women speaking from personal 
experience, very self-aware individual utterances, are thus unparalleled in the surviving corpus of Old English poetry in 
terms of speaker, subject matter, and overall emphasis. The fact that they 
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are concerned with the relationship between a woman and a man, and the circumstance that they are articulated by 
female speakers, makes them additionally distinctive. 
If love-lorn women are otherwise absent from Old English poetry, grieving women, the victims of circumstance, are not; 
on the contrary, they have a well-established place in Germanic literature.50 An early example of the phenomenon, 
perhaps recording some unidentified myth or legend, is the enigmatic figure on the Franks Casket with its cryptic runic 
verse:51 
Her Hos sitiþ      on harmberga  
agl…drigið      swa hiræ Ertae 
gisgraf  
sarden sorga      and sefa torna. 
Here Hos sits on the sorrow-mound; she suffers distress in that Ertae had decreed for her a wretched den of sorrows and 
torments of mind. 
This is strongly reminiscent of The Wife’s Lament; though whereas that presents a subjective viewpoint, so that the 
reader experiences the situation through the eyes of the sufferer herself, this is an objective one: a key distinction. 
Allusion is made to two legends concerning sorrowing women in the poem Deor,52 and the first of these, that 
concerning Beaduhild, may also be depicted on the Franks Casket. In Beowulf there is the Lay of Finn, which focuses 
upon the griefs of the tragic queen Hildeburh; while the death of the eponymous hero himself is marked by the ritual 
lamentation of a Geatish woman.53 Once again this is all objective grief, being recorded by someone other than the 
sufferer. 
Old Norse poetry, whose precise relationship to Old English culture is debatable but whose relevance as an analogue is 
incontestable, is also rich with grieving and inconsolable women. One thinks of Sigrún in Hundingsbana II, Brynhild in 
Helreið Brynhildar, and Guthrún, wife of Sigurth and mother of Swanhild.54 But at best such literary figures merely 
provide a broad context for Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament; they are in no sense parallels to them. No matter 
how miserable their lot, the emotions of the women in these Old Norse works are less directly portrayed. They are either 
described in the third person, or their speeches, as in the case of Guthrún, are more stylised and formulaic, lacking the 
realistic expression of emotion of the speakers in the two Old English poems. The grief of Guthrún may be great and 
powerfully expressed, but that of the motionless woman who says how her lover’s rare visits and her resultant sorrow are 
making her pine away, is enunciated with greater pathos. Guthrún’s grief is a result of, and a motive for, events and 
actions, leading to numerous deaths and bitter vengeance, all of which comprise the subject matter of her tale. Wulf and 
Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament, by contrast, do not just feature grief-stricken women, suffering the 
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pains of thwarted love; these women and their emotional state are the exclusive subject matter. 
For more telling comparisons one must look elsewhere. Better parallels for the central qualities of these poems, that is, 
subjectivity, emotion, and romantic love, are to be found in works that date from the second half of the eleventh century 
onwards. One thinks, for example, of the Ruodlieb, of Abelard’s Historia calamitatum and some of his Planctus, of 
Heloise’s letters, and of the Epistolae duorum amantium.55 The same is true of the implicit but nevertheless clear 
tension between the feelings of the individual and the conventions of society in Wulf and Eadwacer.56 The theme of the 
individual at odds with society because of love characterises sophisticated twelfth-century romance, above all Chrétien 
de Troyes’s Erec et Enide,57 where it is explored at much greater length but with infinitely less realism. Now the works 
which have just been cited are diverse and multifarious, and we are not comparing them with each other or with our two 
Old English poems except in one single, very important, respect. The key point, the common ground, is the extent to 
which they all focus upon human values, on skilfully drawn individuals, on their feelings and their inter-relationships. 
With this we reach the heart of the matter. 
In his trail-blazing The Discovery of the Individual, Colin Morris drew attention to the period 1050–1200 as a watershed 
in the emergence and expression of the individual.58 He set out with clarity and persuasiveness the necessary 
preconditions for the emergence of the idea of the ‘individual’ in a predominantly ecclesiastical context. Amongst many 
factors he discussed, such as an awakened interest in the humanity of man, changes in thinking on the relationship of 
man with God and man with man, and the individual’s place in society, he stressed the central role of possessing 
adequate literary skills to express these ideas. He had no doubt that competence in Latin ‘was the indispensable 
preliminary for the discovery of the individual’, and he dismissed the emerging vernacular literatures as incapable of 
performing this role at the time in question.59 Is this tenable? That 1050–1200 was a watershed for Latin literary culture
—in England as much as elsewhere—is hardly in doubt. On the other hand, there is equally no doubt that Old English 
had attained a high level of sophistication as a literary language before this date. Old English literature is certainly not 
full of examples of the individual in Morris’s sense (that is, seemingly real people with an awareness of self): it is mainly 
populated with ‘types’—the secular hero, the miserable exile, the courageous saint, and the tragic queen. It is, however, 
incontestable that the speakers of Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament are individuals who give utterance to very 
personal expressions of powerful emotions. And whatever their date of composition, we know that both these poems 
were in existence by the second half of the tenth century when they were copied into the Exeter Book. They thus predate 
Morris’s lower threshold 
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by a century, if not more. The individual may have been discovered in Latin culture between 1050 and 1200, but he (or 
perhaps better: she) had been discovered in English vernacular literature an uncertain, but not inconsiderable, time 
earlier.60 
Nevertheless, there remains much justice in Morris’s claim that 1050–1200 was a watershed in the development of the 
self, or at least in the written expression of the concept of the individual, since the key characteristics of Wulf and 
Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament are very rare in extant early medieval literature, as we have seen. Two works are 
hardly a cultural revolution. But were such pieces originally so rare? Might Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament 
once have been part of a flourishing genre of Old English poetry? These questions are ultimately unanswerable; 
however, two points can be made. First, it is worth bearing in mind that the central role played by the Church in the 
transmission of Old English texts will have militated against the survival of such material. For good ecclesiastics the 
physical was infinitely less important than the spiritual, and the self was something that existed solely to be negated. The 
greatest Church heroes were assimilated to venerable types to project their sanctity at the expense of their individuality; 
the personality and experiences of individual Christians were relevant only in so far as they aided spiritual development. 
The Dream of the Rood, surely the most sensitive of the religious works that dominate the surviving corpus of Old 
English verse, reflects these values. The dreamer is singled out to witness an individual vision of the cross, but rather 
than this being a means for enhancing his personal spirituality, he is instructed to share his revelation with others for 
their collective salvation (lines 95–121).61 Second, the composition of poetry with an emotional or erotic character 
concerning women, in both Latin and vernacular languages, would seem to have had a lengthy history stretching from 
antiquity into the early Middle Ages, though its existence in the latter period is now known largely from brief allusions 
and repressive legislation.62 Surviving Latin material includes an item in The Cambridge Songs—an Anglo-Saxon copy 
of Latin poems mainly of German origin63—which is strongly reminiscent of The Wife’s Lament, depicting a sorrowful 
woman searching at dawn for signs of her beloved.64 Among the most interesting of the extant vernacular lyrics in this 
context are the Romance ‘kharjas’ or refrains incorporated into Arabic ‘muwashshahs’, composed in Islamic Spain 
between 1000 and 1150, which are thought to be remnants of earlier popular dances and songs.65 
In conclusion, we wish merely to reiterate the central points of our study and to offer a speculation. The key fact is that 
Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament are highly subjective works in which individual character, emotion, and 
interpersonal relationships are the subject matter. Both poems provide excellent evidence for the ‘discovery of the 
individual’ before the mid-eleventh century. In point of fact, they remain remarkably 
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personal and self-aware literary expressions even in the context of twelfth-century works. Because of the central role of 
the Church in the preservation of early medieval literature, we can now only guess how widespread this phenomenon 
may have been in the vernacular culture of Anglo-Saxon England. Now for the speculation. It is an observable fact that 
women are readier at expressing and communicating their feelings than men, and that while men are more interested in 
‘action’, women prefer psychology, characterisation, emotion, and interpersonal relationships. This crudely characterised 
difference between the sexes seems to hold good no less for the Anglo-Saxon period than in our own times. The speaker 
in The Wanderer extols the manly virtue of keeping emotions locked firmly within the breast (Wanderer, lines 11b–18), 
and the wife herself says that the geong man must always keep his feelings concealed beneath a cheerful exterior (lines 
42–5a), while she herself is able to speak them freely, if to no living audience. That early medieval women did write 
such verses, at least on the continent, is demonstrated by the fact that Charlemagne prohibited the composition of 
winileodas ‘songs for a friend’ by abbesses and others under their jurisdiction;66 and there is no reason why Anglo-
Saxon women should not have been the authors of Old English poetry.67 We know that some Anglo-Saxon women were 
learned68 and so presumably able to write in the vernacular as well as in Latin; and it is notable that the two most 
famous historical ‘patrons’ of vernacular poetry were women, Abbess Hild of Whitby and Queen Osburh, King Alfred’s 
mother.69 We have no wish to labour a hypothesis which is obviously unprovable: we simply want to point out that Wulf 
and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament are eminently compatible with female authorship. 
The aim of this paper has been to highlight the character and extraordinary interest of two Old English poems (something 
that has been rather lost sight of in recent critical appraisals of them) and to signal their considerable importance for 
early medieval culture as a whole. The perception of love and emotion and of self and society in the early medieval 
period are complex issues, but clearly Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament should be central to any discussion of 
them. 
NOTES 
1  Few have questioned the gender of the speaker in Wulf and Eadwacer, however, perhaps the most inventive reading, 

which has denied both that it is a poem by a woman and that it is about love, is N.E.Eliason, ‘On Wulf and Eadwacer’, 
in R.B.Burlin and E.B.Irving Jr, eds, Old English Studies in Honour of J.C.Pope (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1974), pp. 225–34. A male speaker has been proposed for The Wife’s Lament by L.L.Schücking, ‘Das 
angelsächsische Gedicht von der Klage der Frau’, Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum und deutsche Literatur 48 (1906), 
pp. 436–49; R.C.Bambas, ‘Another View of the Old English Wife’s Lament’, Journal of English and Germanic 
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Philology 62 (1963), pp. 303–9; and M.Stevens, ‘The Narrator of the Wife’s Lament’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 
69 (1968), pp. 72–90. Such misapprehensions were elegantly and decisively exploded by B.Mitchell, ‘The Narrator 
of the Wife’s Lament: some Syntactical Problems Reconsidered’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 73 (1972), pp. 222–
34. 

2  We translate from the text in W.S.Mackie, ed., The Exeter Book, EETS OS 194 (London: Oxford University Press, 
1934), II, 86. 

3  P.S.Baker, ‘The Ambiguity of Wulf and Eadwacer’, in J.S.Wittig, ed., Eight Anglo-Saxon Studies, Studies in 
Philology 78, Texts and Studies 1981 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1981), pp. 39–51 at 42–3. 

4  Preferred, for example, by Baker, ‘Ambiguity’, p. 46, and accepted in B.J.Muir, ed., The Exeter Anthology of Old 
English Poetry, 2 vols (Exeter: Exeter University Press, 1994), I, 286. 

5  See A.L.Klinck, ed., The Old English Elegies: a Critical Edition and Genre Study (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, 1992), p. 172. 

6  Klinck, Old English Elegies, p. 172. 
7  See, inter alia, J.F.Adams, ‘Wulf and Eadwacer an Interpretation’, Modern Language Notes 73 (1958), pp. 1–5; E.

Jensen, ‘Narrative in the Old English Wulf and Eadwacer’, Chaucer Review 11 (1979), pp. 373–83 at 377–8; J.
Kerling, ‘Another Solution to the Critics’ Riddle: Wulf and Eadwacer Revisited’, Neophilologus 64 (1980), pp. 140–
3 at 140; and S.B.Greenfield, ‘Wulf and Eadwacer. all Passion Pent’, Anglo-Saxon England 15 (1986), pp. 5–14 at 
12. 

8  See K.Malone, ‘Two English Frauenlieder’, in S.B.Greenfield, ed., Studies in Old English Literature in Honor of 
Arthur G.Brodeur (Oregon: University of Oregon Books, 1963), pp. 106–17 at 110; J.M.Fanagan, ‘Wulf and 
Eadwacer: a Solution to the Critics’ Riddle’, Neophilologus 60 (1976), pp. 130–7 at 132–3; and Baker, ‘Ambiguity’, 
p. 48, who persuasively argues that the description of the embrace is sufficiently negative to suggest the person in 
question is Eadwacer rather than her beloved Wulf. 

9  See Fanagan, ‘Wulf and Eadwacer’, p. 132; Baker, ‘Ambiguity’, p. 49; and Klinck, ed., Old English Elegies, p. 175. 
10  W.G.Searle, Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1897), p. 189; D.K.Fry, 

‘Wulf and Eadwacer: a Wen Charm’, Chaucer Review 5 (1970–1), pp. 247–63 at 260 n. 41. 
11  See E.G.Stanley, ‘Wulf, My Wolf!’, in Joan H.Hall, Nick Doane, and Dick Ringler, eds, Old English and New: 

Studies in Language and Linguistics in Honor of Frederic G.Cassidy (New York: Garland, 1992), pp. 46–62. 
12  As argued by T.Keough, ‘The Tension of Separation in Wulf and Eadwacer’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 77 

(1976), pp. 552–60 at 559–60; Jensen, ‘Narrative’, p. 380; Kerling, ‘Another Solution’, p. 141; and R.F.Giles, ‘Wulf 
and Eadwacer: a New Reading’, Neophilologus 65 (1981), pp. 468–72 at 470. 

13  Thus Malone, ‘Two English Frauenlieder’, p. 108; and A.E.Davidson, ‘Interpreting Wulf and Eadwacer’, Annuale 
Medievale 16 (1975), pp. 24–32 at 29–30. 

14  Fanagan, ‘Wulf and Eadwacer’, p. 135, seems to interpret the word as referring to the speaker’s relationship with 
Eadwacer; Baker, ‘Ambiguity’, p. 50, thinks hwelp in itself a metaphor for ‘child’, presumably Eadwacer’s; 
Greenfield, ‘Wulf and Eadwacer’, p. 10, sees it as the joy in love of the speaker and Wulf. 

15  Compare Keough, ‘Tension of Separation’, pp. 559–60, who suggests a proverbial sense for lines 16b–17, something 
like ‘outlaws breed outlaws’; Giles, ‘Wulf and Eadwacer’, p. 470. 

16  See R.F.Leslie, ed., Three Old English Elegies (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1961), p. 53. 
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17  See Malone, ‘Two English Frauenlieder’, p. 114. 
18  See D.D.Short, ‘The Old English Wife’s Lament: an Interpretation’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 71 (1970), pp. 

585–603 at 592–3. 
19  Thus K.P.Wentersdorf, ‘The Situation of the Narrator in the Old English Wife’s Lament’, Speculum 56 (1981), pp. 

492–516 at 496–8. 
20  Thus J.A.Ward, ‘The Wife’s Lament: an Interpretation’, Journal of English and Germanic Philology 59 (1960), pp. 

26–33 at 28; and L.A.Johnson, ‘The Narrative Structure of the Wife’s Lament’, English Studies 52 (1971), pp. 497–
501 at 499–500. 

21  See Malone, ‘Two English Frauenlieder’, p. 114; and S.B.Greenfield, ‘The Wife’s Lament Reconsidered’, rep. in his 
Hero and Exile: the Art of Old English Poetry, ed. G.H.Brown (London: Hambledon, 1989), pp. 149–54 at 150–1. 

22  See Greenfield, ‘Wife’s Lament Reconsidered’, p. 150; and Malone, Two English Frauenlieder’, pp. 113 and 114. 
23  Johnson, ‘Narrative Structure’, p. 499; and Wentersdorf, ‘Situation of the Narrator’, p. 513. 
24  Ward, ‘Wife’s Lament’, pp. 29–30. 
25  See The Exeter Book, ed. G.P.Krapp and E.V.K.Dobbie, Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 3 (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1936), p. 210; and Greenfield, ‘Wife’s Lament Reconsidered’, p. 152. 
26  Klinck, Old English Elegies, pp. 181–2. 
27  Greenfield, ‘Wife’s Lament Reconsidered’, p. 152. 
28  Leslie, Three Old English Elegies, p. 55. See also Ward, ‘Wife’s Lament’, pp. 30–1. 
29  Thus Greenfield, ‘Wife’s Lament Reconsidered’, pp. 153–4. 
30  Thus Ward, ‘Wife’s Lament’, p. 32. 
31  For example, N.Kershaw, ed., Anglo-Saxon and Norse Poems (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922), pp. 

30–1; Wentersdorf, ‘Situation of the Narrator’, pp. 515–16; and Klinck, Old English Elegies, p. 186. 
32  See Leslie, Three Old English Elegies, p. 57. 
33  Leslie, Three Old English Elegies, p. 58. 
34  Wulf and Eadwacer and The Wife’s Lament are found immediately before and after the first group of fifty-nine 

riddles in the Exeter Book respectively. Of these riddles, twenty-six are ‘spoken’ by the creature or object that is to 
be guessed; twenty-two are introduced by some formula using the first person—‘I saw’, ‘I heard of. Only eleven are 
purely descriptive, not employing a first-person pronoun in the first two lines. 

35  In Muir, Exeter Anthology, there are thirty-seven separate items not including riddles 1–59, 30b, 60, and 61–94. 
36  The dual forms are particularly poignant in this depiction of separation and loneliness. 
37  There is a fifth use of the word wulf (line 17), but the exact meaning of this line is so obscure that it is uncertain 

whether she is referring to the man Wulf, or to ‘a wolf’; see above, note 15. 
38  This tension and contrast would be lost if Wulf and Eadwacer were one and the same character. 
39  II Cnut 53 in F.Liebermann, ed., Die Gesetze der Angelsächsischen, 3 vols (Halle: M.Niemeyer, 1903–16), I, 348; 

and A.J.Robertson, ed., The Laws of the Kings of England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1925), p. 202. 
For comment on the early penalties see T.J.Rivers, ‘Adultery in Early Anglo-Saxon Society’, Anglo-Saxon England 
20 (1991), pp. 19–25. 

40  Such words as lað and earmne suggest a negative view of her relationship. See further A.L.Klinck, ‘Animal Imagery 
in Wulf and Eadwacer and the 
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Possibilities of Interpretation’, Papers in Language and Literature 23 (1987), pp. 3–13 at 11. 
41  Fifty of the fifty-three lines contribute to the emotional impact of the poem: A.Renoir, ‘A Reading of the Wife’s 

Lament’, English Studies 58 (1977), pp. 4–19 at 11–15. 
42  There are six examples of the possessive adjective min used with reference to her beloved (lines 6a, 8a, 15a, 26a, 

47b, 50b); there is also the unique phrase me ful gemœcne monnan (line 18). 
43  See lines 5a, 26b, 37b, 39b, 42a, 45a, 50b, 53b. 
44  R.D.Stevick, ‘Formal Aspects of the Wife’s Lament’, Journal of English and Germanic Philology 59 (1960), pp. 21–

5 at 22; and A.M.Lucas, ‘The Narrator of the Wife’s Lament Reconsidered’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 70 
(1969), pp. 282–97 at 291, suggest sexual frustration as the cause of the wife’s distress. 

45  Compare Wanderer, lines 45–50a. In Old English poetry, mirroring human experience, the dawn seems to have been 
a time of particularly intense despair: see E.G.Stanley, ‘Old English Poetic Diction and the Interpretation of the 
Wanderer, the Seafarer and the Penitent’s Prayer’, rep. most recently in his A Collection of Papers with Emphasis 
on Old English Literature (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), pp. 234–80 at 252–4; and K.
Lochrie, ‘Anglo-Saxon Morning-Sickness’, Neophilologus 70 (1986), pp. 316–18. 

46  The phrase sumorlangne dœg (line 37b) used to describe her seemingly endless vigil of longing is both evocative and 
realistic. The word picks up the various forms with the element long or lang (lines 14b, 29b, 31 a, 53a), thus 
reinforcing the sense of hopeless yearning. However, on a more basic level, the lack of a reliable way of telling the 
time at this period meant that seasonal variations in day length would be particularly relevant. Elsewhere we find 
sumerlongne dœg used to suggest an interminable stretch of time (Juliana, lines 494b–7a), and conversely the phrase 
ane winterstunde ‘a single winter’s hour’ (Genesis B, line 370a), seeming to imply the shortness of this space of 
time. 

47  For a useful discussion of the nature of elegy see Klinck, Old English Elegies, pp. 11–12 and 221–51. 
48  We do not accept P.W.Conner’s division of the manuscript into three separate ‘booklets’ (Anglo-Saxon Exeter: a 

Tenth-Century Cultural History (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1993), esp. chs 5–6), and have given our reasons in 
Notes and Queries 240 (1995), pp. 228–30. For comment on the ‘organisation’ of the Exeter Book and the place of 
the elegies within it see Muir, Exeter Anthology, pp. 18–27 (optimistic), and Klinck, Old English Elegies, pp. 23–6 
(realistic). 

49  D.Ellis, ‘The Wife’s Lament in the Context of Early English Literature: the Paralysis of Desertion’, Journal of 
Women’s Studies in Literature 1 (1979), pp. 220–32 at 228, points out that, being a woman, the wife has lost her 
hearth, just as the wanderer, a retainer, has lost his hall—both figures are associated with their place of exile. 

50  See A.Renoir, ‘A Reading Context for the Wife’s Lament’, in L.E.Nicholson and D.W.Frese, eds, Anglo-Saxon 
Poetry: Essays in Appreciation for John C. McGalliard (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1975), pp. 
224–41. 

51  For discussion of the complexities of the text, its deciphering, and its possible translation (as quoted in the text) see R.
I.Page, An Introduction to English Runes (London: Methuen, 1973), pp. 181–2. On the Franks Casket see J.
Beckwith, Ivory Carvings in Early Medieval England (London: Harvey Miller, 1972), cat. 1; and L.Webster and J.
Backhouse, eds, The Making of England: Anglo-Saxon Art and Culture, AD 600–900 (London: British Museum, 
1991), cat. 70. 
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52  See K.Malone, ed., Dear, rev. edn (Exeter: Exeter University Press, 1977), pp. 4–9. 
53  Beowulf, lines 1071–1159a and 3150–4a respectively. See further T.Mustanoja, ‘The Unnamed Woman’s Song of 

Mourning over Beowulf and the Tradition of Ritual Lamentation’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 68 (1967), pp. 1–
35. 

54  L.M.Hollander, trans., The Poetic Edda, rev. edn (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1962), esp. Helgakviða 
Hundingsbana, II, pp. 190ff.; Helreið Brynhildar, pp. 264ff.; and Guðrúnarkviða, I and II, pp. 247ff., 269ff.; as well 

as , pp. 311ff. 
55  C.W.Grocock, ed., The Ruodlieb (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1985); Abelard, Historia calamitatum, ed. J.Monfrin, 

3rd edn (1959; Paris: J.Vrin, 1967), which includes two of Heloise’s letters; E.Könsgen, ed., Epistolae duorum 
amantium (Leiden and Cologne: Brill, 1974). On the Planctus of Abelard see P.Dronke, Poetic Individuality in the 
Middle Ages (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 114–49. Further on Heloise as an author see P.Dronke, 
Women Writers of the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 107–43. For the authenticity 
of the letter exchange see C.Brooke, The Medieval Idea of Marriage (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp. 
93–102. 

56  See further Keough, ‘Tension of Separation’, pp. 558–9, and Jensen, ‘Narrative’, pp. 375–9. 
57  C.W.Carroll, ed., Erec et Enide (New York: Garland, 1987). 
58  C.Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 1050–1200 (London: SPCK, 1972). For further debate see C.W.Bynum, 

‘Did the Twelfth Century Discover the Individual?’, rev. rep. in her Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality of the 
High Middle Ages (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982), pp. 82–109; and C.Morris, ‘Individualism in 
Twelfth-Century Religion: some Further Reflections’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History 31 (1980), pp. 195–206. 

59  Morris, Discovery, pp. 8–9. Dronke, Poetic Individuality, pp. 1–11, had already argued against accepting the primacy 
of Latin to the exclusion of other languages in the early medieval period. 

60  There is no reason to assume that the literary expression of a concept represents its earliest formulation; on the 
contrary, the attitudes in question are likely to predate their first literary expression. 

61  The personal aspect of The Dream of the Rood is that the dreamer wishes to be the one who is most devoted to the 
Cross (lines 126b–9a); otherwise, he is merely the instrument for spreading the Cross’s message to men. 

62  For example, Ovid, Heroides; Statius, Thebaid; Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae; Epithalamia by Ausonius and 
Sidonius. For relevant legislation and material from later centuries see notes 64 and 66 below; see also G.Vigfusson 
and F.York Powell, eds and trans., Jóns saga biskups, in Origines Islandicae, vol. I (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1905), which records the unsuccessful attempt by the bishop (d. 1121) to prohibit the popular practice of men 
and women exchanging love verses. For the vernacular see P.Dronke, The Medieval Lyric, 2nd edn (London: 
Hutchinson, 1978), pp. 86–108. 

63  The Cambridge Songs forms a small part of the Canterbury classbooks (Cambridge University Library, MS Gg. 5. 
35, of s. xi med.). For the manuscript as a whole see A.G.Rigg and G.R.Wieland, ‘A Canterbury Classbook of the 
mid-Eleventh Century (the ‘‘Cambridge Songs Manuscript”)’, Anglo-Saxon England 4 (1975), pp. 113–30; with M.T.
Gibson, M.Lapidge, and C.Page, ‘Neumed Boethian Metra from Canterbury: a Newly Recovered Leaf of Cambridge 
University Library Gg. 5. 35’, Anglo-Saxon England 12 (1983), pp. 141–52. 

64  CC14A Nam languens, in J.M.Ziolkowski, ed. and trans., The Cambridge 
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Songs (New York: Garland, 1994), p. 68. See also CC40 Leuis exsurgit zephirus, p. 116; and CC49 Veni, 
dilectissime, p. 126. 

65  See Dronke, Medieval Lyric, pp. 86–90. A popular origin might explain some of the idiosyncrasies of metre and 
structure in Wulf and Eadwacer, like the repeated refrain (lines 2–3, 7–8), and the short lines (lines 3, 8, 17, 19). 

66  A.Boretius, ed., Monumenta Germaniae Historica: Leges, sect. II: Capitularia regum Francorum (Hanover: Hahn, 
1883), I, no. 23, s. 19 (anno 789). 

67  See F.C.Robinson, ‘Old English Poetry: the Question of Authorship’, American Notes and Queries n.s. 3 (1990), pp. 
59–64. 

68  See Dronke, Women Writers, pp. 30–5. 
69  Bede, Historia ecclesiastica, ed. B.Colgrave and R.A.B.Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), IV, 24, pp. 414–

20; and Asser’s Life of King Alfred, ed. W.H.Stevenson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1904), ch. 23, p. 20. 
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27 St Æthelthryth 
The making of history from hagiography 
Pauline A.Thompson 
When, some years ago now, I first read the account of St Æthelthryth’s life in Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica,1 I was 
startled by what seemed to me at the time an astonishing claim, namely, that, though married twice, Æthelthryth 
remained a virgin. Nor have I been the only one to be incredulous. To admit to a friend or colleague unacquainted with 
Bede’s Historia that one is writing about an Anglo-Saxon queen who preserved her virginity through two marriages is to 
invite at least a raised eyebrow and, more probably, an incredulous guffaw. Such a possibility strikes our modern 
temperament, with its confident notions of healthy sexuality, as simply incredible; but to the participants in, and 
observers of, the first century of Christianity in England, it appears not to have been so implausible. Not that there were 
no sceptics even in Bede’s time; but Bede himself assures us that, though such an achievement required special grace, 
there were precedents. In Book 4, chapter 19 of the Historia he says: 
nor need we doubt that this [i.e., preservation of virginity] which often happened in days gone by, as we learn from 
trustworthy accounts, could happen in our time too through the help of the Lord, who has promised to be with us even to 
the end of the age.2 
It would be well to acknowledge at the outset that Bede has his own reasons for presenting the story as he does. 
Stephanie Hollis remarks that the construction of Bede’s account is guided by his own predilection for seeing saintly 
women through ‘Roman’ eyes: 
Bede’s partiality for Æthelthryth is to a high degree explained by the fact that, in having chastely spurned the marital 
embrace for the heavenly bridegroom, she fits the model of female sanctity defined by the overwhelming majority of 
Roman saints [sic] Lives as the preservation of virginity against heavy odds…. Æthelthryth, as a reigning queen who 
embarked on the monastic life, represented a polemical opportunity too good to miss.3 
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Christine Fell points out that other writers of the Anglo-Saxon period shared Bede’s point of view;4 she concludes: ‘the 
main reason for Æthelthryth’s hold on the Anglo-Saxon imagination is clearly that she was the nearest they could 
produce to the virgin martyrs of the early church’.5 We must ask, then, whether Bede, driven by his own idealism, has 
conjured Æthelthryth’s sanctity out of thin air, or whether, even granting him some hagiographical flourishes, there is 
more than just a kernel of historical truth in his account. Fell has a useful observation here: there is, she says, 
a limit to the extent that Bede could adapt known facts for hagiographical purposes, and…there is a considerable 
difference between writing up the life of a saint who was still remembered in the nation’s royal and religious houses, and 
writing up the life of a virgin saint for purposes of Christian edification within communities where that saint was no 
longer remembered personally.6 
Thus, though Fell recognises the presence of ‘hagiographical motif in Bede’s account of Æthelthryth, she contends ‘that 
[Bede] and his sources are obliged to present [her] within an approximately accurate historical framework’.7 Fell goes 
on to suggest that Bede the historian, as distinct from Bede the hagiographer, is most in evidence when he is describing 
the events of Æthelthryth’s secular life.8 
Other historians have placed less credence in the historical reliability of Bede’s account. After all, the likelihood of not 
one but two royal husbands tolerating their consort’s absence from the marriage bed because of her predilection for 
virginity seems inherently implausible, if for no other reason than that they would surely be interested in heirs. This is 
the path taken by Pauline Stafford, who regards Æthelthryth’s vocation to religion and her alleged virginity simply as 
excuses used by Ecgfrith to separate from his sterile wife.9 Sterility was not regarded as an acceptable reason for 
divorce, but non-consummation was. With this charge he would be able to pack her off to a ‘family’ monastery, that is, 
one run by his aunt, and marry again. To take this approach is to cast serious doubt on the testimony of our chief 
authority both for the event and for its interpretation. Bolstered by citations of other apparently similar divorces, 
Stafford’s point of view is compellingly presented, and her ‘doubting’ of Bede’s interpretation of events appears to be 
‘wise’! However, I want in this chapter to suggest a different path, to claim that it is possible to begin by being sceptical 
of Bede’s account, and then, after examining closely what little evidence we have, to conclude, despite one’s initial 
disinclination to believe him, that Bede’s account is actually more persuasive than Stafford’s.10 
This chapter, then, will explore the possibility that Æthelthryth, given her family circumstances and childhood 
influences, especially the likely nature of her Christian education, adopted the seemingly impossible ideal 
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of remaining a virgin through two politically advantageous marriages. It will argue that Æthelthryth took upon herself 
the challenge to translate the centrally important principles of sanctity—courage, suffering and, above all, virginity—out 
of a literary ideal (one drawn primarily from the saints’ lives of the Roman tradition) into a lived one, a challenge which 
must have required not only profound conviction but considerable personal authority and political savvy. As Susan 
Ridyard notes: 
in choosing the religious life [Æthelthryth]…renounced the most fundamental duty and privilege of the royal lady and…
committed herself to an alternative which could be realised only by the fulfilment of a role—that of sponsa Christi—
antithetical to that into which she was born.11 
This journey into Christian virtue, which involved attempting to turn an ideal hagiographical model into the stuff of 
history, is characterised for Æthelthryth not by the persecutions of rabid Roman emperors but by her husbands’ pressure 
to consummate her marriage vows; it is completed at her death not by the slashing of the executioner’s sword but by the 
noxious poison of a plague boil. Such an approach modifies to some degree Fell’s dichotomy between the historical/
secular and hagiographical/monastic parts of the story, and suggests that within the ‘historical’ part of Bede’s narrative 
there are hagiographical elements not so much in the construction of the narrative as in the very life of the person 
described: Æthelthryth was actually living out her understanding of a saint’s life. For this reason, even within the 
hagiographical part of the story, there may well be more of Bede the historian than we think. It is not hard to conceive of 
someone committed to the mortification of the flesh deciding to wear wool rather than linen next to the skin, taking 
infrequent baths and praying instead of sleeping, even though all of these are frequent hagiographical topoi. 
The argument of this chapter, then, is based on the assumption that literature influences life, that the shaping myths of 
one’s culture are lived out in experience. This is not a novel idea, of course; but it is worth emphasising that, when 
legends are taken to be biographies or ‘trustworthy accounts’ (as Bede calls them), and when the events described in 
them are thought to have ‘happened in days gone by’,12 the ideas have even greater power for those who would emulate 
them. Saints’ lives, especially those of the early Roman virgin martyrs, are no longer part of the influential literature of 
our culture, and it requires an effort of imagination for us to conceive of the hold they had on the psyche of the late 
classical and early medieval Christians. Other ancient myths still call to us, albeit subconsciously: we understand the 
fascination of voyage and exploration, for example, and we expect our dogs to recognise us when we come home. But 
although the call to establish the kingdom of heaven on earth by living as virgins is not one that many of us hear, and the 
ideal of spiritual 
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marriage, so powerful in the early years of Christianity, seems to us not only foreign but bizarre, nevertheless, such 
ideals were conscious goals of many women and men in the early part of the Christian era.13 The effort to understand 
that is part of our task. 
It would be well to start with an outline of the story. From evidence mainly in Bede’s Historia, with some (not entirely 
trustworthy) help on dates from the twelfth-century chronicle, the Liber Eliensis,14 we can reconstruct the following 
account, Æthelthryth was born about 630, the daughter of Anna, later King of the East Angles. She was married twice: in 
about 652 her father married her to Tondberht, a prince of the South Gyrwe tribe, who died shortly afterwards (probably 
around 655); the second time, she was given in marriage by her uncle, Æthelwold, to Ecgfrith, son of Oswiu, King of 
Northumbria. This marriage seems to have taken place about 659; she was almost thirty, he perhaps fifteen. Ecgfrith 
succeeded Oswiu as King of all Northumbria in 670. On the authoritative testimony of Bishop Wilfrid of Northumbria, 
who was what we would now call her ‘spiritual director’, Æthelthryth remained a virgin during both these marriages. 
In 671 Ecgfrith finally gave Æthelthryth leave to enter the monastery at Coldingham whose abbess was Ecgfrith’s aunt, 
Æbbe. She received the veil from Bishop Wilfrid himself. Ecgfrith then took a new queen, Iurminburg. In 672, 
Æthelthryth returned to East Anglia to become abbess of her own foundation at Ely. Seven years later, in the year 679, 
after a life of exemplary virtue, she died from an illness characterised by a large swelling on her neck. In 695, sixteen 
years after her death, her sister, Seaxburg, now abbess, had the body exhumed, found it to be uncorrupt, and re-interred 
her in the church. There is a memorial to her in Ely Cathedral to this day. 
It is not difficult to see from this account how Stafford can reconstruct an interpretation of its events different from that 
supplied by Bede and therefore, before we go on to develop the hypothesis that Æthelthryth may have remained a virgin 
through two marriages, it is important to deal with Stafford’s claim. In spite of the attractiveness of her explanation, 
there are some aspects of Bede’s version of events for which she does not account. It is important to remember that the 
details regarding Æthelthryth’s virginity come to Bede directly from Bishop Wilfrid in the only face-to-face encounter 
recorded between the two men.15 Bede says that he asked Wilfrid whether Æthelthryth remained a virgin during her 
marriage to Ecgfrith ‘because certain people doubted it’.16 Thus, to doubt Bede here is also to doubt the source of his 
information, Bishop Wilfrid, the friend and confidant of both Ecgfrith and Æthelthryth, the person who veiled 
Æthelthryth at Coldingham and who, many years later, witnessed her exhumation. Only if it could be shown that Wilfrid 
had compelling reasons for being an ‘unreliable narrator’ should we be willing 
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to assume that he was either deceived or lying. Note carefully Bede’s account of his question to Wilfrid: 
When I asked Bishop Wilfrid of blessed memory whether this was true, he told me that he had the most perfect proof of 
her virginity; in fact Ecgfrith had promised to give him estates and much money if he could persuade the queen to 
consummate their marriage, because he knew that there was none whom she loved more than Wilfrid himself.17 
Pauline Stafford wrongly states that Wilfrid had heard Ecgfrith’s loud promises’ to give lands and money ‘to anyone’ 
who could persuade the queen to consummate her marriage.18 She implies that Wilfrid was taken in by these ‘loud 
promises’ and, deceived by Ecgfrith’s story, reported Ecgfrith’s claim to Bede (and others) in the years to come. But this 
is not what Bede says; rather, he says that the lands and money were offered, not to ‘anyone’ but to Wilfrid himself. 
There is no basis for thinking that these ‘promises’ were public declarations. Instead, Wilfrid gives the impression of a 
private tête-à-tête, not of public posturing on Ecgfrith’s part. Let us assume for a moment that Æthelthryth was indeed 
barren and not a virgin. Although sterility was no grounds for dissolution of marriage, the desire of one partner to enter a 
nunnery was an acceptable excuse for divorce.19 Even the fact that the consent of both parties was properly required20 
should not have been a hindrance to Ecgfrith: if Æthelthryth wanted to enter a monastery and he had no objection, the 
Church also would have had no objection either to the separation, or to his remarrying.21 Why, then, would Ecgfrith go 
to the trouble of trying to persuade Wilfrid that their marriage had never been consummated if, as Stafford implies, it had 
been? 
One can think of two reasons why Ecgfrith might have done this. One is that non-consummation was a stronger ground 
for remarriage than simple departure of the spouse to a monastery.22 But for Ecgfrith’s ploy to have worked, either 
Wilfrid would have to have been deceived by Ecgfrith’s rhetoric and have been unaware that the marriage, some ten or 
twelve years old by this time, had been consummated or, knowing very well that it had been consummated, he agreed to 
go along with the king’s story, having been bribed into co-operation and into putting a false gloss on the events that 
followed. That he would be ignorant, and therefore duped, seems unlikely, given the closeness of his relationship to 
Æthelthryth: remember Bede’s remark that Ecgfrith ‘knew that there was none whom she loved more than Wilfrid 
himself’.23 If, on the other hand, he was co-opted by the king, then not only Ecgfrith, but Wilfrid and probably 
Æthelthryth herself would have been guilty of gross deception and complicity, spreading a story that she was a saintly 
virgin (albeit in the name of advancing the prestige of the Church) when in fact she was 
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not. However, even if the king’s offer tempted the already wealthy Wilfrid, Wilfrid undoubtedly wanted to leave Bede 
with the impression that he did not accept it.24 He failed the king, and supported Æthelthryth, for which he was 
rewarded by her with the gift of the lands for Hexham Abbey. We have no evidence that he did in fact receive money 
and lands from Ecgfrith at this time. The hostility which subsequently developed between Ecgfrith and Wilfrid, together 
with Æthelthryth’s own gift of lands to Wilfrid, appears to corroborate Wilfrid’s story.25 
The other reason why Ecgfrith might have resorted to a non-consummation story would be if Æthelthryth had been 
unwilling to leave Ecgfrith, preferring the life of the court to that of the cloister. Such an interpretation would be 
plausible only if Æthelthryth believed so strongly in the sanctity of her marriage vows and/or the political importance of 
her alliance with Ecgfrith that nothing would have induced her to leave the marriage. Lacking any evidence that 
Æthelthryth was so minded, and taking due note of other accounts of seventh-century Anglo-Saxon royal women who 
actively chose the monastic life after having been married,26 such an explanation seems implausible in the extreme. 
Of course, a robust historical imagination could create such accounts of the situation. But all of these scenarios require a 
reading of the text so deconstructed as to make a mockery of Bede’s own understanding of events. Before we resort to 
this, it is worth seeing now whether a credible case can be constructed for taking the evidence as Bede clearly intended it 
to be taken. To do this, there must be grounds for believing that Æthelthryth might actually have preferred the virginal 
monastic life to that of a queen and had the strength of character to resist her marital obligations; if this can be 
accomplished, then alternative interpretations are unnecessary.27 
It is time, then, to set out what we know or can reasonably surmise about the influences on Æthelthryth’s formative 
years. The year 630 saw not only the birth of Æthelthryth, but the accession of King Sigeberht (a convert to Christianity 
in Gaul),28 and the arrival of Felix and Fursa, the two main figures in the evangelisation of the East Angles.29 Felix was 
a monk from a Burgundian monastery, whereas Fursa was a holy man from Ireland; both were in East Anglia from c. 
630 to c. 635. Sigeberht founded a school and Felix provided it with teachers;30 Felix’s episcopal seat was established at 
a place called Dummoc, which may be the site of the present Dunwich.31 Fursa was honourably received by the king and 
converted many, says Bede, ‘by the example of his virtues and the persuasiveness of his teaching’.32 He also founded a 
monastery at Burgh Castle, which was subsequently the recipient of gifts from King Anna. So remarkable were these 
men that Sir Frank Stenton has commented that ‘the outstanding figures in the recorded history of East Anglia during 
these years are not the kings but the men who established Christianity under 
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their protection’.33 It seems almost certain, then, that both Felix and Fursa played a role in the conversion and the 
education of the royal court, including Anna and his family.34 
Æthelthryth’s father, Anna, is always spoken of by Bede in glowing terms: for example, at the beginning of Book 4, 
chapter 19 of the Historia, he is described as ‘a very religious man and noble both in mind and deed’.35 The atmosphere 
of a court caught up in the zeal of the newly converted and the enthusiasm of new learning was such that his step-
daughter, Sæthryth, and his own daughter, Æthelberg, opted to enter the religious life at the monastery at Faremoutier-en-
Brie in Gaul and eventually became abbesses of that establishment.36 It is not at all unlikely that, given these role 
models, Æthelthryth may have had similar ambitions. But she not only had the example of her sisters: her aunt, 
Hereswith, sister of Hild (later Abbess of Whitby), had been married to the brother of Anna, Æthelric,37 but in about 
645 Hereswith had left Æthelric in order to enter another Gaulish monastery at Chelles.38 Further, in the year 647, when 
Æthelthryth was about seventeen years old, Hild herself came to spend a year in the kingdom of the East Angles 
preparatory, as she then thought, to joining her sister at Chelles.39 It is not hard to imagine the influence the older 
woman might have had on Æthelthryth during that year. One final role model should be mentioned: some time during 
her childhood (we are not sure of the exact date), her uncle, King Sigeberht, abandoned his throne to his kinsman, 
Ecgric, and entered a monastery of his own founding. Thus, uncle, sisters, aunt, and kinswoman by marriage—all may 
reasonably be supposed to have shaped Æthelthryth’s religious understanding and aspirations. 
And what of Æthelthryth’s education? What kind of instruction would Sigeberht, Felix, and Fursa have established in 
East Anglia? Although Bede says that Sigeberht established a school where boys (pueri) could be taught letters,40 
evidence from elsewhere in the country and the subsequent careers of Sæthryth, Æthelburg, Æthelthryth, and Hild 
suggest that it is impossible that education was denied the daughters of the royal court. Christine Fell states that ‘from 
the time that Christianity came to England, men and women shared equally, not only in the conversion to the new faith, 
but in the learning that accompanied it’.41 Sigeberht, says Bede, founded a school, desiring ‘to imitate some of the 
excellent institutions which he had seen in Gaul’, institutions which were influenced by direct contacts with both Italy 
and Ireland.42 Felix, who had come to him from Burgundy via Canterbury, provided him with masters and teachers ‘as 
in the Kentish school’.43 The Kentish school was, of course, the foundation at Canterbury, which, even before the arrival 
of Theodore and Hadrian, was still the foremost school in the country. For want of firm evidence, owing in part to the 
widespread destruction of the religious establishments in East Anglia by the Vikings, we are left to guess, largely on the 
basis 
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of somewhat later data from other parts of the country and from what we know of Gaulish learning, what the curriculum 
might have included.44 
As far as works which might have inclined Æthelthryth and her sisters towards the virginal monastic life, we are 
probably safe to assume assiduous study of the Scriptures45 (most important for its portrayal of the Virgin Mary), of 
certain patristic works, especially those on virginity, such as the treatises of Cyprian, Jerome, Ambrose, or Augustine, 
and some of the early saints’ lives. Although we have no evidence for books actually being written in England until the 
end of the seventh or beginning of the eighth century, it is noteworthy that saints’ lives were among the first works to be 
copied.46 The earliest Calendar to survive from this period is that of St Willibrord (b. 658); although it was probably 
compiled at the beginning of the eighth century, it gives us some clues about which saints were being venerated in the 
early English church. It includes such saints as Mary, the Apostles, and ten of the early Roman female virgin martyrs: 
Agatha, Agnes, Cecilia, Eugenia, Euphemia, Juliana, Lucy, Perpetua, Felicitas, and Thecla.47 And although it was 
somewhat after the period of Æthelthryth’s own education that Aldhelm wrote his treatises on virginity,48 it seems 
reasonable to suppose, since several of the saints’ lives of the De virginitate are the same as those in St Willibrord’s 
Calendar, that at least some of the sources on which he drew must have been known in other parts of the country, 
including East Anglia.49 Aldhelm writes of saints such as Agatha, Agnes, Dorothea, Thecla, Eulalia, Chionia, Irene and 
Agape, Rufina and Secunda, who all preferred death to the loss of their virginity; of Demetrias, Anatolia, and Victoria, 
who spurned their wealth;50 and of Constantina, daughter of the Emperor Constantine, who influenced and converted 
many daughters of the Roman nobility, all of whom rejected the marriage bed. Others, such as Christina, Eugenia, 
Eustochium, and Daria, were noted for their outstanding learning;51 and Justina and Cecilia actually converted their 
suitors. Most interesting of all, Julian and Basilissa maintained their virginity after being compelled to marry each other, 
and Chrysanthus and Amos of Nitria converted their wives after marriage to the idea of chastity, Amos and his wife 
living together for a lengthy period of time.52 
There is one other area of possible influence which should be explored. We have already mentioned that ‘the Kentish 
school’ was used as a model for the East Anglian school established by Felix. At the time of this first expansion of 
Christianity into the eastern part of the island, King Æthelberht of Kent was overlord of southern England, and it was 
under his authority that the early East Anglian kings found themselves persuaded about the benefits of conversion.53 But 
Æthelberht himself was in close contact with the Franks in Gaul: ‘It is probable’, says Campbell, ‘that the relationships 
between England and Gaul were of much more importance in determining the progress of the Church in England in the 
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seventh century than emerges directly from Bede’s text.’54 One obvious piece of evidence for a close connection is that 
Æthelberht himself was married to Bertha, who was a Christian, daughter of Charibert and grand-daughter of Clothar I. 
In Bertha’s extended family, too, there were several instances of women leaving their royal husbands and entering 
monasteries, the most famous of whom was Radegund, wife of Clothar and ‘step-grandmother’ to Bertha. Now 
Radegund is an extraordinarily well-documented early Frankish saint:55 the poet Venantius Fortunatus and the nun 
Baudonivia both wrote lives of Radegund based on first-hand experience of her, and Gregory of Tours mentions her 
frequently in The History of the Franks.56 Radegund, born c. 525, was a child war-bride, well educated at the royal 
residence at Athies and married to Clothar in her late teens. After several years of marriage she left her husband, was 
ordained deaconess by Médard, Bishop of Noyon, and subsequently founded a monastery at Poitiers to which she retired. 
While there was no explicit claim in the early vitae of Radegund that she was a virgin, Venantius does report that 
Clothar’s courtiers commiserated with the king, commenting that being married to Radegund was like being married to a 
nun.57 Baudonivia wrote, rather ambiguously, that she conducted herself sub coniugis specie ‘under the outward 
appearance of a wife’.58 Aigrain comments that some scholars have seen in these biographies allusions to the idea that 
the queen had kept her virginity during marriage.59 While the statements by Fortunatus and Baudonivia are probably not 
intended to be read in such a way, it should be noted that additional grounds for this belief (which became widespread 
later on)60 are to be found in the fact that Venantius includes Radegund in his poem De virginitate, along with some of 
the other Roman virgin saints we have mentioned earlier.61 Once again, we can only speculate on how much of 
Radegund’s life was known in England in the seventh century, but the connection of the Frankish royal family with 
Bertha in Kent and, in turn, the Kentish connection with East Anglia, together with the fact that we know for certain that 
Bede’s poem on Æthelthryth62 was influenced by Venantius’s De virginitate in the early eighth century,63 make it at 
least possible that part of Æthelthryth’s education involved knowledge of Radegund’s saintly life and perhaps of the 
innuendo that she was, though married, a virgin. Some of the parallels between Radegund’s life and that of Æthelthryth 
are striking: the attempt to live out the principles of a cloistered life within a secular one, the forced marriage, the 
asceticism, the close relationship with the local bishop, the departure from the marriage and the subsequent founding of a 
monastery. 
Even if only a few of the influences just described were operating in the education of the new converts, together with the 
monastic flavour of the instruction from Felix and Fursa and the role models of other royal women who departed for the 
monasteries in Gaul,64 they would 
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have been a powerful influence on the women of the East Anglian royal house. 
So much, then, for the positive influences drawing Æthelthryth to the monastic life; but there may also have been some 
negative forces driving her in the same direction. Wallace-Hadrill comments about Æthelthryth’s marriage to Ecgfrith: 
‘the story illustrates how little say a royal princess had in the bestowal of her hand’.65 There is plenty of evidence in 
Bede’s Historia that royal children, especially the girls, were used as pawns in the games of political alliance. Take, for 
example, the royal family of King Oswiu of Northumbria, who reigned from 641 to 670: Oswiu’s wife was Eanflæd, 
daughter of Æthelberg of Kent and Edwin of Northumbria; of their children, Alchflæd was married to Peada, son of 
Penda of Mercia; Peada’s sister, Cyneburg, was married to Oswiu’s son, Alhfrith; Ecgfrith, later Æthelthryth’s husband, 
was sent during his childhood years to the court of Penda as a hostage; and Oswiu’s and Eanflæd’s baby daughter, 
Ælfflæd, was sent to Hild’s monastery at Whitby in payment of a vow. Closer to home in East Anglia, Æthelthryth had 
seen her sister, Seaxburg, married to Eorconberht of Kent to cement a political friendship between the two kingdoms; 
and her daughter, Eormenhild, Æthelthryth’s niece, became the wife of Wulfhere of Mercia. If Æthelthryth had hoped to 
follow her sisters Sæthryth and Æthelberg to the monastery in Gaul, she was sorely disappointed. Her marriage to 
Tondberht of the South Gyrwe seems intended to gain Anna an ally against the warlike Penda of Mercia. That such an 
ally was needed is demonstrated by the fact that Penda attacked East Anglia at least once before finally killing Anna in 
battle in 654. Penda was finally killed by King Oswiu of Northumbria in 655, and as the power of Northumbria waxed, it 
was clearly in the interests of Æthelwold (successor to Anna after Æthelhere’s brief reign) to form an alliance with it. 
Æthelthryth, now a widow about thirty years old but still obviously under the authority of her uncle, is again married off. 
What are her choices in these situations of dire political necessity? Surely it is not impossible to see her as a woman who, 
operating within the confines of her social situation and obligations, takes for herself the maximum amount of freedom 
open to her, not openly defying her father or uncle, but attempting on the basis of Christian teaching, hagiographical 
models, and the example of saintly kin to change the nature of political marriage for a Christian woman in a way that no 
one else of her generation had done. By insisting on her own vocation, she eventually became, as Ridyard puts it, one of 
the pioneers in the establishment of the religious life, and in particular of the religious life for women, in England…; 
she…founded one of the first religious houses—perhaps the first—to make provision for women in Eastern England 
between the Thames and the Humber.66 
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This way of treating the evidence raises, of course, its own questions. When, for example, did Æthelthryth make known 
her intentions to her betrothed? Before the wedding, so that it became part of a marriage contract? Or privately, on the 
first night in which she and her new husband were alone together, in the hope that he too, following the hagiographical 
models, would adopt a life of chastity? About this we can only surmise. Would such a union have fulfilled its political 
purposes? Perhaps, since the main purpose of such alliances seems to have been the symbolic value of having a daughter 
of a subject king in the overlord’s household, not to mention her value as a hostage should the subject king decide to 
revolt. 
Eventually, Æthelthryth asked Ecgfrith’s permission to leave. She had been unsuccessful in avoiding the marriage in the 
first place, but since the marriage was not consummated, she could have had no qualms about leaving Ecgfrith free to 
marry another, while at the same time fulfilling her own sense of vocation. For political as well as ecclesiastical reasons, 
it was important to have the separation mutually agreed upon. One of the more puzzling aspects of the story is why 
Ecgfrith’s permission was so hard to get. Perhaps there were still good political reasons for remaining married to her. 
Perhaps he was genuinely fond of her; or perhaps she was simply an affront to his ego.67 We simply do not have the 
information to be able to answer these questions, but none is of sufficient magnitude to cause us to abandon the idea that 
Bede is here giving us a plausible historical account. 
For us, viewing her life from a vantage point thirteen hundred years later, the journey from hagiography into history is 
completed by a return to hagiography. Already in Bede’s account there are recognisable, yet still easily believable, 
hagiographical topoi: the wearing of only woollen garments, frequent fasts, long prayer vigils, and infrequent baths. The 
most difficult details for us to believe are Æthelthryth’s reported prophecy of her own death, and the account of her 
uncorrupted body, which Wilfrid claims to have seen with his own eyes.68 Throughout the Anglo-Saxon period, the 
details of this saint’s life remain stable. Ælfric, for example, in his Old English version, does little more than re-arrange 
the chronology of Bede’s narrative.69 Not until the post-Conquest period do versions of Æthelthryth’s life appear which 
take it beyond an essentially historical vita into the more typical hagiographical mainstream: the character of Ecgfrith is 
more sharply delineated (sometimes he is kind and gentle, sometimes he is a tyrant)70 and miraculous events such as the 
instant sprouting of a tree from Æthelthryth’s staff are said to have occurred.71 People are both healed at her tomb and 
punished for attempting to desecrate it. In addition to several Latin vitae, there are also one or two Middle English 
versions.72 And, perhaps surprisingly, there is even a modern English novel (published in 1987) called simply 
Ethddreda, which fleshes out the skeleton of the legend to create a credible narrative for a modern audience.73 
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The extravagant details of the later lives of Æthelthryth, however, should not be allowed to blind us to the historical 
realities at the source of her cult. At the beginning of the hagiographic process is the conversion of Anna’s family in East 
Anglia. In those early, heady days of the new religion, Anna’s daughters had new doors open to them: two, Sæthryth and 
Æthelberg, opted for the chaste life and went abroad to be nuns. Seaxburg married a Christian king and raised a Christian 
family; she and one of her daughters, Eormenhild, eventually became abbesses at Ely.74 Æthelthryth, inclined to a life of 
virginity, was denied the option of spending her whole life as a nun. But, exercising what prerogatives she had, she 
created a third option’, namely, pursuing her vocation as a virgin in an alien environment until such time as she was 
allowed to pursue it as her heart desired. 
Or so I propose, thinking it wise to doubt my own initial astonishment at Bede’s claims about a remarkable twice-
married virgin queen.75 
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22  Stafford, Queens, p. 82: ‘nonconsummation long remained the strongest argument for divorce, accepted by many 
churchmen’. 

23  HE 4.19, 393; the Latin reads: sciebat illam nullum uirorum plus illo diligere (392). 
24  Whether in fact Wilfrid tried to persuade Æthelthryth to consummate the marriage we shall never know! Goffart 

thinks that Wilfrid’s response to Bede’s question ‘gives the curious impression that Wilfrid had taken the king’s 
side’ (Goffart, Narrators, p. 323). It seems clear, though, that Wilfrid did not in fact 
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benefit from the king’s offer, whether through loyalty to Æthelthryth or inadequate powers of persuasion. 
25  See Eddius Stephanus, Life of Wilfrid, ch. 19, p. 40 and ch. 22, p. 44, and HE 4.12, 370; see also comments by 

Plummer, ‘Notes’ to Historia, p. 235 and Davies, ‘Sexual Conversion’, p. 94. 
26  To name only a few: Sæthryth, Æthelburg, Seaxburg, Eormenhild, Cuthburg, Hereswith, and Hild; on reasons for 

thinking that Hild had been married before taking the veil, see Christine E.Fell, ‘Hild, Abbess of Streonæshalch’, in 
Hans Bekker-Nielsen, Peter Foote, Jørgen Højgaard Jørgensen, and Tore Nyberg, eds, Hagiography and Medieval 
Literature: a Symposium (Odense: Odense University Press, 1981), pp. 79–80. 

27  This is not to suggest that other instances of purportedly non-consummated marriages dissolved for political reasons 
are necessarily equally dubious. 

28  Redwald, King of the East Angles in the early years of the seventh century, was converted in Kent but slipped back 
into paganism, or, at least, syncretism. Earpwald, his son, was converted about 628, but he was murdered soon 
afterwards. He was succeeded by Sigeberht. 

29  For an excellent survey of the Christianisation of the East Angles, see Dorothy Whitelock, ‘The Pre-Viking Age 
Church in East Anglia’, Anglo-Saxon England 1 (1972), pp. 1–22. 

30  HE 3.18, 269. 
31  Felixstowe has also been suggested as the site of his episcopal seat. See Margaret Gallyon, The Early Church in 

Eastern England (Lavenham: Terence Dalton, 1973), p. 60. 
32  HE 3.19, 269. 
33  Frank Stenton, ‘The East Anglian Kings of the Seventh Century’, in P.Clemoes, ed., The Anglo-Saxons: Studies in 

some Aspects of their History and Culture Presented to Bruce Dickins (London: Bowes & Bowes, 1959), p. 49. 
34  See James Campbell, ‘The First Century of Christianity in England’, in his Essays in Anglo-Saxon History (London: 

Hambledon Press, 1986), p. 59: ‘the most important developments in the history of the English Church in the seventh 
century seem to have been as follows. First, the conversion of most of the royal houses in the generation from ca. 
635’. (This essay was originally published in Ampleforth Journal 76(1971), pp. 12–29.) 

35  [Vir] bene religios[us] ac per omnia mente et opere egregi[us], HE 4.19, 390. See also Bede’s comment at the end 
of HE 3.18, 268 uir optimus atque optimae genitor sobolis ‘an excellent man and the father of a distinguished 
family’. 

36  HE 3.8, 238. 
37  On Hereswith’s husband’s name see Whitelock, ‘Pre-Viking Age Church’, p. 2 and note 5. 
38  HE 4.23, 406. 
39  HE 4.23, 406. 
40  HE 3.18, 268. 
41  Christine E.Fell, Women in Anglo-Saxon England (London: British Museum, 1984), p. 109. Evidence for the 

advanced level of education in monasteries comes from Barking, founded by Eorcenwald of the Kentish royal house 
for his sister Æethelburg some time just before 675: shortly after Æthelthryth’s death the monastery was the recipient 
of Aldhelm’s opus geminatum, the De virginitate (see above, note 20 and below, note 48). 

42  A valuable piece of evidence about the resources available in Gaul for educating the Anglo-Saxons comes in the life 
of Saint Bertilla (d. c. 700), who was trained in the monastery at Faremoutier-en-Brie and became the first 
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abbess of Chelles. Her vita says that ‘the faithful kings of the Saxons, through trusted messengers asked her to send 
some of her disciples for the learning and holy instruction they heard were wonderful in her, that they might build 
convents of men and nuns in their land…. With great diligence and the protection of the saints, she sent many 
volumes of books to them’ (‘Saint Bertilla, Abbess of Chelles’, Jo Ann McNamara and John E.Halborg, with Gordon 
E.Whatley, eds and trans., Sainted Women of the Dark Ages (Durham: Duke University Press, 1992), para. 6). 

43  HE 3.18, 269; the Latin reads: mox ea, quae in Gallis bene disposita vidit, imitari cupiens instituit scholam, in qua 
pueri litteris erudirentur,…eisque pedagogos ac magistros iuxta morem Cantuariorum praebente (266–8). 

44  See Fell, Women in Anglo-Saxon England, pp. 110–11. 
45  Compare Hild’s instruction at Whitby: ‘she compelled those under her direction to devote…much time to the study 

of holy Scriptures’ (HE 4.23, 409). 
46  Campbell, ‘First Century of Christianity’, p. 63. 
47  See H.A.Wilson, ed., The Calendar of St. Willibrord, Henry Bradshaw Society 55 (London, 1918). 
48  Aldhelm, ‘De virginitate’ and ‘Carmen de virginitate’, in Aldhelmi Opera, ed. R.Ehwald, Monumenta Germaniae 

Historica, Auctorum Antiquissimorum 15 (1961), pp. 226–323, 350–471; for translations, see note 20 above and 
Michael Lapidge and James L.Rosier, Aldhelm, the Poetic Works (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1985). It has been 
speculated that Aldhelm was born some time between 630 and 640; this would make him of the same generation as 
Æthelthryth. 

49  Note that both Felix and Aldhelm had connections with Canterbury. The importance of many of these saints’ lives is 
attested by the fact that writers such as Ælfric are still drawing on them for their Old English homilies and saints’ 
lives over 300 years later. That the existence of such vitae was widespread in England in this early period seems 
likely. 

50  Æthelthryth confesses during her final illness that she believes she is being afflicted with the burning tumour on her 
neck because of the ‘unnecessary weight of necklaces’ (superuacua moniliorum pondera) which she had worn in her 
youth (HE 4.19, 396, 397). 

51  In fact Daria is converted to Christianity by Chrysanthus in reasoned debate, after which she gives up the study of 
dialectic for the study of the Bible and exegetical commentaries. 

52  See Michael Lapidge’s translation of the De virginitate, in Lapidge and Herren, Aldhelm, p. 102. 
53  Whitelock comments that ‘at that time, East Anglia was the only kingdom outside Kent which acknowledged the 

authority of Canterbury. East Anglian contact with Canterbury was never broken’ (‘Pre-Viking Age Church’, p. 8). 
See also James Campbell, ‘Observations on the Conversion of England’, in Essays in Anglo-Saxon History, p. 74. 
(This essay was first published in Ampleforth Journal 78 (1973), pp. 12–26.) 

54  Campbell, ‘The First Century’, p. 53. 
55  Jo Ann McNamara says that Radegund ‘is perhaps the most richly documented individual of her time’ (McNamara 

and Halborg, Sainted Women, p. 61). 
56  Venantius Fortunatus, ‘Vita Radegundis’, ed. B.Krusch, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptorum Rerum 

Merovingicarum 2 (1888), pp. 364–77; Baudonivia, ‘Vita Radegundis’, ed. B.Krusch, MGH, SRM 2, pp. 377–95; 
both these lives are translated in McNamara and Halborg, Sainted Women, pp. 70–105; ‘Gregorii episcopi 
Turonensis libri historiarum X’, ed. B.Krusch and W.Levison, MGH, SRM 1.1 (1965), passim; English translation by 
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Lewis Thorpe, Gregory of Tours, History of the Franks (New York: Penguin, 1974). 
57  Venantius, ‘Vita’, 1.5. 
58  Baudonivia, ‘Vita’, 2.1; McNamara translates: ‘she played the part of a wife’. 
59  René Aigrain, Sainte Radegonde (vers 520–587) (Poitiers: Editions des Cordeliers, 1952), p. 45. 
60  Aigrain, Radegonde, p. 45, and F.Brittain, The Lyfe of Saynt Radegunde (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1926), pp. xv, 9–10. 
61  Venantius Fortunatus, ‘De virginitate’ (Opera Poetica 8.3), ed. F.Leo, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Auctores 

Antiquissimi, 4.1 (1881), p. 182. 
62  HE 4.20, 396–400. This poem, written many years before HE 4.19, includes references to the saints Agatha, Eulalia, 

Thecla, Euphemia, Agnes, and Cecilia; cf. the saints in Venantius’s De virginitate: Agatha, Thecla, Euphemia, 
Agnes, Basilissa, Eugenia. 

63  It is also possible that Aldhelm knew this work, for Lapidge has demonstrated that Aldhelm was familiar with some 
of Venantius’s poetic corpus. See Michael Lapidge, ‘Appendix’ to R.W.Hunt, ‘Manuscript Evidence for Knowledge 
of the Poems of Venantius Fortunatus in Late Anglo-Saxon England’, Anglo-Saxon England 8 (1979), p. 289. 

64  Bede says that multi de Brittania monachicae conversation’s gratia Francorum vel Galliarum monasteria adire 
solebant, sed et filias suas eisdem erudiendas ac sponso caelisti copulandas mittebant ‘numbers of people from 
Britain used to enter the monasteries of the Franks or Gauls to practise the monastic life; they also sent their 
daughters to be taught in them and to be wedded to the heavenly bridegroom’ (HE 3.8, 237–9). 

65  J.M.Wallace-Hadrill, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People: a Historical Commentary (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1988), p. 159. 

66  Ridyard, Royal Saints, pp. 177–8 and note 16. 
67  Cf. Clothar I’s reported attempts to reclaim Radegund: see Baudonivia, ‘Vita’, 2.6. 
68  That her body might actually have been well preserved in the marshy conditions of the fens is not unlikely, nor that 

the previously angry lance-wound in her neck would have subsided to a mere scar; however, the statement that the 
body was ‘as uncorrupt as if she had died and been buried that very day’ and that ‘the linen clothes in which her body 
was wrapt appeared as whole and fresh as on the very day when they had been put around her chaste limbs’ are either 
embellishments drawn from stock hagiographical topoi or somewhat idealised descriptions of a body preserved by 
embalming. Cf. the description of Cuthbert’s body after exhumation in Vita sancti Cuthberti auctore anonymo, ed. 
and trans. by B.Colgrave in Two Lives of St. Cuthbert (1940; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 4.14. 
For discussion of the possibility that certain prospective saints were embalmed, see D.W.Rollason, Saints and Relics 
in Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), pp. 39–41. It should, however, be pointed out that 
evidence for Bede’s knowledge of the embalming herbs, myrrh and aloes, mentioned in his commentary on the Song 
of Songs, does not in itself mean that they were available and used in burial rites in England. 

69  See note 4 above. 
70  Ecgfrith is described in glowing terms in a prose vita of St Æthelthryth in the as yet unpublished twelfth-century 

manuscript Corpus Christi College Cambridge 393, fols 5r and 5v. In the verse life of Æthelthryth by Gregory of Ely 
in the same manuscript he is described as an enemy from whom Æthelthryth flees as from Sodom and Gomorrah; see 
Elizabeth Stevens and 
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Pauline A.Thompson, ‘Gregory of Ely’s Verse Life and Miracles of St. Æthelthryth’, Analecta Bollandiana 106 
(1988), 1.110–13. 

71  For details about Anglo-Norman and later medieval lives of the saint see T.D. Hardy, Descriptive Catalogue of 
Manuscripts Relating to the Early History of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. I, part 1 (London: Longman, Green, 
1862), nos 714–27; Stevens and Thompson, ‘Life and Miracles of St. Æthelthryth’, pp. 333–90; Liber Eliensis; and 
Eadmer, ‘Vita S.Wilfridi’, PL 159, col. 727, para. 30. See also S.J.Ridyard, ‘Condigna veneratio: Post-Conquest 
Attitudes to the Saints of the Anglo-Saxons’, in R.Allen Brown, ed., Anglo-Norman Studies 9, Proceedings of the 
Battle Conference (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1987), pp. 179–206, esp. 179–87. 

72  See Hardy, Catalogue, nos 725–6. 
73  Moyra Caldecott, Etheldreda (London and New York: Arcana, 1987). 
74  Eormenhild was married for a time to Wulfhere, King of Mercia (657–74). She bore him two children. Seaxburg 

founded a monastery at Minster-in-Sheppey, of which she was abbess before going to Ely. Eormenhild replaced her 
as Abbess at Minster-in-Sheppey before succeeding her as Abbess of Ely. See David H.Farmer, The Oxford 
Dictionary of Saints (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), s.v. Ermengild. 

75  An early version of this paper was read in Professor Stanley’s presence in a session entitled ‘Female Identity: 
Breaking the Bonds of Genre and Lexicography’ at the Twenty-sixth International Congress on Medieval Studies of 
the Medieval Institute at Western Michigan University on 11 May 1992. 
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28 Tacitus, Old English heroic poetry, and ethnographic preconceptions 
M.J.Toswell 
Tacitus’s Germania resonates in the background of our studies of Old English heroic poetry, and chimes with our sense 
of how the Anglo-Saxon mind functioned.1 This short tract affects profoundly our perception of early medieval customs, 
notably the notion of the comitatus structure of Anglo-Saxon society—and the Germania even for some initiates this 
concept—and our vision of women in Germanic society as prophetic.2 That Tacitus was writing in AD 98 about a land 
he had probably never visited and for a specific political purpose with respect to Roman society of his day is left out of 
our equation. That his sources were many and suspect, his depiction of the Germanic tribes intentionally overblown 
almost to the level of tabloid news coverage, is apparently unknown.3 The parallel, so frequently drawn, to Tacitus’s 
Germania as a kind of analogy for or even explanation of the ethical code of the Anglo-Saxon warrior is a great deal 
more tenuous that it might appear. Indeed, if Tacitus’s writings were considered solely on these terms, as a parallel to or 
an analogue for Old English poems such as The Battle of Maldon, Battle of Brunanburh, or even Beowulf, there would be 
little difficulty; often, however, his ethnographic study of German tribes and beliefs is taken as a source for and blueprint 
of what scholars see as the Old English heroic code, when it manifests itself in a few poems and prose works. This paper 
attempts to delineate the circumstances in which Tacitus created his short ethnography of the Germans, to consider when 
his information is trustworthy and when it is not, to review briefly the reception history of this document (described by 
the eminent historian A.D.Momigliano as being among ‘the most dangerous books ever written’), and to reconsider the 
question of how the Germania can be a useful lens to turn on the surviving poetry and prose of Anglo-Saxon England. 
Cornelius Tacitus was a public figure, deeply engaged in the politics of the Roman senate. He served terms as quaestor 
and praetor, probably won an appointment as a legionary commander for three years, and attained the highest available 
civilian office, the consulship, in AD 97.4 At about this time he was writing his first three works, which are now seen 
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as preliminary to the Histories, a narrative of the Flavian emperors of which about a third survives, and to the last and 
greatest work of his career, the Annals, whose surviving remnants include the annalistic narration from the death of 
Augustus to the death of Tiberius, and the reign of Claudius to the reign of Nero. The tone of his historical writing is 
acerbic, the writing allusive, the syntax complex, and the outlook pessimistic. Tacitus is not easy on his subjects, and 
charges his writing with surprisingly passionate judgments of emperors, the senate, and individuals. For example, when 
describing in the Annals Tiberius’s reign of terror and the death of Agrippina, Tacitus concludes: 
enimvero Tiberius foedissimis criminationibus exarsit, impudicitiam arguens et Asinium Gallum adulterum, eisque 
morte ad taedium vitae compulsam. sed Agrippina aequi impatiens, dominandi avida, virilibus curis feminarum vitia 
exuerat. 
From Tiberius came an outburst of filthy slanders, accusing her of adultery with Gaius Asinius Gallus, and asserting that 
she had wearied of living when Asinius died. (Actually, Agrippina knew no feminine weaknesses. Intolerant of rivalry, 
thirsting for power, she had a man’s preoccupations.)5 
His judgment of individual senators is similarly tough-minded; witness, for example, his comments in the Histories after 
the death of Sabinus: 
Hic exitus viri baud sane spernendi. quinque et triginta stipendia in re publica fecerat, domi militiaeque clarus. 
innocentiam iustitiamque eius non argueres; sermonis nimius erat: id unum…calumniatus est rumor. 
Such was the end of a man of undeniable importance. He had served his country for five-and-thirty years, winning 
distinction in the civilian and military spheres. His honesty and fair-mindedness are beyond question. He talked too 
much: but this was the one and only charge levelled against him by gossip…6 
Sabinus died because he was trying to serve as go-between for his brother Vespasian outside Rome with a huge army 
and for the doomed Emperor Vitellius. His activities are described by Tacitus as being in fine vitae alii segnem, multi 
moderatum et civium sanguinis parcum credidere ‘at the end of his life to some unenterprising’ but to many he has acted 
as ‘a man of moderation who sought to spare Roman lives’ (III.75; p. 193). This is a standard technique of Tacitus, 
ascribing the harsh judgment or the incorrect belief to a mythical ‘some’ and giving the correct answer or the better 
assessment as the second part of the clause. While this technique of trying to reflect common opinion as well as what the 
historian clearly saw as the right judgment of events is still developing during the early works, it is 
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certainly present. It would be unwise, therefore, to interpret every word in praise of the German tribes in the Germania 
as truth or accurate reportage. Tacitus is a more subtle historian and writer than that. 
Tacitus wrote the Germania, properly De origins et situ Germanorum, for what appear likely to have been specific 
political and ideological purposes.7 Having completed a biography of his father-in-law—Julius Agricola, the general 
who conquered Britain—largely in the traditional encomiastic mode (though Tacitus takes the opportunity to attack 
Domitian’s jealousy of his most famous and sagacious general) and having perhaps also written a debate about oratory 
which was a rhetorical tour de force, the historian chose to write an account of the German tribes based on some 
available written sources and possibly the odd personal account.8 Unlike in his later works, which often contain sidelong 
or outright statements about his intent, he is not explicit about his purpose in the writing of this ethnography. The 
purpose cannot have been to write a flattering but straightforward description of the German nation (which is what the 
Germania is most commonly taken to be), since the Romans had little reason to love their neighbours to the northeast. 
Certainly, Tacitus’s own later writings show a more typical reaction to the Germans, including this rather cutting 
assessment of the attitude of Julius Civilis, a Batavian of royal descent, when he rebels against his Roman overlords. 
Tacitus’s interpretation of Civilis’s reasoning is: 
libertatem natura etiam mutis animalibus datam, virtutem proprium hominum bonum; deos fortioribus adesse: proinde 
arriperent vacui occupatos, integri fessos 
Nature had given even the dumb brutes freedom, and courage was the peculiar excellence of man. Heaven helped the 
braver side. So, with vigour untrammelled and unimpaired, let them fasten upon a distracted and exhausted enemy. 
(Histories, IV.17; pp. 215–16) 
The passage may not be as clear as Tacitus usually is, but as a description of the Batavian decision to fall upon the 
Romans during the civil war between Vespasian and Vitellius’s forces, it is certainly not flattering to either the 
individual or the tribes. Later in Book IV he refers to the call of ‘spoil and glory’ (section 4.6 ad praedam famamque) as 
impelling Germany, and earlier in the work describes the temere subeuntis cohortis Germanorum, cantu truci et more 
patrio nudis corporibus super umeros scuta quatientium ‘rashly advancing cohorts of Germans who, with wild battle-
songs and bodies bared in traditional fashion, clashed their shields together with upraised arms’ (II.22; p. 94). These 
descriptions are in some ways consonant with the presentation of the tribes in Germania, but the earlier work casts a 
slightly rosier hue over German motivations and 
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activities. In the Histories, the Germans are attacking, and being soundly defeated by, Roman legions—even such partly 
Romanised figures as Civilis, who commands a German cohort in the imperial army. Before the final battle, Civilis 
makes the usual speech exhorting his troops, and Tacitus drily remarks that: 
ubi sono armorum tripudiisque (ita illis mos) adprobata sunt dicta, saxis gandibusque et ceteris missilibus proelium 
incipitur, neque nostro milite paludem ingrediente et Germanis, ut elicerent, lacessentibus. 
When his words had been applauded with the usual war-dances and clashing of arms, a rain of stone, sling-shots and 
other missiles marked the beginning of the engagement. Our troops did not enter the marsh, and the Germans tried to 
taunt them into doing so. 
(V.17; p. 282)9 
The Germans initially use their greater height to good advantage but, as Tacitus points out elsewhere, despite their initial 
brute strength they have less staying power than the Romans, who eventually prevail and re-establish their situation in 
German lands. The Histories, while acknowledging the prowess of the Germans, take care to present the Romans as 
rightfully victorious and the Germans as barbaric and uncivilised. 
The issue of the purpose for which the Germania was written—its principal theme—remains a difficult one in the 
absence of any hints by Tacitus himself, and classicists do not at all agree on the question. In the preface to his book, 
Ronald Martin notes that in all of Tacitus’s writings, ‘except the Germania, the same question, spoken or unspoken, is 
posed: what is to be the public behaviour of a Roman under what is nominally a republic, but in fact an autocracy?’10 
Marking off one text as an exception to the whole of an author’s oeuvre seems unusual, to say the least. I would be 
tempted to argue that knowledge of ethnography, which often reveals as much about the author and the context of the 
author as it does about the subject, might lead to a reconsideration of the Germania—a reconsideration that would 
interpret it as also being a text about how Romans ought to behave. After all, as Peter Brown has so aptly put it, ‘the 
existence of the ‘‘barbarian” exerted a silent, unremitting pressure on the culture of the Roman empire’.11 In describing 
the ‘other’ so carefully and at such fearsome length, Tacitus is presenting a powerful argument for certain features of 
Roman society and behaviour. He may also, by complimenting certain features of the German character and nation, have 
been making his criticisms more pungent, his reminder of the barbarian nature of these foreigners more cogent. The 
Roman attitude to aliens was an amalgam of snobbery and fear;12 Tacitus, according to this argument, was advocating a 
dose of the latter, and a re-invigoration of traditional 
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Roman values—including both respect for the army and a sense of balance in government. 
The Germania itself, despite its brevity, is divided into two distinct parts. The first, which includes sections 1–27, 
describes in general the customs and lifestyle of the Germans. The second, sections 28–46, lists and characterises the 
salient features of each of the tribes. Oddly enough, only those tribes which have particular kinds of battle strategies, or 
are well known for habits which inspire dread, merit description in the second section of the work; the rest are passed 
over very rapidly. The abrupt end of the Germania is also unusual, in that Tacitus leaves, as he says, ‘an open question’ 
about ‘all else that is legendary’ (cetera iam fabulosa… quod ego ut incompertum in medio relinquam).13 These tribes 
and areas beyond the immediate ken of Germany do not interest the historian at all—which makes him most unusual as 
an historian and an ethnographer, whether ancient or modern. These potential narratives, the interesting anecdotes, the 
amazing sights: they do not interest Tacitus and their inclusion would detract from the serious purpose of this text. That 
purpose seems to be a salutary warning, almost an exemplum; the Germans represent a kind of lost innocent exultation in 
fighting which the more sophisticated Romans now lack. Without that edge, the Roman state will find itself in jeopardy. 
More than that, the implied comparison throughout the first section of the Germania, which is patently detrimental to 
current habits in the imperial city, suggests that the integrity, the sense of honour, which should govern every Roman 
heart has been diminishing. The women are inattentive to their tasks, the men engaging in every vice and uncaring about 
their government, the slaves ill-treated, and on and on. Tacitus chooses every feature of German society which he can 
find to add to the message he wishes to impress on the Roman psyche: it is time for romanitas to reform itself. 
Having guessed at his purpose in this preliminary assessment, we can turn to the question of Tacitus’s approach and his 
success or lack thereof. First, he is very careless about some of the details in the work.14 His description of the 
boundaries of the German nations would have been correct only in Julius Caesar’s day, and it is possible that this 
material was borrowed wholesale. Similarly, archaeological study of the burial patterns of the German tribes in the first 
century AD indicates that inhumation was the norm, not cremation as Tacitus suggests. The grave goods excavated show 
that the Germans did not eschew luxury items, despite Tacitus’s depiction of them as preferring useful tools and silver 
instead of gold (and such hedonistic items as jewellery and wine cups), and there is also evidence to suggest that they did 
not live in noble simplicity, avoiding all vices. The Iron Age had begun in Germany some 500 years earlier, and their 
weapons did indeed have iron points; Tacitus’s own information contradicts itself since one tribe had taken over another 
for access to 
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mines and ore. Tacitus’s apparent ‘facts’ require careful checking against the historical and archaeological record, since 
his work here appears at times careless and even dishonest (by our standards). For example, he describes the Cherusci as 
having declined into cowards and weaklings. Since in the previous generation the Cherusci had been principally 
responsible for ambushing and destroying three Roman legions (during the reign of Tiberius), it seems unlikely that they 
would so rapidly have become idle and self-indulgent in the way Tacitus portrays them. More likely, Tacitus in 
describing this most well known of the German tribes as not particularly impressive is making a serious point about how 
much his fellow Roman citizens should fear the German threat. 
In the Germania, then, Tacitus is presenting a biased and purposeful account of germanitas, of the German tribes both 
collectively and individually. The passages most frequently quoted from this text for parallels to Old English poetry or 
prose refer to the notion of the comitatus, which Tacitus develops at some length here.15 Other sections often found 
useful include those describing the religious beliefs, the role of women, various warlike customs of particular tribes, the 
attitude to battle itself (including the singing beforehand and the clashing together of shields), and the linked attributes of 
bravery and a desire for vengeance.16 The classic statement about the obligation owed to a battle-leader is the opening 
of section 14, which reads: 
Cum ventum in aciem, turpe principi virtute vinci, turpe comitatui virtutem principis non adaequare. iam vero infame in 
omnem vitam ac probrosum superstitem principi suo ex acie recessisse; ilium defendere tueri, sua quoque fortia facta 
gloriae eius adsignare praecipuum sacramentum est: principes pro victoria pugnant, comites pro principe. 
When the battlefield is reached it is a reproach for a chief to be surpassed in prowess; a reproach for his retinue not to 
equal the prowess of its chief: but to have left the field and survived one’s chief, this means lifelong infamy and shame: 
to protect and defend him, to devote one’s own feats even to his glorification, this is the most solemn obligation of their 
allegiance: the chief fights for victory, but the retainers for the chief. 
(Germania 14; p. 113) 
So clear and so precise a definition of the necessary behaviour of a warrior would attract Tacitus’s Roman audience, 
caught as it was in negotiations between an army based on competence and ability and the vicissitudes of a gubernatorial 
system and a senate based on inheritance and ability to shilly-shally. The definition also attracts critics of The Battle of 
Maldon in particular, despite Rosemary Woolf’s clear demonstration that no ‘per-
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vasive historical or literary tradition’ linked the two texts, and her argument that the ideal of men dying with their lord 
was not nearly as long-standing in Anglo-Saxon England as the poet’s depiction implied.17 Apparently, it is not just a 
natural human urge to aid or avenge a fallen comrade—and particularly a fallen leader—something which school-
children feuding over a fort would recognise: it is a noble ideal. Tacitus presents those qualities in stirring terms with 
respect to the Germans. He did, however, use very similar terms, when the opportunity arose, for his own countrymen. 
Compare his description of the attitude of some of Vitellius’s troops: 
perstare militem, superesse studia populi; denique nihil atrocius eventurum quam in quod sponte ruant. moriendum 
victis, moriendum deditis: id solum referre, novissimum spiritum per ludibrium et contumelias effundant an per virtutem. 
The troops stood firm, and there was still support for him among the people. In any case, the upshot could be no more 
dreadful than the fate to which they were hurrying of their own accord. If they were beaten, they must die. If they 
surrendered, they must die. What alone mattered was whether they were to breathe their last amid mockery and insult, or 
on the field of honour. 
(Histories, III.66; p. 186) 
Later, when despite Vitellius’s best efforts Rome is attacked and the Capitoline Hill set ablaze, the Vitellians continue to 
fight: 
multi seminanimes super turns et propugnacula moenium expiravere: convulsis portis reliquus globus obtulit se 
victoribus, et cecidere omnes contrariis vulneribus, versi in hostem: ea cura etiam morientibus decori exitus fuit. 
Many of them lost consciousness and breathed their last while hanging from the towers and crenellations, and when the 
gates were torn from their sockets, the survivors formed a compact body and charged the victors. They all fell with their 
wounds in front, facing the enemy—the measure of their anxiety, even at the moment of extinction, to die an honourable 
death. 
(Histories, III.84; p. 198) 
Tacitus writes well of questions of honour, and it is clear that his code of honourable behaviour is not something he 
learned from or applied exclusively to German warriors. When he has the opportunity to describe similar behaviour by 
Romans, his language is as graphic as could be desired of a war correspondent, his imagery as powerful as could be 
asked of a propagandist, and his poignant final tribute to the bravery and sense of honour of the fallen soldiers as 
glorious and also as effective as could be expected of any wartime political leader. 
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Similarly, the notion of chiefs leading from the front is something Tacitus had already used to describe a brave and 
powerful leader. His father-in-law Agricola, during the campaign to subdue northern Britain, was such a figure: 
quia in aequum degredi Ordovices non audebant, ipse ante agmen, quo ceteris par animus simili periculo esset, erexit 
aciem. caesaque prope universa gente, 
As the Ordovices did not venture to descend into the plain, he led his men up into the hills, marching in front himself so 
as to impart his own courage to the rest by sharing their danger, and cut to pieces almost the whole fighting force of the 
tribe.18 
The German practice, if it really was a practice, of having the chiefs lead may have been a sign of particular bravery, or 
bravado, but it was not one otherwise unknown to Roman eyes. Tacitus may be implying a comparison that honours the 
intelligent leadership of Agricola, who leads from the front as an incentive to his troops, rather than lauding the German 
delight in war that impels the chiefs forward to kill as many as they can for the sheer joy of destroying others.19 There is 
more than a slight hint of the indulgence of childlike behaviour in Tacitus’s treatment of the German tribes in other texts, 
and one anecdote in the Germania itself suggests what may be his underlying attitude. The German tribes defeat, and 
wellnigh eradicate, one of their own—the Bructerii—and invite the Roman legions to watch, as if the battle were a 
gladiatorial display: 
pulsis Bructeris ac penitus excisis vicinarum consensu nationum… nam ne spectaculo quidem proelii invidere: super 
sexaginta milia non armis telisque Romanis sed, quod magnificentius est, oblectationi oculisque ceciderunt. 
The Bructeri were defeated and almost annihilated by a coalition of neighbouring tribes…. We were even permitted to 
witness the battle. More than 60,000 were killed, not by Roman swords or javelins, but—more splendid still—as a 
spectacle before our delighted eyes. 
(Germania, 33; p. 129) 
After this description, Tacitus makes the famous dry remark expressing his delight that the enemies and potential 
enemies of Rome spend their time and energy fighting each other. Their bravery and ferocity are spent on inter-tribal 
battles, and not yet on attacking the Romans themselves. Of course, at the time Tacitus wrote, this was already not true, 
for a German revolt had only just been put down in the preceding generation. The honourable ideal of dying gloriously 
was, as this passage shows, a way 
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to ensure that complete annihilation could come to a tribe. Less spectacular battle tactics such as retreating in good order, 
regrouping, ambushing, outflanking: by the argument Tacitus pretends to be making, these strategies are somehow 
dishonourable. It seems unlikely that a battle commander—German, Roman, or Anglo-Saxon—would perceive this ideal 
as anything other than a last-ditch attempt to establish martyrs with which to inspire a future engagement. Few 
professional soldiers actually court martyrdom, and elsewhere Tacitus’s own presentation of the Germans in the text 
does suggest long familiarity with warfare and its techniques. 
Tacitus’s comments about the role of women, perhaps more than any other feature of the work, are deeply suspect. As 
one editor of his writing notes, ‘he cannot keep his eyes off the Roman bride when he describes her simpler and more 
“German” sister’.20 When he applauds the women for their chastity and their sharing of the husband’s life, he does so 
with several Roman matrons in mind. When he applauds the Germans for not being tempted to worship their women as 
goddesses, he does so with several imperial women in mind. When he applauds the suckling of young children by the 
birth mother, he has the standard Roman practice of using a slave or servant to nurse in mind. When he applauds their 
rejection of childlessness, he has several wealthy widows who are playing with collections of suitors or heirs in mind. 
When he denigrates the tribe which is ruled over by women, he probably has an emperor or two in mind. When he 
comments on the prophetic role of women, he may or may not have the Vestal Virgins and other traditional Roman 
religious figures in mind. As a result, little that Tacitus says about the role of women in German tribes can be taken at 
face value. The comments that he makes have nevertheless been used to show the fierceness of Germanic women in 
inciting their husbands, brothers, and sons to battle, to show their prophetic ability, and to show the high regard in which 
they are held. 
My argument, then, is that in those places where Tacitus’s own political and moral agenda is engaged, he cannot be 
trusted not to be varnishing his reports and embellishing his stories. We cannot tell whether he fabricated some of the 
features he attributes to German men and women, whether he simply reported the whole truth, or whether he just chose 
carefully those facts he developed into his argument and omitted others less helpful to his stance. Our only clue as to his 
own agenda is his writing in other texts, and on those occasions where a similar act receives a similar treatment when he 
is considering Roman activities we cannot be sure how he is slanting his perspective in the Germania. Despite the 
caveats often mouthed, truth is frequently assumed in every feature and every statement in this ethnographic treatise. 
Truth, however, has many owners and many nuances of interpretation. Tacitus, when he cared about the contrast he was 
making between Rome’s supposedly civilised mores and Germany’s 
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apparently ideal simplicity, was probably—though not certainly—guilty of shading his description and presentation to 
aid his message. Where there is little or no political or moral import to be drawn from the material, we can perhaps—
with great caution—trust Tacitus. His comments about the practice of wergild, while they may be borrowed from other 
writers as well, seem correct, to judge by later practice. It is misleading, however, to judge Tacitus’s accuracy by what 
practices seem habitual a thousand years later—even more so when those practices are affirmed by reference to Tacitus. 
We are almost two millennia away from Tacitus; we may be far enough to recognise the complex and conflicted nature 
of his presentation of the Germanic peoples of his day. 
Roberta Frank recently argued that ‘Germanic legend holds our interest because it is extraordinary, a strange and 
enchanting offspring of the real and the dreamworld, of Clio and Morpheus.’21 Tacitus, to judge from the opening 
sections of the Germania, may well have had the same reaction to the accounts he read of this other world, so unlike his 
own. In these sections he describes the land, the religion, the people—all with more than a slight tone of awe. Near the 
end of the same paper, Frank suggests that: 
To some extent we still share with Tacitus an idealized vision of the Germanic past, of a northern frontier brimming with 
simple, loyal, brave, proud and warlike pagans, men who were everything that materialistic, intellectual, cosmopolitan 
Romans were not. 
(p. 104) 
Tacitus, however, was not perhaps as thrilled by his discovery as his readers, early and late, have been. Although the 
Germania appears not to have been well known in the Middle Ages, it was upon its rediscovery in the late fifteenth 
century an instantly influential text. On that occasion, it was used by a Roman cardinal, later Pope Pius II, to refute the 
argument of the Bishop of Mainz that the Holy Roman Empire had caused the Germans to go soft. Suppressing all the 
positive statements about the German tribes, Aeneas Piccolomino won his argument. In the next generation, his nephew 
used the same text as a focus about which to foment German war against the Turks, by praising the ancient nobility of 
the race. In the Renaissance, the Germania was thus already a tool to be used for whatever purpose the polemicists 
needed.22 
The next period in which the Germania came to the forefront of cultural and religious propaganda was the great era of 
nationalism, beginning with the erection of a statue of Arminius in the Teutoberg Forest in 1875.23 Arminius, described 
by Tacitus in the Annals as ‘Germany’s troublemaker’ because he pressed for rebellion against Rome, had been the 
leader of the Cherusci when the three legions of Quintilius Varus were ambushed and annihilated.24 Not mentioned by 
name in the Germania, he was the 
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most successful ancient German warrior; a statue in his honour in the wood where his greatest success had been won was 
a clear signal of nationalism and of pride in the Germanic past. During much of the nineteenth century, the Germania 
became required study in German schools, the axis about which much commentary and discussion of national ideals 
turned. Tacitus’s comments on the purity of the race, carelessly copied from earlier histories, were particularly useful in 
the rise of the fascist movement, and were much quoted by the ideologues H.C.Chamberlain, Alfred Rosenberg, and 
Adolf Hitler. The Germania was never an innocuous little book: described in the Renaissance as a libellus aureus, it 
became one of the principal texts of Arian xenophobic nationalism and part of the honour code by which war was to be 
pursued. True as we know it to be, it is difficult to lend credence to the notion that Tacitus was interested neither in 
England nor in Germany. His work certainly affected both nations; ironically enough, there is little or no evidence to 
suggest that it affected the civilisation for which it appears to have been written. 
The heroic code of Anglo-Saxon society continues to be a commonplace of the subject. Such a code is, however, based 
much in the reader’s preconception of what is honourable and noble. It also is a code remade in each generation, for each 
war, according to the sociocultural necessities of that environment. Such a code cannot have the universality spuriously 
claimed for it by frequent loud references to Tacitus. The Roman historian himself had a finely developed sense of irony 
and wise scepticism, and we too must cultivate such an attitude to his text. We would do well to follow the words of 
another wise sceptic when faced with warmongering clamour: 
Oh, let mee not serve so, as those men serve  
Whom honours smoakes at once fatten and sterve;25 
That poet even goes so far elsewhere as to suggest that all that martial vigour could be put to a better use: 
Thousands wee see which travaile not  
To warrs; But stay swords, armes, and shott  
To make at home; And shall not I do then  
More glorious service, staying to make men?26 
Some of the Old English riddlers might well have agreed, though Tacitus would not. And it is certainly true that 
‘honours smoakes’ lie thick over some Old English texts. It may be time, yet again, for a clearing of the mists, an 
acknowledgment that those brush-fires of honour and tradition are made anew in every generation.27 The inheritance of 
custom—like the copying of a model—is only one of the influences on such conflagrations. 
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NOTES 
1  I am using the edition of J.G.C.Anderson, Cornelii Taciti, De Origine et Situ Germanorum (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1938), with reference occasionally to the Tacitus: Dialogus, Agricola, Germania, Loeb Classical Library (London: 
William Heinemann, 1914), to R.P.Robinson, ed., The Germania of Tacitus (Middletown, Conn.: American 
Philological Association, 1935), and especially to M.Winterbottom and R.M.Ogilvie, Cornelii Taciti: Opera Minora, 
Scriptorum Classicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975). In the Loeb edition the Agricola 
and Germania are translated and introduced by Maurice Hutton. See also Tacitus: the Agricola and the Germania, 
trans. and intro. H.Mattingly; trans. rev. S.A.Handford (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970); this translation is in detail 
often rather loose. In quotations from Tacitus in the paper I use the Oxford Classics edition for the Latin, giving book 
and section number; the page reference is to the appropriate Penguin translation, which I adapt where necessary for 
greater clarity or precision. 

2  For an introduction to Tacitus, see Ronald Mellor, Tacitus (New York: Routledge, 1993), who considers the many 
roles of the historian (moralist, psychologist, political analyst, and so forth), and briefly considers the reception history 
of these works. A good short assessment is F.R.D.Goodyear, Tacitus, New Surveys in the Classics 4 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1970); for a more scholarly analysis of the writer see Ronald Martin, Tacitus, corr. rep. (1981; 
London: Bristol Classical Press, 1994), which also has a good bibliographical section. The classic consideration 
remains Sir Ronald Syme, Tacitus, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), especially, for the Germania, I, 47–8 and 
125–8; see also his Ten Studies in Tacitus (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), and most recently the excellent papers in 
T.J.Luce and A.J.Woodman, eds, Tacitus and the Tacitean Tradition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993). 

3  The most important work on the Germania is E.Norden, Die germanische Urgeschichte in Tacitus’ Germania, 3rd edn 
(1920; Berlin: Teubner, 1923). Very ill received when it was first published, the work has gradually achieved the 
recognition it deserves. See also the detailed commentary of Rudolf Much, Die Germania des Tacitus (Heidelberg: 
Carl Winter, 1937). 

4  For the history of the Roman Empire at this time see Chester G.Starr, The Roman Empire 27 B.C.—A.D. 476: a Study 
in Survival (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982). For the Germans see E.A.Thompson, The Early Germans 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), which has an extended discussion of this text; more recently see Malcolm Todd, The 
Northern Barbarians 100 B.C.—A.D. 300 (1975; Oxford: Blackwell, 1987). A consideration of this material which 
includes much archaeological material is Barry Cunliffe, Greeks, Romans and Barbarians (London: Guild, 1988). 

5  C.D.Fisher, ed., Cornelii Taciti: Annalium (1906; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), VI.25, and for the translation 
Tacitus: the Annals of Imperial Rome, trans. Michael Grant (1956; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971), p. 212; Annal 
VI.24; see also J.Jackson, ed. and trans., Tacitus: Annals, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1931). 

6  C.D.Fisher, ed., Cornelii Taciti: Historiarum Libri (1911; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), III.75; Kenneth Wellesley, 
trans., Tacitus: the Histories (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1964), p. 192. 

7  On this point there is a great deal of disagreement, some scholars and editors taking the view that Tacitus’s purpose in 
writing this text is obscure and uncertain; some maintaining that the work is moral invective to sting Roman 
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sensibilities; and some arguing that the Germania was written at a specific historic juncture, when Trajan had just 
succeeded to the imperial throne, and was intended to impel the new princeps into once again attempting the 
subjugation of the German provinces. If the latter was indeed the work’s purpose, it was notably unsuccessful. 
However, the argument throughout seems to juxtapose the German and Roman lifestyles in a way that suggests not 
incitement to conquer but incitement to change. 

8  Those sources are likely to have been the Greek historian Posidonius, and the Roman accounts of Julius Caesar in 
seven chapters of his De bellum Gallicum, Livy’s History, which introduced Germany and its inhabitants before 
describing Caesar’s campaign, and notably Pliny the Elder, whose Bella Germaniae, now lost, narrated all the 
Roman wars with Germany. Pliny’s first-hand knowledge because of a tour of duty in Germany, and his friendship 
with Tacitus, suggests that more oral information might well have been available to the younger historian. His 
relationship with Agricola might also have led to sources of first-hand knowledge, and it is possible that his service 
as a tribune might have taken place in Germany, although that seems unlikely to most commentators on the work. 
See, for a review of the disagreements, T.A.Dorey, ‘“Agricola” and “Germania”’, in T.A.Dorey, ed., Tacitus, Studies 
in Latin Literature and its Influence (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1969), pp. 1–18. 

9  Compare the similar exchange of speeches by the leaders when Agricola defeats an English attack led by Calgacus 
against the Romans. The leaders are not speaking to each other, in true flyting fashion, but their speeches 
counterpoint neatly. See sections 29–35 of the Agricola. 

10  Martin, Tacitus, p. 9. 
11  Peter Brown, The World of Late Antiquity A.D. 150–750, rev. rep. (1971; London: Thames & Hudson, 1993), p. 14. 

This consideration of the German tribes in Tacitus’s works will reveal that barbarian pressure was particularly strong 
in that it worked both inside and outside the Empire. The German cohorts were important parts of the imperial army, 
yet never trusted. 

12  For a detailed consideration of these issues see J.P.V.D.Balsdon, Romans and Aliens (London: Duckworth, 1979). 
13  Germania, section 46.4. 
14  For extended discussion of these difficulties with the text, see Richard A. Wenghofer, ‘Moral Revision in Tacitus’ 

Germania’ (MA thesis, University of Western Ontario, 1994). I am grateful to C.L.Murison for bringing this very 
useful work to my attention. 

15  Steven Fanning, ‘The Anglo-Saxon Comitatus’ (paper presented in July 1994 at Leeds International Medieval 
Conference), argued that the very few instances usually adduced for an Anglo-Saxon warrior group of the comitatus 
sort were chimerae, and the notion should be consigned to the limbo with other exploded myths of early English 
society, including the bretwaldaship, the courts of love, and the existence of Arthur. His argument, based on 
historical and military sources, seems likely to be persuasive, since there is little evidence for the ethic of the 
comitatus from the surviving Old English texts. Tacitus used the term freely in his other writings, and did not assign 
to it the technical meaning that it appears to have for Anglo-Saxonists today. See D.R.Blackman and G.G.Betts, 
Concordantia Tacitea: a Concordance to Tacitus, vol. I (Hildesheim: Olms-Weidmann, 1986), which lists forty-two 
occurrences of comitatus, only four of which are in the Germania. Similarly, comes occurs twenty-one times, three of 
which are in the Germania. 

16  These elements are treated very differently by different scholars. John D.Niles quotes Tacitus as an authority on the 
earth goddess and cult figure Nerthus 
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and refers later in the same paper to his ‘eye for heroic virtues’ (pp. 129 and 133), while in the preceding paper of 
that collection Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe warns that ‘the Germania must be read as a work with a political and 
moral bias and is an unreliable guide to ‘‘historic” details about either contemporary German barbarians or their post-
migration descendants’ (p. 113). She is unable to resist, however, a brief nod in Tacitus’s direction in her discussion 
of The Battle of Maldon (p. 121). See Niles, ‘Pagan Survivals and Popular Belief’, pp. 126–41, and O’Keeffe, 
‘Heroic Values and Christian Ethics’, pp. 107–25, in Malcolm Godden and Michael Lapidge, eds, The Cambridge 
Companion to Old English Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 

17  Rosemary Woolf, ‘The Ideal of Men Dying with their Lord in the Germania and in The Battle of Maldon’, Anglo-
Saxon England 5 (1976), pp. 63–81; rep. in her collection Art and Doctrine: Essays on Medieval Literature, ed. 
Heather O’Donoghue (London: Hambledon Press, 1986), pp. 175–96 at 190; but see now also Roberta Frank, ‘The 
Ideal of Men Dying with their Lord in The Battle of Maldon: Anachronism or Nouvelle Vague’, in I an Wood and 
Niels Lund, eds, People and Places in Northern Europe, 500–1600 (Woodbridge: D.S.Brewer, 1990). 

18  Agricola, section 18. See also section 33, for the exhortation by the general to his men that they have hands and 
swords in them, and an honourable death would be best, offering glory; and also the end of section 35, which might 
inspire some to comparisons with The Battle of Maldon: dimisso equo pedes ante vexilla constitit ‘He sent away his 
horse and took up his position on foot in front of the colours’ (section 35, p. 87). For the early medieval provenance 
of Tacitus’s works, of which the Agricola and the Germania seem the most interesting as possible literary sources for 
some attitudes, see L.D.Reynolds, ed., Texts and Transmission: a Survey of the Latin Classics (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1983); the entry on Tacitus is pp. 406–11, the passage on the minor works written by Michael Winterbottom. 

19  Others have also suggested that the Agricola and the Germania be read together. They are Tacitus’s earliest works, 
the works which are concerned more with matters outside Rome than with those inside, and the works which send a 
less obvious—though no less important—message to the Roman populace. I might almost suggest that, read together, 
they suggest the menacing ‘other’ and the proper moral and political stance to take as a citizen of Rome at the end of 
the first century AD. 

20  Maurice Hutton, Tacitus, p. 259. 
21  Roberta Frank, ‘Germanic Legend in Old English Literature’, in Godden and Lapidge, Cambridge Companion, pp. 

88–106 at 89. 
22  See Herbert W.Benario, ‘Tacitus’ Germania and Modern Germany’, Illinois Classical Studies 15 (1990), pp. 163–75. 
23  See Benario, pp. 163–75; Ronald Mellor, Tacitus, pp. 137–62, also has a general discussion of Tacitus’s impact. For 

a discussion of the German humanists and Vico, and their study of Tacitus’s Germania, see Donald R.Kelley, 
‘Tacitus Noster: the Germania in the Renaissance and Reformation’, in Luce and Woodman, eds, Tacitus and the 
Tacitean Tradition, pp. 152–67. Nineteenth-century and modern notions of Tacitus are coloured most prominently by 
Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (London, 1776–88); see, for example, P.Ducrey, F.Burkhalter, and 
R.Overmeer, Gibbon et Rome a la lumière de l’historiographie moderne: dix exposées suivis de discussions (Geneva: 
Université de Lausanne, Publications de la Faculté des Lettres, 1977). 

24  Tacitus: the Annals, sections I.48–II.24. 
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25  John Donne, Poetical Works, ed. Herbert J.C.Grierson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1929), ‘Elegie VI: Oh, let 

mee not serve so’, p. 78, lines 1–2. 
26  Donne, ‘Elegie XX: Loves Warre’, p. 109, lines 44–6. 
27  The last major attack on this fog was, of course, E.G.Stanley, The Search for Anglo-Saxon Paganism (Cambridge: D.

S.Brewer, 1975), reprinted from a series of articles in Notes and Queries 209 and 210 (1964–5); his discussion of 
Tacitus is pp. 67–9 and 86. The mists appear once again to be gathering, though they were somewhat dispelled by 
Allen J.Frantzen, Desire for Origins (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1990), pp. 174–5 and 247. For a 
recent fine paper also penetrating the mists see Joyce Hill, ‘Confronting Germania Latina: Changing Responses to 
Old English Biblical Verse’, in Richard North and Tette Hofstra, eds, Latin Culture and Medieval Germanic Europe, 
Germania Latina I (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1992), pp. 71–88. For some ominous clouds on the horizon see, for 
example, David Wilson, Anglo-Saxon Paganism (London: Routledge, 1992), where, despite acknowledging on page 
3 that using Tacitus might pose some problems, the author notes that ‘he was at least writing, in the relevant 
passages, of the ancestors of those Germanic peoples who were to come to this country four centuries or so later, and 
he provides a useful source of comparison with their paganism’; Wilson uses Tacitus’s Germania for comparison 
throughout the work. The automatic link between Tacitus and the survival of paganism remains an interesting feature 
of such interpretations. 
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29 How deliberate is deliberate verbal repetition? 
Elizabeth M.Tyler 
I 
The verbal repetition which is such a striking feature of the style and diction of The Phoenix has elicited opposing 
critical responses. Norman Blake, an editor of the poem, unsympathetically refers to the poem as ‘verbose’ and cites as 
evidence its dense verbal repetition.1 Daniel Calder, in contrast, interprets the fourteen appearances of the term frœtwe 
‘ornaments, treasures’ in The Phoenix as evidence that the word is the poem’s ‘leitmotif’ and that the repetition of 
frœtwe lies at the centre of the meaning of the poem.2 These comments draw attention to the two poles of critical 
response to verbal repetition in Old English verse. At one extreme, verbal repetition has been interpreted as an indication 
of immediate—some would even say oral—composition while, at the other, critics have often put forth interpretations of 
individual poems which rely on lexical repetition, often of a single word, being the result of conscious design on the part 
of the poet. My chief concern in this paper will lie with this second response to verbal repetition, which is part of a 
widespread acceptance among critics of the notion of deliberate verbal repetition.3 
In an attempt to examine the validity of the notion of deliberate verbal repetition, I will follow Calder’s focus on the 
fourteen instances of frœtwe (and the related verb frœtwan ‘to adorn, ornament’) in The Phoenix. Frœtwe is, however, 
only one of many repeated words in the poem and by no means the most frequent. Old English verse thus shows a real 
tolerance for verbal repetition. The question becomes whether and how some repeated words stand out as more integral 
to the meaning of a poem.4 In other words, how is meaningful verbal repetition distinguished from that which is 
meaningless, the intentional from the unconscious and accidental?5 
II 
The first appearance of frœtwe occurs at line 73, when, in a long description of Paradise as both beautiful and untouched 
by decay, the poet writes: 
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     þær no waniað o,  
halge under heofonum,      holtes 
frætwe. 
(lines 72b–3) 
there the woods’ ornaments, sacred under the heavens, never fade. 
The expression holtes frœtwe does not appear elsewhere in the Old English poetic corpus, but the use of frœtwe to denote 
fruit, or more generally vegetation, is not limited to The Phoenix.6 The poet draws on a convention used in both Genesis 
A and Beowulf, where, as in The Phoenix, frœtwe describes vegetation which is part of a newly created Paradise. The 
literal sense of frœtwe, as treasure or ornament, is not absent in this passage since the poet describes the groves of 
Paradise in terms of treasure. Although both beauty and immutability are aspects of the Phoenix’s homeland in 
Lactantius’s De ave phoenice, it is the Old English poet who expresses the permanence of the beauty of Paradise in terms 
of treasure. From the beginning, the poet of The Phoenix uses the word frœtwe as a polysemous term, denoting both 
treasure and vegetation, as he expresses the unthreatening quality of Nature in Paradise, untouched by the Fall. While 
both its conventionality and its polysemy may serve to draw attention to the first instance of frœtwe in The Phoenix, it 
should be noted that the term does not occur until well into the poem and the poet repeatedly mentions the beauty of 
Paradise before introducing the term frœtwe. Finally, the expression holtes frœtwe, while perhaps particularly evocative, 
is just one of many details which make up the extended description of the groves of Paradise. 
Twenty-three lines later, just after the poet has recounted the Phoenix’s pre-dawn sun worship, frœtwe occurs again in a 
description of the anticipated sunrise. The poet writes: 
hwonne up cyme      æþelast tungla  
ofer yðmere      estan lixan,  
fæder fyrngeweorc      frætwun 
blican,  
torht tacen godes. 
(lines 93–6a) 
when the most noble of stars comes up over the billowy sea, shining from the east, the ancient work of the Father shines 
with ornaments, the bright token of God. 
In these lines, the first mention of the sun, the sun itself is said to shine with ornaments, with frœtwum, an image which 
finds no parallel in Lactantius.7 In The Phoenix the sun symbolises or at least is associated with Christ8, and the use of 
the kenning tacen godes to denote the sun also alludes to the symbolic nature of the sun in this passage. 
A consideration of the other instances in which the formula frœtwum blican occurs also sheds light on this passage. The 
formula frœtwum blican 
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(or its variant frœtwum bliceð) occurs five times in Old English verse. Besides the application of the formula to the sun 
in The Phoenix, it refers to Christ and then to the angels standing around Christ in Christ II (ChrII, 507, 522), again to 
angels in Juliana (Jul., 564) and to the panther’s coat in The Panther (Pan., 29). This range may seem so wide as to 
prohibit any contextual facet to the formula; however, frœtwum blican describes Christ, not only in the obvious case 
from Christ II, but also in The Panther, where the beast is an allegorical representation of Christ. By using a formula 
which appears to have conventional associations with Christ, the poet may be providing an early hint as to the meaning 
of the sun worshipped by the Phoenix. 
The next occurrence of frœtwe also appears in the extended passage devoted to the dawn. The actual appearance of the 
sun is long delayed as the Phoenix bathes in the fountain just before, not as, the sun rises; when it finally appears, the 
effects of the sunrise on the landscape are dazzling: 
     Lond beoð gefrætwad,  
woruld gewlitegad,      siþþan wuldres 
gim  
ofer geofones gong      grund gescineþ  
geond middangeard,      mærost tungla. 
(lines 116b–19) 
The land is ornamented, the world made beautiful, when, over the course of the ocean, the gem of glory, the most 
illustrious of stars, illuminates the ground throughout the earth. 
Here the sun itself is not the ornament; rather the sun ornaments the land. The image of Paradise and the world, when 
newly created and thus very like Paradise, as gefrœtwed or decorated with frœtwum occurs widely in the Old English 
poetic corpus, particularly when frœtwe collocates with the term land ‘land’, as here, or with the similar terms eorþe 
‘earth’ or folde ‘earth’ (Ph., 73, 116, 150, 200, PPs., 101.22, Bwf, 96–7, and GenA, 214–15). For example, in Genesis A 
the poet tells that despite the absence of rain hwœðre wœstmum stod/folde gefrœtwod ‘nevertheless the earth stood 
ornamented with fruits’ (GenA, 214–15) in Paradise while the versifier of The Paris Psalter writes: Æt fruman þu, 
drihten, geworhtest/eorþan frœtwe and upheofen ‘At the beginning you, Lord, made the ornaments of the earth and of 
heaven’ (PPs., 101.22). Similarly, in Beowulf, in ‘The Song of Creation’, Hrothgar’s scop sings of how, at Creation, God 
gefrœtwade foldan sceatas/leomum ond leafum ‘ornamented the surfaces of the earth with branches and leaves’ (Bwf, 
lines 96–7). Several features of these examples illustrate the strongly conventional nature of the association of land and 
frœtwe with Creation and Paradise. Not only is the image widespread but the appearance of the formula eorþan frœtwe in 
The Paris 
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Psalter, where it is not suggested by the Latin, points to the usefulness of such a strong convention for the poet who 
struggles both to translate and to versify. Creation is not a frequent theme in Beowulf, and yet the poet, whose subject 
matter might lead us to see him as immersed in a secular poetic, knows exactly in which religious context the image of 
the ornamentation of land belongs. Finally, a consideration of a possible source of, or at least analogue for, the image 
shows that this conception is not simply a useful poetic convention but one with wider currency. The Vulgate describes 
the completion of Creation: Igitur perfecti sunt caeli et terra et omnis ornatus eorum ‘Therefore the heavens and the 
earth and all their ornaments were finished’ (Genesis 2:1), which the Old English Heptateuch renders Eornostlice ða 
wœron fulfremede heofonas 7 eorðe 7 ealle heora frœtewung ‘Therefore the heavens and the earth and all their 
ornaments were finished’.9 The Phoenix poet, then, is drawing on a very conventional image and language when he 
describes the rising of the sun in Paradise. 
The repetition of frœtwe at roughly the beginning and end of the long account of the Phoenix at sunrise may indicate the 
presence of an envelope. The term envelope pattern was first introduced by Adeline Bartlett in the 1930s and has become 
widely accepted by Old English scholars. She defines the term as 
any logically unified group of verses bound together by the repetition at the end of (1) words or (2) ideas or (3) words 
and ideas which are employed at the beginning. 
(p. 9) 
In this present case it is difficult either firmly to identify the two instances of frœtwe as a structuring device or to exclude 
it and to attribute the repetition to other factors, among which must be chance, since several lines devoted to the sun 
precede the half-line frœtwum blican and similarly the poet elaborates on the notion lond beoð gefrœtwad for a further 
two lines before the section ends. 
The next instance of frœtwe occurs at a turning point in the poem; it is the last word before the poet turns from detailing 
the Phoenix’s life amidst the joys of Paradise to his first indication that this is not a permanent state: 
     Swa gedemed is  
bearwes bigengan,      þæt he þær brucan 
mot  
wonges mid willum,      ond welan neotan,  
lifes ond lissa,      londes frætwa,  
oþþæt he þusende      þisses lifes,  
wudubearwes weard,      wintra gebideþ. 
(lines 147b–52) 
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Thus it is ordained to the inhabitant of the grove that there he may use the plains with pleasure and enjoy wealth, life and 
delights, ornaments of the land until he, the guardian of the woods, experiences one thousand years of life. 
Not only does the Latin text not provide a source, or even a parallel, for the specific phrase landes frœtwe, but Lactantius 
does not recapitulate the pleasures of Paradise at this point. Rather, he simply writes that after the bird has lived 1,000 
years he leaves the garden: 
Quae postquam vitae iam mille peregerit 
annos  
Ac si reddiderint tempora longa gravem,  
Vt reparet lapsum spatiis vergentibus aevum,  
Adsuetum nemoris dulce cubile fugit. 
After she has completed her thousand years of life and longevity has weighed her down, she flees from the grove’s 
sweet, familiar bed to renew her lost youth as the ages pass away.10 
By mentioning the pleasures of Paradise just as the Phoenix is about to abandon them, the Old English poet heightens the 
sense of change. Grammar too contributes to the sense of a turning point; by replacing the Latin postquam by the Old 
English oððœt the poet creates a momentary mood of suspense which is absent in the Latin. The collocation of land and 
frœtwe has already occurred in The Phoenix and the conventional associations of that collocation with Paradise have 
been noted; the repetition of a collocation of frœtwe with such strongly conventional associations is rhetorically effective 
and contributes to the sense of the Phoenix’s flight from Paradise as a turning point. 
The next occurrence of frœtwe appears after the Phoenix has left Paradise for Syrwara lond ‘land of the Syrians’ (line 
166), where, high in a tree, he builds a nest. The poet lingers for nine lines over his description of the herbs and blossoms 
which the Phoenix collects for his nest: 
     Þonne feor ond neah  
þa swetestan      somnað ond gædrað  
wyrta wynsume      ond wudubleda  
to þam eardstede,      æþelstenca gehwone,  
wyrta wynsumra,      þe wuldorcyning,  
fæder frymða gehwæs,      ofer foldan 
gescop  
in indryhtum      ælda cynne,  
swetes under swegle.      Þær he sylf biereð  
in þæt treow innan      torhte frætwe. 
(lines 192b–200) 
Then far and near he collects and gathers the sweetest of the pleasant plants and forest fruits into the dwelling place, each 
of the noble 
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odours, of the pleasant plants, which the king of glory, the Father of each created thing, made over the earth for the 
blessings of mankind, of what is sweet under the heavens. There he himself brings bright ornaments into the tree. 
The final term used for the herbs and blossoms is torhte frœtwe. While the bird is strictly speaking no longer within 
Paradise, the language and images of the account of the bird building his nest are distinctly evocative of descriptions of 
Paradise and Creation; the poet mentions, for example, a still wind, shining sun, and quiet seas. Furthermore, the poet 
explicitly links the herbs and blossoms to Creation by referring to God as fœder frymða who ofer foldan gescop. Frœtwe 
continues then to carry with it connotations of Paradise, and it is significant that it will be through the flames which burn 
these very plants, frœtwe, that the Phoenix will regain Paradise.11 
The most recent editor of The Phoenix, Norman Blake, comments that ‘The English poet has…rejected the Carmen’s list 
of precious spices, which are gathered by the phoenix as it prepares for death.’ The term frœtwe, however, at once 
conveys the notion of preciousness inherent in the Latin catalogue of spices and draws on the conventional imagery of 
Paradise which is so central to the Old English poem. Blake considers that ‘as a result’ of leaving out the Latin spices 
‘the poem has lost some of the richness and ornateness’ of the original (p. 27), but he appears to miss the contribution 
which the repetition of frœtwe and other language already used in the poem to denote the foliage of Paradise makes to 
the particular richness of the Old English poem. 
Frœtwe are again mentioned at the culmination of the extended simile comparing the rebirth of the Phoenix first to the 
emergence of a worm from a shell and then to the growth of an eagle from fledgling to mature bird; the poet concludes 
the comparison: 
     ðonne furþor gin  
wridað on wynnum,      þæt he bið wæstmum 
gelic  
ealdum earne,      and æfter þon  
feþrum gefrætwad,      swylc he æt frymðe wæs,  
beorht geblowen. 
(lines 236b–40) 
Then further still he thrives in the pleasures, so that he is in form like the mature eagle, and after this he is ornamented 
with feathers, just like he was at Creation, adorned bright. 
Once again frœtwe, here in the past participle gefrœtwad, accompanies a reference to Creation, in this case, to the state of 
the Phoenix when first created. The expression feþrum gefrœtwad has a wider currency in Old English poetry; in Riddle 
7, feathers are denoted as frœtwe in a manner 
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which may rely on a conventional association of frœtwe and feathers to hint at, while simultaneously hiding, the riddle’s 
solution (line 6). The description of angels in Elene as fiðrum gefrœtwad ‘adorned with wings’ (El., 742), with its 
obvious formulaic relationship to feþrum gefrœtwad, might be a further indication that the poet of The Phoenix draws on 
a convention when he refers to the feathers of the bird in terms of ornament. This inclusion of a reference to frœtwe 
within the simile may help to integrate this digression into the body of and concerns of the poem. 
Just as the worm simile merges almost imperceptibly with the eagle simile, the latter slides into the simile of the seed 
and the seasons.12 These lines also include an instance of frœtwe again placed at the culmination of the comparison: 
     Þonne sunnan glæm  
on lenctenne,      lifes tacen,  
weceð woruldgestreon,      þæt þa wæstmas 
beoð  
þurh agne gecynd      eft acende,  
foldan frætwe.      Swa se fugel weorþeð,  
gomel æfter gearum,      geong edniwe,  
flæsce bifongen. 
(lines 253b–9) 
Then the beam of the sun in the spring, the token of life, awakens the worldly treasure, so that the fruits are born again 
according to their own nature, the ornaments of the earth. So the bird, old in years, becomes young and clothed with 
flesh. 
Frœtwe denotes vegetation, as is conventional in the poetic corpus, and as it has earlier in The Phoenix. Here, however, 
the vegetation is not that of Paradise or Creation, as is usual when formulas such as foldan frœtwe appear, but of an 
ordinary earthly field. The poet exploits the language of Paradise to point to the potential for the redemption of the earth
—of not only the Phoenix but all Creation. But for now, this broader meaning of the Phoenix is only hinted at through a 
metaphor. This passage also presents a third instance of the linking of frœtwe and the sun; as earlier in the poem when 
lond was gefrœtwad at sunrise, the sun is the source of the earth’s frœtwe. The sun symbolises Christ and thus the poet 
adds a further level to his metaphor alluding to Christ as the source of redemption. 
Not only does this repetition of frœtwe draw together the associations of frœtwe with the sun and with Paradise in lines 
which allude to the ultimate meaning of the poem, the repetition of frœtwe also functions to structure the section of the 
triple metaphor. Both the eagle and the seed metaphor culminate with a reference to frœtwe (though in the first instance 
frœtwe applies to the Phoenix and in the second to the seed), which 
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contributes to the cohesion of this passage by creating a parallel, and the repetition continues to function to integrate a 
digression into the poem as a whole. 
After the bird has regained its original form, following the ravages of the fire, it collects the bones and ashes and 
prepares to return to its paradisal homeland. The Phoenix wraps this remnant of the fire in herbs: 
     ond þonne þæt wælreaf      wyrtum 
biteldeð, 
fægre gefrætwed. 
(lines 273–4a) 
and then covers the spoil with plants, ornamented beautifully. 
In the Latin Lactantius again refers to exotic spices, balsam and myrrh, which would have meant little to the Anglo-
Saxons; the Old English poet continues to transpose these exotica into frœtwe, thus weaving together the concerns of 
translation with those of theme and structure. 
The ornamentation of the wœlreaf with the herbs may initially appear to be simply a further example of the association 
of frœtwe with plants; however, a careful analysis of the parallels for the formula fœgre gefrœtwed reveals a complex and 
subtle symbolism at work in these lines. Despite the obvious nature of the connection between fairness, beauty, and 
ornament and the usefulness of an alliterative pair, the six half-lines which contain combinations of frœtwe/frœtwan and 
fœger/fœgre share a very specific context. In Christ and Satan, the saved are fœgre gefrœtewod ‘ornamented 
beautifully’ (XSt., 307) in Heaven, while in Soul and Body I the soul addressing the body comes fœgere gefrœtewod 
‘ornamented beautifully’ (SBI, 137) from Heaven. In Judgment Day II, God fœgere frœtuað ‘ornaments 
beautifully’ (JDII, 277) the blessed in Heaven.13 Later in The Phoenix, sawla mid lice are fœgre gefrœtwed ‘souls with 
the body are ornamented beautifully’ (Ph., 584–5) as they journey to Heaven after the fires of Judgment Day, and, when 
the just arrive in Heaven, they are bitolden/fœgrum frœtwum ‘covered with beautiful ornaments’ (Ph., 609–10). 
The application of the formula fœgre gefrœtwed to the relics of the Phoenix’s former body represents one of only two 
divergences, both in The Phoenix, from the pattern of frœtwe and fœger being associated with the just after death, 
especially in Heaven, and raises the question of the symbolic significance of the wœlreaf. Later the poet explicitly links 
the wœlreaf with the body and soul fœgre gefrœtwed in Heaven when he expounds its symbolic significance: 
     Bana lafe,  
ascan ond yslan,      ealle gesomnað  
æfter ligbyrne,      lædeþ siþþan  
fugel on fotum      to frean 
geardum, 
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sunnan togeanes…  
Swa nu æfter deaðe      þurh dryhtnes 
miht  
somod siþiaþ      sawla mid lice,  
fægre gefrætwed,      fugle gelicast,  
in eadwelum      æþelum stencum,  
þær seo soþfæste      sunne lihteð  
wlitig ofer weoredum      in wuldres 
byrig. 
(lines 575b–88) 
The remnant of bones, ashes and cinders, he collects all after the fire; afterwards the bird carries them in his feet to the 
dwelling place of the Lord, towards the sun…. So now after death through the might of the Lord, the souls together with 
the body, beautifully ornamented, journey into blessedness, most like the bird with noble fragrances, where the true sun 
shines beautiful over the people in the city of glory. 
The description of the wœlreaf as fœgre gefrœtwed in the narratio section alludes to the significance of the herbs, a 
significance which only becomes clear in the second part of the poem. 
The poet delays an extended description of the Phoenix until after it has risen whole and renewed from its pyre and is 
about to depart for its homeland. The bird is described as treasure; for example, its eyes are like glass or gems set in 
gold, and the markings on its neck like a ring. The many details of the bird’s appearance include a reference to the bird’s 
back as frœtwum gefeged ‘joined with ornaments’ (line 309). Unlike other instances of frœtwe, this instance may be seen 
as suggested, at least remotely, by the Latin since Lactantius too uses treasure language, though in a manner much more 
restrained than that of the Old English poet, to describe the Phoenix; here the Old English poet appears to have combined 
the suggestion of his source with the convention of referring to feathers as frœtwe. Thus the Old English poet is able to 
use the conventional to maintain or extend rather than transpose the imagery of his source. 
An attempt to relate this instance of frœtwe to the other occurrences of the word in the poem raises some basic questions 
about the role and nature of verbal repetition in The Phoenix. The frœtwe of the bird’s back are just one of many details, 
and by no means an especially prominent one, in the long description of the bird as treasure. A number of factors may 
contribute to the place of frœtwe in the background rather than the foreground of this passage. Although it is associated 
with the convention of frœtwe denoting feathers, this convention is not as complex as that associated, for example, with 
frœtwe and fœger. Whatever the intention of the poet, it is more difficult to interpret this instance of frœtwe as 
functioning, effectively, to integrate the description of the bird, which 
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might be categorised as a digression, into the main body and thematic concerns of the poem. 
After pausing to describe the bird, the poet returns to his narrative and recounts how throngs of people come to admire 
the bird who is again as beautiful as when God cetfruman sette it sellicran gecynd, / frcetwe fcegerran ofer fugla cyn ‘at 
the beginning set for it a rare nature, more beautiful ornaments surpassing the race of birds’ (lines 328–30). This is the 
second instance of frœtwe and fœger occurring within the same half-line but not applied to the just in Heaven. The poet 
applies it here to the Phoenix after its emergence from the pyre, which symbolises the fires of Judgment Day; this 
instance of frœtwe may work in a manner similar to the application of the formula fœgre gefrœtwed to the wœlreaf, 
hinting at a symbolic value which will later be made explicit in the significatio. The poet’s comment that it was œt 
fruman that God made the Phoenix more beautiful than other birds may also draw on the associations of frœtwe with 
Creation. Frœtwe here is multireferential, pointing to Creation and to resurrection after Judgment Day and linking the 
two. 
Frœtwe occurs again, within five lines, in the curious passage where the poet recounts how men cyþað in writing and 
mearciað in marble: hwonne se dœg ond seo tid dryhtum geeawe/frœtwe flyhthwates ‘when the day and the time reveal to 
men the ornaments of the swift-flying one’ (lines 334–5). When men record the experience of the Phoenix’s resurrection 
in writing and sculpture, they do so in terms of the bird’s beauty, its frœtwe. This instance of frœtwe seems, remarkably 
for The Phoenix, without connection to a convention which might be described as conceptual (if the limited nature of the 
Old English poetic corpus allows such an assertion to stand). The presence of the term frœtwe would seem adequately 
accounted for by the association of carvings with beauty, yet its presence admits of several different explanations and 
again underscores the ambiguity and complexity of interpreting verbal repetition. Its occurrence so soon after the last 
instance of frœtwe and again alliterating with fugel may suggest that the collocation, useful for fulfilling the requirements 
of the Old English verse form, had simply become stuck in the poet’s head. Or the poet may have been attempting to link 
these lines (which find their source in Lactantius) about recording the Phoenix’s rebirth in marble and writing with the 
larger concerns of the poem. 
There is a large gap, some 173 lines, before the next occurrence of frœtwe, which appears in the passage describing the 
destruction of the world in the fires of Judgment Day: 
     Weorþeð anra gehwylc  
forht on ferþþe,      þonne fyr briceð  
læne londwelan,      lig eal þigeð  
eorðan æhtgestreon,      æpplede 
gold 
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gifre forgripeð,      grædig 
swelgeð  
londes frætwe. 
(lines 503b–8a) 
Each one becomes frightened in spirit when fire destroys the transitory wealth of the land, fire completely consumes the 
possessions of the earth, voracious seizes the appled gold, greedy swallows the ornaments of the land. 
The landes frœtwe formula, or a close variant, also occurs in the context of Judgment Day on two occasions in Cynewulf 
‘signatures’. Cynewulf describes how landes frœtwe/gewitaþ under wolcnum winde geliccost ‘the ornaments of the land 
depart under the skies most like the wind’ (El., 1270–1) and how biþ se [wynn] scœcen/eorþan frœtwa ‘the pleasure of 
the earth’s ornaments is fled’ (ChrII, 804–5). The term frœtwe is also more generally associated with the Last Judgment. 
In a total of ten instances, or 11 per cent of its appearances, frœtwe or frœtwan occurs in the context of Judgment Day 
(FAp., 102, El., 1270, ChrII, 805, 807, ChrIII, 995, Ph., 274, 508, 585, JDI, 92, JDII, 277). 
This is the fourth instance in The Phoenix in which frœtwe and a term for the land appear together and the third instance 
of the formula londes frœtwe, or a variant. In all previous instances, the associations were happy; the rising sun made 
Paradise beautiful, the Phoenix enjoyed the londes frœtwe of Paradise, and in springtime the sun brought forth foldan 
frœtwe. These earlier happier associations of frœtwe with Paradise and the bounty of the earth make its destruction on 
Judgment Day a particularly powerful image for transience. The dual associations of much of the language in this 
passage further emphasise this juxtaposition. The poet’s insistence on the earthy, fertile quality of what is destroyed is 
evident in the terms eorðan œhtgestreon (Ph., 506), londwela (Ph., 505), and of course londes frœtwe (Ph., 508), and 
perhaps especially in the puzzling application of the adjective œpplede to gold (Ph., 506). The language of these lines 
simultaneously conveys connotations of worldliness, appropriate to the passages’s focus on transience, and of nature and 
fertility. This language is central to the way the poet draws together the multilayered symbolism of the poem. The close 
parallels too in diction between this passage describing the destruction of frœtwe and the earlier description of the sun 
bringing forth frœtwe from the seed give further weight to seeing the juxtaposition of the associations of frœtwe with 
Creation and Paradise, on the one hand, and Judgment Day, on the other, as contributing to the poem’s meaning. If the 
happy association of Paradise and Creation with frœtwe and especially with the landes frœtwe formula was a widespread 
convention, with which both the poet and the audience were familiar, then the destruction of such frœtwe on Judgment 
Day becomes an especially sharp symbol for the transience of all earthly wealth and happiness. 
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After the purging fires of Judgment Day, the associations of frœtwe again become positive. When the poet recounts, 
again, how the Phoenix returned to his homeland with the relics of the pyre, he writes: 
Swa nu æfter deaðe      þurh dryhtnes 
miht  
somod siþiaþ      sawla mid lice,  
fægre gefrætwed,      fugle gelicast,  
in eadwelum      æþelum stencum,  
þær seo soþfæste      sunne lihteð  
wlitig ofer weoredum      in wuldres 
byrig. 
(lines 583–8) 
So now after death through the might of the Lord, the souls together with the body, beautifully ornamented, journey into 
blessedness, most like the bird with noble fragrances, where the true sun shines beautiful over the people in the city of 
glory. 
Here in the significatio section of the poem, the poet makes explicit the meaning of the wœlreaf which were earlier 
gefrætwed with herbs. Besides drawing on the conventional associations of the collocation of frœtwe and fœger with the 
existence of the just after death, this passage relies on the association of frœtwe with the sun, a connection which is not 
only frequent within the poem but which is found elsewhere in the poetic corpus (see for example: XSt., 307, GuthB, 
1282, Ph., 95, 116, 257, 585, Bwf, 96). Throughout the poem, the sun symbolises or is closely associated with Christ; but 
the relationship between the sun and frœtwe does not remain static; rather, it varies as the term frœtwe takes on different 
referents. The repeated convergence of frœtwe and the sun, both important symbols in the poem, in different contexts, 
draws attention to the complexity of the symbolism in the poem which cannot be described as one-dimensional 
allegory.14 
This particular passage from The Phoenix finds a notably close parallel in Christ and Satan, where frœtwe and sun also 
occur together: 
Soðfæste men,      sunnan gelice,  
fægre gefrætewod      in heora fæder 
rice  
scinað in sceldbyrig. 
(XSt., lines 306–8a) 
Righteous men, beautifully adorned like the sun, shine in their Father’s kingdom, in the city of refuge. 
The context of both passages is the blessed existence of the just in Heaven, and both use a simile. In both, soðfœst 
alliterates with sunne; the formula fœgre gefrœtwed appears; gelice/gelicast expresses the simile and all is said to take 
place in a byrig. Yet, despite these similarities, Christ and Satan is a translation of the Vulgate: tunc iusti fulgebant sicut 
sol in regno Patris 
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eorum ‘Then the righteous will shine like the sun in their Father’s kingdom’ (Matthew 13:43), which suggests the 
comparison of the saved shining like the sun. The Phoenix, with its similar context and lexis, actually means something 
different—with the truthful living in a Heaven which is bright with sunshine rather than being like the sun themselves. 
The parallel lexis is indicative of the way translators can remain true to their sources and none the less integrate their 
verse with the conventional diction of the Old English poetic tradition. The parallel lexis of The Phoenix and Christ and 
Satan also emphasises the very conventional but also flexible nature of the diction and imagery of this passage in The 
Phoenix. This passage, crucial for the interpretation of the poem since the meaning of the torhte frœtwe (line 200), with 
which the bird built his nest, is finally made completely clear, seems to involve an especially conventional but also 
complex application of the word frœtwe. 
The final instance of frœtwe occurs twenty-five lines later and repeats much of the imagery of the previous occurrence. 
The poet writes: 
     Ðeodnes cynegold  
soðfæstra gehwone      sellic glengeð  
leohte in life,      þær se longa gefea,  
ece ond edgeong,      æfre he sweþrað,  
ac hy in wlite wuniað,      wuldre 
bitolden  
fægrum frætwum,      mid fæder engla. 
(lines 605b–10) 
The rare diadem of a lord ornaments each of the righteous with light in life, where enduring joy, eternal and ever young, 
never diminishes, but they dwell in beauty, covered in glory with beautiful ornaments, with the Father of the angels. 
As in the last passage the collocation of frœtwe and fœger occurs in the conventional context of the experience of the just 
in Heaven which shines with light. Frœtwe and fœger and also the adjective soðfœst recur, but the meaning of each 
passage is different. In the first the soul and body are fœgere gefrœtwed and here the just in the presence of God and his 
shining crown are wuldre bitolden/fœgrum frœtwum. In the second passage the just in Heaven, rather than the sun as a 
symbol for Christ, are characterised as soðfœst and the sun, in any case, has changed its referent as the works of the just 
are said to shine like the sun. 
These last two instances of the frœtwe and fœger collocation may help to define a verse paragraph since they occur at the 
beginning and end of a passage (lines 583–610) which portrays the experience of the blessed in Heaven. This passage 
comes after the poet’s appeal to biblical authority in his inclusion of Job’s song, and it is followed by a ne…ne series 
which lists the sufferings from which the blessed are now free. Perhaps the use 
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of diction associated with a strong convention made the verse paragraph more apparent, with convention foregrounding 
the repetition of frœtwe and of fœger. Within this verse paragraph the shift in the referent of soðfœst from God to the 
blessed might be interpreted as showing how the blessed in Heaven have joined God. However, it might equally be 
argued that the repetition of frœtwe and fœger as well as soðfœst is an example not of rhetorical strategy but of 
repetitiousness as the poet returns to the same now-tired image yet again. Deliberate verbal repetition again proves to be 
difficult to identify, particularly when its result is an ambiguous teetering between the effective and the clumsy. 
III 
Despite the repetition of frœtwe being the sole concern of the previous section, frœtwe is by no means the most common 
or even one of a few repeated words or word stems in The Phoenix. For example, œþel ‘noble’ occurs twenty-one times 
and wyn ‘joy’ twenty-six times. The primary concern of this section is to use the material presented earlier to examine if 
and then how the nature of the repetition of frœtwe serves to bring the word into the foreground of the poem. A more 
fundamental concern with the question of intentionality, with whether the term ‘deliberate verbal repetition’ is 
appropriate, will underlie this examination of foregrounding. 
A consideration of the implications of the repetition of frœtwe in The Phoenix for the nature of verbal repetition in Old 
English verse must begin with the word frœtwe itself—with its referents within the poem and within the Old English 
poetic corpus. Frœtwe, whose most basic meaning is ‘ornament’, is among the many words in Old English which can 
denote treasure, itself a complex notion which carries many associations and connotations. Apart from treasure, frœtwe 
most frequently refers to natural phenomena, especially leaves, flowers, and feathers, and also to such spiritual 
phenomena as the soul and life. This range of referents indicates the polysemous quality of the term frœtwe, regardless of 
whether the use of frœtwe to denote natural and spiritual phenomena is classified as metaphorical or literal. Frœtwe 
occurs repeatedly in a number of contexts or associated with a number of themes. The term frequently appears in the 
context of Paradise or Creation and yet it is also associated with Judgment Day and the destruction of Creation (Paradise 
and Creation: Gen A, 215, Ph., 73, 150, 200, 257, Bwf, 96, PPs., 101.22; and Judgment Day: FAp., 102, El., 1270, ChrII, 
805, 807, ChrIII, 995, Ph., 508). A similar dichotomy occurs with regard to the appearances of frœtwe which are 
associated with the earth or the land; in some instances the reference is to the bounty of the earth and in others it is to the 
transience of the worldly (GenA, 215, El., 1270, ChrII, 805, GuthB, 1282, Ph., 116, 
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150, 200, 257, 508, Pan., 48, Bwf, 96, PPs., 101.22, Men., 207). Finally, frœtwe is several times linked with the soul, 
which is either described as an ornament or said to be ornamented (ChrIII, 1073, 1635, GuthB, 806, 1059). In his 
fourteen applications of frœtwe, the poet of The Phoenix capitalises on the polysemy of the word, relying on and playing 
with its wide range of referents, associations, and connotations. In comparison, œþel and wyn have much smaller and less 
complex semantic fields. Furthermore, although these words, too, often occur in the context of Paradise and Creation, 
they are not involved in antithetical contexts such as both Paradise and Judgment Day. As a result, while these words are 
more frequent, they do not operate as nexus of meaning in the same way that frœtwe does. Polysemy may be one of the 
factors which draws the attention of a modern reader, and perhaps also of an Anglo-Saxon poet and listener, to frœtwe. 
The detailed examination of each of the fourteen instances of frœtwe showed that in many cases a collocation which 
included frœtwe and another word was associated with a conceptual convention. A conceptual convention describes the 
attachment of a context, theme, or subject to a collocation which cannot be explained solely in terms of the semantic 
fields of the words involved. For example, the association of the collocation of frœtwe and fœger with the blessed after 
death cannot be attributed to the semantic field of either word, while the repeated association of the collocation of sinc 
‘treasure’, seolfor ‘silver’, and gimmas ‘gems’ with treasure is obviously a function of their related semantic fields. 
Conceptual conventions can also be distinguished from the way contexts, themes, and subjects are linked with individual 
words such as the association of frœtwe with Paradise and Creation, in that conceptual conventions account for a much 
higher proportion of a collocation’s occurrences than do the contexts, themes, and subjects which are associated with an 
individual word. The contrast between the conceptual conventions connected with frœtwe collocations in The Phoenix 
and the more general association of frœtwe with the context of Paradise or Creation will illustrate the distinction. In 8 per 
cent of its occurrences in Old English verse, frœtwe is associated with Paradise or Creation, while the collocation of 
frœtwe and fœger ‘fair’ can be shown to be associated with the blessed after death in 100 per cent of its occurrences 
(XSt., 307, SBI, 137, Ph., 274, 330, 585, 610, JDII, 277), and the association of frœtwe and blican ‘shine’ with Christ 
accounts for 60 per cent of its occurrences (ChrII, 507, Ph., 95, Pan., 29). 
The examination of the instances of frœtwe in The Phoenix revealed that in ten of the word’s fourteen occurrences, or 71 
per cent, it was associated with a conceptual convention. Given the fragmentary nature of the Old English poetic corpus, 
conceptual conventions are more likely to be missed than fabricated. The contrast with wyn and œþel is illustrative since 
it accentuates the remarkable nature of the presence of frœtwe 
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conceptual conventions in The Phoenix. When studying these two words not only could I not find any conceptual 
conventions associated with their collocations in The Phoenix, but this absence of conceptual conventions extended 
beyond the one poem. This contrast raises the question of the relationship between conceptual conventions and verbal 
repetition, particularly in the context of a poem such as The Phoenix, which is so dense with the repetition of many 
words. Conceptual conventions may serve to foreground the words associated with them, making them more likely to 
catch the attention of the audience and thus more useful in rhetorically effective verbal repetitions. If we go back and 
consider the instances of frœtwe in The Phoenix, this speculation finds support. Of the fourteen instances, ten all provide 
considerable evidence that these repetitions, which all involve a strong conceptual convention associated with a frœtwe 
collocation, rather than just frœtwe itself, are rhetorically effective. Conceptual conventions are involved in frœtwum 
blican ‘to shine with ornaments’ (line 95), lond beoð gefrœtwad ‘the land is ornamented’ (116), londes frœtwe ‘the 
ornaments of the land’ (150 and 508), foldan frœtwe ‘the ornaments of the earth’ (257), fœgre gefrœtwed ‘beautifully 
ornamented’ (274 and 585), frœtwe fœgerran ‘more beautiful ornaments’ (330), and fœgrum frœtwum ‘beautiful 
ornaments’ (610) as well as in the word play associated with feþrum gefrœtwad ‘ornamented with feathers’ (239); all ten 
instances of frœtwe contribute to the complexity of the symbolism of the poem, either by hinting at the meaning of a 
symbol in the narratio section which is made clear in the significatio section or by juxtaposing the pleasures of Creation 
or Paradise with the destruction of those very pleasures on Judgment Day. The presence of conceptual conventions 
associated with frœtwe collocations allows the poet to create a sophisticated meaning through the repetition of words by 
putting frœtwe in the foreground. 
The striking effectiveness of these repetitions of frœtwe easily leads to the conclusion that they are the result of a 
carefully mapped-out rhetorical strategy. But while the convergence of verbal repetition with conceptual convention 
contributes to the sophistication of the poem’s symbolism, it is precisely this convergence which makes the issue of 
intentionality especially complicated and fraught in The Phoenix. The importance of conceptual conventions to the 
foregrounding of repeated lexis calls attention to the ambiguous nature of verbal repetition. It is difficult to determine 
whether a particular instance of lexical repetition is best attributed to a deliberate rhetorical strategy of the poet or if a 
conceptual convention, often associated with a formula, has encouraged the poet to use similar language in a similar 
context. For example, within the Old English poetic corpus the only exceptions to the pattern of frœtwe and fœger being 
associated with the blessed after death occur with the application of the collocation first to the remnants of the pyre, the 
wœlreaf 
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(line 274), and later to the description of the restored beauty of the Phoenix after its rebirth (line 330). These applications 
of the collocation hint at the symbolic significance of the wœlreaf and of the Phoenix itself. Later, the poet explicitly 
links the wœlreaf with the fœgre gefrœtwed bodies and souls of the blessed, when he expounds the symbolic significance 
of the ash and bone and the Phoenix as symbols for the blessed, cleansed from sin by the fires of Judgment Day (lines 
585 and 610). Whether these instances constitute a conscious repetition of a frœtwe and fœger half-line for both symbol 
and symbolised, or whether the poet, knowing the symbolism behind wœlreaf and the Phoenix, unconsciously applied 
the appropriate lexis in the narratio, is essentially indeterminable. He did the same thing with his application of the 
formula frœtwum blican, which other poets use for Christ, to the sun which the audience later discovers represents Christ 
(line 95). But regardless of whether these repetitions of frœtwe represent the poet’s unconscious response to conventions, 
topoi, and formulas or a deliberate rhetorical device, the result is a richly textured poem whose multilayered symbolism 
is, in part, held together and controlled by the poem’s style, especially verbal repetition. The presence of a conceptual 
convention associated with particular language may give verbal repetitions caused by- the recurrence of similar 
circumstances a felicitous rhetorical effect even if the repetition was accidental, that is, not intentional. Quality, then, 
need not be an indication of the deliberate nature of verbal repetition. 
We also found evidence that frœtwe collocations associated with conceptual conventions defined such local structural 
devices as verse paragraphs and links between digressions and more narrative sections of the poem. The poet appeared to 
use conceptual conventions associated with frœtwe twice to integrate the triple simile of the worm, the eagle, and the 
seed into the poem not only thematically, but also stylistically (lines 239 and 257). Four instances of frœtwe collocations 
associated with conceptual conventions appeared to participate in verse paragraphs. Frœtwe conceptual conventions 
occur at roughly the beginning and end of the extended passage devoted to the rising of the sun (lines 95 and 116) and 
the frœtwe and fœger collocation repeats within twenty-five lines at the beginning and end of a passage which portrays 
the experience of the blessed in Heaven (lines 585 and 610). In both cases, it is possible that the presence of strong 
conceptual conventions drew attention to the lexis associated with the conventions and caused frœtwe to stand out from 
other repeated lexis as the defining element of a verse paragraph. But, especially in the second instance, the presence of a 
conceptual convention adds to the ambiguity of identifying a verse paragraph by pointing away from artistry and 
suggesting the possibility that similar circumstances encouraged the poet to use similar language, with an effect that is 
more repetitious than felicitous, or by pointing to the possibility that not all intentionally 
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repeated lexis has a successful rhetorical effect. In any case, to term this instance of verbal repetition ‘deliberate’ would 
seem ultimately reductive as well as unfounded. 
Several instances of frœtwe in The Phoenix appeared not to occur as part of a collocation associated with a conceptual 
convention, and two instances of frœtwe appeared to occur without reference to such a general association as that of 
Paradise and frœtwe. These instances also offer insight into how poets foreground language and into the question of the 
intentionality of verbal repetition. The first instance of frœtwe in The Phoenix occurs in the description of the groves of 
Paradise when the poet comments that the holtes frœtwe ‘ornaments of the woods’ never fade (line 73). Although this 
instance draws on the conventional association of frœtwe and Paradise, this detail tends to get lost amidst the many 
details with which the poet paints a portrait of the groves as unchanging. Perhaps this instance was triggered by the 
poet’s general concern to portray the groves as like treasure, but if one is trying to see this instance as central to the 
symbolism of the poem, it is hard to argue that it does so effectively, and this lack of rhetorical effectiveness does 
coincide with an absence of a strong conceptual convention. How would the audience recognise that this first instance of 
frœtwe at line 73 is important to the meaning of the poem? Likewise, when the poet refers to the herbs with which the 
Phoenix built his nest as torhte frœtwe ‘bright ornaments’ (line 200) there is, as far as I can tell, no conceptual 
convention present beyond that of Paradise and Creation. The denotation of the herbs as frœtwe is important to the 
meaning of the poem since the poet later tells us that the herbs represent the good works with which the blessed protect 
themselves from the fires of Judgment Day and the poet draws a parallel between the remnants of the pyre wrapped in 
herbs which are fœgre gefrœtwed ‘beautifully ornamented’ (line 274) and the sawla mid lice ‘souls with the body’ who 
journey fœgre gefrœtwed (lines 584–5) to Heaven. But it is hard to see that the significance of frœtwe could be perceived 
in this instance of its repetition unless the fact that the word has already occurred four times in the poem or the fact that it 
occurs in conjunction with other images and diction associated with Paradise would be sufficient to attract notice to it. 
Here frœtwe is just one of many words which link the bird’s nest to Paradise and frœtwe alone is not the key to the 
meaning of this passage. This instance of frœtwe unassociated with a conceptual convention seems to fade into the 
background in The Phoenix. 
Two further instances of frœtwe appear to be unconnected even to the association, so prevalent in The Phoenix, of frœtwe 
with Paradise, and their contribution to the meaning of the poem and the rhetorical effectiveness of both instances seems 
tenuous. The description of the feathers on the bird’s back as frœtwum gefeged ‘joined with ornaments’ (line 309) is only 
one of many details used to portray the bird as treasure, and as 
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such this instance of frœtwe seems to get lost in the background. Furthermore, this instance may have been prompted not 
by a larger rhetorical strategy but by the use of treasure language in the Latin original. However, this scepticism about 
the effectiveness of this repetition of frœtwe must be tempered by the observation that this is the ninth instance of the 
word and it is possible that at this point the word has drawn sufficient attention to itself that its mere inclusion here is 
enough to link the reborn Phoenix with Paradise.15 Moreover, the needs of the immediate context, here the need to 
translate (or at least work from a Latin original), do not necessarily run counter to the needs of the poem’s larger 
rhetorical strategy—indeed the two can be complementary. However, if this repetition of frœtwe was intended to 
integrate the description of the bird into the larger thematic concerns of the poem, it is hard to see it as, in itself, 
effective, although it is one element of a broader description of the bird as like treasure which functions to associate the 
Phoenix with the earlier description of Paradise as like treasure. 
The rhetorical effectiveness of the half-line frœtwe flyhthwates ‘ornaments of the swift-flying one’ (line 335) describing 
the beauty of the bird as it is carved in stone and written about by men, and which does not appear to be linked to any 
conceptual convention, is difficult to gauge. Like the previous instance, it can be interpreted as helping to integrate 
material which digresses from the main movement of the narrative. Similarly, it too may be prompted by the Latin text 
whose reference to the beauty of the bird perhaps suggested frœtwe to the poet; whether it is independent of the other 
instances of frœtwe in the poem or whether the choice of frœtwe was encouraged by a desire to link this section with the 
rest of the poem cannot be determined. The influence verse form exerts on word choice also needs to be considered. 
Frœtwe flyhthwates occurs just five lines after the poet has commented that God set the bird frœtwe fœgerran ofer fugla 
cyn ‘more beautiful ornaments surpassing the race of birds’ (line 330); the proximity of these two occurrences of frœtwe, 
not paralleled elsewhere in the poem, may suggest that frœtwe, which in both cases alliterates with fugel, was fresh in the 
mind of the poet. This would still admit of two interpretations: either as an example of a clumsy repetition; or as an 
attempt to use the similarities between the lines to bind the entire writing and carving digression more firmly to its 
surroundings, in which case the result may remain clumsy repetition although the cause was intentional rather than 
accidental. The distinctions between cohesion and repetitiousness, intention and accident, are often too fine to be 
distinguished. 
Looking at instances of frœtwe which were, as far as we can tell, not connected with a conceptual convention provides 
support for the view that conceptual conventions help to foreground language, and also raises the issue of clumsy 
repetition. The presence of such apparently repetitious instances of frœtwe in The Phoenix, alongside more numerous 
rhetorically 
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effective occurrences of the word, as well as the frequent repetition of many other words within the poem, suggests a 
further factor which must be evaluated when considering the notion of deliberate verbal repetition. The presence of both 
repetitiousness and effective verbal repetition within one poem, as well as the ambiguity of so many instances of verbal 
repetition, points to an integral relationship between the toleration of repetitiousness and the rhetorical exploitation of 
repetition, and suggests that they are not distinct phenomena, but different facets of the absence of an aesthetic taboo 
against repetition which is a larger tendency rather than a defined feature or rhetorical device. In other words, verbal 
repetition was a habit in Old English verse, a habit which could be rhetorically exploited, perhaps by using conceptual 
conventions to foreground words, but which very often was not, thus adding a further layer of complexity to any attempt 
to distinguish between accident and design with regard to verbal repetition.16 Instances of verbal repetition cannot be 
analysed simply in terms of ‘sheer accident’ and the ‘consciously designed’, to take two phrases from Bartlett (p. 18); the 
factors governing a poet’s choice of words in a particular context and the relationship between often widely separated 
(sometimes by several hundred lines) instances of the same word are more complex than such a binary opposition 
allows. 
The convergence of the repetitions of frœtwe with conceptual conventions suggests that, whether intentionally or by 
accident, or as a mix of the two, the poet of The Phoenix appears to have relied on frœtwe more than on other words to 
create meaning and to structure his poem. But the absence of the word frœtwe from large sections of the poem also 
compels us to regard the notion of deliberate verbal repetition with some misgivings. The lack of frequency with which 
the word appears when compared to œþel and wyn, for example, should be a warning, and even more important are the 
many sections of the poem which contain no instance of frœtwe. Are the first seventy-two lines of the poem somehow 
tangential to its meaning? And likewise, what of the last sixty-seven lines of the poem, when the implications of the 
symbolism of the Phoenix for the salvation of those who hear or read the poem are extolled and the meaning of the 
perfumes of the herbs of the bird’s nest is again explained? Within the poem there is a gap of 173 lines which contains 
no instance of frœtwe, yet these lines also contain the crucial transition from narratio to significatio. There are many 
places where a reference to frœtwe might make the symbolism of the poem clearer; for example, the poet’s first explicit 
explanation of the meaning of the herbs of the Phoenix’s nest occurs without using the word frœtwe (lines 430ff.) and 
again, when the poet writes of the meaning of the herbs for the last time (lines 650ff.), frœtwe does not occur. These gaps 
must shed doubt on the degree to which the deliberate verbal repetition of frœtwe is the key to understanding The 
Phoenix, and indeed such an interpretation reduces the marvellous 
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complexity—the polysemous nature—of the poem and simplifies the mode of its composition. 
IV 
Although the preceding discussion of verbal repetition is based on only one text, its findings have a wider relevance, 
especially since what have been termed conceptual conventions occur widely in the Old English poetic corpus. The 
relationship of conceptual convention to the foregrounding of repeated lexis calls attention to the ambiguous nature of 
verbal repetition. It is difficult to determine whether lexical repetition is best attributed to a deliberate rhetorical strategy 
of the poet or whether a conceptual convention, sometimes with a formula, could have combined to encourage the poet 
to use similar language in a similar context. Ultimately, it is not possible to determine which is the case—nor, indeed, are 
the two possibilities mutually exclusive. The presence of a conceptual convention associated with particular language 
may give verbal repetitions caused by the recurrence of similar circumstances a felicitous rhetorical effect, even if the 
repetition was accidental, that is, not intentional. The general tolerance for verbal repetition makes precisely such an 
accident more likely in Old English verse than in Modern English verse, with its marked aesthetic antipathy towards 
repetition. The intention of a poet, in any age, is difficult, if not impossible, to uncover,17 but the strong role of 
convention makes this problem particularly acute with regard to the diction of Old English verse. It would seem prudent, 
therefore, to ‘doubt wisely’ and to speak of verbal repetition not in terms of intention but of effect and to replace the 
notion of deliberate verbal repetition with that of rhetorical verbal repetition. Such an approach is not only prudent but, 
because it admits of a complexity of factors, it perhaps sheds some light on one facet of the mode of composition of Old 
English verse. 
NOTES 
1  N.F.Blake, ed., The Phoenix, rev. edn (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1990), pp. 25–6. 
2  D.G.Calder, ‘The Vision of Paradise: a Symbolic Reading of the Old English Phoenix’, Anglo-Saxon England 1 

(1972), pp. 167–81 at 170. 
3  The expectation that verbal repetition is deliberate, intentional, or part of the design of the poet is expressed, or 

assumed, by many who comment on verbal repetition. Studies which include reference to verbal repetition are too 
numerous to mention; a few examples of explicit comments on the deliberate nature of verbal repetition will be 
sufficient. A.C.Bartlett, one of the first to study verbal repetition, writes of verse paragraphs: ‘Although the patterns 
are often irregular, it is hard to evade the conclusion that design is there’ (The Larger Rhetorical Patterns in Anglo-
Saxon Poetry (New York: Columbia University Press, 1935), p. 6). Commenting on the repetition of sohte searoniþas 
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in Beowulf, T.Gardner writes: ‘The probable effect of such a figure of rhetoric is obvious, and it was no doubt 
deliberately sought after’ (‘How Free Was the Beowulf Poet?’, Modern Philology 71 (1973), pp. 111–27 at 119). C.B.
Hieatt dismisses those who ‘have their doubts about the intentionality of many of the verbal repetitions in Old English 
poetry which I have been identifying as ‘‘envelope patterns” over the years’ (‘On Envelope Patterns (Ancient and—
Relatively—Modern) and Nonce Formulas’, in John Miles Foley, ed., Comparative Research on Oral Traditions: a 
Memorial for Milman Parry (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica, 1987), pp. 245–58 at 246). 

4  Some scholars interested in verbal repetition do comment on its ordinariness. For example, E.R.Kintgen notes that 
‘few commentators indicate that the device [verbal echoes] appears to be a basic characteristic of the Old English 
poetic style’ (‘Echoic Repetition in Old English Poetry, Especially The Dream of the Rood’, Neuphilologisches 
Mitteilungen 75 (1974), pp. 202–23 at 204). J.L.Rosier terms some verbal repetition ‘generative composition’, which 
he calls a ‘habit of Old English composition’ (‘Generative Composition in Beowulf’, English Studies 58 (1977), pp. 
193–203 at 193). 

5  Few scholars, having acknowledged that some verbal repetitions are more significant than others, offer any 
consideration of how an Anglo-Saxon listener/reader or modern critic might distinguish between the significant and 
the insignificant. Bartlett writes: 
The mere repetition of a phrase or phrases within the space of ten or twenty or a hundred lines does not suffice to 
establish the presence of what is here called the Envelope pattern. The group of verses must be a real group to the 
mind of the reader as well as to his ear and eye. 
(Larger Rhetorical Patterns, p. 9) 
Although she anticipates that some will think that ‘too much stress is laid on verbal echoes’, she none the less thinks 
that logic and the convergence of verbal repetition with a sense unit are enough to separate deliberate from accidental 
repetition (p. 17). Kintgen’s comment on repetitions in The Dream of the Rood reveals his neglect of the question of 
the distinction between intention and accident: ‘Echoes are so frequent in the poem—there are more than 150 even 
when the distance between elements is limited to ten lines—that I cannot treat them all; rather one echoic set is offered 
as an example of their function’ (Kintgen, ‘Echoic Repetition’, p. 214). Commenting on an echo in Beowulf, Beaty 
writes: ‘That the gemunde-Sigemunde and secg-secgan echoes in the initial passage above are deliberate there can, I 
think, be no doubt. But there are types of repetition which occur more or less naturally.’ He goes on to consider some 
reasons behind accidental repetitions such as subject matter, a word being ‘on the mind’ of the poet, and so forth; 
however, he does not consider how the deliberate repetitions are foregrounded nor the relationship between the 
deliberate and the accidental. See J.O.Beaty, ‘The Echo-word in Beowulf with a Note on the Finnsburg Fragment’, 
Proceedings of the Modern Language Association 49 (1934), pp. 365–73 at 366. 

6  Frœtwe: Ph., 73, 200, 257, Pan., 48, Men., 207; and frœtwan: GenA, 215, Ph., 274, and Bwf, 96. 
7  This is not, strictly speaking, the first reference to the sun since the poet uses the term sunbeam ‘grove of sun’ at line 

33, where, however, the focus is on the trees of the grove rather than the sun. 
8  J.E.Cross, ‘The Conception of the Old English Phoenix’. in R.P.Creed, ed., Old English Poetry: Fifteen Essays 

(Providence: Brown University Press, 1967), pp. 129–52 at 132 and 143. See also Ph., 577–9. 
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9  S.J.Crawford, ed., The Old English Version of the Heptateuch, Ælfric’s Treatise on the Old and New Testament and 

his Preface to Genesis, EETS OS 160 (London: Oxford University Press, 1922), p. 85. And cf. F.Klaeber, ‘Die 
christlichen Elemente im Beowulf’, Anglia 35 (1911–12), pp. 111–36, 249–70, 453–82; and 36 (1912), pp. 169–99 at 
113. 

10  Latin from Carmen de ave phoenice, lines 59–62, in Blake, Phoenix, p. 93; translation from D.G.Calder and M.J.B.
Allen, trans., The Sources and Analogues of Old English Poetry: the Major Sources in Translation (Cambridge: D.S.
Brewer, 1976), p. 115. 

11  Calder, ‘The Vision of Paradise’, makes a similar point, though with different emphasis (p. 176). 
12  E.G.Stanley, In the Foreground: ‘Beowulf’ (Woodbridge: D.S.Brewer, 1994), pp. 182–4. 
13  Here the Old English fœgere fratuað (JDII, 277) renders very closely, though with embellishment, the Latin ornat, 

which may indicate that the conventional association of fœger and frœtwe with the just in Heaven may have had a 
Latin source. J.R.Lumby, ed., Be Domes Dœge. De Die Judicii, an Old English Version of the Latin Poem Ascribed 
to Bede, EETS OS 65 (London: Oxford University Press, 1876), p. 26. 

14  Calder, ‘The Vision of Paradise’, argues forcefully that efforts to read The Phoenix as a single allegory ‘have not 
proved very helpful’ (p. 167). But his own reading of the poem as ‘a rendering of the relationship between beauty 
and salvation that unites all differing allegorical perspectives in one symbolic vision’ (p. 168) seems to limit the 
poem by relating each instance of frœtwe directly to the poet’s concern with beauty. 

15  Calder, ‘The Vision of Paradise’, pp. 174–5. 
16  Rosier, ‘Generative Composition’, uses the term ‘habit’ but is concerned only with verbal repetition within ten to 

fifteen lines (p. 201). 
17  For a collection of essays which considers repetition in Modern English language and literature, see Andreas Fischer, 

ed., Repetition, SPELL: Swiss Papers in English Language and Literature in English 7 (Tübingen: Gunter Narr, 
1994). I am grateful to Professer Fischer for bringing this book to my attention. 
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Index 
a-verse, clause initial 186–98; 
alliteration in 186, 187–9, 192–3; 
finite verbs in 186–98;
flexibility of 186, 192, 193, 194;
and verb-first clauses 193–4;
see also metre 
Abelard 467 
accent see pronunciation 
Ad sanguinem minuendam 449 
Agricola, Julius 495, 500 

74–5, 79 
Aigrain, R. 483 
aisel 36, 37 
Albertus Magnus :
De animalibus 328–9, 331, 332;
on rape 289–90 
Alcuin 345, 366, 409;
attitude to classical literature 390 
Aldhelm 345, 482;
attitude to classical literature 390;
Carmen de uirginitate 407, 408, 410;
Enigmata 404, 405–7, 408, 409;
influenced by Old English verse 404;
poetic inspiration 404, 405–9 
Alfred, King of England :
Old English translation of Boethius 387–401; 
kingship in 391, 395, 396;
use of classical literature in 387, 388–97; 
use of commentaries in 387, 388, 391;
see also Boethius ;
Metres of Boethius 
Algeo, J. 100, 103 
allegory 304, 305–22 
alliteration see poetic diction 
amans(um)ian 66–7 
ambiguity see Beowulf ;
Medee fu ; 
metre ;
Wanderer 
ambihtmann 75;
and gender 75–6 
Ambrose of Milan 407, 408; 
Exameron 328, 330, 334–5, 336;
on virginity 482 
Amos, A.C 72 
Anderson, G.K. 356, 357 
Andreas 144, 161, 162, 344, 348, 349, 353;
metre of 190, 192 
andswarian 35, 36, 37 
andwyrdan 35, 36, 37 
Anglian 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 104, 113; 
see also East Anglia 
Anglo-Norman 31;
see also French 
Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records see textual boundaries 
animals, as distinguished from humans 327–8, 333–7 
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Anna, King of East Angles 478, 480–1, 484, 486 
144–5 

76–7 
Antwerp Glossary 77–8 
Apollonius of Tyre 126 
Appeal of Thomas Usk 104 
Arabic poetry 468 
Arator 345 

135, 138, 141, 143–4, 145–9 

142–9 
Aristotle 328–9, 330, 331, 334, 335, 336;
Historia animalium 333;
Physics 333–4 
Arminius 502–3 
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Ars nova 253, 258 
Ars subtilior 253, 258–9 
Arundel, T., Archbishop of Canterbury 242–3, 244, 245 
assedun 77–8, 80 
Asser 388, 396 
asynja 270, 276 
aþolware 78–9 
Auerbach, E. 286 
Augustine of Hippo 150, 362, 363, 366, 372, 415;
on incubi 295–6;
on rape 288;
on virginity 482 
Auðr 268–73, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282 
Avicenna 335, 336 
Avitus, Bishop of Vienne 345 
Ayenbite of Inwyt 19, 21, 22 
æ 35, 36, 37 
Ælfric :
Catholic Homilies 141, 165; 
intertextuality of 364–5, 367, 369, 370, 372, 373, 379;
and memory 370, 371, 372;
method of composition 364–5, 367–79; 
sources of 362–79;
see also MS Bodley 343;
scholarship ;
textual boundaries ; 
homily on Judith 125;
letter to Sigeric 362, 363, 364, 373;
life of Æthelthryth 485 
Ælfwine, Deacon of New Minster 449 
Æthelberg, daughter of King Anna 481, 484, 486 
Æthelberht, King of Kent 482, 483 
Æthelthryth :
education of 476, 481–3; 
marriages of 475–7, 478, 479–80, 483, 484–5, 486;
virginity of 475–7, 478, 479–80, 484–5, 486 
Æthilwald 404 
 
Badby, J. 244 
Bakhtin, M. 365 
ballade 252–3, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258–9, 260–1, 263 
Bammesberger, A. 142 
Barber, C. 100, 103 
Barley, N.F. 14–15 
Barron C. 112 
Bartlett, A. 511 
Bartholomaeus Anglicus :
De proprietatibus rerum 328, 329, 331–2 
Baspoole, W. :
The Pilgrime 304–5, 306–7, 308–14, 315–16, 317–18 
Bately, J. 392 
Battle of Brunanburh :
and Germania 493 
Battle ofMaldon 58, 133, 141, 142, 144, 145;
and Germania 493, 498–9 
baðe 35, 36, 37 
Baudonivia 483 
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Baugh, A. 101, 103 
Bede : 345, 362, 363, 365–6, 368, 370, 371, 372, 374, 377–8, 379;
Bede’s Death Song 413–14;
De temporum ratione 447;
Historia ecclesiastica 481, 483, 484; 
account of Æthelthryth 475–6, 477, 478–80, 484, 485, 486; 
exhibition of body parts in 125;
in Old English translation 147–8, 162–3;
see also Cædmon 
Behnsch, O. 349–50 
Belfour, A.O. 32, 33 
Bell, A.M. 85 
Benskin, M. 31, 106 
Beowulf :
fight with Grendel 121–3, 124, 127;
as homosexual 181–2 
Beowulf 76–7, 133, 135, 143, 145, 181–2, 465, 509, 510, 511;
ambiguity in 179–80;
and critical theory 175, 176–82;
as epic 343–9, 350, 352, 354; 
exhibition of body parts in 121–4, 125, 126, 127–8;
and Germania 493; 
metre of 187–8, 189, 190, 191–3; 
textual boundaries 445–6, 449; 
women in 465, 466 
Bergson, H. 233 
Bertha, wife of King Æthelberht 483 
Bestiary 35 
Bestiary noule 58, 60 
Bible :
and Catholics 309;
English translations of 242–3, 244;
and Protestants 309, 311, 314–15, 318 
birds see Langland ;
nature ;
swallows 
biþ 135, 141 
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Blake, N.F. 100, 103, 138–9, 508, 513 
bliss 34, 36, 37 
Bliss, A.J. 140, 142–3, 145, 187–8, 189–90, 191, 192 
Bloch, R.H. 286 
body parts, exhibition of :
in Anglo-Saxon England 124–8; 
see also Bede ; 
Beowulf 
Boethius :
De consolatione philosophiae 138, 149, 150, 391–2, 393, 394, 395, 396–7; 
commentaries on 387, 388, 391; 
in Old English translation 143, 144; 
see also Alfred ;
Metres of Boethius 
Bolton, W.F. 445 
Bonaventure, St :
Meditationes vitae Christi 242; 
Stimulus amoris 242 
Bosworth, J., Toller, T.N., and Campbell, A. 73, 75, 76, 78, 79, 140, 142, 146, 147; 
see also Campbell, A. ;
Toller, T.N. 
Bouterwek, K.W. 351 
Bowet, H., Archbishop of York 244 
Bradley, S.A.J. 139, 140 
Brandl, A. 352–3 
breaking 22–3, 24 
Brewer, D.S. 286, 287 
Bridget of Sweden, St 242 
Briseyda 252, 255, 256, 257–8, 259, 263 
Brooks, K.R. 142 
Brown, P. 496 
Brown, T. 379 
Bructerii 500 
Burnham, J. 244 
Burnley, J.D. 100, 103 
Bury St Edmunds :
charters of 42–54, 68; 
morphology of 43, 54–7, 59–61, 62–4;
orthography of 43, 54–7, 58, 61–2;
phonology of 43, 54–7, 58–9, 62;
syntax of 43, 57, 61; 
vocabulary of 43, 64–8 
butu 35, 36, 37 
Byrhtferth of Ramsey :
Enchiridion 410, 450; 
see also textual boundaries 
Byrhtnoth, Ealdorman 126 
 
Cable, T. 101, 103 
Cædmon 345, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351; 
Bede’s account of 402–4, 405, 407–8, 409, 410, 411–13, 415–16;
Cœdmon’s Hymn 402, 404, 411–13, 414–16; 
see also poetic inspiration 
Cain :
kin of, in Beowulf 177 
Calder, D.G. 355–6, 357, 508 
Calvin, J :
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Institutes 315 
Cambridge Songs 468 
Cambridge University 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 109 
Cameron, A.F. 30, 71 
Campbell, A. 23, 75, 78, 141, 142, 145, 146;
see also Bosworth, J. 
Campbell, J. 482–3 
Canterbury, school of 481 
Canute, King of England 42, 44 
Carmina Burana :
metre of 430, 434 
Cassidy, F. 142 
Caxton, W. 102 
Central Midlands :
and dialect 102, 103, 106, 107, 108, 109;
see also Midlands 
Chamberlain, H.C. :
use of Germania 503 
Chambers, R.W. 445, 446 
Chancery Standard 102, 103, 107–9 
Chanson de Roland 344 
charters 23–4;
see also Bury St Edmunds 
Chaucer, G. :
Canterbury Tales 243; 
Miller’s Tale 337; 
Wife of Bath’s Tale 291; 
language of 102, 107, 108;
metre of 424, 425, 428;
see also incubi ;
rape 
Cherniss, M.D. 354–5 
Cherusci 498, 502 
Chichele, H., Archbishop of Canterbury 243, 244 
Chrétien de Troyes :
Erec et Enide 467 
Christ I 350, 353 
Christ II 162, 350, 353–4, 510, 518 
Christ III 162, 350, 354, 518;
metre of 190 
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Christ and Satan 350, 353, 515, 519–20;
metre of 190;
see also textual boundaries 
Civilis, Julius 495, 496 
classical literature :
allusion to in late medieval texts 252, 255–8, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263;
Anglo-Saxon attitudes to 390;
see also Alfred 
clause, verb-first :
see a-verse 
Coates, R. 13, 14, 16–17, 19, 20, 21 
cocc 34, 36, 37 
Cockney 101 
coins :
epigraphy of 16–17;
see also names 
collocation see poetic diction 
Colman, F. 13–14, 15, 16, 18–19, 20 
comitatus see Tacitus 
computus 448–9, 453;
see also Ælfric’s De temporibus ;
Byrhtferth of Ramsey 
connotation see poetic diction 
convention :
in ballades 252, 255–7, 259, 261–3;
in The Phoenix 509, 510–11, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521–7;
poetic 528 
Cosijn, P.J. 76 
Courcelle, P. 388 
Creation, the :
in Old English verse 509, 510–11, 521, 522;
in The Phoenix 509, 510, 511, 513, 514, 518, 522, 525 
Crane, S. 286 
Cranmer, T., Archbishop of Canterbury 314, 318 
Crawford, D. 287, 291 
Crawford, S. 448–9 
Crépin, A. 412 
critical theory see Beowulf ; 
scholarship 
Cross, J.E. 370–1, 372 
Crossley-Holland, K. 140 
Crystal, D. 102–3 
cuman, past participle :
with beon/wesan 207, 209;
with habban 207, 212 
(ge)curon 66 
Cursor Mundi 35 
(ge)cweðan 32–3, 34, 36, 37 
Cynewulf 350, 351, 352, 354;
see also individual poems 
Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage :
on virginity 482 
 
Daniel 146, 159–60, 161, 163, 350, 353; 
see also textual boundaries 
Davidson, D. 147 
Davis, N. 109 
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Davis, R.H.C. 42 
De animalibus 329, 332, 333 
de Deguileville, G. :
Pelerinage de vie humaine 304, 305–6, 307, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 317, 318 
De duodecim mensibus 450, 451 
De muliere Samaritana :
metre of 428 
De singulis mensibus 450 
de Vries, J. 270, 278 
deaðes swefn 157–8, 167, 168–9 
deofles gespon 157, 167 
Deor 466 
Derrida, J. 181 
Descent to Hell 354 
dialect :
Old English 13, 15, 20, 22–5; 
see also individual dialects ; 
vowels 
dialectology 110–11;
and fit technique 106–7 
dictionaries 71;
electronic 71, 80;
and principles of entry-writing 71–3, 76, 77;
see also authors of individual dictionaries ;
Dictionary of Old English ;
Oxford English Dictionary 
Dictionary of Old English 71–2, 79–80; 
entry for ‘A’ 72–9 
Diehl, H. 315 
disorder :
in Brut 223, 224–5;
medieval attitudes towards 222 
Doane, A.N. 157, 167, 168, 445 
Dobbie, E.V.K. 142, 445 
Dobson, E.J. 22 
Donne, J. :
Devotions upon Emergent Occasions 314 
doubt :
in Brut 219, 220, 223, 225–6 
drápa 350 
Dream of the Rood 142, 160, 350, 468 
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dreams :
Anglo-Saxon notions of 158–66, 167–8, 169;
of Gísli 270, 271, 273–82;
Old Saxon notions of 167–8;
see also visions 
Duby, G. 286 
Dunning, T.P. 140, 142–3 
 
East Anglia :
and dialect 102, 103, 107; 
see also Anglian 
East Midlands :
and dialect 100–2, 103, 106, 107, 108, 109, 113 
Ebert, A. 350, 351 
ece 65–6 
eced 36, 37 
Ecgfrith, King of Northumbria 476, 478, 479–30, 484, 485 
editorial practice see individual editors and texts ;
textual boundaries 
Edmund, St and King of England 42, 126 
education see Æthelthryth ;
Kempe, M. ;
women 
Edward the Confessor 42, 44 
Edward III, King of England 43 
Edwin, King of Northumbria 125 
Ekwall, E. 24, 25, 99, 102, 104–6, 107, 108, 110, 111–13 
elegies :
Old English 133, 139, 464;
see also individual poems 
Elene 123–4, 160, 161, 344, 348, 349, 353, 410–11, 514, 518 
Ellis, A. 85–98;
on linguistic methodology 86–9, 90–2;
on pronunciation 86–7, 88–9, 91, 92–7 
Ely, monastery of 478 
emblems 305, 307, 312, 313, 315–16 
emotions :
in medieval literature 467, 468;
in Old Norse verse 466;
see also psychology ;
Wife’s Lament ; 
Wulf and Eadwacer 
English :
status in late Middle Ages 240, 250;
use for religious writing in late Middle Ages 242–3, 245–6;
see also Standard English 
envelope pattern see verbal repetition 
epic 342–5, 348–9, 350–1, 356; 
Christian 342, 344, 345–7, 348 
Epistola Alexandri ad Aristotelem 146–7 
Epistolae duorum amantium 467 
Erzgräber, W. 138 
ethnography 496, 501;
see also Tacitus 
Ettmüller, L. 349–50 
exempla :
in ballades 256, 257, 258, 262–3 
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Exodus 72, 161, 162, 350, 351–2, 353; 
metre of 190;
see also textual boundaries 
 
(ge)feran, past participle :
with habban 200–2, 212;
with wesan 200–2, 212 
Farrell, R.T. 161 
fate :
Anglo-Saxon attitudes to 133, 136–43, 145, 146–50;
see also Boethius ;
Wanderer 
(ge)fea 33–4, 36, 37 
Fébus, G., Comte de Foix 259 
Felix, evangelist to East Angles 480–1, 482, 483–4 
Fell, C 476, 477, 481 
(ge)feran, past participle :
with beon/wesan 203–4;
with habban 203–4 
Fischer, A. 38 
Fisher, J. 99, 106, 108–9 
forme fixe 252, 253, 255, 263 
formulas 348, 349, 356, 404, 528;
in Cœdmon’s Hymn 402, 413;
in Ormulum 426–7;
see also frœtwe/an 
Förster, M. 363, 364, 366, 367, 368, 370, 372, 377, 378 
Fortunes of Men 465;
metre of 190 
Foucault, M. 176, 177, 181 
Frank, R. 73, 502 
Franks Casket 466 
Frantzen, A.J. 175, 177, 180, 182 
Franzen, C. 30, 37, 39 
frœtwe/an 508–27;
formulas of 509–11, 514, 515–16, 517, 518, 519, 520, 523, 524;
polysemy of 509, 518, 519, 521–2 
Freeborn, D. 99–100, 103 
French :
in post-Conquest England 29, 30–1, 36, 39, 100;
see also Anglo-Norman 
Freyja 269, 272–3, 276, 278, 279 
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Frigg 269–70, 274, 275, 276–7 
Frye, N. 286 
ful 141–2, 148, 149 
Fulgentius 366 
Fursa, evangelist to East Angles 480–1, 483–4 
fylgja 273, 274, 276 
 
(ge)gan(gan), past participle :
with beon/wesan 204–5, 209;
with habban 204–5, 207 
Gascoigne, T. 243 
gender :
grammatical 15–16;
of names 15–16;
natural 15–16;
see also ambihtmann ;
women 
Genesis A 160, 353, 445, 509, 510;
see also textual boundaries 
Genesis B 157, 158, 159, 162, 167, 168, 169, 353;
composition of 158, 167–9; 
metre of 190;
and Old Saxon source 158, 167–9;
see also textual boundaries 
Genesis and Exodus 55 
Geoffrey of Monmouth 234, 291–2 
Geoffrey of Vinsauf 136 
Germanic 193, 194 
giefan 35, 36, 37 
Gifts of Men 146 
gifu 16 
Gildas 410 
Gísla saga Súrssonar 268–85 
Gísli 268–82 
gleaw 35, 36, 37 
glosses 37–9 
gnomes see proverbs 
Godden, M.R. 373, 378, 447 
Gordon, R.K. 140 
Gower, J. :
language of 107 
Gowther 297–300 
Gradon, P.O.E. 161 
Greene, G.K. 254 
Greenfield, S.B. 355–6, 357–8 
Gregory the Great 362, 363, 366, 367, 368–9, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374–5, 376, 377, 379;
Dialogues, in Old English translation 163, 164, 165; 
Pastoral Care, in Old English translation 164 
Gregory of Tours :
History of the Franks 483 
Grein, C.W. 76 
Grendel 176, 177, 178, 180;
severed arm and head of 121–4, 127–8 
Grimbold of St Bertin 388 
Grimm, J. 344, 348, 349, 352, 355 
Guest, E. 432, 433 
guild certificates 104, 112 
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Guthlac A 145, 353 
Guthlac B 145, 162, 353;
metre of 192 
Guðrún 272–3, 279, 466 
gylde 20–1 
 
Hadrian, Archbishop of Canterbury 481 
Haines, C.R. 147 
Hall, J.R. Clark 73, 75, 76–7, 78, 147 
Hamer, R.F.S. 140, 142–3 
Hammerich, R. 350, 351 
hana 33–4, 36, 37 
hapax legomena 74, 76, 78 
Havelock the Dane 55 
Haymo of Auxerre 363, 367, 368, 369, 372–3, 374, 375, 376, 378, 379 
Helen of Troy 252, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 263 
Heliand 165, 348, 349, 354, 355 
Heloise :
letters of 467 
Helreið Brynhildar 466 
Henel, H. 447 
Henry II, King of England 43 
Henry, A. 316 
Henry, P.L. 139 
Heptateuch :
in Old English translation 166 
Hermann, J.P. 181, 182 
heroic code see Tacitus 
heroic poetry 343, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 354, 355, 356, 357, 493 
Heusler, A. 346–8, 352, 357 
Heusler, W. 104, 110 
Hickes, G. 431, 432 
Hieatt, C.B. 140 
Hild, Abbess of Whitby 481, 484 
Hildebrandslied 343, 352 
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Hilton, W. 242, 243;
Pricking of Love 242;
Scala perfectionis 242 
Hitler, A. 503 
Hoccleve, T. :
language of 107 
Hoffman, G. 199 
Hogg, R.M. 22, 23, 24, 25 
Hollis, S. 475 
Holt, R. 424 
Homer 344, 392, 393, 394, 404 
homorganic lengthening 20–1, 22 
Hoops, J. 204 
Hopkins, A. 290, 294, 297 
Hoppin, R. 256 
Horgan, A.D. 135, 138 
Hrothgar’s hilt :
interpretations of writing on 175, 176–80 
Huchet, J.-C. 286 
Hudson, A. 243 
Hundingsbana II 466 
Husband’s Message 133–4 
Hutcheson, B.R. 188–9 
 
Ilfracombe 17 
incubi :
as rapists 287, 290–3, 300;
in Sir Gowther 287, 290, 291, 293–5, 296, 300;
in Wife of Bath’s Tale 291 
individual, the :
in medieval literature 467–8;
in Old English verse 465, 467–8;
see also Wife’s Lament ;
Wulf and Eadwacer 
Indo-European 193 
intertextuality :
of early medieval exegesis 364–6, 367, 369, 370, 372, 373, 379;
see also Ælfric 
intransitive verbs, and past participles with beon/wesan or habban 199–214; 
development in Middle English 200, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210–12 
Irvine, M. 365 
Isaacs, N.D. 141 
Isidore of Seville 328, 330, 411; 
Etymologies 78;
on incubi 296 
 
Jager, E. 180 
Jean Campion 260, 261, 263 
Jean de la Mote 260–3 
Jerome 362, 363, 373;
on virginity482 
Johansen, J.G. 122 
John of Bohemia 329, 332–3, 337 
John, Duke of Bedford 244 
John the Old Saxon 388 
Johnson, L. 254 
Judgment Day :
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in Old English verse 518, 522;
in The Phoenix 517–18, 519, 524 
Judgment Day I 145, 146 
Judgment Day II 515 
Judith 125, 345, 348, 349, 353 
Juliana 141, 144–5, 162, 349, 350, 353, 510 
Junius, F. 351 
Juvencus, C. Vettius Aquilinus 345 
 
Kemble, J.M. 349 
Kempe, J. 245 
Kempe, M. 240;
Book of Margery Kempe 241, 245;
education of 245–6, 250;
and English Bible 243, 244; 
Latinity of 241, 244, 246–50;
literacy of 245–6, 249;
and Lollardy 243–4 
Kendall, C 188 
kennings, Old Norse 267;
connotative value of 268;
for women 268–82 
Kentish : 13, 18–25, 100;
see also vowels 
Ker, N.R. 30, 33, 74 
Ker, W.D. 346 
Kindschi, L. 78 
King Horn :
metre of 428 
kingship see Alfred 
Klaeber, F. 123, 178, 445, 446 
Klinck, A.L. 142, 458 
Krapp, G.P. 142, 445 
Krogmann, W. 77 
Kuhn, H. 186, 188, 193 
 
lac 65 
Lactantius :
De ave phoenice 509, 512, 513, 515, 516, 517, 526 

 :
Brut 219–22, 292, 295; 
metre of 428;
narrative technique of 231–6;
and relation of Old English and French tradition 226–7;
see also disorder ;
doubt ; 
proverbs ;
psychology ;
time ;
verbal repetition ;
Wace ;
wisdom ; 
as moralist 227, 234–5;
as poet 226, 227–38 
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lagu 35, 36, 37 
Laing, M. 31 
Lambeth Homilies 35 
Langland, W. : 
Piers Plowman 337; 
birds in 327–8, 329, 333, 336, 337 
language change 87, 88, 95, 96, 97; 
post-Norman Conquest 43;
see also lexical modernisation ;
Transitional English 
language learning : 
in late medieval England 240, 245–6;
see also Kempe, M. 
Lapidary 74 
Laponce, J.A. 241 
Latin : 
in late medieval England 240–1, 245–6, 249–50;
in post-Conquest England 29, 31, 33, 34, 37, 39 
Latin verse see medieval Latin verse 
law : 
Anglo-Saxon 126–7, 128;
Old Frisian 127, 128;
in oral societies 127 
Leechdoms 141 
Lehmann, W.P. 193 
Lehnert, M. 427 
Leith, D. 100–1, 103 
Lerer, S. 175 
Leslie, R.F. 140, 142 
Lewalski, B. 314 
lexical modernisation 32–6, 37–9 
linguistic change see language change 
linguistic methodology : 
descriptive vs. prescriptive 87–97;
see also Ellis, A. 
linguistic variation 87, 88, 90, 94, 95–6, 97 
literacy : 
Anglo-Saxon 176, 179, 180;
in late medieval England 241, 245;
see also Kempe, M. ;
post-Norman Conquest 30–1 
literary decorum 258, 259, 261–3 
liðan, past participle : 
with beon/wesan 206;
with habban 206 
Liuzza, R.M. 31–2 
loanwords : 
French 36, 39;
Latin 39; 
Scandinavian 35, 37, 38, 39, 63 
Lochrie, K. 242 
Lollardy 242–4, 246;
see also Kempe, M. 
London : 
and dialect 99–115; 
morphology of 104, 110, 111, 112, 113;
pronunciation of 104, 110, 112, 113;
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spelling of 108–9, 110, 112, 113; 
and surnames of residents 104–5, 106, 108 
Love, N. 243;
Mirrour of the Blessed Lyf of Jesu Christ 242 
Luick, K. 22, 23 
Lumiansky, R.M. 138 
lyric poetry : 
medieval French 252, 253, 255, 256, 257, 259, 260, 262, 263;
see also ballades 
 
McArthur, T. 72 
Machaut, G. 253 
McIntosh, A. 57, 58, 106 
Macrobius :
on incubi 296 
Magnusson, U. 19 
Magoun, F.P. 355 
Maltby, R. 78 
mann : 
denoting women 76 
manuscripts : 
late copies of Old English manuscripts 31, 38, 42–70; 
see also scribes ;
textual boundaries ; 
Worcester ; 
individual MSS : 
Chantilly, Musée Condé :
MS 564 
(olim 1047) 253, 254, 259; 
Cambridge, University Library : 
Ee.3.60 45, 46, 48, 51–2, 54, 55, 56, 57–61, 63, 64, 65–7;
Ff.2.33 44, 46, 48, 51–2, 54, 55, 56, 57–61, 63, 64, 65–7;
Gg.3.28 362, 372, 447–8, 450, 452; 
Gg.4.4 45, 46, 48–9, 52–4, 55, 56–7, 58, 59, 61–4, 65–8;
Ii.2.19 378;
Kk.5.16 411–12;
Mm.4.19 44, 46, 47, 54, 56, 58, 65–6, 67; 
Cambridge, Corpus Christi 
College : 
MS 9 450, 451;
MS 140 33–6, 37;
MS 303 372;
MS 391 450, 451; 
Cambridge, Magdalene College : 
Pepys MS 2258 304, 312; 
Cambridge, Pembroke College : 
MS 23 378; 
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Cambridge, St John’s College : 
MS 221 450; 
Cambridge, Trinity College : 
R.15.32 449; 
Durham, Cathedral Library : 
A.III.29 378; 
Florence, Biblioteca Nationale Centrale: 
Panciatichi 26 253; 
King’s Lynn, Borough archives : 
Ch Ae 34 44, 45–7, 54, 56, 65–6, 67; 
London, British Library : 
Addit. 
14847 44, 46, 51–2, 54, 55, 56, 57–61, 63, 64, 65–7;
Arundel 60 450;
Cotton Caligula A.xv 451; 
Cotton Cleopatra A.iii 410; 
Cotton Julius A.vi 451;
Cotton 
Tiberius E.iv 450;
Cotton Titus D. xxvi and xxvii 449–50, 451, 452;
Cotton Vespasian A. 22 31;
Harley 638 45–7, 49–51, 54, 55–6, 61, 65–7;
Harley 743 44, 46, 51, 56–57, 64, 65–7;
Royal 1.A.xiv 31 33–6, 37, 38;
Royal 12.C.xxiii 407; 
London, Lambeth Palace Library : 
MS 487 31; 
London, Public Record Office : 
C52/15 44, 46, 49–51, 54–5, 56, 65–6, 67;
C53/101 45–7, 49–51, 54, 55–7, 58–9, 60, 61, 64, 65–7; 
C53/117 45, 46, 48–9, 52–4, 55–7, 58, 59, 60, 61–4, 65–8; 
Oxford, Bodleian Library : 
Bodley 343 31, 32–3, 36, 37;
Bodley 441 33;
Bodley 614 450; 
Canonici Misc. 213 253;
Digby 86 56;
Gough Cambridge 22 45, 46, 48–9, 52–4, 55, 56–7, 58, 59, 60, 61–4, 65–8;
Hatton 38 31, 33–6, 37, 38;
Hatton 113 450;
Hatton 115 37, 39; 
Junius 1 429;
Junius 11 449, 452–3; 
Oxford, St John’s College :
MS 17 450; 
Rouen, Bibliothèque Municipale : 
Y.6 450; 
Vatican City, Bibliotheca 
Apostolica Vaticana :
lat. 3363 388; 
Worcester, Cathedral Library :
F 93 378 
Marius Victor 345 
Martin, R. 496 
Maxims I 78–9, 135, 142, 143, 146, 465 
Maxims II 135 
Medea 252, 254–5, 256, 257, 259, 263 
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Medee fu 252–9, 263;
ambiguity of interpretation 252, 256, 257–8, 263 
medieval Latin verse : 
metre of 428–31;
see also individual poems 
Meissner, R. 267–8, 282 
memory see Ælfric 
Menthel, E. 428 
Mercian 21, 23, 24 
Meritt, H.D. 78, 147 
Merlin 291–3, 300 
metre and versification : 
Old English 186–98, 427, 431, 436; 
ambiguity of 192–4;
flexibility of 186, 192, 193, 194;
see also a-verse ;
individual poems ; 
Middle English : 
syllabic verse 424, 425, 428–9, 431, 435;
see also individual poems 
Metres of Boethius 141, 142, 143, 144 
Meyer, R.M. 270 
Meyer, W. 430 
Midlands : 
and dialect 101, 103, 104, 105–6, 107, 109–10, 111;
see also Central Midlands ;
East Midlands 
Miller, T. 128, 147–8 
Mitchell, R.B. 133, 136, 138, 142, 200, 207, 208, 445 
Momigliano, A.D. 493 
moneyers : 
fraudulent 126–7;
see also names 
morphology 13;
derivational 15;
see also Bury St Edmunds ;
London ; 
names 
Morris, C 467–8 
Morsbach, L. 104, 107, 110, 112 
Müller, M. 91 
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multilingualism 240;
in late medieval England 240 
Murphy, G.R. 355 
Murray, J. 71, 73–4, 85;
see also Oxford English Dictionary 
Mustanoja, T. 199–200 
 
names 13–21;
on coins 13, 15, 16–17, 18, 20, 21;
gender of 15–16;
late Old English 14, 15, 16, 17–21;
of moneyers 15, 16, 17;
morphology of 13–15;
phonology of 13, 17–21; 
spelling of 13, 16–17;
see also London 
Nares, R. 89–90, 91, 94 
Nativity of Mary 74–5, 79 
nature : 
encyclopaedias of 327–41; 
learning from 327–8, 329, 332–7 
Near, M.R. 175, 176–8, 179, 180 
Neckam, A. : 
De naturis rerum 328, 329, 330–1, 332 
Nelson, M. 179 
Nennius 291 
Newman, F.W. 92 
Nibelungenlied 344 
Norman Conquest : 
and English 
language 29, 30;
see also Anglo-Norman ;
French ;
language change ; 
Latin ;
literacy 
Norris, C. 182 
Northern counties of England : 
and dialect 100, 101, 103, 105, 110, 113 
Northwold, John 69–70 n. 22 
 
Of Arthour and of Merlin 292–3 
oferfaran, past participle : 
with habban 203;
with wesan 203 
O’Keeffe, K.O’Brien 179 
Old English : 
late 14, 15, 16, 17–18;
see also Transitional English ;
vowels 
Old English verse : 
mode of composition 508, 510–11, 515, 516, 518, 523–8;
see also oral composition ;
oral formulaic theory ; 
poetic diction 
Old Norse 63, 67, 139;
verse 466;
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see also Scandinavian languages 
Oldcastle, J. 244 
Olsen, A.H. 181, 182 
On God Ureisun of ure Lefdi 428 
Ong, W. 176, 241 
onomastics see names 
oral composition : 
of Old English verse 343, 348, 350, 353, 355, 508 
oral formulaic theory 176, 355;
see also formulas ;
oral composition 
oral literature 233 
orality : 
in late medieval England 240 
Orm : 
Ormulum 55, 66, 67; 
metre of 423; 
and accentuation 427–8, 435, 436;
and line divisions 431–5, 436;
models for 428–31;
and punctuation 432–433;
and syllabism 423–7, 428–31, 435, 436 
Orme, N. 245 
Orosius : 
Historiarum aduersus paganos 391 
Orpheus see Alfred 
orthoepy 88–92, 97 
orthography see spelling 
Oswald, St and King of Northumbria 125–6 
oð þœt 445, 453 
Overing, G.R. 180, 181–2 
Ovid : 
Metamorphoses 391, 392, 393 
Oxford English Dictionary 71, 72, 73–4, 75, 85;
see also Murray, J. 
Oxford University 101, 103, 104, 109 
 
Paetz, B. 392–3 
paganism : 
and Germanic poetry 347, 348, 349, 351, 354, 355;
see also fate ; 
Woden 
Page, D. 392 
Panther 510 
Paradise : 
in Old English verse 509, 510–11, 521, 522;
in The Phoenix 508–13, 514, 518, 522, 525 
Paris Psalter 510–11 
paronomasia see poetic diction 
past participles see intransitive verbs ; 
transitive verbs 
Paston, John I and II 109 
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Paul (apostle) 149–50 
Paul the Deacon 363, 364, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373–4, 375, 376, 377, 378 
Paulinus of Nola 345, 408–9 
pax, ceremony of 316–18 
Pearsall, D. 355 
Pecock, R., Bishop of Chichester 243 
Penda, King of Mercia 125–6 
Persius 407 
Peter Lombard :
on rape 288 
Peterborough Chronicle 66, 141 
Petheram, J. 344 
Peverel T., Bishop of Worcester 244 
Philippe de Vitry 253, 258–63 
Philological Society 85, 88, 90, 92 
philology : 
study of in nineteenth century see Ellis, A. ;
linguistic methodology 
Phoenix, The 143, 508–28 
phonology : 
Dependency Phonology 18–20;
Old English 13, 17–25;
study of in nineteenth century 88, 95;
see also Bury St Edmunds ;
names 
Piccolomino, A. see Pius II 
Pilgrimage of the Lyfe of Manhode 304, 305–6, 307–8, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 315, 316, 317 
Pius II, Pope : 
use of Germania 502 
place-names 104–5 
Plegmund, Archbishop 388 
Pliny 328, 330, 331 
Poema morale : 
metre of 428, 431–2, 436 
poetic diction : 
Old English : 
alliteration 186–98, 404; 
collocations 510–11, 512, 514, 515, 516, 517, 519, 520, 522, 523–4, 525;
connotation 146, 168, 513, 518, 522;
paronomasia 168; 
vocabulary 168;
word choice 169; 
see also Bede’s Death Song ; 
Cœdmon’s Hymn ;
hapax legomena ;
polysemy ;
verbal 
repetition ; 
Old Norse see kennings 
poetic inspiration : 
in Anglo-Saxon England 404–11;
and Cædmon 403–4, 405, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 415–16 
Pognon, E. 259 
polyphony 253, 258 
polysemy see frœtwe/an 
Pope, J.C. 32, 33, 79, 80, 142, 187, 188, 189 
Precepts 145 
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Prick of Conscience 243 
Proclamation of Henry III 104 
pronunciation : 
attitudes to in nineteenth century 85–9, 90, 91; 
standard in nineteenth century 92–4; 
see also Ellis, A. 
Protestants 305, 314, 316, 317;
and allegory 305, 309, 314, 316, 318;
and the visual image 315, 316;
see also Baspoole, W. ;
Bible 
Proto-Germanic 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24 
Proverb from Winfrid’s Time 134–5 
proverbs 136;
in Brut 227;
in Old English verse 134–5, 136, 137, 141, 148–9;
see also Wanderer 
Prudentius, Aurelius Clemens 345 
psychology : 
in Brut 233–4;
medieval interest in 233;
see also emotion 
Pyle, F. 431 
Pyles, T. 100, 103 
 
Radegund, St : 
virginity of 483 
Ramsay, L.C. 286 
rape : 
medieval notions of 287, 288–90; 292, 293;
in Sir Gowther 287, 290–1, 293–5, 296, 298–300 
Ravenel, F. 297 
Reaney, G. 253 
Remigius of Auxerre 388 
Repyngdon, P., Bishop of Lincoln 243–4 
Resignation 145 
Riddle 7 513–14 
Riddle 58:
metre of 192 
Ridyard, S. 477, 484 
Riming Poem 145, 146 
Ringler, R.N. 142 
Ritson, J. 344, 345 
Robert de Boron 292 
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Robert le Diable 290 
Robinson, F.C. 133, 136, 138, 142 
Robson, M. 287, 291, 295, 298 
Rolle, R. : 
Incendium amoris 242 
romance 286–7, 344;
Breton lays 287, 297;
penitential 290–1, 294, 297, 299, 300;
the supernatural in 287, 290, 293, 295, 297, 300;
see also incubi ; 
individual romances 
romantic love : 
in medieval literature 467, 468;
see also Wife’s Lament ; 
Wulf and Eadwacer 
Rosenberg, A. : 
use of Germania 503 
Ruodlieb 467 
Rusch, W.J. 113 
 
Sabinus 494 
Sachse, R. 424 
Samuels, M. 99, 101, 102, 106–7, 108, 110, 111, 113 
Satzpartikeln 186–7, 190, 191, 192, 193 
Sawtre, W. 243, 244 
Saxon :
dialect 104, 113 
Sæthryth, step-daughter of King Anna 481, 484, 486 
Scandinavian languages 29, 35, 37, 38, 39;
influence on East Midlands English 106, 113;
see also Old Norse Schepss, G . 388, 391 
Schipper, J. 428 
scholarship, of Old English 342, 354–8; 
Anglo-American 344–7;
and computers 182–3;
and critical theory 175–83;
and Germania 493, 502, 503; 
Germanic 342–4, 346–53, 355, 357; 
and nationalism 344, 347;
and source study 362–6, 370, 371, 372, 373, 379–80;
and traditional literary study 175, 176, 180–3 
Schröer, A. 29–30 
Schücking, L.L. 161 
scribes and scribal transmission 31–2, 33, 34–5, 36, 38, 43, 54–68, 112, 113, 144;
see also textual boundaries ; 
Worcester 
Seafarer 133, 146, 462 
Seaxburg of Ely 478, 484 
secgan 32–3, 34, 36, 37 
Sedgefield, W. 142 
Sedulius 345 
(ge)sellan 35, 36, 37 
Serjeantson, M.S. 23, 24 
Sheridan, T. 91, 92 
Shippey, T.A. 143, 180 
Sidonius, Apollinaris 345 
Sievers, E. 77, 187, 188;
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five types 186, 187;
Rule of Precedence 189 
Sigeberht, King of East Angles 480, 481 
Sir Gowther 287, 290, 293–5, 296–300; 
as penitential romance 290–1, 294, 297, 299, 300;
see also incubi ;
rape 
Sir Isumbras 297 
Sir Orfeo 296 
sittan, past participle :
with habban 208 
skalds and skaldic verse 267, 268, 270, 282 
Skeat, W. 58 
Skemp, A.R. 352 
Smaragdus 363–4, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371–2, 373, 374, 375, 376–7, 378–9 
Smart, B. 86, 87, 91, 94 
Smetana, C. 363, 364, 366, 368, 370, 371, 372–3, 376, 377, 378, 379 
Smithers, G.V. 38, 297 
Smithson, G.A. 351 
smoothing 25 
Snorri Sturlusson 276;
Gylfaginning 270 
sociolinguistics 25, 95, 96, 99, 111 
Solomon and Saturn 179 
Somner, W. 75, 76, 79–80 
Soul and Body I 515 
Soul and Body II 144 
South English Legendary 35 
Southern counties of England :
and dialect 100, 101, 103, 104, 105, 107, 110, 111, 113 
spelling :
attitudes to in nineteenth century 88–9;
see also Bury St Edmunds ;
London ;
names 
spiders 329–30, 331–3, 334–7;
see also nature 
Stafford, P. 476, 478, 479 
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Stammbaum 22, 23, 25 
standan, past participle :
with beon/wesan 207;
with habban 207 
Standard English :
attitudes to in nineteenth century 92–4, 96; 
modern debates about 99, 111; 
origins of 99–113 
Stanley, E.G. 17, 22, 29, 188, 362 
staþol 128 
Stenton, F. 480–1 
Stitt, J.M. 178 
Strang, B. 101–2, 103 
Strohm, R. 256–7 
surnames see London 
susl 67 
swallows 329–31, 332, 333, 334–6, 337; 
see also nature 
Swanton, M. 357 

158, 167–8, 169 
Sweet, H. 75, 76, 78, 80, 142, 147 
swefn 157–74 
swefnes woma 160–2 
Symeon of Durham 413 
 
Tabusa, T. 193 
Tacitus, Cornelius 493–5;
Annals 494, 502;
Germania 493, 495–9, 500–3; 
and comitatus 493, 498;
and heroic code 493, 498–9, 500–1, 503; 
reception of 502–3;
relation to Anglo-Saxon culture 493, 498–9, 501;
women in 493, 498, 501; 
Histories 494, 495–6, 499 
Talking and Debating 92 
Taylor, W. 344 
ten Brink 343, 350–1 
textual boundaries :
in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts 449–50, 451, 452–3;
in Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records 445;
in Ælfric’s de Temporibus anni and Catholic Homilies 447–8;
in Beowulf 445–6, 449;
in Byrhtferth of Ramsey’s Enchiridion 448–9;
in Christ and Satan 452;
in Daniel 452; 
and editorial practice 445–9;
in Exodus 452;
in Genesis A 445, 452–3; 
in Genesis B 452, 455;
modern 446; 
in Old English verse 452–3 
Theodore of Tarsus 481 
Theodulf of Orléans :
Capitula, in Old English translation 75–6 
Thomas Aquinas :
on incubi 289, 294, 296;
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on rape 288–9, 294;
on virginity 288–9 
Thomas of Cantimpré :
De natura rerum 328, 329, 331 
Thorkelin, G. 344 
Thorpe, B. 351, 378, 432 
Tiberius 494, 498 
time and chronology :
in Brut 231–4 
Timmer, B.J. 137–8, 139 
Tolkien, J.R.R. 446 
Toller, T.N. 73, 75, 76, 77, 80;
see also Bosworth, J. 
Transitional English 29–32, 42–3, 54–64, 200, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210–12;
vocabulary of 29, 30, 32–6, 39, 43, 64–8;
see also Old English 
transitive verbs, and past participles : 
with beon/wesan or habban 199–214; 
development in Middle English 200, 205 
Trautmann, M. 77, 428 
Trinity Homilies 55, 64 
Turner, S. 344–6, 347 
Turville-Petre, G. 279 
Tuve, R. 304, 305, 309, 318 
Tyrwhitt, T. 431–2, 436 
Þordis 268, 272, 273 
Þórólfsson, B. 279 
ðwean 33, 34, 36, 37 
 
Ulysses see Alfred 
Umlaut :
back 21;
i - 16, 18, 22, 23, 24; 
Palatal 23, 25 
(ge)unnan 67–8 
 
valkyrie 270, 273, 275, 276, 278, 280, 282 
Venantius Fortunatus 345, 483;
De virginitate 483 
Vennemann, T. 193 
verb-first clause see a-verse 
verbal repetition :
in Brut 232–33;
in Old English verse 508, 528; 
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envelope patterns 122, 511;
in The Phoenix 508, 512, 513, 514–15, 516–17, 518, 521–7;
verse paragraph 520–1, 524;
word echo 140, 413 
verbs, finite see a-verse ;
intransitive verbs ;
transitive verbs 
Vergil 345, 347, 391, 394, 408, 409 
verse paragraph see verbal repetition 
Vespasian, Emperor of Rome 494, 495 
Vices and Virtues 55, 64, 66 
Victorinus 345 
Vikings 126 
Vilmar, A.F.C. 348–9, 355, 357 
Vincent of Beauvais :
on rape 288; 
Speculum naturale 328, 329, 331, 332 
virginity :
medieval notions of 288–9, 477–8, 482;
see also Æthelthryth ; 
Radegund 
visions :
Anglo-Saxon notions of 162, 163–5;
see also dreams 
Visser, F. 200 
Vitellius, Emperor of Rome 494, 495, 499 
vocabulary :
Old English 71, 73;
see also Bury St Edmunds ;
Transitional English 
von Schaubert, E. 445 
vowels : 
Kentish 19–25;
Old English 18–25 
 
Wace 226, 227, 234 
Waldere I 138, 343, 346 
Waldere II 343, 346 
Walker, J. 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94 
Wallace-Hadrill, J.M. 125, 484 
Wanderer : 133, 134–50, 161 465, 469; 
ambiguity in 135–6, 138, 148–9; 
metre of 143, 145–6;
scribe of 144; 
syntax of 135–6, 142, 145–6, 148–9 
Wanley, H. 431, 432 
wascan 34, 36, 37 
Watkin, E.I. 245 
weaxan, past participle :
with habban 208;
with wesan 208 
weorðan, past participle :
with beon/wesan 205;
with habban 205–6, 212 
wergild :
in Germania 502 
West Saxon 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25 
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West Saxon gospels 31, 33–6, 37, 38 
White, R.M. 424, 431, 432 
Whitney, W.D. 91 
Wiegand, F. 374, 378 
Wife’s Lament 133, 142, 143, 145, 457, 459–62, 464–5;
emotion in 457, 462–4, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469;
the individual in 462, 463, 465, 467–8, 469;
metre of 190;
romantic love in 465–6, 467, 468, 469;
see also women 
Wilfrid, Bishop of York 478–80;485 
William of Auxerre :
on rape 289;
on virginity 289 
William of Conches :
on rape 288 
William of Malmesbury 388, 404–5 
William of Nassyngton 240 
Willibrord, St :
Calendar 482 
Wilson, A. 286, 287 
Wimsatt, J. 260, 261 
winileodas 469 
wis 35, 36, 37 
wisdom :
in Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 219;
in Beowulf 219;
in Brut 220–6 
Wittig, J. 388, 395 
Woden 126 
woma 160–2 
women :
Anglo-Saxon 469;
education of, in Anglo-Saxon England 481 
(see also Æthelthryth) ;
education of, in late medieval England 245–6
(see also Kempe, M) ;
marriage of, in Anglo-Saxon England 484
(see also Æthelthryth) ;
in medieval literature 468;
in Old English verse 465–6;
in Old Norse verse 466;
see also Beowulf, gender ;
individual women ;
kennings ;
mann ;
rape ; 
Tacitus ;
valkyrie ;
virginity ;
Wife’s Lament ;
Wulf and Eadwacer Woolf, R . 498–9 
Worcester :
scribe with tremulous hand 30, 32, 36–8 
word echo see verbal repetition 
Wrenn, C.L. 123, 445 
Wright, T. 344 
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Wulf and Eadwacer 457, 458–9, 465;
emotions in 457, 462–3, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469;
the individual in 462–3, 465–6, 467–8, 469;
romantic love in 465, 467, 468, 469 
Wülker, R. 351–2, 356–7 
wunian, past participle :
with habban 207;
with wesan 207 
Wyatt, A.J. 445, 446 
Wycliffe, J. 242–4;
writings associated with 107, 108 
wyrd 135, 137–40, 141, 145 
 
ymb 67 
 
Zeus see Alfred 
Ziff’s Law 14 
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